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1

Chapter 1.
Information

Figure 1.1: Representation and reality[8]. (check permission) (redraw)

1.1. Information and Representation
1.1.1. Information tells us about the WorldInformation tells us about the world. It helps us interat with others, make deisions and perhapsentertain us We may learn about the world from diret observation. I may see that you're wearing redshoes today. Or, we may learn about he world from other people. For instane, we wath the televisionto �nd out who won the big game. Or, we might ask a friend \Where are my shoes"?Information also helps people work better. It helps a farmer �nd best praties for growing rops andit helps an oÆe worker keep in touh with olleagues. Information is ritial to signi�ant deisionsranging from health are to international poliy.Information an be personal or an ideosynrati, or widely appliable to all human beings. It an beused immediately and lost or stored and aessed for later use. It may be stored in books, in databases,or in photos for years before it aessed. Information neessarily involves a model to organize andinterat with it. Representation as struture vs funtion.
1.1.2. Representations and AbstractionsRepresentations go hand-in-hand with information, they hold the information. They are abstrationswith �lter out details. We take an expansive view of the sope of information. We do not make the usualdistintion between data sand information. Rather, than making a simple binary distintion we proposethat suh information is evaluated in many di�erent ways and that it's best to onsider the variety oftehniques separately. Beause information helps people to make preditions about their environment,it is natural to develop systems for them to organize, aess, and use information. Representations areused for searh engines, planning, problem solving, and design.
Representations hold potential information. Representation is the logial ontent but by our de�nitioninformation reets the world in some way. Representations di�er greatly in their ompletely, in theirstability, and in their aessibility for human inspetion and understanding. A representation



2 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13aptures some aspet of the world as an \abstration". Fig. 1.2 shows stages in the development anduse of a representation. Every representation is aompanied by tehniques for using or reonstrutingits ontent, and the \model" is the ombination of the representation with those routines.Objets and Events
?Encoding/CaptureRepresentation
?

Retrieval/ReconstructionDisplay
?User -

6
�

Figure 1.2: The components of a very simple information system. Information processing occurs both during
encoding and during retrieval. The box shows the “model” which is the combination of the representation and
associated information processing.Every representation leaves something out. Thus, there may be a \representational bias". Plaingitems into a ategory that is not a perfet �t reates representational bias. That is, the representationalsystem a�ets what is aptured. The properties of the ategory are assumed to belong to that item.Alternatively, important events whih do not �t into any ategory may simply be ignored (4.3.0). Someinformation whih does not �t neutrally into the representation. It may not ome pakaged the waywe need it, it may be squeezed into ategories into a ategory where it doesn't �t, or may simply belost. Moreover, ategories are not always useful; people an over-generalize.Indeed, the need for the distintion between ategorial and numerial representations is debated.Categorial representations are essential for symboli proessing but numerial proessing ould ap-proximate traditional ategories. Still others emphasize proesses. Even sequenes of DNA an serveas representations.

Static RepresentationsCategories are abstrations. Mathematial funtions are also abstrations. The points in the graph onthe left of Fig. 1.3 are well desribed by a straight line.
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Figure 1.3: A straight line can be an effective representation to describe a set of data points (left). However, the line
is less satisfactory if the points are scattered (center) or if a curved line may be a better representation (right). A
representation that fits curved lines will be more complex.Math and logi may be thought of as meta-representation frameworks. Mathematial equations areone type of representation. One basi distintion is between disrete (symboli) and ontinuous repre-sentations.

Representing and Modeling Events, Sequences, and ProcessesThe terms representation and model may be used interhangeably. We make the distintion that arepresentation is stati while a model is dynami or, at least, is used to desribe a dynami proess. Aomputer program or simulation may use the model to generate a result for a given set of onditions.Events and sets of events. Proess models. Knowledge as an embedded proess. Proedures (suh asreipes) programs, and simulations.
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Figure 1.4: Modeling tools may also be used to complete specific tasks without emulating a natural processes.
(check permission)

Ingredients Directions

2 3
4

cups all-purpose flour Step 1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees F (190 degrees C). In a small bowl,
1 tsp. baking soda stir together flour, baking soda, and baking powder. Set aside.
1
2

tsp. baking powder Step 2. In a large bowl, cream together the butter and sugar until
1 cup butter, softened smooth. Beat in egg and vanilla. Gradually blend in the dry

ingredients.
1 1

2
cups white sugar Roll rounded teaspoonfuls of dough into balls, and place onto ungreased

1 egg cookie sheets.
1 tsp/ vanilla extract Step 3. Bake 8 to 10 minutes in the preheated oven, or until golden.

Let stand on cookie sheet two minutes before removing to cool on
wire racks.

Figure 1.5: Example of a procedure. In this case, a recipe for cookies. (check permission)Aountability for the proesses from soures suh as organizational ontrol, professional oversight,legal restritions, and politial proesses.Modeling as desription or modeling as predition. A proess an store (or enode) information if itauses ations to be more e�etive. Presumably, there is neessarily a limited ontext in whih a modelapplies. The ability of a model to math omplex ativities depends on how well the representationand proessing math the task.
Objects and Events -

?

Model Input
(Independent Variables, IVs)

- Model -

Natural

Process -

Model Output
(Dependent Variables, DVs)

Actual Results

6

?

Figure 1.6: A simple model may emulate a natural process. Given the same input (the IVs), the output of a model
(i.e., the DVs) should match the output of the natural process it is emulating.There are many possible features on whih to fous so the �rst step is the identi�ation and seletionof features.Simulations as information resoures whih need metadata. The atual results beome a goal or atarget. Nonetheless, these models reet natural situations. model may be abstrated and used togenerate new responses for situations beyond those from whih it was originally developed. Many ofthese environments and systems are too omplex to model aurately, and many details are lost. Itis helpful to develop several related models, eah of whih speializes in di�erent aspets of the same



4 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13task. Later, we will onsider appliations of models suh as student models, domain models, and taskmodels. For eah model, there may be multiple levels of goals or targets and these may even onitwith eah other.
Abstractions of ProcessesAny representation an be onsidered an abstration, it leaves out details. However, the idea of abstra-tion usually refers to inreasingly general systems for solutions to handle a family of related situations.Tools for developing suh proedures and proesses. Abstration of properties. Abstration of proesses.Abstration of behavior. Workows are instanes of proess abstrations.

1.1.3. Structure, Languages, and Context
Information Structure and Information ArchitectureInformation arhiteture is a broad term whih suggests a design plan for the struture and aes-sibility of information. This involves aspets of the layout and the oneptual struture (6.3.5, 7.3.1).Typially, the information arhiteture applies aross and help to provide ontinuity to an entire website. Wireframes as shematis for a page and site. Wikipedia as oneptual organizing system.Struture is broad but essential. We have already seen examples of information struture in taxonomiesof lasses but they many also be organized by rote systems suh as alphabetial order.Another ommon type of information struture in based on attributes. Tables present attribute valuesfor instanes of a ategory. Many of these strutures are used in visualization (9.6.5, 11.2.5). There is ahallenge of mathing the presentation struture to the oneptual struture. There are multiple stru-tures. Intentional struture versus derived struture. Furthermore, struture an support interativity.Visualization (11.2.5). Hierarhies.Building intranets and doing enterprise ontent management. Implement lifeyle.
Natural LanguagesNatural languages, those languages used by human beings, ombine symbols in a omplex struture.Compare the sentene \The robber was desribed as a tall man with a blak mustahe weighing 150pounds" with \The robber was desribed as a tall man weighing 150 pounds with a blak mustahe".In the �rst sentene, ommon sense aside, the struture suggests that the robber's mustahe weighed150 pounds. The seond sentene, omposed of the exat same words, onveys a more plausible, thoughperhaps less amusing, meaning (6.2.3). Struture, espeially that of a natural language, is referred to as\syntax". Syntax is ontrasted with \semantis," or meaning.Language allows people to ommuniate omplex information. At the level of ulture and soiety,language and writing are related to the development of omplex soial organizations that are omposedof semi-autonomous units oordinated for a goal. Symbols may be ombined into larger meaningfulunits. Sometimes, the omposition of symbols simply modi�es the original and sometimes it reates amuh riher meaning suh as disourse, explanations, and narrative. Convseumersation as a modelfor interativity.
UnderstandingUnderstanding the Dilbert artoon in Fig. 1.7 seems easy, but to even begin to understand this artoon,the reader must know that the speakers are in an oÆe, that the man in the suit is the boss, thatnetworking is a mysterious art to the layperson, and that rodeos are held in plaes where there is hay.In short, without the proper ontext, a reader would have trouble even understanding this artoon,muh less �nding it funny. Beyond what is overed in the representations. Not everything is in words.Pragmatis. Disourse maro-strutures.Individual words (or symbols) have very little meaning in isolation, rather, their meaning omes fromtheir relationship to other things. A smile may indiate a greeting in one ontext and irony in another.When a situation is desribed by a sign or a set of symbols, many of the subtleties of its ontext are
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Figure 1.7: Note how much context must be inferred to understand the pictures. (redraw)(check permission).lost. Consider how a personal photo seems hollow in omparison to the original event or meaningless toa stranger; that is beause muh of the ontext is missing. However, by its nature, ontext is diÆultto represent aurately. User engagement with information resoures and making meaning.Understanding an measured by the ability to behave and respond appropriately in novel situations.
1.1.4. Concepts, Signs, and Symbols

ConceptsConepts are the units of thinking. They are often related to words but they not map diretly toindividual words (Fig. 1.8). Conepts model ould be similar to ategory prototypes (2.1.3);As units of meaning, onepts are Meaning, semiotis, and signs. Relationship to belief systems (4.5.0).Two senses of oneptual models. As desribed above, models attempt to represent some proessin the world. Some models are physial (e.g., an airplane in a wind tunnel) but other models arepurely oneptual. Coneptual models are used for desription and design. For instane, data models
(3.9.0) are used to desribe databases. UML and OO modeling for oneptual models. Even equations.But, these are disrete models based on entities. Representing semantis rather than surfae level.Coneptual-dependeny theory.Impliit oneptual models. Belief systems. Navigation. Disourse ommunities.

Signs and SignalsOn one hand, it's obvious that a piture is not the same as the objet it represents. On the other hand,we may not make that distintion lear. Semiotis. Graphial semiotis. For instane, maps (9.10.5) relyheavily on the relationship of symbols to physial spae.
Object Symbol
�
�
�
�
�A
A
A
A
A

Concept

Figure 1.8: here is a view of the relationship of symbols, objects, and concepts. Meaning triangle (adapted from
Sowa). In this viewpoint, symbols are distinguished from Concepts. However, other models do not propose such a
strong separation of concepts from symbols.

Strctured DescriptionsDesriptions of information or physial objets.
1.2. InteractivityWhen a person interats with an information system by making a query or by following a hyperlink,they retrieve resoures that are presented by the system, ombination with other resoures.
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1.2.1. Interacting with People and ComputersInformation behavior later. Interator's model. Experiene management not just for entertainment butalso for learning and therapy.
��
��ei����

ei����
-..

�
-

�

Environmental

Context

User ModelMental Model

Figure 1.9: In a conversation, each participant between a user and an information system. The user and information
system may tailor their responses to each other. Moreover, they may be affected by the environmental context. We
would say the user has a mental model of the computer and that the computer has a user model. (smaller)

Speaker A Speaker B

How do I get to Berlin?
You should take the 10 o’clock train.

Do I need a passport?
No, not anymore.

Figure 1.10: Interaction with an information system may be viewed as a type of dialog. Here we could imagine that
Speaker B was natural language interface. Beyond verbal interaction, all types of interfaces need to have properties
of a dialog.The sequene of the interation.People interat with information all the time. Most of this information is routine but some typesof information are ritial. People may work hard to get the information they need. This an beinterating with information systems but it an also be interating with other people. Furthermore,individuals and groups spend a great deal of time organizing information. Task-oriented versus leisure-oriented information behaviors. There are many aspets of information behavior and information usebeyond information retrieval whih we onsider in other hapters.Mixed initiative dialogs. Virtual events. Rendering speed.A lot of what people do is soial. Information is the glue that makes human soial interation unique.Language use is instrumental. To varying degrees, people often try to take advantage of situations.When two people interat, eah forms a model of the other and uses that model to interpret what theother means. One person may ome to understand the other person's sense of humor, and when they arejoking and when they are not. Indeed, this model formation is a property of all mutually interativesystems inluding people interating with omputers. Human beings have developed language as asystem to transmit information from one person to another. The key turning in the lok to announethe mother oming home is a good preditor of her arrival, but it is not intended to announe thearrival; that is, she does not intend to use the sound of the key as a signal of her arrival. However, themother might all the hild's name or say \I'm home." That is an intentional, diret transmission of



1.2. Interactivity 7information through language. For language to ommuniate information suessfully, there must beagreement about the meaning of symbols. Although this agreement is largely de�ned by the arbitraryassignations of meaning to words or phrases, as may be de�ned in a ditionary, agreement is also basedon shared experienes, inluding ultural expetations and eduation. A message suh as \This is theend of the line" may mean one thing to the sender and something entirely di�erent to the reipient(Fig. 1.11). Soial systems are extremely omplex and an be adaptive.
���cfm ���cfm

-..

�

Figure 1.11: Communication is an exchange of information between people, but it does not result in both participants
having exactly the same interpretation. One part of the interaction is consideration of the motives of the other
participant in the interaction.Mobile phones minimize the possibility of getting away from work. Timing and nature of work.Argumentation, soial media, and interation.

Social Rules and Norms Norms Self presentation onstrained by norms Norms and onversationalmaxims. We desribe the onsious violation of norms for gain as gamesmanship.
1.2.2. Discourse and NarrartiveWe desribed language briey. Doing things with language.Tasks, work, ativities. Explanation, narrative, argumentation, and The fous in on what is oneptu-ally meaningful rather than what is easily strutured and manipulated.Genres.Indeed, narrative seems to be a way that people analyze the world. Narrative stories. Events andproesses. Narratives are a way of organizing the world. Narrative. Causation. Building onep-tual models. Stories and indiators of what is important to people { an indiator of a essential gist.Representing haraters. Drama and yber-drama (11.5.3). Dynami storytelling.
1.2.3. Information and Social OrganizationInformation is interwoven with soial interation; the development of information systems a�ets thedevelopment. The exhange of information is a fundamental human ativity. The shading and timingof that information exhange for personal bene�t is also typially human of omplex soial organization(Fig. 1.13). The importane of information in modern soiety is evident in the many information-intensive soial institutions suh as shools and libraries as well as the prominene of information serviesin government. Siene is a set of proedures for generating knowledge has shaped our tehnologialsoiety. Similarly, the ease of olletion and dissemination of large amounts of data greatly inreasessoial omplexity. Soial needs help determine the ways information systems are developed so thatthere is a soio-tehnial interation. Open Soiety.An information-based soiety depends on being able to trust the work of professional journalists, reordskeepers, and sientists.

Constraints and the Strength of Weak TiesIf there are enough weak ties, umulatively they may exert a strong e�et. Network of onnetions.Biologial bases. Situatedness of soial interation. Context. But, this does not imply that they are



8 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13arbitrary. They may be viewed as omplex systems. Numerial models are better for desribing on-straints and probabilities. Proesses from personal deisions to language omprehension to eonomismay be desribed as balaning omplex onstraints.
A
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�
�
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��
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HHd

Figure 1.12: Constraint network. (redraw) (check permission)

CultureThe way that information is presented and used an have lasting impat on both the ations of asoietal group and its onsiousness. Fables an provide simple and easily remembered lessons thatbeome part of soiety's olletive ultural heritage. This an be ontentious beause of the diÆulty ofde�ning ulture (5.8.2) and ultural artifats. Culture as shared understandings. Culture is most loselyassoiated with aspets of fundamental human needs.Information systems have indiret e�ets on the user and the user's organization or soial ontext.Ambiguities in what aspets of ulture need to be preserved. Colletive memory.Culturnomis. Indiators of ulture.Meme.Information tehnologies and systems interat with human ulture. Writing and ivilization developedsimultaneously. Papyrus allowed early libraries to develop, the transistor radio enouraged the devel-opment of rok-and-roll, and the omputer and omputing networks, among many other e�ets, havereated video games and made long-distane ommuniation easy. Stored information helps people tomake good preditions.
Figure 1.13: Written language is associated with the development of complex social structures. In this case, written
Mayan, accompanied urban development in Central America. (check permission)

Social PolicyPoliy statements guidelines for shaping soiety. Freedom of information is interdependent with mar-ket eonomis and demoray. Indeed, information is almost always developed to failitate meetinghuman needs. In a soial situation, essential information about the situation is obsured either bysheer omplexity or by intentional manipulation of appearanes. This tendeny may be orreted bytranspareny and dislosure. Cultural fators and freedom of information. Behavioral insights intoframing poliy.
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1.2.4. Planning, Design, and Designed EnvironmentsModels apture and then may be used to reprodue some aspet of the world. However, models an alsobe used for generating novel senarios. This an be through design. Design is seeking a preferred state
[11]. Handling omplexity with design. Creating struture and proesses not just artifats. Designingindividual features versus seeing the whole. Design as an essential part of engineering (9.4.4). Seondarydesign (reuse for an unexpeted purpose). Ambient design inorporates tehnology into the usersenvironment. For instane, a olored light in your home might indiate the outside temperature.

Figure 1.14: Maya animation Tool. (check permission)Abstrations fous attention on spei� features. but in other regions they an also lead to pooroutomes. Over-reliane on one set of onditions may lead to disruption when onditions hange.\Design ontinues in use." Pratie-base design. Manipulate, build, and apply information for physialobjets. Soial-tehnial systems. Creating artifats and environments for ollaboration. Collaborativedesign ativity (3.8.0).Coordination. Artiulation.
1.3. SystemsMany di�erent types of systems. Stati versus adaptive systems. Goal-oriented systems.
1.3.1. Entities, Discrete Systems, Sub-systems, and Syste m AnalysisGeneral systems theory. Cirulatory system, Respiratory system. Systems and proesses interationsamong the omponents. Complex environments may be modeled as systems [15]. There ould be envi-ronmental systems, soial systems, and medial systems. A system is a representation that integratesindividual omponents and oordinates the interation among these omponents. People often fail tounderstand the omplexity of systems. This omplexity ampli�es the tendeny to fous on details. Inmany ases, the person should fous on analyzing the interplay of fators. Systems may be entirelyself-ontained; these are alled losed systems. By omparison, open systems interat with their envi-ronment. While it possible to understand the behavior of omplex systems when the environment isrelatively stable, by the very de�nition of open systems, it is always possible that the environment willhange and the system will reat in very unpreditable ways.
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Figure 1.15: A closed system (left) has clear boundaries whereas an open system (right) interacts and merges into
its environment. A organization situated in society is an example of an open system in which the external forces of
the society affect the organizational processes. (check permission) (redraw)Systems an be often deomposed into sub-systems. The human body is said to have a irulatorysystem, a reprodutive system, a nervous system, and a respiratory system Though, the boundaries



10 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13between these sub-systems are not always very lear. Systems use information for ontrol but morebroadly, many systems proess, store, and allow retrieval of information. System analysis attempts todetermine the omponents and relationship of the omponents of systems. Systems analysis is appliedfor requirements spei�ation (7.9.1). Desribing and re-designing systems. This may inlude attemptsto develop models of the organization.Systems as ows and proedures. System analysis is the study and desription of systems whih iswidely used in organizational design and hange. Yet, most system-analysis models do not onsidernon-linearity.
Control Systems and Adaptive SystemsControl systems whih respond to and provide information about other parts of systems are ommonin many systems.Information may be used for automated proess monitoring and adaptation. Simple notion of ontrolfrom a signal. The information may signal when to move to a new state or the basi model has simplefeedbak with a ontroller (Fig. 1.16).It is ommon for suh systems attempt to attempt maintain urrent onditions (i.e., homeostasis). Anexample is that people eat when they are hungry presumably with the goal of keeping their blood sugarstable. In traditional ontrol theory, this is known as a ontrol point. Another example is a thermostat.In a thermostat there is a set point - a target temperature. In systems without suh targets, it's possiblefor the system to run out of ontrol. Cybernetis and mehanisms of ontrol [16]. Traditional view offeedbak ontrols a single parameter but with omputing systems, the ontroller itself an be modi�ed.Fig. 1.16 shows one adaptive element (left) and oupled adaptive elements (right).
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Figure 1.16: Feedback uses the output of a process to affect how to control that process. In simple feedback
systems such as a thermostat, the controller has a highly predictable control function. However, many complex
systems have adaptively at many different levels. One way that might happen is with a double loop model as shown
on the right.

Dynamical SystemsDynamial systems ( A.10.2). Feedbak models suh as those in Fig. 1.16 allow only limited adaptation.Beyond simple adaptation, learning is a hange in a representation. This may be through a onsiousproess of knowledge disovery. Or, it an be more spontaneous. The information whih has beenreeived is aptured by the representation. Learning requires an adaptive representation. Some modelsare adaptive; they adjust representations and proesses to math hanging onditions (Fig. 1.17). Byomparison to most adaptive systems, human learning is partiularly omplex and people seem to havemulti-layered and highly adaptive representations.In some ases, two omplex systems or subsystems interat with eah other. When this interationhanges both of them, they are said to be o-evolving (Fig. 1.18).
1.3.2. Complex SystemsMany systems and very omplex with many feedbak loops. Some of those will eventually reah anequilibrium while others will not.
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Figure 1.17: Imagine a system that produces a regular pattern (dark line) across time and a model that is trying to
adapt to it (light line). The model will be successful at matching the target only if it has an adequate representation
and learning algorithms. In this example, by the end of the sequence, the model seems to have learned the phase
but has trouble matching the sharp angles of the original pattern.

Figure 1.18: Co-evolving systems.Complex systems an survive in equilibrium for long periods. In other ases, they are notoriouslyunstable [12]. But, even among omplex systems, there are di�erent levels of uidity.Complex systems typially are non-linear models whih show emergene, that is they show a suddenshift to a new rih struture. An emergent property is one whih is not readily predited from thelower-level elements.Complex systems may hit a tipping point. Attempts to ontrol omplex systems an lead to unintendedonsequenes. Risk that omplex systems may fail atastrophially.

Figure 1.19: A small example of complex system. Complex systems have many feedback loops and non-obvious
behavior. Indeed, these systems behave like multi-loop feedback mechanisms. They adapt in a way that maintains
the overall stasis; but when change occurs, it is precipitous. (check permission)(redraw)Simulation and predition.Agent-based models for psyhology, soiology, alife.Emergent strutures.
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1.3.3. Self-Organizing SystemsIn some ases, very omplex and highly strutured systems seem to arise spontaneously where there isno entral ontrol. Coordinated group behavior suh as paks and oking (Fig. 1.20). Three rules ofoking[9]: Separation, Alignment, Cohesion. Human soiety itself may be seen as a omplex adaptivesystem but it is extraordinarily omplex and adaptive.

Figure 1.20: (left) Swarm intelligence can be seen in the coordination of flying bats leaving a cave; although each
individual is acting independently.‘ The entire group has creates a coherent structure. (right) Building by autonomous
termites. (check permission)More formally, we an say that some omplex systems develop a stable equilibrium without externalontrol. Other systems are ompletely haoti and never develop a stable pattern. Fig. 1.21 shows atube daner whih is a plasti tube plaed on top of a powerful fan.Emergent systems have high-level regularities whih emerge from seemingly random patterns at lowerlevels. There are many examples. Culture and soiety are omplex systems. Biology, eonomis, andeven soiety itself are examples; typially, these struture inentives. But, many of these very omplexsystems are not stable. We an see evidene of this instability in the failure of the eonomi system. Themay show haoti behavior ( A.10.2). Further, the environment in whih they exist may be hanging. Inother words, the strutures are poorly de�ned and the data ow among them is uneven. Indeed, it is thenature of omplex systems that they will eventually beome unstable and fail[5]. Some omplex systemsan be self-aware and self-healing. That is, they monitor aspets of their status and an ompensate.Self-repliating tehnologies.

Figure 1.21: Complex adaptive systems are like the “tube dancer” in that they are continually changing shape in
ways that almost impossible to predict. The tube dancer has a fan under a nylon tube. As the fan runs, the dancer
inflates and develops a shape but the fan isn’t strong enough to keep it totally inflated and it collapses eventually
forming into a new, but related shape. (check permission)
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1.4. Information Resources, Information Processing, and I nforma-
tion Systems
1.4.1. Information ResourcesWhen information is aptured and managed, it beomes an information resoure. When the envi-ronment is stable, and the e�etive representations employed, information an help people adapt tonew situations. When we save representations, they an beome information resoures. Beause it isso useful and beause it an be applied aross situations, information an be olleted and organizedinto information resoures. Moreover, information systems are developed to manage and present theinformation resoures. They are all supported by and must serve soial needs.There many di�erent stimuli in almost any environment but some environments are partiularly rihin information. Organizing ativities. Organizing soial groups.

Figure 1.22: In information-rich environments, there and many possible choices and and many details to be
considered about each choice. (check permission)From aptured representations to information resoures. We distinguish between information represen-tations and resoures. Information resoures di�er most fundamentally in terms of their representationsbut they also di�er in the ways the information is aptured and the ways it used. Information resouresinlude works suh as douments, aggregations suh as databases, distributed ontent suh as neuralnetworks, and model-based simulations. Publishing.

Types of Information ResourcesDouments (2.3.1).
Repositories For any task, a single information resoure suh as a reipe and a book may be allthat's needed. The eology does not does not develop spontaneously but is based on spei�ation andimplementation of poliies.Information environments should support omplex ativities suh as ritial thinking, design, and si-ene. These also introdue a new set of representational frameworks. The struture is an essentialaspet of an information resoure. Suh organizational strutures may range from hierarhial or data-ow models. By adding seondary representations suh as summaries, links, and desriptions. Theneeds of users for information an be supported either by interfaes that allow the users to explore theavailable information, or by interation with other people who may be able to help them.There are pragmati needs for information management. For instane, it is essential that a dotor'spatient reords are available in an emergeny.Desription and aess. Developing approahes for �nding information.Information systems manage sets of information resoures. Resoures evolve and, in fat, entire areasevolve (Fig. 1.24). So the information systems annot be stati. The poliies for their managementinvolves tradeo�s. Colletions of objets have ommon desriptive themes. A simple olletion mayaggregate objets suh as the sea shells piked up at the beah. However, more formal olletions tryto selet objets; they might inlude a range of di�erent shell types. Formal olletions of informationresoures are managed by information institutions (7.2.1), and the items in a olletion may be seleted
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Figure 1.23: Related information resources are collected and aids like summaries, links, and descriptions are useful
in retrieval of resources from those collections. Multiple representations.
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Figure 1.24: Information resources have a lifecycle which starts with planning and ends with disposal of the resource
(though a small amount may be kept forever). In some cases, an old version is replaced by newer versions. In a
broader perspective, parts of the older documents documents are reused and “lifecycle may be seen as a continuum.with some ommon theme. A olletion ould onsist of books by a ertain author, or it may attemptto provide all the important viewpoints on a given issue. With regard to information, this means thatolletions attempt to provide a variety of perspetives on ertain topis. A bibliography is a list ofreords that survey the issues surrounding a given topi, whether or not the olletion atually hasthose reords. Bibliographies are usually generated in response to spei� user requests. They may beeither \desriptive" or \systemati". Tagging the struture of douments with XML.Beyond ensuring auray, an information system should provide useful ontent; thus, the informationmanager must understand the needs and apabilities of the user population. Content in an informationsystem is often assoiated with spei� tasks; when those tasks are omplete, the ontent an bedisarded. Even material that is not task-oriented beomes dated and should be removed. The lifeylefor ontent is illustrated in Fig. 1.24. The management of information ontent neessarily involvestrade-o�s and judgment about seletion, aess, organization, and preservation. It should also berealled that while information resoures an be managed with a lifeyle approah, those resouresmay well have value outside that what is normally onsidered the lifeyle [14].

1.4.2. Modeling Tools and EnvironmentsProgramming environments.Reuse and interoperability. Interoperability at many levels. Levels of interoperability.Applies to networks, Programming languages. Composable simulations. Servies.Agent models.
1.4.3. Information Behavior (Human Information Interacti on)How people use information. These inlude leisure reading (10.2.0) personal information management
(4.11.0) and plagiarism (5.12.3). Cultural fators in information behavior. (5.9.1). Priniple of least e�ort
[17].Information is valuable for people and they reat to it. In some ases, those reations are simple and



1.4. Information Resources, Information Processing, and Information Systems 15preditable. In other ases, the reations are involved. Information is integral to the ompletion oftasks. The information a person uses to omplete tasks often onsists of formal resoures (e.g., journalartiles, books) and in other ases, the information is derived from databases and email messages). Aninformation system an adapt to a user's interests, abilities, and roles. That is, it develops user modelsand task-models. Beyond supporting aess to spei� resoures. Some users are engaged in omplexintelletual ativities.
Figure 1.25: Boy reading. (check permission)

Questioning and SensemakingA type of interativity. People are ontinually evaluating their environment (Fig. 1.26). Searhing forsimple answers. Searhing for omprehension. This is a type of interativity.
ei����

� Environment

Mental Model

��
��

Figure 1.26: People actively interpret what is going on in the world based on their experiences. (Add “action”)

Finding InformationA simple model is typial of most sholarly researh in whih a lot of bakground information is olleted(Fig. 1.27). While these two models, fous on interation with existing resoures, information resouresalso inlude materials whih are generated in the proess of ompleting a task (Fig. 1.28). Suhmaterials may be informal like as notes and annotations or relatively formal suh as working papers.Understanding the tasks required of the user helps us to de�ne information systems. This is very similarto the shemati for soial interation shown earlier and extended in Fig. 1.9. Some deisions, mayinvolve extensive researh (\look") while for others the person already knows the neessary informationand doesn't need to aquire more. This model also desribes ollaborative interation with informationresoures. Look - Deide - Do6�
?

Figure 1.27: A very simple model for using information to complete tasks: Look→Decide→Do.

External

Information

Resources

-� Developer -� Artifact

Figure 1.28: In still other cases, a significant information artifact is developed and the Developer may refer frequently
to it.
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Critical Thinking and Information QualityMany types of inquiry. We need to worry about whether information is appliable within its pro-�le. Emphasis on rationality. Authority. Quality from professional reputation standing behind it.Information seurity and assurane. Like the analysis required by organizational information systems

(3.4.2).History is presented in media. What do people aept as fatual. Beliefs (4.5.0). The digital onvergenemeans that it is inreasingly easy to modify digital ontent. What do we trust? Users depend on theauray of ontent, whether it is news, sienti�, sholarly information or oÆial reords or diretionsto the nearest restroom. However, there is a lot of inorret information and often just plain distor-tion. Clearly, the piture in Fig. 1.29 is a fake, but other misleading information is well-disguised andintentionally deeptive. As onsumers of information, we have to rely on the redibility of the soure.

Figure 1.29: An obvious fake[2] (left) (check permission - HP) Other fakes are more nefarious (right) and may be the
result of systematic dis-information efforts.

1.4.4. Information ProcessingExtrat and apply regularities. Information interfaes. Making e�etive interation via understandingthe ontext. Computation or information proessing operates on representations. It an inlude thereation of representations and extration of information from them. Indeed, the representations andalgorithms for operating on them go hand-in-hand. Both required for the task to be aomplished.Human information proessing is often more heuristi.Waterfall proess versus interations with feedbak into a knowledgenase.Ideally, information an be generalized to situations beyond whih it is olleted. We an use suhinformation to navigate novel situations. The representations and information proessing tehniquesan be symboli or numeri; that is, the representations an be omprised of symbols (e.g., language) orimages (e.g., photos). When there are unstrutured tasks with many possible outomes, the synthesisof fats (i.e., inferene) of information is often needed.
Classification, Recognition, and RecallClassi�ation. It helps to answer questions suh as: \Is this person Bob Allen?" or \Is this ar aBuik?" (2.1.1).Reognition may our as part of information apture or during retrieval. The identi�ation ofphonemes is a part of speeh reognition systems (11.3.3). Reognition may simply mean identi�ationor ategorization. The opposite proess is also found. Creating an instane from a model. Rendering.This is often useful for simulation.
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InferenceInferene is the integration of information to reah a onlusion and is often a step towards ation.Retrieval and inferene. Inferenes synthesize those fragments. If lear premises an be established,then logial rules an often be applied. However, it's often diÆult to establish the premises so statistialinferene must be used.Even if we have an e�etive representation, we need to be able to operate on it. Information proessingversus omputing. An information system may \know" something (i.e., it is represented in the system)but not be able to retrieve it; this would be a \retrieval failure".Types of inferene: Dedution, Indution, Probabilisti, Statistial, Abdution, Defensible. Rules ofthumb. Heuristis. Logi is one approah to inferene; logi ( A.7.0) is a set of proedures for generatinginferenes from ategories and attributes; one type of basi logial inferene is the syllogism (Fig. 1.30).This type of reasoning is valid only if the ategory assignments are valid. A seond type of infereneis based on statistis or probability. We many infer that the sun will rise tomorrow based sine it hasrisen every other day of our lives. Inferenes made by humans are suseptible to ognitive distortionssuh attentional bias and poor ability to alulate probabilities. We will examine these models moresystematially when we onsider sienti� modeling (9.2.0).
Assertion If all animals breath and
Assertion If Lassie is an animal

Inference Then Lassie breathes.

Figure 1.30: When information is stored as attributes those attributes can often be combined to infer additional
propositions. Inference may be logical or statistical. A syllogism is an example of deductive logical inference.MHR interfae. Automating simple tasks.

Analysis, Analytics, Data Science, and InformaticsAnalysis involves extration of many types of information and many inferenes. The ability to olletand proess large amounts of data makes huge di�erene in soiety. Large data sets Mahine readabledata. DOI for data sets. Existing metadata for sienti� data. Linked and open data. Often integratedfrom di�erent databases.QUOTE Volume, veloity, variety, and veraity. Data olleted from various soures an have di�erentformats from strutured data to text to network/graph data to image, et. Veraity onerns thetrustworthiness of the data as the various data soures an have di�erent reliability. ENDQUTEExploring data. Continual leaning and improving data. Data analysis platform. Unstrutured datasuh text, audio, and video. Appliation of information siene priniples. Comprehensive informationsystems are now interwoven with many aspets of modern soiety. Thus, information management anduse is now essential aross many �elds. Appliation domains for information management. Informatis.Domain spei� appliations for information proessing and management. Domain spei�ity meansthat the data will be siloed and diÆult to ross-referene.Living analytis (5.10.1), Medial data sets (9.9.3), Business reords (7.4.1), Sienti� data sets (9.6.1), andCivi data (8.1.1).Modeling omplex systems. This often has a spei� voabulary system.Medial informatis. Appliations of information to a variety of domains. Chemial informatis. Humangenomes projet. Caner genome. Chemial informatis. Community informatis.Coordinating searh aross federated databases. Neuroinformatis framework. Standardized terminol-ogy for neural information.Organizing the data deluge from sensors. Fig. 1.31
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Figure 1.31: The Protein Data Bank (PDB) is a database with many facts about specific proteins. (check permission)Visualization. Spreadsheet. Data mining. Informatis.
Figure 1.32: Large data sets have proven effective at forecasting everything from baseball to politics.Data analysis organization. Coordinating with other organizational goals and with implementing theresults of the data analysis.

1.4.5. Information Institutions and Professions
ScholarshipStand somewhat apart from soiety to be able to make observations about it.

1.4.6. Information Systems and the Management of Informati on Resources
Variety and Use of Information SystemsInformation systems proess and manage information olletion, storage, and delivery in order to servethe information need. Although the term \information system" is most often assoiated with organiza-tional information systems, there are many types of information systems; searh engines, ollaborativesystems, and databases. Information systems an be as diverse as airline reservation systems, digi-tal libraries, Web servers, or virtual-reality environments. These types of systems add value to rawinformation in several ways: they make information easier to use, redue noise, inrease informationprodut quality, inrease adaptability, and save time and money [13]. We onsider information systemsmore broadly than just those whih serve businesses. Servies siene.
Some Canonical Information SystemsThere are many types of information systems and sometimes they are not easy to disentangle andidentify. Here we desribe some ommon ones.
Databases Metadata bases information retrieval. Medial retrieval systems and GIS Systems. Insome ases, those may inlude information proessing. User interfae for providing aess. Informationsystems help information to show its greatest utility; they help people use information to diret theirations toward a desired outome. To this end, it is helpful to onsider one approximation of howinformation helps people to omplete tasks. Given a goal, a person must Look for information relevant
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Individual Collaborative orOrganizationalContent
Interative

Figure 1.33: Dimensions of information systems.to that goal and use that information to Decide on a ourse of ation, whih they then arry out, or Do.This may be summarized as Look→Decide→Do. For the ompletion of omplex tasks, this sequene isoften repeated as a yle at various stages. More omplex tasks interweave information and ation atseveral levels (7.9.3). Where does the ontent ome from? What makes the systems most e�etive?
Organizational Information Systems: Supporting and Modeling Reasoned Decisions Human interationwith information systems.Deision Support Systems. BDI. Eletroni reords.Organizational information systems Figure 1.34 must be oordinated with organizational goals and,thus, have omplex management issues.

DSS Decision support system

TPS Transaction processing system

EIS Executive information system

EKP Emergent knowledge processes

Figure 1.34: Several types of organizational information systems.

The Web and Search The Web an be thought of as a framework for oordinating sets of informationsystems. In other-words as a ommon-use hypertext. Searh and information retrieval systems.
Experiential Information Systems Movies, Games.Metaverse. Mirror worlds.
Developing and Managing Information SystemsWe have de�ned information systems broadly to inlude many approahes for providing informationto people. An information system is more than a simple tehnology; it also onsists of ontent andusers. Designing, onstruting or using an e�etive information system thus involves muh more thansimply writing a good piee of ode or using the fastest omputer; it requires all of these piees, thetask, the ontent, the users, and the system, to funtion as a oordinated whole. The following setionsoutline various issues for information storage and proessing, use and impat, and ontent and systemmanagement. Developing a design.When information systems are introdued or hanged, they often disrupt existing pratie. Makinginteration easy. Indexing and user interfaes. Information resoures should be easy to aess and touse. Tools for aess. Speifying the ontext in whih an information system will operate. Servies.Risks to information integrity.



20 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13The management of information systems and ontent should reet the types of users and their needs.In addition to managing the information system should be distinguished from managing the ontent. Todevelop a useful information system, it is usually neessary ombine human proedures and tehnologyupgrades: detailed analysis of how the system will be used; a lear vision of the lifeyle of the entiresystem, as well as the ontent; audits and best praties guidelines; the inorporation of new tehnology;and wise information management (7.10.2). Systems also have a lifeyle (Fig. 1.35).
Requirements - Design - Implementation - Evaluation - Maintenance - Retire

?
�

6

Figure 1.35: A simple model for the lifecycle of an information system. We will consider more complex development
processes in later chapters. Note the similarity to other types of information systems.The development and maintenane of a set of information resoures, of the assignment of metadata,and of the underlying information system are often ostly. A business model desribes how these ostswill be reouped. Among the most ommon business models are support for organizational ativitiesdiret payment (akin to a newspaper subsription), and publi servie (as in publi libraries).For an information system to be of value, the information that it ontains must be managed. Deisionsneed to be made about what should be inluded, and also to whom the information should be available.Even when the system has been deployed, ontent often needs to be refreshed. Poor informationmanagement may result in information disasters [6] (Fig. 1.36).

As NATO and the United States continue to deal with diplomatic fallout from Friday’s Chinese embassy
bombing in Belgrade, a senior U.S. intelligence official told Salon NewsNews that the CIA team in charge
of choosing Yugoslav targets does not include any agents or experts with recent on-the-ground experience
in Belgrade.

Speaking on condition of anonymity Tuesday, the official said that no CIA officer with an up-to-date,
walking familiarity with the Yugoslav capital was on the targeting team when China’s embassy was
mistakenly bombed Friday, killing three occupants and injuring 20 more. Nor, apparently, does the CIA
have clandestine spotters in Belgrade helping verify targets picked from maps and satellite photos.

The issue has taken on added gravity because the CIA has admitted it used a partially updated 4-year-
old street map and “educated guesses” to select the target, which was thought to be a Yugoslav arms
agency. In this case, the maps did not show that China had vacated its old property and built a new
embassy elsewhere in 1996, even though American officials, from the U.S. ambassador to the semi-public
chief of the CIA mission, frequented the embassy for events. The U.S. embassy in Belgrade was closed
and its staff evacuated March 24.

Figure 1.36: One example of the problems caused by faulty information[1]. (check permission)

1.5. Infrastructure and TechnologyWhile this text is about information ontent and people's interation with that, it's lear that tehnologyis interwoven and is a signi�ant fator.Interplay of tehnology with ulture. e.g., eletri guitars. Globalization.Supporting infrastruture tehnologies. Complex logistis. Enabling the management of the powergrid, the transportation network. Infrastruture.
1.5.1. Socio-Technical SystemsPeople a�et tehnologies and tehnologies a�et people. Soio-tehnial systems.
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Figure 1.37: Socio-technical co-evolution.

1.5.2. Information TechnologyWhile this text fouses on information systems rather than information tehnologies, it's worthwhileonsidering those tehnologies. Here, we use tehnology in the limited sense of hardware and software.Mobility and Loation TehnologiesRepository EologiesData storage, networking, metadata, analysis tools, institutional poliies.Coordinating sensors, information proessing, memory. Furthermore, the system ontext needs to beonsidered. In the ase of people, this would be the soial environment. Sensors an report about theworld without human observation (Fig. 1.38). Indeed, the proliferation of sensors has ontributed toinreased need for data management.

Figure 1.38: Sensors collect information from their environment. Here, a network of sensors monitors conditions in
a forest. (check permission) (redraw)Advanes in tehnology also a�et a system's viability. System development has beome easier, andthe systems an be more widely deployed. Certain elements of tehnology have also beome muhless expensive: Fig. 1.39 shows the hange in disk pries as a funtion of time. Several other aspetsof omputers, suh as the CPU, network speed, and display size are also hanging rapidly. Indeed,this hange has beome preditable: the onsisteny of the hange in CPU yles was originally notedby the engineer Gordon Moore, so it is known as Moore's Law. This is pattern is driven both bytehnologial developments but also by demand and eonomies of sale. Algorithms, Operating system.Cloud omputing (7.7.2). Virtual mahines.\Half-life of fats".Operating systems, network infrastruture, and systemi evaluations, or audits, an provide that seu-rity. In addition, standards omplement infrastruture development and the improved infrastrutureprovided by hardware and networking is paralleled by greater standardization of ontent so it an be
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Figure 1.39: The cost per megabyte of storage keeps dropping (adapted from[7]).exhanged readily. Not only are individual servies able to operate, but they interoperate with otherservies more easily. Indeed, muh of the suess of the Web may be attributed to developing standardsfor exhanging ontent suh as HTML, HTTP, and MIME.Sensors primarily ollet information (or data). Basi sensors don't proess that information but passit to a entral proessor to make inferenes about it. The data from more omplex sensor networksmay be proessed with sensor fusion in several layers.Objets, XML, Java
1.5.3. Information Institutions and InfrastructureInformation is integral to a great deal of soial omplex soial interation. In a sense, it is the gluethat holds organizations, ommunities, and even ultures together. Information is so important thatlarge institutions for managing it have been developed. Balaning long-term needs of soiety for long-term interest in reliable information. Like all institutions these information institutions have routinizedation. In this ase, the routine helps to ensure the proper handling of the information. Given thisentral role, signi�ant soial institutions need to be developed. The way we identify and segmentthese institutions is itself a matter of soial struturing (5.1.2). Institutions reet legal, historial, andultural traditions. Data management institutions ((se:datainstitutions)).

Figure 1.40: One of the lions at the entrance to the Research Division of the New York Public Library. The reading
room at the British Library.

1.6. The Language of InformationThe onepts surrounding information are omplex and inonsistently applied. Here, we disuss someof these ambiguities though we will enounter others throughout the text. This text has attempted toavoid taking strong theoretial positions. Rather, it emphasizes ommon phenomenon.
1.6.1. Data, Information, and KnowledgeWe have adopted the simple de�nition of information as abstration of the world that is held in arepresentation. Unlike most others, we don't start by making a strong distintion between data andinformation. Information is the ontent whih �lls models and representations whereas learning is a



1.6. The Language of Information 23hange in the struture of the representation. There are many other de�nitions of information [4]. Inseveral ways, the representations are at least as important as the information whih onstitutes thatinformation.It is often laimed that there is a hierarhy from Data to Information to Knowledge, spei�ally,information and knowledge are said to inlude more ontext than data. However, the terms are usedso inonsistently that the ontinuum is at t, only an approximation. Organization and struture are atype of information.Data might inlude just a table of values whereas information and knowledge might be inlude aparagraph of text or knowledge in a person's head. Another dimension onerns the generality ofthe knowledge. Data or information is often about individual entities whereas knowledge more oftenonerns ategories and lasses. It is often thought to be part of a broader system. If that user realizesthat they have a need for that piee of ontent, then at that point it eases to be data and beomesinformation. The term knowledge is sometimes used to mean that an individual possesses the minimumamount of information neessary to aomplish a ertain task, suh as having the know-how to �x aat biyle tire [3].Rather than trying to �t onfusing terms suh as ?data?, ?information?, and ?knowledge? it seems tobe more useful to onsider the way ontent is often proessed. Distintions may also be made aboutthe ontext and rihness of information but these three terms are used so loosely that they have lostmost of their meaning (Fig. 1.41). Useful information and information quality. Attitudes as ognitiveonstruts. Complexity. Computing.Collet representations about the worldOrganize and summarize those resultsIntegrate with other information and beliefsApply them to making a deision?
Figure 1.41: The information value chain describe important levels of activities for processing stored information. A
great many services can be applied to information resources.The simplest type of information is fats about the natural world whih an on�rmed and explained.By omparison, fats and onstruts about the soial interation are generally muh more subjetive.We tend to have beliefs about suh things. In fat, there is a lot of debate about what is real and whatis epiphenomena given the uid nature of soial relationships. Beause soial systems are so omplexand adaptive, it is diÆult to make �rm preditions about their behavior.

Information Defined by its Effect on RecipientsBy the de�nition we have adopted, information is a property of the representation but one of themain priniples for the DIKW approah, above is that information depends on its e�et on the user.Indeed, the emphasis on the reipient is essential for personalized information servies suh as basedon relevane. Potential information.
Information Reduces Uncertainty and Allows Accurate Predictions to be MadeA related de�nition of information is that it \redues unertainty". This is derived from Shannon [10]though we note several issues and impliations. Information allows people to make e�etive preditionsabout the future. In this sense, information helps people to interat more e�etively with our world,thus inuening the way we think and at. This de�nition fouses on the utility of information for apartiular person; it has meaning beause it helps a person onstrut their ations. The �rst, is thathow we measure unertainly. Shannon de�ned it in terms of bits ( A.1.1), but that is often diÆult toapply in omplex situations involving humans. A seond diÆulty is that although unertainly may beredued, that may not be mean the information is aurate.



24 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13If I believed somebody who told me that today is Tuesday when it is atually Wednesday, would weonsider that information. There are several ways this puzzle ould be addressed. Information may helpa person to predit the future. Or, perhaps that information helps a person to make good deisions.Another important distintion is that information is a onstrut at the system level. Thus informationas a non-physial interation between two systems whih results in a hange of behavior of the reeivingsystem.Experiential tehnologies. What do we experiene as reality?
1.6.2. Epistemology: Beliefs, Facts, Objectivity, and Rea lityWe generally think of a fat as a statement whih onforms to pereption of the external world. \Thisbook is red." There are also fat based on de�nitions: suh as \ 2+2=4". There may also be abstratmodels: \Atoms are omposed of protons, eletrons, and neutrons". Even soial de�nitions are inluded\Jane and Pat are married." In most ases, this is straightforward. However, it an be ompliatedwhen the observation of the external world is ambiguous or when the statements are about omplexproesses. Indeed, there is a long philosophial debate about the nature of the physial world and ourpereptions of it.

How do we Know?Knowing from diret sensation. Knowing from siene (positivist). Knowledge in doing. In some ases,information may be embedded in proedures for getting things done.However, we develop onstruts beyond what is known by our immediate senses.In general, daily life requires that we aept ertain fats about our world; objets exist, we an a�etthe world around us, and we an gather data about that world. Truth, then, is ongruene with theworld. However, there are many ways that a statement an be on�rmed in the ontext of world. Inmost ases, the statements are made in the ontext of a broad oneptual system suh as a sienti�or ultural analysis.Even sienti� \fats" aren't absolute. Histori fats (ounter examples). But this is not to say thatall soial fats should be dismissed.Dislosure of potential biases. Neutral viewpoint. Rather than attempting to determine an absolutetruth about a situation \objetivity" is better thought of the pratie or poliy of avoiding overt personalreferenes or personal interpretation to whatever extent that is possible. Rather, it objetivity an bethought of as following logial inferenes and also of providing as many signi�ant perspetives frommany people in the population.Journalism onsists of poliies whih generally improve the quality and auray of news. Journalistifairness rather than objetivity (1.6.2).Rather than being objetive in some absolute sense, journalists, for instane, attempt to maintain aneutral point of view Neutral viewpoint. with regard to their reporting of observable fats. Even ifobjetivity is not possible, a journalist may try to be an \honest broker" of information. For instane,they need to fairly represent opinions relevant to minorities in soiety. Another position is that andthat news organizations should state their positions diretly. Note that this is di�erent from alwayspresenting exatly two alternatives. Even if there is no absolute objetivity that does not imply thatall alternatives are equally plausible. Relativism argues that there is no objetivity. How to make anobjetive presentation of information. Objetives weighted by population, by expertise, or by outliers.Computational journalism.
Common Sense and IntelligenceCommon-sense. Watson omputer program as ommon sense.We have a rih language for desribing human information proessing ativities, suh as \thinking"



Information: A Fundamental Construct 25and \reativity". There has always been extensive ontroversy about the de�nition of \intelligene".Can we separate the proess from the ontent? Many skills assoiated with proessing informationare important for soial suess. These skills olletively may be alled \intelligene". It is diÆult todetermine what proesses are involved. Is it a general fator or is it situation?Arti�ial intelligene. Often assoiated with attribute-based models. Turing test (11.10.4).[??] Is intelli-gene task-spei� or is it general?Eonomi apital, soial apital, symboli apital.
1.6.3. Theories and FrameworksIn this text, we have avoided taking strong theoretial positions. However, the theories an provide alens with whih to understand relationships.

General Systems Theory

Social TheoriesSoial theories are typially onerned with soial strutures and the funtion of soial onventions.Struturation and adaptive struturation theory. Deonstrutionism attempts ounter struturalistapproahes.Struture-funtion. System theory or systemi ation. Ativity theories. Coherene and homeostasis.Soial onstrutivist theories.Soiety. Tehnology. Ageny and ation. Does the tehnology have ageny. Situated ation. Pratialation. Struture vs Funtion. In some ases, we emphasize struture. For instane, in understandingnatural language we might fous on syntax. In other ases, we emphasize funtion. In the ase ofnatural language we might fous on how language is use to aomplish tasks rather than on how thingsare said.Like the tube daner, the are often many onstraints in omplex systems but there is also a lot ofexibility. Intervention in a omplex adaptive system is often triky.Struture in representation, institutions. Funtion in rules.
Paradigms for Studying InformationMany �elds involved in the study of siene. Learning. Librarianship, business. Psyhology There aremany ways to study information. Soial siene (9.2.1).

Exercises
Short Definitions:

Abstraction
Compositionality

Context

Data

Digital convergence

Entertainment
Feedback

Homeostasis

Information

Information resource
Information value chain

Lifecycle (content)

Lifecycle (system)

Moore’s Law

Objectivity
Positivism

Recognition

Relativism

Representation

Retrieval failure

Semantics

Structure

System

Top-down processing

Review Questions:
1. Explain how information relates to information systems. (1.1.1)

2. What makes a representation effective? (1.1.2)

3. Describe typical representation (1.1.2) for: a) music, b) images, c) video?

4. Distinguish between lifecycle of the content and the system lifecycle. (1.4.1)
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5. How is recognition different from classification? (1.4.4, 2.1.2)

6. Identify three information sources in your school or university. How are they managed? (1.5.2)

7. Give an example of how an information system has transformed an organization. (1.5.2, 5.7.0)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Describe several different senses in which a video program (e.g., a television sitcom) has “structure”. ((sec:structure))

2. Identify three information systems and describe their representation, information processing techniques, content, and
typical use. (1.1.2)

3. In what sense do the following employ representations: a book, a library collection, a library index, a video game. (1.1.2)

4. Give an example of failed information systems introduction in an organization. (1.2.3)

5. There is a saying that “content is king” which suggests that in a highly networked world, content is more valuable than
the communication medium. Do you agree? Give an example. (1.4.0)

6. Interview a friend about a situation in which they needed to find information and the strategies they adopted to do that
and the difficulties they may have encountered. (1.4.3)

7. Describe what types of inference techniques can be applied to the following types of representations: a data model,
formal logic, numerical descriptions. (1.4.4,  A.7.0)

8. Estimate how many Web servers there are in the state or country where you live. Then, estimate the average number
of pages on each server and the average number of bytes per page. Finally, calculate the approximate total number of
bytes available. (1.5.2)

9. The Web is growing rapidly. Estimate how large your answer to the previous question will be in two more years. Explain
how you derived this estimate. (1.5.2)

10. Write an equation for Moore’s Law. (1.5.2)

11. As of this writing (2009) a fast CPU is about 4 Giga-Hertz. If Moore’s Law continues to apply, how fast will processors
be in 2020? (1.5.2)

12. Are video games an information genre? (1.6.0, 6.3.7, 11.7.0)

13. Does fiction convey information? Does a sculpture convey information? Does an antelope convey information? Explain.
(1.6.1)

14. Flowers have evolved with distinctive shapes and colors to attract certain insects. Would you say the flowers have learned
to convey information? (1.6.1)

15. Is gossip a type of information? (1.6.1)

16. If you were viewing a basketball game, would you say that information is inherent in the basketball game or is it there
only for the players and the viewers? (1.6.1)

17. There are many difficulties with definitions of information (1.6.1). Give your definition of “information” and discuss the
following puzzles:
a) Do nerve impulses in your brain carry information?
b) Where is the information in an organization?
c) Distinguish between “information acquisition” and “learning”.
d) Distinguish between “information” and “entertainment”.

Going Beyond:
1. Is it possible to estimate the total amount of information there is in the world? (1.6.1)

2. Can we have information without structure? (1.6.1)

3. Develop a model that could learn square-waves like the example in Fig. 1.17. (1.1.2)

4. Since somebody searching for information is necessarily in a different context from the person who created the information,
how is the searcher ever be sure the context is correct? Is there a tendency to uncritically accept such information. (1.1.3,
5.12.0)

5. What is the connection between the development of the printing press and the rise of science in Renaissance Europe?

6. How important are language and words for defining expectations and social interactions? (1.4.3, 6.2.1)

7. Do you agree with the statement that “Whatever a person believes is true for that person”. (1.4.3, 4.5.0)

8. List the information resources in your immediate environment. (1.5.2)

9. Keep an information diary for two hours while at your school. Describe what information resources you access. (1.5.2)

10. Does a computer program have intentions? (1.6.1)

11. What is common sense? (1.6.0)

12. What does it mean to understand what somebody else is saying? (1.6.1)

13. Are there always “two sides to every question”? (1.6.2)
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14. What are some of the difficulties with the concept of “objectivity”. (1.6.2)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: Introduce the concept of information as a fundamental construct. Representations. Modeling.
Definitions.
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Chapter 2.
Symbol-based Representations
and DescriptionsRepresentations are the foundation of information systems. There are many possible representations.One important distintion for representations is whether they are disrete (qualitative) or ontinuous(quantitative). Qualitative representations are easier to work with and they seem to work for the waypeople use ategories and language. Beause of their onnetion to logi, they are also alled symbolirepresentations. These also inlude expliit relationships between the onepts. Symbol proessing hasbeen very useful, but is not the only approah. Non-symboli proessing fouses on the similarity asan alternative to ategories. Entity lasses vs. instanes.

English: Dog
Spanish: Perro
Scientific: Canis Lupus
ASCII: 104 157 147

Figure 2.1: Some representations and descriptions for “dog”. Some are for a specific dog; others are for the class
of dog. Some are symbol-based and some are not. (check permission)Good representations apture important information in an e�etive way. Representations an provideinformation to users within an appropriate ontext; they an be opied and, in some ases deomposedand reassembled. In this hapter we fous on symboli representations but there are also non-symbolirepresentations suh as equations and distributed representations[8]. In addition, some representationsnow inlude behavioral elements and that allows many variations (3.9.3). In short, there are manyalternatives to the symbol-based model and many reasons to ritiize it, but it is so widely used thatwe need to start with it.

2.1. Categories and Classes
2.1.1. Categories and Classes are Representational Framew orksWhen we interat with the world we enounter individual objets. But, those objets fall into groups.Some of the groups are ad ho lusters say, all the objets whih are on a desk. If the lustering seemsimportant or if there is a similarity among the objets. we put them together in a ategory.

Figure 2.2: Grocery stores often use ad hoc categories for organizing their shelves. (check permission)Natural lines of frature versus arti�ial onstruts. Classes and lassi�ation systems as a soialartifat. lassi�ation of organisms ((se:biologiallassi�ation)), of diseases (9.9.2), and of business
(8.12.0). Categories are often based on ad ho similarity but we are often interested sets of entities whih�t a pre-de�ned system. Categories and lasses usually involve similarity based on several attributes.Classi�ers. Feature extration is the proess of determining whih features to fous on when doingategorization or lassi�ation.



30 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Categories are probably the simplest type of representation. Categories and lasses make life easier,people do not have to judge individual situations separately. They an instead, ategorize the situationand follow the rules whih apply to it. Suppose you are organizing your kithen. You would probablytry to put similar things together: the spies on one shelf, the anned soups on another, and soon. Eventually, the ategories help to simplify the omplexity of the natural world. Rather thanremembering or ommuniating every detail about a omplex situation, the ategories provide suÆientdetail to allow a person to develop reasonable expetations about that situation. Categorization is the�rst step in knowledge representation. To reate a database, for instane, we must ategorize to whatentity lass eah entity belongs (3.9.1). Later, we will onsider related topis suh as ategories inhuman information proessing. Classi�ation is the proess of assigning objets to lasses. Classes areformalized than ategories and are often based on onsensus from members of a group.
2.1.2. Categories and Classes as Defined by Attributes: Aris totelian CategoriesThe simplest type of ategories, \Aristotelian ategories," are determined solely by attributes or hara-teristis inherent to the items to be inluded in the group. These \de�ning attributes", those attributesthat de�ne whether or not an item an be inluded in an Aristotelian ategory, must be universal forthe entire ategory. That is, all the members of an Aristotelian ategory must share all of the de�ningattributes that make up that ategory. This leads us to distinguish between attributes that are requiredfor ategory membership, i.e., de�ning attributes, and attributes whih, though often assoiated with aategory, are not required for membership in that ategory. These are alled \harateristi attributes".Where do the attributes ome from? Sienti� knowledge is often thought of as identifying attributesand proesses and Aristotle is regarded as one of the founders of sienti� reasoning (9.2.0). In some ases,lasses are based on underlying proesses suh as evolution being the basis of biologial lassi�ations
(9.8.1). Formally, Aristotelian ategories are de�ned as a onjuntion of attributes. Suh attributesshould be able to be ombined and they ould be used for logial inferene.While a ategory system may be very useful for one ommunity or for one appliation, it may leave outaspets whih are ruial for other appliations. Not every objet �ts neatly into a ategory; sometimesthere has to be a fored �t; suh ategorization is biased by the available hoies for representations.Classes extend ategories by applying a oneptual framework. They are \top-down". A lassi�ationould be based on ounties of the world. Classi�ation should be di�erentiated from ategorizationor lustering whih are purely data dependent. Typially, lasses are based on a formal lassi�ationsystem while ategories are based just on ad ho similarity [16].
2.1.3. Other Approaches to Categories

Figure 2.3: Plato (left) and Aristotle (right) shown in a detail from The School of Athens by Raphael. Plato is
pointing upward to signify his belief in prototypes (Platonic Ideals) whereas Aristotle gestures to the ground to
indicate his emphasis on empirical attributes. (check permission)While models based on Aristotelian ategories dominate many information-system appliations suh asdatabases, many other models have been proposed for ategories although these are not often employedin information systems. These also move away from simple models of symbol proessing. Categories asused by people don't always seem to follow the Aristotelian approah. We will disuss the impliations of



2.1. Categories and Classes 31this more when we onsider human ognition (4.3.0). Is a whale a �sh? Although whales are mammalsbased on attributes suh as feeding milk to their young many people think of them as �sh. Peopledon't seem to use purely attribute-de�ned ategories; rather, they seem to interat with entities as\prototypes". A prototype is an idealized form. This is Plato's approah and unlike Aristotle's approahin whih an objet is either entirely in or out of a ategory, there is a degree of similarity or typialityin ategory membership. That is that some attributes are more typial than others. The distintionhas impliations aross many areas of information systems. Similarity rather than attribute-based.Generally, Aristotelian ategories have been very suessful in natural siene and are the basis of muhof out thinking about laws. However, in addition, to the alternative Plato presents, there are severalonerns about the nature of Aristotelian ategories (Fig. 2.4). Statistial analyses and ategories. Notlinearly separable. Several of these other approahes an be modeled with non-symboli methods suhas neural networks. The role of protoypes in ategorization and language proessing remains widelydebated [Lako�-WFDT℄.
Label Description Example

Continuous Some attributes do not have distinct
boundaries.

An example is colors. Even seemingly distinct
attributes may be continuous (Fig. 2.5).

Abstract Some categories we cannot define with specific
attributes.

Beauty. Many social categories.

Functional Defined by function rather than by attributes. Is a tree branch a chair (Fig. 2.6)? Are all tree
branches chairs?

Radial Radial categories are extended from a central
example or prototype (Fig. 2.7). These are the
result of analogy and metaphor.

Family
Resemblance

Some categories do not seem well defined by a
single set of attributes [38]. These are thought
to show similarity like the resemblance among
members of a family so these are termed “fam-
ily resemblance” categories. No one attribute
is always associated with the categories. That
is, these are a disjunction of conjunctions.

The definition of games (Fig. 2.8).

Figure 2.4: A variety of other issues for categories.

Figure 2.5: At what point does a cup become a glass, a goblet, or a jug? (check permission)(redraw)

2.1.4. Semantic Relationships among ClassesClasses an be part of a larger set of inter-related onepts. there are other onepts and relationshipsamong them. Some ommon types of relationships an be identi�ed. Indeed, relationships are soimportant that many of their attributes an be desribed. From very general to very spei�. Relatedonepts versus named relationships. Binary, n-ary. Relationship among omposite objets. [?℄. From
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Figure 2.6: Is a tree branch a “chair”? A category may be defined by its function.

�� �mother

@@

�� �care-giver

��

�� �biological mother

���� �birth mother

@@�� �father’s wife

Figure 2.7: Sets of radial categories have a central theme and related concepts, but the related concepts are not
differentiated by simple attributes.

chess soccer card Farmville
game solitaire

teams x
physical space and activity x
competitive x x

Figure 2.8: No single set of attributes seems to define a ”game”. Rather, there are subsets of attributes which
games possess. (not finished)semanti relationships to semanti networks. Reent ativity in identifying semanti relationships withFrameNet (6.2.3).Grouping allows omplex objets to be understood and organized more easily by reduing their om-plexity. Another way to simplify the omplexity of the natural world is through grouping. We havealready seen, hierarhy and aggregation are illustrated in Fig. 2.9. Hierarhies show \is-a" relationshipswhile aggregations show \has-a" or \part-of" relationships. Aggregation groups together objets thatare part of a broader oneptual unit. Another type of relationship among objets is an ordering.Hierarhy (Is-a, Type-of, or Kind-of)
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Figure 2.9: Two types of grouping relationships: hierarchy and aggregation.

InheritanceIn hierarhial relationships attributes may be arried, or inherited, from more general lasses to morespei� ones. An animal is the \parent" of a bird and a bird is the \parent" of a anary. Inheritane



2.2. Knowledge Organization Systems and Knowledge Representation 33is an eÆient way to store information beause harateristis (suh as laying eggs) do not need to bestored with every instane, but only with the parents. By ontinuing with this logi, we might get evenmore spei� and refer to a partiular anary. By doing so, we would move from types (of birds) totokens (spei� examples). This is also similar to networks of onepts ((se:oneptualnetwork)).
PartonomiesSeveral ways in being part-of. Parts within levels. System analysis.
Semantic NetworkSemanti relationships expliitly desribe the inter-relatedness of onepts (Fig. 6.17).

Figure 2.10: One type of semantic network identifies words and the relationships between them. This is also similar
to conceptual models which we will discuss later. (redraw)

2.2. Knowledge Organization Systems and Knowledge Represe n-
tationFormal systems have been developed many of these approahes to desription. Sets of ategories anform desriptions of omplex areas. Systems of semanti relationships. Spei�ally, this refers to setsof ategories and lasses are useful for desribing things. Desriptions often reet representationsbut they should also failitate aess [37]. They need to be tailored to the needs of the people whowill be using them. There are many types of desriptions and we onsider them at many plaes inthis book. Some desriptions, those we onsider in this setion, are simply a few words. Desriptionswould also inlude metadata (2.4.0) and abstrats (2.5.5). Desriptions of entire resoures versus theontents with semanti annotation. Di�erent ways of desribing things. Epistemology. Frameworksfor desribing knowledge. Systemati lasses. Most often this would be part of spei�ally seleted setof terms. There are several ways these models an be strutured. Here we onsider three approahes:Taxonomies, Thesauri, and Ontologies; Many nuanes are not able to be expressed and there an bedrift of meaning aross time [29]. Classi�ation systems as boundary objets. Knowledge organizingsystems an be applied information resoures. In the previous setion, we looked at the basi unitsof information: entities and attributes but useful desriptions require interrelated sets of attributes.These are Knowledge Organization Systems (KOSs).These tehniques are examples of knowledge representation. Linked data is also a type of knowledgerepresentation. Domain models, oneptual models, and user models all appliations of knowledge rep-resentation. The term knowledge representation is also assoiated with inferene systems ( A.7.0) basedon those representations but there an be onsiderable value to systems of desription without onsid-ering inferene.
2.2.1. Objects, Things, Entities, Instances, and NamesDesription is one of the great hallenges of information. As we shall see, there are many approahes.We start with the basi units to be desribed. Data models (3.9.2). FRAD to math and extend FRBR.



34 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Instanes have spei� values for eah attribute. The attribute and its assoiated value are knownas attribute-value pairs. Identity. Attributes (2.1.2). Names identify spei� entities. Naming impliesa degree of aknowledgment and reognition. The properties of a name depends on how it will beused. Some names, suh as \Bob," are informal. This name is useful in some ontexts, but it wouldnot be helpful in other ontexts (at a onvention of people named Bob, for instane). In more formalsituations, we want to manage a system of names. To be most useful, a name should be distintive andpersistent (i.e., has it persisted through time). Some physial objets and ategories, suh as peopleand plaes, have proper names. These, however, are often neither distintive nor permanent. Considerthe number of towns in the United States that are named \Spring�eld". Enough information should beinluded to make a name a distint identi�er. A related, problem is that many variations of ommonnames may be used. The name of the painter we usually know as Rembrandt appears on paintingswith many variations. Conepts (1.1.4, 4.4.1).The terms applied for ommon objets given by ordinary users vary widely [9]. These an often benames. Names should be unique, at least in a given ontext. Soial impliations of naming.
2.2.2. Knowledge Structures and KnowledgebasesConepts do not exist in isolation. Rather, than desribing separate desriptions, we need sets of relateddesriptions. Classi�ation poliies. Classi�ation model. Desription logi. Coneptual frameworks.These are basi models for networks of onepts. It's also worth noting that these desriptive systemreet soial e�orts and help to de�ne the world for members of the soial groups. Sets of lasses mustbe drawn to adequately over a �eld. Beyond lasses to proesses (3.9.3, 8.11.2).Knowledge strutures. Ordered and unordered lists. Shematis. Useful in shematis. Two of themost important knowledge strutures are taxonomies and frames. We onsider taxonomies below andframes in (4.4.1)( A.7.1). Knowledge organization systems (2.2.0). Deisions about lassi�ation systemsfor information organizations Indeed, there are more subtle issues in knowledge strutures suh asinheritane.

Hierarchical Classification and TaxonomiesGrouping relationships an be staked one on another to form a hierarhial lassi�ation. Suh hier-arhial lassi�ation is partiularly easy to understand and navigate. An obvious example is librarylassi�ation system whih we disuss in the next hapter (2.5.1). Most lassi�ation systems are hi-erarhial. Indeed, the system of biologial lassi�ation is so stritly hierarhial that we say it is ataxonomy (Fig. 2.11).Taxonomies are omposite knowledge organizing strutures whih demonstrate inheritane of attributes.For instane, we know one of the de�ning harateristis of animals is that they breath so every instaneof an animal should have that property. However, inheritane relationships are not always so simple.While it is true that almost all birds an y, there are exeptions. Penguins and ostrihes are birdsthat annot y. A speial attribute would be needed to mark suh exeptions. suh as a sublass ofbirds that annot y, suh as penguins and ostrihes, be developed? Sometimes, entities may inheritproperties from more than one parent (2.5.2). A taxonomy should have a purpose. For instane, itshould predit funtionalities.However, it is also worth noting the sienti� taxonomies have ome to be organized more by evolu-tionary heritage than by inheritane of visible attributes (9.8.1).
Kingdom: Animal

Phylum: Chordate
Class: Mammal

Order: Carnivsore
Family: Canide

Genus: Canus
Species: familiarus

Figure 2.11: The zoological taxonomy for dogs.
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ThesauriA thesaurus is a desriptive voabulary about a spei� domain. Terms thesaurus terms are developedwhih desribe aspets of the domain and in some ases, there may be loosely spei�ed relationshipsamong the terms. For instane, there many be NTs (Narrower Terms [hildren℄) and BTs (BroaderTerms [parents℄); de�ne a hierarhial relationship. Typially, a thesaurus also inludes RTs (RelatedTerms). The familiar Roget’s Thesaurus lists words whih are similar to the given word (6.2.1). Also SN,UF. Later, we will implement thesauri with the XML-based SKOS pakage (2.3.3).
Figure 2.12: Example thesaurus.Thesauri may also provide a oneptual struture for a domain. Thesauri may failitate text searhesby providing a standard ontrolled voabulary (2.5.3) for the onepts in that domain (Fig. 2.13). Not allonepts an be identi�ed. The appropriate onepts an be seleted by examining the questions peopleuse. This is another example of identifying orthogonal, hierarhial onepts and then omposing theminto more omplex objets. Thesauri are used in text retrieval for query expansion (10.7.2,  A.6.4). Therean be multiple ontrolled voabularies.

Figure 2.13: A concept hierarchy for aspects of transportation can generate thesaurus terms[26]. Some of the
resulting concepts can be composed to form complex concepts. “A1.2 B2 Airports” combines “A1.2 Traffic Stations”
and “B2 Air Stations”. (check permission)

Formal OntologiesThere are several senses of the term "ontology". While the term ontology is often used loosely toinlude all types of knowledge organizing systems, the formal de�nition ontologies extend the semantinetwork shown in Fig. ??. Spei�ally, ontologies provide the ontent for prediate logi ( A.7.1), whihis the deonstrution of natural language to its ationable elements, thus formalizing and odifying itsmeaning. Linked to other sets of onepts. Ontologies are disussed further when we introdue XMLand RDF-related tools(2.3.3). Merging and mapping ontologies.
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Predicates and Knowledge Representation LanguagesTaxonomies and thesauri have relatively simple relationships among entities but we also need to onsidera broader range of relationships among entities. Semanti relationships (2.1.4). Natural Language (6.1.0).Prediates. Statements (Fig 2.14).
�
�A
A ����

Figure 2.14: more complex structures require a predicate. The triangle is next to the circle. (not finished)Make statements and inferenes about the objets being desribed. KOS elements an be ombined.Languages (6.5.2). Desription logi. LOOM lassi�er logi.Automated inferenes from the knowledge on the web. Suh named relationships an be useful for logi;indeed, the KR often results in a \knowledge base" whih represents the world by the ombination ofthe fats in it and the inferene mehanisms whih operate on those fats. Several KR languageshave been developed. Some of them may be used with natural language proessing systems (6.2.3), theSemanti Web, expert systems and logial inferene (2.2.2,  A.7.0).
Inference with Knowledge RepresentationInferene has always proven diÆult. Symboli representation and logi. Brittleness.Inferene based on knowledge representation. Ontologies with prediate alulus.
The Semantic Web and Semantic TechnologiesThe Semanti Web has pushed semanti tehnologies into new domains. Most importantly, the SemantiWeb expet that suh desriptions are mahine proessable. For instane, in supporting interativesystems for interating with orpora. The annotations provide an indiation of similarity. The broadergoal of using the Semanti Web for inferene is largely unrealized. This is ertainly not a formalontology or even thesaurus in the usual sense beause it inludes omplex onepts. Partiularly, usedfor tehnial �elds with large data sets (9.6.0).The Semanti Web also addresses many of these issues and it is often used in appliations beyondthose normally onsidered by traditional information speialists. Moreover, the Semanti Web empha-sizes making the tags mahine readable. On the other hand, sometimes the lessons of the traditionalapproahes are lost in the study of the semanti web. However, the very strengths of ontrolled vo-abularies also suggest limitations. The Semanti Web has brought many advantages of automatiproessing and management of terminology. However, that automated proessing has allowed greatinonsistenies to ome in.Linked data. Beyond linked data to linked proesses and events.Importantly, the semanti web fouses on automatially proessed statements. This allows automatedevaluations of the voabulary system. For instane, it an hek integrity onstraints. It also allowsmanipulation of basi values suh as onversion of units.Like thesauri, ontologies, are task or domain spei�. This is beause for a given domain or task, theterms are usually relatively unambiguous. Event ontology. However, oordination aross domains anbe diÆult as are attempts to develop ontologies for general appliations, beause the terminology anbe ambiguous. Furthermore, unlike people for whih language is highly uid, ontologies do not adaptto ontext or new situations; thus, we say they are brittle. Coordinating disjoint ontologies. This isless of a problem for thesauri sine they do not try to be as exat. Indeed, this many also represent thesoial uses of language and onepts [24]. Furthermore, there may be a ombinatori explosion [2]!There might be multiple voabulary systems. Integrated voabulary modeling [10]. Voabulary eosys-tem. Ontology server. Conept bank. Voabulary registry and repository. Voabulary provenane.
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Figure 2.15: GeneWiki[5] uses an “ontology” for describing genes. (crop)Lexial resoures oded with RDF. DBPedia.
2.2.3. Process Models for Description
2.3. Information Resources
2.3.1. DocumentsWe make omplex statements about the world and ollet those into douments. Douments are aimportant onstrut for in the study of information. We will onsider them in two perspetives { asstrutured information resoures and as resoures with a soial purpose.There are many ways in whih information is aptured suh as pitures, bloks of text, Web pages,databases, mashups, video, simulations, and software. Some of these suh as most pitures or bloksof text are haraterized simply as information objets. Suh information objets are often ombinedinto more omplex objets. In many ases, the omposite information objets are douments.

Figure 2.16: A variety of document types: a) A passport has the information necessary for crossing international
borders. b) A journal article is structured typically focuses on presenting new information. c)There are rules, data models, for the ways in whih these objets an be ombined. Beause douments



38 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13are strutured and have distint omponents, they an often be tagged with XML and presentedeletronially. While traditional douments remain stati, when presented eletronially they an beinterative. Indeed, several pages an be linked together to form hypertexts, whih allow riher modelsof interativity. Doument ommunities (5.8.2). In a broad sense, douments help to struture soiety.At one level, douments are simply strutured presentations of information whih have permanene.We are issued douments at birth, another at death, and ountless ones in the time between. Theyare very ommon and highly varied. Examples inlude passports, books, drivers lienses, newspapers,ourse listings and tehnial reports. Douments as a oneptual unit (9.0.0). Genres. Wikis and blogsan be onsidered as genres for the Web.When multiple opies of an information resoure are made espeially when they are made for distribu-tion, it may be helpful to distinguish the original from its opies. By omparison to douments, worksare intelletual or artisti reations. There is also a a lose onnetion between works and olletions;works are the basi units of a olletion is a work.
2.3.2. “Social Life of Documents”Douments are more typially reated to aomplish a ertain task or to suit a given funtion. In-reasingly, douments go through many versions and there are intermediate types of ontent suh asoordinated fragments of douments forming mashups. Where a doument typially emphasizes theutility of a doument for transmitting strutured information aross organizational boundaries. Thus,we all them boundary objets. When taken out of ontext, some douments may be diÆult to under-stand; onsider emails. Some materials may be designed spei�ally to be unambiguous and to easilyross boundaries. These \boundary objets" an be understood outside of a narrow ontext. With itsphotograph, oÆial-looking seals and onise information, a passport is understood and aepted inmany ountries. Indeed, suh boundary objets allow the transfer of proesses aross separate systemsso that they an beome sub-systems of a ombined system. Limitations of the e�etiveness of bound-ary objets. However, it is also important to note that douments may end up being used in ways farbeyond the intentions of the author [30].
2.3.3. XML: eXtensible Markup LanguageTypially, douments are highly strutured. That struture an be enoded with XML whih is theeXtensible Markup Language has beome Here, we approah XML as it is applied to douments. Later,we will see that XML is useful to desribing domains an be enoded with XML and it is also usefulas a database interhange tool.

Structuring Documents with XMLIt helps to think of the ontent of a doument as separate from its layout. A business letter, for instane,has distint omponents suh as a return address, date, greeting, body, and signature. However, theontent of those spei� omponents, whose name, whih date, what address, will vary from letter toletter. Useful servies an be developed by tagging spei� omponents of the doument's struturewithout onsidering how or in what order they will be displayed. The presentation an be ontrolledseparately. Tagged ontent an be useful in developing indexes or a table of ontents, or text markedas setion headers an be displayed in a style di�erent from the rest of doument.XML separates the omponents of a doument from their layout. Fig. 2.17 shows an example of anXML-tagged doument. XML is basially hierarhial: that is, it de�nes the broadest aspet of anobjet �rst, followed by the seond-broadest and so on down to the most spei� aspet and XMLreates doument strutures like Fig. 2.18. It is a ommon language (i.e., an interhange standard) forWeb-based artifats. We will disuss several of the appliations of XML in later setions.
XML Pattern Documents XML tags provide a type of semanti annotation An XMLShema provides asimple framework for de�ning the struture of the doument tree. One of the uses for XML shemas is tode�ne the struture of douments (Fig. 2.19) after tagging the omponents they ontain. The notation
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<?xml version=“1.0”?>
<?xml-stylesheet type=“text/xsl” href=“poem.xsl”?>
<POEM

xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”
xsi=noNamespaceSchemaLocation=“poem.xsd” >

<TITLE>Sonnet #49</TITLE>
<AUTHOR> W. Shakespeare </AUTHOR>
<STANZA>

<LINE>Against that time, if ever that time come,</LINE>
<LINE>When I shall see thee frown on my defects,</LINE>
<LINE>Whenas thy love hath cast his utmost sum,</LINE>
<LINE>Called to that audit by advised respects;</LINE>
<LINE>Against that time when thou shall strangely pass</LINE>
<LINE>And scarcely greet me with that sun thine eye,</LINE>
<LINE>When love, converted from the thing it was,</LINE>
<LINE>Shall reasons find of settled gravity:</LINE>
<LINE>Against that time do I ensconce me here</LINE>
<LINE>Within the knowledge of mine own desert,</LINE>
<LINE>And this my hand against myself uprear</LINE>
<LINE>To guard the lawful reasons on thy part.</LINE>
<LINE>To leave poor me thou hast the strength of laws,</LINE>
<LINE>Since why to love I can allege no cause.</LINE>

</STANZA>
</POEM>

Figure 2.17: Poem tagged with XML tags as defined by the XML Schema.

SubSetion ... SubSetion SubSetionSetion Setion ... Setion Summary Exerises ReferenesChapter Chapter ... Chapter ChapterTitle Prefae TOC Body IndexBook

Figure 2.18: A traditional hierarchical document tree applied to the structure of this textbook. While this is an easy
structure to understand and browse, it ignores the cross-links between sections such as references to other materialsays that a poem has a TITLE, one or more AUTHORS, and one or more STANZAs. STANZAsare made up of one or more LINEs. XML douments need to make sure they onform to the DTD.Developing a standard of elements failitates the interoperability of douments. DTDs implementhierarhial strutures like that in Fig. 2.18. In most ases, individual users do not reate their ownDTDs but apply pre-established ones. Indeed, many publishers provide standard DTDs for their ontentto ensure onsisteny.
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<?xml version=“1.0”?>
<xs:schema
xmlns:xs=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”>
<xs:element name=“POEM”>

<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref=“TITLE” minOccrs=“1” maxOccurs=“1”/>
<xs:element ref=“AUTHOR” minOccurs=“1” />
<xs:element ref=“STANZA” minOccurs=“0” />

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

<xs:element name=“STANZA”>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>

<xs:element ref=“LINE” type=“xs:string” minOccurs=“0” />
</xs:sequence>

</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name=“AUTHOR” type=“xs:string”/>
<xs:element name=“LINE” type=“xs:string”/>
<xs:element name=“TITLE” type=“xs:string”/>

</xs:schema>

Figure 2.19: XML Schema which defines the tags used in the POEM document.

Specification of Document Layouts: XSL and XSLT Information should be presented in a way that ismost onvenient and logial for the reipient. Now that we have de�ned the omponents of a doument,we an turn to the presentation of a doument's ontent. While the physial layout of a doumentgenerally reets its logial struture, several di�erent physial strutures are possible. Fig. 2.20 showstwo layouts of a business letter. The two panels reet two di�erent but equally aepted styles forpositioning the return address and signature line. A business letter may have its return address ineither the top left or the top right orners.Beause the physial layout should be separate from the logial struture, a speial language is neededto desribe layouts. The XML Style Language (XSL) was reated for this purpose. This language isused to determine the presentation style of an XML doument. Sets of XSL spei�ations are oftenolleted into style sheets. XSLT is the XSL Transformation Language; it allows XML to generate other,multiple formats. An XSLT element an display the title of a doument in HTML, and douments anbe onverted to an eletroni-book format or even submitted to a database. Fig. 2.21 illustrates thatan XSLT sript an generate a variety of formats from an XML �le. This is a type of disseminationservie. Later we will onsider synthesis and publishing of entire publiations (8.13.4).
The Resource Description Framework (RDF)Many pakages are built on top of XML. One of the more important of these is RDF, the ResoureDesription Framework. Fig 2.23. RDF provides a way to assoiate metadata with digital resoures.RDF allows a standard approah to the reation of de�ning relationships among resoures. But thisextra apability is not always needed and some servies an be implemented in either XML or RDF.XML has many appliations beyond douments and information objets. It is partiularly helpful fordesribing semanti relationships. Its appliations are shown in the so alled \layer ake" diagram inFig. 2.24.
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Robert B. Allen
6500 Winchester Park Dr.
College Park, MD 20742

November 12, 2004

XYZZY Corporation
239 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10036

To Whom It May Concern:
Please inform me about your web-based

services.

Sincerely,
Robert B. Allen

Robert B. Allen
6500 Winchester Park Dr.
College Park, MD 20742

November 12, 2004

XYZZY Corporation
239 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10036

To Whom It May Concern:
Please inform me about your web-based

services.

Sincerely,
Robert B. Allen

Figure 2.20: Two common layouts for a business letter; the content is identical, but the formatting differs. If the
letters are coded with XML, the layouts can be generated with different XSLT scripts.

XML
tagged text

- processed by

XSLT
-

-ASCII Text

-HTML

-RTF

-PDF

Figure 2.21: XSLT also allows a single tagged XML file to be converted to several different display formats such as
ASCII, HTML, RTF, and PDF.

<xsl:template match=“POEM”>
<HTML>

<xsl:apply-templates>
<HTML>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match=“TITLE”>
<H1> <FONT COLOR=“Green”>

<xsl:value-of/>
</FONT> </H1>

</xsl:template>

Figure 2.22: Part of an XSLT description for a poem and the title (as used in Fig. 2.17) which generates HTML. The
stanzas are composed of additional templates as indicated by “xsl:apply-templates” and the title is a literal string as
indicated by “xsl:value-of”. �� ��Resoure -

Property �� ��Value
URL created by Author

Figure 2.23: RDF associates metadata with a resource. Specifically, it has triples composed of: Resource, Property,
Value.
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High-Level XML Packages: SKOS and OWLSeveral frameworks have been developed for knowledge representation but it is natural to use an ap-proah with is onsistent with XML. For instane, for ontologies (2.2.2), Taxonomies and thesauri anbe desribed in RDF with the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) (Fig. 2.25). OWL,the Web Ontology Language, does that. Spei�ally, OWL implements a desription logi, that is aformal method for reating desriptions. OWL is built on RDF Shema (RDFS) [32] whih extendsRDF. OWL allows the reation of Classes suh as \Mother" or \Father". Furthermore, OWL allowsthe spei�ation of types of properties suh as funtional properties (Fig. 2.26). Using OWL foroneptual desriptions.
Figure 2.24: This “layer-cake” diagram shows that XML is a unified framework that provides structure and descriptions
for many Web-based objects (adapted from[34]). The specific components shown and described in the text.

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf=”http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”
xmlns:skos=”http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#”>

<skos:Concept rdf:about=”http://www.my.com/#dog”>
<skos:prefLabel>dog</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:altLabel>canine</skos:altLabel>

</skos:Concept>
</rdf:RDF>

Figure 2.25: This example uses two XML packages: RDF and SKOS to define a concept (dog) and two labels (“dog”
and “canine”) associated with it.

<owl:Class rdf:ID=”Operetta”>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=”#MusicalWork”/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty rdf:resource=”#hasLibrettist” />
<owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype=”&xsd;nonNegativeInteger”>
</owl:minCardinality>

</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>

<owl:Class>
<owl:complementOf rdf:resource=”#Opera”/>

</owl:Class>
</rdfs:subClassOf>

</owl:Class>

Figure 2.26: An example of an OWL statement. This defines an Operetta as a Musical Work which much have
Librettist and which is a complement of an Opera[33]. (check permission).
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2.4. Data Schemas and MetadataData shemas are strutured desriptions of objets and metadata are strutured desriptions of in-formation resoures. The author of a book is an attribute of that book, and an therefore be a pieeof metadata. We do not need to be too strit about the distintion between data and metadata; theimportant point is that metadata desribe and supports the primary information ontained in a sys-tem or olletion. In some ases, the distintion between data and metadata is blurred. For instane,desriptions about people or about loations.
2.4.1. Data SchemasA shema is a template for an entity with a seleted set of attributes. Shema.orgMiro-data. Frames (4.4.1).Broad range of items to lassify. Metadata for non-traditional objets. Comi books. T-shirts.Criteria for a good lassi�ation system. Metadata for data repositories.Inheritane hierarhy (2.1.4). For example:Thing > Person,FOAF,Thing > Creative Work > BookDesriptions of sienti� results. Desription of geography. Desriptions of museum objets (7.6.1).
2.4.2. MetadataWhen information resoures are being desribed, we desribe the attributes as metadata. These systemshave been partiularly weel worked out. Reasons for metadata: �nd, identify, selet, obtain, explore.There are several types, levels, and appliations of metadata. Desribing ontent and then repurposingit for di�erent platforms suh as mobile, smart TV. Semanti publishing (??).Library metadata, arhival metadata (7.5.4)design and proess metadata ((se:designmetadata))..

Figure 2.27: The meaning of a picture is different from the elements that appear in the picture. This picture illustrates
the metaphor that the “broom” of woman’s suffrage will “sweep clean” prostitution, gambling, and drunkenness[18].
This illustrates the difference in describing the “ofness” and the “aboutness”.More generally, di�erent types of metadata have value at di�erent stages of the lifeyle of the infor-mation resoure. Some desription systems are based on the ontent of the information the systemontains, while others desribe attributes of the resoure itself, suh as the reator or the date. Meta-data desription is a representation. It is a desription of information resoures. Thus it is a seondaryrepresentation. Semanti annotation. Desriptions of sienti� data sets. Tagging versus annotation.Information resoures and metadata assoiated with that. Constrained sets of attributes have been



44 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13developed to guide the ontent of any given desription. We will �rst fous on desriptive systems forinformation resoures and then turn to more general desription frameworks. We have emphasized theimportane of representations. Let us onsider doument representations; they should be disrimina-tive, desriptive, omplete, and orret. Metadata are attribute values used to desribe informationresoures[14]. Metadata an be desribed as data about data. The set of metadata used to desribe anentity is an information model.Metadata supports servies and user needs. Physial objets an also be desribed by metadata;museum artifats, for example, need desriptors (7.5.4). Metadata is lustered into groups (Fig. 2.28).When we want to desribe a olletion of douments so we need a exible set of terms. Knowledgeorganizing systems (2.2.0). Developing metadata desriptions in the ontext of a omplex olletion ofobjets is more diÆult than desribing individual objets. Simple metadata that is onsistent arossusers and olletions failitates aess for a variety of users. Any system of metadata should over thesope of a �eld and should be oordinated aross domains. Furthermore, desriptive systems need toserve a ommunity.
2.4.3. Library-Oriented Bibliographic MetadataInformation resoures have attributes in ommon whih typially �t well together. Here, we fous onlibrary resoures whih are often books with attributes suh the publisher and the date of publiation.Standards for provide onsisteny aross environments. However, the standards have beome inreas-ingly varied and omplex. The MARC (Mahine Readable Cataloging) reord is a library standard fororganizing bibliographi reords. Metadata omposites for omplex objets (7.8.0).

Metadata

Descriptive Administrative Structural

Rights Preservation Technical

Figure 2.28: One way of characterizing types of bibliographic metadata[17].Bibliographi reords are standard desriptions while presenting pertinent information about olletionsof information resoures. Bibliographi theory.
Bibliographic Works and RecordsOne of the distintive features of published materials is that there are many losely related opies oflosely related material. When we desribe suh material, at some points we want to desribe theoriginal work whih is being reprodued and at other times we may want to desribe individual opies.Traditional publiations produe multiple nearly idential opies. Metadata may be organized by a datamodel (Fig. 2.29) (3.9.1). Funtional requirements (7.9.1). As indiated on the right side of the �gure,di�erent types of metadata are assoiated with eah level of the hierarhy. FRBR: item level, olletionlevel [6]. The original version of a reative work (2.4.3) is distint from all subsequent instanes of thatwork For traditional texts, suh as books and douments, the onept of a \work" is generally lear.On the Web, however, it is not always so lear. Sometimes, the individual page might be onsidered awork, and at other times, the entire Web site might be onsidered a \work". As we will see, de�ning theoriginal work is an important part of organizing the metadata that pertains to it. A \derivative work"is not entirely original, but involves adding intelletual e�ort to an original work. A translation is aderivative of the work being translated. A superwork inludes many related versions of work. Abilityto inlude a broader range of materials in a atalog. Desribe relationships among entities. Works alsogenerally have soial signi�ane [?℄.



2.4. Data Schemas and Metadata 45Beyond book, other olletions of information resoures have related lateyed strutures.Entities as the basis for the funtional requirements (7.9.1). Bibliographi relationships help to reatean entity-relationship model (3.9.1). Relationships among information resoure inlude [?℄: Equiva-lene, Derivative, Desriptive, Whole-part, Aompanying, Sequential. Derivative relationships an besubdivided into ...
Work

Expression

Manifestation

Item

Figure 2.29: When many copies of an information object are made and especially when there are many versions
of that information object, metadata can keep that straight. Some attributes belong to individual copies and others
apply to the entire work. That is, some of the metadata values are inherited from the higher levels. Typical metadata
attributes for formally published materials are shown in parentheses at each of the level.

Bibliographic Control and Authority FilesConsisteny aross the reords in a atalog. An example of semanti tools. Bibliographi ontrol ensurequality and onsisteny. Cataloging rules provide standard de�nitions and enourage onsisteny inatalog reords [7]. One example is the \Rule of 3," whih spei�es that any author list that ontainsthree or more names should be simpli�ed by stating the �rst author's name followed by \et al.". If adatabase has a �elds for �rst, middle, and last names, onsider the diÆulty of entering the followingnames: Madonna, George Herbert Walker Bush, Sitting Bull. For formal indexing, expliit poliiesshould be reated. Priniples not just rules. Work languages, Doument languages, Subjet languages.Cross-ultural oneptions of authorship and lassi�ation [?℄.Authority �les provide standardized forms of entities. Spei�ally, name authority �les provide standardspelling for a name (Fig. 2.30).
CatalogsNowadays these may be in digital repository (7.8.0). Typially, aess points for olletions are groupedalong dimensions suh as title, author, or subjet. This are attributes whih reet ommon informationaess behavior of users. user needs or use ases. Applying suessive levels of restritions an be a wayto speify a searh (Fig. 2.31). Cooperative ataloging. Use ases (3.10.2) for ontent development.Catalogs for olletions present standardized metadata for the objets in that olletion. ICP: Conve-niene of the user, Common usage, Representation, Auray, SuÆieny and neessity, Signi�ane,Eonomy, Consisteny and standardization, Integration. The metadata used in a atalog should beonstruted to help users to �nd items in that olletion. More disussion about metadata when weonsider omplex digital objets (??). Union atalog.

2.4.4. Dublin Core Metadata System and Schema.org/BookDublin Core was designed as a light-weight metadata system for desribing Web pages and not nees-sarily for full works. However, it is so ommon that we will inlude it here. For the Web, the known inthe Dublin Core. There are 15 elements of Dublin Core (Fig. 2.32), the metadata system that is oftenused for Web objets. As its name suggests, these 15 elements are intended as a ore and that ore anbe extended to over a wide range ontent types inluding visual resoures and eduational materials
(5.11.6). Dublin Core attributes an also be \quali�ed" by sub-attributes. \d.reator" an be quali�ed
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Paul Rembran
Paul Rembrandt
Rambrandt
Rebranch
Reimbrant
Rem.
Rembrach’
Rembradt
Rembrand
Rembrande
Rembrands
Rembrandt

Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn
Rembrandt Harmensz Van Rijn
Rembrandt Harmensz van Rijn
Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn or Rhijn
Rembrandt Hermanszoon van Rijn
Rembrandt Hermansz van Rijn
Rembrandt Olandese
Rembrandt Van Rhyn
Rembrandt van Rijn
Rembrandt van Ryn
Rembrant
Rembrants
Rembrant van Rhijn Rembrant van Rijn

Rembrant Van Rin
Rembrardt
Rembrat
Rembrdandt
Remdrandt
Reymbram olandes
Rijmbrand
Rijn, Rembrandt Harmensz. van
Rijn, Rembrandt van
School of Rembrandt
Van Rhyn Rhembrandt
Van Ryn, Paul Rembrandt

Figure 2.30: The painter Rembrandt and variations in the spelling of his name[15]. (check permission)
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Published after 1980

Chemistry

Organic Chemistry

Polymer Chemistry

Figure 2.31: Levels of hierarchical metadata can be useful for controlling scope during retrieval. We could first
search on topics relating to organic chemistry published after 1980 before moving on to the narrower search for
research on polymer chemistry.as \d.reator.illustrator".When tags from di�erent metadata systems are inluded in a given doument, it is neessary to be learabout what system they ome from. This is de�ned by the \namespae" (xmlns) and the namespaepakage identi�er is inluded with the tag. dq:reator is the reator tag as de�ned by the Dublin Coremetadata system.

Linking Works with Metadata AttributesRDF. Semanti graph.Resoure Desription and Aess (RDA) proposes rules for developing systemati metadata. Low-levelattributes at the item level.FRBR desribes Entities. Creating atalogs.Mahine proessable. Dublin Core abstrat model. As the name suggests, RDF used to apply resouredesriptions suh as Dublin Core to douments. This is aomplished using an \about" lause thatgoverns the relationship between the resoures and attributes.
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Element Description Example

Title A name given to the resource. Information: A Fundamental Construct

Creator An entity primarily responsible for mak-
ing the content of the resource.

Robert B. Allen

Subject The topic of the content of the resource. Information science and systems

Description An account of the content of the resource. A textbook.

Publisher An entity responsible for making the re-
source available.

Robert B. Allen

Contributor An entity responsible for making contri-
butions to the content of the resource.

Robert B. Allen

Date A date associated with an event in the life
cycle of the resource.

1/1/07

Type The nature or genre of the content of the
resource.

textbook

Identifier An unambiguous reference to the resource
within a given context.

ISBN

Format The physical or digital manifestation of
the resource.

LaTeX

Source A reference to a resource from which the
present resource is derived.

Authored

Language The language of the intellectual content
of the resource.

English

Relation A reference to a related resource. PPTs

Coverage The extent or scope of the content of the
resource.

”Information Science, Information Systems, Web
Science”

Rights Information about rights held in and over
the resource.

Robert B. Allen

Figure 2.32: The base set of Dublin Core metadata attributes[4]. Here, an example is filled in. Not every element is
included in many semi-formal collections. (check permission)

<META NAME=“DC.creator”>
<META NAME=“DC.creator.illustrator”>
<META NAME=“DC.subject” CONTENT=“lcsh-heading” SCHEME= “LCSH”>
<META NAME=“DC.subject” CONTENT=“mesh-heading” SCHEME= “MESH”>

Figure 2.33: The base set of DC attributes can be qualified with subdivisions as creator.illustrator. Further attributes
can be extended. For the subject tag CONTENT and SCHEME which describe the system used for the content
description (LCSH and MESH are systems of subject descriptors).

Extended DC

Figure 2.34: Extended DC.Going forward, suh e�orts will failitate making resoures more available from Web based searh and,thus, will be able to satisfy more information needs and this has been a signi�ant onern for aademilibrarians.
Metadata Application ProfileA metadata appliation pro�le spei�es the range or appliations to whih a set of metadata is typiallyapplied. It is related to the ommunity interests whih the olletion is expeted to serve. Dublin Coreappliation pro�les.Singapore appliation pro�le framework. The MPEG standards body has de�ned MPEG-A as a frame-work for new MPEG appliations. Funtional requirementsDomain modelDesription Set Pro�le
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<?xml version=’1.0’?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=“http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”

xmlns:dc = “http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.0/”
xmlns:dcq = “http://purl.org/dc/qualifiers/1.0/”>

<rdf:Description rdf:about = “http://doc”>
<dc:creator>

<rdf:Description>
<rdf:value> Pat Jones </rdf:value>
<dcq:creatorType> Photographer </dcq:creatorType>

</rdf:Description>
</dc:creator>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF> �� ��� � - -

Z
Z
Z
Z~

URL
dc:creator

Pat Jones
rdf:value

Photographer

dcq:creatorType

Figure 2.35: RDF can be applied with qualified and extended Dublin Core. The dc:creator attribute is qualified
dcq:CreatorType with the value of “Photographer”.Usage guidelinesEnoding syntax guidelines

2.4.5. Documentary Languages
2.5. Subject Languages: Descriptions Based on Document Con tentThe metadata examined thus far has not foused on the ontent of the information resoures but aboutattributes suh as the year of publiation and author's name. Tools whih use suh desription inludeindexes, abstrats, and lassi�ation.Applying knowledge organizing systems (2.2.0). We have already onsidered thesauri (2.2.2). SKOS (2.3.3).In additional to information resoures, ultural objets suh found in museums (7.6.1) and arhiteture.Language help to de�ne ommunities.The \Semanti Web" is often assoiated with ontologies, but it frequently goes beyond these to overall types of desriptions [21]. Beyond indexing to semanti annotations (7.8.4). This identify semantiunits within the text. Alphabeti languages versus topi-oriented languages.Desription of other resoures Data sets (9.6.0).Sensory, pereptual, emotional dimensions. MPEG-7.There are a variety of semanti tehnologies ranging from lassi�ation systems to ontrolled voabu-laries to ontologies. Eah of these has strengths and may usefully be applied in di�erent situations.
2.5.1. Hierarchical Subject (Topic) ClassificationClassi�ation is used for many kinds of objets and information, suh as videos in a video store, food in agroery store, topis in a newsgroup, or items in online autions. Classi�ation systems are frequentlyused to organize books and other materials in libraries; you are probably familiar with the subjetlassi�ation system used for books in your loal library. Formal lassi�ation systems, suh as thoseused in libraries, are often hierarhial (2.2.2). Classi�ation systems: broad, lose, design.
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Library Classification SystemsLibraries (7.2.1) have been partiularly ative in developing large-sale lassi�ation systems. The largestand most widely used lassi�ation systems are simple hierarhies. It is likely that your library uses oneof the two most ommon systems: the Dewey Deimal System or the Library of Congress Classi�ationSystems (LCC). The Dewey Deimal Classi�ation (DDC) system is used in most publi librariesin the U.S. As the word \deimal" suggests, the DDC has no more than 10 items per level. Thetop-level ategories for DDC are shown on the left side of Fig. 2.36. Books and other douments withnumbers between 000 and 099 fall into the ategory alled \Generalities". Although library lassi�ationsystems are primarily hierarhial, faeting (2.5.3) is sometimes added to them. This rosses the mainlassi�ation dimension with other dimensions. Mining might be subdivided by a ategory suh asgeographi region (e.g., mining in Asia, mining in North Ameria, et.). Classi�ation systems maydesribe the same onept in rather di�erent ways; we need a guide for how terms from the two systemsare related. Suh guides are alled rosswalks.
Number Description

000 Generalities
100 Philosophy and Related Subjects
200 Religion
300 Social Sciences
400 Language
500 Mathematics
600 Technology
700 The Arts
800 Literature and Rhetoric
900 General Geography and History

Figure 2.36: Top-level of Dewey Decimal Classification.

Primary Labels Secondary Labels

Arts & Humanities Literature, Photography...
Business & Economy Companies, Finance, Jobs...
Computers & Internet Internet, WWW, Software, Games...
Education Universities, K-12, College Entrance...
Entertainment Cool Links, Movies, Humor, Music...
Government Military, Politics, Law, Taxes...
Health & Medicine Diseases, Drugs, Fitness...
News¡ & Media Full Coverage, Newspapers, TV...
Recreation & Sports Sports, Travel, Autos, Outdoors...
Reference Libraries, Dictionaries, Quotations...
Regional Countries, Regions, US States...
Science Biology, Astronomy, Engineering...
Social Science Archaeology, Economics, Languages...
Society & Culture People, Environment, Religion...

Figure 2.37: Top-level of Yahoo.com classification (as of January, 1999).In addition to the DDC and LC, there are several other omprehensive library lassi�ation systemssuh as the UDC and Colon Classi�ation.
Structure and Evolution of Subject Classification SystemsDeisions about library lassi�ation strutures are often based on the notion of warrant. Semantiwarrant, literary warrant.A lassi�ation shedule from the 1950s would not have muh about spae travel; one from 1980 wouldn'tmention HIV. While being dynami enough to hange as needed, a subjet lassi�ation system shouldbe stati enough to be preditable for users. Although the top-level subjet lassi�ation systems are



50 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13stati, the Dewey Deimal Classi�ation is revised frequently as new areas of knowledge emerge. Areent expansion inluded Eastern Religions, whih had not been overed fully in the earlier editions.Fig. 2.38 shows the hanges in a setion of the lassi�ation system used in the rapidly hanging the�eld of omputer siene from 1964 to 1998. Evolution of terminology is even more rapid in desriptionsof popular musi.
3.7 Information Retrieval H.3 INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
3.70 General H.3.0 General
3.71 Content Analysis H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing
3.72 Evaluation of Systems H.3.2 Information Storage
3.73 File Maintenance H.3.3 Information Search and Retrieval
3.74 Searching H.3.4 Systems and Software
3.75 Vocabulary H.3.5 Online Information Services
3.79 Miscellaneous H.3.6 Library Automation

H.3.7 Digital Libraries
H.3.m Miscellaneous

Figure 2.38: Here is a classification developed for the rapidly developing field of Computer Science. Fragment of the
ACM Classification in 1964 (left) and the corresponding section in 1998 (right). Note how much the classifications
changed in the space of 34 years. Topics such as “online information services” did not appear at all in the earlier
classification[1].

2.5.2. Poly-hierarchies, Multiple Inheritance, and Facet sOne of the strengths of simple single hierarhies suh as those used in traditional library lassi�ationsystems is that the items are loated in one and only one position. However, it may be diÆult to�nd a single spei� loation in a hierarhy beause an item seems to belong to several ategories.Pneumonia is both an infetious disease and a lung disease. Sharing properties from several parentategories is known as \multiple inheritane," and the strutures formed from multiple inheritane arealled \polyhierarhies" (Fig. 2.39). Some lassi�ation systems attempt to avoid multiple inheritanebeause of the ompliations in overlapping attributes.
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Figure 2.39: A guitar can be part of a polyhierarchy under string instrument and folk instrument.

Facets and Facet ClassificationAbout faets. EBay.Faets an be systematially developed with semanti fatoring an reate a faeted, ontrolled voab-ulary by identifying orthogonal underlying terms. Many works and olletions are better haraterizedby independent faets. These faeted systems have orthogonal dimensions. That is, they ategorizetheir onepts with a series of seemingly unrelated onepts. With suh a system, minerals for instane,ould be onsidered aording to the regions in whih they are found. Ideally, eah dimension wouldbe independent of the others as shown in the example of a faeted thesaurus (Fig. 2.40).Wikipedia topi struture as a DAG.
2.5.3. Index Terms and Indexing LanguagesThe term \index" is used in several ways. An index an be a data struture used by a doumentretrieval system, a pointer to topis in one doument, or a atalog for aess to information resouressuh and those in a doument or olletion. an index provides an organization of the literature of an
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Facet Name Facet Name
Associated Hierarchies Associated Hierarchies

Associated Concepts Materials
Associated Concepts Materials

Physical Attributes Objects
Attributes and Properties Object groupings and systems
Conditions and Effects Object genres
Design Elements Settlements and landscapes
Color Built complexes and districts

Styles and Periods Single built works
Styles and Periods Open spaces and site elements

Agents Furnishings
People Costume
Organizations Tools and equipment

Activities Weapons and ammunition
Disciplines Measuring devices
Functions Containers
Events Sound devices
Physical Activities Recreational artifacts
Processes and Techniques Transportation vehicles

Visual works
Exchange media
Information forms

Figure 2.40: Top-level facets from the Art and Architecture Thesaurus[22]. Note that the facets are designed to
be independent from each other.entire �eld. An index may be measured by \exhaustivity," or the extent to whih it overs all of theonepts inluded in a work and by its \spei�ity," that is, the level of detail, the depth, or ihness ofthe indexing. Indexing funtionality.

Subject Categories and Controlled VocabulariesTopi desriptions versus other attributes. Whih attributes to selet and inlude in a set of metadata.Systems of metadata (2.4.3). It is useful to have a standard set of desriptive terms as a ontrolled vo-abulary. Although there are di�erenes among onepts, in a ontrolled voabulary, these distintionsmay be helpful. This proess of seleting optimal terms is similar to the proess of de�ning entities.We need to extrat terms for a set of douments that are pre-de�ned as referring to that set. Fig. 2.42shows the stages for suh a systemati development of a thesaurus. Another basis for a developinga ontrolled voabulary is by examining the words people use to ask questions. Coordinating withlingusti tools suh as FrameNet (6.2.3).
abode, address, apartment, asylum, bungalow, cabin, castle, cave, commorancy, condo,
condominium, cottage, crash pad, diggings, digs, domicile, dormitory, dump, dwelling,
farm, fireside, flat, habitation, hangout, haunt, hearth, hideout, home plate, homestead,
hospital, house, hut, igloo, illahie, joint, living quarters, manor, mansion, nest, orphanage,
pad, palace, parking place, place, residence, resort, roof, rooming house, roost, shanty,
shelter, trailer, turf, villa.

Figure 2.41: Terms that may be used to describe a “home” (adapted from Roget). While the variants have slightly
different senses, for indexing it is usually clearer to use just one standard term.Many onepts are ombinations of other onepts. The onept of \dotor" or \nurse" ombines theonepts of \person" and \medial treatment". Eah onept is independent, i.e., orthogonal, from theothers. This proess of identifying the underlying dimensions is known as \semanti fatoring". Reall
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Examples

Original Terms Final Term

1. Combine related terms Aesthetics and Esthetics Aesthetics

2. Combine related concepts Aesthetics and Production Values Production Values

Figure 2.42: Steps in vocabulary reduction for creating controlled vocabulary word lists.that semantis is the study of meaning in language. The onept of \hospital" ould be deomposedinto \building" and \medial treatment".Tools for managing large-sale olletions of voabularies.Subjet desriptors are standard terms that over the major topis in a olletion. They are usually nothierarhial and are properly an example of \enumeration" rather than lassi�ation. The Library ofCongress Subjet Headings (LCSH) are the most widely used set of subjet desriptors Several subjetdesriptors may be ombined for a spei� doument, several subjet headings may be used (Fig. 2.43).An index may inlude onepts whih do not atually appear in the doument.
France–History–Revolution, 1789-1799–Songs and music
Motion pictures–Law and legislation–Japan

Figure 2.43: Library of Congress Subject Headings may be combined into composite descriptions. The second
example above would be for a document about laws concerning motion pictures in Japan. The order of the terms
identifies which concepts are most important with respect to the object which is being indexed. (new example)

Subject Analysis and Facet AnalysisIn order to lassify it, we need to determine what a book or doument is about. Indeed, lassi�ationsystems suh as the Dewey Deimal System identify single positions in the hierarhies. A subjetlassi�ation system requires identifying what a work is about. \Subjet analysis" determines thesubjet of a work and assigns it to a subjet lassi�ation system. It would be nie to assume that awork has only a single subjet, but resoures are often omplex and ontain many attributes, makingit diÆult to assign only one subjet ategory. There may simply not be a single topi, and viewpointlassi�ation may be ambiguous from the user's viewpoint. Finding the book on a given topi via textproessing. What would people want to use this book for? Epistemologial potential [?℄. [13]. In someapproahes, faets may be ombined to reate omplex statements about the topi of a book.
2.5.4. Creating Metadata and Metadata SystemsDeveloping a onsistent large-sale metadata system is very diÆult. Authority implies are and at-tention to details.Communities of pratie de�ne metadata systems appropriate to their needs.Good metadata supports interoperability. Metadata omes from many soures. in other ases, it isthe result of systemati e�ort by professionals. Indeed, there are formal organizations for onsideringmetadata standards. In other ases, metadata is loosely de�ned. The amount of e�ort invested inreating metadata depends on the importane of the olletion and the needs of the users. Somemetadata are harder to de�ne than others.It is surprisingly diÆult to generate aurate metadata. There are three problems in doing this: thefeature may not be known, there may be true ambiguity about the feature, or the metadata maybe assigned arelessly. \Content guidelines" failitate onsisteny of the metadata but are may beneeded to assign even with suh guidelines (Fig. 2.44). Using ontrolled voabularies Validation listsfor heking the atual terms entered.Costs of systemati metadata development. There is a hane of systemati attaks of organization ofinformation. Automati apture of metadata at reation.
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If in doubt about what constitutes the title, repeat the Title element and include the variants in second
and subsequent Title iterations. If the item is in HTML, view the source document and make sure that
the title identified in the title header is also included as a meta title (unless the DC metadata element is
to be embedded in the document itself).

Figure 2.44: Content guidelines for the Title Element in the Dublin Core[35].Cooperative ataloging for sharing metadata reords whih are used in library atalogs. Cost-bene�tfor developing metadata.Open metadata.
Socially Constructed MetadataTraditionally, the metadata for formal olletions hase been arefully onstruted by professionals.Another approah, is to let the users reate the metadata. Soial indexing. The sets of metadatagenerated in this way is known as folksonomies. This is ertainly muh heaper and more exible, butit has other impliations. These may be reet ultural biases or of intentionality, persuasion and bias.Need for onsisteny in metadata. Groundswell of popular trends and emergent metadata. Limitationsof folksonomies [20].The Web is a highly dynami environment. Separate taxonomies ould be developed quikly for separateinterest groups. Ad ho taxonomies. This an be helpful when systemati desriptions are not possible.The Open Diretory Projet (DMOZ) [3]. Soial tagging and �nding objets: del.iio.us. Comparisonof soial tagging to poliies for traditional lassi�ation [23]. The danger is that soial tags may reeta popularity ontext rather than systemati lassi�ation. Another approah for generating metadatais \Games with a purpose"[31] (Fig. 2.45). Games (11.7.0). Semanti relationships (6.2.3). Game-orientedrowdsouring.

Figure 2.45: “Games with a Purpose” generate descriptors in which web-mediated participants try to match descrip-
tive terms. (check permission)Workow models.

Coordinating Across Systems of MetadataLinked data.
2.5.5. Making Resources and Collections Usable

Content CoordinationTehniques for supporting interation with ontent. Interfae tools for interating with informationresoure ontent. This internal struture an be aptured with Coordination Widgets. Aross re-usableontent objets [?℄ Information arhiteture (1.1.3) and semanti publishing. Books (8.13.6). Annotationsof several sorts. Reader annotations.Tables of ontents support aess to it the omponents of a work suh as its hapters. Struture oftenannot be separated from meaningful presentations. Table of �gures. Table of (legal) ases TOC forvideo.
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Back-of-the-Book IndexesAs suggested earlier, the term index is used in several ways. In general use, an index is most oftena bak-of-the-book index. Subjet indexes do not simply selet keywords from the text. Problem ofindexing mentions. The phrase: \But John Major was no Winston Churhill..." should not be indexedunder 'Churhill'.Indexes aross olletions of books. Metadex.User-entered indexing. Adaptive hypertexts for personalized indexes. Task-oriented abstrats.Meta-dex.
CatalogsSnippets and Surrogates A doument surrogate stands in plae of a doument. It might be a thumbnailimage of a doument but it is most often a bundle of metadata whih follows the information modelfor that type of douments. When douments are arranged in olletions, surrogates may be organizedinto a atalog.Web page summaries often inlude snippets.
AbstractsDesriptions beyond metadata. Abstrats an help users maintain \urrent awareness" of work in a �eldas new douments are written. Like other information resoures, abstrats should serve informationneeds. Abstrats may be haraterized by the type of desription they provide (Fig. ??) [?℄. This isespeially important for sholarly literature (9.1.1). An \informative abstrat" attempts to onvey asmuh of the information of the larger doument as possible. An \indiative abstrat" simply indiatesthe topis whih are overed. It is most often used for material whih is diÆult to summarize suh asthe ontents of a database. An evaluative abstrat ritiques the ideas and gives an indiation of what isontained in the artile without neessarily desribing the ontents. Abstrats should over the majorpoints in the work they refer. Some abstrats are strutured; that is, they may disuss spei� issuesbased on the struture of the original doument. An abstrat of a sienti� publiation might requiredesriptions of the hypotheses, proedures, results, and onlusion setions.Some abstrats are strutured so readers an fous on the essential aspets of the researh[12]. This hasbeome espeially ommon for medial appliations. One example of a strutured abstrat style sheetrequires that the following ategories be inluded: Bakground, Purpose, Researh Design, Setting,Study Sample, Intervention, Control or Comparison Condition, Data Colletion and Analysis, Findings,Conlusions, Citation.

2.6. Hypertext and The WebLinking supports browsing. Stand-alone douments are e�etive for many appliations, but a widerrange of user needs an be supported with linking those douments to others. Hypertexts are sets ofinformation objets that are linked together. Many types of servies an be developed to support in-teration in these hypertexts. Links in hypertext serve multiple funtions. They provide a navigationalpath but they also provide signals of assoiation between onepts. In a real sense, knowledge is storedin the network of links. Links are similar to semanti relationships (6.2.3). Hypertext strutures providea types of information organization whih support browsing. Hypertext as a literary genre (6.3.7).
2.6.1. Links and AnchorsThe simplest links onnet two douments. We have briey seen Xlinks. A more omplex type oflink, embedded or ontextual links, onnet regions within douments. Fig. 2.46 shows familiar HTMLHREF links and anhors whih as embedded links. The end points of a link are known as \anhors".Anhors an be single points within a doument, setions of a doument, or temporal loations for



2.6. Hypertext and The Web 55senes in a video or other multimedia objets. For HTML douments, the loation of anhors maymean linking to a whole doument or only to a setion within a doument.
Figure 2.46: Anchors are end points of embedded links. This is illustrated with HREFs in HTML. (redraw)(check
permission)The olletion of all the links in a hypertext forms the struture of that hypertext. \Referentialintegrity" heks whether the links are omplete; that is, whether or not eah link (referene) ontainedin a hypertext is omposed of an objet that it is linking from, as well as an objet that it is linkingto.Links in a hypertext an have attributes. An eletroni book might have a speial type of link forproviding de�nitions of words. When hypertext systems have typed-links, the link types are often drawnfrom a prede�ned set. XLink, the link framework for XML (Fig. 2.47) shows the spei�ation for anXLink. The links an be de�ned to have attributes; that is, they an take on \roles" or funtions, suhas the simple \ditionary-de�nition" funtion that links a word to its de�nition in a ditionary program.Beyond simple HREF's there are many variations of linking. The links may be multidimensional (asingle link may onnet to several other sites) (10.4.3) or links may be adaptive (they may be displayedfor only some users or situations). Link roles may be ompared to semanti relationships (2.1.4). Multi-headed links and OHS.

<!ELEMENT student ANY>
<!ATTLIST student
xmlns:xlink CDATA #FIXED “http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink/namespace/”
xlink:type CDATA #FIXED “simple”
xlink:href CDATA #REQUIRED
xlink:role CDATA #IMPLIED
xlink:title CDATA #IMPLIED
xlink:show () “replace”
xlink:actuate () “onRequest” >

<students xlink:href=“studentList.xml”>
The list of students.

</students>

Figure 2.47: An XLink definition and an example of its use. The “student” tag has an argument which is the HREF
of a file called “studentList.xml”.

2.6.2. Composite Hypertext StructuresHTML implements a simple model for linking notes in a hypertext. Other types of hypertexts anintrodue additional struture. Several of these are summarized in Fig. 2.48. Formally, hypertextsmay even be spei�ed with data models (3.9.0). Basi hypertext is easily modeled as a graph ( A.3.0).Composites [11] are higher-level objets, suh as indexes and tables of ontent. Composites an alsointrodue their own navigational strutures. Instead of a link simply navigating the user to a newdoument a link in a omposite might bring up a shemati on a split-sreen to allow omparisonwith the ontent of the omposite. These hypertext omposites help users to ontextualize knowledge.Visual information, espeially as seen in visualization has similarities to hypertext (11.2.5).Impliit struture versus full visualization of the struture. The \language of seletion" [19]. Formal
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Type Description (Section)

Table of contents Structure of links (2.5.5)

Guided tours A predetermined chain of related pages. (2.6.2)

Templates Links mapped to regions in a graphical structure. (2.6.2)

Spatial hypertexts Implicit links based on proximity. (9.10.0)

Hypertext maps Overview of link structure. (2.6.2)

Argumentation systems Typed links that describe the components of an “argument”. (6.3.5)

Figure 2.48: Composite hypertext and related structures.Hypertext Models Open hypertext models. Mappings between di�erent hypertext models.Menus allow the seletion of options from a set of brief desriptions. Menus an be used to exploredouments that are organized hierarhially (2.1.2). One ommon example of a menu is a table ofontents. A menu with more breadth ontains more hoies per page, but fewer pages. (Fig. 2.49). Amenu with more depth ontains fewer hoies per page, but more pages. Users are generally able to�nd items in menus with high breadth faster than in menus with high depth, as it requires fewer liksto reah a given point. In addition, user satisfation often dereases as the number of required liksinreases. However, a menu with a greater depth often allows for a more logial, sequential progressionof hoies, dereasing the possibility of user onfusion. There is a tradeo� between depth and breadthin the eÆay of menu organization, and it may be found that ertain menu styles are more suited topartiular tasks than others.
Figure 2.49: Two structures of menus that allow the user to reach 16 nodes. The one with high depth (left) has
more layers but fewer choices at each layer. The other, with high breadth (right), has fewer layers but more options
at each layer.Several of these strutures are the basis for oordination widgets (2.5.5).A guided tour follows a predetermined path through a olletion of information resoures; it an beonsidered a type of omposite hypertext. The simplest guided tour has a single path, whih is presentedstraight through from beginning to end. Other guided tours allow you to \hoose your own adventure,"and are more branhed and ompliated. Examples of guided tour omposites inlude letures, novels,broadast television news programs, and movies.

Hypertext Maps, Templates, and Spatial HypertextsInterfaes for interating with arguments. Graphial views of arguments.Argumentation vs inferene. The struture of arguments is aptured in argumentation systems. Astheir name implies, argumentation systems are often used for desribing group disussions. Fig. 2.50shows a tagged fragment of the disussion about rebuilding the Reihstag in Berlin. Fig. 2.51 showsan argumentation system that helps students to develop sienti� explanations ollaboratively by il-lustrating the onnetions between seemingly disparate fats. Group argumentation systems are usedfor eduation (2.6.2).Hypertext maps provide an overview of several nodes. Some hypertexts are omposed of templatesthat reet spei� knowledge strutures related to the tasks. These may be shematis. Fig. 2.52shows a workspae �lled with templates representing information about individual ountries. Spatial
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Figure 2.50: An argumentation system is a hypertext map (adapted from[27]) which lays out aspects of an argu-
ment. Note the objects types (folder, claim, datum, rebuttal, statement) and the link types (so, contradicts, unless,
reference). (redraw) (check permission)

Figure 2.51: An argumentation system can support student learning about scientific reasoning[28]. (check permis-
sion)layout organizes the templates; thus, these sets of templates form a spatial hypertext in whih the useris guided by the struture rather than by expliit links.Struture and interativity are introdued to hypertext maps these beome interative shematis andvisualization systems (11.2.5).

Figure 2.52: A schematic can provide a visual structure for facilitating page-based browsing[25].

Adaptive HypertextsAdaptive hypertexts support reon�guration of the nodes and links based on user harateristis andhistory. Prioritizing links on a page based on user preferenes. E�etively, this beomes a model of the
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2.6.3. The Web as a Common-Use HypertextThe Web is more than a simple olletion of douments in a hypertext or library. It provides manykinds of information ranging from reipes to reservations to digital libraries. Thus, the Web is knownas a ommon-use hypertext. The Web does not have a simple uni�ed arhiteture, but XML is beingexpanded to provide a uni�ed framework.

Web-Page and Web-Site DesignInformation design and information arhiteture. Visual languages (11.2.4). Information arhiteture
(1.1.3). The goal of layout is to allow the user to identify and easily aess the ontent of a Web site.Web sites have many appliations, some foused on spei� users and some broadly based for the publi.To build an e�etive Web site, we need to deide how, and by whom, it will be used. We then need toprovide aess points for meeting the information needs of the user group. The interfae in Fig. 2.53allows users to searh for movies by title, by ators, and by loations. The ontent of the Web siteshould be highlighted in the interfae and lues or instrutions given to users about navigation.

Figure 2.53: Access dimensions for a browser display should reflect the underlying content.Just as library atalogs have di�erent dimensions for aess, web pages should be designed with on-sideration of the types of material users will want to aess. This is similar to the spei�ation of useases in software appliations (3.10.2). Whatever the design hosen, it should remain onsistent arossthe entire site, and there should also be no dead-end links. A well designed site will highlight its oreinformation, while at the same time providing diversions and subordinate information in easily aes-sible links. Interation design (4.8.1). General priniples for design of appliations beyond the Web willbe onsidered later (4.8.0).Layout for disjoint information objets. The layout of a newspaper | how the stories or setions areorganized on a single page or throughout the issue | ontributes to a reader's ability to both �ndartiles of interest and to understand the relationship of various news items. Layout, in the news orother media, is often used (or manipulated) to aid reading or to make assoiations for viewers; ane�etive layout is one that highlights a reurring theme. The theme of newspapers is generally one ofimportane: information that is deemed to be important is given a speial plae | the front page |while news that is onsidered less important is moved toward the bak. Visuals are used in a way thatontributes to the advanement of the overall theme and reates a synergy between text and images.The photographs of a newspaper typially support the information that the news artiles ontain;in other media, suh as omi strips or satires, the text may ontradit the image to reate irony. Alayout need not be simply visual, but may inlude audio or even tatile presentations, the latter existing



Information: A Fundamental Construct 59mostly in the world of art. The dynami elements of interativity make layout and design deisionsmore omplex: interative eletroni douments are now designed for a spei� user's preferenes andations, rather than to an entire group. Interativity leads us from douments to hypertexts, whih weshall onsider in the next setion. Interation design (4.8.1).Design and patterns.Disourse relationships an help struture layout (6.3.2) to support omprehension (10.2.3) . Doumentanalysis (10.1.5).
Link Semantics Creating a link adds meaning. It suggests that there is a signi�ant relationshipbetween two douments. Links an be an indiation of similarity (10.10.2). In some hypertext modelsdi�erent types of links perform di�erent ations. Some links, suh as a \Submit" button, ommitthe user to ation. Other links, suh as a bak button or a hapter heading, simply navigate to anew loation. However, all links, as the operable elements of a hypertext, share a ommon purpose:to support information aess and task ompletion by users, and not just provide a formal model.Following a link has two e�ets on a user: it shifts the attention to a new topi while at the same timeretaining the ontext of the previous page.A link should be easily distinguishable from the text in whih it ours. This is often aomplishedwith di�erent-olored font or underlining. In addition, beause interative douments and hypertextsallow users to jump to information that is of partiular interest to them, a link should provide lues tothe user about where it leads. Fig. 2.54 shows an example of \link visualization". This is one of manygeneral user interfae priniples (4.8.0).
Figure 2.54: Link visualization can provide information about the object to be accessed[36]. (check permission).Hypertext provides an alternative to traditional linear douments. It allows a great deal of exibilityin allowing users to browse through a set of inter-related onepts. Thus, there is a usability tradeo�in the exibility provided by hypertext rather than the simple linear order of traditional douments.
Emergent Structure of Information NetworksThe Web is the result of many people and organizations independently designing sites and postingmaterial of interest to those sites. The Web is an information network. Nonetheless, it is not entirelyhaoti; patterns emerge. We an ount Web objets suh as pages, servers, and links; we an ounthow frequently these objets hange; and we an reord user interation with the Web. The resultingpatterns allow us to identify di�erent elements of the World Wide Web. It is helpful to haraterizethe Web as a graph ( A.3.0). Spei�ally, the web is a small-world graph. Soial networks (5.1.0).Charaterizing aggregate struture of the Web (Fig. 2.55). Beause the Web is so large, we an look atthe number of in-links and out links aross a large number of nodes.It provides links between information resoures. The Web is the most obvious example but there aremany others. For instane, in traditional sienti� researh artiles the itations form links. Twonotable types of sites are \authorities" and \hubs" (Fig. 2.56). \Authorities" are linked to by manyother pages; that is, they have a lot of inward links. Moreover, the greater the number of di�erentpages linking to an \authority" is an indiation of that page's quality. \Hubs" are the opposite ofauthorities. They link to many other pages. The quality of a hub may be measured by the quality ofthe authorities to whih it points. This insight is the basis for the PageRank algorithm, whih is usedto rank douments following a Web searh (10.10.2,  A.3.5).

Exercises
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Figure 2.55: Graph of frequency versus number of in-links and out-links for Web pages. These are log-log plots so
the data shows a power law. (check permission)

Figure 2.56: We can treat the web as a large complex system. Schematic of the structure of the Web. Authorities
(open circles) have many other pages pointing to them. Hubs (black circles) point to many other pages. (redraw)

Short Definitions:

Abstract (document)

Abstraction

Access point (collection)

Aggregation (document)

Attributes

Attribute-value pair

Authority file

Data model

Cataloging

Classification

Collection

Common-use hypertext

Content guideline

Controlled vocabulary

Data dictionary

Database

Derivative work

Document

Document Type Definition(DTD)

Dublin Core

Entity (databases)

Epistemology

Folksonomy

Facet (classification)

Guided tour

Inheritance (KR)

Information Model

Knowledgebase

Menu

Metadata

Multiple inheritance

Namespace

Ontology

Procedural knowledge

Prototypes

Query language

Representational bias

Resource Description Framework
(RDF)

Schema (data)

Semantic factoring

Surrogate

Symbolic representation

Taxonomy

Thesaurus

Typed-link

XLINK

XML

XSLT

XMLSchema

Work (metadata)

Review Questions:
1. List some defining and characteristic attributes for an automobile. (2.1.2)

2. Describe the relative advantages of “classification” and “key word” systems. (2.1.2)

3. Give additional examples of the grouping relationships we described. (2.1.4)
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4. What are some of the difficulties in a single, simple hierarchical topic classification system. (2.1.2)

5. Identify the elements of this chapter that should be included in a DTD. (2.3.3)

6. Compare DTDs and XMLSchemas for describing the structure of documents. (2.3.3)

7. Explain the difference between logical structure and presentation structure for documents. (2.3.3)

8. What are some different ways a person could be a “creator” of an information object. (2.4.4)

9. Compare the process of identifying entities for a database and selecting a controlled vocabulary. (2.5.3)

10. Compare the structure of the a folksonomy subject classification system with the structure of formal library classification
systems such as the LC or Dewey Decimal Systems. (2.5.1)

11. What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of a controlled vocabulary for a given topic? (2.5.3)

12. What are the relative advantages of informative and indicative abstracts? (2.5.5)

13. Explain what is meant by a “composite hypertext”. Give an example. (2.6.2)

14. List several elements of effective Web site design. (2.6.3)

15. Give some examples of Web sites that are “hubs” and other sites that are “authorities”. (2.6.3)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. What are some of the advantages and difficulties in the standard (“Aristotelian”) approach to categorization. (2.1.1)

2. Explain how you would identify the category of “airport”. Is an aircraft carrier an airport? (2.1.1)

3. Can you identify any truly unambiguous categories? (2.1.1)

4. What are some examples of prototypes as a model of categorization? (2.1.3)

5. Describe the pros and cons of classification into a single hierarchy versus facets. (2.1.2, 2.5.3)

6. Consider the objects around you as you read this. Briefly describe those objects and propose a classification system for
them. (2.1.2)

7. Consider the books you own. Make a subject classification system for organizing them. What are the difficulties? (2.1.2)

8. Critique the effectiveness of the library subject classification system used in your university library or in your town’s
public library. Pick a work from the shelf and explain how it might have classified in a different location. (2.1.2)

9. Give an example of a classification system you have used that is confusing or ambiguous. How could that be improved?
(2.1.2)

10. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using subject classification systems as a primary information access
technique? (2.1.2)

11. Ask two friends to develop subject classification systems for the same topic independently from each other. For instance,
they might make a classification system for games. Compare the results. (2.1.2)

12. Hierarchies are widely used as a navigation structure for hypertext. Describe why it is useful and what are some of the
difficulties in using it. (2.1.4)

13. Pick a section of the Dewey Decimal System and attempt to explain why classification may have been selected. (2.1.2)

14. What makes an effective classification system? (2.1.2)

15. Will search engines replace the need for metadata? (2.1.2, 10.7.4)

16. Develop a system for categorizing the food stored in your kitchen (or your parent’s kitchen). (2.2.0)

17. Explain the distinction between “types” and “tokens”. (2.2.1)

18. Should subjective metadata reflect the creator’s view of the material or the user’s likely view of that information?(2.2.0)

19. Select a small domain about which you are very familiar and build an ontology of the concepts for it. (2.2.2)

20. Explain how you might create a thesaurus of (a) your personal photographs and (b) Web objects. (2.2.2)

21. Choose a topic and build a thesaurus for it. The terms should show complete coverage of the area without being
redundant. Hint: Use a systematic strategy such as that illustrated in Fig. 2.42. (2.2.2)

22. How is a thesaurus different from an ontology? (2.2.2)

23. Some knowledge representation projects have attempted to map all knowledge. What are some of the difficulties of doing
this? (2.2.2)

24. What is a “fact”? (2.2.2)

25. Why are people inconsistent about assigning names? (2.2.1, 2.2.2, 6.2.3)

26. Contrast the definition of documents. (2.3.1)

27. Create a DTD for this chapter of the text. Entities should include: chapter, sections, subsections, exercises, notes,
readings, and references. (2.3.3)

28. Explain the difference between DTD and XSLT files. (2.3.3)

29. Create Dublin Core metadata for your course home page. (2.4.0)

30. What is the appropriate metadata for an electronic thesis or dissertation? (2.4.0)
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31. What is the relationship between “North by Northwest” and “Der unsichtbare Dritte”. (2.4.0)

32. What techniques could you use to ensure the consistency of metadata? (2.4.0)

33. Describe a system of metadata for describing a collection of cartoons. (2.4.3)

34. What is the main advantage of RDF over basic XML? (2.3.3, 2.4.4)

35. What are some of the possible ways the “Date” attribute in Dublin Core could be used? (2.4.4)

36. Develop a Dublin Core description for your home page, a book, or a document. Develop one for a DVD (2.4.4)

37. Explain the differences between simple, qualified, and extended Dublin Core. What are the strengths and weaknesses of
each approach? (2.4.4)

38. Using the approach in Fig. 2.42, develop your own controlled vocabulary for either a sport of your choice or for an
educational resource used at your university. (2.5.3)

39. Pick a site which you believe supports browsing of different sorts of users. Discuss what categories of users it is aimed
for and how it supports each of those groups. (2.6.3)

40. Identify the types of users who are likely to go to a computer company Web site and their information needs. (2.6.3)

41. Describe some of the clues that can be provided to users to support navigation in hypertexts. (2.6.3)

42. How is navigation with a map related to navigation of a hypertext? How might navigation of a hypertext be improved
using ideas from a map of physical space? If documents are to be created only for audio presentation, how would they
be different from text and image documents? (2.6.3, 9.10.5)

Practicum:
1. Objectives and Skills:
2. Do classification. Create metadata.

3. XML for documents.

4. Build a thesaurus. (2.2.2)

5. Layout.

6. Simple XML, (2.3.3)

Going Beyond:
1. Do you agree with statement that “A record of any type of human thought is a document?” Explain. (2.3.1)

2. Describe some of the difficulties in transforming a complex object such as a table from one format into another second
format. (2.3.3)

3. (a) Describe a program that would validate whether a document has XML tags which are consistent with a DTD. (b)
Build it. (2.3.3, 10.4.2)

4. How would you develop metadata for a movie which is based on a book? (2.4.0)

5. The proliferation of XML standards may lead to a “tower of babble” in the use of different metadata schemes. How
could that possibility be minimized? (2.3.3, 2.4.3)

6. Metadata is sometimes described as “data about data”. Is that a good description? (2.4.3)

7. If you were developing a system of metadata what terms would you include? (2.4.3)

8. The Dublin Core “Type” attribute is often criticized as being vague. Explain whether or not you agree. (2.4.4)

9. Generate an example of Dublin Core using RDF. (2.4.4)

10. Should classification systems and tools that support them such as data description languages, support multiple inheri-
tance? (2.5.2)

11. Describe and contrast how topics in mythology are cataloged by the Dewey and LCC classification systems. (2.5.1)

12. Develop a subject classification system for Web pages and build a tool to classify them. (2.5.1)

13. Some people argue that the non-linearity of hypertext frees readers from the limitations of linear thinking imposed by
traditional documents. Do you agree with this criticism? (2.6.0, 10.2.0)

14. Build an application in frames and Javascript to present guided tours of Web pages. (2.6.2)

15. Pick two Web pages at random and find a path of links that goes between them. Is that the shortest path? (2.6.3)

16. Sample about 20 Web random pages and count how many links they have and report then in a bar chart. (2.6.3)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: The student should develop an understanding of document structure and learn the basics of
XML and RDF, Making effective descriptions using metadata. Developing classification systems.

Instructor Strategies: The threads of XML and collaboration could be emphasized. Advanced practice with XML.
Many of the themes of hypertext will be revisited later in other contexts and could be previewed here.
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Chapter 3.
Tasks and EntertainmentsIn the previous hapter, we onsidered the struture of information resoures. Here, we onsider howit is used and the impat it has. Broad ativities.
3.1. Information BehaviorPeople often �nd information just by looking around at the world or by by browsing hypertext systems.But, at other times people have to systematially searh for information. Beause information an beso useful, people have developed systems for managing and retrieving it. Beause information reduesunertainty and helps people make good deisions, people will work to �nd information. This is truewhether they are engaged in everyday ativities, or in developing new sholarly theories, or in theanalysis of omplex situations. While the various tasks and ativities have distintive features, here,we introdue the very simple model, look-deide-do, to illustrate the basi elements of aessing andretrieving information. Spei� tasks versus sense-making. Information behavior is an interation ofomplex omponents [?℄.
3.1.1. Everyday InformationSome ativities inlude problem solving, planning, and design. Many goals in �nding information:Exploration, sense-making, and task-direted information �nding. We may assemble information tosystematially make a deision and then to omplete a task. We will disuss that approah later in thehapter but we start by onsidering less direted information seeking (e.g., sense-making).We are all surrounded by information and use it to answer many expliit or impliit questions: Whereto go for produts, What your friends like, Dotor's appointments, Knowing reipes and �xing thingsaround the house. When a store loses. Common sense. Temperature. Some of that we enounter anduse without thinking about it. We have simple strategies for aessing other types of other everydayinformation. Remembering telephone numbers.

Figure 3.1: One common type of information exchange. (check permission)Everyday tasks. Errands and oordination with family members.



66 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Information interations in families and small worlds. Information poverty.Although our de�nition of tasks (see below) is very general, not every ativity is most naturally desribedas a task. Tasks are often not one-time ativities. Indeed, people often have long-term roles. Being aknowledgeable person. Integrative ativities versus spei� tasks. Continually interating with sense-making. Learning about food.
Sense-makingMany information ativities are long term. Fan base. Ongoing awareness of news. Routines.Combine both ognitive and a�etive systems. Information avoidane.

3.1.2. Tasks and WorkWhile everyday information seeking an be onsidered part of a task, tasks are generally more stru-tured. Tasks also provide struture to the user. Tasks may be haraterized in several dimensions(Fig. 3.2). Strutured tasks involve a known and well-doumented proess for aomplishing them,while unstrutured tasks require that a proess be reated. Completing text edits with a text editorould be an example of a simple \unit task," in whih one proeeds in a step-wise manner until all ofthe edits are omplete. Making a movie, on the other hand, is a omplex task; this sort of task is oftenongoing, and may require repetition and onsultation with other people.
Task Dimension Description

Goal directed Is the task aimed at completing a specific goal? What is the motivation for completing the task?
Routinized Is there a predictable pattern in the steps required to complete the task?
Locus of control Are decisions about the task made by the person doing it?
Sequentially Is there a simple ordering to the task?
Time limited How much time is available for completing the task?
Complexity Is the task able to be completed directly in one step or does it require several steps?

Figure 3.2: Dimensions of tasks (extended from[29]).Tasks, work, and ation.Representing tasks. Representational bias for tasks. Tasks and ativities are highly varied. After wehave examined the basi proesses, we will, later, onsider the role of information in more omplextasks in whih involve workows and ritial thinking. Workow (3.10.2) is a representation of how theativity should be aomplished.Siene tasks. Medial tasks.We start with Look→Decide→Do, the simplest of the shematis of information use as we desribedearlier. However, it is important to remember that tasks, and the proesses that are used to aomplishthem, are often muh more omplex than this simple equation implies. When observed in detail,task ompletion methodologies are exiting and omplex systems involving theories and praties ofproesses, information, strategies, and deisions. While observable in everyday life, tasks and theirmethods of ompletion are also partiularly important to the design of information systems. Tasks arenot always stable; the environment in whih they our may hange. Developing e�etive knowledgerepresentations depends on know the task for whih they are used. Reading the news as a type ofbrowsing.Information and ativity management suh as alerts.Management of simple information heklists.
Workflows for Information SeekingPut another way, tasks provide the ontext. Tasks may be deomposed into phases. A simple task, for



3.2. Look – Information Seeking Behavior 67instane, an be desribed by the Look→Decide→Do proess. Information olletion (the Look phase)is an essential part of all tasks. This shemati is not a full desription for a omplex ativities suh asritial thinking, design, or siene (9.2.0).Look - Deide - Do6�
?

Figure 3.3: A very simple model for using information to complete tasks: Look→Decide→Do.The interdependene of proess, information, and deisions is espeially lear in goal-direted ativitiessuh as design, problem solving, and deision-making. The proess may inlude returning to earlierstages, for instane to ollet more information before reahing a deision. Furthermore, the proessmay be repeated if the ation did not have the desired e�et or if the task is only one part of a moreomplex ativity. The inentive struture is also important to the outome. There are several types ofsearh inluding searhing with a metadata indexing system and searh with a with full-text. Moreover,exploratory searh may be ontrasted with routinized tasks.
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Figure 3.4: A task may also be viewed as problem analysis and information may be gathered and used as needed
for the analyses[39].Task spei�ation. There is a hain of ations and workow languages. Furthermore, the struture of thetask often provides a onvenient struture for organizing information related to that task. Proeduresfor getting something done. Objet-oriented methods. Algorithms. In some ases, a sequene of tasksneeds to be repeated. Human issues need to be onsidered. This inludes how people think aboutthe tools they use for ompleting them an impat the eÆieny of task ompletion [24]. For repeatedtasks, extra time spent readying the tools required to omplete a task the �rst time may pay o� whenit is neessary to repeat the task. These may inlude tasks of individuals, tasks for organizations andworkows. Tasks in organizations are generally assoiated with roles. Indeed, a role may be de�ned bythe tasks it inludes. At the end of this hapter we will onsider some formalisms for speifying tasksand workows. That is, these representations go beyond the simple data models we examined earlier.Struture and phases of tasks with ativity theory [21] (3.5.1).

Situational Awareness and Environmental ScanningAnother type of information ativity is getting a big piture and having a sense of how di�erent om-ponents are reating to a omplex situation.
Figure 3.5: Situational awareness involves knowing what’s coming at you. (check permission)
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3.2. Look – Information Seeking BehaviorInformation gathering is an integral part of tasks. Tasks may be omplex, and they often have informa-tion needs that go well beyond a simple searh. Thus, Information Seeking Behavior is a partiularlyimportant type of Information Behavior. Indeed, the proess of information seeking itself helps anindividual develop a strategi framework for aomplishing a given task[32]; after information has beengathered, a plan an be formulated. The Look proess an be deomposed as a type of task (Fig. 3.6).There are so many di�erent types of information and senarios for the use of information we an onlymake some generalities.Information seeking an be diretly a�eted by information organization whih we disussed in theprevious hapter.
3.2.1. Why People Seek Information: Information NeedsOne answer to the question of why people seek information is beause they have information needs. Insome ases, people don't know what information they need. This may be beause they don't understandthe soure of their own questions or that they don't understand how to deompose the problem faingthem in a way that is ompatible with the available literature. Current awareness. Information needsvs needs for a servie. We may use information resoures to �nd out about a new topi. Informationneeds may be predited from task-roles suh as those of professionals and sholars. Information needsare often assoiated with roles. We want to know about information needs beause the a�et the typesof servies we develop.While we often think of information needs as task-foused, but in many ases, the task is not lear[18].Information needs depend on ontext or the ulture.Shifting information needs in a shifting landsape of information providers.Imagine that you want to plan a ski trip. You realize that you should hek the snow onditions atyour destination, arrange for your travel, and �nd some aommodations near your destination. To goskiing, you need a lot of information. You may need a Web site that lists ski areas. You need diretionsand need to �nd a hotel.We begin by asking what triggers people to start looking for information. Spei�ally, at what pointdoes one realize the need to start seeking information, and one aware of the \information need," whatstrategies are adopted? The desire to seek information an be aused by many fators suh as: an af-fetive (unertainty) desire to learn more about a given subjet, domain, or situation; situational (task)onerns, in whih an individual needs information to aomplish an agenda; or ognitive dimensions(knowledge), in whih knowledge or information is obtained for its own sake.

Tasks and Information NeedsInformation needs often reet a task in whih a user is engaged. Information needs for supportingroles and ativities in whih users engage. Some tasks require high-reall searhes; that is, they mustretrieve omplete information. Legal and medial searhes need to be omplete for a professional togive the possible servie and avoid malpratie (3.3.3). Other tasks may not need a large amount ofinformation, but only a limited amount of very aurate information from trusted, highly authoritativesoures. Authoritative information versus redibility of information. Siene-related information tasks[?℄.People may even plan to satisfy \antiipated information needs". A person may subsribe to a news-paper in this expetation that it will help meet information needs in the future.
Awareness of Information NeedsWhen skiers deide to go on their trip, there are several things they should determine before beginning.They have information needs: How to get there. What equipment is neessary. How muh the tiketsost, and so on. People develop a more foused awareness of an information need (Fig. ??). We all



3.2. Look – Information Seeking Behavior 69these pre-onsious needs viseral needs. As they begin to formulate their plans, the group beomesaware of some of their needs by, for instane, making a list | now they have onsious needs. Asinformation needs are shared and further developed, they beome \formalized"; �nally, depending onwhat kind of information they have gathered, they may have to �nd ways to ompromise in terms oftheir needs. Impliations for question answering (3.3.2). Awareness of one's information needs is a typeof meta-ognition (5.11.4). It may develop gradually as a person develops a better understanding of theissues involved.Browsing. Non-task oriented \divergent" information behavior. Personalization and personal relevane.
3.2.2. Types of Information Seeking: Find, Identify, Selec t, and ObtainWhen a person faes an information need, that person faes many hoies whih may be summarizedas: �nd, identify, selet, and obtain[2]. Information servies and systems should be designed to supportthe users in these di�erent stages.

-? Plan - Select source - Search - Examine - Evaluate -

�

Decide -Do-

�

6
6

Figure 3.6: In this idealized schematic, the process of collecting information, that is the Look part of
Look→Decide→Do, is itself a cycle (use IFLA: find, identify, select, obtain).When a person is aware of their information need, that individual may seek information to �ll in a per-eived \gap" between what they urrently understand and what they believe they need to understand.As in the example of planning a skiing trip the person may elet a strategy for attempting to aessthat information. The �rst step is soure seletion. Choosing from a variety of searh engines. Forexample, the soures must be redible and ost e�etive.The information seeker must desribe the information they are seeking into a language that the systeman understand. This is the di�erene between formalized and ompromised statements of informationneeds. When onsidering how to express an information need, either to another person or to a system'ssearh engine, users may attempt to manage their information load, or to develop a ognitive frameworkwith whih to interpret their need. People may be trying to �nd fats, but in a larger ontext. Theyare often trying to make sense of a situation [19].Information seeking may follow from information needs. People tend to approah the at of �ndinginformation di�erently, depending on the individual. Everyone has a personal knowledge strategy, inwhih an order of operations, past experiene, and trusted soures all �gure. Given an information-seeking task, a person will think about the question(s), onsult their experiene, selet a strategy, seleta soure(s), and begin.Users may engage in \information triage"; they may determine the broad sope of the informationsought; what type of information is needed and what queries should be used to seek it.Individuals often onsider ost, quality, e�etiveness, and onveniene when determining a searh strat-egy. All of these riteria ontribute to an information resoure's pereived utility, whih largely deter-mines its appeal to users (3.3.3). Di�erent user interfae genres have been developed to highlight theutility of an information system. Users will often have a favorite information soure, based upon theirpereption of its utility and interfae design, that they regularly use �rst when seeking information.E�et of information systems on information seeking [4].Information seeking may fail Possibly beause the user's question was simply unanswerable, beausethe information is not inluded in the information system, or simply beause the user an?t �gure outhow to aess the information from the system. The latter ase is known as retrieval failure.
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Conversations with colleagues
Personal ties

Conversations with consultants, subcontractors
Conversations with clients

Conversations with vendors
Internal technical reports

Reference librarian
Product literature
Textbooks, handbooks

Codes, standards
Industry newsletters

Consultations with academic researchers

Figure 3.7: A search may shift across social, accessibility, and quality levels as it is refined[49]. Everyday interaction
with information is often limited to conversations.

3.2.3. Access GenresThere are many ways of interating with information resoures. Combine oneptual models withinterative with real olletions. Browsing, searhing, and �ltering are general forms of informationsearhing, and form the aess genres that we will onsider here. Relates to information behavior andtasks. Some support information aess that is task-oriented. Others support \serendipity," or people'shane enounters with information that is useful to them even when they are not looking for it.
Filtering and AlertingSome types of information, suh as news, are streamed and that an be �ltering. A �lter has riteriaby whih inoming material will be judged; material that �ts the set of riteria will be allowed through,but material that does not will be �ltered out (Fig. ??). Antiipated information needs are served bysetting up a �lter.Filters an employ a range of tehniques. Some may be based on attributes of the messages suh as thesoure, a priority rating, or Some have the user speify spei� terms to enter. Suppose you wantedall of the news stories about California as they appeared on the news wire. You ould set up a �lterthat hanneled only stories ontaining the word \California" in the text to your aount. Filteringand RSS feeds. Others may attempt to infer the terms by observing the users hoies. Sometimes,�lters are known as \alerting servies" sine they notify you of the material and events in whih youhave expressed an interest. Rule-based �ltering. Most �ltering systems require users to enter termsthat are mathed to terms in the �ltered douments. Filtering systems that are adaptive, or learn auser's preferenes and apply �lters automatially, are being developed. These user models, also alled\impliit" models (as ompared to \expliit" models in whih the user selets the �lters) are designedto redue user work and more preisely apply �ltering terms. Filtering spam (10.3.2). Filtering webontent for hildren. eRules for proessing email ampaigns. Media aggregators and soial uration.
BrowsingBrowsing generally proeeds without a formal goal. That is, the material is interest but is part ofan ative task. Many serendipitous enounters with information will our as a result of aessinginformation in this manner. Browsing is well-supported with hypertext (2.6.0) beause it allows a userto easily follow a train of thought, or a series of related ideas. Hypertexts. Supporting browsing withinformation visualization. Browsing hierarhies. Linearity/non-linearity (hypertextuality) [34].
SearchingSearh is often problem-driven. When the user has a spei� information need, the user may be morelikely to ondut a searh. Searhing is distinguished from other means information searhing by theuser atively generating a query. If a searher is trying to obtain a opy of an item or doument thatthey know to be in a olletion, they are onduting a \known-item searh". Calling a video store to



3.3. Complex Questions and Searches 71ask if they have any opies of a movie is also a type of known-item searh. By ontrast to known-itemsearh, exploratory searh is aimed at getting a high-level overview. Exploratory searh many ombinebrowsing and searhing.We have already onsidered searhing strutured data sets (3.9.0). Searhing metadata versus full-textqueries with searh engines (10.7.4). We will onsider the details of searh engines later (10.7.4). Beausepeople do not know the details of the searh algorithms that a searh engine employs, they annot trulyoptimize their searhes. Rather, they may rely on mental models (4.4.4) of how the searh engines workand even what terms a given author may have used to express an idea.Searhing may employ of questions or queries. Questions are natural language expressions. They aremost ommonly employed when dealing with a human searh intermediary. This ould be an atualperson or a onversational agent (11.10.4). Queries and questions an be ategorized by (a) topi and(b) the kind of answer required. Queries are related to questions but are generally not true naturallanguage statements. Generally, they attempt to desribe attributes of the objets being sought aslosely as possible. Questions and question-answering systems will be onsidered in more depth in
(10.12.0).
3.3. Complex Questions and SearchesQuestions and queries an range from searhing for answers about simple fats (fatoids) to exeedinglysubtle or even unanswerable points. Consider the following omplex questions:

What is the second most deadly viral disease in Africa?
Are there any foods that are prohibited from being brought to Canada by tourists

who have been visiting Belgium?What's mores, searhes may also onfused or implausible, suh as: Who is the urrent king of Frane?Similarly, what is the atomi number of oal? Moreover, many questions have no de�nite answer. [35].It is helpful to know what kind of answer is expeted when setting out to answer a question. Somequestions do not atually seek to eliit information, but instead state an opinion or make a point. Couldwe make a taxonomy of question types? So, question taxonomies whih ategorize questions by thetypes of answers whih are expeted have been developed. Categorizing question types an get moreomplex when people are ironi. Categories of types of questions whih get asked (Fig 3.8). Thereare a variety of roles for information speialists beyond referene servies to ollaborative informationretrieval.
3.3.1. Strategies for Answering Questions with Informatio n SystemsSome queries are so omplex that they annot be answered diretly. One way to handle them is thebrake them into piees. Many strategies have been proposed for ombining those results. One way tobreak down a omplex searh is to analyze the sequene of steps required. Is it better to searh thatgoes from general information to spei� information? Or, would it be better to start with very spei�information and work bakward, aquiring ever more general knowledge?

Search StrategiesMany of these omplex searh strategies and are based on Boolean tehniques (3.9.2) are more produtivethan other searh proedures suh as a ranked-retrieval searh (10.9.2). Doing this allows for sequentialsearhes. It also suggests that a sequene of searhes that lead toward an answer of the original question.Several systemati strategies have been proposed. Some of these are based on just analysis of thequeries other strategies are based on analysis of the douments retrieved in initial queries (Fig. 3.10).A omplex task may require searhing a large number of information soures and the ultimate answermay involve the integration of many separate piees of information. Information from one soure an beused to double-hek the information from another soure. This is partiularly useful for heking thevalidity of informal soures. A neighbor's advie on a good restaurant (informal hannel) may provide
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Types of Answers Expected Examples

Assertion
Would you spell your name?

Request/Directive
Would you open the window?

Short Answer
Verification Is it raining?
Disjunctive Are you happy or sad?
Concept completion Who did this?
Feature specification What color is the dress?
Quantification How many people were at the last class?

Long Answer
Definition What is an “oxymoron”?
Example Can you give me an example of electron bonding?
Comparison What’s the difference between a beagle and a terrier?
Interpretation What does this mean?
Causal antecedent What were the causes of the Civil War?
Causal consequence What happened when you got elected?
Goal orientation What were you trying to accomplish?
Instrumental/procedural What are the items for the agenda?
Establishment Where were you on the night of October 17?
Expectational What did you think would happen?
Judgmental What was the importance of what she did?

Figure 3.8: A classification of questions based on the type of response expected (adapted from[33] with examples
added). Determining the question type helps in answering it.

(((master settlement agreement OR msa) AND NOT
(medical savings account OR metropolitan standard area))
OR s. 1415 OR (ets AND NOT educational testing service)
OR (liggett AND NOT sharon a. liggett)
OR atco OR lorillard OR ...

Figure 3.9: Fragment of a complex Boolean query. Specifically, this is a part of a search for a health items for court
documents from the tobacco settlement.valuable information that is unavailable by any other means, but onsulting the phone book (formalhannel) to determine if there is indeed any suh restaurant is a useful way to determine whether ornot the advie may be valuable.

Technique Description

Building Blocks The searcher identifies key parts of the problem, usually the most specific facets,
and searches for them first. Other facets are then added.

Successive
Fractions

A general query yields a large collection of documents. The searcher then
successively applies restrictions that narrow down the collection until only very
specific documents remain[26].

Pearl Growing Finding quality material often leads to other quality material. The user starts
with a small set of relevant documents and uses them to build outward.

Figure 3.10: Strategies for complex searching based on question analysis and on query reformulation following
inspection of documents returned by an initial search.For omplex Web searhes, a systemati approah is needed. For a omplex searh task, a searhershould not expet a single searh to be omprehensive, but should ount on performing several searhesto aumulate partial answers (Fig. 3.11).
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I do a fair amount [of preparation]. I always make a list of keywords, synonyms and alternate words,
and think about which words should be truncated. I think about what databases to search and make a
note of them. Then, as I do the search, I refine it and check off what I’ve searched. Depending on how
complex the search is and how many alternate terms it includes, my search plan is more like a diagram,
with several columns of alternate terms separated by the appropriate connectors.

Figure 3.11: A searcher’s description of strategies in preparing for searching[25].

The Dynamics of Information SeekingWhen people look for information, they need to make ertain deisions whether expliitly or impliitly.Looking for information takes e�ort. When trying to make a deision, how should we determine whenthe optimal amount of information has been found. The issues are when that transition ours andwhen to stop. Fig. 3.12 traks the hoies made by an individual during a searh[15]; that it is somewhathierarhial, with the initial, broad task oupying the most diretive position, with all the supportingtasks arrayed below it, and in a sense working for it. We an also note from this �gure that ompletinga task is not a one-step proess. Several stages must be negotiated before a result is ahieved. Thisis partly do to the omplex nature of some tasks, but also due to the fat that there is an interationbetween the user and the environment. Some tasks annot be done at just any time.

Figure 3.12: This problem-behavior graph trace of search behavior [15]. Actual searches are often non-linear.
(redraw) (check permission)Most web-based information ombines both searhing and browsing. Shared searh trails. Behaviorgraph.Determining the expeted value of information. What is the value of a weather foreast? How muhe�ort are you willing to put into olleting information. These an be alulated as the expeted valueof information [5] (8.13.2).Estimates of how muh information has obtained from eah soure and when that runs out, we stopseeking for information. Clues for estimating the value of information resoures. Surrogates. Rihnessof information resoures. Foraging theory [41] (Fig. 3.13).Foraging and the introdution of information systems. Amount of information versus The aurayof deision and on�dene judgments. The value of some information is understood only after seeingother information. Information sent is also related to relevane judgment fators (3.3.3). This is a typeof task spei�ation.A�et in information seeking.

Even More Complex QuestionsSome questions are so omplex that the an be deomposed and answered in piees. For instane \How
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Figure 3.13: Information seeking can be thought of a type of foraging[41]. Thus foraging theory descri how information
consumers will move from one information source to other information sources. (redraw)should we reform shools to provide the eduation for students?" Only fragmented lues about theman be gathered and some evidene supporting one position or another an be synthesized. A searhermay trade o� the e�ort required with the formality or detail of answer required (Fig. 3.7). Beyond theapability of individual researhers, organizational teams, and sholarly ommunities (9.0.0) an providemore detailed analysis of omplex issues. The �rst reation is to ask people who you know. Developinga soial network of reliable information resoures. Small worlds of knowledge. They know who knowswhat on whih they rely when needing an answer.

3.3.2. Reference ServicesIndividuals might need assistane in answering questions. They may not be familiar with the area theyare researhing. In suh ases, a human intermediary may help users to �nd information resoures.These may inlude questions about how to use referene materials as well as helping the person toanswer questions diretly. Customer servie (8.12.5). There are two levels of referene: First, �ndingauthoritative answers to a question. Indeed, there is a strong preferene for providing answers based oninformation resoures rather than providing personal opinions. Seond, teahing users how to answertheir own questions. This may go beyond simply answering the question. Indeed, the answer may notbe given diretly; rather, the referene servie may give pointers for the searher to �nd the answer forhim or herself. Provide instrution about the resoures.A searher may be unfamiliar with a �eld or its information resoures, so that an intermediary maybe of assistane. Intermediaries are speialists who help individuals meet an information need. Anintermediary often knows the types of soures available as well as general searh strategies; they employthese strategies to help the user frame a query more e�etively. An intermediary might ondut a\referene interview". The user does not neessarily have a lear piture of the issues they use whenthey desribe what they are looking for. In some ases, users may be onfused about the domain theyare studying or the nature of the information resoures they are trying to explore. A person mightwant to searh about treatments for sni�es, but they may really have a more serious health problemwhih, in turn, has been brought on by not paying their heating bills. Thus the question may beomehow to get those bills paid. Question answering as tutoring (5.11.3) and may require instrutional design
(5.11.3).Fig ??.

Figure 3.14: Information kiosks will answer questions but usually only within a limited domain.
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Question Answering ServicesQuestion answering from online ommunities (5.8.2).
Figure 3.15: Yahoo Answers supports cooperative question answering. Some quality control is provided by rating
of “the Answer”.

Figure 3.16: Service for contacting an information specialist. This web site provides listings an index of consul-
tants and in this case a consultant is located who specializes in financial implications of climate change policy by
consideration of descriptive terms. (check permission)Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) ompile questions whih are asked so often by a given populationthat it is easier to post an answer one so they an be browsed. Soial question answering. Minimizingthe e�et of spam with \the best answer". Soial searh (10.11.1) may used friend's pro�les as ontextto support searhing.

Search Intermediaries and Reference InterviewsAn e�etive referene interview may start with a lari�ation dialog. A �rst step in working withan individual might be to �nd about what they are trying to aomplish and why. In short, thisis determining a person's information needs (3.2.1). The intermediary may work with the patron todetermine what information will be of most use as well as exploring other parameters of the searhsuh as time and ost onstraints. Beause this involves the patron, this is also sometimes alledquery negotiation. The intermediary may attempt to develop a model of the user's state of knowledgeabout the problem the user is investigating. In neutral questioning [20] the intermediary omes tounderstand the user's questions from the user's viewpoint may be termed question negotiation. Leadingquestions an be avoided by using simple sentenes with a minimal number of assumptions. Many ofan information intermediary's ativities are similar to tutoring; they may assess the lient's informationneeds in muh the same way a tutor assesses the urrent state of a student's understanding (5.11.3).
Virtual Reference Services and Social Media Supported SearchReferene servies an be delivered remotely. by telephone, email, or hat. We an all these virtualreferene servies. The quality of the interation (e.g., soial presene) is a�eted by the rihness of themedium [3]. This an also be a step toward automated question answering (5.6.5) sine text proessingtehniques an be applied. Virtual referene desk interation via email. When referene interationvirtual and synhronous, the questioners an get information where and when they need it. Soialquestion answering (3.3.2). To the extent the interation is omputer-mediated, at least some of theresponses might be automated. Moving toward question answering systems (10.12.0) but interation onreferene may require many di�erent types of expertise. Soial searh in the sense of soial mediafailitating searh (10.11.1). Beyond question answering, a question referral system, as distint from aquestion answering system passes questions to experts. Workow for referene answering system. Or,
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Reliable Sources and Reference WorksIdentifying good information. Not only should the information be authoritative but It should be atan appropriate level. For example, book reommendations for hildren should usually be at a simplerreading level than for adults.E�etive referene servies should use quality information for searhes and refer the user to reliablesoures (5.12.2). There are some rules of thumb for that. Pages with itations are likely to be moreauthoritative than those without. Indeed, the referene servie should inlude showing the patron howto answer similar questions for themselves.These are standard ompilations whih are aepted to be autoritative. Ditionaries and de�nitions

(6.2.3). Atlas, Enylopedia. Phamaopia. Standard referene works. Authoritative works, websites,and databases. Referene olletion (7.1.3). Also, in siene referene data sets (9.6.0). Referene worksare based on the notion of authoritative resoures. Who deides what is authoritative. What kindsof authorities do we aept? (Fig. 3.17). Traditionally, well-regarded sholars were asked to prepareenylopedia artiles. This approah has been hallenged by Wikipedia in whih artiles are authoredand edited by ommunity onsensus. While Wikipedia has developed proedures to promote integrity
(10.3.2) they might be suseptible to a onerted attak.

Figure 3.17: Reference works, such as dictionaries and tables of scientific constants, provide standard and authori-
tative definitions. Typically, they are consulted about very specific questions.

3.3.3. Evaluating the Effectiveness of RetrievalHow do we measure the e�etiveness of di�erent searh and question answering tehniques? It seemsobvious that an information system should provide users with information that is relevant for tasks theyare trying to omplete. The information or information system must be both relevant to the user's needsand readily aessible (5.11.3). While measuring relevane is most often assoiated with Searh engines,it an also apply to many types of information aess suh as following hypertext links. Although, thesuess at answering omplex questions is is harder to measure. System evaluation (7.10.2). Linking asan indiation of relevane.
RelevanceEven for basi tehniques, the �rst problem is de�ning relevane itself. A lassi de�nition of relevaneis that a doument satis�es a person's information needs. However, that tends to onfuse the subjetof the doument with whether it is atually useful for the reader. Here, we will fous on relevane astopial relevane. In the simplest view, relevane is logially all-or-none. Either it ompletely satis�esthe user's needs, or it is termed irrelevant. While this position is arguable, it is often adopted in textretrieval researh beause it is neessary to make the alulations tratable (it is diÆult to alulateusing degrees of relevane). Sometimes, this property is termed \pertinene"[45]; that is, the doumentontent might be pertinent to an information need (3.2.1) but not relevant to a partiular searher who,for instane, may already be familiar with the laims disussed.



3.3. Complex Questions and Searches 77Relevane an be user-spei� depending on the individual, or even on the task in whih that individualis engaged. There an be di�erent levels of relevane, ranging from base-rate information to personalizeduser and task relevane. While measures of relevane are often highly subjetive, behavioral indiatorsof relevane an be observed by an outsider. The amount of time spent viewing a doument an be asign of relevane; this may be useful in personalizing relevane. Relevane from the user's viewpoint interms of ognitive omprehension. Personalized and momentary relevane. Leading the individual tounderstand the important dimensions to onsider. Counter to the eho hamber. Multiple editors toprovide a variety of opinions. Filter bubble. Serendipity. Hypertexts. User engagement.
Precision and Recall for RelevanceWhen we retrieve douments from a olletion, we would like to retrieve all relevant douments andas few non-relevant ones as possible. The proedure used an then be evaluated based on how wellthe return list mathes an independent rating of relevant douments. The most ommon metris formeasuring the quality of retrieval algorithms are \preision" and \reall". As desribed by the formulasbelow, preision tells us how relevant douments are in a list returned to a searh query. While preisionrefers to the number of relevant douments retrieved from one query out of the total number of relevantdouments in the olletion.

Precision =
number of relevant documents retrieved

number of documents retrieved
(3.1)

Recall =
number of relevant documents retrieved

number of relevant documents in the collection
(3.2)

Retrieval
Retrieved Non-Retrieved Total

Relevant Relevant 10 10 20
Not-Relevant 20 60 80

Total 30 70 100

Relevance Judgment Factors, Perceived Credibility, and Perceived RelevanceWhen a person views a doument or a doument surrogate after a searh, that person needs make adeision about whether a doument is relevant or not. After a searh, a list of surrogates for potentiallyrelevant douments may be presented (10.7.3). Based on these, the user often makes a quik judgmenton whether to examine the given set of douments further. \Relevane judgment fators" are aspetsof a surrogate that the user employs to deide whether to selet a resoure. These may inlude thequality of the author, and the length and apparent omplexity of a doument. Pereived redibility[43].Beause there are a variety of information soures that a person may selet from, the searher mayonsider whether a given soure is optimal or whether they should be swithing to another soure;they may judge the e�etiveness of an information soure. It is diÆult for users to know about therelevane of douments; rather, they judge the servie on impressions. Furthermore, it is diÆult toevaluate interative retrieval beause the results often depend heavily on the searher and the task.
Utility of Information ResourcesTopial relevane is only one fator that a�ets a user's deision to aess a doument. A doumentmay math a topi in whih the user is interested but still not meet a user's information need. It maybe written in a foreign language or it may be very similar to a doument that the user has alreadyexamined. In these ases, we may say that it is relevant but not \useful". Novelty, redibility, time alla�et utility. to retrieve, language, and ost. Measuring the value of information (8.13.3).

Utility =
Relevance ∗ V alidity

Work
(3.3)
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Evaluating Interactive RetrievalBeause omplex searhes are generally onduted as part of a larger ativity, it is important thatthe searh tools be helpful in ompleting that task. We should allow the user to interatively explorethe relevane judgment fators of the surrogate douments (3.3.3). Preision and reall simply measurethe performane of the searh algorithm; for useful retrieval, we are interested in how e�etively thealgorithm �ts the task, and, ultimately, in the quality of work produed from the interfae. Searhengine interfaes (10.7.3). These issues are also similar to the usability issue for other information systems
(7.10.2). Relevane judgment fators.
3.4. DecideAfter information is olleted it is often used for making deisions and those deisions are often atedupon. Evidene-based deision making { using data to make deisions. There is a range of omplexityand diÆulty in the omplexity of deisions. Simple deisions versus omplex deisions when theoutomes are not known [47]. Sometimes, aurate deisions an be made quikly by a person witha great deal of experiene. An expert is able to get rid of distrating information, experts beomeless prone to at on a hunh when a slightly more sophistiated deision model would do better [1].However, human deisions are not always aurate, as we disussed earlier, there are many biases inhuman information proessing. Here, we fous on deision formalisms, but later we'll onsider otherapproahes suh as ognitive distortions in human deision making and group deision making.Deision strategies vary widely. Human inferene and deision making (4.1.1). In some ases deisionare made after extensive analysis (3.4.2)and in some ases they are made very informally. Managers aresometimes told simply to make deisions based on their \gut". This an be a hallenge sine the mayshow biases in availability (4.3.4). It is also possible that formal models are being mis-applied.
3.4.1. Decision Strategies and FormalismsWhile we make lots of deisions without thinking muh about them, there are other deisions that weevaluate systematially. Here, we onsider some of the priniples for deision making. Some deisionsan be made by rule following and exat measurements while others are just based on judgments ofplausibility. Multi-riterion deision making. Sensitivity analysis. We onsider additional formalismsfor deision making. Sometimes, we don't know what the ritial features are. Feature analysis andlassi�ers. These proedures need to be balaned by reognition of the osts and bene�ts. Diret andindiret osts. Opportunity osts. Goals. Objetives, objetive hierarhy, multiple objetives.

Decision Rules and Decision TreesWhen a omplex deision needs to be made rapidly, it may help to have a pre-alulated tree of hoiesto guide a deision maker. Indeed, this minimizes the need to obtain and weigh omplex information.How should a busy dotor treat a patient for the possibility of a heart attak (Fig. 3.18). The simplestdeision trees have a Boolean OR of options; that is, every hoie has one or the other alternative.Furthermore, they are binary trees with exatly two (yes/no) hoies at eah level. Tehniques forlarifying possible deisions and laying out open possibilities, this method involves some of the downfallsof ategorization, as one is e�etively trying to ategorize deisions as \yes" or \no," when they maybe neither or both. Later we will onsider generalization of deision trees ( A.7.1). However, these arenot exible when onditions hange.Danger of applying deision tree too routinely. Part of medial deision making ((se:medialdeision)).
Decisions Based on Comparing Preferences for AttributesThere are many ways that a deision an be deomposed. Integrating many dimensions. There aremany deisions that require us to weigh the attributes of several di�erent hoies. That is, makinga deision in whih di�erent options have di�erent variables, pros and ons, assoiated with them.There are many strategies for these types of deisions. One way of looking at them is through pairedomparisons | this method of deision analysis is a good way of measuring the relative importane ofdi�erent options (Fig. 3.19). In it, omparisons are made between options one at a time, to see whih
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Minimum 24-hour systolic blood pressure > 93
yes no
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Figure 3.18: A decision tree for a hospital to use for determining a patient’s the chance of a heart attack[16].one is most important. The most important out of all of them would be the option that \won" moreof these head-to-head battles. Another approah would give weights to eah attribute and a numerisore ould be determined from that. ( A.9.4).
Type

Dimension Sedan Compact Sports Car Pickup Truck

Price Hi Low Hi Mid

Fun Low Low Hi Low

Durability Hi Mid Mid Hi

Safety Hi Low Low Mid

Seating Hi Low Low Mid

Other uses Mid Low Low Hi

Figure 3.19: Suppose you were deciding which type of vehicle to purchase; and have been rated on several
dimensions. What strategies might you adopt to narrow down the choices?Formal hoie theory and determining utility. Many of these fators depend on determining subjetivevalues and not easy to pin down, but there should be onstraints among them. For instane, transitivityshould hold.

Decision Making with Pressure, Uncertainty, and RiskMany deisions are made when there is little time pressure. Typially, this inreases ognitive load
(4.3.3) and options are not able to be explored fully. Unertainty and risk also a�et deision making.We an never have omplete on�dene that we have all the neessary information to make a deision.Deision-making ours in lassi�ation and reognition proesses. Sometimes, deisions must be madein a state of unertainty. This may be due to onfusing or inonsistent information (noise), or theremay be data that applies to more than one deision or possibility (overlap). Fig. 3.20 shows a deisionthreshold applied to data that is not easily separated between true information (i.e., whih is explainedby a model) and noise ( A.9.2). Indeed, there is in fat no way to separate them perfetly, so there willalways be some errors. \False alarms" ome from saying there was a hit when, in fat, there wasn't.\Misses" ome from saying there was no information when there atually was (Fig. 3.21).

RiskMany deisions involve risk. Risk models.
Decisions with Strategy: Game TheoryGame theory is an approah to understanding and prediting the hoies made by people when inter-ating with other people for a given set of payo�s. Game theory is an idealization but it does highlightsome types of deision making. Simple eonomi deisions (8.7.0) reet not only the individual's prefer-enes but also preferenes of others. That is, when two people interat, their ations a�et eah other,and the strategy produing the greatest bene�t to one individual over time may not be bene�ial to theother individual(s). Hene, an individual's optimal strategy may be either ompetitive or ooperative.In a ooperative strategy, some form of negotiation is usually required (3.4.4).
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Figure 3.20: A decision may involve finding a signal in a noisy environment. Whether a noise you hear is really your
doorbell. A decision cut-point is shown between the two distributions. In the middle, the two distributions overlap
and it is not possible to tell the distributions apart. (to be rendered)

Actual Signal
Present Absent

Yes Hit False Alarm
Observer’s (False Positive)
Judgment No Miss Correct Rejection

(False Negative)

Figure 3.21: 2x2 table for decision making. An effective decision policy would minimize the hits and correct
rejections. The observations might not be accurate since they might be due to noise, as suggested by Fig. 3.20.
(check permission)Game theory be useful for determining information seurity strategies. Game theory provides a modelfor omparing payo�s of interations between players. In this approah, \games" are modeled asinterations in whih eah player has several options. The hoies made in suh games will often tendtoward an equilibrium. With a �xed number of players and game rules, these games tend to simplifythe fators inherent in deision analysis. In a zero-sum game, the net payo� is �xed. What one personwins, the other person loses (Fig. 3.22). However, some other games an be \win-win" | both sidesome out better beause of the deal (Fig. 3.23).

Player A
A1 A2

Player B B1 1,-1 1,-1
B2 3, -3 5, -5

Figure 3.22: In this game, whatever on player wins is exactly balanced what the other player loses. The payoffs to
the two players always have a net of zero. This is “zero-sum" game. (merge with next figure on to same line)

Player A
A1 A2

Player B B1 -1,-1 -1,1
B2 1,-1 5, 5

Figure 3.23: In a win-win game, players can do better by coordinating with each other. In the example, Actions A2
and B2 give both players a better payoff than the other options.Additional examples in game theory ( A.9.3).QUOTE Collaborative multidisiplinary deision making using game theory and design apability in-dies ENDQUOTE

3.4.2. Decision Interfaces and Analysis: Decision Support Systems (DSS)Supporting reasoned deision making.



3.4. Decide 81While we have been onsidering the simple Look− >Decide− >Do model, for some tasks, there is a tightloop interation with a model whih helps in evaluating the impliations of various options prior tomaking a omplex deision. Tools for exploration and analysis prior to making a deision. Deisionaids.Colleting information may still be an important aspet. Information analysis. Competitive intelligene.Di�ering types of evidene for various judgments. Visualization tools (11.2.5).Deision support systems (DSS) are omplex task environments and tools that provide informationand analysis tools to support deision making. Ideally, the will redue ognitive load and provide theopportunity ritial thinking. A manager ould use a DSS to predit the pries to harge for widgetsher ompany is making. Suh tools are alled Management Information Systems (MIS) (7.3.2). Similarworkspaes are used for other appliations suh as sienti� researh (9.2.0). Intelligene analysis (7.11.1).Visual analytis (9.6.5). A spreadsheet is a simple deision support tool.Storing and interating with partial work produts.Deision support systems allow users to ollet and analyze information. Ideally, they world failitatee�etive deision models. The system might help to do this by analyzing the ost of similar produts,the ost of prodution and marketing, and the pro�t margin and growth the ompany hopes to ahieve.DSS systems may also provide a task environment (3.5.4). These environments provide tools (datasorting, searhing, representation, et.) spei�ally designed for a partiular task that allow a user tomake better deisions. Analyst's interfaes. Supporting explanations (6.3.4) with a type of disoursestruture. Inreasingly, suh systems inorporate task-oriented digital libraries inluding text resouressuh as news reports and qualitative data.Task-spei� desktops. Tool eologies (4.11.2). DSS appliations may also inlude geographi and re-soure onstraints. Similar projets for agriulture, water use, and biologial diversity. This ould alsoinludes GIS and even sensors (Fig. 3.24).

Figure 3.24: A decision support system which models the ecological dynamics of the Wadden Sea [7]. (check
permission)These systems allow users to move beyond simple deision making to planning for omplex ativities.Thus, they use strategi knowledge (7.3.6). Understanding signi�ant onepts a�eting the deisionan be based on onept analysis, or grouping objets (or ideas) by way of ommon properties. This,onept analysis an be used to onstrut a deision support system from existing information. In aomplex organization suh as a large business, for example, important data are often spread arossmany databases.DSSs are often used models to make foreasts. Statistial analysis applies probabilisti outomesto predit an outome (and therefore reommend a deision) and logial analysis determines whatoutomes ow diretly from the available information. DSSs often employ mathematial models suh



82 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13as regression and statistis ( A.10.1). Many of these problems an be avoided by basing foreasting onhigh-quality data. A DSS is built around a model or simulation. Simulation and multi-sale simulation
(9.5.0). Basing inferenes on funtional relationships. Sensitivity analysis (9.5.4). Provenane of evideneand deision support systems. Issue traking.There are problems in relying too muh on the validity of suh models (9.5.2).

Complex Decision Support (CDS)Complex deision support (CDS) beyond basi DSS. For instane, a business might be onerned withbroad issues of ompetitive intelligene. Supporting ritial thinking (5.12.0). Wiked problems. Someomplex deisions are really deisions about poliy or long-term strategies. These systems may useplanning models (3.7.2).
3.4.3. Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS)Group-generated solutions an sometimes be better than individual solutions; they utilize many mindsand a olletive repository of experiene instead of relying on the judgment of one person. Here wedisuss the tehniques for re�ning the ideas a group generates. Argument and debate help to illuminateissues. Argumentation systems (6.3.5). Group dynamis (5.6.0). Groupwork systems and CSCW. Weshould distinguish between partiipatory systems and group systems. Later, these will be extended tothe onsideration of soial deision marking (8.4.3). Distributed ognition (5.6.1).

Supporting Collaborative BrainstormingStages of problem solving. Given a spei� projet or deision, many groups start by generating ideas{ brainstorming. The typial brain-storming ativity begins with a free expression of lots of ideas. Themain objetive is quantity, not quality. While ruial at later stages, ritiism is a distint disadvantagewhen applied too early in the idea generation proess. Indeed, anonymity an often be an advantage inallowing people to express their opinions freely. These ideas an then be lustered into ategories forfurther disussion with an aÆnity diagram.Collaborative workspaes. Awareness of ommon goals. Collaborative disussion, analysis, and argu-mentation systems. Wikis (10.3.2) for disussions in a ommunity of pratie. Ad ho roles for membersof disussions in ollaborative teams. Task groups.
Group Analysis of Complex ProblemsOne aspet of ollaborative work. Many groups are organized with individuals representing di�erentonstituenies or expertise. Another strategy for olleting information relevant a topi is to system-atially ollet opinions from a variety of experts and stakeholders. Levels of expertise. Experts in avariety of areas should be inluded. This might inlude, for instane, speialists on ontent, on taskrequirements, and system development.

Figure 3.25: A whiteboard interface that allows users to share comments about displayed objects. In this case, it is
used by virtual math teams[6].



3.4. Decide 83The seletion of the group members an be randomized, or determined based on domain knowledge.This is a highly strutured method of group deision generation. In this format, it is neessary tostruture the questions and responses in a way that provides a usable set of data. The primary methodof aomplishing this is by providing a systemati analysis of the pratial or possible alternatives to agiven situation, thereby foring the assembled group of experts to vote for only one of a predeterminedlist of answers. One example is the Joint Appliation Development (JAD) proedure whih is a groupdesign and deision-making tehnique for systems analysis and reation whih we will disuss later
(7.9.1).One example is the Delphi method for generating preditions about omplex issues (Fig. 3.26). TheDelphi method attempts to avoid the major drawbak and struture the group interation by reating aontinuous feedbak loop of questions, or series of surveys. This method posits that the appropriate listof questions or alternatives will eventually be negotiated and a onsensus reahed through the feedbakyle. Delphi has many appliations, inluding publi poliy. The entire proess is also onsiderablyenhaned by the power of omputers to failitate the tehnique The main diÆulty is seleting anappropriate (or aurate) list of alternatives. [?, ?℄. The multiple experts not only bring multipleperspetives but they also bring a range of professional values. However, Delphi works best for highlyfoused tasks. Indeed, it remains unlear that even so-alled experts an e�etively disentangle omplexsituations.
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Figure 3.26: Schematic of the Delphi method for analyzing alternative paths in complex problems.

3.4.4. Negotiation and MediationA negotiation is a dialog whih tries to ahieve a ompromise aross several dimensions whih maybe viewed as the best alternative for eah of the parties. In many ases, the value of attributes isdi�erent for the two sides so the ompromise means �nding ombinations of attributes that work forboth. Fig. 3.27 shows the path of a hypothetial negotiation to �nd an equilibrium that is aeptableto both sides.Game theory (3.4.1) usually assumes no interation between the parties, but of ourse, some onitsbetween people an be resolved by the sides working together to �nd a ompromise whih best �ts theneeds of eah side. Negotiation involves many fators. Negotiation analysis to support negotiation.Compromise is needed to satisfy onstraints from many sides of an issue.Negotiation is a proess of reahing deisions between two people or groups. Making deisions is animportant part of a negotiation. Earlier negotiation was desribed as a soial proess (3.4.4). Here weonsider the individual deisions that have to be made during formal negotiations. Beause the proessof formal negotiation is omplex, a \negotiation support system" ould be developed[42]. A system suhas this would help negotiators understand the full impliations of their own positions and what theyhave to bargain with, as well as the same fators on the other side of the table.It's generally useful for a negotiator to have a strategy. Reservation prie is the lowest prie for whiha negotiator an part with a produt or servie. With regard to produts, the reservation prie may
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Figure 3.27: Negotiation can be thought of as finding the compromise between the two sides (A and B). In this
example, five sets of tradeoffs between those factors are examined. Through negotiation two equalize values of
the outcomes The lines indicate reservation values — minimum acceptable values for negotiation. A reasonable
solution for both parties falls on the diagonal, as far out as possible.be tied diretly to prodution osts, for example. Another is to adopt an Alternative to a NegotiatedAgreement (BATNA), it is the ourse of ation a negotiator would take if negotiation were to fail.These elements form the bedrok of deal making; they are the limits past whih no onessions will begranted by the parties in question. In a negotiation with a ar salesman, the buyer's BATNA mightbe the prie that the ar dealership aross the street is o�ering for the same ar | all things beingequal, it does not make sense for the buyer to agree to pay a prie that is higher than that whih theyan get elsewhere. If the ar salesman knows this then they should be willing to go below the otherdealership's prie (only to the point of their own reservation prie, however) to make the sale. However,all things are not always equal. Deadloks between negotiating positions an sometimes be broken byadding new dimensions to the negotiation. In the example above, it might be wise for the buyer toaept a higher stiker prie if the salesman was able to o�er a lower �naning perentage.These strategies are elements of \distributive bargaining", that is a negotiation in whih the partiipantsare attempting to seure for themselves as muh of a limited ommodity as is possible. This formof bargaining an be ontrasted with \integrative bargaining," in whih partiipants work to reahagreements that prove to be mutually bene�ial. Often this means atively seeking potential areasof ollaboration outside of the initially oneived domain of negotiation. Integrative bargaining anprovide a ommon resoure for all sides of a negotiation.There may not be an orderly framework for a negotiation. Conit resolution ombines �nding anaeptable equilibrium for eah side and a proess for reahing it. Saving fae. Build down. Thereis a ontinuum { from onit to oniliation. Mediation and ollaborative mediation an failitatereahing a deision. Pratial steps in getting people to view and aept the alternatives in a di�erentway. Handling onit in distributed teams and with di�erent ommuniation modalities.

3.5. Do: TasksThe \Do" part of the look-deide-do look applies more generally to all tasks.Simple ation. Commitment or omplex ations. Coordination and management. Information isembedded in proedures whih may not be able to be artiulated. Commitment to ation.Ativities, tasks, sheduling, oordination. Projet management. Coordinating related types of ativi-ties.
3.5.1. Procedures and ProcessesLinearize formal spei�ation of workow (3.10.2). Moreover, reipes need to be omprehensible. Reipes(Fig. 1.5). Fig. 6.50 emphasizes the ontext of ations.Work as pratial ation. Related to briolage and planning. Work is omposed of ativities. Workpratie. How tasks and information are passed between people. Artiulation. Pratial ation versusoÆe proedures. Situatedness of work.
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3.5.2. Allocating Organizational ResourcesOne a deision is reahed, whether by an individual or an organization, it needs to be implemented.Job spei�ation and swithing Management (8.11.0). Gap analysis between what is needed and whatis doable. As we shall see later, approahes to planning an be formally spei�ed for some tasks (3.7.2).The key in deiding when more work is needed and when to stop. Then, one a deision is reahed,it needs to be implemented. Some tasks are omplex and are not well modeled by a hierarhy. Adeision about a type of medial treatment may involve many details and may have many impliationsin following through.Employees. Job analysis. Division of labor. Job desription and what's needed to satisfatorilyomplete a job: Knowledge, Skills, Attributes. Mytial man-month.Changing skill requirements.We have used the Look→Decide→Do model to desribe the proess by whih we aomplish an ation.As we desribed earlier, this is an approximate strategy. Eah phase of the overall model may inludeseveral repetitions of the entire yle. Partiularly within the Look phase, the Look→Decide→Do modelmay need to be applied to a sub-task. In this sense, the Look phase is not as muh a ontent-diretedplan as it is a strategy for �nding answers. The step-wise model often works well for simple tasks, butinformation seeking an be signi�antly more tangled when performed for omplex tasks (Fig. 3.29).Furthermore, the tasks have to be mapped to the abilities and available time for individual workers.Work breakdown strutures. Coordination (3.5.3). Artiulation work (5.6.2).
Task1 Task1

Look1 Look1

P lan1 P lan1

Do1 Do1

SubTask1.1 SubTask1.1
Look1.1 SubTask1.2
Decide1.1 Look1.1
Do1.1 Look1.2

SubTask1.2 Do1.1
Look1.2 Decide1.1
Decide1.2 Decide1.2
Do1.2 Do1.2

Figure 3.29: For the Look > Decide > Do sequences, like other tasks, the collection and use of information
many be formalized as a hierarchy (left). However when executed (right), information tasks will probably not follow
a simple hierarchical structure.The implementation of deisions, espeially those requiring oordination among several omponents,requires management (8.11.3). The overall proess is intriately tied to eah individual phase, and anyhanges to an individual part will reate a ripple-e�et of hanges to the subsequent parts.Within an organization, management and the way that deisions are implemented an a�et this type ofunformed, hanging proess. A system that enourages improvisation as well as imposing onstraints |



86 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13sheduling ativities to minimize ontext swithing, for example | lends itself to this type of situation.A philosophy of \get started and then see where we are" may adapt to hanging needs and goals betterthan one that advoates plowing through a detailed plan only to �nd that the plan doesn't onnetall exeptions. A �nal step is the assignment of individuals to omplete spei� jobs. Individuals mayhave skills whih have to onsidered in the job assignments.
3.5.3. Coordinating People (or Autonomous Agents)When people or other agents work together, they need to oordinate. Formal desription and soialaspets. The soial aspets may range from politeness to leadership. Two approahes: formal modelsand soial oordination. Coordination and dependenies. Coordination as part of goal-seeking. Agentsompleting tasks in multiagent systyems. Agent ommuniation (6.5.3).

Formal Description of CoordinationTop-Down Coordination. For omplex ativities there are dependenies among resoures and otheragents and oordination is needed to make them ow smoothly. Coordination is a funtion of ommongoals, shared knowledge and individual interation. For instane, when two or more people interatthey must oordinate the mehanis of the interation; yielding the oor to let other people partiipatein a disussion (6.4.2) is one example. Workow (3.10.2).Artiulation.Systems, formal and informal, exist for the mediation of interation. Some of these interation onven-tions may be task-dependent dynamis, suh as those having to do with assigned roles and onsensus-building, while others are more general and are often tait soial systems. While group oordinationis often failitated by soial bonding and emotional ontent, it is interesting that the oordination ofomputerized agents or servies may also follow priniples similar to those seen in the oordinationof individuals in groups. In so doing, the agents and servies are attempting to simulate an organiproessing model that more losely mirrors the natural world. Coordination (Fig. 3.30). Dependen-ies. Flow: pre-requisite, \aessibility, and usability. Sub-types of ow dependeny: prerequisite,aessibility, usability. Synhronization. Appliation in business proess engineering (8.11.2).E�ets of hanging oordination and suess in aomplishing proesses in a omplex system.Synhronization. Parallel routing example. Deadlok.
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Figure 3.30: Three basic coordination structures (Fit, Flow, and Share) between activities (rectangles) and resources
(circles) (adapted from[38]).A group, whether a group of human beings or a group of omputer agents, an be seen as ooperatingagents. Coordination an managed by ontrolling ows between the agents.

Coordination in Groups and TeamsCoordination and ollaboration. Dependenies. Managing shared resoures, managing produe on-sumer onstraints, managing simultaneity, managing the task-subtask relationship[38]. Coordination inteam games (5.8.2).Coordination is a neessary element of any e�etive group interation. Coordination involving peoplean be muh more subtle. Coordination in soial interation via norms. Workow as oordination.Task assignment. Parallel omputing.Coordination of people also requires shared goals.



3.5. Do: Tasks 87Parallel proessing. Management (8.11.0).The amount of work that gets done is redued by the amount of e�ort required to oordinate amongthe partiipants. These tradeo�s also apply to the oordination of several omputers working to solvea problem. Some tasks, suh as multipliation, are easily modularized and an be distributed arossdi�erent proessors. Other tasks, suh as generating statistial models, need to be foused on oneproessor. The degree of oordination between proessors often depends on how the problem is dividedbetween them. Maximizing the omputing power of the available resoures requires areful designonsiderations | these will inlude the task to be aomplished, the omputing that the task requires,and how the work requirements are distributed throughout the system. With no oordination ost,additional proessors have a linear e�et on the amount of omputing (Fig. ??) that is able to beaomplished. When there are substantial oordination osts between proessors, less work is able tobe done. The dynamis of oordination osts and proessing power in omputer systems are remarkablysimilar to the model for the same fators within human groups. When a group of people work togetheron a projet, progress on any one task may be slowed to enable interation the members. In moreomplex settings, oordination may also involve ompromise, ontrats, trust (5.2.3), and negotiation
(3.4.4), whih further slows the progress. Coordination mehanisms are needed. Agent oordinationlanguage (6.5.3).

Figure 3.31: Coordination costs affect the amount of work that gets done by a group of processing units – whether
people or computers.

3.5.4. Task EnvironmentsWork is onation of person, task, and tools. The simple Look-Deide-Do model is too simple for manytasks. There is a o-evolution of the information possessed and the understanding of the task to beompleted. Eologies are often related to task environments. Muh of this is interfae design (4.8.0) butit goes beyond a narrow view of the interfae and onsiders broader task framework and organizationalneeds.
Information Behaviors for Specific Tasks, Situations, and ProfessionsWould like to math information servies provided to the users of seondary information resoures suhas atalogs (2.4.3) and assistane suh as referenes servies (3.3.2). Information interation in the family.Just as we foused on information behavior as an important aspet ase of information we an fous onusability haraterists for information searh behavior. For instane, in a risis, people show distintpatters of information seeking (8.6.4).Intentionally shielding information from others. Information poverty [18]Communities of pratie (??). Hobbyist information. Health information (9.9.0) suh as the use ofeletroni health reords. Information behavior of sientists (9.2.0).How people interat with email items and olletions. personal information management (4.11.0).
Information Environments, Learning Environments, and Work EnvironmentsAn information workspae is an area whose purpose is primarily the aquisition of information. Alibrary, may also be onsidered an information workspae. whih o�ers a range of information resoures



88 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13are determined by the olletion seletion poliy. Bring the information to where people need it whenthey need it. Moreover, as with libraries, the ontent needs to be updated and managed (7.2.2). Theymay inlude libraries, arhives of email, and ollaborative work environments and they an be thought ofas eologies of information resoures. The quality of information an be evaluated with an informationaudit. The role of libraries in information environments is hanging. Learning environments (5.11.7).Information genres �lling the nihes. Information poverty.Universities (8.13.2).
Work Environments Workspaes should be designed to support the user's tasks. In some ases, thismeans just the tools that are needed to do a spei� task. In other ases, a exible and wide-rangingset of tools is needed. Typially, these are highly interative servies whih are not easily deomposed.

Information

Resources
-� Worker -�

Notes & Analysis

Artifact

Figure 3.32: The transactional model of information and review is typical of complex tasks such as problem solving,
planning, and design.The task analysis an help in seleting and oordinating tools. Considering tasks in a broader ontextsuh as the overall goals of an organization. A partiularly lear example of the way whih the look >

decide > do model is simplisti is that it does not desribe the proedures for ritial thinking (5.12.0).We onsider the hallenges in developing a sholar's workstation [23].
Desktops and Beyond There are several familiar genres of information workspaes and they aresuitable for di�erent tasks. The desktop has many �les and douments. Portals are the entry points toWeb-based resoures. Metaphor based design potentially enhanes learnability.Many other models. Beyond the desktop [30] Types of tasks. Immersive environments. CVEs. Mobileenvironments. Loose sense of plae for information as suggested by the desktop metaphor.A work environment provides sets of resoures readily available for the task at hand. The \desktop" isthe dominant work environment for personal omputing. It is a type of hypermedia appliation (11.1.5);it has sets of exible tools and resoures available in an environment. Desktops are also sometimesdesribed as ontrol panels and dashboards. Diretories and folders are often used to organize personalinformation and software resoures are often kept in folders. Who does the design and what is theirunderstanding of the task.The tools may inlude doument management systems or more broadly, general information eologieswhih are sets of inter-related information resoures. The soial and organizational strutures suhinter-related information resoures an support. The workspae inludes other tehnologies and otherpeople.

Figure 3.33: Controls for the workspace on a PDA.Inreasingly, multiple environmental devies for interation. Ideally, seamless interation.Time-ritial task environments Some tasks are time ritial and have high demands on attention. These



3.6. Entertainment, Engagement, and Experience 89inlude airraft okpits and medial emergeny rooms. These environments need to support deisionmaking when ognition is resoure limited. That is when there's just not enough human omputationalresoures to reah a valid answer in the time available. Design inludes layout for displays. Deliveringthe right information just when it is needed. Limited task awareness. Monitoring work ativities. Evenmore e�etive would be an interfae whih was responsive to attention. Multi-tasking and ognitiveresoure alloation.
Tools, Tools Design, and Tool EcologiesSome routine tasks an be ompleted with only one tool but most non-routine and omplex tasks requirea set of tools. Any set of tools need to oordinate e�etively. An alternative approah is to redesignthe tasks. (3.8.3, 8.11.2). Creating tools that failitate interations. Completeness and ease of use.Tradeo� of the what the tools an aomplish and what the user will do. Sets of tools should interoperateand these should be ontinuity/onsisteny of the interation (3.8.3). Balane between tools and tasksare exible and tools that are well oordinated to omplete spei� tasks. Some environments requireusers to de�ne subsets of tools. Other task environments apply some algorithms for determining theoptimal subset of tools.Relationship to HCI ((se:HCI)). One e�etive tehnique drops the tools from the ative toolbar but stillallows the user to get to them. Some toolsets may be tailored to very spei� tasks while others maybe tailored for very spei� tasks. Flexible environments versus tailored environments. An exampleof this is a biologial-story-telling environment (9.2.3). Everyday users often work on several tasks atone time, so a desktop may require maintaining several threads at the same time. Visions of futureomputing environments [14]. Contrast with the notion of disruptive tehnologies.
Coordinating Complex Information Activities and Streams Prioritizing information aess for users.

3.6. Entertainment, Engagement, and ExperienceEntertainment shares many aspets of information inluding being stored by information systems.Given our broad de�nition of information, we argue that some information simply instills emotion.While entertainment often emphasizes emotional reations, quite a bit of entertainment is also infor-mative. We an learn about how people at under pressure from movies and novels. Some informationseeking, suh as reading the newspaper, an be entertainment and playing some games an be edua-tional. On one hand, it seems like some entertainment is about mood optimization. A horror movieseems to provide an emotional jag rather than reduing unertainty about the future. In any event,the tehnologies for managing entertainment and for information overlap so muh that we onsiderthem together here. On the other hand, it is useful to separate a�et from information. Narrative.Entertainment behavior. Emotional ontent needs to be reoniled with information. Emotional mayhanges the representation but often in a transient way. Entertainment is also often a soial proess.Engagement. Casual games.
3.6.1. Trans-mediaCross-platform. Common bakstory.
3.6.2. Affective NeedsA�etive needs. A�etive relevane.How and when people seek entertainment (4.6.2).Leisure information behavior. Entertainment does not attempt to develop abstrations. Finding allthe information available on a topi. Information behavior a�eted by mobile devies. Informationbehavior is a�eted by the users' emotional state.

Interactive Mood ControlMood management (4.6.2). Not just a�et ontrol but allowing mood ontrol from external agents
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Figure 3.34: Left: The Fox and the Grapes from Aesop’s Fables [8]. Right: the Hip-Hop artist Public Enemy.
Entertainment can also provide information. (check permission)

Figure 3.35: Cyber-drama.

(11.11.1).
3.6.3. Social dimensions of entertainmentSoial exhange. Soiability.

Using Technology for Social Activity ManagementWaiting for a table to be alled at a restaurant. Sheduling leisure time ativities as in an amusementpark.
3.7. Problem Solving and PlanningProblem solving, planning, and design are related to deision making. They all involve working towarda goal. All omplex tasks involve omplex analysis and deision making. The issues are interwovenbut have di�erent emphases. As we noted above, several models for interation of information anddeision making. We often �nd several kinds of information resoures being used for this type of task.Complex tasks are those whih involve the ompletion of many sub-tasks. They are often desribed asrequiring problem solving, planning, or design. These task types di�er primarily by their relationshipto predetermined goals; that is, what ativities are neessary to omplete the goals.
3.7.1. Problem SolvingBasi problem solving �nds a way to getting around an obstale to reahing a goal. Problem solving anbe onsidered a task that often onsists of a series of tasks. Problem solving with minimal informationolletion. It requires a task environment to determine the history, onstraints, and intriaies of theproblem. Problem solving an inlude analysis of omplex tasks and simple tasks, negotiation, and evengroup interation with group deision support systems. The abilities of people engaged in everydayproblem solving suh as automobile mehanis. Diagnosis (4.4.5).

Problem AnalysisPeople enounter many obstales to ompleting tasks and they need to develop strategies for getting



3.7. Problem Solving and Planning 91around them. Sometimes, a systemati proedure for dealing with an obstale an be applied to reah asolution. People who engage in these ativities must represent the problem, its intriaies, and the rangeof task solutions to that problem. Often there are onstraints suh as deadlines or lak of informationwhih ompliate these strategies and eliminate possible solutions to the problem as options. Thereording of suh solutions an lead to a more eÆient overall operation if the obstales are likely to beenountered again. Other times, there is no easy solution and tradeo�s between the real and the idealsolution may be required.Ignoring irrelevant details. Framing the problem. The range of options to explore, or the total number ofpossible ations given the desired end-state. Some problems are able to be deomposed into �ner steps.Eah of those steps an be solved. The original onstraints on the proesses is known as the problemspae and the result is the solution spae. (Fig. 3.36). Identifying and naming the major omponentsare the �rst step. Problem solving as searh in a problem spae In this view, the fundamental task isoneptualizing and reoneptualizing the problem spae.
Problem

Space -
-
- Solution

Space

Figure 3.36: Problem solving tries to find a path from the definition of the problem, the problem space, to the range
of possible answers, the solution space.Colletion of information to assist in problem solving (3.2.0). Tool kits for ompleting the problemsolving. Objets, XML, and Java. Eifel.

Algorithms: Procedures for Solving ProblemsSome problems an be solved diretly by applying a known proedure. To give a simple example, thereis a well-known proedure for subtrating a smaller multiple-digit number form a larger one. Given aproblem of that nature, one simply applies the proedure to the spei�s of the situation and alulatesan answer Fig. 3.37 shows an ativity diagram for subtration. In suh ases, problem solving onsistsof simply �nding an appropriate set of rules. Algorithms are abstrat proedures whih at on dataheld in data strutures.�� ��First Column -��
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Figure 3.37: An activity diagram illustrating borrowing which is a simple algorithm to do subtraction.Some slightly more omplex problems are omposed of several parts but eah of those parts an besolved by the appliation of an algorithm. problems an be solved simply by deomposing them intosimpler problems for whih a known Algorithmi thinking and omputer programming an be helpful forstruturing some types of problem solving. In this view, struturing the problem is the main hallenge.Not all problems an be diretly solved by algorithms but some of them an be deomposed and thenalgorithms applied to piees. The easiest way to deompose a problem is into a hierarhy. For moreomplex problems, other strategies an be applied. Some simple strategies inlude: identifying keyelements of the problem; utilizing available expert advie and tehnology; onsidering a problem'ssimilarity to other, already solved problems (applying a known proedure); this an be done by solving



92 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13one element of a problem at a time; and, perhaps, by re-oneptualizing the problem.Problem Solving and Learning. Pattern reognition - mathing to outomes. SOAR. Chunking. Learn-ing by applying algorithms. Tutoring systems (5.11.3) are relatively e�etive in support of these typesof ativities.
Tractability and Efficiency of ComputationsAlgorithms are often spei�ed using programming languages ( A.5.0). Information-limited versus omputational-resoure limited problems. Algorithms (3.7.1,  A.5.0) versus brute fore solutions. The eÆieny of analgorithm an make the di�erene between a problem being tratable or not. Getting the answer fast.programming languages. Some important problem are essentially not solvable without the appliationof spei� algorithms. (Fig  A.47). Computational eÆieny (3.7.1). Algorithmi omplexity measures

( A.5.3). 0Z0l0Z0ZZ0Z0Z0l00ZqZ0Z0ZZ0Z0Z0Zq0l0Z0Z0ZZ0Z0l0Z0qZ0Z0Z0ZZ0Z0ZqZ0
Figure 3.38: The 8-queens problem demonstrates the value of algorithms to solve problems that are very difficult
to solver by trial-and-error. The queens need to be lined up so that no two are on the same vertical, horizontal or
diagonal row.

Strategies for Increasingly Complex ProblemsStrategies for searh omplex problem spaes to �nd an answer (Fig. 3.39). Pik solutions whih reduethe hypotehsis spae. This is typial of diagnosis ((se:disgnosis)). The most e�etive strategy dependson the situation; likely, every problem and strategy will fae real world issues and onstraints. Theproblem solver must explore the options within a problem spae and determine the possible strategy.Example of means-end analysis. Find the di�erene between the urrent state and the target state.Pik and implement a method whih redues the di�erene.
Strategy Description

Means-ends analysis (Goal-seek analysis) Work backward from goals.

Generate-and-test Propose solutions, try them, and then evaluate the outcomes.

Analysis-by-synthesis Assemble the solution from an understanding of the components re-
quired to complete a task.

Figure 3.39: Some approaches for complex problem solving.

Figure 3.40: A person starting at S and trying to find a target (F) in a maze with a simple tree-like structure might
apply a simple rule of always taking the left branch until reaching a dead-end. The person would then “backtrack” to
the nearest choice point and try following that with a left-hand rule.



3.7. Problem Solving and Planning 93Blakboard systems. Seletively �ltering the most promising alternatives.Group problem solving. Problem Struturing Methods (PSM).Given all of the emphasis on tasks, we an ask about reativity. But, that it is a very di�erent type of\task".Reasoning by analogy (4.3.4).
Especially Complex and Wicked ProblemsSome problems are so diÆult, there's not lear model for solving them and they an't be easilydeomposed into simpler units. The solutions are often haraterized as the lesser of two evils. Theseare alled \wiked" problems [44]. They generally require understanding omplex interations amongseveral interloking problems. The issues surrounding global warming or ending terrorism are so tangledthat there is no ideal solution. In any event, analysis of these tasks requires ritial thinking (5.12.0).They may bene�t from systemati analysis suh as from issue-based analysis (6.3.5). These are often theresult of omplex systems. \Systems thinking" looks at the relationship among aspets of the problem.System dynamis ( A.10.2).Senario visualization.
ExpertiseWhat is an expert? Expertise is highly situational. Expert systems ( A.7.3). Can a�et features seletionin problem analysis. Finding expertise. Expertise in hess. Experts tend to spend more time in problemanalysis and develop a riher problem representation.

3.7.2. PlanningPlanning develop strategies for the future ation. It inludes long-range planning suh as for retirementor planning very immediate tasks suh as baking ookies. Planning and language generation. Planningis often used for projet management (8.11.3). Developing proedures for unstrutured tasks. DiÆultyof strategi planning [40]. Representations of plans. Some plans are �xed or deterministi while othersare semi-strutured or even just a rough sketh. Enterprise resoure planning. Planning and language.Constituent planning.Planning system appliations. Conversational agents. Coordinated ativity and shared plans. Plan-ning a omplex system suh as a omplex engineering projet. This feeds logistis (8.12.1) and projetmanagement.
Simple PlansOne again, hierarhies are helpful. In simple planning, ations are deomposed into a hierarhy ofgoals and sub-goals (3.5.2). These hierarhies an be useful for analyzing problems and onstruting anorganized method for dealing with them. That may be implemented by a goal hierarhy (Fig. 3.41).

Goal 1
Subgoal 1.1

sub-Subgoal 1.1.1
sub-sub-Subgoal 1.1.1.1

sub-Subgoal 1.1.2
sub-sub-Subgoal 1.1.2.2

Subgoal 1.2
sub-Subgoal 1.2.1
sub-Subgoal 1.2.2

Figure 3.41: A goal hierarchy.

Complex, and Dynamic PlansPlanning is more omplex when the ativities an be easily organized into a hierarhy, when there



94 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13is unertainty in some element, or when there are di�erential osts. One strategy for dealing withunertainty is to analyze its soure. By onentrating �rst on areas of unertainty, a planner anattempt to either eliminate the unertainty, or to devise a plan in whih the unertainty does notfator. Another strategy for planning around unertainty is to allow for a range of outomes plan foreah aordingly. To make plans, an agent needs some estimate of the osts and bene�ts of the options.Senario development is often the �rst step in planning.Dynami planning shemati (Fig. 3.42).
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Figure 3.42: Schematic of a dynamic planning system. (check permission)Trajetories through spae and soial situations.Situated planning.Task sheduling is planning the sequene in whih tasks are ompleted. This is a part of projetmanagement (8.11.3) and supply-hain management. The outome of planning may be unertain, sothe results must be monitored with the possibility in mind of revising the proess. In these ases,planning involves estimating probabilities. Plans may have to evolve to meet unexpeted onditions,so exibility must be built into the planning proess. In still other ases, \ontingeny plans" mayhave to be adopted when the original plan falters. In general, formal (AI) planning models do not takeontext into e�et.Proess support systems.Planning a searhing as a state spae. Plan graphs. Shedules are often optimized with onstraint sat-isfation (3.7.2). Examples of hard and soft onstraints. Constraint proessing. Constraint satisfation.From onstraints to optimization. Cost optimization. Over-onstrained problems.Contingeny planning.Heuristis and onstraint proessing. Heuristis for knowledge disovery (9.2.2).Planning omplex oordinated situations.Partial order planning.
Generative PlanningPlanning and agents (7.7.8). Planning of natural language. Planning and design. Planning and dramamanagement.Adversarial situations (7.11.0). Game theory (3.4.1). Mission modeling in adversarial situations (Fig. 3.43).
Plan RecognitionWhen wath another person, we try to understand their goals and how they are trying to aomplishthose goals. When driving and we see somebody ide the side of the road, we may antiipate from theirloation and their manner that they are planning to ross the street, and we may slow down aordingly.This is related to attribution (5.5.2) whih is the soial psyhologial approah to determine how people
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Figure 3.43: Adversarial planning is essential in chess. (check permission). (VAST).assign responsibility. Other tehniques inlude probabilities[17] and Bayesian models ( A.8.2) for plans inunertainty environments. DiÆulty of deteting reeption. BDI (6.5.3).While plan reognition attempts to ategorize ativities as indiators on plans, when there is suÆientdata available it is possible to use brute fore statistis without inferring a plan.
Repairing Broken PlansSome plans will fail. Apollo 13 was going to the moon. Every detail of the trip had been planned. But,half way to the moon, an oxygen tank blew up and the rew had to improvise simply to survive [37].This is an example of the need for adaptive plans, plans for unstrutured tasks, and repairing brokenplans. Exeption handling. This requires improvisation, use of the tools at hand, or \briolage" [22].Replanning.Despite detailed planning, events may not follow the plan; that is, the plan may be \broken". Theweather may be unooperative and slow onstrution, a ritial piee of equipment may not be reeived,or a key employee may be indisposed. There should be a fall-bak position. Proedures need to beadapted to spei� situations.

Figure 3.44: “Houston, We’ve Had a Problem”. After the Apollo 13 accident, the oxygen supply for the crew was
endangered. A canister was improvised to filter the air.

3.8. Design
3.8.1. What is Design?Designing reates a new objet or proess in a way that satis�es goals. A design is a reated form thatis imposed on something. Ideally, a design provides an elegant solution to a diÆult problems. Designan apply to simple objets suh as teapots or to omplex systems. We may design a bridge, a iruit,or a urriulum. Handling omplexity. From design to implementation. We may design an objet (e.g.,a bridge or a Web page), an information system, or a proess (e.g., a urriulum).Design as a proess or design as an outome. Objet design, proess design, interation design, soio-tehnial design. Designing an be reursive in nature. Creating a omplex produt may require boththe design of the produt as well as the design of the proess by whih the produt will be designed.Further, the plan for the design of the proess by whih the produt will be designed an itself be



96 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13said to be designed. An individual reates, or authors, the manner in whih viewers/readers/learnerswill pereive and interat with the ontent. This is not true of all design, however. Other designtasks involve multiple people who may be part of a omplex organization or even several organizations.Trans-disiplinary design. Moreover, design of soial systems or other type of adaptive system is o-evolutionary. Design spae. Searhing the design spae to �nd an optimal solution. Criti to thedesign proess. Design ativities may inlude: Designing objets, designing systems, and designingenvironments. Complexity of designing information systems will be desribed later (7.9.0). Informationarhiteture (1.1.3) as design. Design of omplex systems with requirements (7.9.1). Systemati designversus the reetive pratitioner. Design by a yli proess of re�nement, omposition, abstration,fatorization.
Figure 3.45: Ideally, a design would be both functional and aesthetically pleasing as in this teapot. Design also
needs to consider costs and cultural factors. (check permission)Emotional design. Design of a�etive objets. Design of game haraters who show emotion.There are spei� design domains and the tehniques and strategies partiular to them, as well as thesiene of design in general. Arhiteture, ships, software, organizations. In partiular we will onsiderthe design of information systems in (7.9.0). The implementation of the design requires planning andprojet management. It an be diÆult to apply system analysis. in human systems beause humanativities are highly exible. Indeed, it an be ounter-produtive to over-onstrain human ativities.Consistent proesses and workows an improve eÆieny and sometimes even safety for omplex orga-nizational ativities. In a fatory work an be sheduled and oordinated through proess engineeringso the output of a fatory is maximized. Moreover, onsider the standardized of proesses for air travelwhih allows safe travel for millions of passengers.Design is a shaping of the world as we would like it to beome.

3.8.2. ArchitecturesInformation arhiteture. Computer system arhitetures. Building arhitetures.
3.8.3. Design StrategiesDesign often involves omplex tradeo�s involving many subsystems. Design is similar to problem solvingbut is more foused on developing elegant and eÆient proesses. Several strategies have been proposedfor design. We might attempt to deompose a design proess into parts. The \design spae" is therange of options available to a designer. It is analogous to the onept of \problem spae" (3.7.1). Anydesign in the design spae is a feasible solution, although probably some are easier and heaper thanothers. Later, we will disuss requirements (7.9.1) whih provide onstraints that speify the designspae. In some ases a template is applied repeatedly in situations whih vary only slightly from aseto ase. In other ases, a design may not be expliit but rather an be a set of rules or poliies.Generating alternatives. Evaluating them

Handling System ComplexityInformation systems need to perform a wide range of funtions so they are very omplex. handling



3.8. Design 97that omplexity is a major onsideration. There are several ways to handle this omplexity. Severaltehniques have been identi�ed, inluding layering, modularity, and indiretion (Fig. 3.46). Informationsystems and servies are built on many layers.Hierarhy and deomposition. Modular systems are easier to develop and maintain beause funtionsare learly separated; they are fault-tolerant beause opies an be repliated aross mahines. Indeed,relatively stable information proessing an be built from faulty omponents. As an analogy, althoughhuman neurons are not preise oneptual units, when working together, they an produe omplexinformation proessing.
Technique Description

Abstraction Removing all context from a concept so that only the essence is retained.
Indirection There should be only one version of a program and applications should point it rather

than developing their own version.
Layering Separate the functions so that they are updated separately from each other.
Modularity Modular services can be based on separate computers in different locations.

Figure 3.46: Some techniques for handling complexity in natural systems and computer systems.

Design TradeoffsThe proess of expliit design often requires tradeo�s and oordination of several ativities. Thesemay be spread out over several groups or teams, to the gathering of information or tehnial statistis.Managing ommuniation among design teams. Software teams (7.9.3).Design of espeially omplex systems and devies often involves formal requirements spei�ation (7.9.1).Use-ases and senarios serve to give examples of atual and possible uses of a design-objet. Thisinvolves knowing about that harateristi ativities of users. The proess of design an inlude manysub-ativities and strategies suh as suessive re�nement.
Background
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Figure 3.47: There is a tight interaction between the information use and the task activities.

Pattern LanguagesThis is illustrated in Fig. 3.49 whih shows how rules an result in the varied but onsistent layout ofEnglish villages and in Chinese Feng Shui. Design patterns.Some onsumer devies show high design and implementation standards. These tehniques are oftene�etive for the design of novel devies suh as the IPhone (Fig. 3.48).
Figure 3.48: Products such as the IPhone introduce new dimensions to the design space. (check permission)
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Figure 3.49: Patterns as generative grammars. Here, conventions describing the way traditions for designing homes
result in an organic layout in a small village[10]. Organic growth versus over-controlled growth.

Design and Decision Making Given the omplexity of the design proess, it is helpful if a reord of anobjet's important design deisions and the rationale behind them be kept (3.8.7). These deisions markmilestones in a omplex design proess; having the ability to retrospetively review and analyze thosedeisions is a great bene�t. Organizational struture has a large impat on design. In a traditional,highly strutured organization, design proesses often move in a waterfall fashion | in a stepwisemanner from origin, or oneption, to testing and distribution. This means, however, that user testsannot inuene the design of a produt. Indeed, all too often with this type of organizational struture,the produt is delayed at some earlier stage and user testing is abbreviated, resulting in a produt thatdoes not produe ustomer satisfation. A proess in whih early feedbak is soliited so that designsan be re�ned is often far more e�etive. Inluding feedbak in the design proess is known as \formativeevaluation". Using formative evaluation tehniques an lead to truly innovative, user-entered designapproahes. These innovations an be used, in turn, to reate design templates, whih streamline futureprojets. While formative design avoids the diÆulty of exatly speifying the requirements, it has thedanger of being too exible and unsystemati.Deisions are intertwined with design. Choies are made during design - for instane about hoiesamong alternatives { and these may reet hoie biases. Thus, deision strategies suh as game theory
(3.4.1) an be applied [11]. Design methodologies. Design automation. Deisions about what should bedesigned are fundamental.Design for Experiene. Ambient design. Produt attahment theory. Arhiteture.
3.8.4. Design Libraries and ArchivesDesign libraries. Designs for 3-D printers.

Design Metadata for Complex ObjectsBeause design deals with espeially omplex objets these have an have objet assembly-leve meta-data. Struture, funtion, behavior. The form would inlude shape, materials, inputs, and outputs.Appliations for manufaturing ((se:fatoryoor)). We might speify the behavior with objet-orientedmethods. The funtion is spei�ed by the proedure;. there is a similar split for MathML (9.7.2).Assembly-level desriptions.Fig. 3.51.
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Form Shape and materials.
Function What the engine is used for.
Behavior How the engine works.

Figure 3.50: Form, function, and behavior descriptions for an engine (adapted from[46]).

Figure 3.51: Architecture is a type of design. Modern architecture is often implemented with CAD systems. Though,
of course, the overall design also needs consider costs and building codes. (check permission)

3.8.5. Design ToolsCAD. The design of physial objets is often visual, and an be supported with tools suh as CAD
(8.12.3)and skething interfaes [48].These tools also guide the designer, providing a visual illustration of the onstraints and properties ofthe objet and its intended environment. From design to simulation for testing (9.5.0).Some tasks bene�t from rapid prototyping.Formal methods for evaluating design. Multi-objetive optimization.
3.8.6. Collaborative and Participatory DesignThe traditional approah of sequential design and prodution an be inexible, ineÆient, and inef-fetive. Some organizations are now introduing elements of integrated produt design and formativeevaluation. Joint Appliation Development Teams (JADs) (7.9.1) streamline their design praties.Teams omposed of people from various departments and speialties an ollaborate on produt designand develop innovative ideas ontinuously, produts an be quikly re-formatted at every stage to bet-ter aommodate ustomer testing results, and rapid ommuniation aross various departments andgroups reates informed deisions at every level. Designers may employ models.Partiipatory design uses input from the users to generate design suggestions. When designing aninformation system for a hospital it would be reasonable to involve the hospital sta�. On the otherhand, there is a danger that users may over-inuene the designers, or may not have a realisti a viewof tehnial onstraints.Collaboration and negotiation around design artifat. Negotiation over design details (3.4.4). Two kindsof interation. Content spae and relational spae [13].
3.8.7. Design Informatics: Documentation, Notation, Hist ories, Rationale, and AdviceDesign is information intensive. Suppose that you were handed a omplex piee of mahinery and askedto rebuild it. Surely it would be helpful to know why it was onstruted the way it was. Design is aomplex ativity often inludes a long sequene of deisions. It is often helpful to have a reord of thatproess to streamline future designs and to antiipate any missteps. However, it is also helpful to apturethe rationale behind those formal deisions | why were they made, and does that reasoning apply toa urrent situation. To do this it is neessary to onsider how the system will be used to determinewhat deisions should be reorded, and how they should be represented, stored, and retrieved. Beyondrepresenting the design itself, it should also identify what should be highlighted, note the ritial



100 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13deisions, and the provenane from the design rationale. Preservation of the design rationale alongwith other projet doumentation. Neutral reords versus interpretation. Capture of disussions andeven deisions an be triky beause of jargon, irony, humor, or even non-verbal interation. Comparedesign deisions to requirements (7.9.1). and even for training. Formal and informal design artifatsfrom skethes to blueprints and CAD. A doument trail reeting formal deisions is an example. Thedesign spei�ations are artifats (1.1.2). Critis to evaluate design and support the design proess.Design ontology. Continuum from design spei�ation tied into requirements. Indexing and re-use ofdesign information. Design representation. From design to manufaturing (8.12.1). CAD. Speifyingsystem omponents (1.3.1). Designers often bene�t from the work of those who have gone before them.A solution to the design problem faed in one task is often appliable to the problems faed in anothertask.Hypertext maps may be useful to presenting a graphial view of design deisions. What kinds ofinformation needs do people have for design arhives. E�etive deision rationale requires a model ofthe system being designed. Design spei�ation are artifats.Disussing design alternatives. Presenting plans[27]. Design knowledge (Fig. 3.52). Requirements (7.9.1).Design ontologies.

Figure 3.52: Detail of design rationale graphic[12]. (check permission) (redraw)Strutured design interation.Design rationale (3.8.7) an be integrated with DSSs to identify the logi of a deision module in adeision support system. It is helpful to employ e�etive desriptions of a design or deision proess soit an be reovered later. These are alled design notation and design histories. The diÆulty is thatmuh of the design is in people's heads. Design intent.Typially, the goals, onepts or onstraints of a projet that determine its design. Having a reord ishelpful if the design deisions must be revisited, when several groups of designers are ollaborating andthey need to understand the design history, and an be useful for training new employees.Creating design rationales. It ould be done with arhives of design meetings (5.6.4) and argumentationsystems (6.3.5), for example, and may inlude funtional and strutural desriptions. Muh of theunderstanding of the design deisions are in people's heads. The design rationale should desribe howthe design satis�es the initial requirements. Why were tradeo�s onsidered and adopted? This an beinorporated with the desription of the objet itself (8.12.3).After the design rationale has been aptured and stored, its ontent will need to be aessed. Thesesystems an be diÆult to implement and to searh, as the rationale for a partiular design is oftenre-oneptualized as the design evolves. The riteria for a rationale need to be well-mathed to designproess proedures. Beause design interweaves many levels of deision-making, there have to be several



3.9. Data Models and Databases 101threads involved in development and lassi�ation of these riteria, suh as proess rationale, struturerationale, interation rationale. Design of highly omplex systems or omplex environments. Designmethodologies for very large systemsThe apture and representation of designs an involve digital preservation (7.5.5). FACADE preservation
((se:faadearhiteture)). Virtual historial environments (11.10.2).
3.8.8. Designing Ecologies and EnvironmentsUsers will often re-tailor designs for their use in their own way.
3.9. Data Models and DatabasesTypially, databases do not model general onepts; rather, they store data about spei� instanes.Data models are systems for speifying information struture. The apture a spei� set of attributeswhih are useful for a given set of ativities, tasks, and systems. Databases implement these datamodels. Statistial data models. Strutured data. These models literally support or limit the abilityto express ertain relationships about the data.In this setion, we briey onsider the Entity-Relationship model and the Relational Model. Theseimplement basi set relationships and entities whih are very similar to Aristotelian approahes forategorization desribed earlier. Later, we onsider the Objet-Oriented model (3.9.3) whih inludesgrouping and inheritane relationships. There are also many speialized data models suh as the RDFData Model ( A.4.1) and several GIS data models (9.10.2). rNews data model.
3.9.1. The Entity-Relationship Data Model: Entities, Attr ibutes, and RelationshipsEntities and attributes of those entities whih may be involved in a task. The Entity-Relationshipmodel adds some basi details and onstraints to that model. This is one type of oneptual model.The ER model is a semanti data model that employs \entity lasses" and relationships to model aomplex system. An \entity lass" is a group of objets or events whih are the basi units in themodel. Individual members of an entity lass, suh as a partiular person or objet, are known simplyas \entities". However, the distintion between entities and entity lasses is often ignored and peoplewill speak of an entity when referring to an entity lass. These entities are related to ategories andlasses as we disussed above but they are not quite the same; hey are ad ho onstrutions for aspei� task. For an entity lass suh as VIDEOS, the spei� entity \Gone with the Wind" ould haveattributes suh as Title, Diretor, Year, and Length (Fig. 3.53). Data ditionary (Fig. 3.54).

VIDEO

Title
Director
Year
Length

Figure 3.53: An entity class such as VIDEO has several attributes. (example from MS Access)

Field Name Field Type field min field max title order group

Title text

Director text

Year integer 1970 2020

Length integer 2 20

Figure 3.54: Fragment of a data dictionary which describes properties of the attributes.De�ning the inuential oneptual units. Entities of one entity lass an be related to entities of anotherlass. A STUDIO may be responsible for a partiular VIDEO. When groups of data statements, orpartiular entities and their orresponding attributes, are formed into diagrams, we all these diagrams\entity sets". When onstruting a database, we may use entities in many data statements to illustrate



102 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13the omplex relationships that exist between entities of di�erent lasses. Fig. 3.55 shows a simpleEntity-Relationship Diagram (ERD).
Video

makes
Director

works for
Studio

Figure 3.55: A simple Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) for an online video business (attributes are not shown).The Relational Model organizes sets of related attributes into tables. Fig. 3.56 shows tables withexamples of the entity lasses in Fig. 3.55. This use of tables is eÆient beause it keeps relatedattributes together. There are additional details about the Relational Data Model in ( A.4.1).
VIDEO Title Director Year StudioName

North-by-Northwest A. Hitchcock 1959 MGM
Toy Story J. Lasseter 1995 Disney
Crouching-Tiger A. Lee 2002 Columbia

Figure 3.56: Relational tables and sample values for the VIDEO and STUDIO entities.

3.9.2. From Data Models to Databases: Databases as Informat ion SystemsWhile a database program may apply a data model to some data, that is only part of what is neededfor the database to be useful. Rather, databases need to be implemented as part of omplete databasemanagement systems (DBMS). These are omplex sets of servies whih serve human needs. Weonsider the broader ontext of information systems in terms of the servies they provide (7.0.0).
Database Queries and Boolean LogicSome queries plae onstraints on omplex ombinations of attributes. Booleans are generally simplerelationships; AND, OR, NOT for ombining attributes (Fig. 3.57). We an see the formal propertiesof Boolean logi with \truth tables". Fig. 3.58 shows the AND and OR relationships. In the ORrelationship, the output is TRUE if either one of the inputs is TRUE (if either x OR y is true, thenz is true), while in the AND relationship, output is TRUE only if both of the inputs are TRUE (if xAND y are true, then z is true, but not otherwise). The NOT relationship simply reverses the sense ofa relationship so the NOT AND relationship has a TRUE output only when both inputs are o�. Usedfor metadata searhes.

Year=1959 AND Director=’Hitchcock’
(Year>1795 AND Director=’Lasseter’) NOT (Title=’ToyStory’)

Figure 3.57: Some examples of Boolean queries. The example would match all entries in a movie database where
the Year of production was 1959 and the Director was Hitchcock. Parentheses are used to group relationships. So,
in the second example the Year and Director must match and from the those some may be deleted.

OR

Input 1 Input 2 Output

FALSE FALSE FALSE
FALSE TRUE TRUE
TRUE FALSE TRUE
TRUE TRUE TRUE

AND

Input 1 Input 2 Output

FALSE FALSE FALSE
FALSE TRUE FALSE
TRUE FALSE FALSE
TRUE TRUE TRUE

Figure 3.58: Simple Boolean logic truth tables.



3.9. Data Models and Databases 103Boolean logi is used in the database query language SQL Among other information retrieval appli-ations, this is underlays metadata searhes. Some Boolean queries are so omplex that many usersdo not readily understand them. For that reason, many users have designed various interative searhinterfaes and protools. Some of these query formats involve visualization and spatializing, or evenfree-text visual searh interfaes (10.7.3).
Supporting Database RetrievalUsers need to interat with the database. This generally requires a query language to mediate intera-tion between the user and the data model. A query language gives the rules by whih valid queriesare onstruted for a given data model. Queries are a useful way for users to interat with informationsystems. The \query semantis" of a partiular information system desribe the range of oneptsthat an be searhed in that system. The most widely used query language is the Strutured QueryLanguage (SQL), a very ommon way for database developers to interat with a database. Formalqueries must be oordinated with the data model.Beause the attributes in a relational database are organized into tables, responding to SQL oftenmeans ombining data from di�erent tables. Data from one table may need to be linked with data fromanother table by means of a key attribute. Fig. 3.59 shows an example of using SQL for searhing.Fig. 3.60 shows the result of the SQL sript. In partiular, the �elds from the tables have been \joined"with the key \StudioName". Despite its name, SQL is more than a query language in the narrow sense.a programming and a system management language. It an reate tables and ontrol the state of thedatabase.

SELECT VIDEO.Title STUDIO.Email
FROM VIDEO STUDIO
WHERE Title = ’North-by-Northwest’ AND
VIDEO.StudioName=STUDIO.StudioName;

Figure 3.59: An example of the SQL instruction for a low-level join operation on a relational database table.

VIDEO.VideoTitle STUDIO.Email

North-by-Northwest orders@mgm.com

Toy Story orders@disney.com

Crouching Tiger orders@columbiapictures.com

Figure 3.60: The result of a query on the tables in Fig.  A.33. Specifically, there was a “join” of terms from the two
tables on the attribute of STUDIO.Name followed by the “selection” of two of the columns.Part of designing the database, we need to onsider what attributes at truly distintive for a givenentity [31].

Using Database QueriesDatabase query languages (3.9.2). Fits with visualization. Query previews.Identifying the most typial queries. Understanding failed queries.
Database ApplicationsMany natural data sets are messy. This an our when the identi�ation of entities is not well de�nedor when data entry is done arelessly. Many operating databases have dupliate entries. Thus, thedata needs to be leaned. Merging data sets. Proessing data sets. The same reord appears at severalpoints with small variants. De-dupliation of database reords is an example of data leaning. Oneapproah would be name normalization, A stable organizational environment for managing a databaseis essential to their development and maintenane. Information assurane (7.10.3). Data uration andmanagement of large data sets (9.6.3).
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3.9.3. The Object-Oriented Data ModelObjet-oriented models have objets (also alled lasses) whih are similar to the entity lasses for theE-R model. However, beause the objet-oriented model also tries to apture proesses, these lassesalso have \methods". Thus, if we had a database whih stored temperatures, we might have di�erentmethods for displaying them in either degrees entigrade or Fahrenheit.These same ideas are the basis of objet-oriented programming languages suh as Java or C++. Objetsan also be the foundation of a data model. There is message passing between objets and whatthe behavior is spei�ed with methods whih operate on that data. The objet-oriented model has\delarative" rather than \proedural" desriptions (i.e., \methods") (Fig. ??).The objet-oriented data model also inludes properties suh as inheritane. Earlier, we saw inheritaneof attributes (2.1.4). A hierarhy of programming language lasses also allows inheritane of methods(Fig. 7.48), for instane, the spei�ation of servies.When the program is run, it reate spei� instanes of lasses that follow the program. The lassesare \instantiated". Failitate reuse of ode.Objets ommuniate by message passing. Indeed, these messages an be onsidered like douments asboundary objets. Agent soieties (7.7.8) and multi-agent systems (7.7.8).There are many di�erent omputer languages and many ways to implement a program in a givenlanguage. Objet-oriented languages failitate the priniples of objet-oriented design suh as: Encap-
sulation: Wrap up the objet as a oherent set of entities and proesses. Use message passing: Objetsare disrete modules that ommuniate by Interfaces. These de�ne protools for interation with othermodules. By their nature, systems are omplex and involve many levels of desription.While the goal of these approahes is to make the design of large systems more modular and to optimizereuse of ode. However, in pratie it is sometimes diÆult to leanly separate resulting in \objetentanglement" so implementing large projets an still be hallenging. Piking sets of oordinatingsets of objets whih an be omposed e�etively; suh \aspet-oriented design" is a fundamentalobjet-oriented strategy. Start with entities and attributes.

Multimedia

get length()
set volume()

�������

PPPPPPP

Music CD

select song()

Video DVD

set color()

Figure 3.61: Methods may be inherited across a class hierarchy. For instance, controls for playing different types of
multimedia objects may be inherited from a generic multimedia class to specific items. Setting the volume would be
a property for both CDs and DVDs but setting color would be useful only for DVDs. (UML style) (finish drawing)

3.10. States and Discrete SystemsClassi�tion systems desribe entities but objet-oriented systems desribe proesses.Formalisms whih are helpful for desribing spei� proesses. Natural systems and designed systems.Systems (1.3.1). Disrete system models versus dynami system models. Objet-oriented design withUML.
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3.10.1. Basic Components of Discrete-System ModelsData models are used for spei� appliations but we might also want to model entire systems. Inthis setion, we fous on disrete models for systems later we will onsider modeling omplex systems
( A.10.2).

Class ModelsClassi�ation (2.1.2). Data models. These speify how the entities in an environment �t into a lasses.These are used in both entity-relationship and objet-oriented models.
Figure 3.62: UML Class diagram. (check permission)

States and State MachinesTemporal dynamis. A state is a ondition with a �xed temporal extent. We may say that a person isin a state of bliss or a state of terror. This is, of ourse, often a simpli�ation but it turns out to bevery useful for modeling. A \state mahine" is a olletion of states and the transitions between them.In the simplest version, the transitions are �xed. For the traÆ light in Fig. 3.63, the state spae is\Green," \Yellow," \Red" (Fig. 3.63). Another example of a state mahine might speify the statesof a video player (o�, play, rewind, fast forward). Taken together the ombination of states is alleda state spae. State mahines an be extended in many ways suh as StateCharts, ATNs and RTNs
(6.5.1). Markov Models.
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Figure 3.63: A traffic light as a simple state machine. The state transitions occur after a fixed amount of time.
(redraw)We have seen state mahines; a statehart is a more omplex state mahine. This may inlude nestedstates as shown in Fig. 3.64.

ConcurrencyWe'd like events to happen onurrently. Conurrent streams Threads. Synhronization. (Fig. 3.66).This is a variation of data-ow diagrams whih show how data moves through the system.
3.10.2. Modeling Systems with the Unified Modeling Language (UML)We have now seen several omponent models but it will be helpful to have a uni�ed framework desribingoverall systems. Suh a notation would have to be able to represent the many possible ways in whihomponents are inter-related. Moreover, systems are omplex and operate at many levels and they
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Figure 3.64: State chart for an ATM machine. Note that the start points are indicated with the bulls-eye. Also note
that the “Giving Money” state is a hierarchical state with two nested sub-states. (redraw) (check permission)

Figure 3.65: Example of a simple Petri Net. All the states preceding a gate must be occupied by tokens before
the transition occurs. In this case, the P2 condition has not been met so that T2 is not triggered. These are used
in workflow models and are an essential component of UML activity diagrams. UML activity diagrams (explain)
(redraw)

Figure 3.66: Concurrent streams. (redraw)have proesses whih hange over time. Many formalisms have been developed for desribing theomponents of systems. The Uni�ed Modeling Language (UML) is one of the most omprehensive.It is a family of modeling languages whih inorporates (uni�es) several levels of desription. Indeed,the full UML inludes 13 di�erent omponents. The omponents an be grouped into three ategories:Struture Diagrams, Behavior Diagrams, and Interation Diagrams.1 There are other approahes formodeling some of aspets overed by UML, but UML is the most omprehensive pakage. In thefollowing setions, we fous on some of the more important types of Behavior Diagrams and Interation
1The complete list in UML2 is:

Structure Diagrams: Class diagram, Component diagram, Composite structure diagram, Deployment diagram, Object diagram,
Package diagram.
Behavior Diagrams: Activity diagram, State Machine diagram, Use case diagram.
Interaction Diagrams: Communication diagram, Interaction overview diagram, Sequence diagram, Timing diagram.



3.11. Process Models 107Diagrams. Spei�ally, here we look at State Mahines, Ativity Diagrams, Use-Case Diagrams, andSequene Diagrams. Several of these models are used in ontexts other than UML.There are other formalisms ides UML for some aspets and we will also disuss those; UML is simplythe most uni�ed pakage. There are now many style guidelines for UML tools. Boundary objets maybe expliitly designed as interfae between subsystems.
Sequence DiagramsSequene diagrams are a type of Interation Diagram. Communiation among these units an bedesribed message passing. Emphasize the messages among the objets. Message passing. The dataand the proesses assoiated with it an be taken as a unit whih allows us to extend the relational datamodel. Behavior among objets needs to be spei�ed. Messages trigger ations. This is not neessarilya linear ow. Programming as event proessing.

Figure 3.67: Sequence diagrams show how messages are passed among objects. The customer may explore the
attributes of a video and how they would place an order. (redraw) (match to previous figure)

Activity DiagramsAtivity diagrams are foused on the deision points (Fig. 3.68). Ativity diagrams are similar toow harts whih are familiar in programming. Ativity diagrams an speify workows. Petri nets
(3.10.2) and workow. Ativity diagrams an show data ow.Petri Nets add triggers to state mahine transitions. These an are a model for managing aess toinformation objets. When do events get triggered. Combinations of Petri Nets an form a workownetwork. Indeed, Petri Nets are essential for workow.Examples of use. Swimlanes (Fig. 3.69). Coordination (3.5.3).Workow reuse. Workow editor (Fig. 3.70).

Use-Case DiagramsUse ases desribe the groups of ativities in an organizational task. They help to speify funtionalrequirements. The main purpose is to failitate the design of information systems.Use ases are related to modeling tools suh as objet-oriented design (3.9.3) and to use interfae designapproahes suh as senarios and personas (4.8.2). The use ase, generally implies several tasks whihneed to be ompleted and these an be the subjet of task spei�ations. Inluded and exludedmethods.
3.11. Process ModelsWorkows.Funtionality.
Exercises
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Figure 3.68: An activity diagram is similar to a flowchart, for the steps in a login and command execution (adapted
from[28]). (redraw) (check permission)

Figure 3.69: UML swimlanes show grouping of activities. (redraw) (check permission)

Short Definitions:

Affinity diagram

Algorithm

Aspect-oriented programming

Asymmetric information

Building blocks (search)

Class hierarchy

Current awareness

Decision tree

Design rationale

Design science

Encapsulation

Formative design

Game theory

Heuristic

Known-item search

Legacy software

Lemons problem

Means-end analysis

Object-oriented data model

Opportunity cost

Perceived relevance

Planning

Process model

Refinding

Relevance judgment factor

Reservation price

Search intermediary

Sequence diagram

Source selection

State space

Strategy

Summative design

Unified Modeling Language

Unit task

Utility (information access)

Workflow

Zero-sum game

Review Questions:
1. Everyday information use. (3.1.1)

2. Is playing music a “task”? Explain your answer. (3.1.2)
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Figure 3.70: Workflow editor. (check permission)

Figure 3.71: We expect that individuals fill specific roles when dealing with a complex system. These roles are
known as use cases and they are illustrated with a use-case diagram. (redraw) (check permission)

3. Distinguish between “queries” and “questions”. (3.2.1)

4. How is text filtering different from text retrieval? (3.2.3, 10.9.0)

5. Explain the difference between “pre-coordinated” and “post-coordinated”. (3.3.0)

6. Describe the steps you might take to search for the query: “reactions to the use of the drug L-Dopa for Parkinson’s
Disease”. Describe the processes you used and the difficulties you encountered. (3.3.1)

7. Calculate precision and recall for the data in the following table. (3.3.3)

Retrieval
Retrieved Non-Retrieved Total

Relevance Relevant 10 10 20
Not-Relevant 20 60 80

Total 30 70 100

8. What is relevance? Why is it difficult to define? (3.3.3)

9. List ten decisions you made in the past 24 hours. Explain how you actually made the decision and suggest how you
could have been more systematic about it. (3.4.1)

10. The following table shows a payoff for different actions. Suggest the most rational action for this set of payoffs. (3.4.1)

Person A
A does not keep a contract A keeps a contract

Person B B does not keep a contract 0/0 -1/1
B keeps a contract 1/-1 1/2
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Actual Signal
Present Absent

Observer’s Yes
Judgment No

11. Create a decision tree to describe the choices you might make to determine what classes to take next semester. (3.4.1)

12. What are the advantages and disadvantages of decision trees. (3.4.1)

13. Explain the difference between a “false positive” and a “false negative”. (3.4.1)

14. Give the “truth value” for the following Booleans (3.9.2) based on the “truth tables” in Fig. 3.58:
a) TRUE AND TRUE
b) FALSE OR TRUE
c) (TRUE AND FALSE) OR (TRUE)

15. Fill in the cells in the following table. Explain why a “false alarm” is a reasonable description when an outcome is
predicted but does not occur. (3.4.1)

16. Find an example of a systematic design activity and describe it. (3.8.0)

17. Give definitions of problem solving, design, and planning, and distinguish among them. (3.8.0)

18. How is a database different from a knowledgebase? (2.2.2, 3.9.0)

19. In what ways are data models a type of representation. (1.1.2, 3.9.2)

20. List some databases you frequently encounter. What is plausible data model for one of those databases? (3.9.2)

21. Distinguish between “entities” and “entity classes”. (3.9.1)

22. Contrast conceptual data models with implementation data models. (3.9.2)

23. Explain what is meant by inheritance of methods. Give an example. (3.9.3)

24. Explain the difference between flow charts and data-flow diagrams. (3.10.1, 3.10.2)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Pick a college friend or older relative and characterize his/her use of information. What strategies does he/she use for

finding information? What other information would be useful for him/her? (3.2.1)

2. Give a list of questions people might generate if they were planning to (3.2.1):
a) Buy a new car.
b) Get surgery for a knee injury.

3. Identify the most typical information needs addressed by the following (3.2.1):
(a) Television news programs.
(b) Food contents labels.

4. Interview a friend about how he/she meet their needs for medical information. What other strategies might you suggest
for them? (3.2.1)

5. Discuss with a young teenager the information seeking strategies they would employ to decide what movie to see over
the weekend. How could those strategies be improved? (3.2.2)

6. Contrast the cognitive processes involved in browsing an information repository with those in searching that same
repository. (3.2.3)

7. Talk to the reference librarian at your local library. Describe the types of questions that the librarian is asked, the
responses they make, and the tools they use to answer the questions. (3.2.3)

8. It is sometimes claimed that searching is more accurate than browsing. How could you validate such a claim? (3.2.3)

9. Build a filter for blocking articles having to do with automobiles from being displayed on a Web browser. (3.2.3, 10.3.2)

10. What are the tradeoffs between searching and browsing? (3.2.3)

11. Can searching be described as problem solving? (3.2.3, 3.7.1)

12. Describe tasks for which you would you use the search strategies (a) “building blocks” and (b) “pearl growing”. (3.3.1)

13. Give an example of building blocks strategy for retrieval. (3.3.1)

14. Plan and describe a systematic search about one of the following topics: (3.3.1)

a) The effect of the Raj in India on education.
b) The effect of information systems on education in North America since 1980.

15. Describe how you would apply the building blocks approach for a queries such as (3.3.1):
a) QUERY
b) QUERY

16. Give an example of (a) successive fraction and (b) pearl growing techniques for a complex search (3.3.1)

17. If a person asked the questions listed by the librarian in the previous question, what might they be searching for instead
of (or in addition to) the superficial interpretation of the question? (3.2.1, 3.3.2)
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18. Find (a) a friend, (b) a student, or (c) a craftsperson who has an information need. Interview them and report on that
interview. (3.3.2)

19. Develop a set of FAQs for a course you are taking. Suppose that you can use only 10 questions. Develop a system for
selecting those questions. (3.3.2)

20. If someone claimed to be interested in researching “the use of paper in making dollar bills” what questions might you
ask them in an interview to clarify their interests? (3.3.2)

21. How is the definition of relevance related to definition we adopted for information? (1.6.1, 3.3.3)

22. Describe how you might measure and predict the “utility” of document retrieval choices. (3.3.3)

23. Describe the types of experts you might employ for a Delphi analysis of future directions for your university. What are
some of the limitations of Delphi? (3.4.3)

24. What do you think the process and the concessions of a negotiation involve? (3.4.4)

25. Observe a negotiation. Describe the process and the concessions. How did it differ from your response to the previous
question? (3.4.4)

26. Given an example of BATNA in negotiation. (3.4.4)

27. To what extent is a social organization an effective metaphor for organizing computer systems? (3.5.3)

28. Discuss the “coordination costs” for a group of students doing a class project together (3.5.3)

29. As a member of an organization, how can you raise awareness of another group’s information needs so that relevant
information could be forwarded to them? (3.5.3)

30. Describe some of the advantages of paper as a technology for supporting task completion. Describe some of the disad-
vantages. (3.5.4)

31. Examine a desktop of a friend or colleague and describe its organization. Do the same for a child. (3.5.4)

32. There are many metaphors for controlling a set of information resources and tools. Describe a possible design of the
control panel for a fully computerized automobile dashboard. (3.5.4)

33. Are algorithms representations of processes (3.7.1)

34. Develop the plan for completing you homework for the next week. What constraints did you consider? (3.7.2)

35. If a process is knowledge, is it information? (1.1.2, 3.8.0).

36. How do design meetings differ from other types of meetings? (5.6.4, 3.8.7)

37. Create a sample relational table for the ORDER attribute in Fig. 3.55. (3.9.2)

38. A grocery store might use a database for inventory control and marketing. Describe what types of queries these users
might use for these applications? (3.9.2)

39. Suppose you were designing a database which was the inventory for a book store. What entities would you identify?
(3.9.2)

40. What are some of the strengths and weaknesses of the object-oriented model? (3.9.3)

41. Describe the relationship between organizational design and the software it uses? (3.9.3)

42. Draw a state machine to describe the steps you take to cook dinner. (3.10.1, 4.10.4)

43. Draw a state diagram for: stop, play, pause, fast-forward, and rewind functions of a cassette tape recorder. (3.10.1,
4.10.4)

44. If you were designing a system for keeping student grades in a university. (a) List the types of users who might have to
access the system. (b) Pick one of those user groups and do a use-case analysis. (3.10.2)

Going Beyond:
1. How is the notion of sensemaking related to the notion of relevance (3.1.1, 3.3.3)

2. Observe an information-intensive situation, such as the use of information by teachers, business managers, or by a
government worker. What do they actually do? (3.2.0)

3. Does echo-location by a bat show it has an “information need”. (3.2.1)

4. How has hypertext affected reading styles and how has that affected the way books are printed. (2.6.0, 3.2.2).

5. How can people find things if they don’t know what they are looking for? (3.2.2).

6. Pick a topic in the news and then identify the relevance of several articles from a local newspaper to that topic. (3.3.3)

7. Compare the models of economic rationality with models of rational choice in picking information sources (3.3.3)

8. Analyze a decision you made. Explain the process you used. Analyze whether that was an effective strategy. (3.4.1)

9. What information does a manager need to make decisions? (3.4.1, 7.3.1)

10. Develop a model of decision making and describe how that could develop a user interface for a decision support system.
(3.4.2)

11. What tools would you provide to help the mayor of a small town to make decisions about the issues facing the town?
(3.4.2, 7.3.1)
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12. Give examples of when negotiation is simply a process of finding an equilibrium and other times when it involves
persuasion. (3.4.4)

13. Develop a simulation for the coordination costs among a group of 100 workers, each of whom needs to communicate
with two other randomly selected individuals. The communication occurs at random intervals and the net cost of each
of these interactions takes a total of 10% of the worker’s time. (3.5.3).

14. How did the introduction of photocopies in about 1965 change the use of documents in offices? (2.3.1, 3.5.4)

15. Is a database a document? (2.3.1, 3.9.0)

16. Are attributes different from entities? (2.1.2, 3.9.1)

17. Explain the difference between “descriptions”, “representations”, and “models”. (1.1.2, 2.2.0, 3.9.1)

18. What is the data model for XML? (2.3.3, 3.9.2)

19. Explain how XSLT might be used with SQL to place materials into a database. (2.3.3, 3.9.2)

20. Draw the truth table for the NOR function which is the negative of the OR function. (3.9.2)

21. Describe the following Boolean query about a book using the Dublin core attributes (3.9.2):
(Title=’Ulysses’) AND (Date>1900)

22. How would you modify the state diagram for a simple traffic light (Fig. 3.63) to include a green arrow signal for turn
which came or 15 seconds before the regular green light. (3.10.1)

23. Give an extended UML example for a bank’s transactions. (3.10.2)

24. Describe some of the limitations of UML as a representation for systems. (3.10.2)

Practicum:
1. Build an E-R Diagram. Implement a Relational Database. (3.9.1)

2. Conduct a reference interview.
3. Propose a design.
4. Delphi Method.
5. Problem solving.
6. Planning.

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: The student should be able to complete a task analysis and develop a simple interface based on
that analysis. Students should understand the development of distributed system models and be able to describe the
basic principles of design science.
Instructor Strategies: The instructor might emphasize conceptual foundations such as decision models or practical
activities such as techniques for planning or task modeling.
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Chapter 4.
Models of Human Behavior:
Individuals

Figure 4.1: The human cognitive system fills in gaps. This occurs at both the perceptual level and for high-level
expectations. Here we see examples of pointalist paintings. (check permission)

4.1. Describing Human BehaviorWe have lots of ways of desribing why people do things: For instane, We say that a person hasknowledge, attitudes, beliefs, intentions, emotions, a�etive states, and personality. These approahesare sometime desribed as a \theory of mind" but the issues go beyond what is usually onsidered mindto over all sorts of behavior. Folk Psyhology. Construts are often not onsistent.
4.1.1. Cognition and EmotionOne on hand, people are very sophistiated information proessors. On the other hand, the way theyproess information is very di�erent from the proessing of information by most omputers and humaninformation proessing is frequently (if not always) a�eted by human emotion and needs. Emotionand ognition are two, sometimes ompeting, systems. Eah with strengths.It's lear that people proess and make deisions based on information but what an we tell about whatthey are atually doing? People seem apable of the most amazing and sometimes he most perplexingations. There's generally a simple onnetion between people's behavior and simple fators suh aswhat's happening around them or the time of day. Obviously, soial interation is vital to people. Injust about everything people do, information is vital. This approah has an emphasize the proessesrather than the ontent. Later, we onsider models of ohesion suh as sense-making and attemptingto reah onsensus.Integrated intelligent system. Many heuristis for approximate reasoning. Many apabilities. Learning,self-aware, ollaborative. Priniple of least e�ort to minimize energy. This even applies to ognitivee�ort. The person is part of a soial group. Biologial onstraints (4.6.0).While some behaviorists believe it is not produtive to study the representations people use whenreating to their environment, most other psyhologists do onsider ognition and human informationproessing mehanisms. However, we an't see inside their heads to understand how that ours. themehanisms have to be inferred and many di�erent models have been proposed. One suh model,whih is termed Human Information Proessing, is based (roughly) on symboli proessing. Peopleoften proess that information in what appears to a straightforward and sensible way. Many othertimes, that logial information proessing appears to be biased by self interest or jumbled by emotion.People proess information very di�erently from most omputer-based information systems desribedearlier. Indeed, it is not lear whether the types of representations used by typial omputer-basedinformation systems are appropriate for human ognition. Symboli and non-symboli proessing. Thefous of the study of ognition is on mental proesses rather than interation with external informationresoures.Qualitative models of ausation (Fig. 4.19). Language is largely qualitative. Qualitative reasoning [35].



114 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Here we fous on identifying general priniples and then we will look at di�erent styles of interationwith information systems. People aquire information from the environment enoded and stored inmemory, and later realled The human mind an itself be modeled as an information system (Fig. 4.2).This is essentially the same as a generi struture of an information system desribed earlier. Unlikeinformation systems we build the ognitive system works must be inferred. However, this basi modelis far too simple to give an aurate piture of how the human mind works; high-level ognition ana�et pereption, the ontext of our experienes may a�et our memory of them, and our imaginationan reate situations that never existed. Cognition has impliations for system design. In addition,learning is interwoven with soial and emotional fators whih we will onsider in the next hapter.Understanding the way humans proess information an help in the design better ways for people andsystems to interat: an understanding of sensory priniples allows more uid interfaes; analysis ofmotor ontrol enourages easier interation; knowledge of ognition allows more eÆient informationdisplays. In the end, the user is the most integral part of any information system. By seeking to �ndommon priniples aross individual performane and behavior, we an develop guidelines to aid in theproess of system design. One we understand the ommonalities aross entire ommunities of users, wean diret attention to the reation of models foused on small groups and individuals. Understandingof the priniples of human ognition and information proessing will failitate the development of usermodels that will support human-omputer interation. We will move from disussion of pereption andpre-attentive proesses to memory and ognition, and �nally roughly following the levels of the basimodel of human information proessing (Fig. 4.2).
Perception and Attention

?
Attention/Encoding

High-Level Cognition and Memory

?

Recall/Recognition

Awareness and Action

Figure 4.2: A simple model of human information processing.However, human beings are learly very di�erent than urrent silion information systems. Humanbeings have heterogeneous representations, omplex motivations, and they are highly adaptive, Theyan reet some of the ontingenies of the environment. However, they are not perfetly adaptive.The human information proessing model of human ognition is based on using information systems asan approah. This is e�etive in many ways, but it also reveals biases from imperfet information use.
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Figure 4.3: People actively interpret what is going on in the world based on their experiences.Inreasingly, we are understanding the details of brain struture ( A.12.2) and its relationship to ognition.This helps to inform models of human behavior.Interation with external soures of information. Considering the e�ort required for the informationproessing.



4.2. Perceptual Processing 115People deteting patterns. Stati patterns. Patterns in motion.
4.1.2. About Cognitive ModelsTheories about psyhologial proesses rather than attempting to explain spei� behavior. Mind andBrain. Information Proessing in the Brain Modularity of brain proessing systems.Caution about Homunulus models.Brain and mind as a self-organizing system. Cognitive systems[4]. Self-awareness. Inreasing importaneof Sensory proessing, emotion, inentive, and brain siene ( A.12.2).Soial Brain. Fae reognition and empathy reognition regions in brain. Soial signals. Mirror neuronsand judging intention. Empathy (5.5.3). People generally have the sense that their experienes areoherent. However, there are may auses of whih they are not aware[55]. Consiousness as an interpretervia narrative ( A.12.2). Neural simulations.Cognitive arhitetures.
4.2. Perceptual Processing
4.2.1. Sensory and Pre-Attentive ProcessesHierarhial �ltering to generate objet omprehension. Everything we learn about the world is in someway derived from our senses. Aording to Fig. 4.2, a person senses and proesses stimuli in a bottom-upfashion (10.1.5). Human sensors an be viewed as inputs to omplex information proessing system Thatis, our senses provide us with data about our environment, and we synthesize those piees to reate onoverall sensation. Hubel and Wiesel. There may be interations among the varying layers of mentalproesses; for instane, the human reognition element of ognition is probably an \up-down" proess.indiating that there is no one formula for determining exatly how we interpret our environment. Theinterpretation of sensory stimuli is integrated with high-level ognition, The world around us assaultsour senses, but our senses apture and re�ne those stimuli.Before normal attention there is some pre-attentive proessing. This intermediate stage gathers theinformation olleted by the senses and performs a \quik-sort," organizing the information into broad,spatial ategories. While it is not fully understood how pre-attentive proessing works, it is known thatpereptual groupings, form segmentation, olor ategories, textures, and lustering are all examplesof visual pre-attentive proessing. The well-known vase/fae illusion Fig. 4.4 illustrates pre-attentiveproessing and suggests that this is an emergent or gestalt proess. Pereptual priniples of similarity.

Figure 4.4: The vase/face figure-ground illusion is an example of emergent perception. Note how attention shifts
between the faces and the vase. (redraw)

4.2.2. AttentionThere is far too muh information that exists in the world for our minds to apture and proess all ofit. People fous their attention on those areas of the environment that are likely to provide the mostsalient, or useful information. Attention is the diretion of information proessing resoures to somepart of the environment. We may miss information that is right in front of us if we are not attending toit. As we shall see later, planning presentations to manage the viewers' attention is part of the designof digital objets. Attention an be as simple as turning toward an information soure. Attention asinformation seeking. Attention and motivation/emotion.



116 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Pereption is often thought of as hidden | we annot ontrol the way that our mind and senses worktogether to proess the stimuli of the world. In ontrast, attention is dynami | people are able todiret the fous of their attention. One example of this ability is the \oktail-party e�et," in whiha person an attend to one spei� onversation while �ltering out all the other onversations thatare taking plae around them. Similarly, we an attend to one small part of a omplex visual sene(Fig. 4.5); this is ompared to a searhlight that emphasizes parts of the visual �eld. Attentionallimitations are also seen in language proessing.
Figure 4.5: Attention may be compared to a searchlight with which some objects are highlighted compared to their
background. (check permission)People pay attention to things that are meaningful to them. Orientating toward information soures.Resoure-limited models (4.3.3). There are many impliations of losing attention. Texting while driving,when working with mobile devies, or air-traÆ ontrol. Task-swithing.

Figure 4.6: Texting requires has a high attentional load and multitasking. Texting by train engineers is the cause of
many accidents such as this one near Los Angeles. (check permission)Managing the attention of viewers improves e�etive information design. Authors may attempt to diretthe attention of viewers using a variety of devies. Unusual features draw attention, as do hanges inontent. The advertising industry makes good use of these strategies to grab the attention of the publi.Magiians manipulate attention. Attention and seletive exposure to information.Distration from too little or too muh information. Information overload. Attention and ognitiveresoures. Task stress. Fig. 4.7.Eye movements seem to be a fairly reliable indiator of attention (Fig. 4.8). The pattern of the eyemovement reets the instrutions to fous on the people in the piture [68]. As we shall see, eyemovements have also been used to gauge attention during reading of text (10.2.0) and animations.There are biases and distortions in attention [42]. Attention eonomy. Capturing eyeballs.
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Figure 4.7: An airplane is a tightly coupled human-machine system. On one hand, in an emergency there can be
too much information and the pilot may be overwhelmed. In other cases, such as when the airplane is on auto-pilot
the human pilot may become distracted. (check permission)

Figure 4.8: A person’s eye movements while looking at an image provide clues as to what they are thinking The
observer of the image on the left spent most of the time on people’s faces as indicated by the eye tracks (right)[68].
(check permission)

Risk AversionEven simple statistial deision rules an be more e�etive than subjetive human judgment. A simplestatistial model using SAT sores and high-shool grades is often more suessful at prediting grad-uation rates than human judgment about the likelihood of student suess[51]. This may, in part, bedue to attentional biases (4.3.4) but also to the diÆulties people have in doing aurate alulationswith probabilities. However, there is some evidene that expert deisions in natural environments donot show bias. Use heuristis for deisions. Challenge to rationality (8.8.3); for instane, people tend toavoid risk.
4.2.3. Sensory Modalities: From Sensation to CognitionHuman senses allow us to reeive information about the world. Indeed, our senses have impliationsfor the seletion of representations and for user interfae design. People an often work around thelimitations of modalities. We fous now on visual proessing as we move from general priniples ofpereption to priniples related to the senses and vision in partiular. Objets and images have visualproperties suh as size, brightness, olor, texture, orientation, and shape. These visual elements arepartiularly relevant to the design of visual displays, and in developing visual e�ets in multimedia.How do we understand and represent the world is also be a signi�ant issue for image proessing andvirtual environments. As we desribed earlier (4.2.1), \pre-attentive" visual proessing ours prior toattention, as the name suggests. One example is the detetion of regularities in texture whih showhow objets an be pereived against a textured bakground.Furthermore, pre-attentive objet pereption seems to involve three di�erent levels of representation.a primal sketh, a two and a half dimensional view, and a three-dimensional view that we pereive asour world view. These are similar to the stages whih are often employed for mahine vision. The 2 1

2 -Dsketh is like an artist's use of perspetive in a drawing or painting.Depth pereption is also an element of visual pereption. At the sensory level, our binoular vision |having two eyes | is one fator that gives us depth pereption, by means of whih we an tell whether



118 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13an objet is near or far. The mind uses many ues for depth pereption, however. Some of these uesinlude relative motion, linear perspetive, and familiar size (Fig. 4.9). Depth pereption may alsoinlude high-level inferenes based on pereptual models of the world [48], suh as the understandingthat a mountain in the distane is farther away than it appears.
Figure 4.9: Some cues that people use in interpreting depth. (a) objects in the background seem to move more
slowly than those in the foreground (b) objects in the distance appear smaller than those in the foreground, (c)
apply world knowledge about the relative sizes of objects. Note that these involve relatively high levels of cognitive
processing. (redraw)

Other Sensory ModalitiesThe traditional notion of �ve senses | sight, hearing, touh, taste, and smell | is highly simpli�ed.A muh larger range of sensors ontribute to our pereption of the world. Taste itself is omposed offour di�erent types of reeptors (salt, sweet, bitter, aid) loated on di�erent parts of our tongue. Thevarying levels at whih di�erent food or drink stimulate eah of these reeptor types determine whatwe pereive to be the taste of that substane. Touh also provides vast amounts of information: touhreveals distintive shapes and an indiate spatial and temporal patterns. Touh is also related to thesensation of temperature and pain. Although it is not widely reognized as a sense, the vestibularsense, or sense of balane, is mediated by the ohlea in the inner ear. Without it, we would be unableto stay upright. Proprioeption is yet another type of sensory pereption is whih is the awareness ofone's body in spae. Touh and working in the world.Even at a low-level, sensations are overlaid with ognition. Our understanding of the informationprovided by one sense will a�et (often enhaning) our understanding of another. Smell and tasteinterat; we an imagine the taste of a substane from its smell, and something that tastes terriblebeomes muh more palatable with a pinhed nose. Muh of hearing is inuened by what we see, fromthe reading of lips to the reading of body language.A well-designed Web site applies many ognitive priniples. uses stimulating olors and sounds tohelp guide its use. Notie the small bumps on the \F" and \J" keys of your keyboard? They are atatile orientation for touh typing. A system's use of sensation an even mean the di�erene betweena person's using it or not.
Perception of Motion and ChangeAtion and behavior (11.4.1). Causation (4.4.2). Parsing events. Events.
Multimodal IntegrationSynergisti senses.

4.2.4. Effectors and Physical User ActionsUltimately, people make things happen with physial ation. We will fous on motor behavior andthe impliations that this an have on the design of information systems. In normal life, people havemany ways of interating with their environments; in the world of omputers, that has not beenthe ase. Inreasingly, however, interation with a omputer through a single stylized interfae isdisappearing. Almost any intentional behavior an now be aptured and used as omputer input. Theterm \multimodal" is applied to input devies beyond the keyboard, mouse, and joystik. Multimodalinput devies allow input by speeh, gestures, or handwriting. This revolution, though, has not altered



4.2. Perceptual Processing 119the fat that human interation with omputers omes down to physial motion. Understanding humanmotor oordination might help us to predit the eÆay of interation.For those devies, requiring physial interation, we an onsider priniples of motor behavior. We andistinguish \ballisti" motor behavior from motor behavior tuned by sensory feedbak. Ballisti motorbehavior assumes a �xed ation pattern | like swinging a baseball bat or a golf lub. However, withsensory feedbak motor behavior the input is modi�ed. Inreasingly, sensors as interfaes. They areheap and widely deployed. Wii and gestures (Fig. 4.10). Reognizing ations (11.4.1) and gestures.Loation tehnologies for wireless ( A.15.1). Touh sreens.
Figure 4.10: The Wii remote does motion recognition. (check permission)

Coordinated Motor ActionsIt is often, but not always, easy for people to oordinate multiple ations. People interat with theirenvironments with simultaneous, multiple modalities. Driving a ar takes many oordinated physialations and the input of several senses, and yet it is easily learned by most people. We often use bothof our hands at the same time, uidly oordinating their ations. Swiping touh sreens. Multimodalinteration.More subtly, we also see frequent oordination or referene between multiple inputs, suh as whenspeaking people use faial expressions or hands gestures to amplify their words. This oordinationbetween multiple inputs may be thought of as a type of referential semantis (6.2.3) in whih the meaningof one set of ations (faial expressions or hand gestures) are dependent upon the meaning of the setof ations to whih they refer (the words of the speaker). It is diÆult for a omputer to determine themeaning of referential semantis; meanings are ontextual, ultural, and often ambiguous. Multimodalinteration and gesture input.
Skilled Motor PerformanceMany omplex ativities, suh as driving a ar, involve feedbak from the environment that allowadjustments to be made. But others ativities, suh as piano playing, tennis, and typing may not allowtime for feedbak. Proedures. The time required for nerve impulses to be sent from the brain to anextremity signaling for an ation to be taken and for another signal to be sent from extremity bak tothe brain with the information that the ation was ompleted, means that the instrutions for a seondation must be on the way before the �rst ation is exeuted [44]. When signing your signature, youare moving your hand muh more quikly than you ould if you were onsiously ontrolling it withfeedbak. This di�erene an be seen between hunt-and-pek typing and touh typing. Brain siene

( A.12.2).
Sensorimotor Control (Haptics)Simulated naturalisti systems should ombine motor responses with appropriate sensory feedbak.This interation of sensory-motor ontrol is also alled \haptis". A surgeon in training in an aug-mented reality environment (11.10.1) experienes the feel of utting simulated tissue before working ona live patient; a partiipant in a game might want to feel one light saber hitting another; a musiianplaying a virtual instrument might bene�t from feeling the responsiveness of the instrument. Additionalsensations suh as tatile vibration ould thus improve the performane of motor tasks in a virtual en-vironment[23] and, haptis ould, for instane, support the experiene of an interative virtual museum.Fore feedbak.
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Complex Decisions and Taking ActionPlanning.
4.3. Cognitive Structures and ProcessesEarlier, in this hapter we onsidered pereption and attention, whih are the �rst stages of humaninformation proessing. We disuss ategories, memory and deisions, and emotion, whih are laterstages of human information proessing. From ognition to a�et. One topi in psyhology fouseson examining ognitive strutures. Motivation, learning. Mathing to brain strutures and ognitivefuntion ( A.12.2).
4.3.1. Cognitive RepresentationsHuman beings an be viewed as information proessing systems, albeit omplex ones. Start with verybasi models.What representations do people use when thinking? How do people reognize and use ategories? Aswe noted earlier, it is ommon to analyze omplex proesses in terms of either struture of funtion
(1.6.1).The default approah to ognition is that the human mind is like a symbol-proessing omputer. Cog-nitive representations. Indeed, there are many ways in whih that's not aurate but it still permeatesa lot of thinking. Moreover, there are many indiret impliations of that approah. Many models arebased on rationalisti information proessing. the models of human ognition are inferred and, in manyases, they seem likely to be approximations.Natural-level ategories.Cognitive models are sometimes inspired by traditional omputational models. In the models, ognitiveproessing is thought to work like a omputer's CPU. There is a notion of �xed proessing apaitywith regard to human ognition. That is, the proessing apaity of the mind is stati, and that inorder to store more information (i.e., memory), the new information and the already-stored informationmust be organized and nested in suh a way as to redue the demand on the �nite powers of the brain.Symboli representations and frame. Cognition and ategorization (2.1.2).
4.3.2. Human Memory ProcessesMemory is the ognitive representation for stored information (1.1.2). There are many models for thestruture of memory and how it works. Categories, disussed in the previous setion, are believed toplay a large role, helping to organize information and redue the proessing power neessary to retrievememories. In some ases, memory by humans appears to follow hierarhies and simple inheritane [26],suh as those we onsidered for knowledgebases (2.2.2). However, experimental data does not on�rmthis. Searhing memory as a fundamental ognitive ativity. Multiple memories.Memory biases.Models of human memory often divide it into working memory or short-term memory, and long-termmemory (Fig. 4.11). We may remember some telephone numbers for only a short while we mayremember others inde�nitely. Even if they have an explanation, it often seems more like a storythan a systemati explanation.Models of human lexial-semanti memory, that is, memory for words.Two types of retrieval proesses from human memory are often onsidered. \Reognition"(1.4.4) involvesidentifying a stimulus that is presented, suh as reognizing the orret answer on a multiple hoiequestion. \Reall" is reovering items from memory without prompting, suh as answering a �ll-in-the-blank question. For user interfaes, a menu system involves reognition proesses, while a ommandlanguage generally requires reall of the orret ommand. Reognition is usually easier than reall.
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Perception - Working Memory

?
6

Long-Term Memory

- Action

Figure 4.11: A very simple le traditional model of human information processing structure is based on the analog to
a CPU. It has a working memory which manages processing and interacts with the long-term memory. This model
needs to be expanded by considering the importance of context.

More Complex Models for MemoryEpisodi memory is the memory for events. Autobiographial memory. Indeed, there may be a onne-tion between episodi memory and semanti memory. The memories of multiple ontexts eventuallybeomes meaningful.Parallel Distributed Proessing ( A.11.4). Visual and auditory relationships are very di�erent from verbalsemantis. Indeed, there is evidene of the existene of separate ognitive proessing hannels for verbaland non-symboli (often multimedia) information [57]; This is a type of poly-representation. That is,there are multiple, sometimes overlapping, representations.Memory for narrative and oneptually strutured information. Transative memory. Relying onassoiation to help memory.Errors and Forgetting. Retrieval failure. Errors in human inferene. Overlay a memory trae. Dis-tributed memory traes.
4.3.3. Architecture of Cognition and Resource-Based Model sWe need to onsider not only individual omponents but also how the individual piees work togetherto form an overall arhiteture. Here we onsider some basi ognitive arhitetures whih have beenproposed for human ognition and later we will onsider arhitetures for intelligent agents whih mayinlude approahes suh as mahine learning ( A.11.0). While we an reall events from years past withseeming perfet detail, others remain hazy, indistint, or even absent. What then are the limitationsto aessing information that has been stored in human memory?Arhiteture of ognition. The most suessful of these models is ACT-R [?℄. It has been applied tostudent models for tutoring systems (5.11.3) and, as we desribe below, for multi-tasking.Managing and alloating ognitive resoures. Make good use of available mental energy ( A.12.2).General model of ognitive resoures. Cognitive-load.Human information proessing apability is �nite { learly, a person annot proess all the informationin the environment. We often �nd it diÆult to do two things at one beause our attentional andognitive resoures are limited. The e�ort required to perform ognitive proessing is known as the\ognitive load". Aidents assoiated with ellphone use while driving may be the result of a high og-nitive load brought on by trying to arry on a onversation while trying to ontrol a ar. Furthermore,people manage their ognitive load, indeed, they generally minimize e�ort.

Multi-TaskingMulti-tasking. Attention and use of resoures.Talk and walk at the same time. Ativity prodution.Delarative and proedural memories.Problem-state blok [?℄The amount of attention a person devotes to stimuli generally determines the \depth" to whih those



122 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13events are proessed; that is, it a�ets the extent to whih they are assoiated with other fats andthe likelihood that they will be remembered. Beause of this searhlight property, omputing resouresan be direted to the parts of a highly interative interfae that a�et the user [1]. Attention andorientation towards.
4.3.4. Human Reasoning, Inference, and DecisionsBeyond the basi ognitive representations and proesses, additional phenomena are of interest. Infer-ene. The desriptions thus far have generally foused on ognitive struture. The \priming" e�et inhuman ognition suggests that if a word suh as \bird" is mentioned, then related onepts, suh as\robin," will be ativated and therefore more likely to be retrieved. Syntati priming.Expetations are intertwined with inferenes. We should onsider how people make inferenes from theinformation they ollet. not just logial inferene ( A.7.0) suh as dedution and indution. But there,may also be systemati probabilisti inferene. Representation interats with inferene.Everyday inferene. Reasoning by logi versus reasoning by analogy. Abdution. Heuristis. Causalnarratives. Soial inferene. Case-based reasoning.Expertise and deision support systems help people to base their inferenes on the most relevant fators.Eonomi rationality (8.8.3). Rationalizations. Age of Reason. Institutions to support reason.

Information Availability and Bias in Inference and Decision MakingAnother non-rational pattern is based on the ognitive \availability" and saliene of information. Peopleoften fous too muh on information that is readily available in their memory. They may make ajudgment based on the \availability" and \aessibility" of information in their memory (Fig. 4.13).We have already disussed that individual memory is fallible. In addition, people are often poor atprediting true probabilities of events. People often buy into the \gambler's fallay," whih is the beliefthat winning on one trial predits future suess. Even when allowing for suh limitations, people oftendo not seem to at rationally. They may be self-indulgent or let their emotions ontrol their hoies.This illustrates the danger of relying on a \gut reation". Often the probabilities of highly visible, butinfrequent events are overestimated. This also implies that framing a problem is ritial. That is, theontext in whih the problem ours needs to be arefully desribed. Sine human reasoning may bebiased, systemati attempts to de-bias the analysis may be useful [66]. Subjetive probabilities.
Figure 4.12: Framing affects decision outcomes.One soure of bias results from people trying to minimize ognitive e�ort (4.3.3) in deision making.A person who is engaged in many omplex ognitive ativities may use simple ognitive proessingstrategies { a jet �ghter pilot needs to make deisions under pressure. The deisions that �ghter pilotsoften fae are formalized with algorithms ( A.9.3), whih although simple, don't always aurately reetall the variable present in a given situation. Beause the use of information in deision making is soobviously important, the deision to seek more information may seem the most rational at in almostevery situation. However, even this priniple must be weighed against other fators, suh as the requiredimmediay of ation (as with �ghter pilots), the atual existene of a truly \orret" ourse of ation,or the simple ability to omprehend the various possibilities. Indeed, ognitive e�ort may be a fatorin the willingness of people to arefully analyze a situation. When an exat solution is too diÆult toalulate, people may be rules of thumb or \heuristis' but even then they are suseptible to bias. Even
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The frequency of appearance of letters in the English language was studied. A typical text was
selected, and the relative frequency with which various letters of the alphabet appeared in the first and
third positions in words was recorded. Words of less than three letters were excluded from the count.

You will be given several letters of the alphabet, and you will be asked to judge whether these letters
appear more often in the first or in the third position, and to estimate the ratio of the frequency with
which they appear in these positions.

Consider the letter R.
Is R more likely to appear in the

the first position?
the third position? (check one)?

My estimate for the ratio of these two values is :1.

Figure 4.13: Most people stated that the letter “R” is more common in the first position than in the third position of
a word. Actually, the opposite is true. Their confusion may be explained by the “availability” hypothesis because
people more easily think of examples of words that begin with “R” than those that have “R” in the third position ([42],
p167).professionals seem to be a�eted by ognitive biases in pereption[27]. And even experts judgments maybe louded espeially outside their area of expertise.

Heuristic and Analogical ReasoningA lot of human reasoning is informal. In some ases, it is based on heuristi reasoning or simply onstories (6.3.6). Family resemblane ategories. Metaphor versus analogy. Analogial models (Fig. 4.14).Analogies at several levels. Reasoning by analogy often leave a lot out. If we say that one situation islike another and therefore should do again what worked before, the similarities may be apparent butthe di�erenes may not. Culture (5.8.2). [39]

Figure 4.14: A simple model for analogy involves shifts on two attribute dimensions. In this case: gender and
species. (redraw)Verbal analogies. Analogy in siene. Mental models. Reasoning by analogy and heuristis to saveognitive energy.Sembl game. Network thinking. Less obvious links between objets.

Do People Use Plans?We have seen that plans are fundamental for most AI models of interation. However, it's not learthat people atually use plans. This may a�et many sorts of interation whih is based on intentionalations. An alternative model is situated ation.
4.3.5. Cognition and LearningAdapting to the environment. People are highly adaptable. Learning is ubiquitous. Learning a skill.Leaning by doing. Learning by assoiation. Here, we onsider ognitive mehanisms of human learning,but later we will onsider soial aspets of learning (5.5.4). Impliations for eduation (5.11.0) and mahinelearning ( A.11.0). Rather, people ome into new situations with proesses and expetations on whihto build. Habit formation. Indeed, language learning seems to be neurologially �xed ( A.12.2). Humanlearning vs mahine learning.Representations are interrelated with learning. Indeed, learning may be onsidered as hanging a



124 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13representation.One simple way to learn would be to remember patterns and sequenes of ations whih have provenuseful. This reets the strutural approah. This idea �ts some evidene from ognitive psyhologythat people \hunk" information into oneptual units. Expert hess players learn the relationshipsamong the piees on a hess board so well that that they immediately analyze a on�guration of pieesin terms of those relationships. They \hunk" the positions di�erently than do novie players, whotend to view eah piee independently of the others.A lot of human learning seems to ome simply from assoiations and orrelations. A hild may learnthe sound of a key turning in the lok is followed by the entrane of his/her mother. After a fewourrenes (assoiations) the hild learns that one things leads to the other.Generalization. A seond priniple of learning is known as \transfer of training". That is, learning onething may failitate learning a seond thing. Learning Spanish may help a person to learn Portuguese.The learning of one thing may inhibit the learning of a seond thing (negative transfer); learning Spanishmay make it more diÆult to learn Mandarin. Another example, ould be the keys on a alulatorpad; there are ompeting ideas regarding their design (Fig. 4.15). Transfer omponents of the designto other tasks.
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Figure 4.15: Alternative keypad layouts: a telephone keypad and calculator layout. Office workers with both types
of keypads sometimes have difficulty transferring when switching from one to the other.

4.4. Complex CognitionCoherene and onstraint satisfation. Cognition applied to problem solving (3.7.1) and planning (3.7.2).
4.4.1. Concepts, Concept Networks, and Conceptual Models

ConceptsConepts are basi units of thought. As suggested earlier (1.1.4), onepts are abstrat ideas. They arerelated to but separate from the words used to desribe them.Earlier, we desribed the notion of entities (3.9.1)and we examined formal systems for presenting themin databases. However, the notion of a entities as building bloks for omplex oneptual systems isquite general. We might apply it for desriptions of onepts in human ognition sine onepts have arelatively stable struture of attributes. When entity-like strutures are applied in modeling onepts,they are termrf frames. These are essentially the same as the notion of shema ((se:data shema)(.The attributes are said to �ll slots in the frame (Fig. 4.16). More omplex strutures based on framesare also possible. For instane, frames may be arranged hierarhially.
Concept Schemas, Maps, and NetworksIn any system, several omponents need to work together. Thus, we need to move from individualonepts to sets of onepts and from there to the desription of interoperating omponents. We mightlike to understand the relationship among onepts forso we might make a map. Relationship of a set of onepts. Data diagrams are one example of shemas.Doument desription. Topi maps. Conept maps an be ognitive organizers when presented topeople who want to �nd out about a new domain. That is, they would be a type of oneptual modelas desribed below. They an diret attention to important setions of the text, and make readers
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Figure 4.16: Frames and slots. (redraw)aware of important onnetions between ideas. However, the presentation of a onept map beforea reading an inuene what is remembered about that reading by reating an expetation, whihsometimes serves as a substitute for atual memory. After the fat of reading, a person my rememberwhat they were told a partiular passage said, as opposed to what it atually did. There are simpletype of hypertext map (2.6.2). NASA library of onept maps. Mind map.Fig. 4.17 shows a map obtained from a student after that student had read an essay. The student hasdrawn an illustration of how she thinks the onepts are related. These are like semanti networks
(2.1.4).

Figure 4.17: A subjective concept map was generated by a student to show how they believe concepts in this domain
are connected to other concepts[24]. (redraw)

Conceptual Models for Explanation and DescriptionModels of a spei� onept. Informal and Formal Coneptual Models.
4.4.2. Events and CausationEvents. From events to narrative (6.3.6).Causation as a type of inferene people make. Inferene of ausation often depends on models. Under-standing ausation in physial systems is often relatively straightforward. As illustrated by Fig. 4.18 wean on�dently say that when a rolling pool ball hits a stopped one, that the impat starts the seondone rolling. Is ausation anything more than orrelation [41]? Just beause the sun has always up inthe morning, are we sure that it will ome up tomorrow morning? Causation is essential to narrative.Causation and ageny. Determinis, ausation, and free will.The language of ausation. \The ause" versus \A ause". When an we infer that there has beena ause? Understanding of ausation is often assoiated with developing models. Sienti� modelsan help provide on�dene about these assertions, but even those are still simply on�rmed from



126 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13umulated observations. Judgments about ausation of soial ativities is trikier than judgments ofphysial ausation. Causation in attribution (5.5.2) and in siene ((se:sieneausation)). Reasoningabout ausation. Neessary and suÆient onditions. Causation as a state hange. Covariation andtemporal sequene. Multiple ausation: INUS [?℄. Causation versus means-to-an-end.Causation also a�ets mental models and expetations (4.4.4) as well as deision making ((se:deide)).
Figure 4.18: When one billiard balls hits another one which is at rest, the second one then starts moving. So long
as there is not a long delay, we conclude that the collision caused the second ball to start moving.Causation of the behavior of omplex systems is hard to asses. Complex auses: Multiple auses andausal hains. Indeed, for omplex systems, ausation is often indiret and diÆult to isolate. In aseswhere the rate of adaptation is slow, it is useful to understand the relationships.Soial ausation is based on intentions and is far di�erent from physial ausation. Multiple fators toombine for any event but usually we identify just one or two as the ause. Minimal set of suÆientauses. More on ausation ( A.10.2).Complex auses: Multiple auses and ausal hains. Indeed, for omplex systems, ausation is oftenindiret and very diÆult to isolate. Beause of the omplexities there dangers in inferring ausation.Our expetations about auses will bias pereption and understanding. Informal ausal models. Causalmisoneptions and redit assignment ( A.11.3)(Fig. 4.20). Some of the problem nay be the mental models

(4.4.4) and even the ategory systems.X-Y X-Y-Z X1��
X1

@R
Y

Figure 4.19: Qualitative causal graph. (not finished)

Figure 4.20: People interpret the causation of complex systems very differently. These interpretations also affect
later decisions and memories. (check permission), (redraw)Disourse (6.3.2). Narrative and plot (6.3.6).Causal relationships in omplex systems ( A.10.2) may be model with system dynamis models (Fig. 4.21).These are omposed on stoks and ows (Fig. 4.22). Stoks are reservoirs whih store values and anreate delays in proesses and ows link stoks.
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Figure 4.21: Causal loop models as developed in the field of Systems Dynamics provide approximations to complex
systems. (redraw)(check permission)

Figure 4.22: The basic components of system dynamics models are stocks and flows. Stocks are reservoirs and
flows control the rate of flow into the stock. (redraw)(check permission)

4.4.3. Expectations and MemoryWe rely on expetations all the time. Mental models are what are in a person's mind. They are theexpetations or ausal narratives people have about situations. Whereas a oneptual model is externalto a person, the mental model is internal; but, they are losely related. Expetations as preoneptions.Expetations seem to a�et memory. Retrieval failure or hanged memory. Human memory is verydi�erent from representations housed by traditional databases; it is not exat and the memory itselfan be a�eted by expetations, prejudies, or stress. If a person is asked to reall a story, there areoften omissions and intrusions of new material (Fig. 4.23). These are story shemas. Distortions maybe ampli�ed beause a story does not onform to expetations. Similarly, our memory of the events weobserve may be awed by expetations. Narrative and human experiene (6.3.6). For human ognition,the representation is onfounded with the ognitive proesses so they may not be distinguishable. Soialexpetations based on ulture and norms.
4.4.4. Mental ModelsMental models are one model for how expetation arise. People may develop mental models to rep-resent their understanding of proedures (3.5.1). Proedural knowledge, however, varies greatly in itsomplexity, funtion, and type. Automobile mehanis need to understand ars at a di�erent level thando auto drivers. In ognitive terms, people need a mental model of an appropriate level for whatevertask they need to omplete. Computer users generally need to know more about the options in theinterfae than about the internal workings of the omputer, whereas a omputer tehniian needs adetailed knowledge of both.Mental models are a way of storing expetations. Engaging with mental models is sense-making. Mentalmodels for soial ation.The representationsused by mental models are unknown. Observations of the way people interat withsimulations of omplex systems suggest that they often understand those systems in qualitative, rather
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... So the canoes went back to Egulac, and the young man went ashore to his house, and made a fire.
And he told everybody and said “Behold I have accompanied the ghosts, and we went to fight. Many of
our fellow warriors were killed, and many of those we attacked were killed. They said I was hit, and I
did not feel sick”.
He told it all, and then he became quiet. When the sun rose he fell down. Something black came out of
his mouth. His face became contorted. The people jumped up and cried.
He was dead.

... He did not know he was wounded and returned to Etishu. The people collected round him and bathed
his wounds, and he said he had fought with the Ghosts. But in the night he was convulsed and something
black came out of his mouth.
And the people cried: “He is dead”.

Figure 4.23: A Native American story called “The War of the Ghosts” (fragment in top panel) was recalled two
weeks later (bottom panel) with many confusions[16]. The difference seems to show the simplification of the original
passage and the intrusion of expectations. (check permission)than quantitative terms. A wine-maker might simply know that adding more sugar to a fermentingbottle of wine will inrease the alohol ontent without knowing the hemistry involved. Collaborativemental models. From stati mental models to dynami mental models whih represent ations. Wemight even say that a person's reality is the sum of all their mental models. People may also havemental models for soial interation.Mental simulations. Struture building framework.

4.4.5. Diagnosis and TroubleshootingDiagnosis and troubleshooting attempt to understand the auses of diÆulties with a omplex system.Many examples from mediine to IT to auto repair. Medial reasoning (9.9.2). Debugging omputerprograms. Reasoning for sienti� information. (Fig. 4.24). Indeed, a great many ativities rangingfrom tutoring to answering referene questions and providing ustomer servie involve some type ofdiagnosis.Diagnosti ategories.Diganosis an rely simply on a rote deision tree ((se:deisiontree)). Or, if human judgement is usedit involves mathing the behavior of a system to a mental model ((se:mentalmodel)) of that system.However, as with many inferene tasks, there prior assumptions or reliane on misleading informationan lead to errors.The initial presentation of symptoms an be explored by additional observation and testing. Suh testsallow the systemati deomposition of problems and elimination of alternative. Testing and problemsolving to rule out alternatives. Experiene in seleting e�etive tests. (4.1.1) suh as generate and test.Critial thinking (5.12.0).Diagnosis is more hallenging when there are multiple faults and espeially when the symptoms of thosefaults interat with eah other.Qualitative reasoning models for automating diagnosis.
4.5. Beliefs and AttitudesWe make a broad range of attributions about the mental states suh as beliefs, goals, attitudes, opinions,and values. These are informal, and often ontraditory, desriptions.While some models of human ognition assume that the representations of information is based onAristotelian ategories, other representations have also been onsidered. Models of beliefs and attitudesoften seem to assume fuzzier representations. In a sense, they are like prototypes. Moreover, in some
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Figure 4.24: Support for diagnosis and repair with an augmented reality overlay[32]. (check permission)ases, all of these terms sometimes refer to a general orientation and at other times to more spei�issues. Beliefs often reet expetations about soial interation. Opinions, whih are generally thoughtnot to have a strong a�etive omponent, are overed elsewhere. Attitudes are related to beliefs butinlude some emotion. Values. Opinions.Inferenes about future events. Optimism bias [?℄ relative to an objetive view.
4.5.1. Beliefs and Belief Systems

BeliefsBeliefs are the expetations about the state of the world upon whih a person at. Belief is intertwinedwith the on�dene. Beliefs may reet expetations and inferenes. Some beliefs may be the result ofextensive inferene from other knowledge or beliefs.Beliefs for oneptual organizations and beliefs about the state of the world.Two senses of beliefs: \I believe it is raining today." versus \I believe in you."Framing a debate to emphasize ertain beliefs. Reasoning about beliefs.Beliefs and what is onsidered to be valid evidene. Beliefs from a trusted soure. In modern soiety,many beliefs are based on sienti� priniples. Beliefs and siene. Mental models as beliefs aboutations and outomes.However, many intutions are simply inorret. A simple example is the gambler's fallay desribedabove.bPeople's misoneptions. Complex narrative. True believers. World views. Handling ontraditoryevidene.The beliefs of one person an seem tenuous. What should we make of laims about UFO? Even when alaim is disproven, some people may ontinue to believe in it and just modify it slightly[33]. [63]. But, it'salso true that everyone aepted some things on faith. Beliefs apply partiularly to soial attributionand ategorization (5.5.2) of soial motives sine we have little on�dene about them. Pseudo-siene
(9.2.2).

Figure 4.25: Some people believe that UFOs are staged; some people do not. (check permission)



130 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Given the ambiguity, people's beliefs may often reet positions that bene�t them. But what is theause-e�et.Aepting the auray of a fortune ookie. Horosopes (Fig. 4.26). Conspiray theories. People mayuse narratives to make inferenes about beliefs. Conformity and beliefs.
It won’t be one of your greatest days. If you’ve been on a roll at work or school, then today may introduce
a slight slump, thanks to pesky influences. Take a leaf out of Gemini’s book and take it slowly: don’t
rely on it all working out: a plodding, measured pace will ensure fewer mistakes!

Figure 4.26: Horoscope example. People believe such statements apply to them even if they are entirely generic.
(check permission)

Belief SystemsBelief systems are networks of inter-onneted beliefs. They are oherent to a point. Beliefs and ulturalvalues (5.8.2). Core beliefs. Ideology. Cultural origins of belief systems.Many belief systems are internally oherent and are readily aepted when aompanied by soialpressure. Shifting from one framework to another under extended subtle pressure is sometimes termed\brainwashing".Belief systems are often not based on logi; rather they are often based on ulture (5.8.2) and self-interest.Many belief systems are internally oherent and are readily aepted espeially when aompanied bysoial pressure.Stories of ausal relationships. This is sometimes desribed as \reating a narrative".
Representing BeliefsSome e�orts have been made to model suh beliefs ( A.7.4)[58]. It's unlear whether the detailed beliefs arestored or whether there is a ontinual proess of interpretation from the ore beliefs. Indeed, sometimeselaborate belief systems may be onstruted based on just a few ore beliefs. These are often assoiatedwith ulture.How do people make inferenes based on belief systems. Beliefs vs oneptual systems (1.1.4).

Figure 4.27: Belief network.

4.5.2. AttitudesAn attitude is an orientation toward an objet or onept. As suh it, it more than a purely ognitiveonnetion. An attitude inorporates a ontext whih makes them fuzzier than onepts. It may beviewed as emotion ineted ognition. The term is sometimes used interhangeably with beliefs butmore generally, attitudes inlude an a�etive omponent (4.6.2). Attitudes are widely used to explainbehavior. For instane, attitudes are onsidered useful preditors in determining adoption of a newtehnology (7.9.6).Unlike models of inferene disussed earlier, inferene involving attitudes is more like onstraint satis-fation. This is also sometimes desribed as �eld theory whih an be thought of a a type of onstraintproessing.Attitudes are inter-related and generally oherent. Theory of Reasoned Ations. Among other fatorsattitudes and beliefs often reet a person's self-interest [9]. Conformity is a tendeny for the opinions



4.5. Beliefs and Attitudes 131of members of a group to onverge. High-status individuals often an be opinion leaders. Relationshipto norms (5.3.1).People are usually attrated to people with similar values and they also tend to adopt additional valuesfrom those other people. Thus, values tend to luster within a group and may be polarized from othergroups [?℄.
Figure 4.28: “Well Heck, If all of you smart cookies agree, who am I to dissent?” As an illustration of conformity in
conflict with an expectation for independent judgment. (redraw-K) (check permission)

Selective Exposure Theory (Confirmation Bias)Attitudes seem to a�et the willingness with whih people aept new information. People tend toseek out opinion statements that are onsistent with their beliefs and avoid opinion statements that areinonsistent with their beliefs. We may have a ertain attitude toward one politial party or another,and even a great deal of rational evidene may not onvine us to hange that opinion. However, thereare also times when people will seek out perspetives whih are ontrary to their own.Not only are attitudes orrelated with ations, but attitudes seem to a�et the seletion of informationsoures. A person from given politial party may prefer literature onsistent with that party's message.Though, of ourse, there are also some times when individuals will seek on opinions and fats whih donot support their own beliefs.
From Attitudes to Intentions and ActionsAttitudes generally seem to predit behavior. When they do not predit behavior we may look for otheronstraints. A person many not at on their attitudes if are being paid to do something else. We mightget a better indiation of a person's likely behavior by asking them about their intentions (Fig. 4.29).Even a deision to at may not result in a ompleted ation if, the person is physially bloked frombeing able to do that. While attitudes are generally preditive of behavior, and the usual assumptionis that attitudes atually ause behavior (e.g., Fig. 4.29) an alternative model suggests that in someases, behavior auses attitudes [18]. This di�erene has impliations for attitude hange.Intention versus pratial ation. BDI model for plan reognition (3.7.2) and agents (6.5.3). Propositionalattitudes.Forming and expressing a plan makes it more likely for that plan to be ated on.
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Figure 4.29: The usual model for attitudes proposes that attitudes lead to intentions and eventually to actions. We
may have an attitude about voting. That is carried into an intention, a decision to act, and ultimately actual behavior.
[9].

Attitude Formation and ChangeAttitude hange an be hard. While attitudes are resistant to hange, we an explore the situations in
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Figure 4.30: An alternate model of the relationship between behavior and attitudes, behavior may be used to infer
as attitude: Behavior may be determined by past experiences and not by attitude. The same logic could also be
applied to the origin of beliefs.whih do hange. Information plays a part in the development of attitudes, but other emotional fatorsalso ontribute. One of the most important fators is soure redibility. Indeed, this is onsistentwith sensible information literaies (5.12.2). There is a relationship to argumentation and rhetori

(6.3.5) through the presentation of reasoned arguments.Persuasion inludes both attitude hange and ultimately hanges in behavior. Advertising is an every-day example of persuasive speeh. Some advertising is primarily informational, in that it simply tellsyou about a produt, but advertisers also use other, more subtly persuasive tatis. Persuasion andbelief revision.A new ar may be advertised as making you likely to ath the attention of attrative members of theopposite sex. Other tehniques inlude an appeal from a person of apparent high status, or grabbing aperson's attention and goodwill with images of dogs or hildren, whih has the halo e�et of generatinggoodwill toward the produt. Fear an failitate attitude hange. For instane, in showing the healthonsequenes of igarette smoking. However, many people eventually learn to ignore that message.Dual proessing models are information proessing models for how persuasion might work.Soial media, data mining and persuasion.Persuasive tehnologies. Persuasive games.
Attitude Change Simply makeing spei� plans may enhane the likelihood of ation.

4.6. Emotion, Affect, and MotivationWhile we have foused on information systems; human being, of ourse, also depend on a biologialsystem { their bodies. People have biologial needs for air, food, water, minerals, and moderate temper-ature. People are not just neutral information proessing mahines, but there is a lose onnetion ofinformation proessing and deisions with their biologial needs. Soial interation has a strong aspetof emotion and a�et. Brain siene ( A.12.2). Soial a�et and the soial brain ( A.12.2). For instane,there is a distint part of the brain devoted to fae reognition. Relationship of ognition to emotion.Emotion is more automati. Embodied Ation.
Figure 4.31: The conflict between human reason and human emotion is a common theme of science fiction as
illustrated by the characters Spock and Data in StarTrek. (check permission)

4.6.1. Physiological Arousal and EmotionIt turns out to be important to distinguish physiologial around from emotion. Unlike learning, emotionis transitory and generally does not hange a person's mental representation. However, there is researhto the ontrary. Regardless, we may also judge emotions in others by observing individuals and drawingonlusions about their situations (5.5.2).



4.6. Emotion, Affect, and Motivation 133An individual may experiene dissonane | a disrepany between the expeted and atual outomesof events and a generalized physiologial reation. Simple physiologial arousal is a strong omponentof emotion. Indeed, one theory even asserts that emotion is simple generalized physiologial arousal, towhih the individual applies a label onsistent with the situation. This is a type of soial ategorization(Fig.  A.115). Interation with ognition, suh that the \�ght or ight" reation an be minimized ifit the ause of the noise is benign. A violation of expetations often leads to at least a mild emotionalreation and to learning. It is aompanied by a surge of dopamine whih is a potent neurotransmitter
( A.12.2).Emotion a�ets ognition and deision making presumably beause it redues ognitive proessingapaity[46]. Emotions an be too immediate and powerful to allow muh analysis outside of them, yetthese very same emotions demand immediate ation. Emotions a�et memory and attention. Emotionredues human information proessing apaity (Fig. 4.32).

Figure 4.32: Emotion reduces cognitive processing capacity.Humor and surprise.Fear and aggression. Violene and arousal and video games [13] (5.9.4), (11.7.0). Bio-sensors an also beused for health monitoring.

Figure 4.33: Designing for affect. Wearable bio-sensor[7]. (check permission)Two models: imitation and atharsis. Inreasingly, interfaes attempt to monitor and adapt to humanemotion; this is an example of expressive and a�etive omputing (4.6.2).
Determining Emotions in Ourselves and OthersImportant to know the reations of others. Emotion as signaling to others. While emotions serve abiologial funtion suh as spurring us to ation in the fae of danger, or bonding us to another to aid inthe propagation of our speies, the expression of emotions also serves a soial funtion. We have a rihvoabulary for desribing emotions, from \hate" to \love," and we freely apply those terms to ourselvesand to other people. Emotions perform various funtions in soiety, primarily serving as a basi meansof ommuniation between individuals. Guilt, for instane, is a fairly spei� reation and does nothave spei� orrelates. Attribution (5.5.2). Emotions demonstrated by gestures. Soial signi�ane ofsmiling [65].



134 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Faial displays. Identifying the di�erent types of emotions. Perhaps emotions an be explained as atype of soial ategorization [56]. One theory suggests that individuals annot aurately sense theirown emotional states, and so use external ues in their environments (suh as the reation of otherindividuals) to help them determine their own emotions[62]. When we observe emotions in other people,we may depend on biologial signals suh as extremes of faial expression (Fig. 4.34). However, thereis muh researh indiating that these extreme faial expressions are not ulture spei�; rather thatthey are understood by everyone, regardless of the ulture in whih they were raised.Avatars generating appropriate faial expressions.
Figure 4.34: Expressions which are at the extremes of the Facial Affect Coding system: Anger, fear, surprise,
disgust, happiness, and sadness[31]. (redraw-k) (check permission)

4.6.2. Affect and Aesthetics
AffectA�et is a weak form of emotion. A�et and ommuniation of soial intent. Regulation of a�et andself (5.5.1). A�et is interwoven with attention (4.2.2) and higher-level ognitive proessing. A�et fromsoial interation. Mining a�etive texts and speeh (10.5.3).Experiene management. Entertainment (1.6.1). Group interation. A�et and tutoring. A�et isintegral to almost all human ation. This is it natural to inorporate it into under interfaes. Games

(11.7.0). A�etive design. This may inlude designing to indue and manage a�et. Or designing todevelop a meaningful interation with an artifat. Gami�ation supporting user engagement.
Pleasure and AestheticsSome objets and environments give people pleasure. This is often by blurring oneptual or emotionalboundaries.Interest and engagement. Aestheti responses, suh as the pleasure from a piee of musi, are weaktypes of emotion.Mere familiarity an have a big e�et on preferene. Remarkably, mere exposure to stimuli leads topreferene for them [69]. Similarly, as suggested by so alled \hidden pro�les", people prefer positionswith whih they are familiar [6].Pain. Anger.What is beauty? Mood. Engagement. Musi seletion systems.Rap. Poetry. Trope suh as a turn of phrase or allegory.

Figure 4.35: People show more interest in patterns with a moderate level of complexity such as those in the middle
of the diagram as compared to the ones on either end (adapted from[19]). (check permission)Entertainments provide an emotional ride.

Interaction with Emotion Inducing Information ResourcesComparable to information behavior whih we disussed earlier. Aesthetis. Everyday aesthetis. Art:



4.6. Emotion, Affect, and Motivation 135Visual (11.1.1), musi (11.3.2), and dane (11.5.1). Presumably, horror movies are popular beause theyprovide an emotional jag. Self-management of aestheti material. That is in some ases, people learlyenjoy strong emotions.People also sometimes prefer visual novelty and omplexity [20]. When viewing artwork, often thegreatest preferene is for objets with moderate levels of omplexity (Fig. 4.35); omplexity seems toa�et interest and attention. People manage their moods; they generally avoid boredom and often seekexitement [12] [70].Inreasing diÆulty of video game levels. Anger management.Memorials. Reoniliation. Commemoration. This an also be seen as a type of ultural reord (5.9.3).
Figure 4.36: Pet memorial Web site. (check permission)

Figure 4.37: Attachment to objects. (check permission)

4.6.3. MotivationThe basis of motivation is survival needs suh as food, shelter, reprodution, and related needs suhas sleep. People will also work to avoid things whih hurt them some of whih are indiated with thepainful stimuli. People often prefer novelty. There are advantages for people to explore and know abouttheir environment.Maslow's needs. This ould be onsidered a motivation ontology. There are also many types of soialmotivation. Soiability, soial reognition, and soial engagement are often highly motivating. Soialfators, suh as fear, shame, or anger also play a role in an individual's deision-making proess. Soialapproval and status an also be highly motivating. Soial pressure. (5.0.0).Pure information proessing does not fous on motivation. Indeed, in Western ulture there is a longtradition of onsidering the mind as something separate from the body. The expression \The mind iswilling but the esh is weak" ehoes this belief. Beause these two omponents are often thought toat independently, this notion is alled \dualism". However, there are many reasons to dispute thistraditional separation. Models of emotion and information proessing. This is also related to otherdualisms suh as intention vs ation, and belief vs ondut. The physiologial system an be seen asomplex system that seeks homeostasis although this an be ompliated by addition ( A.12.2).Intrinsi motivation for, instane, in games. Mediated intimay. Emotional health. Empathy (5.5.3).Motivation and brain siene. Motivation and addition.SIMS modeling motivation.
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Incentives and RewardsPeople will learly work for rewards. Extrinsi and intrinsi rewards. Setting up ontingenies andinentives. As noted in the following setion, money for rewards adds ompliations. User engagementas an inentive. How should we struture inentives?Gami�ation points and expliti rewards. Resistane to expliit rewards (4.7.0).Inentive an have a negative e�et. For instane, a person who is paid to read a statement with aontroversial opinion may later hange his/her own opinion toward the ontroversial opinion later ifpaid a small amount but that hange is less is the person is paid more. Sense-making is derived fromdissonane. People make inferenes not only from what they say but also from the onditions in whihthey say it. Complexity of atual motivation but also the pereption of motivation.

Figure 4.38: Dissonance illustration. (check permission) (redraw)

Learning, Affect, and MotivationThere are many reasons we learn but one of strongest is learning based on motivation. However,motivation is essential for instrumental learning. That is, for learning how to do things whih ful�llgoals. Attaining motivators is rewarding. Motivation and working for rewards. Motivation seemsdiretly tied to learning. We are more likely to learn something if there is a lear motive for doing so.Biologial systems also show adaption and a kind of learning. The human body stores exess food inthe form of fat to protet against times when food is not available.Soial interation is itself a strong motivation. Beause they are essential to human life, the basihuman needs are interwoven with human soial organization, family, and ulture. Soial motivationand altruism. Soial isolation redues soial ontrol mehanisms. [34].
Cognition, Social Factors, and MotivationCognition an a�et the pereived value of rewards. For instane, a person may disount value ofan ations if the reward is pereived as being too large. Ativities in the real world have multipletradeo�s. Contingenies and inentive. People may not take an immediately-available alternative andto wait for another one. While this \delay of grati�ation" may be bene�ial, it is diÆult to learn[54].Internal monitors. Internalized motivation. Self-eÆay[15]. Self-regulated learning. People's judgmentof their apabilities.

4.7. Psychology in the WildIn one sense, this whole hapter is about psyhology. In the sense here, psyhology desribe deisionsand tradeo�s of the whole organism. Bias toward stability.Many apparently ommon-sense expetations about behavior suh as the response to poliy mandatesare wrong.Frequeny of exposure e�et.



4.8. Human-Computer Interaction 137Judgment of responsibility. Internalization of trust.Saving fae. Information avoidane. Self-expression. Interation of onepts, beliefs, attributes, emo-tions, and motivation.Information overload. It often isn't possible to aess all information about a topi. So, there has to betriage. That is, piking and hoosing the most promising soures. Information phobias. Psyhologialdisorders.Interating with other people. Soial inentives. Karma points.In some ases, human behavior an be easy to understand. We have seen that aggregate rowd behavioran be predited reasonably well. Similarly, behavior in onstrained situations an often be preditedwell. Human behavior in more omplex situations is very diÆult but would be very useful to predit.Similarly, developing intelligene agents with plausible human behavior would be of great interest forinterative environments suh as games and teahing. Arti�ial Psyhology. Appliation to avatarsand video games (11.10.3). Conversational agents (11.10.4). Parallel to arti�ial intelligene. A�ordanes.Modeling attributions. Modeling and prediting human behavior.
4.8. Human-Computer InteractionThe �eld of HCI deals with the design and development of interative user interfaes. There are manydimensions to the interation of people with information systems. Some of the interation depends onthe task, some of the struture of the information, and some on the ognitive proesses and a�etiveresponses of the person, or perhaps of a team working on a projet. Thus, human-omputer interationan deal with very narrow tasks and very spei� interation tehniques and on the other hand, it andeal with relatively omplex sequenes of ations as people omplete tasks. The emphasis on interationbroadens into onsidering the impat of ativities than the interfae design itself or the task ativitiesemployed and those issues are disussed later. Hierarhy of levels of interation. Inreasingly resemblessoial interation rather than tool-based interation.Design proess with prototyping. Task

�	�� @R@IUser � - System
Figure 4.39: Task-Users-Systems. Here the focus on the interaction between the user and the system.InterfaeSystem

Figure 4.40: Hierarchy of levels of interaction.Persuasion, simulation environments. Embodiment. Interation with soial agents.Constraints for design an inlude tehnology, organization issues, user apabilities.Spei� appliation of ognitive issues in problem solving and task ompletion. We already exploredsome issues for supporting ollaborative interation. Detailed understanding of the tasks to be aom-plished and the steps needed for ompleting them.. Ativity theory (3.5.1). Applying design methodolo-gies suh as senario-based design (3.8.0).



138 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Tehnology both reets and shapes organizations and soiety. In some ases, omplex informationsystems are a poor �t and are rejeted. Finding a balane between system needs and user needs andabilities. This is does with use ases and interfae design priniples (4.8.2). TAM (7.9.6). Ageny anduser ontrol. How muh should a user know about what a system is doing on their behalf. Markus'interation theory.When we onsider interfaes for omplex ativities, we need to inlude understanding of the task theuser is tying to aomplish. This, then, involves onsideration of requirements; in partiular use ases
(3.10.2). Design (3.8.0)steps inlude: Goals, laims, assumptions, tehnologies [60].

Figure 4.41: Structured input. (check permission)Ergonomis and human fators.Genres of interation: ommand languages, WYSIWYG, mobile/soial.
4.8.1. From Interface to InteractionBoth people and omputers are very exible. Both are able to adapt (or be adapted) to new situations,often in unlikely ways. Interative systems limit and diret a user's behavior.Con�dene in estimates of utility ( A.9.4). Eonomi analysis (8.7.0).One suh heuristi laims that \an interfae should strive for onsisteny". Consisteny provides userswith expetations of where to �nd things and failitates the transfer of skills from one task to another.Consider the design of desktop interfaes | a person with no knowledge of a partiular program isable to navigate through it fairly easily beause of design onsisteny. However, all suh heuristis arelimited. There an be onsisteny within a single tool but may be inonsistent with the design deisionsmade for other tools.

Dimension Description or Example

Internal Within a single tool.
Desktop Across a set of tools on a desktop.
Real-world Virtual environments are consistent with the “real world”.

Figure 4.42: Three dimensions of consistency for user interfaces (adapted from[36]).Building appliations based on user interfae requirements (7.9.1) and designs (3.8.0)Design and evaluation are losely intertwined but we will try to disuss them separately.
4.8.2. Interaction Design and EvaluationDi�erent levels of design { from task to ation.



4.8. Human-Computer Interaction 139Appliations versus environments. Desktops (3.5.4).
Interaction DesignDesign for omplex and interating ativities. Several strategies have been proposed for designinginterfaes. Ultimately, design reets ultural values.Senario-based design and ativity senarios [22]. Senarios have: Ators, bakground, goals, and se-quenes of ations. Claims analysis provides explanations for some of the design deisions. Considerdi�erent types of users. Use ases (3.10.2).Design of user interfaes and design of omputer programs [?℄ or, of information systems. Interfaedesign prototypes and as part of the design yle (Fig. 4.43). Story-board and senario-based design.Design for engagement and soiability.

Figure 4.43: Lo-Fi vs Hi-Fi prototypes.

Interface EngineeringWhen the user behavior is highly preditable, systemati support an be developed. Perhaps, we oulduse them to engineer an interfae, muh the way that other engineers design a bridge or a roket.Quantitative models fous on data and spei�s to inrease usability. Preditive models for interfaedesign might be based on psyhologial priniples. Spei�ally, we an apply models of pereption
(4.2.1) and motor behavior to prediting the time users spend making responses. However, the details ofthe preditions have not proven to be very insightful. State-based models (3.10.1) an desribe interationsequenes (Fig. 4.44). This is also related to full use-ase diagrams (3.10.2).

Figure 4.44: State diagrams for interaction with a user interface. (redraw) (check permission)Eq. 4.3 suggests that a response is simply the sum of omponent ativities (f. [21]). Thus, we mightexpet the amount of time spent to move a mouse to a target would simply be the sum of the time forunderstanding the task (C), the time for �nding the target (P), and the time for moving the mouse (M).We might estimate that a task would require 1.1 seonds of ognitive time, 0.3 seonds of pereptualtime, and 1.0 seonds of motor time for a total of 2.4 seonds. While this approah works well, it maybe limited by not allowing for the user to do two of these ativities simultaneously.
response time = cognitive time + perceptual time + motor time (4.1)
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R = C + P + M (4.2)

2.4 sec = 1.1 sec + 0.3 sec + 1.0 sec (4.3)Fig. 4.45 shows how formulas like Eq. 4.3 alulates the times of experiened users ompleting editswith two text editor deletion ommands as a funtion of the number of haraters being removed. Aprojeted third ommand (dotted line, Method S) might save a few seonds in the region where itrosses the funtions of the other two ommands. To determine whether it is worthwile to add the newommand, we need to ompare the bene�t of time saved with the diÆulty involved for the user inhaving to remember the additional ommand. Multiple feedbak mehanisms.
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Figure 4.45: There are (at least) three ways that a word substitutions could be made with a text-based word
processing system. This model attempts to predict the time for each of those options. Give such predictions, we
might then be able to decide whether including all three commands was useful given the extra effort required to
learn and remember the command[21].There are many other fators whih must be onsidered in any tool design suh as the amount of timethe user will spend with the tool and, thus, the number of features and options whih that user will beable to remember. The physial harateristis suh as display size, its \form fator", an a�et thee�etiveness of a devie (Fig. 4.46). A large display gives a sense of physial presene and, indeed, ofsoial presene (5.6.5). Protools.
Figure 4.46: Small and very large display form factors give very different effects. Attempting to display complex
information on a small screen. (check permission)Minimizing errors.

Task and Job AnalysisThis follows the workow spei�ation. Understanding what needs to be done versus re-designing thetasks. Representing tasks. Hierarhial task models. Task operators. Beyond workows to inludemental times and user knowledge. Indeed, a wide range of formalisms have been proposed. There isan ongoing debate about the relationship of these relatively formal task models ompared to narrative-based approahes suh as senarios.This spei�ation an also be useful for doumentation (7.9.6). At a deeper level, the task spei�ationis also related to the user's ognition. GOMS. Cognitive task analysis (CTA) extends task analysis
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(3.5.4). What do people atually do to omplete a task [37]. Cognitive task analysis - what is the taskfrom the user's viewpoint.
4.8.3. Evaluation StrategiesExpert reviews. Experiments. Disount usability: think aloud, heuristi evaluation.In a ognitive walkthrough, the designer desribe the features of the system to another person [67]. Asimilar tehnique an be used in evaluating omplex multimedia produtions[40]. Combine tehnologialdevelopments with human needs. Cognitive walkthrough for metadata.
4.9. Individual DifferencesPeople di�er from eah other in many ways. There are physial di�erenes suh as height and behavioraltraits suh as handednesss. Presumably, these are based in physiology. There are also learned di�erenessuh language and ulture as well as soial role di�erenes.Rather than fousing on general priniples of behavior and ognition, we ould fous, instead, the waysin whih individuals di�er. They di�er in the languages they speak, in their physial abilities, and intheir preferenes. The origins of these di�erenes are widely debated; in some ases these di�erenes maybe biologial and in other ases the di�erenes may be due to experiene or eduation. Representationsan be built into appliationsThe origin of individual di�erenes may be di�erent experienes, ultures, and expetations or it maybe more deep seated suh as physiology and genetis predispositions. Knowledge work, or the proessof obtaining or onstruting new knowledge, is highly individualized. Every individual has a method ofworking that best suites them. While standard tehniques and proesses may be important and usefulto know for virtually all people working within a given area, the ways in whih these tehniques areapplied by individuals are too numerous to list. Information systems are applied di�erently by di�erentusers. The di�erene of adapting to the users and adapting to the tasks of the users is often onfused.Digital divide.
4.9.1. Cognitive DifferencesThese ognitive di�erenes are intertwined with other di�erenes among individuals, suh as age.Fig. 4.47 shows a test for spatial ability. Spatial ability seems to be relatively onsistent to be re-lated to ativities suh as navigation, and it predits the ease with whih a person an use a graphialinterfae [8]. Spatial neurons ( A.12.2). c cc cc

Figure 4.47: Paper folding test for measuring individual differences in spatial abilities[8]. The student is asked to
decide if holes punched in a folded piece of paper, as shown in the sequence on the left would produce the pattern
in the unfolded piece of paper shown on the right.

4.9.2. AgePassages. Stages of life. Individual di�erenes in information needs. Youth servies (7.2.1). Role inproving ommunity information.
ChildrenAt one extreme of the age spetrum, hildren have limited knowledge and ognitive proessing skills.Children learn di�erently from adults. While strit developmental ategories has proven to be toosimplisti [59], Classi�ation systems to help hildren loate materials may need simpli�ed ategories.Young people generally have more diÆulty �nding fats than omplex information. DiÆulties ofyoung people in formulating queries for searh engines and then in understanding the results of searhengines. Cognitive abilities by age. Working with hildren in developing user interfaes [43]. Languageand age (6.1.3).
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Older AdultsAt the other extreme, elder users, who make up an inreasingly large segment of the population, oftenhave limited pereptual motor abilities, or they may have age-related diseases. As we disuss whenonsidering di�erently-abled users, age a�ets us all. Eyesight deterioration is a ommon onsequeneof aging. Management of hroni pain.
Figure 4.48: Big buttons can help the elderly. However, even if the buttons are large the functionality can still be a
challenge. (check permission)Age limitations.

4.9.3. Disabled UsersHuman beings are fragile. Varying degrees of abilities. As a result of aident or birth, people di�erfrom one another in their abilities to perform ertain tasks. Some of these di�erenes are based onphysiality, while others are based on ognition. Impairments may a�et one or the other of theseomponents. How do we ompensate for these di�erenes? Often this just means that a response for agiven ation takes longer. However, if a system were designed to better meet the needs of a di�erently-abled user with more thorough interfae engineering, this response-time delay ould beome negligible.Impairments due to health-onditions.Everybody is \di�erently-abled" in some sense. People an be olor-blind, very tall, very short, unableto hear, to smell, to see, unable to walk, unable to run fast, unoordinated, bad at math, bad at art, oreven temporarily \di�erently-abled" suh as being unable to use their hands when driving. Allowingsystems to be tailored to suit individual needs would allow more people to partiipate in more tasksmore e�etively. Ideally, we would have tools whih are usable by everyone { that is they should haveuniversal usability. Substituting modalities and motor apabilities. We might support brain damagedpatients or senior itizens.Disabilities researh to provide ompensation for the disabilities.Assistive tehnologies. Stakeholders for assistive tehnologies.
Sensory DisabilitiesThere are many ways for people to aquire information about their environment. Some modalities arebetter than others for imparting ertain types of information. Musi is obviously best delivered usingan audio modality. Some modalities may be substituted for other modalities.Visual impairments range from poor sight to olor blindness, to omplete blindness. There is a or-respondingly large range of visual enhanements that an to overome a visual de�it. These inludeproviding desriptions of ations to support interativity; magnifying text using video; touh sreensthat also involve speeh for developing a mental map of a Web site; speeh versions of text doumentsor desriptive videos. However, vision may even be replaed in some irumstanes. Speaker harater-istis an be ontrolled in text-speaking programs so that a di�erent inetions an represent links, forexample. Menu options an be spoken rather than displayed, and Braille generators are getting heaper,though there remains the diÆulty of representing images in Braille. Reading disabled and automatedtext-to-speeh reading programs. Adoption of assistive tehnologies - who are the stakeholders.Ebooks for the blind. Labeling graphis. Mobile phone apps for blind. Color identi�ation. Seenidenti�ation.



4.9. Individual Differences 143Sreen-readers. Closed-aptioning an be used for people with hearing loss to allow them to read whatis being said. An avatar (11.10.3) an train students who want to learn lip reading [25] (Fig. 4.49).Alternatively, automati lip reading systems might be developed.
Figure 4.49: An avatar can help teach lip reading[25]. (check permission)

Motor DisabilitiesUntil reently, omputer e�etors have been primarily limited to keyboards and mie. These haveproven very e�etive for the majority of users, but some people may have diÆulty with these devies.Some motor-impaired users an simply swith to standard devies suh as trak-balls. Other optionsare typing via head motions, or using speeh ontrol for a Web interfae. In some ases, one an entertext by blinking, or ontrol a keyboard by blowing into a tube (Fig. 4.50). More fundamentally, if atask an be deomposed and redued to its most fundamental and neessary elements, it an then beoptimized for di�erent modalities.
Figure 4.50: The physicist Steven Hawking has Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), also known as Lou Gehrig’s
Disease, a neuromuscular disease. He often uses a speech synthesizer that is controlled by eye and mouth
movements. (check permission)

Cognitive and Learning Disabilities.Cognitive and learning disabilities are often neurologial. Whether present from birth or brought on bytrauma or disease, people su�ering from a ognitive or learning disability may �nd it diÆult to utilizemany ommon programs and systems. However, information systems an be designed to better suittheir needs (Fig. 4.51)[61]. Aphasia is the loss of the ability to understand spoken or written words, andit an be aused by an injury or disease that targets the language enters of the brain. Image-orienteddesign an help those with aphasia to use information systems. Brain siene ( A.12.2).
Type Description

Autism Difficulty in social interaction
Aphasia Language disorder. Difficulty with understanding.
AD/HD Lack of continuity in attention.

Figure 4.51: A few examples of cognitive and learning disabilities.Computational behavioral siene (Fig. 4.52). Analysis of autisti behaviors. Automated behavioralanalysis. Diagnosis (4.4.5, 9.9.2). Interative environments for teahing autisti individual skills to ope.Another major group of disabilities is learning disabilities. Dyslexia is a ognitive impairment whiha�ets the use of language This an inlude diÆulties in both reading and writing (Fig. 4.53). It is
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Figure 4.52: Detecting autistic behaviors from multimodal analysis[2]. (check permission)often typi�ed by diÆulty assoiating spoken words with the same word when it is written; letters ina word appear to be out of order. Design-based aids for dyslexia an often be relatively simple: fonthanges and re-readers an help people with dyslexia proess information (10.2.0). Brain siene anddyslexia ( A.12.2). Also, shizophrenia.

Figure 4.53: Example of writing by a dyslexic[64]. (check permission).

Personality Traits?A person's behavior is often determined by fators suh as the immediate task they are trying toaomplish (3.0.0). A personality trait we asribe to another person is a models for our preditions aboutthat person. People tend to develop habits to engage in or deal with similar tasks or situations. In manyases, what is alled \personality" may simply be a onsistent reation to a onsistent environment[53].Still, there seems to be a type of homeostasis by whih people tend to revert to those environments inwhih they are most omfortable funtioning. Individuals interat with their environment. Personalityversus roles.Indeed, it is vvery diÆult to make any generalization about ategories of people.
4.10. Personal Data, Personalization, and User ModelsBig data in siene ((se:bigdatasi)). Medial data.
4.10.1. Application Usage CharactersticsShopping data.
4.10.2. User ModelsWe would like to apture, represent, and apply distintive harateristis of users suh as preferenes,a�etive state, needs, and history. In onversations, partiipants adapt to one other (6.4.0), makingallowanes for aent, voabulary, or personality. Indeed, adaptation is a harateristi of many sortsof interation. Information systems an be designed to adapt to the di�erenes among users. It mayoften be easier for a system to adapt to the user than for the user to adapt to the system.



4.10. Personal Data, Personalization, and User Models 145User models may be ontrasted with mental models (4.4.4), whih are expetations that the user hasabout the omputer. Just as a user's behavior is often greatly a�eted by the tasks in whih they areengaged, a user model might be oordinated with the omputer's task model that is used for a partiularjob (7.9.3). Properly oordinated user and task models ould allow the system to make routine deisionsfor people as opposed to allowing them to have an optimal set of hoies; this would derease theomplexity of the system, and allow it to be utilized by a wider variety of people. The values of theseindependent variables an be obtained expliitly from the user. Or, they may be inferred indiretly(impliitly) from some aspets of the user's ations. This an be the basis of omplex servies suh aspersonalized travel reommender systems. Privay, data integration. Prediting online behavior.Assessment to �ll those models. Personal assistants that learn.A�etive user models. Adaptive hypertexts and drama management.
4.10.3. PersonalizationPersonalization an be based on user attributes. Personalization versus situational ontext. Personal-ized searh (10.11.4). Expliit and impliit personalization. What information about users to apture?Algorithmi personalization may narrow a person's exposure to diverse viewpoints.Meta-design and human rafters.Cross-platform traking and personalization.Beyond personalization to predition of a person's behavior. Antiipating and prediting what theperson is doing.Customizable tehnologies.

Type of Independent Variable Examples

Tasks homework assignments
Skills and knowledge know a location, know how to program
Attitudes and transient personal characteristics mood, hunger, interests
Stable personal characteristics marital status, education, languages spoken
Culture and norms
Demographics, group membership age, political party

Figure 4.54: There are several levels of detail from predictions can be made about people (adapted from[11]).Personalization often means speializing by tasks in whih a user is engaged. Networking and new om-putational resoures allow transations to be personalized muh more easily than used to be possible.When onsidered broadly, user models often inlude task models and even queries. An important fatorin the e�etiveness of the preditions is the stability of the behavior[52]. There are many appliations ofuser models, suh as a personal aerobis instrutor moving at your optimal pae, a reommender sys-tem (5.5.5), or personalized language generation (6.4.0). Tutoring systems and statistial student (user)models (5.11.3) suh as the geometry tutor [14].Personalization has great ommerial appeal as well. Advertisers would like their materials to berelevant to users; this is the idea behind targeted advertising. Advertisers look for user attributesthat are most appliable to their partiular advertising goals. This streamlines advertising and reduesosts for both the distributor and the onsumer. Real-time targeted ads. How to pik the best-mathadvertisement to present given the fragmentary information about users. Autioning impressions basedon real-time web interation.Mass Personalization with Big Data.
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4.10.4. End-User ProgrammingProgramming allows the spei�ation of omplex onstraints. Some programming languages suh asJava and C++ are general-purpose. Other programming languages are spei�. Among those, some aredesigned for the end user to do the programming. When programming a VCR, a person may speify thetime reording should start and the hannel to be reorded. Programming with ommand languagesor by moded states. Spreadsheets. Automate repetitive web-based tasks suh as gathering informationfrom an eommere tasks. These are often involve lots of semanti struture. End-user ommunitieswhih an share tools. This an also be used to set personal options { that is personalization. However,programming a VCR is notoriously onfusing for some people (Fig. 4.55). End-user programming inthe home.
Figure 4.55: VCRs allow users to do limited programming to set functions. However, doing that programming is
notoriously difficult for many users. (screen-dump)

4.11. Personal Information ManagementPersonal information management (PIM) is often lose to the tasks in whih people are engaged. Thereare many kinds of personal information suh as address books, photographs, voie mails, medialreords, and letters. Some of these are digital and some not. And, probably all of us have lost trak ofsome of our personal reords.Importane of family (5.1.1) for personal reords. Mehanisms for family reord keeping.In some ases, PIM applies to everyday information but also information management for groups andteams. PIM versus group and team projets. Soial Memory (5.13.3). Colleting material about separateindividuals to form a piture of a larger group. Di�erent styles of personal reord keeping[50]. PIM andpersonal email (10.3.2) espeially nearly omplete searhable mail reords.Personalization and privay.Citizen arhivists. Self arhiving. Digital lives (10.3.1) of authors. Personal data. Coordination personalarhives. Management of personal sensor data. Self-monitoring for self-improvement. Comparison toinstitutional arhives.Family bible. Chinese genealogy.
4.11.1. Personal Information Resources and CollectionsInformation management skills (5.12.0). Organizational work ativities. Folders. Connetion to soialmedia preservation. Ultimately, this relates to questions of the self and identity (5.5.1) and the natureof arhives.

Personal CollectionsWhat a person ollets for him/herself outside of a publi or organized soure. Personal olletions ofinformation resoures Colletions (7.1.3). Memories. Value. Amusement.Diary. Personal reetions. Creation and use. Personal narratives (6.3.6).PUT - Personal Uni�ed Taxonomy. Personal ontologies. But, ultimately, these are primarily soialreations.Personal referene olletions. Personal photos, Personal notes. Management of personal reords (7.4.1).



4.11. Personal Information Management 147Cognition (4.3.0) memory and PIM.Personal searh: searh organized by personal relevane.Projet and team arhives (5.6.4).People often go bak and searh for something they had previously found; this is known as \re�nding".Landmarks an help people in �nding information they have already seen [30]. However, personalinformation systems do not neessarily enhane personal produtivity [5] (8.8.1). Personalization (4.10.2).Subjetive importane. Retrieval by ontext.Privay and protetion of personal infornation (8.3.1). Right to oblivion ((se:oblivion)).Information literay (5.12.0). How do people learn that information resoures are useful for answeringtheir needs. Making the awareness of information needs a higher priority.Storing and preserving personally reated information suh as blog postings personal Web pages.Overlapping personal information spaes. Team and group information spaes.For e�etive use, people need to manage their information artifats. Some online reords are easy to �nd,but others are only loated after extensive searhing, or perhaps stumbled upon aidentally. By keepingan arhived reord of important or useful websites, the Web itself beomes a more powerful informationtool. Most Web browsers make this partiularly easy by providing a \favorites" or \bookmark" funtion.Along the same lines, a personal bibliography[3] serves muh the same purpose. This is a list of all thebooks that a person possesses, or has read, with useful metadata assoiated with eah one. Within anindividual book, a person may plae a bookmark to indiate a passage to be remembered, or to marktheir spot. An information environment an be further extended with \altering servies". These notifyusers of hanges in their information environments and they inlude Email news alerts.
LifeloggingWhile PIM fouses on materials that a person reates, Lifelogging has been proposed to passively reorda person. This ould be done, for instane, with audio or video amera they arried around all the time.Lifelogging tools ould also support reminisene. Personal image olletions. Supporting reminisene.Autobiography. Diary. (Fig. 4.56).

Figure 4.56: Interface for reflecting on Lifelogs (from[17]). (check permission)There are several variations: Long-term personal information management. Personal information man-agement [28]. Personal olletions and digital libraries. Personal image preservation [49]. My Life bits.Sensors. People's systems for information organization evolve.
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4.11.2. Personal Task Environments and WorkspacesPeople develop personal information systems for personal information suh as ooking reipes. Intensivepersonal information management. Cellphones to alendar systems[29]. Balaning e�ort and estimatedbene�t in organizing information. Allowing ommerial organizations suh as banks to keep personalinformation about you. Managing group information suh as the information of your family. Sometools and some information soures (e.g., an appointment alendar) are used so frequently that theybelong on the desktop Information management beyond personal workspaes. Preservation of personalinformation is related to arhives whih we will onsider later (7.5.1). Preservation of personal and familyphotos. Desktop omputers (3.5.4). Desktop searhing. People often lik on the same URL time manytimes. Searhing personal media arhives.
Personal Task SupportIndividuals will have di�erent strategies for ompleting the same tasks. various strategies for organizingtheir information and task environments. Some information environments are personal informationspaes (Fig. 4.57). OÆes and desks are perhaps the most traditional information workspaes. Often,they are dominated by olletions of paper douments, sometimes in disarray. The way in whih aperson organizes his or her oÆe or desk an be an indiation of strategies failitating aess to theinformation needed to aomplish tasks (Fig. 4.58) [47]. Setting personal reords suh a alendars andontat lists. Personalization (4.10.2).

Figure 4.57: A refrigerator door can both store information and provide reminders.

Figure 4.58: Examples of personal information management strategies: A neat office (left) and a messy office
(right).

Task Interaction HistoriesMany ativities repeat with small hanges. A person doing them may want to review the steps in asearh or to modify the steps in it. Keeping trak of the tasks in whih a person is engaged. Tasks suhas searhing are often repetitive. A valuable question to ask is, what does a person believe about whathe or she is doing; what do they expet? What data an be reorded about their ations? This maybe useful for searhes involving many omponents. The memory of task ompletion an be organizedaround task semantis; query histories an be maintained (10.7.1).We an distinguish between individual user models and olletive histories. Towards performanesupport and help systems (7.9.6).People know a lot about themselves | their motivations, the approahes to tasks, and the tasks in



Information: A Fundamental Construct 149whih they have been involved. Keep trak of what a person has done; a user's history an be helpfulin planning future ativity. \Bread rumbs" an provide a trail for the user to follow to show wherethey have visited previously. Coordinated with person's memory and urrent goals. Repeating previoussearhes. Making small hanges as a omplex searh with parameters previously derived. Saving searhhistories. Charateristis of user searhing behavior. Loal web sites versus remote web sites.Coordinating various tasks, and keeping reords of searh notes, strategies and plans, as well as of one'sthoughts on the topi and navigation already performed, an all provide a ontext for ontinued use.Ad ho searh proedures.Visualization of interation histories ould show what the user has done in a given session. Thesemantis of ation sequenes user's viewpoint; users have a unique perspetive based on their ownmemories of what they have been doing, and the landmarks and salient events they have observed.Some ativities are engaged in by many people. The umulative traes left by various users ouldindiate areas of produtive interation for new users. Sroll bars are one way of representing userhistories (Fig. 4.59).

Figure 4.59: Rather than simply showing a slider (left) a history-enriched scrollbar (right) can show graphically which
parts of a document have been accessed most frequently[38]. The users may find it useful to navigate to sections
of a document which have been of interest to others. (redraw) (check permission)

Exercises
Short Definitions:

Assistive technology

Attention

Attitude

Autism

Categorical perception

Cognition

Cognitive load

Concept map

Conceptual model

Delay of gratification

Dyslexia

End-user programming

Emergent perception

Emotion

Episodic memory

Form factor (display)

Force feedback

Gestalt

Habitability

Individual differences

Mental model

Mixed-mode initiative

Personalization

Situated cognition

Short-term memory

User model

Review Questions:
1. Distinguish between “sensation,” “attention,” “perception,” “cognition,” and “emotion”. (4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.3.0)

2. Compare cognitive representations with database representations. (4.3.1)

3. Describe some types of visual impairments. (4.9.3)

4. Complete an interface usability calculation. If C = 0.8 sec, P = 1.4 sec, and M = 1.2 sec what is R? (4.8.2)

5. Distinguish between “user models” and “mental models”. (4.4.4, 4.10.2)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. What are the limits of the searchlight metaphor of attention? (4.2.2)
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2. Why are people likely to exaggerate the likelihood of highly visible or unusual risks while apparently underestimating
the likelihood of more common risks? (4.2.2, 8.8.3)

3. Were the representations we use for electronic information systems are relevant to human cognitive representations of
information? (4.3.1)

4. Have you ever heard a piece of music but not been able to remember its name? How could that be explained by the
dual-coding model of memory? (4.3.2)

5. Give an example of attempted attitude change by an organization or politician. In what ways is it likely to be effective?
(4.5.2)

6. Propose an advertising campaign to convince people to stop smoking. Describe why you feel it would be effective.(4.5.2)

7. How is “motivation” related to “goals”? (4.6.0)

8. How would you develop a user interface that would adapt to a user’s information processing load? (4.3.3, 4.8.0)

9. Propose a cognitive explanation for why people so often fail to remember to add attachments to their email messages.
(4.3.0, 4.8.0)

10. List the advantages and disadvantages of the two calculator designs in Fig. 4.15 (4.8.0)

11. Give some examples of the use of metaphor in human-computer interfaces. (4.8.0)

12. What are some of the ways visual interaction could be replaced with audio to support visually impaired users? What
are some of the limitations of this approach. (4.9.3)

13. Describe what resources are available in your university library to support information access to students with disabilities.
(4.9.3)

14. What are some difficulties that a person might have in learning to use a spreadsheet? (4.10.4)

15. Describe some techniques which might be useful for implicitly collecting data for a user model. (4.10.2)

16. What are the tradeoffs between individual systems for organizing information and common systems for organizing
information? (4.11.2)

17. Describe your system for organizing your own desk or your online workspace. How could it be improved? (4.11.2)

18. Test the back button of a Web browser. Describe the algorithm the browser uses to move back. (4.11.2)

Practicum:
1. Interface design.

2. Device design.

Going Beyond:
1. Is there an objective “reality” by which we should measure the quality of a person’s perceptions? (1.6.2, 4.2.1)

2. Information can be transmitted between people via different modalities? How could you quantify the information capacity
of modalities? (4.2.1)

3. How feasible would it be to develop applications that are specifically independent of interaction modalities and then have
them adapted to the user’s modalities? (4.2.1)

4. Some animals have very sensitive sensory mechanisms. What is distinctive about the hearing of bats, the vision of owls,
and the olfaction of dogs? Could artificial sensory organs be developed which modeled these? (4.2.1)

5. Is it possible to say that some sensory modalities allow people to acquire information faster than other sensory modalities?
Give some examples. (4.2.1)

6. Do two people experience perception in the same way? Is your perception of the color green the same as your friend’s
perception of green? (4.2.1)

7. Develop a detailed model for how people coordinate multiple complex motor behaviors, such as singing and dancing.
(4.2.4)

8. Compare the psychological notion of a “stimulus” with the concept of “information”. (1.6.1, 4.3.0)

9. Our definition of “information” is related to the psychological notion of “stimulus”. Explain this similarity. (1.6.1, 4.3.0)

10. How much confidence should we have in what people say about their own thought processes and motives? (4.3.0)

11. How reliable are people’s statements about their own information processing? (4.3.0).

12. How accurate is introspection? How well can a person tell the mechanisms of their own thought processes? (4.3.1)

13. How do people know what they don’t know? (4.3.1)

14. How is long-term memory related to mental models. (4.3.1)

15. What role does human memory and learning plan in attitude change? (4.3.2, 4.5.2)

16. Several noted psychologists such as George Miller and Herb Simon have argued that chunking is a fundamental process
for organizing information in human memory. What is the evidence for that? Do you agree that it is a fundamental
aspect of memory? (4.3.5)

17. How can we validate concept maps such as the one shown in Fig. 4.17 (4.4.1)
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18. Do attitudes cause behavior or does behavior cause attitudes? (4.5.2)

19. Develop a cognitive model for the processing of attitudes? (4.5.2)

20. Describe some of the ways the principles of cognitive psychology are relevant to the design of user interfaces? (4.8.0)

21. What do we mean when we talk about a “computer user”. What are some problems with that construct? How does it
apply to embedded computing? (4.8.0)

22. How many bits of information are transmitted (a) by vision, (b) touch ? (4.9.3,  A.1.0)

23. What are the limits in the predictability of user behavior? (4.10.2)

24. Give some examples of representations that might be applied to user models. (4.10.2)

25. Interview professionals to determine how much time they spend searching for different types of information and what
difficulties they have. (4.11.2)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: Be able to apply the principles of human perception and cognition in systems design.

Instructor Strategies: A course with practical orientation might emphasize user interface design, while a conceptually-
oriented course might emphasize human information processing systems.

Related Books
- Hutchins, E. Cognition in the Wild. MIT Press, Cambridge MA 1996.

- Lamberts, K., and Shanks, D. R. (editors) Knowledge, Concepts, and Categories. MIT Press, Cambridge MA, 1997.

- Marr, D. Vision: A Computational Investigation into the Human Representation and Processing of Visual Information.
Freeman, New York, 1982.

- Mates, B.T., Wakefield, D., and Dixon, J.M. Adaptive Technology for the Internet: Making Electronic Resources

Accessible to All. American Library Association, Chicago, 2000.

- Norman, D.A. The Psychology of Everyday Things. Harper Collins, New York, 1998.

- Palmer, S.E., Vision Science: Photons to Phenomenology. MIT Press, Cambridge MA, 2002.

- Picard, R. Affective Computing. MIT Press, Cambridge MA, 2000.

- Rogers, T.T., and McClelland, J. Semantic Cognition. MIT Press, Cambridge MA, 2004.

- Rosson, M.B., and Carroll, J. Usability Engineering: Scenario-Based Development of Human-Computer Interaction.

- Solso, R.L. Cognition and the Visual Arts. MIT Press, Cambridge MA, 1997.
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Chapter 5.
Models of Human Behavior:
Social Interaction and
Social Structures

Groups, organizations, and even soieties proess and use information. The previous hapter foused onhow individuals use information. Here we onsider how groups of people seek for and use information aswell as how information a�ets the soial interation. Appliations of information systems. Toward theend of this hapter, we will onsider eduation, whih ombines individual and soial aspets. Broaderimpliations for soiety are desribed in Chapter 8.Understanding the way that information is ommuniated through di�erent types of strutures angive us insight into both ourselves and new information system designs. There is a ontinual interplaybetween the soial environment and the individual with one inuening the other. Here we emphasizeinterpersonal interation. later we will onsider large-sale eonomi and politial systems. People arealmost always evaluating what other people are doing. Expetations and representations predominate.In soial systems, like other omplex systems, making hanges in one fator may have an unexpetede�et in other, seemingly unrelated, parts.People are highly soial and a lot of the information people obtain is from others. We are all embeddedin a omplex network of soial interations. Ultimately, soial interation reets ways in whih peoplemeet biologial needs suh as food, shelter, and family. This is the root of most norms. Informationexhange is a big part of soial bonding, but the information is not always unbiased.Soiety is simply booming and buzzing. It's diÆult to apture muh about it in a systemati way.Soial as a relationship rather than an entity. Interation level of analysis. Intermediate level of analysisfor how people reate, live with, interpret, and hange soial strutures [47].In short, there is a question about the best level of analysis for huamn behavior. Is it at the level of theindividual, the level of soiety, or some ombination of the two. There should be a balane between theindividual and soiety. The key notion is the interdependene of ageny and struture. Soial aspetsof ativity theory (3.5.1). There is a diÆulty in applying the tehniques of natural siene to soialsiene (9.2.1).The previous setion inluded several aspets of soial struture, but of ourse, struture and proesswork together. Soieties may be aggregates of several di�erent ultures and soial rules failitateinteration aross those soial unit. There are many aspets to human interation and the umulativeresult of all of these interations is soiety. One model for soial organization suggests that it isomposed of subsystems[80]: Goals, resoures, oordination, persistene aross time. Politial, eonomi,and ultural sub-systems. Other models assume there are interating omponents but assume that thestrutures are more ad ho (5.1.2). These subsystems are ontinuously �nding an interplay. For instane,
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Conceptual Organization

Attitudes/Beliefs/Norms

Culture

-� SoialInteration
Figure 5.1: There is a continual interplay between individual cognition and social interaction. Language, culture,
and attitudes mediate between the two levels. Indeed, the personal and social are so intertwined that it is often
helpful to consider them as two sides of the same coin.the balane of politis and eonomis is seen ontinual interation of government and ommere.Grand soial theories ((se:soialtheory)). Cohesion models. Conit theory. Strutural models vsfuntional models.Soial networking systems have given a voie to many individuals and ontributes to the laims ofthe \wisdom of rowds". Surely, this is not a universal e�et and there is also \madness of rowds".When people have minimal information, they often follow other people what other people are doing[61].However, in many ases, this works out well but it an also reate a herd mentality. In the extreme,we observe fads and manias.Soialization is the e�etive meshing of individuals into the soial fabri. Soial media and soialreading. Soio-tehnial systems.

5.1. Social Structures and Social NetworksIn any soial group, there many types of soial interation: family, friends, work, lubs, neighbors.These an be haraterized by sets of nodes and links. We an model the interation among peopleas links in a network in whih the individuals are nodes. Charting the path of information and themeans by whih it is spread an tell us a great deal about the eÆient transfer of information and theway that individuals gather it. Struture and proesses. Ultimately, we many want to onsider moredynami interations among people but the network model give us a good plae to start. These mirrorWeb struture and information networks (2.6.3).Literal soial networks an be modeled by graph theory ( A.3.0). However, soial interations are oftennot tidy. These over a wide variety of phenomena and they show systemati patterns. Soial networksare an idealization. They do not show organizational struture very well. They show more omplexpatterns and eventually need to expand to other phenomena. We an think there being several layersto soial networks. A soial network as a simple network as a graph formalism is simplisti but is agood plae to start. There are distint links based on kinship and soial roles. Nonetheless, this thenotion of a soial network is a useful oneptualization. Organizational interations as a type of soialnetwork. One has to be areful that the measure of soial networks atually represents engagementamong the partiipants.
5.1.1. Everyday Social Structures and ActivitiesBeyond simple version of a soial network there are, of ourse, rih types of soial interation. Pleasureof soiability. Group dynamis and ohesion. Conversation (6.4.0). Soial dominane. Soial skills suha relationship planning.Soial interation tends to beome strutured. Strutural view of soial relationships. How haveinformation systems a�eted family struture and interation. Perhaps they have strengthened otherinstitutions whih serve some of the funtions that families used to serve. These many be thought ofas onstituting ommunity and ulture. People interat to develop shared meaning.Institution roles suh family, shool and professions provide struture. Soial interation as reating



5.1. Social Structures and Social Networks 155obligations and responsibilities.The aggregate soial interation is soiety. Interating with people is an inherent part of being human,but it an be seen as a bargain we aept { we aept soiety's rules in return for its bene�ts. Thisview of why we partiipate in soiety is known as the \soial ontrat" [16].Impression management revealing information to others. Impression management following roles [49].Roles as determines behavior versus a result of other fators.
Structure and Interpersonal InteractionThere are ommon elements to all soial groups; struture and shared expetations are suh elements,though they an take many forms. Eah group develops its own soial ontrat that spei�es the variousmember roles as they pertain to di�erent elements and/or responsibilities. It is not lear what e�etthe information systems have on soial interation in the long run. Can di�erent systems ounteratthe isolating e�ets of geographial separation? Do information systems help us to ommuniate betterwith the people around us, or do they usurp our attention? Division of labor. Soial representation.Strutural properties of graphs. Triadi losure.Soial balane theories[55] are related to the gestalt priniples whih we disussed earlier (4.2.1). This isillustrated in Fig. 5.2 and it is related to the earlier disussions of �eld theory and gestalt psyhology.Soiety an be viewed as a self-organizing system. The dynamis of suh balane theories rapidlybeomes more omplex if Pat is a woman and the others are men. Signed network.
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Figure 5.2: Two examples of stable valenced social networks. “Mutual admiration” (left) and “The enemy of my
enemy is my friend” (right). A “+” means likes and a - means dislikes.Some organizational strutures are better suited to ertain tasks, or ations. The theory of struturation[?, ?℄. proposes that the relationship between struture and ation (of any system involving people) isdynami | that is, one a�ets the other and vie versa. The struture of an organization will a�etthe way the intended task is arried out, but the task that is to be arried out will, in turn, a�etthe way an organization is strutured. Allowing for this relationship, the struture and proesses of anorganization with a given goal or task should be emergent; that is, they should be allowed to grow outof the demands of the task, while at the same time being stringent enough to aomplish the originalgoal. Intermediation between the soial and individual.

Family, Clan, Tribe, and CultureFamily support and interation. Emotional need satisfation. Complex relationships. Parents, values.Fators suh as imitation and familiarity are large determinants of learning. A type of soial apital
(5.2.1). These soial groups are based in biology, emotion, and those inlinations are further enhanedby interations suh as gift exhange.While some information systems have resulted in greater isolation among people; for instane, manypeople spend more time viewing television alone [84] and less time interating with eah other.On the other hand, many other information systems allow people to interat more easily with oneanother by means other than fae-to-fae interation. Closer family interation through video links.amily interation with through email. Family members who are physially separated an keep in touhwith eah other via omputer, while a remote Internet amera allows parents to see their hildren duringthe day at pre-shool. Family-entertainment games. Overall, interative information tehnology seems



156 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13to bring people together more than isolating them. E�ets of television viewing on soial attitudes[78].This type of anonymous interation has onsequenes.Supporting how hildren play together. Many forms of exhange in these soial interations inludingnuaned exhange of information.Home. Roles in household hores.Computer-mediated family ommuniation.

Figure 5.3: Chinese kinship (lower panel) relationships are much more specific and complex than those in Western
European cultures (upper panel). (redraw)

Figure 5.4: Ching ming.Extended families. Clans. Tribe. Culture (5.8.2). May have norms and rules of their own.
FriendshipPeople bond and form friendships. There is a Web of friendship. For both family and friends there area�etive relationships suh as aring, empathy, and jealousy. Simple fators suh as physial proximityis a signi�ant fator in friendship; distane an have a great e�et on the likelihood of interationbetween people [44](Fig. 5.5). It is easier to establish and maintain friendships when there is a physialpresene. Information systems have extended the opportunities for soial interation and overlaps in



5.1. Social Structures and Social Networks 157yber-spae an also lead to friendships. Physial proximity also has a big e�et on ollaboration amongresearhers [20].

Figure 5.5: To a surprising extent, friendship in an apartment complex is determined by simple factors such as
whether people’s apartments face each other. In the student housing complex shown in the picture, those students
whose apartment exits faced each other were more likely to be friends than those students whose apartments faced
away from the others (adapted from[44]). (check permission)Soiability is ongenial engagement in soial interation. Beyond simply ompleting tasks, people de-velop friendships, empathy, and perhaps ommunity. Soiability an simply be pleasurable. Informationexhange as a mehanism for soial bonding. On one hand, games an be very isolating. Some peoplespend hours playing games. However, some interative games and other types of soial interation sites,an inrease soiability [83]. Indeed, soiable displays failitate soial interation. However, there analso be negative soiability suh as spiteful omments and bak biting.Impression management for online presentation. Do we believe the information as entered?Mathmaking. Similarity predits long-term relationship suess. Nihe dating sites. Compatibilityindex and examples of ompatibility fators. Interpersonal attration. Sharing alendars.Language similarity ontributes to the stability of relationships. Relationship development. Bondingfrom sharing information. Soial skills (5.2.1). Soiability.

5.1.2. Social Rules and StructurationWhere do soial strutures ome from? Struture and funtion (1.6.3). Soial interations an be uidbut for most situations, we have expetation about how behavior. Typially, there are \rules" thatgovern group behavior and pratie. These rules may be tait (soial norms); or, they may be formalproedures instituted by an organization or even the written laws of the nation or state. These rules,formal (suh as the seond one below whih taken from Roberts Rules of Order) or otherwise, providestruture and for a group to funtion e�etively. Task groups also need to be e�etive at informationproessing. Ageny. Tradition. Adaptive struturation as hanges evolve.
I’m going to skip the remaining items on the agenda. I’ll assume that everyone agrees with them.
If you have questions, let me know by email.

2. What Precedes Debate. Before any subject is open to debate it is necessary, first, that a
motion be made by a member who has obtained the floor; second, that it be seconded (with certain
exceptions); and third, that it be stated by the chair, that is, by the presiding officer.

5.1.3. Social NetworksWe all have a irle of aquaintanes. We an think of these aquaintanes as forming a web ornetwork of soial ontats. Espeially if we fous on those ontat with whih we have a spei� typeof interation, we might think of the network of interations in formal terms. A soial network is
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Figure 5.6: Factors affecting adaptive structuration. (DeSanctis and Poole) (check permission) (redraw)sometimes onsidered in this formal sense and other times the notion is used more loosely. Interationwith some of those people is restrited to a spei� topi while with others we have a spetrum ofinterations. The strength of weak ties.
Formal Models of Social NetworksDesribing soial networks with graphs. Simple graph theory approah. These implement single-link-type soial networks. This is highly onstraining beause relationships among people a highly nuaned.Like a hypertext, the link is either present or absent. However, that is probably a simplisti model.Although the expression soial network is widely used, its de�nition is more omplex.A soial network may simple be formalized as mathing formal graph strutures. Friendship networks.AÆliation networks ( A.3.0).

Figure 5.7: Because social interactions are complex, a social network should be thought of as an idealization. Of
course, people are not all the same and the links between people are multifacetted. (redraw)While soial networks are often modeled with simple onnetions among undi�erentiated nodes, atualsoial networks involve many groups of people and di�erent ways of interating with them. Manyattempts have been made to develop formal desriptions of soial networks based on graph theory

( A.3.0). In some ases, there omplexity of soial relationships is redued to one dimension. Forinstane, a Friend-of-a-Friend (FOAF) network uses URIs to identify people and the mapping betweenpeople is aomplished through RDF. (2.3.3) (Fig. 5.8).Many fators a�et the developed of soial relationships suh as: proximity and eulture. Work relation-ships are often inuened by organizational strutures and professional relationship. Forming interestgroups and oalitions.To the extent we aept that soial networks are simple olletions of nodes and links, we an alulateproperties. For instane, we might haraterize the partiipants by their entrality in the network.
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<rdf/rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf=“http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”
xmlns:foaf=“http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/”>

<rdffoaf:Person>
<rdffoaf:name>Edd Dumbill</foaf:name>
<rdffoaf:mbox rdf:resource=“mailto:edd@xml.com” />

<rdf/foaf:Person>
<rdf/rdf:RDF>

Figure 5.8: Example of a FOAF network and fragment of RDF for it[7]. FOAF is often use for personal URIs. (redraw)
(check permission)People may try to move to the enter. This reates the self-organizing system ( A.10.4).Dynamis of soial networks. From soial networks to agent simulations. There an be multipleinterloking soial networks.

Spread of Information in a Social NetworkThere are several di�erent ways people get information from other people and for suh person-to-personommuniation, the struture of a soial network and a person's position in it a�ets the informationthey reeive. In terms of the the entire network, we an view di�usion of information. Consider theommuniative patterns of people in the hypothetial ommuniations network in Fig. 5.9. Medialinformation (9.9.0).Protools for oordinating ommuniation within a network.These variations in struture aross organizational boundaries have obvious impliations for manage-ment | managers must determine whether a more ontrolled or a more spontaneous environment t suitsthe goals of the group. Soial networks are not just passive, but may be atively developed. Informalsoial networks may be ultivated to obtain information that may exist outside normal organizationalhannels.Interation of groups of speialists whih have to work together but they do not have the same ter-minology. In some situations the information ows through the links but in other situations the basinetwork is not a good desription. When a new idea emerges, it spreads, or di�uses, aross individualsor aross group boundaries. People learn about it and aept it at di�erent rates, often at a rate thatdepends on their onnetivity. Di�usion of information is failitated by ommuniation, and, of ourse,the pattern of di�usion is a�eted by ommuniation patterns. Fig. 5.9 shows how information mightbe ommuniated by spreading person to person. Cultural hange. Beyond ommuniation, soialnetworks impose onstraints on their members. This is the \strength of weak ties".Dotors in small towns. Emergent phenomena. Viral ontagion and epidemis ( A.3.5). Gmail \Don'tforget Bob" servie. Information asades from di�usion �nally athing hold.
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Figure 5.9: Information may diffuse across networks of individuals. Information held by Person A can be communi-
cated through a series of individuals eventually reaching Person E.One example of di�usion within a de�ned group is how awareness of a proedure spreads through themedial ommunity. This an be ontrasted with how information spreads through the blogosphere,or Web log ommunity on the internet. In this example, information or awareness spreads almostexponentially as it pops up in di�erent forums and hat rooms aross the Internet ( A.3.5). Soialnetworking with tehnology. Information systems an greatly a�et soial interation. MySpae.As we suggested above, the simple view of soial networks is only a �rst approximation. In ourinformation-rih soiety, there are also other ways to get information suh as by broadast media.Spread of information by media.As we have seen with mobile networking Cellphones. Twitter. 140 harater limit. Miro-blogging.Twitter is ofter used for asking questions of a lose irle of friends. Frequent updates of data and lowpropagation delays.Fig. 5.10. (10.11.2).
Figure 5.10: The frequency of postings about a given topic are a function of two factors. The figure shows data
about items from the 2008 US Presidential Election. (from Kleinberg). (check permission)Rumors whih spread from person-to-person. are an example the di�usion of information; Urban leg-ends. Debunked at snopes.om. This is a type of viral dissemination and in some ases, it an bedesribed as an epidemi ontagion. Rumors regard something people are willing to believe. How-ever, this model is too simple; the spread of information may be seen as related to the spread of adisease (5.1.3). In fat, information di�usion is also a�eted by fators suh as the message and theommuniation hannels. Beause it ours like a disease spreading this is sometimes alled viral dis-semination. This ould be implemented in a whisper ampaign or it ould be irulated by blogs.Person-to-person information exhange is rarely the only was people get information. There are manytypes of ommuniation models. Miro-blogging.

5.1.4. Social MediaSoial media supports soial interation beyond simple ommuniation In many ases, soial media arebased on soial networks. Loation-based soial media. Coordination with traditional media. Soial



5.1. Social Structures and Social Networks 161searh. Sentiment analysis.Posting personal information on sites. Mining personal information. Soial media networks are di�erentfrom basi soial networks as they projet reommended links. Soial media as an extension of physialworld. See faes of the people you are linking to (Fig. 5.11). Greater ustomer feedbak and the haneto market goods through soial media.Personalized newspapers in the sense of telling you what your friends are doing.Real-time trends identi�ed from soial media. Mining soial media.Soial media and advertising based on knowledge of people the personal data people provide in thenetwork.Cliques and linking. Harassment. Cyber-bullying.Soial media and impression management. What people reveal about themselves.
Figure 5.11: Social networking sites allow people to specify sets of links.Some people reveal a lot about themselves in these sites and they forget that the information anoften be widely seen. Postings and links to friends may be systematially mined by either the platformprovider or by others who gain aess to it. Privay issues. Sraping personal information from soialmedia sites. Evolution of soial media networks. These also allow soial interation and building soialrelationships. Reiproity. Nihes.

Using Social Networks to Facilitate Social InteractionPlatform (7.8.2). Soial, mobile, loud. One-way links vs mutual (two-way) linking. Many advantagesof platforms in oordinating servies. This oordination ours both in terms of the ontent but alsoin terms of the usage. Designing soial networks and designing online ommunities (5.8.2).Soial media Networking to keep in touh with people. Citizen journalism (8.13.7). Twitter. Soial mediahave led to aggressive diret marketing to the voters. Soial media ontributes to viral marketing. Soialdeision making (8.4.3). Build by buzz and exlusion. How to get re-tweeted.
Supporting Sociable InteractionPostings on soial media sites as publishing. Soial gaming. These soial networks are di�erent fromnatural soial networks. Automated and immediate ommuniation with all friends. Supports soialexhange. Games (11.7.0). Fig. 5.12 Supporting soiable interation. From the gaming sites perspetive,the goal is often to get people to interat more to get them to reveal more personal and soial interationdetails and whih whih an be monitized through advertising.Self-improvement from soial interation even when it is omputer-mediated.User enrihed web resoures in whih people have added value to a repository suh as Anestry.om.Soial media approah to brand management.
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Figure 5.12: Farmville. (check permission).Crowd-powered systems.Initing violene or riminal ativity with mobile phones.Politial ativism with soial media. Failitate low-risk ativism.
Social Media Business ModelsBuilding loyalty to the site through engagement. Eventually want to monetize the assoiation. Opti-mizing metris to rate the rate of onversion from non-paying. Retention on site. Related to romantiMath making (5.1.1).Soial media analytis.Spreading opinions quikly. \Dell Hell" Controlling �restorms of negative publiity.Linking soial media to TV viewing. Commentary about TV shows.EdgeRank is a weighting formula for showing newsfeed messages. It weighs several fators from multiplesoures. Is a message from somebody you \like"? Have other people responded to a message?

Liking ∗ Goodpost ∗ How old (5.1)Searh from soial media (10.11.1). Failitating searh with soial networks. Questions sent to Faebookpages. Charateristis of di�erent soial media sites.Text data mining for soial web sites as a preditor of events and trends (10.5.0).Personal data in soial media sites has proven extremely valuable to advertisers.
5.1.5. ConnectivityModern information systems allow people to onnet in many ways suh as email, SMS, soial network-ing. Modality (5.6.5).Time management and prioritizing email based on understanding of user harateristis.Soial networks don't tell us about the amount or type of interation exhanged between people. Arosstime and spae.The Internet and mobile ommuniation devies have greatly expanded the speed and amount of on-netivity.Families ((se:families)) and onnetivity. Online ommunities.
5.2. Social CapitalSoial apital onsists of soial resoures whih help people to aomplish their goals. Soial apitalis distint from eonomi apital but it an, sometimes, translate into eonomi apital. Soial apital



5.2. Social Capital 163is often based on non-politial groups suh as the family but soial apital an sometimes blend intopolitial power There are several forms of soial apital based on soial relationships suh as inter-personal trust and reputation.
5.2.1. Social RelationshipsThere are two types of soial apital for relationships: Bonding and bridging [84]. Partiipation inommunities of pratie (5.8.2) an build soial apital. Soial skills suh as putting people at ease.These are soial resoures whih allow people to take advantage of soial interation. Some souresof soial apital inlude family, and physial proximity but soial apital an be built by networking.Soial apital as �lling holes in the soial network [32] and [31] (Fig. 5.13). In fat, we reognize theimportane of soial networking. Building soial apital from soial exhange.
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Figure 5.13: The person (P) on the right would be said to have more social capital than the person on the left
because that person connects more people. Indeed, social capital can be created by growing networks around
them.Centrality and position in soial networks.

5.2.2. Reputation
Personal and Organizational ReputationReputation are expetations about another person. be it the work they will do, the advie they mightgive, or the opinion they will hold. Reputation an a�et a person's position in soiety. A goodreputation leads to trust whih we disuss below. Reputation is ontext dependent. Organizationalreputation. Privay vs. reputation.Email phishing often depends on people having inadequate models for what is trustworthy [13]. Rep-utation and trust an also be attaked by smears. Rumors spread fast on the net. Sorting out whato�ers are believable an be a hallenge. Sams. There is a danger that reputation and trust an bemanipulated. Manipulating reputation and trust of on-artists. Whitewashing. Attaking a person'sreputation online is known as a \Joe job". Reputation improvement as a type of publi relations.For online interation, we often form a judgment about a person's reputation based on relatively littleevidene. Online ompanies, suh as online autions, whih onnet people to other people take steps tomake sure their buyers and sellers have a redible reputation. Many suh reputation systems are basedon history | buyers and sellers on aution sites have a generalized reord of their transations availableto the publi. If they have a history of making bad deals, people will be hesitant to do business withthem, and they may even be barred from using the system. Reputation management systems shouldnot be able to be spoofed. Nonetheless, it is possible to develop an elaborate sam for fraud. Bysetting up numerous bogus identities that all vouh for the superior harater of the target individualan individual's trust rating an be arti�ially inated. An individual ould buy and sell items to andfrom themselves over a period of time, thus arti�ially reating an exellent buyer/seller rating.Soial media bakground heks.Linking many soures of reputation together. Should ondut a type of due diligene.
Product and Service ReputationReputation requires great onsisteny in performane and outomes. Reputation allows people to hold



164 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13people or organizations responsible. Professional reputation.A brand name is developed by having a reputation for ful�lling promises, providing quality information,or delivering a good produt, A brand name an provide evidene of preditable levels of quality (8.12.5),and boosts user/buyer on�dene. Thus, branding plays a large role in maintaining user loyalty [90].Branding involves both a onsistent produt and a onsistent message about that produt. Brandingin a market nihe often ommands a premium prie. While a brand is a valuable asset, it's value anbe lost by mismanagement. Brand ontrol versus interative brand development through soial media[?℄.Attempts to provide a quantitative system for reputation (5.2.2) for establishing trust inlude metrissuh as Karma points. Reputation eonomis. Points eonomy. Eonomy of reognition (Fig. 5.14).

Figure 5.14: Reputation ratings from eBay. (check permission)

5.2.3. TrustReputation is one fator whih enable trust. Emotional aspetsof trust and rational/tehnologialaspets. Trust is the expetation that other soial agents will do what they have ommitted to doing.Trust from reliable proedures.Pereption of trust is naturally related to reputation. While people often do what they are promise, andto funtion in soiety we need trust. However, people an't always be trusted. Trust from professionalstatus (e.g., information professionals). Ultimately, trust stems from reiproal power. Trust fromhaving a way to get revenge - a balane of power.Contrat example.Trust is often the result of onstrains outside a given interation. One of the foundations for trustis family and other soial ties. Trust from a ontrat (8.11.5). But, of ourse, that ontrat must beenforeable. Many appliations whih need trust. Trusted systems (8.5.4). Trust for douments andreords (7.5.1).Trust from spot heking atual results. Trust information organization, sharing, and prioritization.Trusted Information Soures: Reputation is developed by good praties, whih signal a respet forquality information. Information soures should be ited, and there should be an indiation that theinformation is timely. Pereption of trust. Authorities. Referene works.
Interpersonal TrustThere are many other soures of trust. Past experiene with a person (agent) often give us trust.Likewise, ultural similarity may also give a sense of trust. There an also trust for organizations



5.3. Social Control 165provided they earn it. We onsider many soures of evidene when deiding about trust whether itis trusting a person or trusting information. However, many of these are subjetive and depend, forinstane, on attribution (5.5.2). Furthermore, as we noted earlier, suh subjetive trust an be abusedwith a systemati attempt at distortion. Knowing the history of a resoure { its provenane { is essentialfor trusting it.Trust is essential for soial interation. We often need laws to bak up trust and reputations. Trustingwhat other people say [107]. Many organizations or systems an be, and often are, trusted on the basisof reputation without diret individual ontat.Trusting friends based on a network of soial relationships. Value of verbal ommitments and promises.At the interpersonal level, trust is a matter of pereption and attributions (5.5.2) | if we like someone, wemight trust them in spite of our own better judgment. When people at in soial situations, other peoplemay form opinions of them; a person's reputation is the impression of that person held by others. Thisreputation is dependent to a large degree on the trust whih is assoiated with them. Trust is typiallyestablished from a ombination of two things: assoiation with or reommendation from another trustedindividual, or past behavior. Reputation management systems trak eletroni reputations, and theytypially work on one or both of the previously mentioned priniples (reommendation or history).Developing proedures whih reate trusting interations among people. It is diÆult, if not impossible,to funtion in soiety without trust. That trust an also be abused.
Formal Models of Trust and Trusted SystemsReputation and a history of providing aurate information help to establish trust with the publi.Trusted systems (8.5.4). When institutions and laws help to build trust, people are more willing topartiipate with them. Eommere appliations for trust (8.12.5). Seurity and banking supported byinstitutional metris suh as audits.Informal trust is often not enough, stronger soial onstraints suh as legally enfored ontrats (8.11.5) havebeen developed. A ontrat has expliit onsequene for ations. With formal mehanisms (suh asenforeable ontrats) trust an be propagated from one entity to others. If I trust you, then peoplewho trust me may also trust you. Chain of trust. Fig. 5.15
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Figure 5.15: Chain of trust. A and B trust each other and B and C trust each other. Should A and C trust each
other? For instance, if I am a trusted computer user on system A should I also be a trusted user on system C?

5.2.4. Managing Online Reputation
5.3. Social ControlRewards vs oerive ontrol. Groups have many ways to ontrol their members suh as ensure,punishment, and eonomi ontrol. Bullying.
5.3.1. Norms and Social PracticesNorms are expetations people have about appropriate soial behavior. Norms help to maintain soialstruture and ulture. Eah ulture has its own onventions for proper ondut (5.8.2). The di�erenesmay be relatively small, suh as the topial di�erenes that exist between Western European ultures,or they may be more signi�ant, like the di�erenes between Middle Eastern and Western Europeanultures. Members of a partiular ulture (5.8.2) take in these onventions through the proess ofsoialization.



166 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Networks and interrelationships of norms in shaping soiety. Norms for information behavior. Norms,as the name implies, are the expeted behaviors in soiety and ulture. There are norms for privay
(8.3.1), for ourteous behavior, and for deeny. of ourse, not everyone in a soiety agrees aboutor follows all norms. Thus, they are, roughly, the average attitude of the people who make up asoiety. Ultimately, some norms are formalized as rules and laws (8.5.1). Norms for ulture. Norms andonversation (6.4.1). Norms provide expetations whih help us understand situations.Individual behavior is often the result of a balane between personal attitudes and soial norms. Withinany soiety, individuals exhibit varying degrees of deviane from the norms or onventions. While someindividuals may deviate in small, and in many ases almost un-notieable, ways from the averageonventions of soiety, other individuals exhibit more extreme forms of deviation. Typially, theseindividuals attrat the attention of the soiety or ommunity at large, whih then attempts to enforeits norms through soial disapproval and/or santions.Norms often provide simpli�ed deision rules for omplex situations. They an propagate a ulture'svalues. Some norms are followed for ommuniation interations suh as telephone alls and letters.In the same way, Email, a relatively new ommuniation medium, is beginning to develop onventionsthat ditate its proper use. Netiquette desribe the onventions of Internet use. And, though it is a newmedium and its onventions are in ux, there is already disussion about what onstitutes deviationfrom the norms of the internet ommunity; what materials are allowed to be posted, and what ationsonstitute a rime. Over time, the onventions that develop will beome more solidi�ed and aepted,perhaps forming an amalgamation of di�erent ultural norms from around the world. However, it isworth noting that not all traditions are onstrutive.Norms and ulture frequently hange. Indeed, it's harateristi of human soiety that one generationreates a new ulture for the next generation.Deviane is straying from a ultural norm.Norms in virtual worlds and with multi-agent systems.
5.3.2. Social PowerFore versus persuasion.
5.3.3. DisinformationPeople often have very di�erent explanations of an event. This may simply be beause people havevery di�erent belief systems, beause self-presentation and persuasion are very human ativities, orperhaps even maliious obfusation and distortion. Many people do not fous on obtaining aurateinformation.Di�ering viewpoints versus intentional disinformation.Argumentation an go beyond a person's onsidered opinion. The are situations where there are stronginentives to lie and heat. Indeed, they often distort it. It may reet an aggressive ampaign ofdisinformation.Managing publi opinion (8.4.3). Out-right aggression.There are many strategies for deeiving people beyond simply lying.Information will often be manipulated and distorted to meet people's goals. Even if there isn't outrightdeeption, people often aept simple narratives or those that are onsistent with their prior beliefs
(4.5.0). There are many examples of distortion. In synhronous interation, there are many attributeswhih are diÆult for a ommuniator to ontrol. What's a lie anyway. Lies versus saving fae.Politiians often seem to indue onfusion by over-simpli�ation of a omplex issue. Similarly, they mayattempt to frame the debate { that is to emphasize partiular issues and alternatives { with perspetives



5.3. Social Control 167in their favor. Apply persuasion and attitude hange tehniques. People may have an inentive to useambiguous ategories. For instane, Robin Hood is viewed as either a hero or a riminal.
obfuscation examplePartial truths, Snow jobs. Inventing words or using ommon words with a non-standard meaning.Seleting presentation of information. Intentional distortion of information. Attitudinal hange (4.5.2).Distortion of information in organizations. In a ompetitive situation, knowledge gamesmanship (8.13.3).Gaming the system. \Human beings are a politial animal". Inentives for distortion. Suh as by on-men (Fig. 5.16). At the extreme, this may inlude outright lying.

Figure 5.16: In a confidence game, the con-man attempts to gain the trust of the mark. The Sting portrays an
example of a long con. That is a particularly involved con job. (check permission)Several steps may help to minimize false persuasion. Holding people aountable for their ations.Separating opinion and persuasion from fat. Roles, suh as journalism, whih promote a neutralperspetive. Compensate for distortions via information and media literay (5.12.2).Beause of these tendenies, organizations an beome badly distorted and mismanaged. They may nothave e�etive internal hek and balanes. Reward strutures in organizations an also alter the orga-nizational ulture, and organizational funtions and eonomi onsiderations may a�et the adoption oftehnology. \Who does the work and who gets the redit" is a ommon question regarding the introdu-tion of anything, but partiularly a new tehnology, whih alters the status quo [52]. These fators willalter an individual's pereption of how an organization works, or prevent them from atually oneivinga pereption in the �rst plae, and an unsuitable reward struture an hange views of whether or notan organization is \fair". Employees who view an organization as unfair, and are skeptial about therewards and punishments of sharing information, generally won't share that information.Group and organizational gamesmanship. Corruption. Non-transparent. Meetings held in seret.Government ontrats and agreements not made publi.Organizations are made up of individuals. Individual information behavior within ompartmentalizedorganizations often leads to \information hoarding". This ours when individuals in organizations havediÆulties sharing information. These diÆulties an be the result of organizational poliy regardingsuh matters, but an also be an individual response to the overall organizational ulture. Sientistssharing data (9.6.4).Intentional distortion of information as gamesmanship. There are some ommon ways information isdistorted suh as with false rhetori, invalid logi, and misleading statistis. Hoaxes.

5.3.4. Crime and Cyber-crimeThere are many ways that information systems will failitate riminal ativity. Failitate by mobilityand remote interation. Dark market for exhange of illiitly obtained information. Deviane.
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ScamsThese are often for �nanial gain or to failitate other riminal ativity. Attaks exeuted throughthe network or on information obtained through the network. Cyberrime and netwar are inreasinglyintertwined. Cyberrime and spam. Digital forensis (7.10.3). Money laundering.419 sam. Identity theft. RealID. Advane-fee sam. Stolen redit ards.Zombies.
Fraud and Fraud DetectionBanking and other �nanial transations generate extensive reords (4.4.4, 7.4.1). These reords needto be managed aurately and eÆiently, as mistakes will erode the trust of users. Baking reords,ombined with data mining tehniques, an help to prevent fraud. These reords may be mined (9.6.3) todetermine, whether a redit ard has been stolen and is being used by an unauthorized person. Adatabase ontaining reords of a onsumer's purhase history may be analyzed to determine if theirbuying patterns have hanged dramatially. Based on the suspiious pattern, a redit ard ompanymight ontat the ardholder to inquire whether the purhases shown in Fig. 5.17 should be authorized.Suh judgments would be enhaned by rih data about a person's past preferenes, in e�et reatingmodels of ustomers; of ourse, raises privay onerns (8.3.1). A real system would also onsider theindividual's history (4.10.2). Indeed, reality is a lot more omplex and there may be legitimate butunexpeted patterns of use. However, this an also be seen as algorithmi surveillane. Indeed, thereare dangers of false ausations from purely automati methods.

Date Time Purchase Amount Location

Jan. 1 2007 7 AM automobile tire $120 Jacksonville, FL

Jan. 1 2007 6 PM gasoline $24 Raleigh, NC

Jan. 1 2007 11 PM 17 hams $267 Richmond, VA

Figure 5.17: Is this a suspicious pattern of credit card purchases which might indicate fraud? Could a general
program be developed to detect such cases?

Figure 5.18: Fraudulent will.

CorruptionCorruption is violation of established organizational or government proedures. It is e�etively an adho tax on produtivity. However, it is diÆult to de�ne as it is diÆult to agree on what onstitutesproper proedures. Cronyism. Strong institutions help to minimize orruption. Free press and a reliablereords system (7.4.1), an help �ght orruption.Corruption ends up as a drag on e�etive funtioning on soiety. It often results from the ontrol ofinformation. Ideally all government information suh as budgets, taxes, and regulations would be fullyand learly available for publi aess. Bene�ial e�ets of freedom of information and transparenyin �ghting orruption. ipaidbribe Web site.
5.4. Social Data and Computational Sociology
5.4.1. Characterizing the Behavior of PeopleHuman mobility analysis.



5.5. Participation in Society 169Shopping ards.
5.4.2. Social Data and Social PredictionsSoial network and soial media data.
5.4.3. Social SimulationsCrowds. Individuals may show unpreditable behavior or but the average behavior of a rowd mayshow typial emergent behavior. There are inreasing attempts to simulated the behavior of rowdsand of individuals in rowds (Fig. 5.19). Arti�ial psyhology (4.7.0). Agent-based models ( A.10.4).

Figure 5.19: Actual crowd behavior in a panic (left) and a simulation of a crowd (center), and battle scene from Lord
of the Rings in which the individual characters are algorithmically controlled. (check permission)

5.4.4. Computational SociologyMulti-agent systems (7.7.8) whih explore issues of soial organization and interation. Alife ( A.10.4).Community behavior modeling.
Figure 5.20: Agent societies.

5.5. Participation in SocietySoial praties. Learning as soial partiipation. Soialization.
5.5.1. Self, Roles, and Identity

SelfIndividuals in soiety form a sense of self.\ Self emerges when a hild understands that he or she isdistint from their environment. The \self" helps to mediate and internalize the soial world[72]. Eahof us has an identity that we all \I," whih is separate from the rest of the world. However, visions ofthe self are often primarily soial; that is, we frequently understand ourselves by omparison to others:whereas that person is tall, I am short; whereas that person is sel�sh, I am generous. Regulation ofa�et leads to the developed of the self. Self as a narrative (6.3.6), Personal information management
(4.11.0).The self is also onstruted and projeted into a soial environment. We may be onerned with theway others see us | \Do I appear enthusiasti?" or \Do I appear greedy?" | and we adapt ourselvesaordingly. \Impression management" desribe how we often manage soial interations so that weontrol people's impressions of us. \Saving fae" is an example of this; doing (or not doing) somethingthat one does not want (or wants) to do simply beause the ation (or ination) will help to preservetheir image in the eyes of others [49].



170 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13People's self-reports are often inaurate. Self-narratives are the stories people tell themselves. (6.3.6).These is some basis in neurosiene [108]. These stories may be distorted and inaurate. Indeed, theyare greatly a�eted by our soial ontext. They are interrelated with the stories and impressions wehave. Personal narratives.Identity, spae and time and ulture. \home".
Roles, Role Playing, and IdentityIdentity and roles. Role-playing games (11.7.0). A variety of types of roles. Brain siene and identity

[43]. Roles versus onstraints. Self-presentation.Virtual identities are personae a user may adopt in a virtual environment (Fig. 5.21); these roles anbe adopted in muh the same way that an ator adopts haraters. In a sense, these non-task-orientedsessions may allow partiipants to role play; in many ases, an assumed identity may have nothing todo with a person's true identity [100]. This pratie has been seen to have both positive and negativeaspets. On the one hand, it allows people the freedom to experiment as di�erent haraters. Manypeople have advoated this as an opportunity for individuals to beome omfortable with an identity inan anonymous environment before expressing it in the real world, or that one expressed in this \safe"environment, they may no longer feel a desire to at on that personality in the real world. However,ritis have pointed out that no environment is truly \safe," and ations taken an have real-worldimpliations. The adoption of various roles an be deeptive, and violates ertain innately held soialbeliefs that we have regarding aountability for ation. Spatial aspet of virtual worlds. Guided toursthrough virtual spae.
Figure 5.21: Options for selecting characters for Second Life. (check permission)Taller avatars and players reation to them.Construting meaning. Culture as framing identity. Narrative and life story [71].Extended sense of self to inlude attahment to a onstellation of objets [?℄. Evoative objets. A�et

(4.6.2).Ators mimiking the identity of the people they are portraying.
5.5.2. Social Perception and Social Impression Formation: Attribution of Intention
and Responsibility

Social Categorization and PerceptionCategorization (2.1.1). [28] Soial ategorization. Pros and ons. Making generalizations based on justa few attributes. Stereotypes. Traits. A�etive input as groups. Emotion and attribution. Inevitablebut many onsequenes. Many examples: Disiplines. Relassi�ation an be a way to rede�ne soialpratie. Boundary objets and ommunities of pratie.DiÆulties of validity in applying any stereotypes.Kinship (5.1.1).
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AttributionPeople are highly tuned to what other people are doing. We naturally make attributions about theauses and reasons for that other person's ations. Indeed, people are highly tuned to other people'sbehavior and are ontinually looking for the auses of that behavior. Empathy (5.5.3). What is a persondoing and why are they doing it.Stereotypes. Plan reognition (3.7.2). Theory of mind/behavior ((se:theorymind)). Modeling attribu-tions. Mental models applied to soial interation.Expression reognition.Earlier we onsidered pereived ausation for physial objets (4.4.2). Analysis of \what is going on here".We are �nely tuned to what people typially do in given situations. We have strong expetations aboutwhat is reasonable and we make judgments about them based on those expetations.The ausation of soial ativities is partiularly omplex. As highly soial beings people almost ontinu-ally evaluate what other people are doing. When we see another person, we tend to form an impressionof what they are trying to do | their intention. Suppose we saw a person breaking into a ar: is thatperson trying to steal the ar or just getting at keys that are loked inside? There are many ues wemay use. Our analysis of another person's intentions depends on our estimates of the probability ofertain ations. These probabilities are a�eted by fators suh as our understanding of soial normsand how muh is known about the person in question aross a number of situations. Attributions andmodels of others. Attributions are often based on little evidene. This is part of what draws peopleinto on-jobs.Causation (4.4.2). Attribution and redit assignment. Self-attribution [77]. Cognitive fators in attribu-tion. Is a payment reasonable for an ativity? If not then the payment may not be pereived as anappropriate reward. Legal onept of proximate ause.When we see unexpeted behaviors, we look for explanations for them. Thus, if we see a person givingmoney to a shop keeper to pay for an item, we do not think muh about it. However, we may besurprised if we see a person intentionally inging money into the street. Suh expetations help usdetermine whether a person is responsible for an ation. Judgments of normative behavior is a type ofplan reognition (3.7.2). Narrative explanations (6.3.6) and irumstantial evidene. One ommon typeof attribution is judge responsibility.
5.5.3. Social Motivation: Binding and CohesionEarlier we onsidered motivation (4.6.0) but didn't fous on the soial dimension. Of ourse, there aremany types of soial motivation:Approval. A�etion. Traditions, memorials. Breaking bread. Gossip. Maliious gossip. Informationsharing. Nuaned information sharing. Seletive dislosure of information to other people. A�et
(4.6.2).Empathy is feeling emotions similar to those felt by another person. Mirror neurons. Soial brain
( A.12.2). Empathy from maternal are. Arti�ial empathy (Fig. 5.22). Horror movies. Empathy and alose ommunity.
5.5.4. Social Learning and ImitationWhen we interat with other people we learn about them and we also learn more about how to atin soial situations { known as soial learning ( A.12.2). A lot of soial learning is simply wathing tosee how other people do things. Looking up beause other people are looking up. In some ases, thelearning seems to be more diretly wired in. This may inlude important skills suh as self-regulation,delay of grati�ation [73], arousal management (4.6.2), ulture learning (5.8.2).Soial learning takes plae in many ways; the experiene we gain from interating with others individ-
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Figure 5.22: Instilling empathy. (check permission)ually, as groups, observing others and the images, fats, and values that we are exposed to from themedia and soiety as a whole all ontribute to our soial learning. We will disuss di�erent aspets ofsoial learning and how eah may add to our individual understanding of our environment. Viariouslearning and imitation. One way we learn about how to behave in soiety is by observing and thenimitating other people[26]. Children learn by imitating their parents. Imitation serves both learning andsoial bonding. By observation, individuals begin to understand what is allowed in soiety and whatis deemed improper | imitation is the enatment of these understandings. Thus initiation ontributesto fads, and hysterias.Even adults may imitate what they see on TV, read about in magazines, or experiene in media games.Indeed, people sometimes treat omputers as though they were soial ators. Modeling behavior.
Figure 5.23: Imitation and social learning. (check permission)

5.5.5. Social Navigation, and Social Filtering: Recommend er SystemsA reommender system makes suggestions about ontent that may be of interest to a user.
Public RecommendationsLike button. Used in soial searh (10.11.1).
Information ReferralsOne type of reommendation is interpersonal and is based on the knowledge of preferenes or roleof olleagues. A set of olleagues an be a type of soial network. This is a type of ollaborativeinformation retrieval. [50] (Fig. 5.24). \Hey look at this." Re-tweets.

Figure 5.24: Collegial referral.

Anonymous RecommendationsThe suggestions are often based on ratings and usage by others. Reommender systems may also beused to generate personalized advertisements targeted to spei� individuals or groups. Relevane and



5.5. Participation in Society 173reommendation system. People like you. How friendship networks behave. Usage information is nowwidely inorporated in many servies.In a seond type of reommender system, the data is anonymous. Typially, these are ratings thatother people make about it. Indeed, these rating are a type of representation. People's use of par-tiular materials or partiular types of materials is measured, and that measure is used to determinelikely preferenes for additional materials. In most ases, retrieval and �ltering are based on mathingattributes of the douments. By measuring the preferenes for a partiular lass of douments (saymovies, for example) of a large number of people aross wide segments of a ommunity, patterns ofpreferene are able to be determined. If you and I onsistently like the same kinds of movies, and Ilike a new movie, there is a good hane that you also will like that new movie. This approah workfor multimedia douments from whih it is diÆult to extrat mathable symbols. This is the mostuseful method for retrieving aestheti ontent preferenes in formats suh as entertainment videos [56]and musi [91]. There are also obvious appliations for this tehnology in targeted advertising.Prediting hidden interests.Behavior modi�ation through gami�ation.This is a type of soial medium for soial metadata. To make aurate preferene assessments, however,it is neessary to ollet data from many people; unfortunately, the olletion proess may be intrusive.In the video example, individuals need to rate a large number of videos for the system to be e�etive.This type of data may be olleted diretly (expliitly) or indiretly (impliitly). Fig. 5.25 showshypothetial preferene ratings on seven items (olumns) by four users (rows). In addition, three of thefour users have rated the hypothetial target item. If we want to predit user 4's rating of the targetitem, we ould look at whih of the other user's ratings for the other items were most similar to user4's. When we do this, we an see that the ratings of User 1 are similar; thus, we might expet thatUser 4's rating of the target item would also be omparable to that of User 1.
Video

1 2 3 4 5 6 Target

1 9 1 4 8 3 0 2
Person 2 3 0 9 2 3 8 1

3 2 8 7 9 3 1 7
4 8 3 3 7 8 2 ?

Figure 5.25: Hypothetical ratings of seven items by four users. What is the prediction of the preferences of Person
4 on the target video?Correlations are a partiularly e�etive method for alulating reommendations aross registered users.Fig. 5.26 shows the pair-wise orrelations for all the users. Correlations range from −1.0 (perfetlyunorrelated) to +1.0 (perfetly orrelated). We an on�rm our impression about users 1 and 4 bynoting that the orrelation between their sores is +0.74.

User
1 2 3 4

User 1 -
2 -0.14 -
3 +0.10 -0.40 -
4 +0.74 -0.49 -0.11 -

Figure 5.26: Correlations between the user ratings in Fig. 5.25. The large correlations suggest strong similarity (or
dissimilarity) which can be useful for making preference predictions?While the orrelation between Users 1 and 4 is the strongest, some of the other orrelations are alsosubstantial, albeit negative. User 3 tends to predit the opposite of User 4 (orrelation of -0.49). Thus,



174 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13we might also expet that these two would also di�er on the target. While User 3's rating for thetarget is high, we would expet User 4 to be low. However, the ratings of User 2 and User 4 were alsonegatively orrelated, but User 2's rating of the target was low, whih appears inonsistent with thepreditions about the target obtained from Users 1 and 3. For muh larger problems suh as the Netixprize; apply methods suh as those used for text proessing.Although reommender systems fous on omparisons aross people, they an also be used to examineomparisons aross douments (suh as books or videos) when linked by individual preferene. Fig. 5.27shows a map generated by individual seletion of two books | \an individual who bought book `X'also bought book `Y.' The dots on the map represent book `Y.' Notie that two lear groups of booksemerge, representing a user (buyer) purhase pattern. Presumably, this reets belief systems (4.5.0).More omplex reommendations [12]. Filter bubble. Impliations of reommendations for eommere.

Figure 5.27: A 2-D visualization of book preferences based on co-purchases[64]. There is a clear separation of
books by political orientation. (check permission)Online ratings. Tend to be positive. Self-seleting population of raters. Produt rating site.Dimensionality redution applied to preferenes. Referene itation (10.10.2) networks an also be usedas reommender systems; by harting the patterns of who ites whom, it is possible to determine areasof interest between di�erent researhers. The same is true of Web sites.Serendipity. Diversity of reommendations is desirable.

5.6. Small Groups and Computer-Supported Collaborative Wo rkPeople are soial reatures | we bond, interat, and ompete. From these interations, we form groups,organizations, ultures, and soieties. All of these shared endeavors involve the exhange of informationin some form, often with other members of a group. People often form groups to omplete tasks. Somegroups, like military patrols, are highly organized and regimented. Others, like a group of friends whomeet for lunh, are informal. Beause some groups adopt formal strutures, we an examine how welldi�erent strutures a�et the ompletion of di�erent tasks, and we an look at the proesses thesegroups adopt. Some soial strutures more suited to aomplishing ertain types of tasks. Sometimes,groups are a part of larger soial units suh as organizations (5.7.0) or ommunities (5.8.2). This analso a�et how a group is organized and how well it funtions. Find levels of ontinuity in task-oriented group ativities. Groups o-onstruting knowledge. Shared resoures. Computer-supportedooperative work (CSCW). A�etive feeling of working with the group and separating a�et from thegroups needs. Individual approahes and group omposition. Development of a group ulture whihinludes ways of speaking and interating. Ultimately, this leads to the development of ommunities ofpratie (5.8.2).Conformity. Group-think. Meeting > Task > Projet > Organization
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Figure 5.28: A flock of geese on land (left) are less structured but some groups have a clear structure like the geese
in flight (right) (check permission)(get new photos).

5.6.1. Group Structure: Roles and RulesWhen groups of people work together in teams they develop di�erent roles. These are not unlike broadersoial roles but they are more foused on the ativities at hand. These roles a�et the ommuniationand interation patterns whih are inter-related with the group struture. Fig. ?? displays two extremesof group struture. On the left, all the interation is mediated by the person in the enter. On the rightthere is no suh entralized organization, and interation is possible at all levels. Group ommuniationstruture helps to determine the information ow and deision proesses. However, the omposition ofthe group is also a fator. This is an example of struturation (5.1.2).Struturation. Creating groups whih an e�etively solve problems.Roles may be formal (expliit) or informal (impliit). Formal roles are generally well-established andare assoiated with spei� responsibilities for supporting the organization's goals (5.7.2). There mayalso be informal roles in unstrutured soial interation. Some people may be the \sounding-board"or the \lown". The leader, or in some ases the group as a whole, ensures that the desired goals arebeing aomplished. Managers are often leaders, but \leadership" is distint from management. In aformal setting, this speialization is a learly de�ned role. Groups often have a task leader who movesthe group toward its goal, and a soial leader who failitates relationships within the group. We willrevisit several of these issues later when onsidering organizations (5.7.2). However, in small informalgroups, the roles are uid. Role-playing games (11.7.0).
Group Processes and Decision MakingThe group dynamis of juries are legendary. Jury deliberation is perhaps the most distilled and pro-totypial example of group deision making. This is one example of soial deision making. In a juryroom, a small group of people has a pool of shared knowledge, and they must analyze that knowledgeand reah a onsensus. Groups di�er in the ease with whih they reah onsensus. Group opinionsinterat with group tasks. Building shared understanding among group members. Indeed, the proe-dures and artifats of the group themselves hannel e�etive outomes. This is often referred to asdistributed ognition. Interpersonal persuasion within the group.When groups are engaged in a task, the members of the group bring di�erent bakground but the grouprequires oordination to funtion e�etively. like individuals they generally follow a Look→Decide→Doproess. That proess might be modi�ed or expanded slightly to aommodate the group dynami(Fig. 5.30). Problem solving (3.7.1). Following this model, the jury would analyze the task before them(to reah a deision), ollet the information (the evidene presented to them), formulate resolutions(state their opinions and the reasons for them), and vote. This proess may be more or less regimentedfor di�erent groups and situations, but the proess is very thorough and deisions made by small groupsan be better than deisions made by individuals. This may be attributed to the mixing of deision-making proesses (3.4.1) with soial dynamis, whih fores individuals to formulate their rationales indi�erent ways, thus allowing them to more losely analyze their own position. Strutured disussionsan help a group to omplete tasks (3.4.3) by helping the group to navigate e�etively the steps of the
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Figure 5.29: Group decision processes are evident in jury deliberations as has been illustrated by many movies.
Here is a frame from the film classic 12 Angry Men. In this movie, one juror gradually persuades the others to his
point of view. (different picture) (check permission)mental model. There has to be some ommonality and overlap of onepts between members of thegroup. This allows individuals to better understand their own role within the group by understandingthe roles of others. Collaborative information retrieval (10.3.2).

Analyze the problem
?

Collect information and explore options
?

Formulate resolution
?

Find consensus
?

Act -

6
�

Figure 5.30: Stages in group problem solving. Note the similarity to the Look→Decide→Do process.

Changing Group OpinionsThe opinions of the group evolve through interation. Indeed, the tendeny is for groups to shift theiropinions over the ourse of disussion to more extreme positions ompared to the original average ofthe group; this is known as the \risky shift" or \group polarization" phenomenon [97]. When an indi-vidual attempts to highlight the di�erenes between their position and a di�erent, perhaps ompetingposition, they are likely to phrase their argument in an extreme, polarized way. Having ommittedto the argument, however, an individual is loath to modify it while a part of the group, even thoughindividually they may think it is a little extreme. This overlaps with the models of attitude hange wehave disussed for individuals (4.5.2). This may make it diÆult to develop a onsensus within a group.There are developed tehniques that may make it easier to do this, however. Taking an initial surveypartiipant's positions helps to prevent the adoption of more extreme views, and fostering onstrutive,strutured dialog helps to maintain group fous on the task at hand.
Shared Representations and Shared KnowledgeShared knowledge also inludes shared proedures. Distributed ognition. Instantiation of sharedknowledge in artifats with varying degrees of formality. Coneptual models (4.4.1)and shared oneptualmodels.Individual with knowledge: One or more individuals know the answer to a question.Interloking knowledge: Di�erent people in the group have di�erent parts of the answer.Group has e�etive proesses: The group an �nd or derive the answer.Suppose we ask a group or organization to answer a question. Even if no one person knows the entireanswer, the group may be able to synthesize the answer, or the group may have proedures that allowit to develop an answer. Just beause one person in the group has a good answer, it does not mean



5.6. Small Groups and Computer-Supported Collaborative Work 177that the group as a whole will ome up with the right answer. That is, there is shared knowledge arossmembers of the group. Indeed, there are several senses in whih knowledge an be shared. The groupmay develop ommon proedures for aomplishing tasks. Or, they may have ommon reords.
5.6.2. CSCW, Collaborative Task Environments and Socialbl e SystemsInformation systems an enhane group interation. Small group interation is supported by CSCWsystems. Organizational interation is, typially, supported by knowledge management systems (7.3.1).Using various information systems, ollaboration between individuals an be distributed in both spaeand time [2]. Beause the ost and e�ort of travel an be substantial, ollaborative systems, sometimesalled \groupware," an be extremely ost e�etive. Email an failitate disussion between partiipantsspread over the entire world at di�erent times of the day. Other ollaborative software aims to failitateknowledge building by maintaining a reord or log of onversations or work performed on an internetportal. This is termed omputer-supported ooperative work (CSCW).Collaborative information seeking.De�ning how work an be aomplished, espeially distributed work. Artiulation work [46]. Artifatsand environments. Group interation an be nuaned and shift rapidly. Collaboration in siene (9.2.3).Co-evolution from synergies among partiipants.Work praties desribe what people atually do to aomplish tasks. This is often rather di�erentfrom the formal spei�ation of the work (3.5.1). Generally should math work pratie to omputersupport. Co-evolution of work praties and system apabilities. Moreover, the both the work and thesystem apabilities will hange and the other omponents need to adapt.

Figure 5.31: Coordinating the activities of a medical team in a hospital emergency room is so complex and has so
many exceptions that it is not yet able to be automated very well. (check permission)Collaborative Information Behavior. Building shared understandings. Collaborative simulation.CSCW (5.6.2). Collaboration. Remote ollaboration and soial interation. The tehnology allows this,but is it a good idea?Collaborative environments. Collaboration platform. This environment uses a desktop as a spatialmetaphor for the interfae; partiipants an ollaborate, douments an be shared, and ad hoc workgroups an be onstruted. Sharing resoures.Sharepoint. Telework.Creating awareness of o-workers. Collaborative operating piture.Interfaes for ollaborative design (5.6.2).Collaborative information environments (10.3.2).
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(7.9.6) we onsider various models of soial interation in the next hapter. Designing soial interationpatterns and roles while also designing the information system.Partiipants need mental models of the tasks and of the other players. Versus oÆe automation.Information management for many types of ollaboration.Problem of groupthink.Inludes oordination among players.Spontaneous distributed oordination for awareness of what other team members are doing.Soial interation an be a�eted by the tehnologies mediating it. On one hand, tehnology an limitthe rihness of the interation. On the other hand, the human ativity will often adapt to onstraintstake advantages of opportunities.Struturation and the organization of meetings.Collaborative task analysis.
5.6.3. Supporting Face-to-Face Meetings and Co-located Co llaborationInformation systems an failitate many aspets of group interation, inluding meetings. The purposeof meetings is to aomplish goals. Often, the goal of a meeting may be to determine a strategy toaomplish a larger goal. Managing a disussion and keeping a ivil disourse. Nonetheless, informationsystems an help. Determining the tasks. Strutured, possibly task-oriented, disussion A little later,we will onsider distributed meetings (5.6.6).Supporting the dynamis of fae-to-fae, small-group interation an be invaluable in the artiulation ofthe group's shared work objets, the aomplishment of its tasks, and in failitating the group proessitself. They allow people to sit together and olletively work to get something done. Fae-to-faemeetings, however, go beyond mere verbal ommuniation. Body language and eye ontat an bejust as ommuniative as words, often unonsiously so. Observing eye gaze an be useful in judgingan individual's interest during a meeting, espeially as the thread of onversation shifts quikly arossindividuals and topis. Analyzing partiipant attention using information reording devies an helpto determine what portions of a meeting are e�etive. One way to inrease attention is to use wall-size displays or white-board displays around whih people gather for demonstrations or ollaboration(Fig. 5.32). Collaborative interfaes. Awareness of what other team members and what they are doing.Collaborative work spaes. Awareness of o-workers. Failitating the ohesion and funtioning of agroup.Meeting struture agendas, minutes, ivil disourse. Verbal interation (6.4.0).

Figure 5.32: Group interaction can be based around artifacts such as a computer.
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5.6.4. Recording MeetingsSuppose that a ompliated design problem is disussed at a meeting; later, one of the partiipantswants to review what was said. The reords of individual meetings are alled \meeting arhives" or\meeting memories". This ould be an entire multimedia reording or it ould fous on the organi-zational business onduted at the meeting. Typially these are ad ho and relate to organizationalknowledge management (7.3.1) more than to formal arhives (7.5.1). Continuum from personal infor-mation management (4.11.0). to larger and more organized groups and all of these aess and reateinformation resoures. Muh less than meeting minutes.These tools provide ontinuity aross sessions. More than just meeting support but part of broaderativities. Reording deisions so that the issues don't have to be revisited and re-opened. Theseprovide ontinuity aross time. However, the minutes of a meeting are often brief and reet moreorganizational politis than an aurate rendering of a disussion.The disussion of the meeting ould be overed by an argumentation systems (6.3.5) or for the reordsof a design group, there ould be a design rationale (3.8.7). Having a reording of the meeting an behelpful for determining onversational dynamis; not just what was said, but how it was said. That it,indexing the meaning is ruial and an be very diÆult. This an be important for meetings regardingpoliy issues, as a person's body language or tone might say more than their words. Meeting arhivesan also be useful for explaining the role of one domain within a large organization. Representation is amajor onsideration for reords of meetings. The representation a�ets the ease with whih informationabout the meeting an be retrieved later. A meeting arhive system should failitate �nding eventsin the reord of that meeting (e.g., [48]). DiÆulty with the representation of representational gestureswhih are used in the meeting.
5.6.5. Effects of Modalities for Remote Interaction and Dev eloping Social PresenceA tehnology-mediated onversation will be di�erent from a fae-to-fae onversation. Connetivity
(5.1.5). Members of a group are often geographially dispersed, and this alters some of the fundamentalaspets of interation. In many distane ommuniation environments, partiipants are unable to seeone another, whih limits the unspoken ommuniation that normally takes plae in onversation (6.4.0).When a group is interating together through a tehnology-mediated interfae, it an beome diÆultto realize di�erent elements of the group dynami, and people might not be able to grasp the roles thatome naturally to them in an atual fae-to-fae meeting. Even text messaging an be onsidered as amedium. The more omplex the message, the riher the ommuniation medium needed. Deeption.Fae-to-fae interation is the gold standard for ommuniation [41]. It is the ideal to whih all om-muniation mediation tehnology aspires, and muh e�ort has been, and will ontinue to be, spentdeveloping di�erent interfaes that not only reah that ideal, but augment it. It is frequently laimedthat it is diÆult to establish a relationship solely by eletroni means; at this point in time, that doesseem to be the ase. However, it is often possible to produe produtive eletroni interation one thedynamis of the group have been established fae-to-fae. Apparently, there is a greater tendeny to lieby email than in other more diret ommuniation modalities [?℄. Artifat exhange for remote work.

Social PresenceSoial presene is the awareness of other people[92]. Individuals inrease their ativity or improve theirperformane due to the presene of others. Soial failitation. Even avatars an reate a sense of soialpresene in some situations [85]. In fae-to-fae interation, gaze is one indiation of soial attention.Fig. 5.33 shows an automati system to trak gaze. It is an element used in the judging of emotionand in the attribution on intention; it is a lue used when wathing others and when traking theonversation. Mutual gaze, that is, eye ontat between two people, is a sign that the other person ispaying attention. Simulated gaze is a fator giving onversational agents natural interation Curiously,while video does not provide signi�ant additional information for ompleting most tasks over audiohannels, it is often preferred. This is the ase even though some tasks an atually be ompleted bestwith audio. From this, preferene appears to be a funtion of the rihness of the medium [35] Perhaps
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Figure 5.33: Gaze can indicate points of attention in a meeting. Gaze can be assessed by reference points on the
face[96]. (check permission)suprisingly, attery by a omputer agent an be very e�etive for motivating people [?℄.Some e�ets of ommuniation modalities are best explained by the saliene of ues, or the obviousnessof the interation. When meeting with a group of people fae-to-fae, one annot help but realize thatthere exists an interation situation; when being spoken to, it is understood that the person speakingshould be the fous of the listener's attention. Similarly, tehnology used to mediate ommuniation,partiularly ommuniation between people in di�erent loations, should not allow the modality itselfto draw the partiipant's attention. We may listen more intently to an audio-only presentation thanto a mixed-media interation. This is beause in a mixed-media interation, a portion of our attentionis diverted toward the images rather than the substane of what is being said.New ommuniations tehnologies and devies provide new modes of soial interation.Soial presene from interative robots.P This ould be helpful for autisti hildren.

Shared Artifacts and Augmented SpacesMany meetings and disussions are based around douments, diagrams, or other artifats, some ofwhih may be eletroni. In virtual meetings where not all the partiipants are loated in the sameplae, onversational anhors allow for group interation entered on partiular objets.Some allow for interative skething on a shared objet, suh as \live boards," whih let partiipantsinterat diretly with eah other on shared writing spaes. A live board or an eletroni marker boardan also reate a long-term reord of the information that has appeared on it.Other shared objets may inlude organization and/or meeting support doumentation that struturesthe ow or agenda of the ollaboration. And, just as in the real-world, oordination is neessary tomanage people who may be involved at di�erent stages of projet development | notes of previousmeetings an be part of the shared objet olletion.
Figure 5.34: Shared information resources often provide support for distributed cognition. Here’s a tracking slip
user by air traffic controllers as a record for a flight. The highly structured slips provide a quick overview of the flight
and can be easily transferred across shift changes. Recognizing how the are used can be helpful for developing
computerized air traffic control tools. (check permission)Shared artifats for ompleting tasks. Shared understanding of the group ativities by its members.Proedures a�et human interation. Fig. 5.35.
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Figure 5.35: Multi-user touch surface (DiamondTouch). This could be used for local or remote manipulation of virtual
objects. (check permission)

5.6.6. Shared Virtual Spaces and Media SpacesInformation systems an support virtual teams. Information systems an provide a portal betweentwo physial spaes These portals are alled \media spaes," and they beome a part of the workingenvironment. Remote pereptionMedia spaes an be soial environments with a oneptual spae for people and resoures. Mediaspaes range from telephone alls to inter-oÆe video links and video onferening. A virtual mediaspae is very similar to a real shared spae, and ommon norms apply: there must be a mutualawareness that everybody is sharing the medium, and appropriate (5.3.1) behavior should be establishedto aommodate everyone's needs. Media spaes allow partiipants to meet and disuss ommon itemsas if they shared the same oÆe.When several people work together in virtual spaes, these spaes are alled Collaborative VirtualEnvironments (CVEs). A CVE an provide a neutral, foused, and dediated meeting ground forpartiipants. CVEs aim to ensure that all partiipants are aware of the same things (11.10.3). Inthis environment, douments an be shared among the partiipants; video and audio ommuniationhannels an also be oordinated. Avatars and onversational agents.Roles in a ommunity of inquiry: initiator, failitator, ontributor, knowledge-eleitator, viarious-aknowledger, ompliator, loser, passive-learner. [103]Soio-tehnial disussions. In other ases, a number of researhers may share researh instrumentssuh as a large telesope. Suh shared resoures and the soial struture around them are alled a\ollaboratory" (5.6.6). These ollaborations beome part of a full-sale interation environment thatallows groups to pool resoures, data, and knowledge. Simpliity is often with regard to CVEs. It isdiÆult to beat email as a exible medium for ollaboration over distane. While it may not provideall the bells and whistles of other tehnologially advaned ollaborative environments, it is diret andeasy to use. Conferene review systems.
5.6.7. From Meetings to Teams and ProjectsTeams are more stable than groups A team, espeially a team engaged in highly tehnial ativities,needs members who speialize. Moreover, to support omplex ollaborative tasks suh as design, weneed a olletion of speialized, interloking tools. Rather than developing generi environments forollaboration, it is better to onsider ollaboration on spei� ativities. To do so, we must ask whattools are required in partiular ollaborative environments, and then apply those onsiderations todesign. Many tehnologies have evolved sine onferene alls were �rst introdued: virtual meetings
(5.6.6), video onferening, shared visual spaes (e.g., information spaes suh as white boards), andshared window systems. There is, a need to information oordination in projets and, ultimately,organizations. New information environments are evolving quikly, like team rooms[18], threaded emaildisussions (10.3.2), distane eduation, group deision support systems (GDSS) (3.4.3), and softwaredevelopment environments (7.9.3).Team formation.



182 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Colletive reasoning. Strutured analysis system. Issue-based information system (IBIS).Hybrid loal-remote teams. Group and projet reords.Team members sharing expertise. Intranets (7.3.6). From teams to task-oriented online ommunitiessuh at the editing of Wikipedia (5.8.2).Formal meetings and side hannels.Some teams never meet in person; they are virtual teams. Information tehnology allows work teamsto be distributed. Get groups to work and learn together. These are notable in restrited modalities ofinteration. Communiation modalities and soial presene (5.6.5). Collaboration in distane eduation.Virtual math teams [95]. CVEs. When the teams are part of a long term, for instane, when they arepart of virtual organizations (5.7.3) there needs to be signi�ant sharing and trust so that eah memberwill make appropriate ontributions.
5.7. OrganizationsOrganizations are soial systems formed of individual units working together for a ommon goal; that is,they are task oriented and have a relatively formal struture. Organizations need to balane exibilityand eÆient proessing to adapt to hange. Organizations fae the additional hallenge of balaningindividual needs with organizational goals. In any event, information the glue that keeps the organiza-tion funtioning. Knowledge management (7.3.1), Sharing information in organizations an be diÆult.Organizations are dynami and often have hanges of personnel and mission. First, we onsider organi-zational struture and then organizational proesses. From mission, to goals, to struture. Informationties the organization together.
5.7.1. Organizational StructureOrganizational struture is formalized in the units in an organization and the lines of managementfor them. It also reets the lines of formal information ow and ontrol. Some organizations arestrutured, while others are adaptive and exible. Control in a traditional organization is generallyhierarhially strutured (Fig. 5.36). General poliies are artiulated at the top level and they areimplemented at the lower levels. Other organizational types are more loosely strutured, with ontroland deision making spread out over a larger area. Organizations like this may inlude universities, ormore broadly, a federation of states. The management struture of an organization depends on the levelof ontrol required for the tasks to be ompleted. Information exists at all levels of an organization, asdoes interation. Even in traditional organizations, in addition to the formal lines of ommuniation,there are usually many dynami work relationships and informal hannels of ommuniation. Thisstruture is partiularly e�etive for traditional manufaturing organizations. However, it assumesdi�erent levels of information at di�erent levels of the organization so it is less e�etive for information-intensive organizations. Organizational behavior. Hierarhies failitate oordination, motivation, andtraining[34]. Organizations have lear boundaries. The organizational struture usually desribes pathsof both information ow and ontrol.
5.7.2. Organizational Processes: Workflow and ControlOrganizational struture is interwoven with workow. Roles within an organization speify ativities as-soiated with ompleting tasks. Typially, these roles are formally spei�ed. A university has roles suhas Professor and Dean; eah oupies a di�erent level of authority and has di�erent work to perform.In soiety at large, soial organization is failitated by the \division of labor"[42]; rather than havingevery individual do everything to omplete an ativity, individuals speialize, and beome an expertat partiular ativities. UML (3.10.2) an be applied to the desription of organizational informationow. Struture and roles are intertwined with proesses. Organizational ontrol has previously beendesribed as the ow of resoures (people and money). In a highly strutured organization, individualsare often assigned roles. Roles are formed from groups of ativities required by organizational tasks.These roles may inlude \foreman" or \programmer". Organizations are strutured groups that have
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Figure 5.36: Traditional hierarchical management structure for an organization. Decision control flows from the top
and information relevant to making those decisions flows up from the bottom.ohesion and ontinuity. They generally work together toward a ommon goal within a framework.Though, of ourse, split loyal is often a major issue. Formal desriptions of proesses.Information is essential for the management of omplex organizations. Control[27]. Not every organiza-tional ativity an be formalized. These are organizational praties rather than organizational rules.OÆe workers often spend more time handling exeptions rather than routine matters. Suh taitknowledge is partiularly important in hanging environments in whih new paradigms are emerging

[98]. Silos.As we shall see in (8.11.2), this generally makes organizations smaller and the boundaries and interfaesbetween organizations more important.OÆe work as pratial ation in whih deision making and problem solving are ritial.Multitasking and interrupt-driven task ativities.Measuring produtivity in oÆe work.
Information Flow and Workflow in OrganizationsConsistent with business proess spei�ation (8.11.2) and objet-oriented design (3.9.3). Presriptivework ontrol systems. Workow spei�ation is a type of situated planning. Roles must be mathedto the apabilities and the shedule of the individuals whih �ll them. Traditionally, those at thetop of the organizational ladder determine for the organization to funtion smoothly. Organizationaldeisions should ome as a result of an analysis of the desired goals and the existing proedures.The framing of organizational deision needs a�et information needs and information seeking. Intraditional organizations, there are usually formal proesses. However, in real life, organizations don'talways follow those proesses. For instane, organizational ativities may also inlude less formallyde�ned proedures known as shadow funtions. Worklfow leading to preservation (7.5.3). There anbe too muh emphasis on proess.Information may be viewed as the glue whih holds an organization together. Control from one partof an organization to another. Parts of an organization must ommuniate to fous ativities, suh assheduling meetings or designing new produts. Thus, an organization is likely to have an informationinfrastruture that inludes libraries, intranets, training, and databases. Some information systemsontrol and trak the ow of a produt through manufaturing (prodution). Other systems ontrolommuniation and information itself. These systems and roles are foused on the management ofinformation within a group or organization. \Gatekeepers" are those members of a group or organizationwho mediate between the outside environment and the group[20]. They do a type of information �ltering

(3.2.3); that is, they systematially ollet information from the external environment and forward it toindividuals inside the organization. While this sounds nefarious, it often onsists of identifying trends,marketplae indiators, or other bene�ial information to those who an use it. In addition to the



184 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13formal hain of ommand in an organization, there is also interation in work teams and simply fromfriendships (5.1.0,  A.3.5).Information may ow smoothly within an organization but introduing information systems may notalways be suessful. Like the theory of struturation and the soio-tehnial model, it is best for anorganization to use an emergent model in the adoption of information systems and new tehnology
(7.9.6). This allows the development of strutures, proesses and systems to �t the overall task.Representing information ow in organizations. Managing inentives.
5.7.3. Individuals in OrganizationsOrganizations should be designed to e�etively proess information, as it is one of the most integralelements of an organization. Clearly, information is ritial in an organization and there are spei�positions within a ompany designed to manage it. We fous on soial interation within organizationsand basi organizational strutures and proesses. Later, we will examine variations of these basimodels. Stories and the organizational ulture. Individuals often do not fully share the goals of anorganization. Rather, those individuals' involvement may be based on other inentives.Soiability and soial networks in organizational environments. When does an individual deide toshare information in an organization?Individuals in organizations may ask the question of what is going on here? This is organizational\sense-making" [105] (3.1.1). This emphasizes the ambiguity of soial onstruts. A ommittee, utsaross funtional areas. Organizations are made up of individuals so it is worth onsidering the orga-nization from the perspetive of the individual. We might ask how individuals reat in the ontext oforganizations[104]. Critial thinking as sense-making. Organizational narratives versus reality. Internallogi for organizational deision making.Soio-tehnial interation networks.
5.7.4. Politics and Power in Organizations
5.8. Institutions and Communities
5.8.1. InstitutionsInstitutions maintain soiety's values and, thus, the oherene of soiety. Some institutions, suh asmarriage, family and religion, are broad soial onventions whih are related to norms. Other institu-tions suh as the judiiary are related to the government. Still other institutions suh as universities,museums, and libraries. Establishing soially desirable behavior [40]. But, other institutions involves�nanial institutions are also information intensive.Institutions have momentum and are diÆult to hange. Information is essential for most institutionsbut some are information institutions (7.1.0). Management in institutions. Institutions are, of ourse,soial reations.Institutions are often resistane to adapt to hanging situations. At times, this an be of value. Atother times it an be frustrating.Mission reep.
5.8.2. CommunitiesA ommunity, loosely de�ned, is a group of people with a sense of oherene and interdependene. Thisoherene an be the result of geography and government | the most traditional sense of ommunity| or it an be the result of a shared identifying harateristi, interest, or profession. A ommunity anusually be haraterized as a partiularly losely interonneted soial network often with signi�antsoial apital between the members.Unlike most organizations, ommunities rarely have a formal struture or roles. Members may at



5.8. Institutions and Communities 185under shared values, whih might lend ohesion to the group and lead to the development of a networkof ommitments, but ommunities generally do not have a de�ned struture suh as is ommon inorganizations. Community members an also o�er eah other mutual support and sometimes e�etiveonit resolution. Information is interwoven with ommunities. indeed, virtual ommunities areentirely mediated by information servies. Beyond simple task ompletion, ommunities failitatesoiability (5.1.1). Sholarly ommunity (9.0.0). Communities are often based around information andinformation exhange.Traditionally, a ommunity is omposed of people who live near eah other, and they generally havea ommon a government, eonomy, and eology. Some harateristis of ommunities are shown inFig. 5.38.
Type Description

Proximity Community by virtue of spatial proximity.
Practice Share knowledge and responsibilities.
Interest Shared non-task oriented activities.

Figure 5.37: Some types of communities. (merge into text)

Aspect Description

Cohesion The sense of there being a group identity.
Effectiveness The community gets things done.
Help The ability of members to ask for and receive help from other members.
Relationships The likelihood that members will interact individually.
Language The use of a specialized language.
Self-Regulation The ability of the group to police itself.

Figure 5.38: Some attributes of communities (adapted from[87]).

Figure 5.39: Communities may form clusters in social networks.

Community DynamicsLegitimay of ommunity membership and respet for opinions. Regulating behavior or members. Com-mon bonds and empathy with other ommunity members. Beoming parts of a group. Soialization.
Community Information PracticeMembers of a ommunity share many information needs. Newspapers (8.13.7). Radio stations. Citi-zen journalism. Wikdelphia. Geographi fators in topi models. Communities maintain knowledge.Community arhive. Community Repositories.Digital inlusion.As ommunities develop, reording their interations and history beomes more important, and varioustypes of information systems may be developed for the purpose. In towns, for example, informationsystems suh as a newspaper or radio station may inform people of ommunity ativities, and keepthem abreast of news, events, and history. These reords an beome a \ommunity memory," whihdouments important events or just traks the development of the ommunity and its progress. In thearea of information systems and ommunity memory, ommunities of pratie are the most developed



186 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13and ontribute the most to our understanding of the relationship between information siene andsystems and varying ideas of ommunity. Community informatis. Making information available for aommunity. This ould be a government information servie or it ould be related to reords.
Community ModelsCan inlude data about infrastruture.
Communities of PracticePeople who work together beause there are synergies in their skills and knowledge. Membershipprovides a type of soial apital. Failitates information sharing among members. Disussing workpraties. Situated learning suh as apprentieships. Pratie leads to ation. Communities of pratieoften support knowledge olletion and dissemination related to their �eld. Peripheral learning of taitinformation by observation of the group. Professional pratie (5.12.4). In-group and out-group.
Professions and Professional CommunitiesProfessions have a speialized body of expertise. They generally involve extensive training and uphold-ing professional values. Professions and institutions (5.8.1).Groups of professional in a given area may form professional assoiations. There is also a down-side inthat they an also exlude outsiders. Guilds. Professional assoiation.Members of professions as law, journalism, and mediine as well as raftspeople suh as plumbers andeletriians, form ommunities of pratie. Sharing knowledge with stories. Communities and soialnetworks.Professional assoiations. These are learned soieties (9.1.1). usually set ethial standards and dissem-inate tehnial information of relevane to their members. Craftspeople and their information needs.The ativities of a ommunity of pratie inlude some expliit proedures and some whih are taitand almost impossible to artiulate. However, like all organizations these an also be reationary andmembership may be exluded. Jargon. A professional assoiation is di�erent from a trade assoiationwhih is generally omposed of ompanies whih produe similar produts.Apprenties. We will disus ommunities of pratie in the ontext of knowledge management (7.3.1).Jargon.
Discourse and Document CommunitiesOne example of disourse ommunities is sholarly literature (9.1.1).They use language to reate boundaries. Disourse ommunities own genres. Sets of organizationaldouments an reinfore the organizational boundaries. Print ulture (8.13.6)and bibliophiles (8.13.6).
Online Groups and CommunitiesDi�erenes in being remotely loated as a�eted by ommuniation modality (5.6.5). Member-mediatedonline ommunities suh as wikis (10.3.2). Game ommunities. Clubs. Fan ommunities. Motivatingontributions by (a) emphasizing uniqueness of goals and (b) given hallenging goals [?℄. Soiabilityand friendship in these online ommunities. Soial presene an strengthen ommitments to an onlineommunity. Online ommunities as an information resoure for instane by learning what other peoplein a similar situation have enountered. Community struture and norms.Inreasingly, there are ad ho online groups to whih individuals ontribute. Managing online groupsand other servies.Designing online ommunities. Typially, ommunities should provide both information and emotionalsupport.Games (11.7.2). Massively multiplayer games (MMOGs) and massively multiplayer role-playing games



5.9. Culture 187(MMORPGs). Opposing fations. Di�erent types of play. Data olletion from the game players.Game-entered fae-to-fae soial interation.
5.9. Culture
5.9.1. What is CultureCulture is the amalgam of the norms, beliefs, rules, traditions, art, history, and myths of a soiety.Culture as what peoples atually do. They an also be interpreted as providing a shared meaning.ulture is based on shared assumptions. Culture is a set of beliefs whih maintain the values andohesion of a soial group as it is learned and transmitted aross generations. Presumably, suessfulultures have a survival advantage for the group.Culture depends on information transmission and it is greatly a�eted by ommuniation media andreords. Translating words is a fairly simple matter; it is more diÆult to make lear the ulturalmeaning they may arry. Information artifats, suh as books, stories, and sulptures an provide areord of a ulture, and hene an help to preserve it (7.5.4). Information systems are artifats of ourulture. Their organization and strutures reet di�erent values, preferenes, and abilities that a groupmay display. While the relationship between ulture and information siene and systems may seemtenuous, it an be quite important, partiularly when designing a system for use by people of anotherulture.

Figure 5.40: Balinese water temples and the rituals associated with them support an elaborate system for managing
irrigation[66]. (check permission)Fragmented ulture. Culture in modern soiety. Culture and family size.Culture and the tribal level of soial organization. Cultural nihes. Kinship (5.1.1). Modern soiety in-ludes many ross urrents, ounter ulture. Eduation and ulture. Culture and information behavior.Willingness to ask questions. Culture and dangerous knowledge. Ritual. Culture as an adapted setof onstraints for meeting a human group's needs in a given environment. Other ultures might havedeveloped to meet those onstraints and some of those solutions may be more e�etive than others andsome may be more adaptable if the environment hanges.Dimensions of ulture. Homogeneity of ulture. Power distane, individualism. National ulture [?℄.Oral ultures. Cultural assumptions and indexing.Culture helps to struture human ativities [68]. Culture helps to de�ne norms (5.3.1). Culture helps toshape belief systems (4.5.0). Eology of norms. Tradition. Ritual and reating meaning. Establishing ashared narrative.Cultures are not monolithi. Sub-ultures. Fandom as a sub-ulture. This is often assoiated withsoial-network.Cultural learning. Cultural tradition as a learned representation. Culture often helps a soial groupohere and survive. Though, in many ases the reasons the ultural traditions are not apparent. Insome ases, the traditions help the ulture manage resoures (Fig. 5.40). Other traditions suh as those



188 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13surrounding weddings and funerals provide stability and ontinuity of the ulture itself. Culture andnarratives (6.3.6). Cultural modeling.Culture in relation to modern soiety.Partiipatory ulture.Cultural Management of Knowledge. Traditions about treating knowledge. Cultural traditions aboutulture. Applying ultural dimensions. Cultural property as a form of intelletual property.Among the di�erenes in ultures are the di�erenes in ategory systems aross ultures. Culture andategorization [68]. Ethno-lassi�ation.Culture and language (6.1.2). (Fig. 5.41) Patterns in searh terms (10.11.2).
Months J
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Figure 5.41: The frequency of postings about a given topic are a function of two factors.Cultural models [36]. Cultural traditions need ontinuity. Cultures are adaptations to one set of ondi-tions and are not neessarily well adapted when those onditions hange. Indeed, ultures an sometimesbe harmful and out of syn with their environment.
5.9.2. Cross-Cultural Communications and InteractionThe ambiguity of language an be ampli�ed as people di�erent ultures try to ommuniate.E�et of disruptive media on ulture.Challenges of moving aross ultures.Ability to interat aross ultures. \interultural ompetene".

Cultural ChangeOn one hand ulture is ontinually evolving aross people. On the other hand, for a given person,ulture an be diÆult to hange sine it deals with solutions for basi human needs and generally hassoial reinforement for beliefs.Culture versus tehnology [3] and external fores for hange.Cultural hange and adaptation.
Mixed Cultures and Cultural TransitionsIn the modern world, ulture is ontinually hanging.Change is an issue for arhival desription (7.5.4).

5.9.3. Cultural Heritage and Memory InstitutionsThe relationship between these institutions and politial onstraints. In our omplex, industrializedsoiety ulture is maintained in part by large institutions suh as libraries and museums. A slightlydi�erent view of institutions frameworks for soial interation. Relationship between ultural institu-tions and eduational institutions. These \publi spaes" exist distint from ommerial organizations
[54]. Community memories. Libraries (7.2.1) are ultural institutions. Traditional libraries have servedan important soial and ommunity role; they provide stability and a standard of open knowledge forthe ommunity. Role of small town libraries [?℄. This is a major bene�t of ommunity informationservies (5.8.2) and supporting ollaborations. In many towns and universities, libraries are plaes wherestudents an gather, have a quiet plae to work, and soialize. It is apt that libraries are a plae tosoialize, as information is inherently soial: it is passed from one person to another through books,



5.10. Living Analytics 189onversation, painting, and innumerable other modes, and now through eletroni information systemsas well. These organizations serve broader eduational and knowledge-reation roles as well.Elgin marbles.
Indigenous Control of CultureWho owns ultural traditions? Could be related to intelletual property; however, the logi seems tohave to do more with respet than with legal ontrol. Perpetual rights to ultural, espeially, saredontent.Respet versus rights. Of ourse, it is diÆult to legislate respet.

5.9.4. Media and CultureMedia dissemination of ulture. We over media more generally in (8.13.7). How should ultural insti-tutions handle omplex objets suh as mashups.
Does Media Violence Cause Individual Violence?Does wathing violent movie or playing a violent video game make that person more likely to atviolently themselves. There is some evidene that media violene auses individual violene. However,there are usually many levels of soial onstraints on a person. While violent games an sometimesause a short term physiologial arousal, they are generally not as strong as soial norms. Mass ulture.Catharsis.There is a vigorous debate about the relationship between viewing violene in the media and theourrene of violene in soiety. One view suggests that people imitate violene suh as that ontelevision, movies, musi, or video games, and that these negative images ontribute to the violenethat ours in soiety. Other theories suggest that these media merely reet the violene that is alreadyinherent in soiety, and that the violene itself is primarily due to other soial fators. In addition,they may be harmful to young people with mental health problems [?℄.

Figure 5.42: Do violent video games increase violence in the players of those games? (check permission)
[22] Does viewing smoking ause an inrease in smoking? Generally attitudes and habits are slow tohange, but there are situations where that happens. Soial roles are those identities that are foundthroughout soiety, suh as man, woman, parent, hild, boss, and employee. Beyond violene withina soiety, individuals may also infer norms of behavior for soial roles from media input and soiallearning. For example, media may present extreme haraterization of soial roles.
5.9.5. Institutions and Organizational CultureGlobalization and ultural transitions.

Information CultureCultural fators in information behavior [?℄.
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5.10. Living Analytics
5.10.1. Everyday Life and Living AnalyticsData sets about everyday behavior.How do people atually live? How muh television, et. How do people spend leisure time. Patterns ofonsumption.Behavioral eonomis and everyday deision making.
5.10.2. Technologies and Social InteractionBig data.Transportation traking . optimizing travel based on where people want to go
5.11. EducationEduation involves both soial and ognitive proesses. Eduation and information are intertwined.Eduation may mean learning a omplex interloking information struture rather than individual fats,and should fous on aquisition of omplex new skills or new points of view. Eduation, knowledge, andinformation are rarely used in a vauum. Eduation has it has both ognitive and soial dimensions[88].It is one thing to learn a new skill set, but it is another to know or learn how to apply it in the worldor to ommuniate it to others. Also, the proess of learning itself is often interative: disussions,explanations, persuasion. Eduation helps to make individuals e�etive members of a soiety or ulture.It also helps to perpetuate that ulture. The ultimate goal of learning is hanging an individual'sbehavior; for instane, the student an speak to someone else in a foreign language whereas beforethey would have been silent. However, beause hanges in ognition seem to be neessary for hangesin behavior, learning sometimes fouses on ognitive hanges. This highlights the natural onnetionbetween eduation and information resoures. The balane between them realls the disussion at thebeginning of this hapter about the relationship between soiety and individuals. Ultimately, we wouldlike to determine the onditions for the most e�etive learning.Learning sienes.
5.11.1. Instructional ObjectivesEduation is an essential funtion of soiety. Shools and universities are soial institutions whih areimportant for transmitting soial ondut; but in a omplex and diverse soiety, this often means thereare many di�erent goals often ontraditory, of what those goals are. Among these are the importaneof soialization, of are-giving, of learning independene and reativity, and of abstrat thinking skills.Are some more important than others? Is it important to learn how to do arithmeti? What is the roleof the parent versus eduational institutions. Systemati eduation for young people for making themprodutive members of soiety. Eduation of young people also depends on physiologial and soialmaturation.Providing both ontent and proesses (5.12.2). People are adaptive, but not in�nitely so. Forming habitsand providing a base of knowledge for future e�etive ation. Most would agree that a worthy goal isthe mastery of a skill required to omplete a job; this would allow the individual to be a produtivemember of soiety. But what job? Some people value home shooling, while others point to the bene�tsof \living learning" (e.g., how to get along in a dormitory). Ultimately, the point of eduation is tohange behavior and not just provide information. Presumable, the same skills that a student learnswhen studying arithmeti are used in their areer.Avoiding ommerial and politial inuene in eduation.
5.11.2. Theories for Learning and EducationA wide variety of learning theories have been proposed over the years. Rather than trying to omparethem, we an examine them from the perspetive of the two main approahes to eduation that we



5.11. Education 191have adopted: ognition and soial interation. We have briey disussed detailed ognitive learningphenomena (4.3.5), and later we will onsider mahine learning ( A.11.0). As we noted at the beginningof this hapter, in eduation, as in all of human ativities, there is a mix of soial and ognitiveperspetives. Evaluation of eduational widgets.
Cognitive Perspective on EducationCognitive theories of eduation fous on the development and modi�ation of ognitive representations

(4.3.0,  A.11.0). Eduation may be viewed as a proess of re-struturing a student's onepts. Here weonsider two types of ognitive theories: information proessing theories and onstrutivist learningtheories. When presented with a new experiene or piee of information, we ontextualize it basedon many fators: the experiene of aquiring the piee of information, the expetations we have forit, and previous related information or experienes, to name a few. It is then inorporated into ourunderstanding or mental model using a grouping strategy. Thus, information proessing theories ofeduation fous on the external presentation of fats, �gures, and theories in a way that allows studentsto easily inlude them in their pre-existing mental model. This is the lassial model of eduation;teahers present information and students memorize it.By omparison, \onstrutivist" fouses on the onstrution of meaning from fragments of information.This is related to sense-making. It inludes disursive, adaptive, interative, and reetive omponents.In essene, students build, or \onstrut" their own meaning of data, events, or observations. After thelearning exerise, students need time to reet on the eduational experiene and to onsolidate theirinterpretation of it. Learning about proesses rather than fats [29]. Gleaning information from theworld. Web of onepts. Developing oneptual models. Learning by Doing: Dewey.
Social Perspective on EducationLearning is soial in many senses (e.g.,[88]). Cognitive aspets are often dominated by the soial lives ofthe students, their peers, their families, and the broader soial ontext. In a narrow viewpoint, studentsoften learn proedures by talking with other students. We have already noted imitation (5.5.4). Evenonstrutivist approahes to learning often emphasize the importane of soial interation [102]. Eventhe ontent and onepts of learning may be viewed from a soial perspetive; for instane, we an saythat learning happens as one negotiates or pulls meaning from the output of external soures [67][106].The soial is internalized to the ognitive through time [102].Training versus eduation. Credentialing.

5.11.3. Instructional StrategiesA teaher needs to deide how to implement an instrutional strategies. Pedagogy is the approahseleted for teahing. The pedagogial model is a desription of how that pedagogial approah works.Pedagogi models, domain models, student models.
Pedagogical Models and Instructional System Design (ISD)Fig. 5.43 illustrates the typial stages for developing a strategy for instrution. Developing ritialthinking by omparing information resoures [76]. Inquiry-based learning. Reetion. Instrutionalsystem design (ISD). Critial thinking [45].

Identify educational needs and goals

?
Assess current knowledge

?
Develop a strategy

?
Start instruction

�
6

-

Figure 5.43: Outcome-based learning. Stages in planning for instruction (adapted from[65]). As the instruction
proceeds, there may be additional assessment and refinement of the instructional strategy.



192 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13The \pedagogial model" is the strategy for teahing; it may be used to provide heuristis of when tointervene in a student ativity. Teahers need to tailor ontent to the apabilities and interests of agroup of students. The strategy must go beyond single appliations to enable the development of anintegrated urriulum. This is an authoring task; eduational objetives need to be integrated withavailable ontent. A number of learning strategies have been proposed (Fig. 5.44). These go beyondleturing in traditional lassrooms.
Instructional Strategy Description or Example

Rote Learning by memorization.
Resource-based Learning by using information resources
Problem-based Learning by working on (and solving) a problem.
Project-based Learning by working on a project. This is related to problem-based learning.
Experience-based Learning byu doing, Apprenticeship, Field trips.
Inquiry-based Learning by exploring complex questions.

Figure 5.44: Several common pedagogical strategies.Inquiry-based learning is one way to implement onstrutive learning. This approah suggests thatlearning is best supported by questions that students generate themselves. A student might olletevidene and then make generalizations from it. These proesses are best implemented by a �ve-stagelearning model [15] that is similar to the stages of information for developers of sienti� theories.Projets an help a student understand the interation of aspets of a omplex task. Projet-basedlearning an be done, in part, with simulations and reasoning support. Reasoning support an help toillustrate patterns or relationships that it is neessary for a student to understand for the ompletionof a projet. Simulations an allow students to ontrol an environment; a model of physial e�etsan be used for teahing the laws of physis. A simulation might be used by a student to learn theequations neessary for launhing a satellite into spae. Simulations approximate behavior, but oftenwith less-than-realisti displays; they may inlude virtual reality. Simulations an be partiularly usefulfor allowing students to experiene environments that are inaessible or onditions that our veryinfrequently, suh as the oean oor or outer spae. More general implementation of simulations willbe onsidered later (9.5.0). Training simulators. Mediine.
“OK, here’s the deal.” The gruff inspector snarled as he spoke to your team of detectives. “For a long
time people have been blamin’ things on the moon! People claim to be crazy because of it, lovers claim
to be under its spell, and even hospitals blame the full moon for loaded emergency rooms.” “Yeah!”, one
of the newer members of your team replied flippantly, “So what’s new?” The rest of your team let out a
low sigh. Now the whole team was in for it! “I’ll tell you what’s new, Mr. Smartypants,” the inspector
glowered at each of you slowly, “Now some nutcase has brought charges against the moon for causing
the tides! And, its your job to bring me proof one way or another!” The inspector turned back toward
his desk and we thought he was through. He wasn’t! He turned back to your team, pointed his finger at
you and said, “And you only have two weeks to solve the case. Now get started!”

Questions: Can you find a pattern that will convince the jury that the moon is responsible for the tides?
If the moon is guilty, does it have an accomplice which contributes to causing the tides?

Figure 5.45: Web Quests challenge students to use Web pages for resource-based learning. (check permission)Learning requires not only ognitive proessing but also motivation. Student engagement | that isattention to the task | is essential to learning by getting the student to synthesize and reet. It ishelpful to engage the student as opposed to using passive listening or reading, and to use \learner-entered design"[93]. Other examples and tehniques of onstrutivist-like learning inlude: experiene-based learning [39], suh as �eld trips and experiments; allowing students to put something into theirown words rather than memorizing the words of another; enouraging the deep proessing of oneptsby foring students to build their own knowledge while working on a omplex and hopefully motivatingquestion.



5.11. Education 193Sa�olding provides a framework to help students to learn. Sa�olding may be seen as setting theexperiene level so students an make their own disoveries. The sa�old an be gradually removed orfaded as the student's learning improves. These tehniques supports onstrutivist learning [102] whihsuggests that students onstrut knowledge for themselves. A related approah attempts to �nd theteahable moment.
Teaching and TutoringTeahing is a transfer of skills from on person to another. Teahers apply strategies for meeting edu-ational objetives. A teaher reates an environment for learning, usually by developing a urriulumand assembling materials. Teahing in a lassroom may be ontrasted with one-on-one tutoring. Intraditional shools, it may also involve talking with parents and, of ourse, working diretly withstudents.Feedbak is an integral part of teahing and tutoring. Sometimes, the feedbak an be minimal | justshowing the student what he/she has done. At other times, the feedbak may be tailored. Indeed,there are e�etive feedbak languages to guide students without exessive use of ritiism.

Figure 5.46: Tutoring.Tutoring is personalized adaptive instrution. The tutor determines what pedagogial strategy toapply for a partiular student: how and when to intervene, either to explain material or to rediretthe student's attention, and when to enourage reetion. Language, of ourse, is essential for this. Tounderstand what makes for e�etive human tutoring we an examine transripts of tutoring sessions(Fig. 5.47).Tutoring disourse suh as explanations (6.3.2). Fig. 5.47. Dialog management for tutoring (6.4.0). Notethat in the example the teaher does not ontradit the student, but poses a question whih may helpthe student identify an inonsisteny. This is an example of the \Sorati method" whih is based onhallenging students with questions and disussion. This is a type of disourse spei� to eduation
(6.3.2). Tutoring and question answering (10.12.0). Aountable talk gets students to artiulate omplexonepts.

Actor Statement

Tutor Do you know why it rains a lot in Oregon and Washington?
Student There is a warm current passing over cool land.
Tutor Do the Cascade Mountains there affect the amount of rainfall?
Student No, no, no.
Tutor How can the Andes affect the amount of rain in the Amazon and the Cascades not affect

the rain in Oregon?

Figure 5.47: A tutoring dialog[51]: Note how the tutor highlights the conflicting answers of the student to have the
student better understand the underlying processes.Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) an adapt to individual students. Even if the entire proess oftutoring annot be automated, perhaps some aspets of it an be. For instane, agents might simplyoah students, rather than attempt to manage omplex interation[99]. \A teaher for every student."Tutoring vs learning Logo. It is a small step from tutoring systems to serious games. Training withgames (11.7.2). Gami�ation.Student-to-student omputer-supported peer review.
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Educational AssessmentAssessment determines progress toward an objetive. Presumably, for eduation we are onerned withfuntioning in real-world tasks The knowledge of students needs to be assessed at di�erent stages inthe eduational proess. There are two funtions of student assessment: assessment for the purposeof evaluating the student and assessment for understand the impat of the supporting informationsystem. Assessment asertains what a student knows and an help determine what should, or needs, tobe taught. For skills training, a \skill gap analysis" ould be onduted to determine what the di�ereneis between the skills a person has and the skills they need to omplete a task. Validate assessment toolagainst outomes. Outome-based assessment. Criteria for assessment tools.Embedded assessment an be part of the interation suh as part of an online tutoring sessionTypial quizzes ask for a single fatual answer to questions. This is known as \item-response testing".This method may be ontrasted with testing that involves more omplex responses, suh as answeringessay questions. It is important to �nd the set of test questions for systemati assessment; eduatorsmust be aware that the interpretation of questions on a test may be subjetive. In traditional testing,the same questions are given to all students. However, with interative systems it is possible to tailorquestions to a student's knowledge. Moreover, adaptive testing adjusts the questions to the level ofknowledge of the student. Data olletion about what works in the urriulum [?℄. Modeling a�etivestate of students.
Representing Student Knowledge with Student ModelsIf we have a model of the learning proess and of the student's knowledge, we should be able to bemore e�etive at tutoring. There are several aspets of a student's knowledge that an be modeledand several ways to represent these onepts. Developing a model of a student's knowledge within apartiular domain is a useful step in developing a learning system. Models of for how a task should besolved. Models of the student's general knowledge and state.A tutoring system may employ a student model, whih is similar to a user model but a student modelattempts to apture the level of the student's knowledge. Interation between students and teahersis a speialized type of disourse (6.3.2). Modeling a student's knowledge from just a few observationsis treaherous. Suppose a student was trying to do a frations problem, suh as Eq. 5.2. What wouldyou onlude if the student gave the answers in Eq. 5.3 or Eq. 5.4? Rather than treating the symptomsof knowledge de�ieny, suh as an inorret answer, it is helpful to identify the \root ause" of anyproblems, suh as the proess by whih a student arrives at an inorret answer. However, this anbe diÆult to sort out espeially if the student has multiple soures of onfusion. The behavior eventstream in very limited is understanding the detail of what the student is thinking. A more subtlerepresentation would show student goals and ativities. Indeed, student performane an be preditedwith data about the student's ativities at the university. Knowledge representation (2.2.2)for the usermodel.
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Implementing Computer-Based TutoringBehavior graph. Conversational agents. Providing feedbak.
5.11.4. Instructional DesignMany eduational tehnologies have failed by teahing skills outside of a broader urriulum. E�etiveinstrution needs to be built on more than learning isolated, individual onepts. Design (3.8.0). Rather,



5.11. Education 195a oherent set of onepts needs to be woven together to form lessons, ourses, and ultimately an entireurriulum. Instrutional planning should speify desired outomes (Fig. 5.49). That is, eduationalgoals an be identi�ed and omponents ould be designed to ontribute to those goals. At a seond level,however, we an identify underlying onepts that ut aross several ontent areas. These underlyingonepts an be applied to many areas of eduation and not, say, just arithmeti.
Dimension Description or Example

Domain knowledge Knowing about a specific content area.
Knowledge of the learning environment Knowing what aids are available and how to use them.
Self-management Monitoring oneself while learning.

Figure 5.48: In addition to domain knowledge, a student in a learning environment needs knowledge of the learning
environment and self-management skills.

Knowledge Skill Example

Remember Have heard of SQL.
Understand Know what SQL is good for.
Apply Could decide when SQL should be used.
Analyze Can determine what might be wrong with an SQL statement.
Evaluate Could decide whether an SQL statement is doing what needs to be done.
Create Could create new SQL statements.

Figure 5.49: Hierarchy of knowledge skills[23] for a domain and an example using the Structured Query Language
(SQL). Instructional system design might specify the level of knowledge expected of students.These are both ognitive fators and a�etive fators.Inentives are a way to implement a design for a soial ativity. Creating habits with inentive strutures

[9].Learning involves muh more than simply aquiring fats about a partiular domain (Fig. 5.48). Astudent should learn not only the ontent of the domain, but also the proess of learning. Understandingthe proess of learning involves \meta-ognition," whih is the awareness of one's own thought proesses.Help-seeking. This is related to information seeking. Being trained in this awareness an help a studentto self-manage the learning proess in all other eduational domains. Several fators determine theseletion of teahing methods from the real world: Theory, ost, and soial priorities must all bebalaned.There are several di�erent levels of knowledge skills (Fig. 5.49); they reets the depth of understandingand the degree to whih that understanding an be applied. Remembering knowledge is viewed as morebasi than being able to evaluate that knowledge or to reate it. It is one thing for a student to memorizefats, but it is quite another to relate fats to eah other and absorb their uni�ed signi�ane. Simplememory is, of ourse, essential to learning. But, this broader perspetive suggests that learning thatonsists of a range of tehniques, from memorization to onept integration to appliation. Languageand eduation (5.11.5).
5.11.5. Educational InformaticsTehnology is most e�etive when it is woven into an eduational plan; that is, there should be anemphasis on eduation rather than tehnology. As noted earlier, this is a mixed blessing. Pros andons of tehnology in the lassroom [81]. Evaluation of information tehnology for eduation. suh asthe value of ellphones for lassroom use. Supporting ollaborative learning and learning ommunities.Supporting task interation with shared artifats. Information environments should be able to stimulatelearning. How the use of information resoures a�ets learning.Serious games (11.7.2) for eduation. Fun an inrease motivation and engagement. Multimedia inter-ativity may inrease attention. However, immediay of games may redue reetion. Measuring the



196 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13pedagogial value of games. Assessment via learning games. Pointi�ation.Teahing soial skills.
Science, Math, and Computing EducationMany onepts is siene and math are abstrat; however, they an be illustrated with models. Virtualmanipulatives (Fig. 5.50). Visual and/or oneptual demonstrations, like those provided by simulationsand reasoning support, generally help a learner to develop a greater, and deeper, understanding of atopi than a simple reitation of de�nitions or fats [30] (Fig. 5.51).

Figure 5.50: Virtual manipulatives allow students to explore principles. [101]. Here are two examples: A virtual frog
(left) can help students learn anatomy and a math manipulative (right) teaches the concept of multiples of 10. (check
permission)

The concept of prime numbers appears to be readily grasped when the child, through
construction, discovers that certain handfuls of beans cannot be laid out in completed
rows and columns. Such quantities have either to be laid out in a single file or in an
incomplete row-column design in which there is always one extra or one too few to fill the
pattern. These quantities, the child learns, happen to be called prime numbers.

Figure 5.51: Visualization can be useful to help young students understand prime numbers[30].Personalization of math problems with natural language tehnology. Collaborative problem solving.Mixed-initiative dialogs for ollaborative problem solving.Learning to solve omplex siene problems. Medial simulations for training (9.9.1).
Constructionist Learning Technologies Computer programs speify proesses (6.5.2). programming, orinstruting a omputer to perform a series of ommands. It is helpful to be able to visualize, thee�et di�erent programming ations have on the output of a omputer. Logo, for example, is a simpleprogramming language that is suited to this purpose [79]. Using it, a student an explore the e�etdi�erent ommands on a graphial display. It makes the student artiulate the assumptions behind thegraphial proedures. It also introdues programming basis to the students.Algorithmi thinking. There have been laims that learning to program leads to better problem solving

[79]. However, the empirial evidene does not support this[82]. Alie is an objet-oriented programminglanguage (3.9.3) whih manipulates graphial objets (Fig. 5.52) [59]. Objet-oriented programming isa good way to implement businesses proesses. Sa�olding an help transitions among programminglanguages[53]. Another view is that programming languages should be easy to aquire. Alie for tellingstories. Everyone a programmer. Srath. Squeak. DiÆulties of thinking about lasses and objets.Siene eduation and explanations (6.3.4). Sienti� inferene and reasoning an be supported withargumentation systems (6.3.5). Learning about argumentation. Disourse (6.3.2).
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bunny.move(up, 0.15)
bunny.drum.move(up, 0.15)

Figure 5.52: Alice world and Alice program. In the first lines, the whole bunny moves. In the second line, the drum
moves. (new photo)

Learning to Read and WriteWe examine ognitive issues in reading later, but here we onsider tehnologies for the support ofreading. Human language tehnologies an help to develop tutors for reading. We will examine ognitiveproesses and soial impliations of reading later (10.2.0). Reading without formal instrution.There are many skills involved in reading [75], ranging from orret pronuniation of words to under-standing the meaning of words in a given ontext. One information system strategy presents senteneson a sreen; the student reads them aloud, and a speeh reognition system proesses what the studenthas said and provides feedbak (Fig. 5.53). A student's ognition in reading, literay, and writing isthe result of several fators, several of whih inlude: (a) that they use reading to obtain meaningfrom print; (b) have frequent and intensive opportunities to read; () be exposed to frequent, regularspelling-sound relationships; (d) learn about the nature of the alphabeti writing system; and (e) un-derstand the struture of spoken words. A lak of any of these experienes an lead to diÆulty inreading and writing [14]. Children's literature.Computer assisted language learning us speeh reognition tehnologies (Fig. 5.53). Computer assistedlanguage learning (CALL). Summary Street projet.
Figure 5.53: Learning to read is facilitated with a multimodal presentation. Illustration in a children’s book Goodnight
Moon (left). Bedtime stories provide parental bonding. Perhaps students can be taught to read by using speech
recognition technology to listen to them reading out loud[74] (right). (check permission)Phonis is a system of teahing reading by identifying onstituent sounds of words and the lettersthat ompose them, thereby allowing students to work out and onstrut the meaning and sound ofwritten words by themselves, rather than memorizing lists of words and their spellings (10.2.4). This isa onstrutivist approah to teahing reading.When teahing a foreign language, it is partiularly important to engage the student's ative parti-ipation, as opposed to using passive listening or reading tehniques. This an be aomplished withnetworked distribution and multimedia immersion and is another area where information systems are



198 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13revolutionizing eduation. Information systems have made a muh wider array of foreign languagematerials available to shools and individuals than had previously been the ase. Moreover, automatispeeh reognition means that the student an be given interative exerises.Spontaneous reading with OLPC.Eduational disourse. Feedbak on student essays an be provided by text-analysis (10.4.0). A textsummarization tool may be used to provide feedbak on a student's writing by determining how loselya student's omposition orresponds with a pre-determined level of topi overage [62]. Similarly, ol-laboration an be used when learning to write.
Information Resources and EducationMany of the systems we have desribed are ative and try to antiipate students' needs, using informa-tion system tehnology to supplement traditional learning tehniques. Another eduational approah,however, is to have students seek to disover answers (eduation) for themselves. This system enour-ages students to investigate questions by aessing rih ontent. Libraries | an be viewed as omplexinformation systems | play a key role in this aspet of eduation. Generally, information systems allowstudents to explore and aquire information. Understanding and using strutured information [58].Libraries (7.2.1). Resoure-based learning allows students to build their own knowledge and meaningfrom various artifats, or resoures (5.11.3). Although it is diÆult for some readers to integrate andsynthesize information from several di�erent perspetives presented in various resoures, extratingsigni�ant onepts from an information resoure is a skill that students an learn.

5.11.6. Effectively Presenting InformationManaging attention with multimedia.
Learning Objects and Educational Metadata A library provides a range of fats and viewpoints. Thesefats and viewpoints, sattered among suh disparate items as books, miro�lm, omputer programs,and artwork, support \resoure-based learning" by providing \learning objets". A learning objet, asdisussed above, is simply a resoure that supports learning. Within any teahing system | be it anindividual lassroom or an entire university | the seletion and presentation of learning objets arelearly vital to suessful eduation. However, it is unrealisti for an individual teaher to searh throughand evaluate every possible learning objet on a partiular topi without having some knowledge ofwhat the objets ontain; in this regard, eduational metadata beomes very important. One possiblesolution to this problem is the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (2.4.4) whih has been extended toinlude eduational resoures (Fig. 5.54). Open-aess eduational materials.

Attribute Description

Audience For whom is the material intended?
Duration How long does the material play?
Standards What educational standards does it support?
Quality Quality ratings.

Figure 5.54: Elements added to the Dublin Core standard for describing educational materials[8].Learning objets need to be interoperable with other eduational environments. Objet-oriented design
(3.9.3) failitates the re-use of modules (7.9.3). It is possible that eduational learning objets an be re-used muh the way that software modules are reused [4]. Synhronous versus asynhronous delivery.Learning management systems an failitate many aspets of eduation beyond simple ontent. Theyan help teahers to understand eah individual student's performane, and note signs of grade im-provement or degradation. These systems an also help to assess what teahing methods are produingthe e�ets, both individually and olletively. Learning Management Systems (LMS) use databases tokeep trak of student ativities. These ativities may inlude lass registration, grades, quiz results,



5.11. Education 199and digital library use. Certain elements of student information need to be seured, but with simplemeasures this is not diÆult.
Figure 5.55: Sakai Collaboration is an open-source learning management system. LMSs typically incorporate
resources and assessment modules. (check permission)

5.11.7. Learning Environments and Learning CommunitiesA learning environment is the entire ontext in whih the learning ours. Traditionally, the ontextof eduation is a quiet lassroom; teahers often leture, but letures do not failitate onstrutivistlearning. Alternatively, teahers an be the \guide on the side," allowing students to develop theirindividual intelletual abilities. Information resoures an support di�erent learning environments.Shool libraries an support inquiry-based learning.There are modality e�ets in di�erent learning environments. For instane, traditional lassrooms donot enourage ollaborative disussions. Intelligent tutoring systems (5.11.3).Communities (5.8.2).
Educational System, Classrooms, and SchoolsIn the apprentieship system, eduation was in is in the ontext where it is applied. However, muheduation has moved to lassrooms. Lesson plans are goals and strategies for oordinating lass presen-tation and interation. A lassroom teaher should failitate e�etive interation. Supporting lassroomdisourse. Feedbak languages. Instrutor failitates disussions.Traditional lassrooms are sometimes desribed as being like a fatory; students are treated all thesame { almost as if on an assembly line. Teahers generally pae their presentations in the lassroomand engage the majority of the students. However, letures are often presented orally and unless astudent kept very good notes there was no way for her to relaim that information. However, lassroompresentations ould be videotaped and those tapes ould be digitized, as meeting arhives often are

(5.6.4).Multimedia instrution an be seamlessly applied to a traditional lassroom setting. Di�erent images,�gures, or videos an illustrate how to parse the material presented in a leture (Fig. 5.56). Informa-tion from many soures an be ombined to demonstrate ross-disiplinary tehniques suh as gesturereognition (11.4.1) that might be helpful in proessing the ontent.There are many ways to learn. Learning in a studio or a master lass is often viarious learning
(5.5.4) (Fig. 5.57). Apprentieship model of learning. Innovative lassrooms.Groups of students, like other groups learn by working together. A small group of students workingon a projet is a ommunity within the larger ommunity of the shool, whih exists within the largerommunity of soiety. The ommunity brings soial interation to eduation at all levels, and providestools to support that interation [57]. This in turn gives students a supportive group that failitatestheir exploration and development. They an then build further on the soial foundations of learning.Individuals may play several di�erent within a learning ommunity.
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Figure 5.56: Annotations and highlights on the presentation by an instructor during a lecture[24]. (check permission)

Figure 5.57: Learning in a studio may include viewing the work of other students and listening to feedback given to
them about their work[17]. (check permission)Computer supported ollaborative-learning.

Distributed and Distance EducationInreasingly, information systems are being used to failitate distane learning. It is not always pratialfor teahers and students to get together at the same plae at the same time; for example, workingstudents may �nd it diÆult to shedule lasses due to the demands of their jobs, or rural students maynot have the time and/or means to travel to a university ampus several times a week. Informationsystems are helping to reate situations in whih the teaher and students are able to be separatedfrom eah other, aross both spae and time.Distane eduation may simply involve students using audio or video to attend lasses from remoteloations, however, new tehnologies allow multiple means of ommuniation inluding disussion fo-rums, video-onferening, online aess to leture transripts, and online study groups. Modalities ofinteration (5.6.5). This is sometimes alled \distributed eduation". Tehnologies developed for dis-tributed eduation an also provide support for people with disabilities, for whom it may be diÆultto physially attend a lass or to keep up with its pae. Teahing presene.Pros and ons of distane eduation. Distane eduation and threaded disussions. It is very onve-nient. However, soial presene and engagement with other students sometimes stimulates involvement.Engagement seems to be essential for learning (5.6.5).There are many forms that distributed eduation may take. It ould inlude interation throughthe Web for the entire eduational experiene, as in a typial leture experiene, or an interativeweb portal ould just be used for disussion forums, while the bulk of a student's time is spent in



5.11. Education 201individual study. A ompromise, whih ould perhaps retain the bene�ts of both distane and fae-to-fae eduation is blended eduation. Inreasingly, distane eduation is provided by integrated systemssuh as Instrution Management Systems (IMS).E�etive praties for distane eduation.Mass-ourse ware. MOOCs. Massive online ourses. Learning management systems. Several variations.Quality ontrol. Generally works best for ourses where little disussion is required. The diÆulty ofonline redentialing aross di�erent universities.
Learning Beyond the ClassroomWhile some types of learning may be failitated by the quiet and orderly experiene of lassrooms,a lot of learning ours outside of lassrooms. Indeed, learning is often most e�etive if it ours inthe environment and ontext when it is to be applied [38]. Pervasive and ontext-aware environments.Learning by doing and learning in everyday situations may be more e�etive than more traditionallassroom-oriented approahes [5].When using inquiry-based learning students may be thought of as \personal sientists" [60]. That is,students atively onstrut theories about their world based on their observations of it. The proess ofmanipulating and organizing information modi�es students' oneptual strutures. Eduation involvesmore than just subjet-oriented learning; it also inludes a soial dimension, suh as making friendsand living with fellow students. There are important aspets of student life, and should not be takenlightly. In this regard, distane or distributed eduation may never fully replae traditional in-lass, on-ampus learning environments, but it does provide options for students and teahers to take advantageof eduational opportunities and to more uidly inorporate them into their lives. There is also a lot oflearning outside of shools and universities. Some that is supported by publi knowledge and ulturalinstitutions suh as libraries and museums (Fig. ??). Beause of their eduational missions, museumexhibits are sometimes designed to present an interpretation [25]. Doents.
Learning CommunitiesBeause eduation is often a soial ativity involving disussion, interpretation, and negotiation, weuse | and even attempt to design | e�etive soial environments for learning. Learning often oursin the ontext of ollaborative problem solving [63]; groups of individuals working together to answera question, or seek information. Suh groups are often alled learning ommunities though, in someases, the group may be more transient than what we would think of as a ommunity. People generallylike to work with other people; those other people an provide both feedbak and motivation.Information systems are well-suited to failitate these tasks. Commonplae systems, suh as Email,allow learners to ommuniate ideas with ease. More advaned systems are designed to failitateollaborative disussion and knowledge building using text strings, voting systems, and ommunalperspetives. These tehnologies allow students to �nd a ommunity of interest despite their atualloation, enabling them to seek out and �nd a venue for the disussion of their ideas.The measure of eduational outome in ollaborative ativities is determined by the performane ofa group as a whole and not the individual members. Group disussions support the development ofa shared understanding among the members of the group, as do group learning objets or artifats.Sharing and disussing an objet, suh as a doument or a simulation, in the group environment anallow knowledge spaes to open so that there is expertise in at least some elements of the group.Beause learning is often soial ation, ommunities are an integral part of eduation. A learningommunity is any ommunity that supports and failitates learning. They exist on a ontinuum ofsize, ranging from large, diverse, integrated soieties to small, distint groups of learners. Fig. 5.58illustrates two levels of a learning ommunity. The math forum itself is a relatively small, distintgroup of learners, while the submitted post points to the fat that this student is situated within amuh larger, more diverse ommunity omposed of family, shool, and peers [?, ?℄. This an also be
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My father says that a radius is not what i think it is... I think that in a circle half of it is the radius.
(Like center to edge) My father says that it has to do with the curve of the circle... I was looking over
my pretest for Math and i seemed to have gotten a similar question wrong.. My 13yr old sister says itz
right though... My teacher obviously believes that the radius is the diameter... Am I the one who is
right?

Figure 5.58: Question submitted to “Dr. Math” in Math Forum, an online math help service. Note the apparent family
involvement. (check permission)This example emphasizes the soial aspets of eduation and how the small group level of interationexists as an integrated part of a larger ommunity. The at of group formation itself is an at of soiallearning, in that an individual must not only learn what it is that they are seeking in a group, but alsowhom else among the larger ommunity shares that idea.

5.12. Everyday Information Skills and Critical ThinkingMany situations are omplex and not neessarily what they seem. This an be partiularly for somesoial and information-related ativities. Thus, people need a frame of expetations for how to interpretlaims. This is often framed as a need to have literay about those ativities.The ability to prioritize observations is essential to addressing omplex problems. This is essentiallythe same as the goal of supporting unbiased deisions for organizational information systems (3.4.2).Minimize emotional and attentional bias. Degrees of ritial thinking. Due proess in legal proeedings
(8.5.4) minimizes the e�et of emotion.We have seen many instanes inluding deision support systems (3.4.2). Critial thinking depends onmore than just understanding the observations, but understanding the ways suh observations may bebiased. Argumentation (6.3.5). People also need to detet obfusation and deeption.Minimize emotional and attentional bias. Degrees of ritial thinking. Due proess in legal proeedings
(8.5.4) minimizes the e�et of emotion.
5.12.1. Getting and Evaluating Useful InformationBeing an informed itizen. Critial thinking involves weighting the evidene before making a deision.Spei� examples inlude: everyday inferene (4.3.4), everyday information seeking ((se:everdayinformation)),interation in the soial milieu (5.1.1), and making soial deisions (8.4.3).Information resoures are not always what they seem. Students should learn about interating withinformation systems. They should learn responsibility and aution in handling information. Two relatedideas and sets of skills: information literay and media literay. Although the skills are neessary for alldeision making, Information literay and media literay are often onsidered as training for students.There are many ativities whih are not well haraterized as tasks.Nonsense detetors. Realizing that people are likely to be biased in their answers. This often violatesonversational norms. However, they onvey some information. Dubious advertising and freedom ofinformation.Personal information management (4.11.0).Learning how to organize and aess information. This inludes, learning about information struturessuh as book indexes and library atalogs. Information �nding is often diÆult. The ability to useindexes needs to be taught. As does the ability to �nd trustworthy experts when that expertise isneeded.
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5.12.2. LiteraciesMembers of our omplex soiety need basi skills to funtion e�etively. These skills are often termedliteraies.Knowing how to �nd and aess information as well as how to evaluate information. There is an expe-tation in our soiety that people generally aept responsibility for their own ations. Reading literay
(10.2.2). These skills inlude eonomi literay (e.g., \let the buyer beware"), onsumer eduation, healthliteray, media literaies. "Arhival intelligene". game literay, siene literaies (9.4.3). Data-analysisliteray. Expetations on information literay in developing eonomies. Visual literaies.While we think of these are the neessities of good itizenship, they an also be seen as ulturalexpetations.

Information LiteracyInformation literay in an era when ever more of the information is opinion based. Information literayis needed at many levels suh as in the ways that Wikipedia might be biased. Causes of informationil-literay.Here, we fous on information literay whih teahes people to interat eÆiently with information.Here we onsider aspets information literay. From literaies to expert knowledge. Just as reading isonsidered an essential skill (10.2.2).Deeption intentionally reates false impressions. Deeption may reate inorret beliefs. Deeption isommon in human endeavors (5.3.3). Truth bias. Intentional misuse of ategories. Cues for deeption.Cross-ultural dimensions of deeption. Levels of distortion in organizations[21]. Impostor. While almosteveryone has an instit for self-preservation, there's is a great variety in the degree to whih people willtake advantage of situations for personal gain versus being altruisti and ooperative. However, it'salways the ase the eventually somebody ome along to turn a situation to peronsal advantage. It mayful�ll an eonomi or politial agenda. This is rather the opposite of the onversational norms (6.3.1) orthe standards of information professionals ((se:infoprofessionals)).Pervasive, onsistent and systemati distortion of information.
Internet LiteracyThe broad onnetivity of the Internet reates many hallenges. Awareness of attempts to obtainpersonal information. Phishing. Privay literay. For instane, people should be aware how broadlypersonal information they post on the Internet may be seen. Students also need to be aware ofthe nature of information resoures. These skills are often termed information literay and \medialiteray".
Judging the Quality of InformationPereptions of quality versus atual quality. Given the vast amounts of dubious information on theWeb, it is essential for users to assess the quality of information. There may be lues about the qualityembedded in the information resoure. Information �nding (3.0.0). Trust (5.2.3). Publishers providereviews and branding. In other words, they give authority. A user an learn to pay attention to luesthat indiate the quality of information. Need to have bakground knowledge about a resoure. Crapdetetion.People are frequently unritial of the reliability of information from soures suh as the Web (4.5.1). Itis often helpful to fous on materials from reliable soures suh as experts and high-quality publishers.Nonetheless, we then have the question of how to identify those reliable soures. Cross omparinginformation aross several soures. See what other people are saying about a laim. Awareness by thereader of the motives behind writing. This an be due to one-sided information or outright deeption

(5.3.3). More subtly, an we trust Wikipedia artiles (10.3.2)? The nature of sholarly authority.
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Figure 5.59: Propaganda posters[11]. Media literacy suggests that the students should be aware of how attitudes
can be manipulated.Beyond analyzing individual information resoures, we an also onsider entire olletions. There arelues whih suggest, though ertainly don't guarantee auray. These inlude not having any brokenlinks.An agent provoateur is intentionally disruptive.

Teaching and Learning SearchTeahing young people how to use searh engines e�etively. Ability to extrat and integrate informationfor several di�erent searh pages. Reading (10.2.0).
Judging the Motivation Behind a CommunicationMany ommuniations are not trustworthy. This is applied to the inuene the television ommer-ials have on hildren. Media literay is the ability to judge the intention behind a message. Somepresentations take are to present a variety of viewpoints; others may give only one.As notes above, we expet itizens to be literate about advertising. This is reeted in the statement\Let the buyer beware."Motivation of advertising. Persuasion gamesmanship. (4.5.2). Media and advertising. Aware of the bi-ases due to attentional proessing. Sometimes these assumptions are built into the ulture. Reognizingthat news reporting might be biased.Clues about what we an trust in ommuniation. News (8.13.7) (Fig. ??). Politial persuasiveness ofontent. Gaming the system.Reognizing that proesses assoiation with ommuniation also ontrols people.Weighing evidene. Deteting persuasion.
Social Mechanisms for Ensuring the Quality of InformationDue proess. Civil debate. Neutral white papers and pundits. Knowledge institutions. Referene.Furthermore, due proess should be transparent to enourage people to believe in the system andshould build trust. Information professionals (5.12.4). Consent, privay, and forgetting.

5.12.3. Information EthicsEthis analyzes situations in a way that enourages moral ations[33]; thus, ritial thinking is essentialto ethis. Ethis in the use and management of information. Many organizations have ethial standards.Professional ethis onerning information. Journalisti ethis (8.13.7). Sholarly ethis (9.1.1).Photo journalism and the diÆulty of seleting a single image to show.



5.13. History 205Ethial issues in mining large publi data sets.Colletive bene�ts versus individual harm. and some people may be hurt by making information publi.It may be legal but ould still be harmful.Individuals should give redit and ite the soures of material they use. Not doing so is known asplagiarism. Plagiarism is related to the violation of opyright but is not the same. Copyright is a lawonerning the use of information, while plagiarism in based on soial norms. \Plagiarism" is the useof someone else's works without giving attribution of their soure. Failure to do so is unethial, andan lead to laims of plagiarism. In some ases, authors re-use their own writing. This is known asself-plagiarism" [89]. This is related to aademi honesty (9.1.1).There are several appliations of tehnology for deteting intelletual fraud. Copy-detetion software
(8.2.5) an also be used to detet plagiarism.
5.12.4. Information ProfessionalsProfessional are parts of information institutions. Minimize spei� agendas. Professions (5.8.2). Codesof ondut. Professional integrity. Information professions depend on a high level of professionalintegrity. For instane, we expet journalists, arhivists, and notaries to be trustworth in handlinginformation.This is not to say that human information professionals always follow their responsibilities. Journal-ists and distorted information. Another example is the Heiner ase in Australia whih involved thedestrution of arhival reords. Polie may lie to seure an arrest or onvition.
5.13. HistoryWe have noted that human behavior even in ontemporary soiety are diÆult to deipher. This iseven more true of history. Informal explanations and the narrative of history. Like lessons learned fromorganizational reetion, history an provide a reetion of soiety's deisions. History as olletivememory.Loal history.Soial uses of history.It is very diÆult to trae historial evidene.History data sets ivi reords, newspapers, arhives. (Fig. ??). Memory studies.

Figure 5.60: Digital history

5.13.1. What is History?History tries to systematize explanations of past human ativities (6.3.4). History as hange throughtime. However, history doesn't diretly apture the past. History as desription of events (hronologies)versus history are interpretation auses. History as interpretation and narrative (6.3.6).Generalization about history.Popular history may represent an idealized version of ultural values. Historiography Causation isinterpreted. This is inlike siene, where the onstraints on inferene ome from physial proesses,



206 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13In history the interesting e�ets are often the deisions made by people. Beause it is diÆult tointerpret people's motives, the key onstraints for history are provided by memories and reords. Thesaying \History belongs to the winner" has onsiderable truth to it, but at least rigorous historialinvestigation needs to ontend with some evidene.Types of history. Intelletual history. History of tehnology. Soial history. History of art. Publihistory explores publi interation with history. This an be simpli�ed as idealized versions of history.History and events. Writing history. Historial argumentation (6.3.5). Historial explanations as distintfrom sienti� explanations (9.2.2). History is not grounded in repliability as siene is. DiÆulty ofreasoning about ounterfatuals.How people learn about the past. On one hand, the past is a foreign ountry, but some oneption of thepast is essential. Another viewpoint is that while ultures and time perids di�er those di�erenes maynot be so great that they an't be overed understood bak on the ommonality of human experieneand basi empaty.From history to soiology.Digital history.Doing history as a proess of oneptualization. Can have aurate fats but still not onvey and validhistorial aount.
5.13.2. Evidence about Historical Events and Social Memory

Event Streams and Historical ConceptsHistory as a way of organizing knowledge. Notions of historial periods and historial �gures. Colligatoryonepts.Soial history, eonomi history.
Historical EvidenceThere is a tendeny to revise history. DiÆulty of history is that there are many possible explanationsand too little evidene.Adequate evidene for laims about history. Historial explanations.Douments as providing evidene (2.3.1), reords (7.4.1), and arhival materials (7.5.1). Also, other souressuh as arhiteture and arheology. There is a real hane of fraud with digital objets. Evaluating thelegitimay of reords. Some kept in arhives has some level of on�dene but what to make of reordsthat gave not been in a systemati arhive.Primary soures. Arhaeologial evidene is often based on the ontext from whih an artifat wasobtained. Physial evidene from museums.
Figure 5.61: Political cartoons can be useful as primary sources as evidence of perspectives on social issues.Oral histories (Fig. 5.62).The presentation of history in movies is often ontroversial. Oliver Stone. Doudrama. Immersivehistorial games.
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Figure 5.62: One of the video oral histories from the HistoryMakers collection. (check permission)During a ourt trial, the jury may be presented with a reonstrution of an aident or a rime. If avideo of the events were available, the jury would want to see it. While suh a video is usually notavailable, an animation of the events an be made. Note, however, that there are many ways to shadethe veraity of an animation, and so it might give a distorted impression to a jury. Fig. 5.63 showsanimation from two perspetives. By omparison, interative animation allows for a full view of ations;hene, interative animations an failitate better exploration of all perspetives on an event. Digitalevidene.

Figure 5.63: Two perspectives on an event may lead to different interpretations. In the view on the left, the person in
the center appears to be striking a victim. However in the view on the right, the same person is seen to be running
past the victim[1]. (redraw-K) (check permission)

Systematic Attacks on HistorySwaying popular opinion by reating an alternative historial narrative. Changing the language toeliminate olletive memories. In many ases, this is relatively easy beause the institutions whihprovide evidene are relatively weak. Corrupting historial evidene for instane by reating inauthentireords.
Representations of HistoryCivi data sets (8.1.1).

Figure 5.64: Historicans workstation.
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Figure 5.65: Historical reenactors.

5.13.3. Social and Personal MemoryCultural memory institutions (5.9.3). History (5.13.0). Biography, Biopi, Autobiography. Theory ofbiography. Digital lives (10.3.1). Expetations (4.4.3). Arhival appraisal (7.5.3) and forensis. Personalinformation management (4.11.0).
Figure 5.66: Personal letter. (check permission)Eye-witness testimony in a trial may sometimes be doubted, espeially if it is based on leading questionsor other onept map-like preparations. There are many errors in onvitions for serious rimes basedon eyewitness testimony. Many types of memory biases (4.3.2).We an �nd similar e�orts in eye-witness testimony [6]. This is also sometimes alled \gist memory"sine the person tends to remember the main points { the gist { but not the details. The inaurayand suseptibility of human memory an reate biases in eyewitness testimony. People reall of eventswas able to be manipulated [70] to reate false memories. Certainty is based on many fators. Faereognition.

Exercises
Short Definitions:

Action research

Assessment

Attribution

Co-browsing

Cooperation

Constructivist learning

Coordination

Culture

Distributed cognition

Division of labor

Domain model

Early adopter

Information literacy

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS)

Instructional system design

Knowledge skill

Learning community

Learning management system

Learning object

Learning outcome

Manipulative

Media literacy

Media space

Meta-cognition

Norm

Pedagogy

Phonics

Plagiarism

Professional development(teachers)

Recommender system

Reputation

Role (group)

Scaffolding (learning)

Shadow function

Social brain

Social capital

Social contract

Social network analysis

Social presence

Sociability

Structuration

Student model

Task group

Review Questions:
1. Develop a simple fraud detection model you might apply to credit card purchase data. (5.3.4)
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2. Describe some of the examples of social learning. How is it similar to or different from other types of learning? (5.5.4)

3. What are the different types of systematic information flow through an organization? (5.7.0)

4. Describe examples of three types of communities. Explain how they meet the definition of communities. (5.8.2)

5. How might information systems decrease the sense of community? How might information systems increase the sense of
community? (5.8.2)

6. Identify the level of knowledge skills required for: (a) Determining that a car is broken, (b) Explaining to a mechanic
what is wrong, and (c) Fixing the car. (5.11.4)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Explain how online tools could support the development of social capital. (5.2.1)

2. Why do you trust your bank to take good care of your money? (5.2.1, 8.7.3)

3. What is the likely target value for user 4 in the table? Justify your answer. (5.5.5).

Video
1 2 3 4 5 6 Target

1 4 8 2 7 1 9 2
User 2 3 0 9 2 3 8 1

3 2 8 7 9 3 1 7
4 2 6 1 9 4 7 ?

4. Listen to a meeting and characterize the types of social interaction that takes place. How might that social interaction
be modified with additional information systems? (5.6.3)

5. Observe a meeting and, if possible, videotape it. Describe how you would annotate the events in the meeting to make it
accessible for use later. (5.6.3)

6. What are some of the barriers to communications for organizational components in remote locations? (5.6.6)

7. What are some of the difficulties of virtual organizations compared to organizations in which there is face-to-face inter-
action among the participants. (5.7.1, 5.7.3)

8. How does information technology amplify the division of labor? (5.7.2)

9. Briefly describe an electronic community to which you belong. If you do not belong to any electronic communities,
describe one you have heard about. Why you do you consider it an electronic community? In what way could the
community interaction be strengthened? (5.8.2)

10. Give examples of the way a community is defined by language. (5.8.2)

11. A community creates coherence among its members but such coherence in an organization can result in silos. Do
communities develop silos? (5.8.2, 7.3.6)

12. Describe the design for an electronic book interface which would support reflective thinking. (5.11.2)

13. What is the difficulty of building student models for activities such as writing an essay? (5.11.3)

14. Propose how you might develop a curriculum for a high-school information science class. (5.11.3)

15. Describe how the hierarchy of knowledge skills (Fig. 5.49) would be applied by a student learning about (a) chemistry,
(b) history. (5.11.4)

16. Describe some ways in which non-traditional information systems could be used by students in pre-schools and kinder-
gartens to improve learning. (4.9.2, 5.11.5)

17. At one extreme, libraries may be seen as passive repositories where people can search for information. At the other
extreme, education attempts to be proactive and give people an understanding of basic principles before the students
need them. In the future, will libraries and educational computing completely merge? Explain. (4.10.2, 5.11.5)

18. What education model do you think is best used to teach science education. (5.11.5)

19. Describe the online materials you should collect for a digital library designed for fifth graders. (5.11.5, 7.1.2)

20. Compared to Eq. 5.2, what cause would you infer for each of the following incorrect answers? What are some possible
alternate explanations? (5.11.7)
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2
=

1

17
(5.7)

21. Project what you think the mix of technology will be in the classroom in 20 years. Will there be classrooms? (5.11.7)
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22. How might you teach students to evaluate the accuracy and truthfulness of information resources? (5.12.0)

Practicum:
1. Evaluate the information needs of an organization. Describe the ways that organization deals with these information

needs. (5.7.0)

Going Beyond:
1. Is there always wisdom of crowds? (5.0.0)

2. We have emphasized the synergy of social forces but other sociological theories focus on “power” and “class”. What are
the advantages and disadvantages of employing those notions. (5.0.0)

3. Do television and Internet access provide the same level of social isolation? (5.1.1)

4. How might we quantify social capital is there in an organization? (5.2.1, 5.5.5)

5. How does information technology affect the optimal structure for task groups? (5.6.1)

6. Give some examples of how family life was or will be changed because of information technology.

7. Create a taxonomy of types of organizations. (2.2.2, 5.7.0)

8. Describe information flow in an organization with which you are familiar. (5.7.0)

9. What is the relationship between culture and technology? How easy is it for technology to change culture? (5.8.2)

10. Does a complex industrial society have culture? (5.8.2)

11. Describe the information systems available to members of your community in public schools, in libraries, and in commu-
nity centers, such as the YMCA. (5.8.2)

12. How important is access to information to reduce poverty? What are some specific steps that you feel could be effective?
(5.8.2)

13. List some ideas of how to encourage people to participate online communities. (5.8.2)

14. Give examples and discuss best practices for each dimension of S.O.A.P. (5.11.0)

15. What is the role of entertainment in education? (1.6.1, 5.11.0)

16. It is possible to synthesize both cognitive and social perspectives on education into a framework? (5.11.2)

17. How important is the acquisition of facts for students versus learning analytical skills? (5.11.2)

18. Compare the similarities of use-case analysis and instructional system design? (3.10.2, 5.11.3)

19. How should cognitive processing models impact to instructional system design? (4.3.0, 5.11.3)

20. Develop a model of the rules students need to learn to do fractions problems. (5.11.3)

21. What kind of knowledge does a multiple-choice question test evaluate as compared to an open-ended question test?
(5.11.3)

22. Explain how an adaptive testing program would be implemented. (5.11.3)

23. Collect a tutoring dialog. Annotate the dialog with notes about the state of understanding of the student and the
strategies of the tutor. (5.11.3)

24. How can a tutor increase student engagement in a dialog? (4.2.2, 4.6.0, 5.11.4)

25. Develop a lesson plan for (a) a fifth grade science teacher and (b) a tenth grade history teacher using digital resources.
(5.11.5)

26. In what sense are public schools learning communities? How could the community aspects be enhanced? (5.11.7)

27. How important is face-to-face interaction for education? (5.11.7, 6.1.2)

28. To what extent should an information science course teach values about the use of information? (5.12.3)

29. Do you agree with the statement: “The winner writes history”? (5.13.0)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: Group dynamics, Instructional system design.

Instructor Strategies: This chapter introduces fundamental principles of social processes. It then combines these social
approaches with cognitive issues for education. The two main sections, social issues and education, could be considered
separately.
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Chapter 6.
Language and Communication

Figure 6.1: Example of American Sign Language for the word “cat” (left). The fingers are drawn away from the
upper lip in a way that suggests stroking the whiskers of a cat. Finger spelling for “cat” (right). (check permission)Formally, languages are systems for reating espeially omplex and novel representations. Funtionally,natural languages failitate human ommuniation and soial interation (6.5.1) are those in whihmeanings an be spei�ed unambiguously.

6.1. Natural LanguageNatural language is muh more ambiguous than formal languages suh as omputer programminglanguages. Context and metaphor an ompletely alter the semantis of a natural language sentene.Indeed, there is ambiguity at many levels. It is unlear in the sentene \The woman saw the man withthe binoulars," exatly who has the binoulars. The ontext in whih these sentenes are spoken orused help us to understand these ases. Even when the syntax of a sentene is very simple, the semantisof language may be subtle. Consider the use of metaphor in the sentene \The old man drank in thesenery"; people must possess a very nuaned understanding of language to understand usage suh asthis. Unlike a formal language, where usage rules are delimited at the outset, natural language is asoial artifat (6.4.0); it is ative and dynami. Words an hange their meaning over time as prior usesbeome outdated, and di�erent strutures and styles are dropped or adopted. Understanding naturallanguage has as muh to do with ontext, as with learning or memorizing usage rules. Some tehniquesof natural language proessing are desribed in (10.4.0).Natural language proessing is a frontier of information siene. Thus far, only limited progress hasbeen made in reating omputers that understand and an interpret natural language. Obviously,the ability to ommuniate with omputers in this way would o�er great bene�ts. However, naturallanguage is used in various forms inluding text (10.1.0), visual language (11.2.4), and speeh (11.3.3), andeah modality has its own idiosynrasies. We will examine topis onerning natural language and itsomponents. Later, we will look at tehniques for proessing natural language (10.4.0).Language allows the ommuniation of omplex ideas. Utilizing language is a means of interation.Language games [63]. This should be ompared to the mathematial de�nition of languages.Symboli representations versus distributed representations. As we have seen, human language is oftena tool for persuasion and it is heavily ontext dependent.
6.1.1. Characteristics of Natural LanguageNot only is natural language ambiguous, it is also often highly redundant. This helps to ensure thetransmission of the message, and makes language robust in the fae of distortion, suh as with aentedspeakers or noisy environments. It is often easy to guess a missing or garbled word. That is, thesemantis are intertwined with ontext. Coherene of meaning.
6.1.2. Varieties of Natural LanguageHuman language is amazingly diverse. Beyond the obvious di�erenes between langauges there aredi�erenes within languages in jargon and ulture The di�erenes among languages reate a hugehuman ost through bloked ommuniation. Not only are there di�erent languages but even for a
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Human Languages
Differences among Natural Languages There are more than 3000 human languages. Human languagesdi�er from eah other in many ways: strutures, semantis, alphabets (10.1.1), word segmentation (10.1.5),and word sense (6.2.3); for example. This is apparent in areas related to sensory pereption, suh as thede�nition of olors. In Russian, for instane, there is no single word for \blue"; it is neessary to de�nethat olor in terms of its being either light blue (goluboy) or dark blue (siniy). As another example,the English word \y" exists in approximately 40 di�erent senses when translated into in German inaddition to its multiple meanings in English.Languages also vary in struture. Languages vary in \ase order". Grammars versus inetion. Thestruture of words and of phrases also di�er aross languages. Typially, English is Subjet-Verb-Objet(SVO) { John went home. Other languages are di�erent. Objet-Subjet-Verb (OSV) { Home Yodawent.Evolution of languages.There an also substantial di�erenes within what is widely onsidered to be a single language. Ofourse there many variants of English and even regional di�erenes with the U.S. (Fig. 6.2) [?℄. Indeed,there are strong regional di�erenes in language in Tweets. Geographi topi models.

Figure 6.2: Regional differences in Tweets[3]. (check permission).

Cultural Differences and Language While they may seem separate, a people's ulture and languageare related to one another in omplex ways. Culture is inextriably intertwined with language; thisimportant intersetion is studied extensively in \soiolinguistis" (6.4.4). Language helps to de�ne andeven perpetuate ultural di�ernes. Linguo-ultural di�erenes may be so pronouned that translationfrom one language to another is essentially impossible without extensive explanation (6.1.2). For example,many Polynesian ultures have a fundamental di�erent approah to diretions than in Western soieties.In Japan and Korea, great are must be taken to use the proper honori�s in onversation to expressrespet for the person with whom one is speaking. Use of language by gender. Use of by young people.
Evolution of Natural Languages Cognitive fators and ultural fators suh as assimilation.Speakers of a language tend to prefer simple statements and expressions. Language adapts to omplex-ity. The \priniple of least e�ort" suggests that ommon expressions tend to be shortened over time

[65]. For instane, niknames are usually muh shorter than full names. This is another example ofindividuals managing ognitive e�ort (4.3.3)Semanti drift as hanges in the meanings of words.Endangered languages (Fig. 6.4).
Modalities of Natural LanguageNatural language also rosses sensory modalities. It inludes written text, speeh (11.3.3) or verbal
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Figure 6.3: Spread of human language.

Figure 6.4: Ishi, The last Yahi Indian and the last native speaker of the Yahi language. (check permission)ommuniation, and sign language. Moreover, fae-to-fae ommuniation usually inludes gestures
(11.4.1) and referenes to objets in the environment, whih are, tehnially speaking, not part of thelanguage itself, but are nonetheless well understood. Sign language, though seemingly limited, possessesall the subtleties of spoken language. In fat, there are two ommon forms of sign language: one in whihonepts are represented with gestures, and the other in whih words are spelled out. Fig. 6.1 showsexamples of eah: a sign-language gesture (left) and �nger spelling (right). Continuum of inreasinglyomplex gestures (11.4.1) and, �nally, sign language. Sign language grammars.
6.1.3. Human Cognition and LanguageNatural language is a human proess and is suseptible to the biases of ognitive proessing. Relation-ship of natural language and ognition. Natural language is integral to being human. Categories andlexial di�erenes [?℄. Interplay between language ognition. Categories and lexial semantis. Readingand writing (10.2.0). Human language proessing piks �rst relevant math it �nds [?℄. Brain siene,brain development, and language ( A.12.2). Reading (10.2.0) and writing (se:writing).Linguisti relativity (6.4.4). Conept maps (4.4.1) and semanti �elds. This implements the notion ofompositionality whih is a ombination of onepts whih goes beyond the meaning of the individualomponents.How do people learn and produe natural language? Is it simply a funtion of learning the rulesand voabulary? There is some evidene that language aquisition is rule-based in this way [46]. Onesupporting example is the over-appliation of a rule in language use: a hild might say I go-ed to the storerather than I went to the store. Presumably, the hild has aquired the rule of adding \-ed" for reatingpast tense, but has not aquired an understanding of irregular verbs. Cognition (4.3.0). Moreover, theability of the human brain to develop new representations seems to hange aross growth Fig. 6.5. Thee�ort to �nd a universal grammar has largely failed. Language hunking.Translation. Bilingualism.

Lingua FrancaCommon language with pidgin dialets.
Quasi-Natural Constructed LanguagesEsperanto.
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Figure 6.5: Photos of a child at several points in the first years of life.Relationship to onept development. Some speulate that humans have a fundamental apability forlanguage. That is, our brains have evolved to produe linguisti ability, and that there are \linguistiuniversals" ommon to all people. One of these linguisti universals was a hypothetial \universalgrammar," This universal grammar theoretially provides a general template for the aquisition oflanguage, partiularly grammar. The partiular syntax of any given natural language �ts on top of thislarger, innate shema. Anedotal evidene for the innate propensity for language in humans is that itis easier for a hild to learn a language than it is for a hild to learn to play the piano. Computationallanguage learning entirely from samples of language would provide ounter-evidene.Role of imitation in language learning (5.5.4).Children learn language remarkably quikly. LSA and Plato's paradox for voabulary learning [35].
6.2. The Structure of Natural LanguageNatural language is highly strutured. As we shall see, there are several approahes to desribingthis struture but by far the most ommon proposes that there are several levels: Lexion, Syntax,Semantis, and Pragmatis.
6.2.1. Words: The Natural Language LexiconExatly what onstitutes a word is open to debate. The Oxford English Dictionary ontains approximately290,000 word entries, but over 615,000 word senses. Should ompound words be onsidered two words,or one? Most estimates put the total number of English words at over 1 million if tehnial terms areonsidered. Apart from that, as we will see, spei� words are themselves no simple matter. How wordsare reated, how we de�ne them, and how we use them are all questions that we will onsider in thissetion, though it must be noted that answers to these questions may be elusive. One interpretation isthat word senses may be implemented as frames as suggested in the FrameNet projet (6.2.3).Stems, morphemes, words. Words are omposed of di�erent parts, and those parts, when ombined,are what indiate the meaning of the word. \Morphology" is the word struture and the most basielements of words are alled \morphemes". Generally, there are onsidered to be three morphemes:roots, pre�xes, and suÆxes. These are the entral or main portion of the word, letter ombinationplaed before the root, and letter ombination plaed after the root, respetively.Morphology helps to trae the origins of a word or language. Beause many words may originatefrom the same root, �nding and identifying the history of that root form failitates the understandingderivative words. The proess of identifying a root is known as \morphologial analysis". Whether inwritten or spoken speeh. Lexial semantis (6.2.3).
6.2.2. Phrases, Clauses, and SentencesNatural Language Syntax, Parts of Speeh, and Grammars. Natural language inorporates manytypes of struture. Probably the most obvious struture is the syntax whih is often modeling withgrammars. Indeed, this has reeived the most attention.
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Parts of SpeechIn language, words are ombined to form phrases and sentenes. Generally, phrases are ombinationor groups of words that are funtionally similar to individual parts of speeh | they may identify anobjet (noun phrase) or an ation (verb phrase), or desribe an objet (adjetival phrase) or an ation(adverbial phrase).Words are typially lassi�ed into groups based on the way they are used. This pratie of identifying\parts of speeh" (e.g., nouns, verbs, et.) was probably a familiar assignment in grammar shool. Theseparts of speeh math grammatial strutures. Indeed, we an all them \grammatial ategories".Adjetives as modi�ers. Prediates. Analyti versus systemi languages.A sentene ombines phrases into higher-level oneptual units; it organizes them into a whole unit thatidenti�es or desribe a onept. Through this proess, symbols | words | are omposed in ways thatommuniate information (1.1.3). As we have seen, words are omplex | meanings and uses vary withtime, geography, and ontext. Designing and information system to understand words and how theyare used is a long-term proess. Phrases and sentenes, however, provide another way of aomplishingthis task. Colloations and o-ourrenes are statistial measures of what words appear together whenommuniating ertain onepts. In this way, it may be possible to hart the semantis of a partiulargrouping of words, instead of the semantis of individual words.
Grammars as Models for Natural Language SyntaxGrammars are a logial formalism whih desribe the sequene in a string, espeially in a string ofwords whih form a sentene. We will examine the way grammars are used in onstruting formallanguages at the end of this hapter (6.5.1). But, of ourse, grammars are also assoiated with naturalhuman language. Formal models versus probabilisti models.While grammars provide an e�etive formalism, there is a lot of debate about the psyhologial validityof grammars. One view holds that the grammar of a natural language is based on �xed rules, whihmaintain its struture and onsisteny aross time. Any deviation from those rules results in an inorretusage, in a tehnial sense | the misuse of language for literary or poeti e�et is quite ommon |though it is still, tehnially, inorret. The opposing view holds that, in a sense, language is themedium of the people, and its rules are determined by those who use it. In this view, there are generalpart-of-speeh ategories that desribe how words funtion within a sentene, but these annot beonlusively assigned to every word. These are applied to natural language in desribing the strutureof parts of speeh. Phrase-struture grammars. Fig. 6.7. Suh a relatively simple grammar an bemodeled with a state mahine. Indeed, a state mahine an be applied as a parser ( A.5.4).

Rewrite Rules Description

LHS RHS

S NP + VP Sentences (S) are composed of Noun Phrases (NP) and Verb Phrases (VP)
NP N, D + N Noun Phrases (NP) can be composed of a Noun (N) or a Determiner (D) (i.e., ‘the’) and

a Noun (N)
VP V, V + NP Verb Phrases (VP) can be composed of a Verb (V) or a Verb and a Verb Phrase (VP)

Figure 6.6: Fragment of a phrase-structure grammar. These are recursively expanded as in parse tree shown below.

Figure 6.7: Grammars are closely related to state machines. Here a recursive state machine link shows that one or
more adjectives can be repeated before a noun.String grammars (6.5.2) suh as the ones we have been desribing thus far often desribe the strutureof natural language statements. A \onstituent grammar" is one that an be understood by breaking
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Grammatical Categories Lexicon

D Determiner the
N Noun dog, boy
V Verb bit

Figure 6.8: Here is a simple lexicon for the example grammar; any real lexicon and grammar would have many more
parts.

Figure 6.9: Parse tree for “The dog bit the boy”. (check permissions)it down into its onstituent parts. The traditional grammar that is taught in most grade shools isan example of a onstituent grammar; more spei�ally, it is a \phrase-struture grammar". In thisframework, a sentene (or an entire grammar) an be seen as being omposed of ever more disreetunits, suh as noun phrases and verb phrases at the phrase level, and nouns, verbs, adjetives, et. atthe word level. Simple grammars suh as those whih approximate state mahine are easy to developbut natural language is so omplex that they do not handle all ases.Constituent grammars are generative models of languages; that is, they provide a framework for de-sribing how language ould be generated. Natural language grammars are a type of knowledge rep-resentation for subjets and prediates. To a large extent, natural languages are well modeled byontext-free formal languages.
Grammars and Language Production Grammars and Language Prodution. Psyholinguistis. Fromdeep struture to surfae struture, for instane, there are regular patterns for making a question froma statement. These patterns an be desribed with \transformational grammars" (Fig. 6.10). This isthe basis for the deep struture.

Declarative Interrogative (Question)

Today is Friday. Is today Friday?
Jill went to the store. Did Jill go to the store?

Figure 6.10: Questions are created from declarative sentences with a regular pattern. This change of structure can
be accomplished with a “transformation grammar”.Wh-questions and question answering.

Beyond Phrase Structure Grammars Natural language is subtle and there are many aspets of naturallanguage whih are not well aptured by simple grammars. These inlude: Agreement and tense asaspet. Language oordination. Stohasti grammars.
6.2.3. Natural Language SemanticsBy omparison to formal languages, natural language is ambiguous. One of the hallmarks of naturallanguage is its redundany. Although the following two sentenes have di�erent voabulary struture,they have approximately the same meaning. Semantis, in this sense, an often be paraphrased | the
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The pedestrian was struck by the automobile.

The car hit the person who was walking.Semantis is the literal de�nition as derived from the ditionary. rather than the subjetive meaning.Rather, subjetive meaning is overed as pragmatis (6.3.1).Lexiography. Semanti analysis of words.The semantis of natural language di�ers from formal semantis (6.5.2). The semantis of formal lan-guage are spei�, and an be de�ned within that formal system; however, the semantis of naturallanguage are not spei�, and may depend on the listener. Meaning an be subjetive | ultimately,understanding natural language ommuniation is an at of interpretation on the part of the listener(or reader).Semantis may be de�ned by an absolute standard, suh as ditionary de�nitions, but it may also bede�ned by use.
Lexical Semantics and DefinitionsWe start with \lexial semantis" whih fouses on the meaning of words. In natural languages, asopposed to formal languages. This builds on several issues we have already disussed suh as ategoriza-tion (2.1.1) and semanti networks. there is generally muh redundany at the word level; many wordsan mean the same thing. This highlights the fat that words themselves (what they sound or look like)are only indiretly related to the onepts they represent. Generally, meaning is not inherent to theword or sound of the word itself, with the obvious exeption of onomatopoei words suh as \hiss," or\bang". Meaning is attahed to words in an abstrat way. Another model for the relationship amongwords desribe the relationships among the words as semanti �elds. Semanti relationships (2.1.4).

Figure 6.11: Wordnet. (redraw)Words as signs in the semiotis sense (1.1.4).Word spaes and searh engines.
DefinitionsDe�nitions as delarations versus de�nitions as reporting atual usage. Ideally, a language wouldidentify eah onept with a di�erent word or word sense. A \word sense" is a partiular formationor meaning of a word; \y" vs. \ying," for example, or the di�erent de�nitions of the word \bank".Following Aristotle, de�nitions should be based on determining underlying onepts and their attributes.This often works well, but as we noted in (2.1.1) there are other approahes to desribing entities thanAristotle's. A single word, however, may be used to desribe several di�erent onepts; Webster’s New

Collegiate Dictionary lists 63 di�erent senses for the word \set." Some words even ompletely hangetheir meaning through time, and in some ases, both senses may ontinue to be used: \santion" anmean both to approve and to disapprove. Clearly, it an be diÆult to pin down word senses. Indeed,de�nitions also reet soial usage. Fig. 6.12 ontrasts de�nitions of \musi" from two ditionaries.Word senses are often domain spei�. Di�erenes of de�nitions and disourse ommunities. Moreover,word de�nitions and usage are uid. Frames as apturing word senses (6.2.3).
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music
1. The art of arranging sounds in time so as to produce a continuous, unified, and evocative composition,

as through melody, harmony, rhythm, and timbre.
2. Vocal or instrumental sounds possessing a degree of melody, harmony, and rhythm.
3.a. A musical composition.

b. The written or printed score for such a composition.
c. Such scores considered as a group: We keep our music in a stack near the piano.

4. A musical accompaniment.
5. A particular category or kind of music.
6. An aesthetically pleasing or harmonious sound or combination of sounds: the music of the wind.

music
1a: the science or art of incorporating intelligible combinations of tones into a composition having structure

and continuity
b: vocal or instrumental sounds having rhythm, melody, or harmony

2: an agreeable sound: EUPHONY
3: punishment for a misdeed
4: a musical accompaniment
5: a musical ensemble
6: the score of a musical composition set down on paper.

Figure 6.12: Entries for “music” from two dictionaries: (upper[1]) and (lower[6]). Why aren’t the word definitions and
senses exactly the same?The subtleties of word distintions suggest the diÆulties of reating hierarhial lexial ategoriessuh as those in (2.1.2). Organizing natural language for the purposes of omputer interation is furtherompliated by the evolution of language. Language is not stati (Fig. 6.13); the hanges in words overtime is a problem for ontrolled voabularies (2.5.3) suh as those used in natural language proessingsystems.Language games.

The word suede originates in the phrase Suede gloves, from the French phrase gants de Suede, literally
“gloves from Sweden”.

Figure 6.13: The meaning of words often evolve from other terms. The word “suede” comes from “Sweden”[21].We have already seen several tehniques for representing semantis suh as ontologies (2.2.2). An ontologybe used to reate a working voabulary and then build outward, with eah new term or usage beinglabeled to �t into the overall ategorization. This is similar to a semanti network in that the meaning ofany word is determined by its position relative to other words, but ontologies are usually more limited,seeking to allow ommuniation and understanding based on a predetermined, ontext-independentvoabulary. Ontology extration (10.5.3).
Verbs Verbs link nouns or noun phrases together muh the way relationships in ER models linkentities. Verb hierarhies establish oneptual dependeny between di�erent words (frames). Verbforms and tenses enrih and oordinate oneptual dependenies with ontologies (2.2.2). However, suhapproahes are often diÆult to apply beause of the ambiguity of ontext. Verb type a�ets syntatistruture (e.g., [37]). Tense-aspet-mood.Semanti network (Fig. 6.14).
Denotation and Connotation We may distinguish between \denotation," whih is the exat ditionaryde�nition of a word or term, and \onnotation," whih is the informal meaning it arries. Presriptiveand desriptive de�nitions.The disrepany between literal and intended meaning is often expressed through the use of literary
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Figure 6.14: Semantic network. (redraw)devies, suh as metaphors. This is when a word or phrase is used to desribe something when thatword or phrase literally means something else. Metaphors are not meant to be taken literally but toset up a omparison between two things for the purpose of expressing an abstrat onept.
Evolving Word Senses and DefinitionsThe human environment hanges. Natural language needs to be malleable. \Ruthless," means toatually be without \ruth," whih was a ommon Middle English word for pity or ompassion. Thatword slowly lost favor and fell out of use; however, \ruthless" remains ommon today. Languagesinterat with one another to form new languages, and new words and word senses are onstantlyoming into being. Some words are introdued from other languages, and are termed ognates; anexample would be the word \menu," whih was adopted in English from Frenh, where the wordmeans the same. Other words are reated. These are termed \neologisms," and frequently arise due totehnologial or soial hange. The word \spam" is a good example of a neologism; originally oined asa brand name for a type of anned meat, it now exists as a word in its own right, meaning unsoliitedemail. The need for a word to desribe unsoliited email (or even \email," for that matter) simply didnot exist until the 1990s.Words whih have evolved to have multiple meanings are said to have \polysemy," or to be \polyse-mous". A \hair," whih is a piee of furniture, preeded the onept of a \hair" as a person who leadsa meeting. The meanings of polysemous words are generally related to one another through abstrationand derivation.
Representing Natural Language SemanticsThe meaning is not reeted by parts of speeh. Rather, the meaning is de�ned by the ombination ofentities. Indeed, a whole other model for representing word meaning is based on words distributed ina spae (10.9.2). Using frames of various sorts. Related ations and desriptions.From knowledge representation to knowledge representation languages. Only symboli representationsare onsidered on in this setion. Semanti representations have several useful appliations suhas summarization and mahine translation. A detailed semanti analysis an provide an interlingua

(6.2.3). A semanti representation that is language-neutral and an be useful in translation betweentwo or more languages (Fig. 6.15) (10.13.1). Formal knowledge representation languages often employontologies (2.2.2). More omplex reasoning and logi ( A.7.0). Enapsulating ontexts.
[ Event GOIdent([ThingSNOWMAN],

[PathTOIdent

( PositionATIdent([ThingSNOWMAN],[ThingPUDDLE],)])],
[BY <MELT>])]

Figure 6.15: Possible semantic representation for the sentence “The snowman melted into a puddle”[20].
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Case and Semantic Frames Semanti relationships have been important throughout this disussion.Frames are templates of related attributes (6.2.3). Frames an be onstruted around verbs. A frameis a group of shemas, or generalized desriptions of an ation or event, that form a onsistent unit(Fig. 6.16). Frames are used as a means to anhor the potential meaning of language. They provide aontext within whih to interpret the relationships and an be useful in information extration (10.5.0).Extends verbs. This is a type of semanti role (2.1.4). Themati roles.
An Agent performs a Response action on a Victim as a punishment for an earlier action,
the Injury, that was inflicted on an Injured party. The Agent need not be identical to the
Injured party but needs to consider the prior action of the Victim a wrong. Importantly,
the punishment of the Victim by the Agent is seen as justified by individual or group
opinion rather than by law.

Figure 6.16: Frame for the concept of “revenge”[15]. Note the expected Frame Elements: Injury, Agent, Victim, and
Response.

Figure 6.17: FrameNet composite frame for a crime scene. Several frames are joined to create an overall scenario.
(redraw) (check permission)

Propositions and Semantic Grammars The roles the words play in reating the meaning of the sen-tene. This may be related to parts of speeh but is not neessarily the same. What is \ase"? SVO[23].Sometimes semanti networks will employ \ase frames" to help determine ontext. Case frames are as-sumptions about ommon word meaning when used in partiular ontexts. These seek to disambiguatedi�erent possible word meanings by identifying ommon semanti relationships between words in agiven usage. Case grammars are used to failitate this proess. Beause the semantis of a partiularontextually situated sentene or phrase are often determined by the syntatial relationship between,primarily, the noun and verb phrases, this syntatial relationship an help to determine the semantisof a sentene. Word senses depend largely on ontext.
Semantic CohesionReasoning about semanti properties helps people understand how statements hold together. Themeaning is ultimately de�ned by a person hearing or reading the language. The relationship of theomponents is the semanti ohesion. Semanti ohesion develops from an understanding of the rela-tionship among onepts (Fig. 6.18). This ohesion is based on our knowledge of what would be logialin a given ontext. Attention management in language and onversation.

Margie was holding tightly to the string of her beautiful new balloon. Suddenly a gust of wind caught
it. The wind carried it into a tree. The balloon hit a branch and burst. Margie cried and cried.

Margie cried and cried. The balloon hit a branch and burst. The wind carried it into a tree. Suddenly
a gust of wind caught it. Margie was holding tightly to the string of her beautiful new balloon.

Figure 6.18: The first story is more satisfying because it has semantic coherence and follows our expectations for
the logical development of events. (redirect)Semanti ohesion inludes referene whih refers to timing, sequene, or indiate ause and e�et.



6.3. Language and Interaction: "Doing things with Language" 223\Anaphora" is the tehnique of using a word (often a pronoun) to refer to something desribed earlier.Similarly, a metaphor has a sope of appliability.These referents are generally based on the unique harateristis of the human experiene in the physialworld; notions of time, loation, mass, movement, and ausality are so intuitively used by humans thatday-to-day language allows short uts. This would be onfusing to anything not indotrinated into thissystem; onsider this pronoun referene example, using anaphora: \The table hit the hair and it fell".Most listeners would expet that it was the hair that fell, as it is lighter than a table, but it is alsopossible to interpret the sentene as saying that the table fell.This understanding of the physial referents of language help to soially mediate ommuniation andonstrut a joint understanding of language. This an be termed \groundedness". In situations deal-ing with non-physial things, people use physial-world referents as metaphors to desribe abstratonepts.Cohesion in text is somewhat subjetive. The writer's goal is the management of the listener's attention
[29]. Consideration of higher-level units in the text leads us to the possibility of examining the strutureof those intentions.
6.2.4. Semantics and Domain StructuresThere are many nihe appliations of language and knowledge of these nihes turns out to be rtial indealing with them.
6.3. Language and Interaction: "Doing things with Language "Semantis fouses on the literal de�nitions of terms but natural language goes well beyond the literalmeanings. Funtion rather than struture. Natural language use is very ontext dependent. This anbe viewed as layered interation whih an go beyond natural language. Relationship between languageand ation and behavior. Semantis and Wikipedia [?℄. Linking instanes with semantis.
6.3.1. PragmaticsPragmatis onsiders the e�ets of the soial ontext on the meaning of statements. Thus,y it is essentialfor ommuniation beause the soial ontext and ultural assumptions are often signi�ant fators indetermining meaning. Context an often larify ambiguity.

referential conveys information about some real phenomenon
expressive describe feelings of the speaker
conative (instrumental) attempts to elicit some behavior from the addressee
phatic builds a relationship between both parties in a conversation
metalingual self-reference
poetic focuses on the text independent of reference

Figure 6.19: One taxonomy of pragmatic categories[31].There are many types of ontext, suh as the ontext of the ommuniation task being performed, theexpeted audiene, and knowledge that is impliit or shared between the ommuniators, whih may bemanifested as assumptions, soial onventions or expetations. A sentene may have a literal meaningin one ontext and an entirely di�erent meaning in another ontext.Signs. Semiotis. Indexial signs.Layers of interation in eduation (5.11.4). Communiative pratie.Grounded natural language proessing. Referene (Fig. 6.20). Artifats in omputer-mediated om-muniation (5.6.5).Most onversation has a topial fous that lends it oherene. This fous ontributes to attentionmanagement [29].
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Figure 6.20: Conversations include reference to the physical world. (redraw)(check permission)Emphasis on the soial aspets of language suggests that a fous on soial interation leads readily toa funtional analysis of language rather than to a struturalist approah. That is, the fous is on thee�et of the language rather than the syntax. Languages have large ultural and politial impliations.Moreover, language is highly dependent on the task or domain to whih is applied. Reognizing thetask an help the language understanding.The ontext, tone, or history of the speaker may be used to modify the literal meaning of words (11.3.3).Statements suh as \It's old in here" may be intended as a request to lose a window. One distintionis between statements that ommit a speaker and those that are intended to hange the state of thelistener (perloutionary ats).
Speech ActsWe an also try to understand how people \do things" with language [13]. Performatives. Thus, thefous is not on the struture of the language but the funtionality. These are speeh ats (Fig. 6.21).The approah is based on a model of intentional ation.Earlier, we mapped a negotiation by the transations and ommitments that were made rather than theways those were expressed (3.4.4). Tutoring dialog may be haraterized by speeh ats whih emphasizethe eduational purpose behind eah statement (5.11.3)(Fig. 6.22). This is for the ideal situation whihdoes not inlude persuasive speeh or gamesmanship. (illoutionary ats)

Speech Act Explanation Example

Assertives To instill a belief Today is Tuesday. Not Wednesday.
Directive To get the addressee to do something Put it over there.
Commissives To commit to something I’ll fix it after dinner.
Expressives To express a feeling to somebody I’m so excited, I could burst!
Declarations To state a position I’m in favor of building it!

Figure 6.21: One system speech acts (adapted from[53]).

Speech Acts Example

Pump priming Gives some basic data and examples from which a student could generalize.
Splicing Suggests how to unify ideas that have been expressed separately.
Correct and amplify Gives corrections and further information.

Figure 6.22: Some speech acts which have been proposed for tutoring dialogs[26].Multi-sentene speeh ats [?℄. Maro-speeh ats.
6.3.2. DiscourseThe term disourse is yet another that is used in a number of di�erent senses. It may refer to anysort of onversational exhange or to a stylized way of speaking or it many simply refer to units of theexhange.Disourse in siene (9.2.3). The author needs to provide ontext for the reader by managing ohereneand attention.



6.3. Language and Interaction: "Doing things with Language" 225Disourse ful�lls soial goals as a part of soial ation. For instane, disourse is essential for tutors
(5.11.3). It also helps us better understand \gamesmanship" (5.3.3). However, disourse an often besubjetive. To the extent it mathes a group's perspetives, it may reet politial opinions.Disourse as \how things are said". Disourse is often assoiated with onstruting passages thataomplish ertain purposes or tasks. Disourse is an interation sequene whih intends a transfer ofinformation. Four types of disourse are ommonly identi�ed: Exposition, Desription, Argumentation,and Narrative.Disourse versus genres (6.3.7). Disourse maros. Aademi disourse[30]. Moves in disourse shift fousfrom one level of understanding to the next[17]. Disourse helps disambiguation based on soial fators.Disourse types of sentenes: delarative, question, imperative, exlamatory.One example of the style of presentation suh as \hedging" { that is allowing for some possibility oferror. Disourse management in tutoring and lassroom (5.11.3).Normative ethis [14].

Critical DiscourseHow people use language to aomplish their goals. Attitude hange. The way people present thingswhen speaking may reveal ultural assumptions and logi. Either expliit or impliit. Passive voie.
Discourse Processes: Elements, Acts, and MovesA�ets proessing, understanding, and memory.Disourse also reates struture of meaning beyond the sentene level. The elements of a disourse arerelated to the struture of a task (3.5.4). In this sense, the given part of the disourse is based on atask model or user model. For some tasks, the omponents are lear and the aomplishment of thosetasks an be learly indiated. Disourse elements generally are not useful by themselves. Rather setsof them are needed to omplete tasks. There are many ways of lassifying disourse. Sets of disourseelements. Funtional task analysis.The transitions within a disourse are alled \disourse moves". These are initiated with spei�strutures. This inlude disourse pairs suh as Topi-Comment, Theme/rheme, and Given-new. Itis ommon in ommuniation to establish a \given" and then to use that as the basis for omparisonwith a hange (Fig. 6.23). This forms the lassi \given-new" pairing \Bill went to the store." tells usthat somebody we know (Bill) hanged to a new state. He went to the store. While given-new is veryommon, it is not very preise.

Figure 6.23: Before-after pictures are a form of the “given-new” principle. (new picture-K) (check permission)Automati Extration of Disourse Struture. Generating models of what is going on in a disussion.Disourse maros versus disourse plans.
Discourse PlansPlanning (3.7.2) is a part of a text generation system. Planning as a goal-oriented ativity.Statistial models for speeh at detetion. For instane, with HMMs.Disourse and verbs (6.2.3). Verb semantis. Semanti ohesion versus disourse frameworks.



226 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Many of these models are hierarhial. That is, they form disourse tree [47].When disourse is part of a omplex ativity intended to have spei� e�et, it may need to be planned
(3.7.2). Determining and �lling onstraints [41].Disourse Proessing and Comprehension There is a great deal of researh about how people understanddisourse. That is onsidered as part of the study of reading (10.2.0). Story understanding as being ableto answer questions about a story.
6.3.3. Types of Discourse: Description, ExpositionHere, we use a relatively simple set: Desription, Exposition, Explanation, Argumentation, and Nar-rative.Soping ommuniative ats is a fundamental ativity. However, this an get quite omplex. Forinstane, a narrative an be interwoven with an explanation. These an have impliations for thedesign of e�etive texts. Generally qualitative (4.1.1).Conveying fatual information. Desriptions of information resoures (2.4.3).There are many styles of authoring. From speeh generation to design. Language an be styled toexpress myriad meanings, from the simplest statement to high art. Poetry, for example, ombinessounds and sense to give the reader an emotional, aestheti experiene. Other language devies inludeallusion, alliteration, and rhetori.Exposition lays out the fats of a ase. High-level expository styles. Problem-solution. Cause-E�et.Analogy.Expository ontent lays out an issue or presents a desription of a proess or situation. It an also illus-trate ausal relationships among onepts. Complex texts use elements that enhane their oherene,inluding time, entailment, impliation, and ausality.
6.3.4. Types of Discourse: ExplanationExplanations go beyond desriptions to provide ontext and ausation. They desribe a model. We havedisussed many types of question answering systems in this text, answering those questions often resultsin providing explanations. An explanation helps a person omprehend a situation or event. Desribingontent to others. This should emphasize the use of mental models and is similar to tutoring andteahing (5.11.3). Build on the basi elements. We have already disussed many types of explanationssuh as those used in question answering and tutoring. Another type of super-struture is explanations.The goal is to onvey a desription of a proess as learly as possible.There an be several approahes to explanations. Explanations based on theories and ausation
(4.4.2) and oneptual models (4.4.1). Sienti� explanations (9.2.3). History explanations ((se:historyexplanations)).Wittgensten and language games.Adding interativity to explanation approahes a tutoring system (5.11.3).a Tutoring models with disourse-based explanations [?℄.Two aspets: what is the explanatory model versus how best to present it.Explanations and expert systems and ase-based reasoning { explaining why a ertain deision wasreahed. Explanations often inlude appeals to logi but also inludes some bakground. Evaluat-ing explanations [36]. Explanation inludes an aspet of presentation of e�etive oneptual models.Explanations are typially either auses or sub-proesses [48].History attempts to desribe and provide explanations for spei� events. Fig. 6.24. Siene (9.2.2) ex-planations for general ases.
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Explanatory target
Why does a patient get atherosclerosis with associated symptoms such as chest pain?

Explanatory pattern
The patient has inherited various genes that encourage the development of risk factors such

as hyperlipidemia, hypertension, and diabetes.
The patient is subject to various environmental factors, such as a high fat diet.
The genes and the environmental factors interact to produce the disease.

Figure 6.24: Atherosclerosis explanation schema[60].Explanation is, of ourse, useful in eduation where it often in intertwined with the presentation ofoneptual models, Models are essential for explanations. of expository writing [32]. Mathematialmodels suh as those in DSS systems are known as inuene diagrams. Explaining auses versusidentifying atual auses. Explanations are often based on dubious onstruts and poor logi. Shemasare similar to frames in providing templates for possible answers (Fig. 6.28).Explanatory oherene [60].
6.3.5. Types of Discourse: Argumentation and RhetoricArguments makes laims and support them with evidene. It's purpose is to persuade; however some ofthe argumentation systems we desribe below simply lay out an argument. We �nd formal approahesto argumentation in law (8.5.4), history (5.13.0), and siene (2.6.2).

The Structure of ArgumentsIssue-based analysis lays out onsiderations in reahing a deision. It is a type of argumentation system.Claim-support-argument struture (Fig. 6.25) [18]. Argumentation and trustworthiness of information
(5.2.3). Design rationale (3.8.7).
1) Jones would make a good president.
2) He has a lot of experience.

3) He’s been on the city board for 10 years.
4) And he’s very honest.
5) He refused bribes while on the force.
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1) Jones would make a good president.
2) He has a lot of experience.

3) He’s been on the board for 10 years.
4) And he’s refused bribes.
5) So he’s honest.
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1) The city is a mess.
2) The parks are a mess.

3) The park benches are broken.
4) The grassy areas and parched.
5) Returning to the city problems,

the highways are bad too.
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Figure 6.25: A variety of Claim-Support-Argument structures[18]. (different example)(check permission)Claims and hedging.
Rhetoric and Rhetorical StructureRhetori is sometimes de�ned as any sort of publi speeh and sometimes the goal may just be topresent information learly. In a stronger sense, sometimes rhetori is \persuasive speeh," or \e�etivedisourse". One of Aristotle's most famous works was his \Rhetori" [12] that attempts to instrutpeople how to be persuasive. For instane, Aristotle emphasized syllogism whih is a simple logialdevie. Teahing e�etive (persuasive) writing and oratory. Rhetorial devies. Disputation and a�et.Proedural rhetori.Rhetori is how a position is presented. Rhetorial struture theory (RST) [40] is probably the bestknown approah for disourse tagging. Rhetorial Struture Theory (RST) is omposed of disoursesets and relationships among them [40] (Fig. 6.26). Nuleus/Satellite. One blok of text may \justify"or add \onditions" about another blok of text. Genres (6.3.7).
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R

Justify

R
Condition

1A 1B 	

Volitional-Result

1C 1D

[And if the truck driver’s just don’t want to stick to the speed limits,]1A [noise and resentments are guaranteed.]1B

[It is therefore legitimate to ask for proper roads and speed checks.]1C [And the city officials have signaled to
support local citizens.]1D (maz5007e)

Figure 6.26: The rhetorical units in a discussion based on an analysis with RST. A specific set of Elements is
proposed but also, proposes that thread which connects them follows a specific structure.Fous on larger elements of the argument. One model's elements inlude: Claim, warrant, data, baking,rebuttal, quali�er (Fig. 6.27) [61].

Data -

(since)

Warrant

(because)

6

Qualifier

6
(unless)

Rebuttal

6
Claim

Harvey was
born in Bermuda -

(since)

A person born in
Bermuda is usually
a British citizen

6

6
(because)

Laws, etc.

6
(unless)

His parents were not British
or he was naturalized in some
other country.

He is a British

citizen.

Figure 6.27: The reasoning of an argument can be illustrated graphically. A framework for the components of an
argumentation (left) and an example (right) (adapted from[61]).Siene as argumentation (2.6.2). Atual arguments are often more omplex than an be handled byToulmin [42].Varieties of argumentation systems. Representation of argument elements. Interfaes for browsing thearguments. Overview of most important themes and zoom in. Collabortive and ommunity argumen-tation. Argumentation systems an be useful for laify arguments and for teahing argumentation.

6.3.6. Types of Discourse: NarrativeNarratives deal with a spei� situation rather than general priniples. Narratives typially do notemphasize logial explanations but usually emphasize human experiene. Typially, a story statesa problem or hallenge desribe how it is resolved. Stories inlude narrative, plot, and harater.Narrative as a trajetory through a story spae. Some games. Collaborative story telling. Narrative asrevealing ultural gist.From narrative to drama to yber-drama. Drama provides a foused ontext around ations. Theater
(11.5.0). Cyber-drama (11.5.3). More theory in (11.5.4). Struture of a story with drama. Charaterdevelopment. Building emotion, a�et, and empathy. Yet, in urrent systems there are restritions onthe possible omplexity of the narrative pathways.

The king died. Then the queen died.
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The king died. Then the queen died of grief.

Ubiquity of NarrativesWe have enountered stories repeatedly as a way that people reate oherene of their world. Narrativesare similar to explanations but they inlude additional features suh as titles to support emotion andattention management. Having a story understanding the pratial onstraints an be e�etive forsome management deision making. When there are several possible stories, �nd the story that is mostonsistent. There are many ways in whih asual models a�et pereption. Stories and attribution (5.5.2).A strong sense of ausality in memory. Episodi memory. Topi-organization ontent. Narratives andgames. However, maintaining the oherene of the narrative in the interativity an be hallenging
(4.4.3). Oral histories and ultural heritage.

1. The defendant was speeding and sleepy so the defendant caused the accident.
2. The defendant was speeding and sleepy but another person’s car lost its brakes hit him.

Figure 6.28: A narrative based on a plausible causal chain (top) can be persuasive even another statement is more
accurate.Combining events into a larger oneptual whole. Multimedia programming and management of atten-tion.Narrative as a foundation for ognition (4.3.0). Inferring ausation with narrative (6.3.6).Narrative is the retelling of a sequene of events. Drama (11.5.4). Dimensions of drama from [16] arelisted below:

Diachronicity desribe the idea that there must be a sense of ation taking plae over time.
Hermeneutic omposability refers to the idea that narratives an be interpreted as a story omposedof events.
Canonicity and breach is the priniple that stories require the breaking of a normal state of events.
Referentiality is the priniple that a story somehow refers to real world states, though this may betangential.
Genericness means that the story belongs to one or more families of story types.
Normativeness is the idea that narrative depits norms of behavior.
Context sensitivity and negotiability suggest that narrative requires the negotiation of roles betweenauthor and text.
Narrative accrual desribe the priniple that new stories diretly follow from older ones.

Narrative ComponentsWe usually enter into a story with expetations that we assume will be ful�lled. A story must reah\losure," that is, the resolution of an initial onit.The story has a progression. A dramati ar desribes the evolution of a harater aross a story.(Fig. 6.29). The ar an also reet the dramati tension and presumably, the emotional response ofthe audiene.Point of view whih is also found in video games.Combining logi and the pereption of plausibility. It an often be improved by ritial analysis.Combine logi and pereption of plausibility. If there is any ausal story, people tend to aept it.Stories have many roles in a ulture. Myth and anonial strutures. Road movie.Components of narrative. Plot, harater, theme. Narrative design. Story planning.Story episodes.Systagmati. Spei� time, plae, haraters.
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Figure 6.29: Story arc with major and minor characters. (check permission)Motifs and themes.
Narrative StructureMany stories follow regular patterns so it seems natural to develop representations. Some aspets ofnarrative are highly stylized. Indeed, Russian fairy tales (Fig. 6.30) are so stylized [50] that grammarshave been proposed desribing these. Story lines, story graphs. grammars, and dynami agents. Agenyin narrative [22].

In one village there lived three brothers. The two elder brothers were successful merchants, but the youngest
brother was a fool named Emelya who slept on the stove all day long. Once it happened that when he went to
the ice-hole for water and he caught a magic pike. The pike asked him to let her go free and promised him to
grant any of his wishes. “Just say these magic words: ’By the pike’s wish, at my command,’ and everything will
be done” the pike said. Emelya agreed.

He ordered his water-pails to go home by itself, which they did, much to the surprise of his sisters-in-law. Then
he ordered the sledge to go by itself to the nearest forest where his ax felled wood for the fire. The Tsar of the
land heard about that wonder and ordered his officer to bring Emelya to the palace. When Emelya came to the
Tsar’s courtyard he saw the Tsar’s daughter and used the pike’s magic to make her fall in love with him.

Then the Tsar gave orders to place the princess and Emelya in a barrel and throw them into the sea. But Emelya
again used the magic words and the waves rolled the barrel onto the shore of a beautiful island. With the pike’s
help Emelya “built” a big marble palace. Then the princess asked him to become handsome and smart, and he
turned himself into a fine young prince. They started to live peacefully in the palace.

One day the Tsar visited the island and, oh! What a wonder!, he recognized his own daughter and Emelya who
was changed into a fine prince. The Tsar wept and asked their forgiveness. They celebrated the family’s reunion
and lived happily after that.

Figure 6.30: “The Pikes Story” is a Russian fairy tale. Such tales are highly structured and it has been proposed
that a grammar could describe the structure. (Translated Richardson). (Check permission).The fabula is the sequene of behavior in the story world and syujhet.Markup for narrative [11].Story grammars. Rewrite rules for narrative [?℄. Planning and story generation.Narrative omprehension. Forming mental models.

Stories, Character, and Capturing the Human ExperienceStories have a struture, but they also reveal human experiene. Desribe suh ommon human expe-rienes as birth, death, and family. Managing a�et. Developing empathy (5.5.3)with the haraters. Astory's losure gives it an emotional satisfation. The moral of a hildren's story transmits a lesson asin Aesop’s Fables. Traks human life. Soial role of narrative. Taxonomies for folktales and folklore.Managing emotional a�et (4.6.2). Are the haraters believable? Do we develop empathy with them?We need models of the users in order to develop empathy with them. Representing harater goals andpsyhology.



6.3. Language and Interaction: "Doing things with Language" 231Standard harater: Heroes, vitims, villains (antagonist), sidekiks [55].A�et in stories and generating a�et. E�etive story-telling [5]. Narratives and games (11.7.0).There are many ommon patterns of in human lives and , of ourse, these are reeted in human stories.Universal themes and story templates. Moral. Allusion, Symbolism. Myth. A \failed quest" is one ofwhat is laimed to be 12 basi story forms [4]. An example is the story of the Holy Grail. Stories oftenfollow preditable patterns; one type of story tells of a \failed quest". Plot and harater developmentan also follow patterns. Arhetypes.

Figure 6.31: Lancelot and the failed quest for the Holy Grail. (check permission)The oherene and �delity of a story an be more important to our beliefs than support from diretevidene [24]. Expetations (4.4.3).Desribing the goals of the haraters and the goal onits [22].
Interactive Stories: Story Interfaces and Narrative EnginesBeyond books and movies, Computers lend themselves to interative �tion. Interative stories. Thesimplest of these are branhing stories and serious games (11.7.3).

Figure 6.32: A notation for browsing the events which form the plot of a story[11]. (check permission)Automated story telling. Narratives in games. Planning and narrative. Story re-planning as needed.Believability.Narrative theory (11.5.4).
Combining Discourse TypesStory interpretation and ultural ontext [49]. Some types of works are omposed entirely one type ofdisourse. An explanation may be only that. However, some other types of material may interweaveseveral of the types. A news story or a biography have explanation, narrative, and argumentationall mixed together LDM [49] a di�erent approah to disourse units. In other ases, this we see more
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6.3.7. Content Genres and Literary FormsThere are trends and styles in information resoures. They often reet tehnologial hanges in mediapresentations or events in soiety. For a while Western movies were partiularly popular and then theinterest in that style faded. These emergent patterns often not stable enough to be systematiallylassi�ed. These are rei�ed as omplex objets (7.8.4).The use of genre an be viewed as soial ation. They may be relatively stable (e.g., business letters)or ephemeral. They are related to trends in both tehnology and ulture. Genres provide expetationsabout a resoure for the members of a given ommunity.A literary form is more de�ned than a genre. XML DTDs as genres (2.3.3). Genre Template.Genres are found in systems of media. Complex works inlude books, movies, and songs. Typially,genres are omposed of sets of related entities and they often result from a nexus of tehnology andulture. There are many examples of genres.Trope.Media exists in a milieu of tehnology. Broader units than disourse (6.3.2). Genres an provide ex-petations about disourse and help build expetations. They an be thought of as a prototype (2.1.3).Genres an are also de�ned by referene to ultural trends and other works. This latter is known asintertextuality. Genre analysis[58] and genre lassi�ation are triky beause genres themselves are oftenpoorly de�ned and are highly dynami.Genre eologies [56] desribe interloking sets of doument and forms in an organization.

Examples of GenresThere are many examples: Graphi novels. Douments as a genre (2.3.1). Musi genres. Hip-hop. Genredetetion Genres in siene writing (9.2.3) are sometimes expliitly de�ned.Genres, hypertexts, and interative video games (11.5.4).
Literary Genres Books are a highly developed and generally very e�etive genre. Aids for readersand larity for use. The development of books, printing, printing, libraries, and universities are allinter-twined. Eologies of genres in organizations. Also, to an extent in businesses and the Web.Printing and publishing (8.13.4). Print ulture (8.13.6).However, it is a spei� style that evolved over time. Novels are a story told in prose.

Figure 6.33: Kiss of Death[33] is an example of the 1930s genre known as Film Noir. (redraw) (check permission)Items from a given genre show shared ommuniative purpose. Genres are hard to apture. Genres onstyle, theme, mode. From literary styles to genres. A�eted by the ulture and tehnologies. Genreof media forms suh as a novel. Content genres suh as Film Noir (Fig. 6.33) whih was a style of



6.4. Conversation and Dialog 233movie whih was popular in the 1940s and 1950s (Fig. 6.33). Building shared expetations about style,symbols, and strutures. Emotion, soiety, ontent. Soial proesses and genres. Game types (11.7.0).Genres in organizational ommuniation. Indeed, [44] argue that ommuniation genres help to de�nethe struture of the organization and may even ontrol members of the organization. Soial genres.Genre eologies[2]. Genres often de�nes a sub-ulture. Genre lassi�ation an be triky beause genresare by their nature fuzzy and ephemeral.
6.4. Conversation and DialogLanguage is primarily soial. Here, we onsider the soial omponent. Conversation is the most diretform of verbal interation. Soial interation through language.Modalities (5.6.5). Dialog systems (5.11.3)[27]. As with other types of multi-agent ommuniation, protoolsfor the interation. Language is, of ourse, fundamental to soial interation. Soial interation is highlyvaried. From simply getting aquainted to ommuniating shared goals of a group. Communiatingthe sope of an interation. Orality and oral traditions (11.3.3). Multimodal soial interation (4.2.4).Gestures (11.4.1). Multi-person onversation and speeh analysis (11.3.3).We may distinguish among di�erent types oral interation. Debate. Gossip. Genres. Meetings (5.6.3).Task-based and ativity-strutured disussions Meetings. Routine ativities.Providing tools for supporting referene in omputer-mediated interation (5.6.2).
6.4.1. Social Interaction through LanguageConversation is soial interation by natural language. It is a model for other kinds of interation suhas, inreasingly, the interation between a person and a omputer. Conversation is often instrumental,that is it helps people to aomplish their goals (Fig. 6.34). Development of onversational ability.Types of soial oordination (3.5.3).

Figure 6.34: Stages of interaction between two people (A and B) during a negotiation (adapted from[62]). (redraw)
(check permission)Conversation and work.Adjaeny-pairs. Question/answer Greeting/Greeting.Pragmatis is a signi�ant fator in onversation. Indeed, many onversational statements violatesyntax but are understood perfetly well beause of their ontext.Fig. 6.35 during design disussion. Task-oriented disourse.Chat-room onversation transript.While disourse is \publi speeh", onversation is often an informal disussion between a small numberof people. Conversation inorporates linguistis with soial interation. Most onversation is about
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Figure 6.35: Transitions observed discussions during design interaction.[43]. (check permission) (redraw)narrow topis, is between people who know eah other very well, and is heavily ontext laden. Whenthe partiipants in a onversation know eah other and have a long history, the onversation mayappear errati to an outside observer. Several types of onversational interation an be identi�ed.Task-oriented interation versus information interation (3.4.3). Conversation onveys information andthat often reates soial bonds (5.2.1).Rather than fousing on the words whih are exhanged, we an also onsider onversation?s role indeveloping a�etive bonds. Physial aspets of onversation suh as gaze and body language. Gesturesand faial expression (11.4.1) are an integral part of fae-to-fae onversation. Soial engagement inonversation.Conversation as developing shard understandings. Conversation and tasks. Conversation for problemsolving. Bridging aross sessions, illustrates a type of team meta-ognition.The partiipants have to identify whih objet in the environment are being desribed. Most onver-sation is oral (11.3.3) and soial (1.2.1). Conversation aross many di�erent types of soial interation.Dialog management (6.4.2). Reall the basi soial interation model (Fig. 6.36). Judgments aboutanother person in onversation goes beyond judging what the person is saying but also their emotionalstate.
���cfm ���cfm

-..

�

Figure 6.36: User models in conversation; each person tries to determine what is the other person thinking or
feeling.In one view, the meaning of language omes from the extent to whih it mediates soial ation [?℄.Conversation does not result in literal transfer of information between people. Repairs negotiatingshared meaning.Subjetive sense of the ontext. Typially, onversation is heavily ontext laden. There are often abrupthanges in topi when the partiipants have a long familiarity.A onversation is language-based interation between two or more people or organizations. It is gen-erally spoken language (11.3.3) but we an also have asynhronous email onversations. Person-mahine



6.4. Conversation and Dialog 235interation an even be thought of as onversation. Fig. 6.37 shows a fragment of onversation betweena onsultant and a supervisor at a ompany help desk. The words within slashes are spoken simultane-ously by the two partiipants. Presumably, this is aompanied with other shared ideas. Fae-to-faeonversation inludes physial interation and signaling as well. Moreover, there may be subtle luesthat partiipants pik up on [45].Some eletroni text interation is like oral interation. Tweeting as a type of onversation. Gossip
(6.4.4).

Speaker Transcript of Conversation

Consultant ... Then escalate it to the benefits. EVA is asking for this information on this (indistin-
guishable). We show it as having such-and-such. That way /we\

Supervisor \Okay./ Okay,/I\

Consultant \can/ tell them... what EVA is looking for.

Supervisor I can tell the employee it’s showing there’s not, shouldn’t be a problem, so ...

Consultant ... we’re trying to fix it.

Supervisor I’m trying to get a feel for it. Thanks, Nik.

Figure 6.37: Fragment of conversation between a consultant and a supervisor at a company help desk. The words
marked by slashes overlap between the users (adapted from[8]).Following the priniple of least e�ort (6.1.2) and the redution of ognitive load (4.3.3), the speaker preferssimple messages however, a listener generally prefers unambiguous messages.Obtaining lari�ations and making repairs in a disussion. Conversation often does not proeed in astraight line.A�et in onversation and soial interation. Soial bonding from fae-to-fae interation (6.1.2).

Norms for Effective ConversationsWe expet a onversation to be ooperative. This is a type of pragmatis. Four norms (5.3.1) or\maxims" of onversation have been proposed[28] as the impliit priniples for onstrutive onversation(Fig. 6.38). If someone asks you for diretions, you should answer aurately (quality) and onisely(quantity). There are also the priniples an instrutor might expet for students answering questions onan examination. Those answers should, of ourse, be aurate, suint, relevant, and lear. These arefrequently violated. There are many exeptions to these maxims. For instane, \shaggy-dog stories,"whih never seem to reah a onlusion, violate the priniple of \quantity," while deeption violatesthe priniple of \quality". We expet statements to show relation. However, the maxims are violatedin persuasive speeh (4.5.2) and even more so in deeptive speeh (5.3.3). Relevane as a ognitivephenomenon. Deeption requires inferenes about other people with a type of empathy. Multi-persononversations and small group disussions have additional norms (6.4.0).
Norm Statements should...

Accurate be genuine and not spurious.
Succinct give neither more nor less information than is required.
Relevant be relevant to immediate needs.
Clear make clear what the contribution is.

Figure 6.38: Proposed norms (maxims) for effective conversation (adapted from[28]). These are frequently ignored.

6.4.2. Conversation ManagementConversation is a soial ativity so it involves not only natural language but also soial skills. Likeother types of the soial interation, it needs to be oordinated aross partiipants. Conversationsare strutured by norms (5.3.1) whih provide openings, losings, and turn-taking. Handling restarts,repairs, and silenes. Some of these are soial skills for smoothly failitating onversation. These skill



236 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13an be supported with a type of sa�olding [?℄. [52]. Other ativities inlude: Cheking, repairs,hanging topis.
Opening “How are you today”?

Closing “OK, I’ll see you around”,

Figure 6.39: Openings and closings serve as bookends on a conversation.

Conversation BodyE�etive onversation requires that the partiipants share impliit knowledge about their interation,as opposed to trying simply to make workable inferenes about eah other. There should be robusttraking of expetations and a means to allow the partiipants to bak out from misunderstandingsand onfusion. Strutured onversation (10.3.2).
Figure 6.40: The “talking stick” was used by Native Americans to control who was allowed to speak during a council
meeting. (redraw-K) (check permission)Linguisti markers whih allow speakers to emphasize what they wish to ommuniate.Negotiating meaning in a onversation. Eah person makes sure the other person understands. Stru-tured onversations suh as threaded hat (10.3.2).Tehniques for onversation analysis [59]: Question-answer pairs. Sequenes.

Dialog Goals Some onversations have spei� goals. Dialog is tied up with goals for a disourse.Bids for marogame. A dialog game is omposed of three goals: the goal of the initiator, the goal ofthe reipient, and a joint goal. A information o�ering game is a spei� type of game (Fig. 6.41) [39].Other types of disourse management games. These are useful approahes for onversational planning
(3.7.2).

Goal of initiator Provide particular information to recipient.

Goal of recipient To identify and receive the particular information offered.

Joint goal The responder comes to possess the particular information.

Figure 6.41: Information offering game from the viewpoint of several participants[39].

Initiator Can I give you directions to help you find something?

Recipient Yes. How do I get to the Liberty Bell?

Initiator Go down Arch Street and take a right at 5th Street.

Figure 6.42: Example of an information offering “game”[39].

Group Verbal InteractionWhen groups interat at a distane, many of the ues that guide fae-to-fae interation are missing.Di�erent methods may have to be established to oordinate suh elements as turn-taking and oorontrol (6.4.2). Bak-hannels. Toward broader ativities suh as tutoring, giving diretions, negotiation,or teahing a skill.
Conversation Beyond Verbal InteractionSoial interation beyond words. Non-verbal ues for ontrol on onversation. Eye movements. At-tentional gestures. Conversation an also be seen a part of a ontinuum of ommuniation modalities.



6.4. Conversation and Dialog 237As part of non-linguisti interation, speakers may use hand movements and other gestures (11.4.1) toemphasize points, and listeners may respond silently with nods, smiles, or other faial expressions.Modalities suh as gestures, eye ontat, and gaze (5.6.5) an be non-verbal signs of interest. Modalitiesof interation in meetings (5.6.3). Coordinating gestures in a onversation (11.4.1).
6.4.3. Sub-Languages and Institutional DialogsLanguage use is also a�eted by soial ontext. It may be better not to think of natural language as asingle entity. There are restrited languages for spei� tasks. Languages for speial situations or soialgroups are termed \sub-languages". Institutional dialogs are similar to sub-languages. The disourseis often determined by the roles of the individuals involved. Examples of institutional dialogs betweendotor and patient. The dialogs are a�eted by the relative status of the partiipants. The relativestatus is also assoiated with the beliefs and the information available to the partiipants. This ouldbe aptured with a meeting arhiving system (5.6.4) and then used as part of a medial deision supportsystem (9.9.2). Whether intentional or not, jargon ats a barrier to interation. Jargon.Inter-generational disourse. Similarly, parents speak in a distintive way to their hildren. These maybe helpful for the hild to learn language. These are known as \are-giver" languages or sometime,\Motherese". For example: \Yes, Mommy will pik baby up". Or, \Would baby like to go night,night".\Meeting talk".

Figure 6.43: Institutional dialog cartoon.

6.4.4. Synergy of Language with CultureLanguage and ategories are inter-woven with ulture (5.8.2). Language weaves together ommunities,ulture and individuals. Soiolinguistis is onerned with the language and soial interation. Lan-guage both uni�es and divides groups of people. We noted earlier the importane of language forommunities and ultures (5.8.2). Communities of pratie develop their own thesauri. One of the waysthat ommunities regulate their membership is via their use of language and they are de�ned in partby their language. Language needs to be appropriate to the setting or referene group (Fig. 6.44). [64].Common ultural assumptions allows us to disambiguate language. Kinship relationships (5.1.1).Dialets to support group identity.Culture and disourse expetations. For instane, topi-omment vs omment-topi.
Interrelatedness of Concepts and Cultural World ViewLanguage and ulture.QUOTE \Russian speakers, who have more words for light and dark blues, are better able to visuallydisriminate shades of blue.\Some indigenous tribes say north, south, east and west, rather than left and right, and as a onsequenehave great spatial orientation.\The Piraha, whose language eshews number words in favor of terms like few and many, are not ableto keep trak of exat quantities.\In one study, Spanish and Japanese speakers ouldn't remember the agents of aidental events asadeptly as English speakers ould. Why? In Spanish and Japanese, the agent of ausality is dropped:



238 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13\The vase broke itself," rather than \John broke the vase." ENDQUOTECultural interpretation. Insults, and ursing. Slang is often a way of marking a soial group.It is not surprising that language reinfores soial onventions, as in the use of honori�s to showrespet. Soial ourtesy and politeness. Crudity. \Honori�s" are expressions in language that showrespet. In Frenh, \tu" is the singular form of \you," and \vous" the plural. But the two words haveanother onnotation | \vous" is the more formal or respetful mode of address to an individual, while\tu" is more familiar or intimate.
Most members of the Arizona Tewa speech community regard their language as their unique and self-
defining possession. Many older speakers claim that their language cannot be learned by non-Tewas and
cite as evidence for this claim the fact that no Hopi, their neighbors for almost 300 years, speaks fluent
Tewa. The Tewa help perpetrate this situation by ridiculing any Hopi who attempts to utter even an
isolated word or phrase of Arizona Tewa.

Figure 6.44: Language and communities[34].There are many suh examples. Dewey lassi�ation and religion. Nonetheless, ommunities do hangede�nitions and ategory systems do hange aross time.Even gossip has a soial funtion { it helps to elaborate our models of the soial world. In other words,it is a type of information exhange. Maliious gossip.Language is also a lue as to soial status. Soial hat for understanding the layout of the soial world.Nihe use of language in spei� domains.Spread spei� information (5.1.0,  A.3.5).Government ontrol of the language itself. This an be a way to steer ulture or even to detah a peoplefrom their ultural heritage. German \language reform" by the Nazis.
6.5. Models for Language
6.5.1. Discrete Models for Language StructureIn this hapter, we have foused on natural languages; these are highly dependent on ontext nonethe-less, natural languages all generally share a struture whih an be haraterized basi formalisms. Weend this hapter with a disussion of those formalisms. Transition networks and by grammars provideformalisms whih have been widely used to model natural language syntax. These approahes haveproven espeially useful for formal languages suh as omputer programming languages. We end thishapter with a disussion of formalisms suh as transition networks and grammars whih are useful toformal languages. Petri nets (3.10.2). Sequenes of words and sequenes of phonemes modeled with astate language.

Transition Networks: ATNs and RTNsBasi transitions networks (TN) are similar to state mahines (3.10.1) but they don't over some essentialfeatures of language. They have been extended as Augmented Transition Networks (ATN) whih addregisters and a stak. Augmented Transition Networks (ATN) variables set at one point in the networkand tested in other parts of the network. ATNs are muh more general than simple state mahinesbeause they hold ontext. Fig. 6.45 shows a very simple example of how an ATN might be used tomanage a game. The states in an ATN might reet rooms in a dungeon-like game, programmed sothat the player would enounter a dragon the seond time he or she entered the room. The value \"is set to 1 in State C, this is the only irumstane under whih the dragon will appear in State D. Asa model of natural language generation, markers in an ATN ould be set to signal a plural subjet sothe verb ould be made to agree with it. Later, we will see how an ATN an be used for parsing ( A.5.4).Reursion allows statements embedded within other statements. Reursion in language. Reurrent
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Figure 6.45: A simple Augmented Transition Network (ATN). The Dragon will appear at node D only if node C has
been visited and the variable “c” has been set to 1.Transition Networks (RTNs) are an extension of ATNs whih allow ATN networks to be nested oneinside of another. These are partiularly useful when applying ATNs to natural language proessing.
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Figure 6.46: An Recursive Transition Network (RTN) for generating a regular expression can recursively embed
another RTN. (revise/redraw)

GrammarsGrammars model syntax. State mahines and transition networks desribe sequenes, but a more pow-erful tehnique for desribing sequenes suh as those in languages. Spei�ally, grammars implementreursive produtions or re-write rules. These sequenes are a sequene of states and ould be repre-sented as a state mahine, but the grammar allows the repetition of states to be simpli�ed into a moreonise statement. While most grammars are deterministi, statistial models an to provide struturessimilar to grammars ( A.5.5).Formal grammars are expressed by produtions ontaining symbols on the left-hand side, symbols onthe right-hand side, and a right-pointing arrow separating them. When stings are \generated," theomponents of the equation interat in ways that are ditated by the prodution rules. In general, theprodution rules desribed the ways that non-terminal symbols may be replaed with terminal ones;the end result of the proess, in whih only terminal symbols remain, is known as a \sentene". Allthe possible sentenes that an be onstruted (often an in�nite number) onstitute that grammar's\language". Any language that is desribed by a formal grammar is a formal language, and vieversa. Formal grammars are de�ned by very spei� orders of operations and rules for expression, andare pratially used only for omputer programming, though some are also used as models of naturallanguages.Formal grammars an be approahed in two ways: one way is to use the rules of the grammar togenerate strings of symbols, and the other way is to utilize the rules of the grammar to determinewhether or not a given string is onsistent with a partiular grammar (grammatially orret). Whilethis di�erene may seem negligible, some grammars are reated only for analysis and not for generation.There are two types of formal grammars: \generative grammars" (those that generate symbol strings)and \analyti grammars" (those that analyze symbol strings). The most notable type is Context-FreeGrammars (Fig. 6.47).
Rewrite Expansions

S: A, AB

A: x, xy, xyz

B: y, yz

Figure 6.47: A simple context-free grammar. Using this grammar the strings “x” and “xyzy” are legal while the strings
“yx” and “yzx” are not legal.
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Parsing Parsing is the identi�ation of grammatial and lexial omponents of a sequene. A parseris a part of a \ompiler" for omputer programs. It validates ontent (often a omputer program)to make sure it is syntatially orret [9]. Compilers determine whether the syntax of a omputerprogram is valid, and therefore ompatible with the operating system. Parsing an be thought of asa searh problem in whih the user tries to math the partiular ase within all possible onstrutionsof the grammar. Natural language parsing in (10.4.2). Rule-based parsing versus parsing as onstraintsatisfation (3.7.2). Parsing andidates. Parse trees ( A.5.4).There are other appliations of grammar parsing. Formal grammars form the basis of many types ofomputer programming languages. Many tehniques developed to apply to formal grammars in theoryhave been able to be applied to omputer programs and languages in atuality. There are many possibleDoument Type De�nitions (DTDs) (2.3.3) that an XML doument might use; given a doument of anunknown soure, using a parser-like program it is possible to �gure out what DTD generated it [54].
6.5.2. Corpus LinguisticsFrameNet, WordNet. Domain models. Linking to knowledge-bases ((se:knowledgebase)).

Formal LanguagesFormal languages suh as programming languages are very di�erent from natural languages. A formallanguage may be de�ned as the entire set of omplex sequenes that an be formed by ombining a �niteset of symbols (the lexion) aording to rules (i.e., the grammar). A language's \words" make up thatlanguage's \lexion". The two letters are individual symbols that have been ombined in a ertain way.The partiular pattern of symbols and the way in whih they are ombined would generally be usedto onvey meaning between two or more entities in a predetermined manner. Even with an alphabetas simple as two symbols, the potential extent of the language an be large. Mathematis (9.7.0) andmusi (11.3.2) share aspets of natural language.Theory of language. Expressiveness. Model theory.Types of programming languages: Proedural, delarative. Rule-based.
Formal Language = Rules & LexiconLanguages are generative systems | that is, a �nite store of base elements an be ombined to reatean often in�nite number of higher-level representations. All of the higher-level representations that anbe generated using the base elements are known as a language's \lexion". In formal languages, thegeneration of a lexion is onstrained by prodution rules, while in natural languages these rules aremuh less ontrolling, if they exist at all.Programming languages an speify omplex behavior. Formal languages, though, have learly de�nedsyntax rules. Computer programming languages | an important lass of formal languages | have avery rigid operating syntax. Programs will only understand ommands if they are syntatially orret.Fig. 6.48 shows the \language" of a partiular omputer program; if the language were not writtenorretly, the program would not funtion. Variables suh as \x" form the lexion. This is a trivialexample of a program meaningful programs model the world. The basi elements of a programminglanguage are assignment, loops, onditionals. Parsing to determine syntax errors. In a formal languagethe meaning of an expression, its semantis, is its behavior. Algorithms ( A.5.0).Proedural languages. Funtional languaes. lambda alulus.A formal language allows the reation of representations for omplex proesses. Formal languages anbe measured by their \expressiveness," whih is the range of meanings they an support. As a simpleexample, we might ask whether a programming language an support reursion | that is, a programmodule alls itself repeatedly. Just as there is a di�erene between the basi syntax of natural languageand the elegant use of natural language, programs an also be designed elegantly (7.9.0).
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int x=1;
main(){

while(x<=4){
printf(“ %d”,x);
x++;

}
}

Figure 6.48: A programming language, such as C, is a formal language. Here is fragment of a very simple C
language program which prints the numbers 1 2 3 4 and then ends.Minimizing errors in synhronization.Abstration of proesses [7].Programming languages for a spei� task. A programming language should make it easy to expresswhat has to be done in that ativity. This is not neessarily a general programming language. Ofourse, atually programming involves having expetations about the task and the limitations of theomputer hardware on whih the program runs.

Beyond Discrete Models for LanguagesHMMs.
6.5.3. Agent CommunicationFormal models for language beyond parsing. This is a formal approah for managing ommuniation.It does not inlude the emotional and personal interations that people �nd so important in soialinteration.Autonomous agents (7.7.8). Alife ( A.10.4). In multi-agent systems (MAS), it should be useful for helpingintelligent agents to oordinate (3.5.3). For instane, they need to share ommitments and ontrats butin a highly ontrolled framework.Coordinating agents need to sharing knowledge. Infrastruture needs shared meanings, shared pro-tools, shared ommuniation infrastruture. Indeed, agents an onsidered to be de�ned by theirommuniation [?℄).

Figure 6.49: Protocol.

Reasoning by AgentsGoal-based model of intention. Pratial reasoning often in a business ontext. Intention as a type ofplan. Bounded optimality. BDI [?℄. BDI and goals versus situated ation. Speeh ats.
Activity Theory for Agents Ativity - MotiveAtion - GoalOperation- Conditions

Exercises
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Figure 6.50: Activity theory.

Short Definitions:

Anaphora

Care-giver language

Citation index

Conversation

Dialog

Discourse Model

Floor control

Frames (verb)

Generative model

Genre

Given-new

Grammar

Honorifics

Institutional dialog

Interlingua

Intertextuality

Lexicon

Markers (linguistic)

Mixed-initiative system

Morphology

Narrative

Neologism

Paraphrase

Parsing

Polysemy

Pragmatics

Regular expression

Transition network

Transformational grammar

Semantic field

State machine

Speech act

Turing test

Turn taking

Review Questions:
1. What is the relationship between syntax and grammars? (6.2.2)

2. Give an example of semantic cohesion (6.2.3)

3. Give examples of each type of speech act in Fig. 6.21. (6.3.1)

4. What’s the difference between “narrative” and “exposition”. (6.3.6)

5. Give an example of the use of each of the “conversational maxims” in Fig. 6.38. (6.4.1)

6. Give two fundamental approaches for representing sequences. (6.4.1, 6.5.1)

7. Evaluate the following regular expressions following Fig. ?? (6.5.1):
a) Does aXb match a*b
b) Does aaaab match a*b
c) Does abccccc match a*b*c

8. Is the statement “PQTUVY” legal in a context-free grammar with the following rewrite rules? (6.1.0, 6.5.1)

LHS RHS

S AB, CDE

A J,KL

B MNO

C PQ,RS

D TUV, WX

E Y, Z

9. Differentiate between formal and natural language grammars. Give examples. (6.2.2), 6.5.1

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Is “hot dog” one word or two? Justify your answer. (6.2.1)

2. What are “concepts”? How do they relate to words? (6.2.1)

3. Find a videotape of a conversation (e.g., from a movie) and specify in detail the interaction between the speakers in it.
(6.3.1)

4. Use the relationships described in Fig. 2.50 to code a discussion. (6.3.5)
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5. Components of narrative. (6.3.6)

6. Describe how grammars are related to XML. (2.3.3, 6.5.1)

7. Specify a simple language, develop a parser for it, generate statements in that language and develop a compiler to validate
those statements. (6.5.1)

8. The evaluation of mathematical expressions follows an “order of precedence” which are a type of re-write rule. Make a
parse tree for the expression: 1+(2*3). (6.5.1)

Going Beyond:
1. To what extent do languages affect perception of objects is described? (6.1.0)

2. How would you define language. By your definition, do animals “have language”? Do computers “have language”?(6.1.0)

3. Is the use and learning of natural language a human instinct? (6.1.0)

4. Write a part-of-speech tagger. Include a dictionary of terms. (6.2.2)

5. Is it possible to cleanly separate syntax from semantics? (6.2.2)

6. There is a connection between word definitions and the creation of data models. There has been a proposal for creating
structured word definition. How feasible is that? (6.2.3).

7. How do we know the definition of a word is accurate? (6.2.3)

8. What are the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of a book cataloging system? (2.5.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 6.3.1)

9. Explain the difference between “semantic structure’ and “rhetorical structure”. (6.2.3, 6.3.5)

10. Describe a brief discussion between a patient and a doctor. Develop a system of speech acts for a medical interview.
(6.3.1)

11. Quote two examples of the given-new principle in a newspaper. (6.3.2)

12. How is explanation different from description? (6.3.4)

13. How is “conversation” by email different from spoken conversation? (4.2.1, 6.4.0)

14. Compare the S.O.A.P. principles for collection management in a library with Grice’s Maxims for conversation (6.4.1,
7.1.2)

15. Observe and describe the difference in language use of school children, teenagers, and adults. (6.4.4)

16. Describe the relationship between discrete grammars and HMMs. (6.2.2, 6.5.1,  A.5.5)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: This chapter provides a conceptual foundation for understanding different aspects of natural
language.

Instructor Strategies: The presentation could focus on either formal languages or natural language, Within natural
language teaching could focus on either the structure of function of language.
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Chapter 7.
Information Institutions and
InfrastructuresLarge institutions often have omplex information needs. Moreover, some institutions are devoted tosupporting soial information needs. Inreasingly, suh large institutions are losely integrated withinformation systems. Information systems failitate the management (e.g., seletion, organization,aess, and preservation) of olletions of information. These institutions inlude libraries and arhiveswhih serve as information resoures to the ommunity, ensuring trustworthiness and aessibility. Inaddition, we onsider system development proedures and metris.Arhiteture implies oordination of physial resoures and servies. We an haraterize the typesof servies provided by information systems. A set of oordinated information servies ompose aninformation system. We have already examined databases (3.9.0) and here we onsider other sets ofinformation servies suh as libraries and arhives. The details of how the servies work togetherompose the system's arhiteture. Servies are the building bloks that ompose the informationsystem. They support the basi funtions that are required to run the system. The servies themselvesmay be de�ned by user needs (desired funtionality, for example) or by the system needs (operatingprograms), and may range from ontent management to end-user servies.
7.1. Information Institutions
7.1.1. Types of Information InstitutionsHere, we onsider some ategories of information institutions in detail: libraries, arhives, museums, aswell as the related senario of information management in business and other dynami organizationalsettings. They an be examined as sets of servies and they an be implemented with servie-orientedarhitetures. Organizational and institutional onnetions. Common funtionality of informationsystems. Many of the traditional distintions are beoming blurred. s Many digital olletions areestablished with the poliies ommon for traditional institutions. Di�erent traditions based on thepurpose of the institution. Many piees have to work together. Content, tasks, people, tools. Inthe next three setions we onsider libraries, enterprise arhitetures, and arhives. They are so wellestablished that they are assoiated with established models for knowledge institutions. But, they analso be broken down into sets of servies. they are still soio-tehnial systems and, hene, they help tode�ne an eology of ontent, use praties, and tehnologies. Nature of institutions (5.8.1). Institutionsneed to follow proedures and poliies. Institutions have a need for ontinuity and stability. Typesof institutions: Memory, Eduational, Cultural, Researh, and Knowledge. Moreover, we routinelydistinguish among sub-ategories of eah of these, though these distintions an be fuzzy. In addition,there are many ad ho institutions suh as for the management of data sets.Management of Information Institutions. Management (8.11.0). Library and arhive management. Be-ause of disruptive tehnologies, many information institutions are in ux. But there are also manynew opportunities.
7.1.2. Information Services and Institutional PracticeInstitutions generally implement spei� formalized servies. These are traditional sets of servies, butinreasingly other sets of servies are being de�ned. Inreasingly, there are media intensive appliationssuh as �lms from Major League Baseball. Siene data sets and data libraries (9.6.3). PIM (4.11.0).Digital Asset Management systems whih are generally extensions of database management systems.Assets of an organization may be kept in a digital asset management system. Supporting branding.Media libraries. Personal information management (4.11.0). Information ommons. Personal arhives.Possibly developed with use ases (3.10.2). Projet management (8.11.3) for the infrastruture. Serviesould be implemented on a SOA. Creativity and ollaboration. Web publishing platforms. Moreover,institutions need to inlude evaluation of their servies.
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Selection Deciding what content to include.
Organization The content should be described clearly.

and structured to make materials easy to find.
Access It should be available for users and facilitate collaboration.
Persistence It should be available into the future.

7.1.3. The Nature of CollectionsColletions allow rapid aess to sets of related materials. For instane, they allow botanial researhto identify new speies of plants by omparing speimens to examples of other speies. Coverage of agiven topi.
Figure 7.1: Curiosity box. (check permissions)Many motives for olleting. DiÆulty of de�ning digital olletions. Personal olletions (4.11.1).Developing a olletion for eduation and for referene. Formal olletions require thought and e�ortand large olletions need to be supported by an institutional framework.Libraries are traditionally based around olletions of published materials but with the advent of theweb the boundaries of olletions are muh more porous. Colletions are still important, they are lessdistint when a lot of material an be presented remotely and at relatively low ost. One possibilityis to rede�ne the onept of olletion to onsider it broadly as the information ontext rather than asa spei� set of information resoures [?℄. Still, there are notable exeptions suh as olletions whihare distintive or exhaustive. Colleting for evidene of transations.

Figure 7.2: Collections are created for many purposes. Left: A herbarium data sheet from a botanical reference
collection. Right: The Barnes Collection is a famous art collection in Philadelphia. Its presentation is based on the
unique theories of Mr. Barnes for combining color and shape. (check permissions)

7.2. Libraries and Library Services
7.2.1. LibrariesFormally, a library is an institution that manages one or more olletions of information resoures.Many types of libraries (??). Speial olletions.There are several ways to view libraries: a ommunity resoure, a set of servies, and as a olletion ofolletions. Clearly, libraries are rih and omplex knowledge institution (8.13.2), Traditionally, libraries



7.2. Libraries and Library Services 247have provided aess to formally published materials. This an be an eduational mission. Tehnologyis greatly hanging the distribution of books.The very nature of olletions is hanging [?℄ sine it is now possible to obtain digital opies of books.eCopies. Relationship of libraries and publishers. Libraries and publishers traditionally have had asymbioti relationship.One view is if libraries are ommunity information enters and that the role of librarians is to failitatemanagement and sharing of information about a ommunity. Librarians as experts in supporting theknowledge reation proess. Libraries relationship to publishers (8.13.4).
Figure 7.3: Types of libraries: A) Public library, B) Hathi Trust, C) Rare books. D) Story hour. (check permissions)Some other ommon types of libraries inlude law libraries, business libraries, map libraries, and musilibraries. These are often known as speial libraries. Aademi libraries serve universities.Libraries ollet and manage ontent, Primarily, libraries manage olletions of information resoures.This is aomplished by a set of servies. We will examine library servies in more detail later in theontext of digital repositories. The table gives a simple set servies for ontent management. Physiallibraries are hanging; inreasingly, physial spae is used for researh interation and also for reetion.Libraries an be seen as plaes whih provide reliable information for a group of onstitutions regardlessof how that information is organized. Aess genres (3.2.2) and atalogs (2.4.3). Libraries as plaeswhere people failitate spei� type of interation with information. Aademi libraries in universities

(8.13.2) and (9.1.1).Beyond olletion development by libraries have an ative role in providing servies whih support theurriulum and eduate the publi. Libraries for sholarship (9.0.0) and learning.Integrated library system (ILS). Platform.
Library Business ModelsSeveral business models for libraries. Publi libraries. Cost-enter or pro�t enter. Subsription libraryespeially for eBooks. Digital lending rights. Interdependene of libraries and publishers. Value oflibrary servies and budgeting[57],[59]. Information eonomis (8.13.3). Inreasingly, olletions are beingmaintained by publishers. Though, in some ases, universities are trying to maintain a olletion oftheir own intelletual produts.
Library Customer Service and Service PopulationsLibraries and ustomer servie. It should also be built and maintained for a spei� servie population,whether that be young adult readers (as in a middle-shool library), senior itizens (as in a retirementommunity library), or a ross-setion of the population as in a general ommunity library.Information needs and approahes for youth. Youth servies.Libraries are developed for many purposes and there are many models, digital libraries being justone. Libraries may be grouped into ategories suh as ommunity libraries, researh libraries, speiallibraries, and university libraries. These ategories are based on a library's user groups, on the type ofolletion it houses or on the spei� types of servies it provides.The main funtion of libraries is to serve patron information needs. Thus, we should measure the



248 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13library's e�etiveness at doing that [44]. But, we also know libraries as ultural organizations (5.9.3).and, indeed, many physial libraries also serve as ommunity eduation enters [65]. Most traditionallibraries failitate ollaboration. Fousing on olleting information versus what's popular.
7.2.2. Library Services and Collection ManagementWe onsidered referene servie earlier (3.3.0)and here we onsider olletion servies. Libraries aresometimes desribed as a olletion of olletions. One of the hanges for digital libraries is that thenature of olletions is beoming less distint as digital opies of texts are available. We have alreadydisussed bibliographi metadata (2.4.0).Workows for olletion managment.For many tasks it is diÆult to tell what type of information will be needed. Therefore, libraryolletions emphasize a wide range of perspetives on a topi. Information resoures and sholarshipare ontinually evolving. The olletion needs to evolve as new ontent beomes available and theneeds of users hange (Fig. 7.4). They failitate information and data sharing by providing one ormore olletions (7.1.3) of information resoures and assoiated servies. Colletion management aninlude establishing olletion poliies whih de�ne what types of materials should be aquired for theolletion and what materials should be removed. The basi olletion management servies an besummarized with the aronym S.O.A.P. whih stands for Seletion, Organization, Aess, Persistene.Fousing on the servies whih form he basis of a library an be helpful when developing servies for adigital repository (7.8.1).Evolving Information Resoures

-

?
Acquisitions

?Colletion
-

?
Discards

? -Evolving Information Needs
Figure 7.4: A collection is a set of selected information resources. Both the of information resources which the
collection represents and the information needs of users evolve through time (left-to-right); thus, the collection also
has to evolve through time. The collection policies define what types of materials should be acquired for the collection
and what materials should be discarded. (redraw)A library olletion ould provide a broad perspetive on a given topi. Building a good olletion [43]may inlude a variety of perspetives on a given issue. Speial olletions, whih are used is speiallibraries (7.2.1)need to design their poliies to math the requirements of the institution is whih theyare based.Colletion development. Determining what's missing in a olletion and attempt to omplete it. Col-letion development fouses on building and enhaning a olletion. A olletion development poliyan be reated by analyzing the stakeholders and the needs of likely users. Log �les an be useful in�lling gaps in a digital olletion by showing what a person is looking for. Basially, this an be thoughtof as another way to predit what is likely to be helpful to users of the library. For digital olletionsthis means determining the supplement to the information environment available to patrons.Libraries must selet what information to store in their olletions. Many books, journals, reports,and other publiations are produed eah year, and librarians must determine whih aquisitions willbest serve the information needs of the library's users. An adequate olletion provides the possibleoverage aross a given topi, gives people the broadest possible perspetive on information. The



7.3. Organizational Information Systems and Knowledge Management 249library's olletion level and ommitment goal are part of its stated poliy. A \researh level" goalof the olletion is desribed in Fig. 7.5. This means that the olletion is intended to have resouresavailable for serious researh. Other poliies might highlight other olletion goals, suh as inreasingirulation statistis, seuring privay, limiting information aess by hildren (8.1.0), or promoting\ommunity standards". Although a given olletion may hange slowly, all olletions beome stale.Periodially, it is desirable to eliminate, or \ull," items that are no longer useful. Here again, aolletion poliy might state the basis for this ulling suh as that the materials are outdated or thatthey simply are being used. This is a re-appraisal or re-seletion.
The Berkeley Digital Library SunSITE collects... at the research level in the areas of digital library
development and information technology. In other subject areas, the resources and projects we select are
reviewed by the appropriate selector for that discipline and gauged against our existing collecting levels
for print publications in that area.

Figure 7.5: A brief collection policy.[5]. (check permission)We an ask how well an atual olletion mathes to ideal standards for a olletion. Measuring thequality of a olletion. Suh as whether it overs the topis spei�ed in the olletion poliy. Sope ofthe olletions [89]. We have disussed repository metadata (7.8.4). Inreasingly, we think of objets asmultiple levels. An entire olletion an have metadata; this would inlude the olletion name and itssope. Indeed, the metadata should reet the olletion poliy. Conspetus.Digital libraries an be servie-oriented arhitetures with repositories. Virtual repositories. Libraryworkow. Complex digital objet (7.8.4). Hathi Trust (10.1.6). Providing servies suh as a pipelinemodel for deomposing a omplex problem into manageable piees (3.7.1).
7.3. Organizational Information Systems and Knowledge Man age-
mentOrganizations have several types of information needs. Earlier, we onsidered organizational strutures.Here, we onsider the use of information.
7.3.1. Knowledge Management and Organizational Informati on SystemsHow to �t information systems to math the omplexity of organizations. We have, for instane,onsidered DSS (3.4.2). Speial libraries. EDMS.Knowledge managing knowledge assets and databases. Knowledge management for models of formalinferenes via the Semanti Web. Knowledge management and internal orporate ommuniation [?℄.Knowledge management in medial settings (9.9.3). This involves systems, users, and ontent. Avoidsredundany in an organization.Unlike libraries enterprise ontent is an ongoing part of business ativities. Mining organizationaldata. Ative information whih is more diretly task oriented. Management information systems (7.3.2).Reords management. Business lassi�ation systems.Desribing how douments in a work proess are related to eah other. Douments show work proesses.Modeling Roles and Ativities. Indexing and retrieval of these douments.Creating knowledge. Sharing knowledge aross silos. Organizing knowledge. Disseminating knowledge.Tait and expliit knowledge.The ontext of arhival resoures help us interpret them. There are many diÆulties suh as where inthe organization the knowledge is found. Unlike libraries whih ollet available resoures, informationin an organization needs to be more systematially assembled and managed. These ative informa-tion repositories an be a dynami reord of a ommunity's ativities and thoughts. They may alsohave speial servies suh as information brokering and organizational memories. The e�etive use ofinformation and knowledge an help an organization inrease its eÆieny and aomplish its goals.
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Figure 7.6: Tacit knowledge. (new figure showing person) (redraw).Knowledge in organizations is kept in many forms not just to douments. Information proesses animprove the eÆieny of business and organizations (8.8.1)[92] but also introdues diÆulties.
Organizational Knowledge ManagementLike individuals, organizations need information to make deisions. We onsidered organizations them-selves earlier (5.7.0); here we fous on information within organizations. Knowledge management triesto make sure the right information is available when making a deision. There are many types ofinformation in organizations. Knowledge management fouses on e�etively olleting and organizingthe information that is used in organizations. Information in an organization an be very uid, and or-ganizations use di�erent types of information systems than those utilized by libraries. Thus, knowledgemanagement often inludes apturing and distilling organizational knowledge. An organization maynot maintain learly de�ned olletions as do libraries, but simply sets of douments that are frequentlyupdated. Useful in the design of information systems (7.9.1). Collaboration. Teams.

7.3.2. Organizational Information Needs and UseWe have desribed organizations earlier (5.7.0); here we explore them in more detail. Internal andexternal information needs. Organizations possess large stores of both formal and informal information.However, this knowledge must be odi�ed for apture in a knowledge management system. Typially,this apturing proess must our both at the front and bak end of an organization's system. Newknowledge must be inorporated into the overall system at the same time that old information isreformatted for onsisteny. There are many areas of appliation for information in an organizationand, indeed, there may have to be several di�erent information systems.E�orts to make sense of what is really happening in an organization's environment [86]. Like moregeneral sensemaking (3.1.1).Managers have partiular needs for information and information management. Indeed, Managementinformation systems (MIS) are designed to provide managers information environments. Deision sup-port systems (3.4.2). Enterprise Resoure Planning system and a lot of data available. These generallykeep ative business doument and reords whih are then transferred to reords management systems
(7.4.1) as those douments and reords beome less atively used for the purpose for whih they werereated.Organizations often have individual or departmental information systems based on spei�ed roles. But,the larger question is whether or not the roles or departments themselves are designed to handle the owof information as it atually happens, and not as it is supposed to happen. It is an enormous hallengeto design, or redesign, an organization to handle the ow of information e�etively for routine ativities
(8.11.2).



7.3. Organizational Information Systems and Knowledge Management 251Task spei�ation in an organization may be desribed as workow (5.7.2). The struture of a group andits tools has an e�et on the way that information is used and transmitted. Roles suh as \manager"are assigned ertain tasks within the hierarhy of an organization and they are often given proeduresfor ompleting those tasks. These strutures and proedures either failitate or inhibit informationow. Genres of organizational ommuniation. Regularity of organizational proesses. Organizationalgrammars. Organizational ommuniation genres.In many organizations, there are groups whose main purpose is managing information relevant to theorganization. The Chief Information OÆer (CIO) is typially responsible for this at the organizationallevel, and will manage several other departmental information oÆers.An individual funtions in an organization and has his/her own perspetive on it. Individuals maymental models of how thing work in the organization. These may inlude not only formal spei�ationbut also of the human interations. People try to determine what is really going on in the organiza-tion. Related to struturation. Ultimately, the information system needs to meet the organization'sinformation needs.
7.3.3. Supporting Organizational Culture, Planning, and C hangeOrganizations need management. While it may seem obvious that information proessing plays animportant part in the suess of any organization, e�etive information management is neessary.Moreover, there are often ommuniation hannels that supplement these the formal hannels. Formaland informal models of information ow in organizations. Organizations often do not follow their ownformal poliies.The organizational ulture and the manner in whih information is handled are often ounterprodutiveto eÆient information systems. Also, beause organizations neessarily have a mix of goals, informationoften gets distorted when being transferred from one loation within an organization to another [13].
Figure 7.7: Many organization do not survive change. Here are some logos of organizations which no longer exist.There are many types of organizations and many strategies for meeting organizational goals. Organi-zations have a distintive style, ranging from regimented, button-down onservative organizations tothe more open dot-om era organizations of the past twenty years. One of the most indiative elementsof organizational ulture is often how information is shared among di�erent levels and departments.This sharing an be the result of many fators. The expetations of the upper-level managers andoÆials regarding an organization's ulture, �nanial goals, produtivity, and publi image is one meansby whih organizational ulture is reated. Another is the type of people who populate an organization,whih is the result of the industry in whih the organization is loated, its geographial loation, andthe hiring praties (7.3.6). Problem of resistane to information sharing.Organizational ulture has many rami�ations. It an both ause and redue inter-organizational powerstruggles, it an stimulate and stie the sharing of ideas, and it often determines what people atuallyknow about the organization of whih they are a part. The extent to whih the management shows awillingness to hear ontrary opinions. The willingness to learn from bad news allows the organizationto respond to that bad news [3]. Information systems need to be ompatible with the organizationalulture. Open disussion forums may be appropriate for entrepreneurial and researh organizationswhile more seure ommuniations are appropriate for �nanial organizations. Change is inevitableand it has been partiularly ommon in this era of disruptive tehnologies.Strategi planning seeks to utilize all of the internal strategi knowledge within a ompany to ome



252 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13up with a plan for ompany ompetitive advantage. An organization may explore how to olletinformation. A SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, Threat) analysis maps possible ativities onthe four dimensions of a graph. Like aÆnity diagrams, SWOT diagrams an be a GDSS tool (3.4.3).The horizontal axis runs from weaknesses to strengths, and the vertial axis runs from threats toopportunities (Fig. 7.8).
Weaknesses Strengths

Threats

Opportunities

x - Distribute DVDs

Direct download - x

Figure 7.8: Example of a SWOT analysis for the video-store example.

7.3.4. Tacit Organizational Knowledge, Organizational Me mories, and Lessons
Learned

Tacit Organizational KnowledgeTait knowledge is diÆult to apture. It inludes know-how and the knowledge employees have about\the way things atually work". It is the ontext-laden, impliit knowledge that people have abouttheir work and its proedures, whih people follow often without being able to artiulate their reasoningfor it. If the tait information possessed within organizations ould be aptured systematially, it ouldbe put to many pratial uses, suh as training new employees, as well as simply being a vast soureof useful information. Capturing this information reates an \organizational memory," whih ould beinvaluable if the sta� hanges, for example. Tait knowledge an sometimes be aptured with improvedproedures. Knowledge reation from tait knowledge [68].In other ases, it is inherently ill-de�ned. Artifats suh as jotted notes and emails an be physialexamples of this tait knowledge, however they are generally not satisfatory for reating organizationalmemories beause they lak suÆient ontext [25]. A variety of tehniques have been proposed forapturing tait knowledge organization members and other \experts"; the tehniques are generallyknown as \eliitation" or \extration". Another strategy explores informal workplae interation.Dialog and task desription (6.4.0). Formalize tait knowledge. For instane, an internal Wiki allowssharing and disussion of ideas.
Bureaucratic Organizations versus Learning OrganizationsOrganizations must �nd a balane between being rigidity and exibility. Some organizations tend tobeome bureauraies | they adopt routinized praties[84]. Having a strit routine an be very eÆientwhen the environment is highly preditable. However, it is very diÆult for suh organizations to adaptto new onditions. Disruptive hanges [42]. When the environment in whih an organization operateshanges, and all environments eventually do hange, the organization needs to adapt. Knowledgeapture and reetion: after-ation review, mentoring, ommunities of pratie.Strutured organizations often develop an orthodoxy whih makes them slow to hange. Making tradi-tional organizations more adaptive. Enouraging organizational innovation. Learning in organizationshas been haraterized as involving a double loop (Fig. 7.9), that is there an be adaptation withina given struture or the struture itself an hange. Some organizations are so exible that they anmake these loop hanges seamlessly, but those organizations also often have high overhead.Reords and data warehouse (7.4.4). Sales. CRM (8.12.5).Fousing on quality rather than immediate osts may result in a long-term redution of osts. Maturebusinesses may fous on Six Sigma[21] eÆieny and TQM[47]. Quality improvement an drive ustomer
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Figure 7.9: In most cases, an organization adapts to its environment but sometimes the organization itself needs to
be changed. This is an example of double-loop learning[28].fous and proess improvement.

Organizational Memories and Lessons LearnedA learning organization ollet information about itself whih an be used in reetion [76]. Thereis often resistane to knowledge sharing in an organization. Adaptive organizations have a feedbakmehanism in whih the experienes and knowledge of organization members is displayed throughout theorganization as a whole. These are learning organizations[28], whih work by hanging the representationand proessing of information from an individual perspetive to a ommunity perspetive. A learningorganization typially learns to proess information more eÆiently.Mehanisms for learning failitating learning by organizations. Representations of organizational knowl-edge. Attempts to reate learning organizations have sometimes foused on lessons-learned, whih areattempts to summarize what was learned by di�erent projets. It is neessary to desribe these lessonsby metadata, however, and there is a problem of ontext in the searh �eld. What exatly were the\lessons-learned," for a given projet, and how are they best desribed. Furthermore, beause taitknowledge of the lessons-learned variety is typially internalized by individuals, it is a soial artifat andmay reet the soial perspetives and demands of the individual who observed or reated them anddo not apply easily to other individuals. Lessons learned an be onsidered a type of failure analysis.Probably the most e�etive way to apture these lessons is in poliies of organizational proedures.Siene (9.2.0). Math (9.7.0).
7.3.5. Information about the World Outside the Organizatio n: Environmental Scan-
ning, Business Intelligence, and Competitive Intelligenc e (CI)Organizations are a�eted by the environment beyond their boundaries. Therefore, it is essential tounderstand the environmental trends that may a�et an organization or an industry. This knowledgean to determine business model and strategy. Environmental trends do not simply mean the naturalenvironment | an organization's environment onsists of all the variables that a�et its existene inthe world, inluding regulatory and politial onsiderations, market fores, tehnologial innovations,worker relations, ompetitors, and innumerable other fators. Developing a sound strategy neessarilyinvolves taking stok of these trends as well as the position that ompetitors are taking in response tothem. The more omplete a piture an organization has of its environment, partiularly the plae itsompetitors oupy in that environment, the less unertainty it will fae and the better strategies it andevise. One method of reduing unertainty is to inrease environmental sanning. This might inludeobserving how other businesses are dealing with the unertain environment. Normally an environmentalsan would use publi resoures but these analysis tehniques suh as data mining an also be applied.Asking the right question is a hallenge. Intelligene analysis. (se:intelligeneanalysis). Potentially,this an be aptured and stored in model suh as those employed by DSSs and MIS environments.Business intelligene report identifying trend in omputing and evaluating their potential for disruption.An important aspet of any business is a thorough understanding of ompetitors' strategies and apa-bilities; this is known as \ompetitive intelligene" (CI). Two ompanies in the same �eld may have
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Figure 7.10: Competitive intelligence. (check permissions) (redraw)
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Figure 7.11: Competitive intelligence requires intelligence at several levels including broad trends, developments
within industries, and specific companies. (check permission)very di�erent strategies and di�erent business information needs. Colleting information on eah othermay show that one has a better strategy, whih ould fore the other to mimi it or be outperformed.Understanding the ontext in whih organizations operate is essential to understanding gathered in-formation. Information is valuable only if it is known how to use it. Competitive intelligene rangesin sope from researhing a ompetitor's publily available ompany pro�le to developing a omputermodel of the ompetitor using insider tips. More than simply seeking any information about a ompeti-tor, CI seeks to answer the question \what types of information would be most useful," and attemptsto aquire it. understanding the ompetitive advantage an help formulate a business strategy.Forming a mental model of the ompetition. An analysis of ompetitors ould inlude the way theyare reating to the environment. A further level analysis would examine the ompetitors' ompetitivestrategy. That ould employ game theory (3.4.1). Developing models, suh as �nanial models (8.11.4) ofhow ompetitors are responding to ompetitive threats.Ethial priniples should always be applied in information olletion. There are permitted resoures aswell as illegal ones. CI is not business espionage | it is simply a means of olleting, analyzing, andusing publily available information to form organizational strategy. Others do not always play by therules, and information seurity is needed to prevent business espionage (7.10.3).



7.3. Organizational Information Systems and Knowledge Management 255Due diligene about a ompany. Voluntarily released information for instane before entering into aontrat. Cheking personal information but also on�dential.
7.3.6. Organizational Information Management Systems

An Organization’s Strategic KnowledgeThe most important information in organizations an be alled \strategi knowledge". What does theorganization know and what does it need to know in order to failitate deision making. Having a top-to-bottom understanding of a ompany, with solid information, an help in reahing e�etive deisions.What is an organization all about? Understanding an organization's nihe is entral to sound deisionmaking. Does it make sense for an organization to both make medial instruments and run a fast foodrestaurants? An organization's ore ompetenies (8.11.2) are its foundation.Information management an provide a ompetitive advantage for an organization. Information abouta ompany ould be ontained in formal douments, but ould also be the situated knowledge of severalkey employees. Dispersing that knowledge throughout the ompany reates the onditions for informedstrategi planning. It is important to identify the bottleneks that prevent the ow of information needto identi�ed and removed.Business proesses (8.11.2).Strategi management seeks to ombine and organize all of the neessary requirements for maneuveringa ompany to a better �sal position. This involves muh in the way of deision making, whih in turn,requires exellent information. Spei� systems for proessing information in an organization an beinstituted to failitate strategi management proesses, suh as deision support systems (3.4.2). Theseseek to utilize all of the internal strategi knowledge that is available within a ompany and make itentrally available for use. Indeed, this an lead to an eletroni reords e�ort.
Enterprise ArchitecturesDesribe enterprise-wide data and information management. This might be implemented with a servie-oriented-arhiteture as a servie-oriented enterprise (SOE). Business referene models. Common in-formation model. OÆe information systems. Roles for managing aess and permissions. Emphasison business proesses but remember the perspetive of pratial ation (3.5.1). Paper is still ommon inoÆes and photoopying is often ritial to information management in oÆes.
Organizational Information Structure: Silos and Stovepipes Organizations need to balane the ontrol ofinformation with the advantages of the free exhange of information. Sharing Information Resoureswithin a Knowledge Community. Many organizations keep information for di�erent departments ordivisions in separate loations. These di�erent loations an easily beome over ompartmentalizedand turn into \silos" or \stovepipes" Sometimes there are good reasons for arefully managing data,suh as seurity and organizational ulture. On the other hand, exessive protetion an lead to poorommuniation and lak of information where it is needed. However, there has to be a balane betweenthe need for seurity and knowledge. Data management issues (9.6.3). Organizations may stake out turfby trying to ontrol how language is used. Beyond boundary spanning.

It is well established that United States’ intelligence gathering capabilities are severely hampered by the
lack of information sharing between agencies and further weakened by the absence of an adequate system
to analyze the intelligence they collect.

Figure 7.12: Testimony about the problem of “silos” in the US government at the time of the 9/11 attacks[30].While one of the primary funtions for organizations is the e�etive oordination of information, aspetsof organization that sometimes lead to the distortion of information. There are many impediments toinformation ow within an organization. There are institutional proedures that promote informationseurity that prevent ommuniation between various departments; there are individuals who hoardinformation out of ontempt for others, or beause they do not understand either the need or the



256 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13tehnology of the information system. Sometimes individuals or departments have oniting goalsand seek their own ahievement at the expense of another individual or department, or fear the reverse.Indeed, organizational players an take advantage of these tendenies [92].
Document Management SystemsDoument management systems are information systems that are designed to be losely related to thetasks of knowledge workers. These area also losely linked to Eletroni Reords Systems. Eletronidoument and reords management systems (EDRMS). Combined with reords management (7.4.1).Doument management fouses on providing knowledge workers aess to a variety of materials thatare related to urrent work. Doument management systems are like digital repositories, though theyare often more interative than ordinary repositories. They may inlude versioning apabilities, allowingdouments to be time and date stamped to determine whether they are the �nal iteration of the ideasthey represent. Doument management to support the entire doument lifeyle (1.4.1). For instane,after the ative use of a doument is ompleted, it may be \loked down" in the repository so it anbe viewed but not revised or deleted. OÆe information systems. Tools and environments for sharinginformation resoures. Chat servies within an organization. Reords (7.4.1).Roles. Permissions. Workows.

Figure 7.13: Organizational document management system. (check permission)

Enterprise Content ManagementKeeping the information systems onsistent in a very large, distributed, or dynami organization anbe diÆult. Enterprise ontent management systems are total systems designed to manage all theinformation assoiated with any given enterprise. They ontrol and trak the information ow inorganizations and make knowledge available where it is needed.In addition to organizing and storing the information ontained in an organization, enterprise ontentmanagement systems are also designed to ontrol the ow of information and put in the hands of thosewho need it. Taxonomies for organizing enterprise information. This many be use beause almost everybusiness has a di�erent set of attributes.
topics

Figure 7.14: Organizational thesaurus.Aurate desriptions of the resoures make the ontent model useful. Capturing, oordinating, andupdating organizational ontologies. Finding organizational information with enterprise searh (10.11.1).Many indexing systems have been developed for business and legal appliations. Semanti Web and



7.3. Organizational Information Systems and Knowledge Management 257ontologies for organizing information. Doument management systems. Speifying an organization'sinformation arhiteture. Enterprise lassi�ation, metadata, and taxonomies. From ontent manage-ment to eCommere. Also need to manage aess permissions. Thesauri are ommon for desribingenterprise ontent. (2.2.2). Models based on organizational ontexts. Enterprise appliations. Compos-able appliations.In many ases, enterprise information may not be well enough de�ned that it an be easily managed
(7.3.4). The management of information should aim to make information available when and hereit is needed in an organization. That is, the information value hain [9], whih we introdued bakin the �rst hapter, needs to be managed. By streamlining organizational proesses and failitatingommuniation, knowledge management systems an also produe better deisions, and thereby reduerisk. Risk is inherent in business, and ats as a onstant. Institutions are often risk averse. Knowledgemanagement systems that allow the sharing of information aross a wide spetrum of organizationaloperating arenas produe an information environment in whih better deisions an be made. Byknowing the downstream onsequenes of ations, risk an be managed.In some ases, espeially for some businesses, information resoures have value. Publishing and manage-ment of information as an asset (8.13.1). Information is an asset of an organization. Beause informationhas value, it is worthwhile spending apital on it. Enterprise level risk analysis and assessment.Proedures for information seurity in organizations. Part of organizational roles and norms. DSS
(3.4.2). Intranets (Fig. 7.15).

Figure 7.15: Internal information about an organization (right). These days, the information would be kept on the
organization’s intranet (right). (check permission) (redraw)Poliies are needed for managing orporate information suh as employee email.

Impact of Information Systems in OrganizationsIn every model, however, information, about the ompany in question and its ompetitors, plays aentral role. The idea that knowledge management systems o�er a ompetitive advantage over otherompanies is itself not without debate, however. It has been argued that while a lak of any sort ofinformation tehnology system is a disadvantage to a given ompany, knowledge management systemsdo not o�er a spei� advantage in today's world beause the tehnology for them is almost ubiquitousamong all ompanies [39]. Business proess re-engineering (8.11.2)when business onditions hange.Information map. Knowing where to �nd information in an organization. Overview of an entireorganization's information produts.Changing organizational ulture is not an easy task. Often, the proedures and outlooks of an organiza-tion are �rmly entrenhed in the mindset of all members. However, beause organizational ulture is atleast partially a result of business praties and operations, often the �rst step toward ultural hangesis to hange the way an organization is run. This is sometimes desribed as un-freeze, move, and re-freeze an organization's praties. Learning organizations (7.3.4). Metris for knowledge management.



258 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Cost-bene�t analysis (7.10.3). Impat of omputerization on organizations [75].Organizational transitions. Mergers, aquisitions, hange of management. DiÆulty of hanging orga-nizational ulture.
7.4. Records and Records ManagementA reord desribes a transation. There may be reords for government, businesses, and even individ-uals. Beause it desribes a transation, a reord an be very useful as evidene. Thus, it is importantto ask how should we manage the reord so that it remains as persuasive evidene.In some areas, reords overlap signi�antly with arhives whih are onsidered below (7.5.1). In addition,Reords also overlap with the management of data sets (9.6.0). Good reords management is an essentialaspet of aountability and transpareny.While there is a lot of variability in the way the terms are used, we may say that reords managementis onerned with the information while an arhive is onerned with keeping the physial or perhapsdigital manifestation of the transation. In addition, business reords management is losely relatedto knowledge management (2.2.2). Knowledge management often fouses on supporting the informationneeds of an organization while reords management emphasizes the storage and re-use of reords.Obviously, these are often highly interrelated.There are generally many legal requirements for formal reords. For instane, they should managedin a way that they an provide legal evidene (8.5.4). Reliable reords in laboratory notebooks areneeded for patent laims (9.6.3). Guaranteeing authentiity. Fixity is the requirement that a doumentretrieved from an information system is idential to the original. Properties of reord-keeping systems.Information seurity (7.10.3). Distinguish between keeping the doument and keeping the reord. Datagovernane.
7.4.1. Types of RecordsReords are evidene of events or transations by organizations and governments. The funtionalgoal is aountability. Typially, they desribe administrative ativities. In a business, reords aninlude invoies, shipping tikets, payroll aounts, and database transations. Many formal reordsmanagement systems fous on business reords and often don't onsider other types of reords.Reords found in other areas suh as mediine and government often have spei� poliies and systems.In mediine, patient reords are essential for e�etive treatment (9.9.3). Douments suh as marriagelienses, birth erti�ates, immigration reords, property deeds, and government reords suh as budgetsand laws, as well as transations suh as real-estate sales, need to be open for publi inspetion. Familyreords. Reords of natural phenomena suh as weather. Sienti� data sets an also be onsidered atype of reord. The onept of ultural reords is losely related to the topis addressed in arhives.Reords may be seen permeate modern soiety. This are somewhat loser to arhival reords. Webarhives as eletroni reords. Suh reords may inlude: QUOTE emails, faxes, spreadsheets, databases,maps and plans, samples and objets, information in business systems, letters, text messages, minutes,poliy and brie�ng papers, photographs, researh data, soial media sites.loate emails, douments or information when needed, reuse valuable work that you or someone hasdone in the past, determine the most reent version of a doument, produe evidene as to why a par-tiular deision was made, protet yourself, your lients, itizens and the Government, support ultural,soial and historial values, helping future generations understand history, soiety, ulture and people.ENDQUOTEGenealogy. Family.Speial requirements for some types of reords.Authentiity, reliability, integrity, usability.
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Figure 7.16: Birth certificate. (check permission)

7.4.2. Records as Evidence of Transactions Relevant to Orga nizational Current NeedsPresumably, reords will provide aurate information. Indeed even more strongly, reords many needto provide legal evidene. There are often de�nite legal requirements to keep reords. Reords andlifeyle management. Fixed form, stable ontent, stable media, arhival bond. Soial funtion ofreords to provide ontinuity aross time. Evidene versus legal evidene (8.5.4).The management of these reords is essential for the e�etive funtioning of soiety. Arhived reords ofproperty deeds are essential to property rights (8.7.1). Government aountability is greatly failitatedby publi aess to government reords. Government open data. As disussed with regard to knowl-edge management, the ability of individuals to view the reords and rationales for government ationsis an important element of reating an informed itizenry. Arhives are also important as evideneand for legal reords. Indeed, the roles of Arhives and Eletroni Reords management are loselyrelated. Arhives tend to emphasize the memory funtion of the olletion but that is not a boundary.Furthermore, Arhives tend to maintain douments whih eletroni reords systems keep database likereords. Reords are a foundation for bureauray-oriented organizations and institutions.Formal reords are saved intentionally and they should be distinguished from other types of organizedinformation. Reords in organizations may be required to demonstrate ompliane with regulationssuh as aounting reords and standards and they often have a legal mandate.To be useful they must have ertain properties. Digital provenane. Aurate reords are integral toany organization, large or small. A reord is authenti to the extent that it aurately reets the past.
7.4.3. Records ManagementReords systems are more than databases management systems, beause they inlude organizationalpoliies. The poliies and tehnique needed to ensure the integrity of reords { that is, in their rolefor providing evidene. Seurity onerns. Ensure that the features of reords shown in Fig. 7.17 areimplemented. Not only are reords need to be managed but non-reords { those information resoureswhih are not to be saved also need to be properly managed. This highlights the problems of usingsimple bakup tapes as storage { they keep a lot of material beyond the intended reords. A reordsmanagement protool has to manage: Legal holds in reords require that they annot be deleted beauseof a ourt injuntion. Reords generally intentionally destroyed when the legal requirement expires.Data preservation issues.We need to have on�dene that the reords have not been altered or orrupted. Indeed, the legaladmissibility of eletroni reords as evidene in a ourt depends on suh on�dene. Reliability an beenhaned with transparent and routine proesses for reord development and handling. best pratieguidelines ould formalize the proedure. Reords ould always be: reated (a set of proedures forwhat onstitutes a reordable ation/event), reated at the same point in the proess, stored in thesame plae, maintained in the same way, and aessed by the same people for spei� purposes. Theneed for trust in the reords is similar to arhives whih we onsider in Setion 7.5.1. Proedures inluderegular audits (7.10.2), reord seurity (7.10.3) and preservation poliies. More broadly, the organizationalso needs a supporting ulture for information management [?℄, an information ulture.Reords are essential for omplex soial and organizational struture. Reords management poliies forbusinesses should follow the business proesses and business rules (8.11.1). They must also follow legalrequirements. A proposed set of funtionalities, whih indeed, ould be implemented as servies, are



260 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13shown in Fig. 7.17. The attributes of e�etive reords inlude attributes of the organization, of thesystem, and of the ontent. Ultimately, this an beome a type of metadata. Funtional requirements
(7.9.1). Funtional desriptions may minimize the need for subjetive arhival desriptions. Senariosas an alternative to funtional requirements.

Conscientious Organization
Compliant (1)

Accountable Recordkeeping System
Responsible: Assigned (2), Documented (3)
Implemented (4)
Consistent (5)

Functional Records
Comprehensive (6)
Identifiable (7)
Complete: Accurate (8), Understandable (9), Meaningful (10)

Authorized (11)
Preserved, Inviolate (12), Coherent (13), Auditable (14)

Removable (15)
Exportable (16)
Accessible: Available (17), Renderable (18), Evidential (19), Redactable (20)

Figure 7.17: Functional requirements for authenticity. Records should link back to the business processes which
generated them. Attributes of an effective business records management program[32].Reords are live douments whih are part of the ompany's ativities.Automati apture of metadata upon reation. In pratie these poliies are summarized by ARMAGARP. Reord keeping and eonomi development. Reords serve a soial funtion. Court reords.Metadata for permission to aess.Edit and audit rules. Reords audit and proedural audit. Transational database. Reord-keepingmetadata.

Electronic mail which is required for ongoing legal, fiscal, audit, administrative or operational purposes
must be converted to the most suitable storage medium for retention (e.g., bond paper, microform
or electronic format). These materials must be classified and scheduled according to ARCS or ORCS
(Operational Records Classification System). They are not classified as transitory records.

Figure 7.18: British Columbia government retention policy on treating email as electronic records[4].It is, at times, neessary to make ertain douments and reords, partiularly those involving govern-ment agenies, sensitive or top-seret. However, deisions suh as those made by government ageniesmay later be disputed, and reords of how those deisions were reahed must be kept as part of thepubli reord and made available publily when the neessity of their serey has passed. The \Freedomof Information At," or FOIA in the U.S. allows individuals to make spei� requests for informationfrom any U.S. federal ageny, and these agenies must honor the requests as long as they do not violatepartiular amendments of the law. However, there are generally some limits of Freedom of InformationAt releases suh as national seurity.Freedom of information and privay protetion (FIPP). Reords and lassi�ation of ontent. There areseveral speial appliations of arhives. Medial reords. HIPAA for managing the privay of medialreords (9.9.3).XBRL - extensible business reporting language [23]. This an provide onsisteny and greater trans-pareny aross ompanies.
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7.4.4. Data WarehousingDatabases have been used in ative business information system to long-term storage. The atualolletion of reords would probably be done with a database. Although many organizations do notemploy full reords management proedures, their databases are, nonetheless, a valuable asset of thatorganization. Indeed, omplex organizations may employ many di�erent databases. For long-term ref-erene, these data need to be linked together and stored into \data warehouses", although, inreasingly,businesses run integrated ontent management systems where they apply several of the tehniques wehave disussed suh as organizational workow (8.11.3). Enterprise Resoure Planning system and a lotof data available. Big data (9.6.0).Preservation of data beomes entangled with broader questions about the business rules reeted inthose data and the metadata assoiated with the data. In short, the data needs to be treated as businessreords. Need by an organization for business reords for auditing. The issue beomes olleting theright data aross the enterprise. This often means reoniling the attribute de�nitions of the data, asthe data models that ontribute are not always onsistent.Data mining may be applied to a data warehouse. Inreasingly, there are uni�ed ompany-wide systems.However, one strategy involves organizing data in a ube | a so alled \data ube" (e.g.,[88]) as a \stardiagram" (Fig. 7.19). The Dimensional Data Model is less eÆient than the Relational Data Modelsine it does not normalization of attributes but it allows greater portability. This is useful for obtaininga broad view of the interation of omponents of the business (8.12.0). and the large amounts of data anbe mined for potentially interesting patterns (9.6.5). Coneptual models for apturing organizationalstruture [79]. Data warehouses often use data mining. Inreasingly, external information soures needto be inorporated into the data warehouse.

Figure 7.19: To consolidate and save the complexity of an organization’s data files, an data cube (left) may be
developed. This may implement dimensional data model (right), which is a simplified version of the relational model.
(check permission) (redraw)

7.5. Archives
7.5.1. What is an ArchivePeople like to save things inluding information resoures. Sometimes they save them as memoriesand sometime they save them as evidene. In some ases, the information resoures may be savedsystematially and spei� proedures developed for them. Indeed, in some ases, that preservationmay involve and entire institution.While libraries typially hold published resoures, arhives hold doumentary heritage. Cultural mem-ory. Typially, this inludes unpublished materials suh as working notes, letters, and manusripts.Compared to Reords Management Systems, Arhives hold information resoures (even if they are dig-ital) reords systems fous on the information itself rather than the resoure. Ultimately, we will needto go bak to the fundamental onept of what makes a doument (2.3.1) to understand the issues of how



262 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13they should be saved. Indeed, the fat that arhived douments are often arefully examined out of theoriginal ontext of their reation means raises many deep questions about the nature of douments.Arhives overs a range of topis, from olleting and managing business reords to preserving historialmaterials to preserving anillary materials suh as fan blogs.There is a lose relationship between Arhives and Reords. Indeed, some argue that they are iden-tial. Although it is subtle and sometime ontentious issue, we will assoiate the simple reording oftransations with eletroni reords and omplex objets (whether physial or digital) with arhives.Whereas reords often meet spei� legal requirements, arhives tend to emphasize ultural and soietalmaterials. It may also inlude less that oÆial organizational reords suh as email. Digital reordsdo more than simply hange the form of paper reords. The ost on managing information is muhmost than the basi storage ost. Memory praties in siene (9.2.0). The designated ommunity is theommunity for whih the arhive is being developed.
Figure 7.20: Types of archives: A) U.S. National Archives, B) NASA data library. C) Film archive.Transfer to an independent organization. Arhival barrier.Authentiity and integrity.Arhives keep materials for whih there is just one opy. Uniqueness. Often, these were reated withoutfousing on whether they would be saved. Providing authentiity and reliability. There are several typesof arhives, ultural, organizational, government, business, and personal. Eah of these has distinthallenges but they also have issues in ommon. There are several viewpoints about the way for arhivesto reord soial and organizational ativities. Here, we onsider three of them:1) Colletion of douments from an organization.2) Capturing organizational pratie.3) Doumentation based on a spei� initiative or ativity.Evidene and memory. Arhives an provide valuable doumentary evidene for history (5.13.0). Morethan organizational arhives. Cultural arhives.Ideally, arhives would dovetail with knowledge management. Similarly, the goals of arhives are similarto eletroni reords. Together, arhives and reords provide evidene to provide aountability andinformation. Arhives are views as providing support for journalists and historians while reords aremore often assoiated with business ompliane. Arhives and the ontent lifeyle (1.4.1). Arhives andworkow. Arhival information model.DiÆulties in the literal meaning for preservation sine the meaning will be di�erent for di�erentviewers. This does not keep the ontext of the original reords (Fig. 7.21).Arhives, like libraries and other information systems, need information management poliies. In someases, the goal is legal evidene (like eletroni reords) and the value of ultural memory. Gamepreservation (11.7.3). Arhives of sienti� data (9.6.0), tehnial, soial, and medial data (9.9.3),In many ases, arhival material is e�etively a reord but we may make a distintion between the
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Home OrganizationCreate - Use -

Ingest
ArchiveKeep Disseminate

-

? - Dispose
Figure 7.21: In the “Lifecycle model” of archives, material is transferred to an archive from its home organization.
Among other issues, this creates a strong distinction between Electronic Records and Archives. A second model,
the Continuum Model, emphasizes the continuity of records and the frameworks of record-keeping systems.physial objets and the reord it ontains. Arhives are repositories that store and protet the physialmanifestations. Community memory an be a type of soial apital.Arhives are often onfused with libraries, but they serve a di�erent funtion; arhives emphasizepreservation. While a library usually ollets published works, most of the holdings in an arhiveare unpublished. Furthermore, the arhive is typially foused on preservation while the library isfoused on providing aess to information. These materials are kept for historial analysis. However,maintaining arhives for an entire government or organization is a diÆult task. An arhive should havestandards for reord seletion, maintenane, preservation, and onservation. Preservation for long-termaess.Changing nature of organizations and ontinuum model (Fig. 7.21). Arhives must be supported by anorganizational ommitment. Hand-o� from the originating organization to the preserving organization.Doumenting versus traditional arhives.The United States National Arhives in Washington, D.C. is the main repository for U.S. FederalGovernment reords. The U.S. National Arhives also houses important historial material, inludingthe originals of the Delaration of Independene, the Constitution, and treaties suh as the approvalof the Louisiana Purhase. Treaties and agreements between the U.S. and other governments are alsokept in the arhives.
Figure 7.22: The original of the (left) Louisiana Purchase Treaty is kept in the U.S. National Archives. It helps to
demonstrate that the Louisiana Territory belongs to the United States. Forgery (right) can be especially easy with
digital documents.Trust from several soures. From well managed repositories and from inspetion.Integrity and authentiity. Cannoialization.Doumenting vs arhival pratie.

The Role of ArchivesFilm arhives. Historial soieties are also related to arhives. Historially, one of the best ways to



264 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13validate the authentiity of reords was to verify the authentiity and age on the medium on whihthey are insribed. Convergent douments provide evidene vs. Smoking gun. What to make on digitaldouments that have not be kept in a trusted environment.Arhives serve the need to keep information resoures for the long-term. These are intended to be usedas support for investigations by historians (5.13.0). This is traditionally foused on aess. Arhives areoften assoiated with proessing ultural and materials of historial signi�ane while eletroni reords
(7.4.1) are more often based on legal requirements.Thus, the provide organizational or soial memories.\ Institutional arhives versus personal and informalarhives. Many other types of preservation e�orts: Meeting arhive (5.6.4). Group and design arhives.Design rationale (3.8.7). Data warehouses (7.4.4). The goals and ambitions of arhival institutions arealready hanging. Popular memory arhive. Arhives versus memorials (4.6.2).

Figure 7.23: CEISMIC disaster archive.

7.5.2. Persistence, Preservation, and ConservationObviously, we want on�denes that the material we save in an arhive is not tampered with. An em-phasis on persistene is the most distintive aspet of arhives. While we emphasize apturing pratie,many arhives emphasize apturing and management of douments. Some information resoures mayneed to be kept for a very long time. Reords and arhives an give future historians the evidene onwhih to base their analyses. Beause there is often soial re-interpretation of history, douments anbe valuable for \showing history as it really happened" [52] (5.13.0). Sustainability.Government douments, suh as treaties need to be proteted (Fig7.22). Arhives have more emphasison persistene than libraries, and attempt to follow the S.O.A.P. dotrine: seletion, organization,aess, and persistene. While libraries periodially ull their olletions of outdated and unusedmaterials, the ontent of an arhive is often kept on a spei� shedule. Preservation plan.These materials may need to be kept inde�nitely beause they are of historial interest, or beause theyhave a very long life, suh as treaties, ontrats, or blueprints of buildings. There are ertain termsassoiated with arhiving that are important to understanding the �eld. Preservation only fouses onpreserving the ontent of an information resoure, and not the original resoure medium. Preservationof the Delaration of Independene would be to opy the words. When a �re damages a valuable orfamous painting, great e�ort is made to minimize the damage and restore it as nearly as possible to itsoriginal ondition. In ontrast to preservation, this proess of proteting and restoring ontent in itsoriginal form is known as \onservation. Fousing on the arrier of the information or the ontent. Inmany ases, the medium and the ontent are not as inseparable as a painting on a anvas; in those aseswe are more about the ontent than the medium. Keeping the original paper ensus reords from 1920(onservation) is not as important as keeping the data that was obtained in that ensus (preservation).While proedures for arhives are now well established for organizational reords on paper, preserva-tion of many other materials Preservation of multimedia or hypermedia ontent. Not only does eahomponent need to be preserved, but the oordination among them also needs to be preserved. In theextreme, we may wonder how well would our ulture be preserved if a new dark ages started in thenext few years [11].



7.5. Archives 265Just as human memory an be distorted by hanges aross time, ultural memories an also be distortedwith time. Some of these issues an be redued if we know that the material has not been diretlyorrupted and if some of the ontext (e.g., the workow whih generated the artifat) are maintained.Nonetheless, there remains a diÆulty in interpreting arhived materials.Keeping trak of the use (or re-use) of reords and arhival materials. Indeed, the reuse is often asinformative and interesting as the original doument.Arhives may also store douments from meetings, or sienti� information suh as astronomial andenvironmental datasets (9.6.3). These are typially olleted via the ageny for whih the researh wasdone. Personal papers (10.1.6) are also often arhived, though on a sale of lesser magnitude. Arhivesneed to provide at least limited aess for use.With arhives, the emphasis is typially not on ease of aess but on the integrity of the reords.When reords are stored, we need to know whether or not they have been tampered with. Trust inthe authentiity of douments must be based on e�etive poliies for the management of douments |without on�dene that the arhived materials are authenti, the entire reason for arhiving them inthe �rst plae is lost. Inreasingly, ultural reords are stored in eletroni form. Thus, the traditionalmethods of preserving them by saving papers and books will no longer work. Moreover, the Web ismuh more dynami and ontextual than printed arhives. It may be neessary to save entire Websites and not just Web pages, beause a page should retain the ontext of its links. Culture (5.8.2). Lostbooks [58] and lost movies.Poliy-driven repositories. Capture early in the workow proess.
InterPARES rule.

Figure 7.24: Example of policies for developing a trusted repository.

7.5.3. Developing an Archive: Appraisal, Selection, Inges t, and RetentionImagine that you have been asked to arhive somebody's omputer �les. One of the greatest puzzlesis what to save. Would you save everything, or just \important" douments? Only material thatwas seleted to be saved is available later. How would you know what was important? Although itis tempting to try to save everything, it simply isn't possible. Is there a bias toward olleting onlyertain types of material { for instane, material representing only a given setor of soiety?Ideally, arhives selet systemati and value-neutral seletion of material. It is diÆult to deide whatultural objets should be saved [81]. Often, those with power and money are preserved. Underservedommunities are often not well represented in arhives.Appraisal determines the arhival value of douments. Colleting the evidene in the ontext of theworkow. No interpretation of the douments.` Automated preservation assessment. Risk analysis.Earlier we onsidered the doument lifeyle (1.4.1). Where in doument lifeyle is the doumentbrought into the arhive? Continuum model [82] and duality of viewpoints about the arhive. Dou-mentation strategy. Doumentation ould also apply to sienti� data sets. Attempting to determinethe temporal dynamis of the value of data is diÆult. Maro-appraisal emphasizes determining theontext. This is often assoiated with �nding organizational funtion of douments.Proteting personal and private information.Arhives might be based in the organization where the douments originated. But it is often betterto turn over ontrol to an independent organization. Moreover, arhiving is a speialized skill andorganizations are not well suited to judge what should be arhived due to hanging poliies and goals.Indeed, they may be tempted to seletively pik reords whih ast them in a favorable light and todestroy any unfavorable reords. In other ases, the seletion may be integrated into ongoing workow.Funtional appraisal.



266 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Retention is built into organizational poliies These poliies may inlude what desription of ontentto keep and for how long it wants to keep it. These are known as permanene ratings (7.5.4). DynamiWeb (10.10.1). In other ases, reords need to be examined by an arhivist as they are transferred intothe arhive. An arhivist will hoose douments for arhiving based on a set of retention guidelines(Fig. 7.25).
The Preservation Department should seek to raise awareness of the importance of library preservation,
and of the need to identify priorities for preservation in [Glasgow University Library] GUL as a whole.
This will involve discussions with departments and subject specialists within GUL, so that specific
recommendations can be put forward regarding the selection of materials of significant bibliographical,
historical or aesthetic value which should be preserved for the benefit of research and scholarship in the
longer term. Consideration should be given to the rarity or uniqueness of the materials in our collections,
their national or international significance, and to our own local needs and special interests, bearing in
mind the possibility of placing such materials under restricted conditions of use, and of storing them
in a specially controlled environment. Where appropriate, material will be selected for re-formatting as
microfilm and/or digitally scanned files to limit unnecessary handling of originals and to facilitate access.

Figure 7.25: Preservation policy for the Glasgow University Library[51]. (check permission)Broadening the base of arhival pratie through soial media. Moreover, the availability and relativelow ost for digital materials make preservation and linking aross a wide variety of materials morefeasible.The development of retention poliies. should help determine the materials to save, as it is diÆult toknow what might be important in the future. Indeed, beause douments help to de�ne history, theseletion of whih douments to save an, in a sense, a�et history itself. There are di�erent strategiesfor arhiving. Some say that douments that are used regularly should be saved. Others argue thatrandom sampling is the strategy, beause it is diÆult to predit what may be useful in the future.One the material is seleted, it must be \aessioned" or \ingested". This means that ownership ofthe material is typially transferred to the arhival organization and it is inorporated into the arhive.Workow proesses for ingest. Less proess more produt. Supporting aess to materials. Riskanalysis in opyright.
7.5.4. Description and Access for Archival ItemsEarlier, we onsidered bibliographi metadata (2.4.0); here, we onsider arhival metadata. There areseveral partiular hallenges for arhival metadata. It should be able to be understood by peoplefrom a di�erent ultural bakground. In a di�erent sense, the ontext of one item in a olletion ofitems is essential. There is a partiularly lose onnetion arhival desription and eletroni reords
(7.4.1). Traditionally, individual items are not desribed but sets of materials with similar provenaneare desribed. The ordering often provides valuable ontext. Inreasingly, we see multiple modes ofdesription. Quality in the olletion and management of data. Rights and responsibilities of data.Organization related to the preservation model of the arhive. Fonds, Series vs. Funtion.

Description to Support Users of ArchivesWhat sort of desription do historians need?
Provenance and Provenance MetadataProvenane is the history of an objet's ownership or, at least, ontrol of it. Thus, provenane anhelp to guarantee its authentiity. Aross a sets of reords, provenane may be seen as a proess forensuring authentiity (7.5.2). One of the strongest ways to establish provenane is traing a hain ofustody. Provenane has appliations in the history and origin of information resoures: what wasreated, where, when, and for what purpose. This helps to ensure that information is not tamperedwith after it has been deposited.Provenane tells us about the origin of information and it provides an indiation that the information



7.5. Archives 267has not been hanged. For instane, attribute of reords is their organizational history. It is helpfulto maintain an aount of where and when eah piee of information originates; this is known as its\provenane". Managing the provenane for information resoures is analogous to traking the prove-nane of physial objets (7.6.1). Provenane through hain of ustody in trusted repositories. Trakingprovenane helps to demonstrate the authentiity of the materials beause the origin of information anbe authentiated either by eyewitness testimony or by its logial onsisteny when ompared to otherinformation from that time and plae. Digital provenane for onversions between formats. Provenanedata models and transation logs. Provenane metadata.The full import of some material is not evident from the material itself. It is only when it is seenin its proper ontext that its meaning beomes lear. For some arhives, it an be important tomaintain the ontext of the soure material. This an be troublesome; an arhive usually holds onlya fragmentary reord of material that is old and was often not reated to be widely distributed, andrereating its ontext might not be possible. Sets of douments may belong together beause of theativities whih generated them [77]. DiÆulty of apturing tait knowledge. Context tells us a greatdeal about information resoures. Keeping a rih ontext.Formal models for provenane.
Preservation MetadataWe have already noted that preservation is a integral part of the information lifeyle. And, of ourse,preservation is the most distintive funtion of arhives. As with other types of repositories, metadataare essential for supporting aess to arhival reords (2.4.0). PREMIS vs Funtional Requirementsfor Reords. PREMIS is espeially useful for digital objets. For instane, it desribes Events withhange the objet suh as transformations. Close to some standard whih are familiar to the reordsmanagement ommunity. Tehnial environment metadata.Metadata for dynami douments (10.10.1). However, there are several distintive aspets of arhivalmaterial that needs to be onsidered. Preservation and ontext. Thus, \preservation metadata"might inlude a desription of the reason the material was seleted for preservation (e.g., [14]). Eventsassoiated with maintenane. Some arhival ontent is intended to be kept forever. Other ontent hasa �nite lifetime, whih may be indiated by \permanene ratings". These desribe the permanene ofthe informational ontent itself, and not its desired arhival duration [16] (Fig. 7.26).

Label Description/Example

Permanent: Unchanging Content The original copy of a treaty.
Permanent: Stable Content An edition of a book.
Permanent: Dynamic Content Today’s newspaper.
Permanence Not Guaranteed An ordinary Web page.

Figure 7.26: Permanence levels as descriptions for records[16].Another problem is guaranteeing that a digital doument is the original and has not been tamperedwith or altered. This an be done with hashing and heksums ( A.20.2). Another possible solution is toompare the �le with other arhived opies of the doument to see if they math [72].
Formats and Representation InformationRepresentation Information Media formats versus �le formats. How is a �le format strutured? Formatrepositories. Global format registry and validation. Format validation[54]. Some formats are so om-plex, it is diÆult to understand them out of ontext. Preservation for espeially omplex design toolssuh as CAD systems here are partiular hallenges in the preservation of omplex material suh asarhitetural design, desriptions of ultural heritage sites, games, and new media art. Desiated for-mats redue the omplexity of data set to just a few salient features. Self-desribing ontent. Metadataan be wrapped with the objet. Self-arhiving ontent.
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Figure 7.27: Describing the properties and relationships of a complex set of files related to a archivtecture. FACADE
project ontology[64]. (check permission)

Archival ContextDesribing objets in ontext is helpful beause individual item will not tell the whole story. Oneorganizing priniple, the materials an attempt is often made to keep the ontext in whih material wasdeveloped and used. This often mans keeping the materials in their original order; that is in the orderin whih they produed and used rather than the order in whih they were stored or proessed by thearhive. The original order an be useful in providing the ontext in whih they were rated.Indeed, the entire olletion of items may be onsidered as basi unit. This an be omplex beausebeause the atual olletion may not be omplete or it may be biased beause it reets seletiondeisions.This is often di�erent from the desription of separate objets. That is, they are organized aordingto the way they were originally developed and used. Email messages might be kept in the order theywere reeived, grouped by year, rather than by topi. For material stored in this way, one would aessa reord group, and then searh through that group to �nd a spei� reord.
Figure 7.28: Archives typically try to capture the context of objects. Indeed, they consider several senses of context
– how the object relates to other objects in the way it was used. (check permission)

Organization or Community Role Desribing a omplex ombination of organizational funtions.Arhival series. Ativity theory for arhives.
Use after Ingest Interpretation of the artifat based on how the artifat in used and interpreted inthat re-use. Continuum. Commons.
Finding AidsSome arhives ollet assorted materials suh as the �les from a person's desk when they retire. Inthose ases, a \�nding aid" ould help a searher to �nd out what sort of materials are inluded. The



7.5. Archives 269Enoded Arhival Desription (EAD) is used to desribe reords in traditional arhives. This �ndingaid is based on XML and it de�nes parts of an arhived doument. Inreasingly, �nding aids are beingadapted to be sort of under interfae to an arhival olletion.Next generation �nding aids and Web 2.0 [91].
Overview of the Collection
Biographical History
Scope and Contents of the Collection
Arrangement of the Collection
Restrictions
Subject and Genre Headings
Related Material
Administrative Information
Inventory

Figure 7.29: Because most items in a traditional archival collection are not cataloged directly, sets of items are
described in Finding Aids. Typical top-level sections of a finding aid. (check permission)

7.5.5. Preserving Complex Digital MaterialsWhile onservation e�orts generally fous on traditional materials (7.5.2), they are also neessary fordigital media. Although the bits whih omprise digital objets are ephemeral, they must be stored insome physial medium, whih may be fragile. The iron oxide holding the bits may fall o� a magnetitape, making it unreadable. Arhiving tehniques must address the formats to be used, and devisemethods for ensuring their future viability. Data uration (9.6.3).Modern information systems have reated new demands for arhiving praties. There is an enormousvolume of email, word proessing �les, and Web pages already extant, with more being produed everyday. Should all of these douments be arhived? Inreasingly, there is a onvergene between digitallibraries and digital arhives beause digital opies are managed rather than physial opies.Email preservation. Beyond preservation of traditional douments. However, preservation of lettersand manusripts has been a traditional role for some institutions.Game preservation (11.7.3). Preservation of multimedia depends in part on the resolution of the original.New media preservation. Desribing the experiene. Fan blog. Beause of the rapid inrease in theavailability of disk storage, the riteria for seleting material an be loosened. Indeed, it been proposedthat we an save everything [61] though that is often broad and we want to save a lot but not literallyeverything. We annot literally save everything but we an save a great deal more than we used to.Born digital materials often have links to other resoures and those links are fragile. Evolutionarysystems | those whose ontents are ontinuously hanging suh as databases | provide a partiularhallenge to a database may reord many of the transations of a business, but it is subjet to frequenthanges. Is it neessary to keep all transations and versions of that database (9.6.3).One fator to onsider is whether it is neessary to simply display the arhived materials (maintainwhat the douments say), or whether their behavioral apabilities also need to be maintained suh asthe buttons on Web pages. Beause of word proessors and Web publiation, revisions are easy tomake. This has resulted in a proliferation of versions.Preservation of omplex objets suh as games (11.7.3). Preservation of new media. Data uration (9.6.3).
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Figure 7.30: Frame from a reconstructed NASA video of the first step on the moon. The original was lost.There are a great many attributes of digital objets whih ould be saved. Among these are attributesof the omputing environment whih generated and aessed the digital objet. This might inludethe version of the operating system and �le reations software. Current operating systems makes thisdiÆult. Indeed, there are so many possible attributes to save that some seletion poliies are neededto prioritize them.Perhaps surprisingly, digital media are not neessarily better for preservation than traditional media.Indeed, modern information systems are very omplex, and materials reated by them often depend onthe system that reated it.The rereation of every digital objet requires a program. The management of relative standard pro-grams suh as word proessors is hallenging but the management of ad ho programs an be evenmore hallenging.As with traditional arhives, there is a range of ontent types for digital materials with di�erentexpetations about how they should be handled. One poliy is that there should be multiple opies ofevery digital objet so that if one is lost, the others will survive. Repliation of the entire informationresoure an also be useful in ase the originals of the resoures are orrupted or lost. If this is managedautomatially, these are \self-healing arhives". LOCKSS ( A.20.2).Preservation of funtionality.Both formats and base tehnologies hange and several strategies have been proposed for keepingmedia urrent: migration, emulation, enapsulation. Other strategies inlude desiated formats andre-enatment. Migration from one ompression format to another is transoding ( A.2.1). There arelimits to this approah, however. For one, the amount of data to be transferred would inrease everytime. For another, it is rare that we have \lossless" format onversion, whih allows the original to beexatly opied. This would mean that some quality is lost every time a transfer is made. Bakwardompatibility of standards and programs.Attaks on ultural materials. Suppression of ertain viewpoints.Another possibility is to keep at least one example of every old omputer, its environment, and theprograms that reated the reords running, but this does not seem pratial. The underlying operatingsystem and hardware would have to be emulated and the emulations would have to be umulative suhthat newer emulations would run on previous emulations. In the end, it is not possible to keep allversions of all base tehnologies running. Evolution by virtual mahines (7.7.6). Fig ?? rendering (7.5.5).Probably, the most pratial urrent strategy for omplex digital preservation is enapsulation, forwhih metadata is essential. Enapsulation assoiates metadata with objets, and organizes the objets
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Figure 7.31: In many cases, an exact match for the software environment on which a program originally ran may
not be available. In those cases, partial information may be retrieved. Here MS Word accurately recovered some
information from a file but it also inserted some noise (from [?]). (check permission)aording to metadata similarities or logial onnetions. Enapsulation (7.5.5) is often applied whenpakaging digital objets for inluding in the �le to failitate later searhing. Emulation appearsinreasingly to be possible. The appliation of emulation requires detailed knowledge of the softwareversions. Indeed, both migration and emulation have strengths and we may use both of the them.

Web Archives, Preserving the Cultural Record, and Mass PreservationMany large digital olletions are now being developed. Complete opy of the Web. Big-data (9.6.0).Mass digitization (10.1.6). Digital surrogates. How often should the web pages be sampled. Web urationtool for apturing and storing web ontent. Reords need to be made for every page. WARC. InternetArhive and Waybak Mahine. Managing opies of Web pages as legal evidene. Part of regulatoryompliane for eletroni reords.

Figure 7.32: Democratic (left) and Republican (right) political party Web pages (cropped) from the 1996 presidential
election. These are among the earliest sites preserved. This is an archive of political web pages[55]. Wayback
museum.

Evidence and ForensicsDetermining evidentiary value of an information resoure. One set of issues for the evidene aboutphysial media. Additional onsiderations for digital media. Several senses of forensis. In this ase,we're onsidering whether a photograph has been tampered with Fig. 7.33. Trusted digital objets
(7.5.6). Both legal impliations and impliations for sholarly auray. Determining legal evidenefrom examination of digital objets.
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Figure 7.33: Digital Forensics: The ducks have been added to this photo. You can detect that by noting the shadows
on the ducks but note that there’s no shadow on the people. [?]. (check permission)

7.5.6. Archival RepositoriesTrusted Arhival Repositories and Trustworthy Digital Objets. Douments from arhives omewith a speial expetation of authentiity. Trust from poliies and proedures along with physialontrols. The storage environment helps ensure trustworthy douments. For arhives there is a speialemphasis on ensuring the persistene and provenane of the stored materials. Thus, there is an emphasison ensuring that repositories are trusted. This is similar to the issues of information seurity andinformation assurane and information system seurity (7.10.3). This an be aomplished with reliablestorage media, stable organizational support, arefully onsidered formats.Cloud repositories. Desription of basi servies. Open Arhival Information Systems (OAIS) [40].Referene model. Standard operating proedure. Poliy-based servie de�nitions, espeially thosethat lead to a trusted repositories. Audits of the system (7.10.0). Certi�ation of repositories as beingtrustworthy [53].
7.5.7. Archival Policies and InstitutionsInformation ulture (5.9.5).

Access Policies for Archival MaterialsPart of the the braoder question of poliies (7.5.3). Ease of aess has not been the primary objetive forpaper-oriented arhives beause of the diÆulty involved in handling and indexing eah page. Dou-ments are often not indexed simply beause of the sheer volume of material reeived; there are so manyreords that they annot all be ataloged. Arhives have not, typially, supported end-user aess butthat is rapidly hanging with digital ontent. Beause digital material is so easily opied it dramatiallyhanged the possibility of aess to arhival materials. Aess restritions. Arhival esrow.Providing aess an add a great deal to the ost of preservation. Dark arhives emphasize storage ofmaterial but have a minimal onern with providing aess [38]. This may be done to redue osts orsimply beause of aess restritions.
Risk Assessment and AuditMany data servers were lost in the 2011 Japanese earthquake. Potentially, many family reords wouldhave been lost but the reords had be baked up at the national level.Management of the preservation and migration of information resoures. Projet management takingare of these proesses eÆiently. Risk and threat analysis (7.10.3) for what ould go wrong.
Preservation Planning PoliciesPreservation planning is an integral part of a trusted repository. As with other information systems,there are many soial dimensions to onsider. Organizational aspets of information systems. Require-



7.6. Collections of Physical Objects 273ments for the arhive. Risks for the integrity of the olletion (7.10.3). Audits based on the OAIS model:Ingest, Storage, Dissemination. Organization strutures for supporting the development and long-termsupport for preservation system. Cost-bene�t analysis.Sustainability of arhives and organizational and institutional ommitment.Preservation of �les versus preservation of data reords suh as in a data-warehouse (7.4.4).
7.6. Collections of Physical ObjectsPhysial objets suh as artifats and speimens an also be olleted and those olletions need ol-letion management. Data shema (2.4.1) but also information about the relationship of the objet tothe institution. Metadata-like desriptions an be applied to physial objets. Emphasis on item-leveldesription.There are a great many types of physial objets and there are many dimensions on whih they an bedesribed. In other plaes we have disussed desription of designs (3.8.4).Here, we desribe the desription of ultural objets. Primarily we onsider museums whih are ulturalinstitutions but there are other desriptive approahes in �elds suh as arhaeology.
7.6.1. MuseumsMuseums hold olletions of physial objets. A partiular sense of empathy from viewing objets. Theprimary role of museums is the presentation and interpretation of those physial objets for the publi.While the main goal is eduation, preservation of rare or unique objets may also be important.Types of museums shown in Fig. 7.34: Art, history, natural history, siene museums. There arealso many museums dediated to unusual or distintive materials. Researh museums keep refereneolletions for use by researhers.

Figure 7.34: Types of museums: A) Art museum, B) History museum, C) Natural history museum, D) Science
museum. (check permissions)Interpretation and Rereating Experienes. Museums as keepers of ultural reords serve a sort of story-telling funtion. Virtual and augmented reality reality for museums. Museums may try to provide anexperiene, related to the way artifat was originally used. Or, at least, they may try to reate anunderstanding of the experiene. What do the objets in a historial museum atually tell us?Interative, hands-on exhibits. Art museums may olletion digital art works. Material ulture.Exhibits. Period room.

Museum InformaticsMuseums are primarily based on the preservation of physial artifats. They serve both researh andeduation missions. However, this is triky beause memory an also be distorted. Indeed, sienemuseums generally fous on demonstrations. Some of these desriptive systems are similar to thosefor data about entities in the world (9.6.0). Beause there is an emphasis on publi eduation in somemuseums, there may be an emphasis on interpretation of the olletion. Referene olletions. Sienemuseums are equal parts eduational institutions. There are ontroversies around the ownership ofsome ultural objets. Provenane of physial objets. Eduational goals. However, they also attempt



274 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13to make eduational exhibits. Objets as evidene. Primay of the physial objet. This an bedistint from arhives whih preserve information resoures. Thingness.CIDOC-CRM for physial objets. Coordinating CIDOC with intelletual objets with Dublin Coreand FRBR. This is also related to Shema.org (2.4.1).
Describing Cultural ObjectsWe also need to onsider olletions of physial objets. Some types of museums hold ultural ob-jets. One diÆulty is that physial objets are generally most meaningful in their original ontext

[7]. Bibliographi desription (2.4.0). Photos of physial objets as works. Compare physial objets toreprodutions of those objets. Metadata extensions inlude Cataloging Cultural Objets (CCO) [7].CIDOC-CRM and events.

Figure 7.35: Small statue of a Japanese god (add metadata, from the Spurlock Museum.)

Figure 7.36: Describing parts of a building. (check permission)

7.6.2. Other Collections of Physical ObjectsObjets in the �eld suh as buildings. Some types of physial objets need to be indexed. Linking toexpliit taxonomies and databases suh as zoologial and botanial reords (9.8.1). These inlude zoosand botanial gardens. Data shema (2.4.1).
Interactive Museum DisplaysDioramas, exemplary speimen, omprehensive olletion, interative example.Exploratorium.

7.7. Information System Architectures and Web EngineeringFor the remainder of this hapter, we turn to onsidering tehnial issues whih are assoiated witholletions of information. Beause information systems are omplex, it is helpful to onsider somepriniples. Through the evolution of information systems, there has been a derease in hardware de-pendenies and inreased alignment with servies. E�etively using resoures. Design (3.8.0). Reliability.Seurity. Salability. Interoperability. Using resoures e�etively.
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7.7.1. Networking and Distributed SystemsNetworking ( A.16.0). OSI layers for managing omplexity in a network (Fig. 7.37).Network forensis.
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Figure 7.37: The combination of multiple network protocols makes for a very complex system. The OSI stack for
networking manages this complexity with layering. In most cases, network protocols operate at only one of these
layers.Networking seurity (7.10.3). Playbak attak. Some simple tehniques are useful suh as nones andsequene numbers. Intrusion detetion system.

Peer-to-Peer SystemsPeer-to-peer (P2P) systems are interating sets of peer omputers. Eah of these are \peers" in thatthey are all equal within the network and there is no speialized servers or entral oordination amongthe omponents. Thus, these are di�erent from lient-server arhitetures. Fig. 7.38 shows a peer-to-peer model in whih eah node has its own index and resoures. Messages are passed from the originatorto neighboring mahines, with requests spreading outward from the enter.
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Figure 7.38: Peer-to-peer systems allow distributed searches without a centralized index. Rather, each peer has its
own search index. A, B, C.Searhing in a P2P system spreads aross the set of servers. With peer-to-peer systems, searhes anddoument retrieval an be largely anonymous; the searher an hide their identity. This anonymity isaomplished by stripping o� identifying information as the requests pass eah mahine. Thus, peer-to-peer systems allow anonymous �le sharing, but sometimes this may run afoul of intelletual propertylaws (8.2.2). Without a entral index, the hane of �nding a given item dereases as the number of itemsand nodes inreases. In other versions of peer-to-peer systems, indexes an be progressively developedon eah system. This is the basis of servies suh as Skype and Bit-torrent. Onion routing.
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7.7.2. Global-Scale Information Service PlatformsDatabase foundations ( A.14.1). Networking ( A.15.0).
Grid and Cloud ComputingSupport ollaboration by distributed organizations. Overlay networks. Contrats for data managementservies. Servie-level agreements. Many users are interested in proteting the value of the dataThe Grid is designed to provide servies on a very large sale. Later, we will also onsider the \semantigrid" or data grid (9.6.0) but here we are foused on the network infrastruture. Grid oordinateddatabase updates. To support the oordination of omponents there need to be standards suh asonsistent name spaes, metadata, and servie desriptions. Cloud omputing. Allows eÆient useof omputational resoures. Seurity of loud omputing an be an issues beause the data are notdiretly under the ontrol of the owner. Federated searhing has distint types of searhes in di�erentlusters.Europeana projet has a federation of ultural objets. NIF has a federation of datasets.Seurity issues for loud omputing.An example of grid omputing is the Searh for Extra Terrestrial Intelligene (SETI; Fig. 7.39). SETIutilizes the spare omputing power of thousands of ordinary home PCs to analyze radio signals omingtoward earth from distant stars for any sign of extraterrestrial attempts at ommuniation. Thisis a loosely onneted type of Grid. Grid omputing o�ers extraordinary omputing power, but itsdevelopment is still in its infany. It will be neessary to develop user standards as well as seuritymeasures for grid omputing. Other similar systems inlude. There are a lot of omputationallyintensive tasks whih an be proessed with this approah suh as searhing for the ure malaria.

Figure 7.39: SETI@home distributed processing allows a networked computer to contribute un-used cycles to
searching for extra-terrestrial intelligent life. This screen shows the results of an analysis of data from a radio
telescope. However, no clear signs of extra-terrestrial life have yet been found! (check permission)Tasks an be spread aross omputers on a Grid, workow an be spei�ed for ompleting tasks onthe various omputers. However, the management of data management on the multiple omputers ispartiularly diÆult beause of synhronization.Reliability of distributed network servies. Stress test. Chaos Monkey.File operations allowed. Publi versus private louds. Managing seurity for loud omputing.

7.7.3. Managing Networked DataDi�erent requirements for di�erent servies whih provide the data.Searh engines have primarily push data. But there are bak end hallenges for web rawling. Thereare also hallenges for indexing and real-time news feeds.



7.7. Information System Architectures and Web Engineering 277Data enters to support soial media typially have a whole di�erent set of hallenges. Symmetry offriend relationships need to be updated. In addition, these have partiular hallenges for seurity.Attributes of e�etive data spei�ation ( A.14.1).
Cloud ComputingVirtual mahines.Data storage on the Grid is often provided by data enters (Fig. 7.40). Exatly what is being o�eredby the loud. Servie-level agreement. Quality of servie (QoS) guarantees. Seurity issues and autionabout plaing sensitive reords in the loud. DiÆulties of data enters for soial network sites. Perhapsthe greatest onern is whether the ompany or the ountry running the servie is itself trustworthy.Risk assessment for loss of a data enter (7.5.7). Issues with legal aess. For instane, what happens todata if the ompany whih run the loud goes bankrupt.

Figure 7.40: The Google data center in The Dalles, Oregon. Dams on the Columbia River (background) provide
hydro power. (check permission)

Figure 7.41: This shipping container holds the entire Internet Archive. Potentially, portable data centers could be
moved to places which had unexpected need for intensive data storage and processing. (check permission)How muh data storage is there? This is quite di�erent from the question of how muh information isstored but it is muh easier to alulate.

Data StorageNeed inreasing amounts for storage. Distributed �le systems.Challenges of loud storage. While loud storage is possible beause ommuniation osts are relativelysmall, they are not negligable. Is the data is repliated, then that repliation must be synhronized.Long term-osts of storage.MapRedue. Google File System. Big Table [6]

7.7.4. Resiliance and Reliability of Information Infrastr uctureAs an engineering and poliy question.
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7.7.5. Information Infrastructure GovernanceInformation poliies.Coordinate with soial poliy. ICANN, IETF, Loal laws versus ross-border law. Internet gambling.
7.7.6. From CPUs to Software

Virtual MachinesAs an example of handling omplex, we onsider virtual mahines (Fig. 7.42).
Application

CPU

Application

VM

CPU

Figure 7.42: Virtual machines help to separate software from hardware dependencies. (hand drawing)

7.7.7. Software ArchitecturesOrganizations do omputing and we onsidered good organizational struture to make that eÆient. Asdesribed above, developing modularity is helpful. What arhiteture do we need for general purposeomputing. A simple funtional breakdown of program omponents.Networking allows independent omputers to ommuniate. This an add omplexity sine data andomputing resoures may be in di�erent loations. At the least, this an add time to omputationsbeause ommuniation between omputing resoures will be slower than time for entralized omputingresoures. Distributed systems inlude redundant omponents (e.g., omputers) whih are loated indi�erent plaes. This an provide for a distributed system's reliability. Distributed systems are robustand not prone to failure beause not only are the proessing apabilities of the system dispersed.both of whih prevent the entire system from ollapsing even if one (or several) parts of it do | theremaining parts will ompensate for the damaged ones. A large, well-known searh engine ompany�nds it ost e�etive to utilize thousands of low-ost PCs rather than a few large servers to run itssystem, even though individually the PCs have a high failure rate, beause the engine is almost immuneto system-wide rashes due to the built-in redundany aross the multiple proessors.There are advantages and disadvantages to entralized and distributed omputer systems. As we havealready noted, the primary advantages of a distributed system are its reliability, unlimited salabilityand omputing power, and relatively low ost. The use of distributed systems also makes sense whendata repositories must remain separated. Tasks in a distributed system an sometimes pile up onone proessor leaving the other proessors lightly used. The proessing an be spread aross severalmahines or \load balane" so that no one proessor is overly busy. There may be legal restritionsthat require information to reside on di�erent networks. The physial separation may also be inherentto the task, as with onstrution robots that work in di�erent plaes.
7.7.8. Autonomous AgentsAutonomous agents are programs whih interat with eah other but do not have entral ontrol. Theymay have goals and an approah to meeting those goals as onditions hange. Furthermore, they mayinterat with other agents. This is the logial extreme of distributed programs. If the framework iswell onstruted, suh programs an adapt soial and eonomi models similar to those whih providestruture in human soiety. More agents and arti�ial life ( A.10.4).Multi-agent systems. Multi-agent semanti web. Coordination (3.5.3). Beause these agents are au-tonomous, oordination among them an be like oordination in eonomi systems (8.7.0). Useful insimulation (9.5.0). Learning SOAR ( A.7.3). Reative agents [15]. Agents protools (7.7.8). Alife ( A.10.4).
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Figure 7.43: In RoboCup, teams of agents compete in a simulated soccer game.

7.8. Platforms for ServicesWe have already seen several examples of digital repositories. Web servers make douments availablebut they are not servie oriented. A ontent-management system holds digital objets. The systemsmay also employ version ontrol. A repository stores ontent, but what makes it unique is the serviesit provides. Inorporate annotations. Appliations of repositories inlude digital asset management.Types or genres of information systems. Here, we fous on libraries, arhives, and enterprise ontentmanagement. Spei�ation of servies suh as with UML (3.10.2).Repository servers typially support olletions. A olletion of digital objets does not have to be onone server. It may be a virtual olletion rather than a physial olletion. As with all distributed sys-tems, organization is partiularly important (7.7.1). The Fedora digital library implements the following:Ingest, Dissemination, OAI provider, Searh, Preservation monitoring,
7.8.1. Service Model and Service-Oriented Architectures ( SOA)We have emphasized servies so it makes sense to develop omputing platforms to support servies. A�rst step is to be able to run proesses on remote mahines. the original Web was designed simply todeliver douments, but it an also provide a foundation for many other servies. The key is to be ableto run programs on remote systems that is to exeute a \remote proedure all" (RPC) Spei� servieplatforms inlude: Web Servies De�nition Language (WSDL) Servie Disovery. UDDI.
7.8.2. Interlocking Services for PlatformsSearh, eommere support, soial networks. We have emphasized servies. Repositories hold olle-tions of information resoures. Computing utility whih saves loal omputing and storage resoures.Miro-servies. Servie siene. Ultimately, Internet features need to be based on the user needs andUsage patterns. In other words, the Internet itself is a soio-tehnial system. Composition of servies.Soial, mobile, loud. This ombination of servies is termed a platform. Platforms inlude semantissuh as from the media industry. Interloking soial interation, ontent aess and management, andeommere.
7.8.3. Distributed Repositories with Centralized Metadat aA good olletion allows for many perspetives on a single topi Separate olletions, one on Polishpatriots and the other on piano players would both inlude material on Jan Paderewski. While atraditional library needs to manage its olletion all in one plae, a digital olletion managementnode an provide servies and manage a olletion that is spread around the world. Fig. 7.44 showsonnetions to independent indexes and repositories from a meta-server. Relevant metadata from anydigital doument an be harvested from its soure and built into a virtual olletion. One example ofolletion indexing nodes is provided by the Open Arhives Initiative Protool for Metadata Harvesting(OAI-PMH, Fig. 7.45). Aess to seleted douments an be ontrolled with link-resolution protools.
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Figure 7.44: A virtual collection can be created by collecting and indexing metadata from remote repositories.This leads some to an emphasis on information objets whih are minimally strutured. Or, at least,struture is not important. This view is quite di�erent from the view of douments as works. Asinformation objets, they an be shu�ed, re-organized, and aggregated into new resoures. This is viewimplemented by OAI-ORE (Objet Reuse and Exhange) and in this approah, information resouresare de�ned by resoure maps. Learning objets and objet reuse. Supporting other types of serviesuh as disovery with distributed repositories.
<header>

<identifier>oal::arXiv:9901001</identifier>
<datestamp>1999-01-01</datestamp>

</header>
<metadata>

<dc xmins“http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/dc.xs”>
<title>Quantum slow motion</title>
<creator>Hug, M.</creator>
<creator>Milburn, G.J.</creator>
<date>1999-01-01</date>
<type>e-print</type>
<identifier>“http://arXiv.org/abs/9901001”</identifier>

</dc>
</metadata>
<about>

<dc xmins“httpd://www.openarchives.org/OAI/dc.xsd”>
<rights>Metadata may be used without restrictions</rights>

</dc>
</about>

Figure 7.45: Example of Open Archive specification[60]. for a document in the “arXiv” repository (www.arXiv.org).
(check permission)Aggregation of Colletions OAI.URI.

Distributed Search IndexesThere are drawbaks to distributed olletions. One of them is the diÆulty of distributed searhing.When the ontent of a olletion is spread aross many servers, a full-text searh of the olletion maybe aomplished by ontating eah of the servers (Fig. 7.46). Eah remote server onduts the searhand eah has to respond. The problem with this arrangement is that the response time for the entiresystem is as slow as the response time of the slowest server. Indeed, if one of the remote servers isunavailable, the searh may not be ompleted. Searh engines (10.7.4).
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Figure 7.46: In distributed searching, the user contacts the central server and that request is in turn sent to remote
servers (solid circles). Metadata for matching documents are then sent back to the central server. This approach
can be slow to answer the query if any of the remote servers is slow to respond.

7.8.4. Metadata for Complex Information ResourcesEarlier, we onsidered metadata frameworks (2.4.3). Metadata on the network.Preservation of omplex objets. Games (11.7.3). New media (7.5.5).
Metadata for Complex Digital ObjectsDigital objets. Information Pakages. Atual information resoures are omplex. They objets involvemultiple metadata standards. For instane, a multimedia objet. Pakaging Servies and DigitalObjets in a Repository Miro-servies. Use-ases. Information pakage inludes the digital resoureand assoiated metadata. Even more omplex objets may inlude interativity.

Figure 7.47: Describing a CD album with MPEG-21. MPEG-21 is a framework for metadata for each of the
components. (check permission)

Front cover art

Back cover art

Figure 7.48: Describing a CD album with MPEG-21. MPEG-21 is a framework for metadata for each of the
components. (check permission)PREMIS is an XML standard is used with METS. METS from omplex objets to omposite pakages.



282 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Semanti annotation.Content wrappers. Complete understanding of information resoures requires many levels of desription.A omprehensive enapsulation of ontent is a pakaging standard. There are several of these suh asXFDU, MPEG21. For instane, an album of musi may be omposed of several songs.Here, we fous on the Multimedia Enoding and Transmission Standard (METS) (Fig. ??) This ispartiularly important for arhival desription. METS example doument. Resoure maps. Strut-Maps are hierarhial. Limitations of hierarhies for doument desriptions. (2.3.3). Beyond that, thereare other standards suh as MPEG-A.This is partiularly appliable to omplex objets suh as newspapers, movies.From METS to genres.MPEG-21 and MEPG-A. MAF and oordination of standards in appliation devies suh as audioplayers.
Metadata RegistriesThey need to be indexed in order to be found. Information seeking may start with determining whatstrategy to employ. If a olletion is adopted, the user must start with soure seletion. Colletions in anetworked environment. Repository severs and the servies they provide are deentralized and it may bediÆult to know what resoures or servies are available. There are several models of advertising serviessuh as UDDI. is a generalized Web servie registry. Moreover, beause standard desriptions are soimportant for oordinating distributed servies, it is helpful to have registries of metadata standards.Suh as the Open Metadata Registry. DiÆulty of interoperability. Cross-repository servies. Storageresoure broker. ISO 11179 is a standard whih failitates the reuse of metadata; it de�nes metadataon registries.

7.9. Software EngineeringInformation systems an be omplex and developing them a hallenge requiring engineering. Thisproess is itself highly information intensive. Software engineering attempts to develop quality softwarein an eÆient manner.Fators to onsider are ost, omplexity, disruption. These ativities need to be oordinated with variousstakeholders. a partiularly omplex set of design tradeo�s inluding ontent, people, and systems.There are both soial and tehnial issues in the design and implementation of information systems.Bad design of information systems an be very ostly (e.g., Fig. 7.50). Requirements spei�ation andsystem design.
ENVIRONMENT

Planning
Requirements - Design - Implementation - Evaluation - Maintenance- Retire-

?
�

6

Figure 7.49: We briefly considered the system lifecycle earlier. We will go into much more depth and breadth.
System design must consider the environment in which it occurs.The software lifeyle depends on the system lifeyle { sometimes the software omposes most ofthe system so they are lose to idential. One software is installed, it beomes enmeshed in anorganization's other business proesses (8.11.2); it is often extremely diÆult to hange. Thus, it isknown as legay software. Software as an information resoure (8.13.8). Inreasingly inlude o�-the-shelftools rather than ustom-designed tools. Knowledge intensive �rms. Intelletual apital: people,proesses, relationships.Challenge of legay system upgrades.
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The FBI recognizes that its success will depend heavily on a greatly expanded role for IT. Given the com-
plexity of its traditional and new activities, however, the FBI has found introduction of new IT technologies
to be very challenging.

Information technology’s inherent capabilities must be fully exploited if the FBI is to use IT to help meet
its operational needs. At this point, however, the FBI is not on a path to success in doing so.

The most significant concern is that the FBI’s technology efforts do not appear to be driven in a coherent
manner by a strategic view of its mission and operational needs. The highest priority to address this problem
is to formulate an enterprise architecture incorporating a detailed characterization of the Bureau’s goals,
tasks, and strategies. The FBI’s efforts to do so, however, are late, limited, and far short of what is needed.

Figure 7.50: The FBI spent more than $170M on software development that was not useful. Here is an excerpt from
a report about the management of that project[45].

7.9.1. System Analysis and System RequirementsWe have enountered many types of systems. Colleting data and analysis of those systems is valuablefor helping to understand them.This approah an be applied to understanding information systems embedded in an organization.Requirements form onstraints whih must be satis�ed by an implementation. This is often the �rststep in the design of information systems. Many aspets of a system need to be spei�ed.
Functional RequirementsWe might require that a ar have seat belts or we might simply require that provide a ertain level ofsafety of passengers in a rash.Most often, we fous on funtionality - those whih desribe what the system needs to do to satisfy itsgoal { but there are also requirements that go beyond the immediate funtionality. These are so-alled\non-funtional requirements" whih inlude ontent, usability, osts, and environmental requirements.

The Shuttle will transport cargo into near Earth orbit 100 to 217 nautical miles (115 to 250 statute miles)
above the Earth. This cargo – or payload – is carried in a bay 15 feet in diameter and 60 ft long.
Major system requirements are that the orbiter and the two solid rocket boosters be reusable.

Other features of the Shuttle:
The orbiter has to carry a flight crew of up to eight persons. A total of 10 persons could be carried under
emergency conditions. The basic mission is 7 days in space.

Figure 7.51: Part of NASA’s requirements for the Space Shuttle[20].Critial systems engineering.
Developing RequirementsA system developer might say \if you an just tell me what you want, I'll build it for you". This seemssimple enough; however, some projets suh, say, the design of the spae shuttle are so omplex andexpensive that it is not pratial to proeed by trial-and-error. There many tasks for whih the goalsare less lear than they were for the Spae Shuttle. The goals may be highly dependent on ost or otherparameters. Nonetheless, it is helpful to systematially organize and larify the details into spei�requirements.There are many approahes for developing requirements. One strategy is to interview a range of stake-holders. Requirements eliitation proedures an be used. Tehniques for extrating tait knowledgefrom analyses of knowledge management (7.3.1). Information systems themselves an be helpful forkeeping trak of requirements.A seond strategy is ollaborative development. Requirements eliitation is ultimately a human proess
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[41]. Joint appliation development [90]. A JAD is similar to a GDSS (3.4.3) but devoted to design anddevelopment. JAD sessions are: Foused and onduted in a dediated environment JAD partiipantstypially inlude: Failitator, End Users, Developers, Tie breaker, Observers, Has soial dynamis.This approah emphasizes the soial aspets and ompromise.Stages in the development of requirements. Early Requirements are often general. The need for asystem upgrade is often determined by strategi planning. This planning proess requires understandingthe environment and the tasks ompleted in that environment. We will explore an approah whihinorporates goals into modeling and spei�ation of business proesses (8.11.2).Validating and Evolving Requirements. Are they what the user wants?The appliation pro�le is the range of tasks to whih a system might be applied.Requirements Management System (RMS). ISO 9000.Requirements reep.
Structuring RequirementsRequirements engineering and knowledge representation. If the requirements are spei�ed with a for-mal language, logial inferene an generate impliations. The more subtle aspets of use ase designsuh as oordinating the use ase with organizational and user interfae design onstraints and in theinternal system onstraints. The diÆulty of apturing tait knowledge (7.3.4). There are many varia-tions to user analysis. Ativity diagrams an be applied for developing use ases (3.10.2). While UMLshows the expeted interation, a great deal more detail is needed. Proessing ows, System arhite-ture, Detailed requirements, System Interfaes/Impats, Global requirements, Testing. A requirementsspei�ation doument itemizes the requirements. Systemati presentation of requirements for larityand ompleteness
Use CasesCast the requirements into a formal spei�ation. One of the main appliations for formal models suhas Uni�ed Modeling Language (UML) (3.10.2) whih we have disussed are for the formal spei�ationof requirements. We should have a systemati exploration of what needs to be examined with useases. What tasks the user needs to aomplish. These are task models dovetails with interfae designwhere the task ontributes to the organizational ativity. Need more omplexity for use ases. One ofthe most ommon problem with user aeptane is that important funtionality needs have not beenonsidered. A further problem is it's diÆult to extrapolate to an entirely new point in a produt spae(e.g., iPhone). Beyond use ases to Senarios ((se:senarios)).Interation with users is the most immediate aspet of an information system. For most informationsystems, the interation is essential. Ultimately, the design of information systems is about linkingproesses to people. This is sometimes aompanied by type of UML diagram known as an interationdiagram (3.10.2).Use Cases: Speifying User Needs and Ativities. User needs analysis. DiÆulty of prediting userneeds for hanging environments. Use ase diagrams (3.10.2). User driven servie spei�ation. Forhighly strutured information tasks it is possible to assoiate user roles with the types of tasks thoseusers may be expeted to do. As mentioned earlier (1.5.2), these types of information should be mathedwith aess points in the data set (Fig. 7.52). Use ases don't neessarily desribe the full environment.Ideally suh proess-based design would also onsider soial interation ation issues (7.9.6). Elaboratinguse ases is a step toward system implementation (Fig. 7.53). Fully dressed use ases. Designing toolsand task models.

7.9.2. Implementing the RequirementsBusiness proess engineering (8.11.2).
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Type of User Tasks

Customers Select video
Place order
Change address

Managers Check inventory
Accounting

System Developers and Administrators Monitor system performance

Figure 7.52: Some types of users for a Web-based online video store.

Tasks Activities

Select video search, read description, listen to preview,

Place order submit order, pay with credit card

Figure 7.53: A few use cases for the end-user tasks described above.Formal spei�ation of a ativities.Design.
Formative and Agile Development StrategiesFor many projets, it is diÆult to develop omplete formal requirements before beginning develop-ment. Or, at least, the requirements annot be learly spei�ed. Formal requirements are often overlyonstrained | projets hange and requirements evolve aross time. In these ases, requirements de-velopment begins to resemble design (3.8.0). This is formative design and development strategy (3.8.3).Modularize with many benhmarks as a development strategy. Software prototyping [35]. Formativedesign with lots of testing. The idea of agile development has beome a ath-all for a number of inter-related issues with traditional requirements development. Evaluating prototypes. User needs in theontext of task ompletion. Software testing (7.9.5) is an essential aspet of agile development. Testingproedures need to be well spei�ed. A variety of tehniques have been proposed. Rapid appliation de-velopment (RAD). Extreme programming. Story-based design and senario-based design. Interationdesign (4.8.1). Formative design. Beta release.

7.9.3. Software DevelopmentOne the requirements have been determined, the system must be built. That may involve ustomizingsoftware or even developing new software modules. The software is a design artifat whih is bothhighly malleable and omplex. Servie arhitetures suh as desribed in ((se:arhiteture)). Systemdesign is interwoven with evaluation metris whih we sill disuss later in the setion (7.10.2).Refatoring and ode management for reuse.The issues range from spei� tools to managing very omplex systems. Managing omplexity (3.8.3) inode. Software is highly strutured and that struture an failitate development suh as editing. Manyprogrammers work by implementing models for their programs and integrating them. These an beexplored with tehniques suh as \pseudo-ode" (Fig. 7.54) and UML.
while not at end of list
compare adjacent elements
if second is greater than first

switch them
get next two elements
if elements were switched

repeat for entire list

Figure 7.54: Pseudo-code provides a conceptual overview of the program modules. Here, a procedure for sorting
a list of numbers is described.Cognitive aspets of programming. Programming languages as building representations[24]. Modularity



286 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13and inreasing degrees of abstration. Ways of speifying data strutures suh as trees whih we havefound useful. Software development (7.9.3). Di�erenes among programming languages.
CASE Tools and Software Development ToolsProgramming implements a design (7.9.3). Many tools have been developed to support programming. Asyntax-direted struture editor employs these syntax of the programming language to support the guidethe user. Similarly, debugging tools. Syntax debugging. Semanti debugging. Software developmentan be supported with integrated development environments (IDEs) (Fig. 7.55). Modern developmentenvironments inlude the ability to searh the web. Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)tools inlude UML (3.10.2). A omplete UML spei�ation is often lose to being able to be ompiledinto an objet-oriented program. In addition, the the raw spei�ation, several other support tools areuseful suh as version management tools ( A.5.8).

Figure 7.55: A screen from a software Integrated Development Environment (IDE) [8]. The same system could
include compilers, version management, and even requirements. The editor for subroutines from a computer
program “knows” the structure of the programming language. (check permission)

Software Libraries and Re-Use of Software ModulesFollowing the priniple of objet-oriented design, modules should maximize ohesion and minimizeomplexity (3.9.3,  A.3.4). Software itself an be treated as an information resoure. Software an beolleted into libraries in the hope that modules an be re-used. Information seeking for software re-use. Some software libraries, suh as those whih provide ommon mathematial funtions, suh as�nding square roots, are routine. More speialized software ould also be reused. One of the ideals ofobjet-oriented design is the apability to share modules. Other olletions are based around spei�genres or media. Software and design libraries an failitate reuse as part of the development proess.Software olletions must be arefully seleted and organized; they should be easily aessible andpersistent. Code metadata an desribe the attributes of a program. Faeted lassi�ation systems
(2.5.3) seem partiularly e�etive.Software, like other information resoures, may be olleted in libraries. Software management asinformation seeking. Software repositories[27]. Users are almost always interested in the funtionality ofthe software more than the details of the ode, so metadata and text desriptions are espeially useful.Soureforge | the olletion of freeware soure ode | is a type of software library [22].

Software Development Organizations and TeamsMost software development is too muh for one person to omplete. Collaboration tools for supportingprogramming teams (5.6.2). Software development in an organizational ontext and is often a ollab-orative proess. Beause software development is an intelletual ativity, it is diÆult to understandthe steps involved. Projet management (8.11.3). These tools an also failitate software projet man-agement. Coordinating large software projets. Even with detailed requirements, a great deal ofdevelopment is needed.Open soure software (8.13.8) has a fundamentally di�erent approah to software development[71]. Free-



7.9. Software Engineering 287libre. The nature of the team may be a�eted by the development strategy and by business onsidera-tions. However, open soure development is not e�etive for utting-edge innovation [?℄.
Managing Software Development Teams Indeed, the development teams may be geographially dis-tributed so this is an area in whih ollaborative support is helpful (5.6.7). Distributed managementand onsensus building. Software development ommunities. Management of software teams (e.g.,[36]).Impliit understanding of the task and the team members and projet management. [74].Adding people to a projet team late in the software development yle when that projet is alreadylate makes the projet even later. This is has been demonstrated so many times that it is now knownas Brooks' Law [37] after the software engineer who �rst proposed it.The size of the development team needs to be oordinated with the software modules that are to bedeveloped and there needs to be knowledge management for these teams. Information systems an im-prove ommuniation and distribute neessary knowledge throughout the prodution proess. EÆientproesses oupled with improved ommuniation allow organizations to onfront unique situations.A srum is a type of programming team whih employs overlapping phases of development[19]. A typeof projet management (8.11.3).Coordination aross software teams.
Tools for Supporting Software Teams Modularity is helpful for onvenient development. Managingomplexity of several interating modules.

Figure 7.56: A collaborative code review interface allows comments from the review to be inserted and ultimately
for approvals to be given. (check permission).The proess of systematially, reording bugs and attempts to �x them is known as bug traking.Fig. 7.56 shows an example of ollaborative development interfae

7.9.4. Software Evaluation and Software Performance Stand ardsDiÆulty of ost estimates for unertain projets.
Software Quality ControlAttributes of quality software [34]. Consisteny, impat. The priniples we disussed earlier for qualityontrol (1.4.3) an be applied to software quality. Design tehniques and proesses may improve quality.More formal methods and organizational proesses. Software inspetions. Code reviews. Qualityand onsisteny of the design (e.g., ISO 9000). Total Quality Management (TQM) [47]. Proess ofimproving quality. However, there are osts in over-emphasizing proesses for quality. By allowingprojet managers to analyze the past prodution shedules of di�erent produts, prior methods an beused, disarded, or altered to meet the urrent demands. This allows to the organization to be adaptive,or to learn. Formal methods suh as proofs of program orretness have been diÆult to apply.
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Plan > Do(Implement) > Check > Act

7.9.5. Software Testing and Software System TestingInreasingly, we depend on software for ritial funtions but software sometimes fails (Fig. 7.57).Indeed, almost all omplex software probably has bugs. When software is used in a ritial system,failure an be dangerous. Controls may prevent suh disasters when omputers are involved in banking,airlines, and nulear power plants. Software quality is essential for trustworthy systems. Con�rmationtesting.
The failure of the Ariane 501 was caused by the complete loss of guidance and attitude information 37
seconds after start of the main engine ignition sequence (30 seconds after lift-off). This loss of information
was due to specification and design errors in the software of the inertial reference system.

Figure 7.57: The Ariane 501 rocket was lost in 1996 because of a software failure[63].Software needs to be tested throughout the software development proess and as it is released for use,This testing an ompare its performane to the requirements. Indeed, the testing performane an bepart of the metris (7.10.2) and it is integral to agile software development (7.9.2).There are several testing strategies and methodologies: Testing an be intertwined with agile require-ments development (7.9.2).Development of performane standards for tests as the primary riteria for system features. Thisexatly spei�es the riteria the system must meet. Test �rst [56]. The testing an be diagnosti { thetest results an also be useful for suggesting bugs in the development proesses.Testing a program after hanges have been made to it. Testing systems under load an often be helpfulin revealing bugs. Testing an also look for unexpeted onditions.Normative software problem maintenane. Bug reports and bug logs. Open bug reports.Many software systems are so large that they annot be tested as a whole and must be tested asmodules. Systems suh as the telephone ontrol swithes may have more than one million lines of ode.Can the system be tested as a whole, or is it adequate to test just the omponents. The testing of thoseomponents whih have been hanged is known as \regression testing" [17].The use ases lead diretly to testing. Joint Review and Testing by team (JRT).Legal responsibility for software failures. Broader soial ontext for software tools.
7.9.6. System Configuration, Documentation, and Roll-outWhen an information system has been deployed its settings need to be on�gured. There are manysetting in omplex information systems. Keeping trak of a settings is itself a task. Mathing parametersof the environment in whih it be used. Organizations and ulture. Soial media suh as for supportof trouble shooting.

Configuration ManagementTailoring setting of a omplex system for a spei� situation (Fig. 7.58). Con�guration of setting on apersonal omputer. Software on�guration. Con�guration rules ( A.5.6) and onstraints (3.7.2). Simpleexample. Dependeny graph for showing onstraints (8.11.2). Ultimately, we would like the on�gurationto math spei�ation of the requirements and onstraints of this partiular appliation.
User Training and DocumentationWe also need to make sure the users are on-board. Although we might like all interfaes to be intuitive,that is rarely the ase. Users with di�erent needs. Tradeo�s in training and doumentation. Ideally,an information system would be intuitive, so the user an understand how to omplete ations with a
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Figure 7.58: Complex information systems have many settings to adjust them to a given environment. The settings
are often interdependent and changing one may also require changes to others. (redraw) (check permission)minimum of onfusion but this is rarely entirely feasible. Similarly, the system should require as littletraining as possible. When these ideals are not possible, supplemental training and doumentation isrequired. Training and doumentation an have a large impat on e�etive use and satisfation.Task-based doumentation.Training about information systems needs to be oordinated with other work proesses. E�etivetraining an be failitated with knowledge of the task in whih the user is engaged or on a user needsanalysis. While the goal of user interfae design is to make the interfae as intuitive as possible, usersstill need training about most systems. This training an be based on generi eduational priniplessuh as developing oneptual models. In addition, people may learn about a system simply by wathingand talking with other users.

Analogies for Explaining InterfacesHow the user may think about the interfae?Analogy an help to simplify omplexity (6.2.3). Thus, a group of diretories and �les on a omputermay be explained as being \similar to a �ling abinet". Or, we might explain atoms by saying they arelike little planetary systems. On the other hand, an a word proessor be ompared to a typewriterin the same way? While metaphor an be helpful, it must be applied arefully; thinking of a wordproessor as a typewriter will not give a user a omplete idea of the word proessor's apabilities (6.3.4).The type of oneptual models given to students an impat on their ability to think abstratly.
Figure 7.59: Application documentation example.In doumentation, it is desirable to identify typial tasks the user is likely to omplete. One strategy isknown as \minimalist" instrution. This attempts to provide just the right amount of foused support

[83]: (a) Choose an ation-oriented approah, (b) anhor the tool in the task domain, () support errorreognition and reovery, and (d) support reading to do, study, and loate.



290 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13The doumentation of system features provides support to users. It is more e�etive when applied toatual work that a user is trying to omplete | task-oriented douments perform this funtion. Thereis a question as to whether task instrution is preferable to doumentation. Doumentation and userneeds/tasks. The need for doumentation an vary depending on whether the system is being used forroutine tasks or more unstrutured tasks. Sometimes doumentation is developed aording to systemfuntions rather than features. Inreasingly, help for users is available from posting on blogs or onquestion-answering sites.
Interactive Help Systems and Interactive Performance SupportQueries to help systems. Imagine that you were writing a message with a word proessor but forgothow to hek the spelling. Ideally, an information system might trak the ations of the user, and, withthe task and system models, it may be able to �gure out what the user is trying to do. So, when theuser requests help from the omputer, hat help is enhaned by the omputer's understanding (even if itis quite limited) of the user's aims. The system typially knows the hoies available to the user; it mayhave some history of what the user has been doing and knowledge of the range of tasks. Task models

(7.9.3) an provide a framework for this kind of ontext-sensitive help. The method shares aspets oftutoring and training, suh as assessing how to intervene with tutoring (5.11.3). This an be thought ofas a plan reognition problem (3.7.2). The trik is to identify the \root ause" of the ativity. Beyondproviding explanations, the system might attempt to orret user errors.
Information Technology System AcceptanceThere are many ases of failures to have information systems aepted. This is of information systemsin businesses as well as libraries and hospitals. Ultimately, an information system has to be aeptedby the users. Aeptane is often not trivial and has been explained as based on two fators: easeof use and usefulness [46]. Suh pereptions are haraterized as being based on attitudes and beliefs

(4.5.0). Indeed, the likelihood of tehnology adoption an be indiated by statements of behavioralintention (4.5.2). Many attempts to integrate information system into an organizations have meet withfailure | either the new tehnology does not reet the organization's overall strategy, or it does notreet the organization's established proesses and the tehnology is not aepted (Fig. 7.60) [49]. TheTehnology Aeptane Model (TAM) proposes that aeptane of tehnology depends on two fators:Pereived ease of use and pereived usefulness. Self-eÆay and TAM. TAM and individual learning.Generational e�ets of TAM are related to the notion of \digital natives". TAM and group learning(ulture). Fators ontributing to Pereived usefulness inlude: norms, image, relevane, quality, anddemonstrability. Ultimately, TAM is an appliation of the broader Theory of Reasoned Ation (TRA
(4.5.2).

Acceptance Factor Description

Relative advantage How much of an improvement is the new system over the previous one?
Compatibility Does the new system support existing processes and structured?
Complexity How difficult is it to understand the use of the system?
Trialability Can it easily tested?
Observability Is it transparent?

Figure 7.60: Factors in information system acceptance[49].

7.10. Organizational Information System ManagementOne the information system has been introdued, it needs to keep it running well. Management ofinformation systems, setting poliies and making deisions about them. Changing environments oftenmean revisions to requirements. Managing the operation and e�etively managing the entire softwarelifeyle (7.9.3). This is sometimes termed IT governane [10]. It is not unusual for maintenane ostsof an information system to greatly exeed the development ost. Some of these issues also relate tomanagement of ontent (1.5.2). IT groups are inreasingly inuential in organizations. Preservationplanning as IT governane. Digital preservation and ITgovernane.
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7.10.1. Organizational Frameworks for Information System GovernanceThere are many strutures for organizations. We an break down a omplex information system inomponents to deal with them e�etively. One breakdown of information system omponents whihan be used for management is shown in Fig. 7.61. This is a tehnologist's view of the organizationalsub-system rather than a breakdown into subsystems based on business-funtion struture
Subsystem Description of Subsystem Example of Attributes

Input Data Entry Accurate input

Communication Networking Encryption

Processing Operating systems Accurate calculations

Storage Database, File Management Referential integrity

Output Printing Report printing capability

Boundary Interface between system and outside world Passwords

Figure 7.61: Subsystems of a typical information system (adapted from[85]).Beyond the system view, there is a ontext in whih it works. An information system should workseamlessly with organizational needs and goals. Information systems have many omponents and thefollowing areas need to be managed[85]. There are many threats for the integrity of information systemsand the information they ontain. Human organization issues (Fig. 7.62). The implementation of thosepoliies is essential. A poliy must be enfored to be e�etive.
Organization Examples

Top management Staff, Leadership.

Systems development management Planning, Design, Testing.

Programming management Software quality and updates.

Data resource management Content management.

Security management Prevention and recovery from damage.

Operations management Maintenance, workflow.

Figure 7.62: Organizational units involved in system management (adapted from[85]).

7.10.2. System Metrics, Audits, and EvaluationThere any many types of information systems and appliations so evaluation of overs many perspe-tives. Many level of evaluation are needed. Beause of the omplexity of the information systems, thereare many aspets whih need to be evaluated. We have disussed evaluation in many plaes; here wesummarize those issues. Quality. Prevention of defets, and orretion.An audit is a systemati evaluation of a system. Audit log for aess and use. Identify subsystems whihan be monitored: Understand the ontrols, Test the ontrols, Examine the results of the ontrols.Audits ould inspet proedures and transations. Information systems provide aess ontrol andbetter reord-keeping about aess. An audit trail provides a trae who has aessed whih reords.
System MetricsEvaluation from suessful usage but this is fuzzy. So, we emphasize, metris for providing a standardfor what is happening. Do the metris atually test what intending to test? Construt validity. Needfor organizational infrastruture as in trusted repositories. Evaluation. Outome-based metris.Ultimately, metris should be ground in measurement theory (7.10.2).Complex systems are so diÆult to manage that they almost inevitably have failures. We have on-sidered tehniques for managing omplexity in distributed systems (7.7.1). Thus, handling suh failuresshould be built into the system. Aidents are ommon even in arefully designed systems [70] Theyour from multiple failures and asading failures. Often this is as muh an organizational failure asmuh as a system failure. The system should meet the requirements. Ideally, we should refer bak to
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Figure 7.63: System design goals suggest questions and those questions suggest metrics.System attributes: Number of users supported at one time. System metris inlude availability (e.g.,24 X 7), the amount of down time, and seurity. Response time for user queries. Meeting a businessmodel. Cost-e�etiveness.
Organizational Environment and Content MetricsIs the organization stable? Does it have reasonable poliies? Disaster reovery plan.The ontent metris need to be mathed to the tasks the users will omplete. Many aspets of ontentmanagement have already been disussed with respet to library servies (7.2.2). We may evaluate thesope of the olletion. The simplest approah is to ount the number of items. How many reords, whatspeed of aess, preservation, quality of telephone reprodution? Database integrity. The \overage"of my Agatha Christie olletion an be measured by the proportion of how many of Christie's booksI own out of all that she wrote. More generally, I am interested in the breadth and depth of overageof a olletion [89]. Coverage, quality, exhaustiveness. Implementing poliies suh as those for arhives.Attributes of quality: having few errors but also extensible to new ontexts and new servies.Metadata quality.
Usability and Usage MetricsSystems should allow users to be e�etive for aomplishing tasks. This means that they should notonly be useful for the tasks for whih they are designed, they should also be \easy" to use (Fig. 7.64).Cheklist of features. Design and evaluation of interative systems (4.8.0).

Aspect Description

Learnability Is it easier to learn how to use this information system than other systems?
Memorability Once a person has learned to use an information system, can he or she remember

how it works when they come back to it later?
Satisfaction Does the information system change the user’s job satisfaction?

Figure 7.64: Aspects of usability for an end-user (adapted from[67]).ISO de�nition. E�etiveness, EÆieny, and SatisfationMany users show strong preferenes for aspets of systems that do not seem to have any real impat ontheir e�etiveness. Although there is no strong performane enhanement with olor monitors ratherthan blak-and-white, but today, almost all monitors are olor. Information retrieval system andpereived e�etiveness (3.3.3). In any event, user satisfation is an important omponent of long-termsystem aeptane. Satisfation may also inrease motivation whih is ritial to use of eduationalsystems. Attitudes, long-term usage.Many approahes have been proposed for evaluating usability (Fig. 7.65) and there are tradeo�s aboutwhen these methods should be used. There is onsiderable debate about the value of interviews. In the\thinking-aloud" evaluation method, users talk about their experienes; while verbal protools an beuseful for determining a person's state, they may be biased (4.3.2). \Disount usability testing" an give
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Label Description

Expert reviews Analysis by experts of system components.

Heuristic evaluation Apply rules of thumb.

Experiments Systematic examination of variables. Typically, these are rigorous but may
be difficult to generalize to complex situations

User surveys,
interviews,
and observation

Observation of the use of the system in a natural
environment. These are less systematic than exper-
iments but may reveal hidden clues.

Figure 7.65: There are several techniques for evaluating the effectiveness of user interaction with information
systems.Web usage metris. Server logs ( A.14.2).

7.10.3. Information SecurityAn information system is not useful if we an't trust its ontents. Corrupted information an havemany impliations. One example of lax seurity is shown in Fig. 7.66. This involves both ontentmanagement (1.5.2) and systems. Basi proedures. Personnel �les. Work produt. Proteting anarhival or master opy (7.5.1). These are system and poliy issues. Seurity is a result of simple userhoies and of group interation. Trust (5.2.3). Trusted arhival repositories (7.5.6).
Confidentiality and EncryptionThere are many times when information needs to be kept on�dential. Con�dentiality of information,integrity without ompromising usability. Enryption ( A.13.1). Both soial and tehnial issues.Data breahes. Some serious and some not.
Why Security MattersThus, seurity uts aross many levels from poliy to implementation. Thus, seurity must addressboth soial and tehnial dimensions. That is, the tehnology an protet the ontent in some pointsin its management but seurity at other points in fundamentally a human ativity. We an apply thesub-division of the sub-systems desribed earlier (7.10.1). Sope of the system to inlude ommuniation.Organizational poliies whih promote seurity. We have also seen these issues in the ontext of Trustedrepositories (7.5.6). One type of attak in yber-war (7.11.4) is to orrupt, or at least reate distrust in theauray of information. Priniples for developing seure systems. Advaned persistent threat (APT).Spear-phishing. Developing attaks through personal reonnaissane.The tendeny to protet all information but it makes more sense to prioritize information to be protetedand the threats to it. Seurely deleting data from digital media. There are real threats to informationthat is exposed out on the network. Authorization Managing poliies: Metadata and desriptions forinformation seurity suh as (2.4.0).Forensis examines artifats for evidene. Digital forensis plays a role in examining the authentiityof douments held by arhives. It is also applied in riminal and seurity proeedings. For instane,a disk may be reovered as part of a polie raid and its ontents need to be examined for evidenerelating to riminal ativity.Relevant data may inlude the ontext of other �les on a disk. Digital forensis and its ip-side dataleaning need to onsider that there may be several layers of pointers to data on a disk. Cleaning a diskneeds to onsider that simply destroying pointers to data is di�erent from destroying the data reordsthemselves.Seurity within the �rewalls. [87]
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Although still in high school in 1968, Schneider started a company called Creative Systems Enterprises
and began selling electronic telecommunications gadgets he invented. Each day as he passed the Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Company office, he scavenged the firm’s dumpster for discarded equipment that
could be used to build his gadgets. He also collected a wide variety of documents, ranging from invoices
to training manuals. Within just a few years, he became an expert on telephone company technology and
business, and reportedly knew more about Pacific Telephone’s telephone equipment supply procedures
than any of its employees.

In June, 1971, Schneider set into motion an elaborate plan to steal new telephone equipment from Pacific
Telephone and resell it as refurbished equipment through Creative Systems. Eventually the scam would
net him hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of Pacific Telephone equipment. Schneider accessed
Pacific Telephone’s computerized ordering system and by using a telephone card dialer succeeded in
placing orders for equipment. To complete the scam, he needed to learn the telephone equipment budgets
for individual telephone company’s sites, equipment inventory levels and other key pieces of information.
He gathered the required information by getting access codes to a commercial time-sharing service used
by the telephone company for inventory control and parts distribution.

In January 1972, acting on information provided to them by one of Schneider’s former employees, law
enforcers raided Schneider’s offices and a warehouse where they found equipment the district attorney
said was worth $8,000. They also learned at that time that Schneider had stolen a total of $125,000
worth of equipment. Later, Schneider would admit that he had taken close to $900,000 worth of goods.

Figure 7.66: Effects of a security breach[18]. (check permission)
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Figure 7.67: Fragment of an actual security report for a Linux machine. Some hacker is probing the machine through
the network trying to find valid user accounts. If one of these accounts were found to be active then the attacker
would test a list of potential passwords against it.Blak hat, white hat.Privay depends on data seurity. Seurity breahes. Corruption of �les versus obtaining opies ofsensitive data. Loss of redit ard information. Loss of health information.

Human versus Technical Solutions for SecurityThe major diÆult for password seurity are the users rather than the enryption. Users often don'tbother with �rewalls or bakups of their own �les. Inentives for proteting one's own �les with �rewallsand bakups. Organizational proedures
Vulnerabilities for Information SecurityThe ost of failure of an information system an be very large. When a soiety relies heavily oninformation systems, it might even be possible to disrupt that soiety by disrupting the informationsystems (7.11.4). Essential information an be orrupted; inorret information an be deliberatelyplanted.Risks are a ombination of tehnial and human aspets. Human aspets of information assurane.Some of the most serious threats to information systems ome from insiders. These problems mayrange from simple insider abuse of resoures to maliious attaks by disgruntled employees.Attaks on di�erent sub-systems desribed in Fig. 7.61. Attaks from outside the system. Connetivityto the broad publi network has greatly inreased the need for seurity. Some spei� mehanisms forattaks inlude. Viruses (attahed to other software) and worms (standalone). Trojan horse is hidden



7.11. Highly Adversarial Situations 295in something else. Entry into system via peripherals. Paket sniÆng. Snooping on the network.Denial of servie.Attributes of seurity: on�dentiality, authorization.
Figure 7.68: Types of attacks on network transmissions. (redraw) (check permission)A large part of the seurity is the human proedures behind it. Seurity failures are often human ratherthan tehnial. Honeypots are sites set out by investigators to draw individual who may inlined toengage in unauthorized or illegal ativities. This lure an also be useful for assessing the strengthsand strategies of the attakers. It is diÆult to ontrol distributed networked servies. Aess tohildren. Poliy and privay issues. Do programs atually do what you expet them to? Operatingsystem seurity.

Security Risk Analysis and ManagementGiven that there are risks, how do we aess them for a given student? Absolute seurity for informationis probably impossible; rather, it is more useful to analyze these problems with a ost-bene�t analysis
(7.10.3). When there is the possibility of a threat, the e�ort of risk-prevention ativities need to beprioritized. More systemati vulnerability analysis. There are many possible failure points. Riskanalysis and alulating the probabilities of threats. Partiularly, for analysis of attaks. Analyzingand prediting risks. Senario models. DiÆulty of risk evaluation in the ontext of \group think" andonformity of opinions. Game theory (3.4.1) analysisSeurity poliies. Seurity poliies and argumentation (6.3.5). Risk and argumentation.Seurity audit as with other audits (7.10.2). Pereption of risk [78]. Argumentation and risk assessment
(6.3.5).The human aspet of seurity risks an be modeled as adversarial situations and ations determinedby game theory (7.11.0). Risk analysis may inlude likely strategies for attak. One the risks have beendetermined, then protetion strategies an be prioritized and developed. Inludes ost matrix.

Security Risk Management One the risks have been identi�ed they need to be addressed. When thethreat omes from a person or group we an onsider what strategies they may adopt by applying gametheory (3.4.1).Seurity in �nanial transations.There are multiple levels at whih seurity needs to be managed. Analysis, system and network, physialprotetion. Organizational proesses. Seurity requires deisions. Best praties for IS management.Developing systems that resist attaks. Enryption. Seure servers. Physial seurity for informationis also important. Media should be proteted from vibration and heat. Prevent users from aessinginformation.Seemingly simple preautions are often e�etive. Passwords. Two-fator autentiation. Multiple bak-ups and out-of-state.Prevention. Investigation proedures.Cyber-army against the pro-demoray movements.
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7.11. Highly Adversarial SituationsInformation is often ruial in adversarial situations. Information seurity (7.10.3). Politis and eonomiself-interest are also adversarial but here we emphasize more extreme rime and war.O�ense and defense. Protetion of evidene. Coordinated law-enforement databases.False information as a systemati attak. Attaking the information infrastruture.Malware infetions. Organize infeted omputers into botnets. This botnets an reate oordinatedattaks.Phishing.Espionage. Systemati attempts to unover proteted information. Commerial and governmentalespionage. For instane, email among members of a orporate negotiating team may be attaked.Inreasingly, yberrime and information warfare overlap.Distinguishing polie from military.Defense: Assessing Terrorist Networks Information seurity (7.10.3). Soial networks (5.1.0).Collaborative emergeny management.Defense and prevention of attaks. Deision making for determining attaks.Traing the soure of yber-attaks.Cyber-reonnaissane provides intelligene about individuals.
Systematic DisinformationDisinformation (5.3.3). Attaks on history ((se:attakhistory)).
Soft PowerPeoples and ultures often inuene eah other indiretly. When the inuene of one ulture on anotherbeomes pervasive, it beomes a type of power [69]Publi opinion on the home front, in the opponent, and in third parties. This is an extreme form ofattitude hange. Persuasion (4.5.2). Culture (5.8.2). Battle for hearts and minds.\Winning hearts and minds". Brainwashing.

7.11.1. Signals Intelligence and Intelligence AnalysisCould be ompetitive intelligene (7.3.5) but the onsequenes here an be greater. Colleting informationby surveillane of di�erent media. [?℄. This is related to ompetitive intelligene (7.3.5).Muh of this is data mining.Deoding messages. TraÆ analysis.Extrating a hidden story line (VAST).Satellite images and image proessing (9.10.2).Critial analysis must onsider the substantial hane of deeption.Many appliations of sensors ( A.19.0). Dragon y sensors (Fig. 7.69). This also raises privay issues
(8.3.1) and ethial issues.Dangers of autonomy of lethal robots. This often minimize responsibility. Various battle robots.
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Figure 7.69: Artificial dragon-fly sensor. Eventually, this device might carry microphones and cameras[1]. (check
permission)Providing Deision support systems to support seurity analysis.

Complexity of intelligence information.

Figure 7.70: Complexity of intelligence information.Cyber-exploitation. Colleting information through the network [?℄Loss of intelletual property through industrial espionage.
7.11.2. Information and WarfareInformation has always been essential for gaining an advantage in warfare. Indeed, there are severaldimensions to information operations. Information systems an be fragile. Danger of formal reasoningsystems when human ativities and inferene is involved. Art of War [2] (Fig. 7.71).

Victorious warriors win first and then go to war, while defeated warriors go to war first and then seek to win.
Pretend inferiority and encourage his arrogance.

Figure 7.71: Quotations from the Art of War.Warfare often provides onfused situations then information is essential. The fog of war.Defense and ounter measures.Plan reognition of ators with hostile intent.
Tactical IntelligenceSpying.Intelligene analysis. Colleting evidene.Ghostnet.In military ombat, intelligene is used in both diret and indiret ways. \Intelligene" requires devel-oping an understanding of what is atually happening. Diretly, military intelligene is responsible foraquiring as muh information as possible regarding opponent troop strength, loations, and strategies.This may make use of diret, visual information gathering, or it may utilize satellite imagery, preditionmodels, or interepted enemy ommuniations.Timely information and analysis of that information is often not available in the \fog of war". Rapiddeision making is ritial. Reonnaissane. Information an assist the ations soldiers and theirommanders take on and o� the battle�eld. Netentri warfare is a ath-all term used to desribe thenew and advaned ways that the military is moving information amongst its parts. Military ommandersmay use deision evaluation software or even game theory to determine strategy and deisions usingnewly aquired intelligene. Logistial supply problems may be resolved using integrated supply hains.Personal battle�eld omputers are also being used as knowledge management systems designed to helpsoldiers make better battle�eld deisions with all available information at hand.
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Psychological Operations (PsyOps)\Psy-ops," or \psyhologial operations" is a military strategy that attempts to disourage or disorientan opponent. This may inlude suh far-ung tatis as dropping informational pamphlets from planesand playing loud, disheartening musi.Disrupting the soial deision proess. Information is also e�etively being used in far more subtleways during wartime. Hakers an attak the loal yber infrastruture, leading to enemy informationisolation. Alternatively, disinformation warfare an be fed the same way. This is known as informationwarfare.This is informational warfare on the ultural and soiologial level. This tati seeks to break downsoial boundaries between the two warring ountries, though this is only pereived by one side, and makethe ause of the war seem pointless, and the ideas and philosophies of the other side seem aeptable.In this regard, information and persuasiveness about soial values is part of the point.
Intimidation, Terrorism, and PanicTerrorist group organizations.Compliations of monitoring personal information.Counter insurgeny.Categorization of ontent aross media types. Sleep deprivation.

7.11.3. NetwarSoial networking failitating oordination and infomation exhange by attakers.
7.11.4. Cyberwar: Attacks on Networked Information and the Information Infrastruc-
tureDefense and o�ense. Strategi information warfare. Dominane of an opponent's information systems.Cyber-seurity. Limitation of �rewalls for defense. Problem of infetion from onsumer grade equip-ment. This an be a real problem but an also be exaggerated.Defense by extensive enryption. Battle�eld oriented yber-war versus attak on military infrastru-ture. Disruption to ommand-and-ontrol in the battle�eld. Determining the soure of attaks an bediÆult. Swarm from multiple diretions.Attaking information infrastruture. This ould mean srambling data to make it unreliable or itould mean attaking the network itself suh as knoking out the routers. Attak fundamental aspetsof soiety: the �nanial system, the eletri power grid, and traÆ ontrol in major ities.Coordination of the elements in a non-hierarhial organizational struture. The priniples of vir-tual organizations desribed earlier also apply to organized rime and terrorist groups [12]. Even theommand-and-ontrol struture of the traditional military is hanging.Insurgeny versus revolution.Terrorist and markets [33]Many aspets of distributed information systems help terrorists. They may use web sites spread whatis often inorret information.\Information war has no front line. Waging information war is relatively heap. Boundaries are blurredin yber-spae. Opportunities abound to manipulate pereption in yberspae." [66]Netwar is anti-hierarhial similar to the way that organizational hierarhies have been degraded
(8.11.2)(Fig. 7.73). Pulsing attaks from the swarm.
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Figure 7.72: Centralized (left - to be drawn). Hierarchical organization versus situated context in a network.
(redraw)(check permission)

�
���

�	

Figure 7.73: Centralized (left - to be drawn). Hierarchical organization versus situated context in a network.Attaks by oordinated and often spei�ally teams of hakers an disrupt normal soial interation.Botnets. Bot attaks.Virus delivery by USB. Stuxnet worm attaking industrial ontrol systems. Possibility of destrutionin the physial world aused by illiit ontrol of these systems.Information seurity (7.10.3).Cyber-war attaks the information infrastruture [29]. Disabling essential systems. More subtly, theattaks ould make information less trustworthy.Defense for yber-attaks on individuals.Stuxnet.Many possible targets suh as the eletri power grid and the Internet itself. Defense against yber-attaks. Seurity (7.10.3).
7.11.5. Adversarial PlanningPlanning (3.7.2).Game theory (3.4.1).
Exercises
Short Definitions:
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API

Archive

Audit trail

Best practices (preservation)

Best practices (security)

Bureaucracy

Business rule

CASE tools

Chain of custody

Client-server system

Competitive intelligence

Conspectus

Dark archive

Data-flow diagram

Disaster recovery

Distributed searching

Emulation

Encapsulation

Federated system

Finding aid

Free and Open Source Software
(FOSS)

Functionality

Habitable language

Heuristic evaluation

Honeypot

Information audit

Lessons learned

Load Balancing

Middleware

Micro-service

Migration

Peer-to-peer

Permanence rating

Persistence (documents)

Protocol

Provenance

Botnet

Cyber-crime

Data mining

PsyOps

Signals intelligence

Redaction

Regression testing

Repositories

Root cause

Stovepipes and silos

Strategic intelligence

Subject matter expert

Tactical intelligence

Tacit knowledge

Transaction (database)

Trusted repository

Walk-through

Web services

Review Questions:
1. How is a library similar to or different from an information system? (7.0.0)

2. What procedures does a library typically employ to demonstrate S.O.A.P.? (7.1.2)

3. In what way is a “digital library” similar to or different from a traditional library? Hint: Think S.O.A.P. ((sec:digitallibraries))

4. In what ways are records essential for modern society? (7.4.1)

5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of moving records from the organization that created them to a separate
organization for managing records them. (7.4.1)

6. Explain what is needed for stored documents to be considered reliable evidence especially for them to be accepted as
legal evidence. (7.4.2)

7. How are electronic records useful in business process management and re-engineering? (7.4.1, 8.11.2)

8. Distinguish between “libraries,” “archives,” and “enterprise management systems” ((sec:traditionallibraries), 7.4.4, 7.5.1)

9. How do libraries differ from archives? (7.2.1, 7.5.1)

10. Explain the difference between “preservation” and “conservation”. (7.5.1)

11. Give examples of the strategies for handling complexity described in Fig. 3.46. (7.7.1)

12. Explain how peer-to-peer systems might create indexes. (7.7.1)

13. Describe the reasons distributed collections might be preferred to centralized collections. (7.8.0)

14. Why are repository servers better than Web servers for managing collections. (7.8.0)

15. Provide examples of three levels of training on an information system. (7.9.6)

16. What is an information system audit? How might an audit differ between a database and a digital repository. (7.10.2)

17. What are some criteria by which an information system might be evaluated? (7.10.2)

18. Distinguish between “risks” and “costs” (7.10.3)

19. What is intelligence analysis? (7.11.1)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Is the Web a “collection?” Is it a “library?” Why or why not? (7.2.1)

2. Should community libraries be replaced by community technology centers? Explain. ((sec:traditionallibraries))

3. What are the similarities and differences in services provided by a video rental store and a public library? ((sec:traditionallibraries))

4. State a collection policy for a collection dealing with (7.2.2): a) animals of Australia, b) The Silk Road, c) information
systems.

5. What is the business model for a public library? Who are the competitors for a public library. (7.2.2, 8.11.4)

6. Identify a situation in an organization with which you are familiar where information would be helpful. (7.3.1)

7. What are some metrics for effective knowledge management? (7.3.1)
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8. Describe the electronic records needed to be kept by (a) a chemical company, (b) the marketing department of a
manufacturing company? (7.3.1)

9. Pick an industry such as automobile manufacturing. Do an environmental scan. Pick a company and do a competitive
intelligence (CI) analysis from the viewpoint of that company. (7.3.3)

10. Pick an industry such as automobile manufacturing. Describe the organizational culture of different companies. (7.3.3)

11. Tacit knowledge. (7.3.4).

12. What is the role of information in creating a “learning organization”? (7.3.4)

13. Describe a taxonomy that would be useful to describe lessons learned for a manufacturing company. (2.2.2, 7.3.4).

14. Suppose your company proposed to start a new product line. What information resources would you make available to
the employees in the company. (7.3.5)

15. How should we value information? (7.3.5).

16. Find market share for three companies in the laptop business. (7.3.5).

17. Describe the business model adopted by each of the companies in the previous question. Describe the competitive
landscape for them. (7.3.5).

18. If your company was planning to introduce a new product, what information would be most helpful to collect about a
competing company? (7.3.5)

19. Identify information that is under-utilized in an organization. It is possible that XML could solidify existing organiza-
tional stovepipes. How might that be minimized? (2.3.3, 7.3.6)

20. What are some strategies for combining the organizational knowledge of when two business when they merge? (7.3.6)

21. Take an organization with which you are familiar. Identify the major information services and systems. Are they
centralized? If not, what are the major barriers to that? ((sec:knowledgesources))

22. What are some of the reasons organizations develop stovepipes? (7.3.6).

23. When are silos appropriate for managing information in organizations? (7.3.6)

24. If you were an archivist and every 6 months you could select 1000 Web pages that would be saved forever, which ones
would you select? (7.5.1)

25. To what extent does the integrity of a document depend on maintaining its original appearance? (2.3.1, 7.2.1, 7.5.1)

26. If you could archive 10 Web sites for posterity, which ones would you choose and why? (7.5.1)

27. Describe some steps that can be taken to improve the understanding of the context in which archival records are stored.
(7.5.1)

28. Should a library ever remove any content? (7.5.1, 8.3.1)

29. If we could save all information, would we would we be able to find anything? (1.6.1, 7.5.3)

30. What policies would you suggest for keeping digital copies of (7.5.3):
a) your personal photographs and movies,
b) your local newspaper, and
c) email messages among government officials?

31. In the course of your education, you will generate many documents such as notes, exams, bills, hopefully a diploma.
Describe a retention schedule for these documents. (7.5.3)

32. What should you do if you want to archive a Web site? (7.5.3)

33. Suppose your job was to archive old newspapers but you had space to keep just three newspapers a month. What criteria
would you use in deciding which ones to keep? (7.5.3)

34. Develop a policy for the preservation of a) university and b) corporate Web sites. (7.5.5)

35. Describe a complete museum exhibition you would like to develop. (7.6.1)

36. Explain some of the problems of encapsulation as a strategy for preservation. (7.5.5)

37. Describe several threats to the trustworthiness of digital repositories? Why might attackers want to delete or change
records? (7.5.6) company that wanted to create a new position for knowledge management.

38. Your university student database probably runs on a single mainframe computer. Under what circumstances would it
make sense to have the university database be a distributed system? (7.7.1)

39. What are some ways to defeat peer-to-peer systems? (7.7.1)

40. Peer-to-peer services. (7.7.1)

41. Imagine that you worked for a software design. Specify the design for a new information system that could be used by
your university. (7.9.0)

42. What job description would you write for that position? (7.9.0)

43. Explain the limitations of the following requirements specifications a) A motor vehicle inspection system should handle
100 people per hour. b) The CPU should be at least 4 GHz.

44. Read about the Shuttle Challenger accident. Describe what went wrong. (7.9.1)

45. What requirements would you specify for an evoting system? (7.9.1, 8.4.3)
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46. Develop task models for (7.9.3): a) Composing letters. b) Copy editing of a letter which has been marked up.

47. Identify a software library. Determine who are the target users. Evaluate whether their needs are being served. (7.9.3)

48. Describe what information an aircraft mechanic would have available when working on an airplane engine. How could
interactive performance support help them? (3.2.1, 7.9.6)

49. Examine the documentation for an information system. Explain its approach. Describe its strengths and weaknesses.
(7.9.6)

50. Collect and evaluate the training materials for an online information system. (7.9.6)

51. Pick a commercial ecommerce site. Describe how you would evaluate it. (7.10.2)

52. Suppose you had introduced a course-ware management system for the teachers in your local public school system. How
would you evaluate its effectiveness? (7.10.2)

53. Design a plan that would protect a Web server from natural disasters and communication and power failures. Estimate
the cost for your proposal. (7.10.2)

54. Evaluate the usability of a piece of software or an interactive Web site. Describe the intended users and tasks. (7.10.2)

55. What privacy controls should be in place for an information system audit? (7.10.2, 8.3.1)

56. What factors should be considered in determining whether a health information system is cost effective? (7.10.2, 9.9.0)

57. Explain security precautions for (a) a publisher’s database, (b) a television production company’s records, and (c) a
Web-based catalog ecommerce records. (7.10.3)

58. Describe how you would conduct a “security audit” for an information system such as (a) a web-based auction site, (b)
for a library. (7.10.3)

59. What audit procedures would be useful for bank transactions and accounts? (7.10.3)

60. If you were managing the data processing center of a bank credit card system, what precautions would you make sure
that: the account balances had not been tampered with? (7.10.3)

Practicum:
1. Mini ethnography of system use.

2. Develop a preservation plan for a set of digital photographs.

3. Records management system.

4. Security audit

5. Organizational audits.

Going Beyond:
1. How should a public library determine its users’ information needs? (3.2.1, 7.2.1)

2. Systematically observe patrons in a library of 30 minutes and describe what they are doing. (3.2.1, 7.2.1)

3. Find out what percentage of the people in your town have public library cards. (7.2.1)

4. Describe the workflow involved in cataloging a book for a library. ((sec:traditionallibraries))

5. Many libraries are not funded directly by public taxes. There are school libraries and corporate libraries. Explore the
business model for one of these libraries. (7.2.1)

6. Describe what content you would select for (7.2.1):
a) A library to serve just your family.
b) Resources for a course on information science and systems.

7. To what extent is war a good metaphor for business? (1.2.1, 7.3.1)

8. When is a company liable for the actions of its employees in dealing with information? (7.3.1)

9. Suppose your job was to manage the information resources for a digital video distribution company. What approaches
would you suggest for managing (a) external or (b) internal information? (7.3.1).

10. In Chapter 1, we emphasized the importance of representations for learning. What are some effective representation of
information for organizational learning? (1.1.2, 7.3.4)

11. Is there a conflict between the notions of best practices and learning organizations? ((sec:tpractices), 7.3.4)

12. In what ways do metadata exchange standards facilitate the development of virtual organizations. (2.4.4, 5.7.3, 7.3.4)

13. How does information help an organization to learn? (7.3.4)

14. What issues should be considered in keeping strategic knowledge on a company’s intranet? (7.3.6).

15. List the types of information stored in the finance department of a business. (7.4.1, 8.13.5)

16. The papers of important government figures such as Supreme Court justices are kept in the archives but sealed until five
years after their death. Why are they kept sealed? Some people feel this is too long, other feel it is tool little. What are
some reasons for each these positions? (7.5.1)

17. Develop a plan for the selection and preservation of a) public records and b) corporate records. (7.5.1)

18. Propose a preservation plan for a university professors papers which include so early word processing files. (7.5.1)
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19. Who should be responsible for ensuring that digital materials are available far into the future? (7.5.3)

20. Should we preserve hate literature? (7.5.3)

21. In the U.S. government, the control of documents to be preserved is transferred from the originating organization to the
U.S. National Archives and Records Administration. Why do you think this transfer is made? (7.5.5, 8.5.1)

22. How can peer-to-peer systems be used to create indexes on the content being held in the peer systems? (7.7.1)

23. How is Grid computing similar to or different from peer-to-peer computing? (7.7.1).
24. Imagine that you have been hired to lead a design team for an information system for a newly formed NASA project

which is going to send astronauts to Pluto. Describe how you would approach this job. Describe some features the
system you might build. (7.9.0)

25. Describe how the principles described earlier in this book could be applied to creating an effective JAD. (5.6.0, 7.9.1)

26. Can we develop requirements for a system which is intended to support novel tasks? (7.9.1)

27. Generate a requirements specification for an information system to be used by: (7.9.1)

a) An organization tracking public health in a large city.
b) An organization seeking to improve public school education.

28. In the development of services, what are the advantages and disadvantages of re-using existing software? (7.0.0, 7.9.3)

29. Create a task model for the steps involved in starting a car. (7.9.3)

30. Who should be responsible for software failures: a) the programmers, b) the employees, c) the firm which purchased the
system, or d) the end-user? (7.9.5)

31. Diagram the states in an interactive performance support (i.e., sensitive to the context of user actions) system for a Web
search application. (7.9.6)

32. Identify a group of computers which you believe has in security. Plan a security audit for them. (7.10.2)

33. What are the pros and cons of depending entirely on metrics? (7.10.2)

34. Develop a case study of a computer security incident. In your opinion, who is responsible for this incident? How could
it be prevented from recurring in the future? (7.10.3)

35. Discuss the ethical issues in the use of honeypots for catching illegal information behaviors on the Web. (7.10.3)

36. Describe the security considerations in developing a certification authorization system for a Web site. (7.10.3,  A.13.4)

37. Netwar and cyber-war. (7.11.4)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: Design strategies. The students should be able to identify and discuss different types of distributed
systems and services. Do a knowledge audit of an organization.
Instructor Strategies: This chapter could be divided and presented from two different perspectives: (a) systems and
architectures. (b) services and the input of these services.
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Chapter 8.
Social Informatics and EconomicsIn this hapter we examine some of the ways that information is used and ontrolled in our soiety. Mod-ern soiety balanes many omponents suh as politial and eonomis and Information managementis essential for the development of omplex soial, organizational, and eonomi systems. Interlokingsystems of government, politial systems, and eonomis. Publi poliy, governmental aountability,marketing, intelletual property, and modern warfare all are information intensive for better or worse.These are highly omplex systems (Fig. 8.1). They seek equilibria in many subsetions. Indeed withmany dimensions of hange, even those partial equilibria are hanging. Part of the goal of reating so-ial order is to try to reate stability and preditability in some areas that allow other areas to ourish.We start with some poliy issues whih develop tradeo�s and balane.

Figure 8.1: Society can be viewed as a complex adaptive system. Indeed, it is particularly complex because the
laws and norms are fluid and individuals have many different (sometimes contradictory) agendas. (redraw)

8.1. Social Policy: Freedom and Control of InformationFreedom of expression is a ornerstone of demoray. Along with transpareny in organizational andgovernmental proesses, freedom of expression is one of the foundations of an Information Soiety.Freedom of information is essential for ritial thinking. Soial omplexity [75].The free exhange of ideas helps to resolve soial issues. However, in some ases information an damagethe very systems and institutions it has helped to reate. This has led to a variety of traditions, laws,poliies, and proedures for dealing with information. These seek to balane the sometimes ompetingfores of individual rights, the power of knowledge and information, and the good of soiety.There an be legitimate reasons to limit the distribution of information | it may be personally on�-dential or it may be under opyright, for example. Some information is also potentially very harmful,suh as instrutions for making bombs or a hate group's literature, and there may be very legitimatereasons for preventing it from being freely exhanged.
8.1.1. Freedom of Speech and of the Press in the U.S.Freedom of information allows all sides of issues to be disussed and analyzed. It is fundamental todemoray and a market-based eonomy. Among other advantages, the press provides a wathdog roleon government and business ativities. The First Amendment of the U.S. Bill of Rights guarantees thefreedom of speeh, of assembly, and of the press. While the First Amendment is broad, not all speehis proteted. It only overs only government regulation of speeh and not speeh that is regulated byorganizations with whih a person is assoiated. Moreover, some types of speeh suh as libel, blakmail,fraud, and hild pornography are onsidered so antisoial that they are not proteted. Yelling \Fire!"in a rowded publi plae, suh as a theater, when there was no �re would similarly not be proteted



306 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13by the First Amendment beause it is fraudulent and beause of the potential for injury among thepani-striken theater goers. However, the de�nition of pornography is based simply on \ommunitystandards"; what onstitutes pornography, what onstitutes a ommunity, and whih ommunity issetting the standards are all questions that need to be determined.Objeting to what people do rather than to what they think.Down-side of freedom of the press is patently false information.Commerial speeh whih is speeh employed in the ondut of business, an be regulated more thanother types of expression. For instane, a business an't make fraudulent advertising laims. The U.S.ourts upheld a ban on igarette advertisements on television, but they would be unlikely to ban anysort of politial speeh (suh as a ampaign advertisement) in the same way. Moreover, there are someases when speeh is ompelled suh as requiring the ingredients to be listed on food produts.Freedom of speeh protets a person from ensorship by the government but it doesn't protet a personfrom retaliation by an employer.Civi data. Data about loal government and ommunity.In the U.S., information generated by the government is owned by the publi. There are, of ourse, aseswhere it is neessary to keep information from being widely disseminated. Disseminating individualensus reords would violate individual privay. Some military serets may need to be proteted asa matter of national seurity. As a means of allowing the publi aess to governmental reords, theFreedom of Information At (FOIA) was reated in 1966. This law allows the publi to petition thegovernment for aess to governmental reords. However, the law does allow for exeptions to the releaseof information for reasons suh as individual privay and national seurity. Freedom of information forreleasing reords in governments around the world [5].Claims for aess are reviewed by a government oÆe and ultimately by an independent judge. Whendouments are released under FOIA, some setions may be hidden as redations (8.2.4). Reords andarhived material (7.4.1, 7.5.1) may ontain sensitive information. When a reord or doument must bemade publi, suh as in response to a Freedom of Information At (FOIA) request (8.1.1), parts of itmay still have to be held bak, or \redated". This is generally related to the legal requirements of thereords system. For some other types of material there are too many opies of any published materialso it is impossible to retrat it. Classi�ed material. Open government data. Limitations of FOIA -slow response. Identity of author of a message and responsibility for its ontent.Unrestrited freedom of expression. Slander. Defamation. Libel. These must be adjudiated. Shieldlaws for the protetion of journalist's soures. Examples.
8.1.2. Freedom of Speech and of the Press outside the U.S.In Britain the libel laws are muh striter than the U.S.Hate speeh.
8.1.3. CensorshipCensorship is intentionally bloking aess to information resoures by information onsumers. Thatis, it distorts one part of the information reation and dissemination stream.Several types of ensorship an be identi�ed: Politial, moral, and seurity. Politial ensorship ispartiularly harmful to an informed publi in a demoray.



8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property 307One example of ensorship whih is aepted is giving parents ontrol over what information resouresare available to their hildren.There are a variety of approahes to implementing ensorship sBook burning. Banned books (Fig. 8.2).As is the ase with a lot of omputer-based language proessing, muh of the nuane is diÆult toautomate onsistently Thus, some automated �lters remove referenes to a breast of hiken or breastaner.When ensorship is implemented as a soial poliy, its purposes and limits should be learly delineated.Need for freedom of information may be be balaned with ommunity ontrol of appropriate ontent.
Figure 8.2: Some banned books: Uncle Tom’s Cabin (left) and The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (right).Potentially, ontent �ltering an be ensorship.Information monitoring. Tehnology an both irumvent and failitate ensorship. Great Firewall.Fig. 8.3. In other ases, only ertain types of material are seleted for olletion. State serets dotrine.Versus FOIA (8.1.1).

Figure 8.3: Nazi book burning.

8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property
8.2.1. The Logic of Intellectual PropertyWe are austomed to the idea of ownership of physial objets suh as lothes, ars, and houses, butless so to the idea of ownership of intelletual property. Knowledge and ideas an be of great value tosoiety and to their reator. The output of reative intelletual ativity may yield a type of property.The idea of ownership of ideas is found in the disussion of plagiarism (5.12.3)but it is also the basis of alegal onstrut. As a legal onstrut, intelletual property di�ers from real property ((se:realproperty)).There are �ve major types of legally proteted intelletual property: opyrights, patents, trademarks,and design patents. Trade serets, suh as formulas for soft drinks, are also intelletual property, butthey are not proteted by ontrats with employees.Not all reative ativity is proteted. In the fashion industry, it has proven diÆult to protet reations.In some other ases, intelletual property is enfored primarily by soial norms. For instane, topomedians apply soial pressure that disourages stealing eah others' jokes. Intelletual property,
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Figure 8.4: Mozart had no intellectual property protection and died a pauper despite producing great music.unlike other types of property, an be quikly and dupliated and someone's hard work and reativityan be usurped by another. Laws for proteting intelletual property attempt to balane the rightsof the reator with the needs of soiety and the pratiality of enforing the rules. Ideally, opyrightfailitates a healthy publishing industry that is independent of government ontrol.Intelletual property laws are not always lear, and the emergene of new forms of tehnology onstantlypushes for new legislation. We now see additional ompliations of musi opyrights (8.13.3). [55].Intelletual property right for digital materials and methods is fuzzy.
The Congress shall have Power ... To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for
limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries

Figure 8.5: Article 1.8.8 of the U.S. Constitution on the need to protect intellectual property.

8.2.2. Intellectual Property Law in the U.S.
CopyrightCopyright and patents are spei�ally authorized by the U.S. Constitution and are administered by theLibrary of Congress (Fig. 8.5). As stated in the U.S. Constitution, the main justi�ation for protetingintelletual property in the U.S. is that it serves as an inentive to others to reate new works. Thereare major hallenges to opyright from digital works.

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.

Figure 8.6: The First Amendment of the U.S. Bill of Rights which guarantees the free exchange of information in
many public settings.

Copyright Law In the United States, the United States Code (USC 17) [20] de�nes opyright law.A opyright an be granted to \an original expression �xed in a tangible medium". A \tangiblemedium" may inlude text, musi, �lm, painting, and even sulpture. Copyright law in the U.S. isslightly di�erent from that in other parts of the world, and even within the U.S., some of the detailshave hanged frequently, often owing to other innovations and tehnologial advanements. In essene,however, opyright law extends legal protetions to a reator's ability to obtain bene�ts from their work(usually monetary) and their ability to ontrol how their work is used. Opt-in versus opt-out.
What Can be Copyrighted Copyright not only protets spei� wordings and other types of materialssuh as books or musi, but also reations suh as type fonts and sulptures. There are limits, however;opyright protets the expression of an idea and not the idea behind it. A newspaper journalist doesnot have an exlusive right to use the fats behind a news story; rather, the opyright would simplyprotet the way that journalist desribe the events. Similarly, in the 1992 ourt deision about whetherthe \look-and-feel" of the Maintosh desktop interfae ould be opyrighted, the judge determined thatonly the spei� design used for the desktop ould be opyrighted and not the idea of the desktop.



8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property 309A omplex multimedia prodution may have separate opyrights on di�erent omponents of the pro-dution; there may be musi rights and narrative rights, for instane. The seletion and order of worksin an anthology an be opyrighted, even if eah work is opyrighted separately, as there is intelletuale�ort in the seletion proess. \Works for hire" (i.e., those you are paid to omplete), however, areowned by the person who hired you unless otherwise stated. In addition, works for the U.S. federalgovernment are owned by the publi.Re-mix. (Fig 8.7).
Figure 8.7: Mashups as fair use? Girl Talk.

Rights Granted by Copyright Copyright protets original expressions by granting the �ve rights listedin Fig. 8.8. The basi right is that of the reator to ontrol the making of opies of the work. Thereare rights related to this �rst one that may not involve the atual making of physial opies, suh asin the ase of theater. Here, these rights are known as \performane rights". Further, performanesthemselves an be opyrighted separately from the opyright on the work performed. Thus, a spei�singing of a song or reading of a poem an be opyrighted and it will be a separate opyright fromthe opyright on the poem or song itself. This is sometimes desribed with the laim that opyrightan apply to both matter (the work) and energy (a performane). Works are sometimes adapted orexpanded into more omplex works; those derivative works an be opyrighted as well, but the opyrightalso depends on permission to opy the original soure.
Right to copy
Right to distribute copies
Right to make derivative works
Right to perform
Right to display

Figure 8.8: The five rights granted by the current U.S. copyright law.Under urrent law, the reator of an original work automatially holds the opyright on it from thetime it is made publi, and extend for the author's lifetime plus 70 years thereafter In previous versionsof the law, the reator had to register and deposit a opy of the work at the Copyright OÆe, whihis part of the Library of Congress. One opyright is established, it an be transmitted to others bya ontrat or liense. Normally this agreement gives the publisher the right to market, distribute, andsell opies of a work and gives the reator a royalty in return.Copyright infringement is the illegal use of opyrighted material. Copyright infringement for ommerialgain is alled \piray". Generally, before an infringement is determined, the owner of the opyrightmust send a \ease-and-desist" letter to the person who is using the work. If the person does notstop using the opyrighted material, they may get sued. Indeed, in the urrent version of the law, anyontent an be aptured and posted under the \safe harbor" unless the owner opts out.
Exceptions to Copyright In the U.S., several exeptions to opyright are reognized (Fig. 8.9). Oneof the most widely disussed exeptions is \fair use," whih allows limited use of a opyrighted workfor ertain purposes. However, the limits of fair use are diÆult to de�ne | Fig. 8.10 lists the fatorsonsidered. Fair use allows a reviewer to quote material in book review; in general, the use of quotationsfrom a opyrighted work for the purpose of expliating ritiism or omment is allowed. Photoopying a



310 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13work for personal use is aeptable, and a limited number of opies may also be justi�ed for eduationalpurposes. Fair use has also been interpreted to allow parodies of works. Parody uses a work to makea omi point (Fig. 8.11). It is obvious that without the fair use exeptions for parody and ritiism,no opyright holder would allow the use of their work for those purposes. Digital rights and fair use.
Exception Description

Fair Use A limited amount of public use of copyrighted works is allowed as “fair use”.

First Sale A copyright holder can collect royalties only the first time a work is sold. If a used book is
sold by a used book store, the copyright does not apply.

Library
Exception

A library may make copies of works that are out of print for the purpose of inter-library loan.

Figure 8.9: Major exceptions allowed by U.S. copyright law.

Factor Example

Purpose Is it for personal use or for sale? Is it for education? Is it a parody?
Amount Is it just a brief quotation or a full chapter?
Nature of work Is it primarily factual (e.g., biography or history)?
Effect on value Are the most unique parts selected?

Figure 8.10: Factors typically considered in determining fair use of copyrighted material.Material that was never opyrighted or for whih the opyright has expired is said to belong to the\publi domain". Suh material may be freely used by anyone; no permission is required and no feeis harged. Many materials prepared for the U.S. federal government are automatially publi domainbeause they are reated with publi funds, but works for state and loal governments often are not.There may be ambiguities about the fats and even about interpretations about fair use. Risk analysis.
?Twas the night before implementation and all through the
house,

His eyes were glassed over, fingers nimble and lean,

not a program was working, not even a browse. from weekends and nights in front of a screen.
The programmers hung by their tubes in despair, A wink of his eye and a twitch of his head,
with hopes that a miracle soon would be there. soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.

The users were nestled all snug in their beds, He spoke not a word, but went straight to his work,
while visions of inquiries danced in their heads. turning specs into code; then turned with a jerk.

When out in the machine room there arose such a clatter, And laying his finger upon the “ENTER” key,
I sprang from my desk to see what was the matter. the system came up and worked perfectly.

And what to my wondering eyes should appear, The updates updated; the deletes, they deleted,
but a super programmer (with a six-pack of beer). the inquiries inquired, the closings completed.

His resume glowed with experience so rare, He tested each whistle, and tested each bell,
he turned out great code with a bit-pusher’s flair. with nary a bomb, and all had gone well.

More rapid than eagles, his programs they came, The system was finished, the tests were concluded,
and he cursed and muttered and called them by name. the users’ last changes were even included.

On Update! On Add! On Inquiry! On Delete! And the user exclaimed with snarl and a taunt,
On Batch Jobs! On Closings! On Functions Complete! “It’s just what I asked for, but not what I want!”

Anonymous

Figure 8.11: A parody of “The Night Before Christmas”. Parodies, especially, those with political intent are generally,
protected from copyright restrictions relative to their source.

Digital Works and Copyright Reform Digital systems have greatly hanged the nature of the opyright.Beause opying digital objets is easier than opying traditional douments, modern tehnologieshallenge many of the traditional assumptions on whih opyright is based. Ultimately, there mustbe a balane between the reator's need for protetion and the lient's need for reasonable use, butit is unlear exatly where that balane point will be found. Should the rules that allow libraries to



8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property 311distribute books for short periods of time apply to digital libraries that are available via the Internet?Similarly, the \�rst sale" priniple allows the owner to sell a used book, but an you sell a used digital�le?Tehnial protetion measures. Most importantly, with digital systems it is easier to make opies thatit was with traditional media. The Digital Millennium Copyright At (DMCA), the most reent updateof U.S. opyright, has many ontroversial setions. It does not permit attempts to derypt ontent anddoes not allow the publiation of ertain enryption and de-enryption algorithms. This makes themere distribution of software that enables opyright infringement an illegal at. Anti-irumvention.Duration of opyright.There are many hallenges in opyright law. Works for whih the opyright holder annot be loatedare known as orphan works. But, beause the opyright holder annot be loated those works an neverbe republished. Fig. 8.12 shows some variations of opyright lienses that have been proposed by theCreative Commons projet [57] seeks to grant exible opyright lienses that both protet the rights ofthe reator as well as promote open-soure use.
Right Description

Attribution Whenever the work is used, always give the creator’s name

Non-commercial This work can be copied but is not allowed to be sold.

No derivative works This work cannot be incorporated into other works.

Share alike This work can be distributed by others under a license identical to the original license.

Figure 8.12: A copyright holder may care about retaining some rights but not others. Some of the rights formalized
by the Creative Commons[57].

<cc:License rdf:about=“http://creativecommons.org/licenses/example2”>
<cc:permits rdf:resource=“http://web.resource.org/cc/Reproduction” />
<cc:permits rdf:resource=“http://web.resource.org/cc/Distributio” />
<cc:requires rdf:resource=“http://web.resource.org/cc/Copyleft” />

</cc:License>

Figure 8.13: A fragment of the RDF code for a Creative Commons Attribution license[56]. (check permission)

TrademarksTrademarks uniquely identify a produt or servie. Trademarks prevent onfusion with other similarproduts or servies they are therefore, are essential to establishing a brand name. For the ustomer, thetrademark provides evidene of a level of quality. Indeed, trademarks and the produts they representare often so tightly bound that it is diÆult to think of one without the other. Phrases or graphis arethe most ommon forms of trademarks, but it is also possible to trademark a musial jingle or even ananimated harater. A trademark must be distintive and its unauthorized use must be ontrolled bythe owner. In addition, trademarks are usually registered, whih simply solidi�es their ownership foreboth within and outside the produt's ommon market. One reent trademark ontroversy onernedwhether or not the statement \You've got mail" ould be trademarked by AOL. However, the line wasjudged not to qualify as a trademark beause it is a ommon phrase in everyday use.
Trade SecretsTrade serets, suh as the formula for Coa-Cola, are also intelletual property. They are not protetedby federal laws but they may be proteted in two other ways. First, individual state law often protetssuh information. Seond, ompanies interested in proteting their trade serets generally inlude a\non-dislosure requirement" in employee ontrats. Any violation of that lause an be proseuted anddamages an be sought. There are exeptions to non-dislosure agreements in ases where an employeebelieves that their ompany is onealing information that may be damaging to the publi health orinterests. Suh people an often apply for federal whistle-blower status, in whih ase they beome



312 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13exempt from proseution under their original employee ontrat. Branding (5.2.2). Industrial espionage
(7.11.0).

PatentsPatents provide protetion from the use of spei� proesses. Thus, they generally promote tehnologi-al development while opyright often promotes artisti development. In return for the publi dislosureof tehnial information about a devie or proess in the patent appliation, inventors are given a periodof proprietary use for their reation. Fig. 8.14 illustrates the ontent of a patent. Under urrent U.S.law, patent overage lasts for twenty years from the date of issue. Patents of a proess may be grantedfor a \non-obvious extension" of a tehnology. Patent searhes. Originally, an invention or proess hadto be \redued to pratie," meaning it had to be a ompletely novel proess. Historially, patentshave been applied to proteting mahines whih omplete proesses. In many ases this leads to patentprotetion for the produts of suh proesses suh as omplex pharmaeutial drug. However, thatpriniple is diÆult to apply to software and proesses have been aepted in the U.S.; these are alled\method patents".A suessful patent an be very valuable; and some businesses are based primarily on intelletualproperty (8.13.3). In general, patents have proven to be a driver for a knowledge eonomy (8.13.2). Insome ways, the intelletual property system has evolved in a way that atually inhibits innovationwhih was one of the main justi�ations for the legal framework in the �rst plae. Patent trolls.
Figure 8.14: A close-up of Velcro which was awarded U.S. patent #2717437. (different picture)

Other U.S. Laws and Rights Relevant to Intellectual PropertyPersonality rights. In the U.S., some rights are typially granted by state rather than federal law.People have the right to ontrol the right of personal information suh as their name and photographs.However, most publi �gures, suh as politiians, who exist in the publi eye lose some expetationof being able to ontrol their image or the use of their name in all but the most libelous of settings.On the other hand, in California | where Hollywood is loated | restrits the use of images evenafter they died. Physial objets, even though they be \informational" in a sense, are onsideredordinary property, and their owner an ontrol their use. The Mona Lisa is owned by the LouvreMuseum in Paris, and the museum is allowed to ontrol opying its likeness (the Louvre does not allowphotographs to be taken on its premises). Inreasingly, intelletual property is oming to be regardedmore like an ordinary property and is governed by ontrats rather than by intelletual property laws.Patent searhes in order to on�rm that an idea is novel.
8.2.3. Non-U.S. Intellectual Property LawsIntelletual property (IP) laws are usually assoiated with mature eonomies. Europe has IP lawswhih are similar to the US although they tend to inlude more ompulsory liensing. Less ommonis a notion of fair use. In some ountries, espeially in Europe, intelletual property rights for reativeworks allow additional \moral rights" whih go beyond the eonomi rights. These give the reatorrights suh at the right of attribution and permanent rights to ontrol some aspets of the use of thework. For instane, a sulptor would be able to veto ertain loations for the display of his/her work
[11], or prevent it from being shown in ertain ontexts. Moral rights makes that ase that intelletualproperty is an extension of the personality of its reator, and that as suh, their right to their worksupersedes that of opyright law. Some elements of moral rights are inluded in the Berne Convention



8.2. Social Policy: Intellectual Property 313treaty, but only in the ontext that eah signatory ountry is required to enat in their domesti lawsthe extent and spei�s of an author's moral right to their own work. This leads eah ountry to havespei� rules regarding the moral rights of intelletual property. Joint ownership of IP. Tribal IP laws.Piray.
8.2.4. Rights ManagementRights are an integral aspet of information resoures. There are frameworks for desribing and ap-plying rights. Contrat-like douments, suh as \terms and onditions of use," are often attahed toinformation resoures as a dislaimer. These explain the proper and allowable uses of the produt.Any ontrat, however, is only as good as the ability to enfore it. Mehanisms for ensuring that thestipulations of a user agreement are upheld are integral to managing the eonomis of informationgoods (8.13.3). Passive versus ative DRM. Copyright rawler. Rights metadata and ontrats. Rightsmanagement organizations: BRR, ASCAP, BMI.

Digits Rights Management TechnologiesMany options are possible. In the ase of musi, you might buy the rights to play a given song 100times, or alternatively you ould buy the rights to play it for one year. Solutions suh as this, however,have not proven to be e�etive. As a general solution, a formalism an help speify rights; indeed, thereould be rights expression languages. Repositories (7.8.0).Digital rights management systems have been designed and proposed to more e�etively aomplishthis task. These systems enode or enrypt partiular funtional allowanes into the �le that is tobe managed. These a�ordanes prevent the user's equipment (hardware and software) from exeutingertain tasks, suh as opying or distributing the ontrolled �le. The partiular a�ordanes that areenoded are intended to be seleted by the opyright owner and any other involved parties (suh as thereator's employer).Rights De�nition Language (RDL). DRM metadata needs to be assoiated with implementation details.It may be possible to reate a system in whih one opy is loaned from one mahine to another. The�le would simply be deativated from the �rst mahine and plaed on the seond mahine, and whenthe loan is ompleted, the �le would be deleted from the seond mahine and reativated on the �rst.Usage rights an also speify what parts of the ontent an be used and under what irumstanes.Fig. 8.15 shows some ategories de�ned by a DRM language and Fig. ?? gives an example of the DRMlanguage. These tehnial languages allow the user to de�ne the omponents to be managed and thento set terms and onditions for their use.
Rights Example

Transfer of rights from one user to another Product movement from one repository to another
Rights to reproduction Print and display of content
Rights to derived products Using the product for creation of new products
Rights to file management Creation and restoration of reserved copies
Rights to system configuration Software installation in repository

Figure 8.15: Categories of digital rights as defined by XrML[73].Not all reators are protetive of their reations as others are. While opyright gives an author severaldistint rights, the author may not are to laim all of them. A ontrat an de�ne \aeptable use"poliies. These poliies detail for what, and to what extent, a opyrighted material may be used. Aopyright holder might sell part of a doument for a single use or for a spei�ed time period.
Other Terms and Conditions for UseContratual requirements rather than soietal poliy. The owner of the rights to a work sets the termsand onditions for others' use of that work. These stipulations may be based on opyright lienses

(8.2.2) or other property rights, or they may be based on organizational poliies onerning seurityand privay. Aeptable use poliies are one example. These are the onditions under whih a user



314 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13an legitimately use another person's intelletual reation. They may inlude suh things as privayof arhives or personal papers, soure itation, and the use of watermarks. Digital objets and rightsmetadata (8.2.4). Right learane enter.Redations blok the presentation of ertain material for privay or seurity reasons in a doument.Redations have been applied to paper douments with magi marker (Fig. 8.16), but they an alsobe ontrolled eletronially with XML-based tags. This ould be a part of a repository managementsystem.

Figure 8.16: A paper document with redactions[17]. For electronic documents, redactions would be processed with
XML and a Digital Rights Management system. (check permission)

8.2.5. Technologies for Rights Management
Secure ContainersDigital rights management systems require an environment in whih the ontent is able to be ontrolled.Many DRMs require that a trusted system be implemented by requiring the use of speialized, ommonsoftware and hardware. This would allow these trusted systems to restrit the use of a proteted �leonly to systems where its proper and authorized use an be enfored, in e�et reating a lok and keysenario in whih a opyrighted �le is transferred to a user in an enrypted (loked) state that requiresa key to derypt, and whih simultaneously prevents unauthorized uses of the �le.
Copy Identification: Digital Watermarks and FingerprintsDigital watermarks and �ngerprints enode a digital objet in a way that identi�es its soure (Fig. 8.17).This an be helpful for opyright protetion. \Watermarks" are indiators on a display that are apparentto an observer. The term watermark omes from the proess of stamping paper with a unique symbolthat is often used to ertify its authentiity.

Figure 8.17: Picture with a digital watermark (from Mira.com, check permission). Note the “C” with a circle around
it which appears to be stamped on the image indicating copy protection.\Fingerprints" are hidden in digital representations. There are many ways to hide identifying informa-tion in an image. Codes may be hidden in the brightness or olor signals. Fingerprints an be reated



8.3. Social Policy: Privacy, Anonymity, and Surveillance 315by spreading ode throughout an image. In a typeset doument image, the spaes between lettersand lines may be used [35] (Fig. 8.18). Fingerprints an even be hidden in wire-frame models used foromputer-generated graphis (Fig. 8.19). Both watermarking and �ngerprints an often be defeated byonverting material aross formats. For instane, the postsript �le in Fig. 8.18 might be OCR'd andthen reonstruted. Multimedia �ngerprints.
Figure 8.18: Using the spacing between letters to create a digital fingerprint. The word “for” has been intentionally
shifted a small distance from its default position to mark this document[35]. (check permission)

Figure 8.19: Watermarks can be hidden in shapes of polygons in a wire mesh for a 3-D synthetic object[21]. (check
permission)

Duplicate and Plagiarism DetectionIt is easy to make opies of digital resoures. In some ases, this is highly desirable, but the opies mayalso be unauthorized and it would be helpful to be able to automatially detet them. Detetion ofopies an go beyond exat word mathing but also semanti similarity. This an be an indiation ofplagiarism (5.12.3). This ould be useful for detetion of opyright violations, for detetion of plagiarism,or for reduing dupliates in searh-engine returns[39]. Near dupliates and imperfet mathes are morediÆult to determine. One strategy is to look for mathes to distintive fragments or authorship har-ateristis. Some strategies for approximate math are related to text retrieval. Multimedia dupliates.Fades into similarity mathing by searh engines (10.7.0).
8.3. Social Policy: Privacy, Anonymity, and Surveillance
8.3.1. PrivacyModern tehnology and seurity onerns pose hallenges to an individual's right to privay. A ertaindegree of privay is something that most of us expet in our day-to-day lives. This expetation extendsto some of the information about us. We often want to ontrol aess to that information, and preventother people, ompanies, or governments from viewing it. Indeed, while it is not expliitly stated, someparts of the U.S. Constitution are interpreted as implying a right to privay. The 4th Amendment ofthe U.S.Constitution protets against unreasonable searh and seizure (Fig. 8.20). This amendmenthas been interpreted as granting a general protetion of privay.But what exatly is privay? People di�er greatly in their oneptions of what onstitutes privay.Some people do not want even their address given out while others don't seem to are. Therefore,an invasion of privay may best be de�ned as any \unwanted intrusion" [23] into a person's life. Thisde�nition is �lled with diÆulties, however, and in the end, what onstitutes privay (or a breah ofit) may be determined pieemeal, as instanes arise.
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The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause,
supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons
or things to be seized.

Figure 8.20: There is no right of privacy specified explicitly by the U.S. Constitution. The Fourth Amendment of The
Bill of Rights of the U.S. Constitution, which places limits on search and seizure, has been interpreted as implying a
“right of privacy”.In some ases, privay has more to do with an individual's ability to ontrol soial impressions ratherwith aess to spei� data. Privay norms rather than privay laws.

Information PrivacyPrivay about the information resoures one aesses. Eletroni media introdues many hallenges toprivay. There is privay from ommerial interests.However, there needs to be a balane between itizen's right to privay, seurity, and the need for thefree exhange of information. The government has the right to wiretap suspeted riminals. This is aneessary and logial right, but it is regulated by requiring a ourt order to prevent abuse. Other suhirumstanes may inlude aessing private medial information in an emergeny (9.9.3).EU privay rules.Too muh surveillane raises the possibility of totalitarianism. Big Brother.Issue of privay for information brokers who ollet large amounts of personal data from web browsingand redit ard transations. Data brokers (9.6.0).Privay and willingness to dislose personal information. Privay apitalism.Loation privay.Speial protetion for (a) personally identi�able information, (b) hildren and students, and () healthinformation. On the other hand, there are times when in depth bakground heks are desirable.Invasive tehnologies suh as dragonies (se:infoseurity) and sensor networks. Balane with the needto beware of possible terrorist attaks. Privay depends in part on information seurity (7.10.3).It has been proposed that individuals ould ontrol their own personal information as a type of intel-letual property. Types of harm due to violation of privay. Costs of keeping privay. Searh warrants.Many kinds of data. Modeling what a person will be doing. Loation data. Behavioral extrapolation.Reommendation systems.User expetations about privay versus privay itself. Privay standards are hanging. Perhaps beauseof the highly soial nature of Internet interation. Expetations about privay di�er greatly arossultures and even aross individuals. In some soial settings, there is little expetation of privay. It isoften said that in a small town, everybody knows everybody else's business. Di�erent standards arossultures and generations.Corporations sharing information about individuals.A orollary of freedom of information is that a person's privay is proteted about what information aperson aesses. In libraries, this is known as reading privay. Reords on the irulation at librariesand purhases at bookstores are, generally, proteted. However, people are required to release a ertainamount of information, for instane, when making appliations to both the government and to ompa-



8.3. Social Policy: Privacy, Anonymity, and Surveillance 317nies. Privay of reading habits. Library irulation reords have traditionally been onsidered private.However, many soial media appliations reord details of user behavior.
Data Mining and Personal InformationMassive amounts of information are olleted about individuals. The data ome from online behaviorbut also from ativity in spei� environments suh as supermarkets or amusement parks (4.11.0).Pattern-based surveillane.
Policies for Collection Availability of Personal DataIn ontrast to physial privay, informational privay is harder to ensure. Information systems makethe olletion and distribution of information (partiularly information stored in databases) faster andeasier. Information tehnology failitates the storage of and remote aess to data. There an be manybene�ts of sharing data aross databases. Data suh as drivers' reords, whih used to be diÆult toobtain, are often available online. Moreover, these data an easily be merged with other data, whihan save time and money. Also, it allows seurity agenies to be more e�etive at monitoring suspiiouspeople, inluding terrorists. This inrease in monitoring ability reates hallenges for privay.Personal information seurity. One of the dangers of the spread of personal information in informationsystems is \identity theft," whih happens when one person poses as another person to spend theirmoney or obtain lines of redit using their soial seurity number. Fraud of this variety is rampant,and the osts to soiety are enormous. Privay breah. Many reords are orrupted. While privayontrols may not have hanged, it will soon beome neessary for them to be altered to reet the newrealities of the digital age. Fig. 8.21 lists several fators to be onsidered in data privay. The prinipleof \individual partiipation" asserts that individuals should be able to view a pro�le of any personalinformation that is kept about that. The networking of information resoures dramatially hange theavailable of personal information. It is easy to �nd detailed information about an individual. Moreover,there an be a longevity of personal data that appear online. privay and data aggregation. Creditsore. Opt-in versus opt-out. Who ontrols dissemination of personal information. For instane, in theauray of personal information

Principle Description

Collection Limitation Data should be collected only by legal and fair means.
Data Quality Data should be collected only for specific purposes
Purpose Specific The purpose for which the data are collection should be clearly stated.
Use Limitation Data should be used only for the purposes for which it was collected.
Security Safeguards Once collected, personal data should be protected.
Openness The existence and nature of a personal data set should be described openly.
Individual Participation Individuals should be allowed to validate and challenge data that is held about them.
Accountability Any organization controlling data should abide by these principles.

Figure 8.21: Data privacy rights for personal information in the OECD (adapted from[66]).Privay laws. Conit of privay laws aross national boundaries.An ative digital footprint is personal information that individuals release, wittingly or unwittingly,about themselves. Part of the threat to privay is that data about an individual from many souresan be oordinated. While any one piee of data may not be problemati, the ombination of manypiees an be very revealing [?℄.Loss of privay through data aggregation (9.6.0). Having vast amounts of personal information readilyavailable online seems qualitatively di�erent from publi reords whih had been kept in di�erent reordsenters.Soial media sites and privay. Balane of privay and soial media. Exhange of private informationin soial media an be an at of trust. DiÆulty of forgetting. Right to oblivion in arhival materials
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((se:oblivion)). Soial forgetfulness an be a good thing [42].Privay and system seurity are losely interrelated. Cyber-rime may attempt to systematially attakpersonal reords (5.3.4). Spyware is a term used to desribe overt omputer programs that installthemselves on a user's omputer without their expliit knowledge, and are designed to ollet and reportinformation about the user's omputer habits. These programs an also gather personal information,ranging from names and addresses to redit ard numbers.
Putting the User in ChargeSome internet initiatives are seeking to enourage ompanies to reate fair and extensive privay poliies.Simply labeling a site with a lear, identifying mark indiating the site owner omplies with privaystandards an help users identify trustworthy sites. \Seal programs," suh as those from the BetterBusiness Bureau (BBB), provide non-governmental erti�ation of sites that follow approved privaypraties.Data vault.Eonomis of privay.
Beyond Information PrivacyMultimedia and data proessing tehnologies are presenting additional hallenges to privay. Faereognition and privay (anonymity). Cellphone ameras and privay.Privay and personal identi�ation tags.Drones.There are even new types of threats to privay. The results of DNA test may suggest that a person hasa predisposition to ertain diseases (9.8.1). That person may want to keep this information on�dential.They may want to ensure their geneti privay (8.3.1).Management of private information by a separate organization.

8.3.2. AnonymityIn its strit sense anonymity is the total onealment of an identity, without the possibility of disovery.The more ommon form of anonymity, an be de�ned as pratial obsurity, whih an be thought ofas being lost in the rowd. This holds true for muh of our personal information as well. E�etively,anonymity is one way to ahieve a level of privay. Anonymity is a double-edged sword, however.Although it helps to maintain the privay of individuals, it an also prevent the identi�ation of peopleommitting illegal ats. Generally, ators in soiety need to be responsible for their ations.\Anonymity is dead." Generally, there is loss of anonymity.In some ases, anonymity an lead to avoiding responsibility.Balane between anonymity and free speeh. Versus taking responsibility for ones laims. Pros andons for anonymity of ations on the web. Anonymizer. Networking ( A.15.0). Onion routing (Fig. 8.22.)Online anonymity and traking IP addresses. Cyber-hate. Personal VPN tunnel.
8.3.3. SurveillanceSurveillane is intentional observation. It an be done with ameras, by tapping telephones, or monitor-ing Internet traÆ. Furthermore, it is enhaned with tehnologies suh as fae reognition. Surveillane,like anonymity, has both bene�ts and disadvantages. Foused surveillane an ertainly be helpful |for example, patients in a hospital an bene�t from being monitored (Fig. ??) parents an wath a nannyminding their hild, and surveillane in publi plaes helps to both prevent and solve rimes. How-ever, most people beome unomfortable when they know they are being wathed. Indeed, surveillaneundermines trust (5.2.3) and the internalizatiom of personal responsibility.
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Figure 8.22: Onion routing[76]. (check permission) (redraw)The widespread use of surveillane is sometimes ompared to the pan-option model of a prison(Fig. 8.23). Algorithmi surveillane for instane with automated fae reognition. Surveillane ofWeb ativity through traking ookies. The Constitutional limits of surveillane are unlear. Implia-tions of long-term foused surveillane versus transient surveillane.Inreasingly, information systems are being used to monitor the ativities of people on the internet.While this has bene�ts, suh as apprehending riminals, many people are worried that the inreasedability of information systems to monitor the ations of ordinary itizens and to gather together personalinformation about them onstitutes an e�etive loss of anonymity. Parental surveillane of hildren.Algorithmi surveillane. Pattern and fraud detetion. Data mining for surveillane.
Figure 8.23: Bentham’s 1791 drawing for a “pan-opticon”[34]. This is a prison with a circular design that would
allow for optimal surveillance of prisoners with a minimal number of guards. Some people believe that information
systems may lead to an invasion of personal privacy that will make society like a pan-opticon in which the activities
of large numbers of people are monitored by a small number of observers. (check permission)Some appliations on the Web allow for identi�ation and detailed traking of individuals. IP addressesan be traked and harateristi usage patterns an be monitored. Cookies arry identifying informa-tion about the users. Many ompanies use this information to develop marketing shemes that eitherdiretly target users via advertisements, or entire demographis via produts and servies. Massiveamounts of lik data and ookies. Data-driven marketing (8.12.5). Re-targeting. Preditions and pro-�les of individuals. Patterns of behavior. Desriptions of how to present ads. Taxonomies for ads.Aution of personal information.Green Wall. Co-opting soial media by the government.There are many bene�ts to knowing where a person or objet is loated. It helps appliations fromellphone all routing to supply hain management (8.12.1). Surveillane an help to protet soiety fromterrorists. Monitoring patients in a hospital. Parents heking on hildren's ativities online. However,detailed traking of loation for instane loation-based servies also threaten anonymity. Unique typesof targeted advertising with loation traking. These issues are ampli�ed by soial loation serviesSuh as those whih identify when you are in proximity to your friends. Video and surveillane (11.6.1).Loation-based question answering. Problem of 3-D loation. For instane, where a person is loatedin an oÆe building. Anonymity an failitate illegal and terrorist ativities. Anonymity and personal
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Figure 8.24: Non-specific video surveillance.

Figure 8.25: Surveillance of hospital patients with sensors and monitors for their own safety. (check permission)

8.3.4. Personal IdentificationTo ip anonymity around, there are times when we need to positively identify a person. How doesa person or soiety do that? What redentials uniquely identify an individual as the person they arelaiming to be? For obvious reasons, it is neessary that this identi�ation proess be done with a highdegree of auray and on�dene.Establishing identity with biometris (8.3.4). Eah of these has di�erent identi�ation e�etiveness |hair olor is not as an unique identi�er than is a �ngerprint, for example. Photo identi�ation is atype of biometris. A seond type of identi�ation onsists of knowledge that only a single individualmay possess. This form of ID is ommonly used for automated veri�ation proesses, and inludes PINnumbers and passwords. A third form of identi�ation is items uniquely assoiated with an individual.In the United States, the most ommon form of this type of ID is a soial seurity ard/number. It isthe mere possession of an item that onfers identity. Soial seurity ards and numbers are easily lostor stolen, and when used for veri�ation purposes, need to be on�rmed by another means. However,this is often not the ase. Identity ards based on biometris an be useful when there other forms ofidenti�ation are not feasible. This is being done a large sale in India.Fae reognition an be applied in publi spaes. Surveillane linked to fae reognition (8.3.4). But, thishas substantial impliations for privay. This an be both useful and intrusive even if the individualis not identi�ed spei�ally.An individual's privay an be adversely a�eted by many identi�ation proesses. Beause so manyservies require a person's soial seurity number, for example, that identi�er is easily obtained byothers. One it is obtained, it an then be used to aess very sensitive information and authorize manydi�erent transations. Beyond the tehnologial details, there is an ongoing debate about the soialimpliations of using biometri identity ards. The related onepts of authentiation and authorizationare disussed in terms of information seurity and assurane (7.10.3).
8.4. Government and Social Decisions
8.4.1. GovernmentGovernment is an institution for making and implementing soial deisions. Government may bethought of as a soial ontrat between itizens to implement poliies whih are in the ommon good.



8.4. Government and Social Decisions 321It is a set of institutions that has been set up to provide a framework for soial interation. Thegovernment enompasses an enormous range of ativities, and it is information intensive. Governmentprovides a framework for dispute resolution. Government arhives and reords (7.4.1).Open government and asking for suggestions from the publi. Making government data sets availableto the publi. Government as a publisher of information. Maintaining the on�dene of the publi inthe quality of government information. But it is rare that the details of are fully presented suh as fulldislosure of government ontrats and grants.There are many ideas about the role of government. This is the basis of politial siene. [30] Thereare di�erent perspetives on the role of government. In one view, government as an umpire in asports math. An alternative view government promoting fairness and justie. Beyond the theoryof government, there are pratialities in everyday governane and rises suh as natural disasters,eonomi disloation, and foreign threats. Soial ontrat. Government and governane.We have already enountered organizational burearaies (7.3.4). Government bureauray.Government setting eonomi and industrial poliy.
8.4.2. Government Information and ServicesThe government provides many di�erent information servies. From town ounils through the federalgovernment, itizens rely upon their government to provide servies and information. Eah one ofthese servies, from driving liensing to eonomi statistis and monetary poliy, involve the olletionand management of vast amounts of information. The government's role in olleting and managinginformation. Open data for government (9.6.4). Publi information. Government arhives (7.5.1). Thereord-keeping tasks alone, suh as birth, marriage, and death reords, onstitute an enormous amountof information that must be managed. Weather servie. Improving the operations of government witheGovernment.Dislosure and publi information. Open government. Community information servies. Civi data
(8.1.1).IT Governane. Government and information poliy. Privay. Risk Management. Compliane. Regu-lation.

Public AdministrationThere are a lot of databases in the publi setor. Government data olletion and storage. This inludesdatasets (9.6.0) suh as ensus data, labor statistis, tax reords, environmental data sets, and sienti�data sets. These have many hallenges ranging from politial issues onfounding their managementto speial problems of prourement of infrastruture beause of budgeting for government informationsystems[53]. Transpareny and FOIA. A totally transparent government would publish detailed budgetsand ontrats. Soial information institutions that minimize orruption.
8.4.3. Social Decision MakingAll the many aspets about how soiety works are soial deisions. Soial groups need proedures forreahing deisions. Sometimes these deisions are made by ditators, sometimes by representatives,and sometimes by demoray. Deisions made by small groups. Simulation ould be used as a tool tosupport these deision aids muh as it is used in DSS systems. However, simulations involving soialpoliies are notoriously unreliable. Are organizations and governments rational? Publi hoie theory
[40] asserts that governments and organizations often serve the personal goals of their leaders [26].There are many strategies and proedures for deision making. Deision making in small groups (5.6.0).A soial deision proess must have at least impliit onsent of the group for whom the deisions arebeing made. Often, there are too many voies to be heard in regard to issues that are too omplex forsimple disussion to be e�etive.
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Information and DemocracyDemoray plaes the politial, and hene, soial, deisions in the hands of individual itizens. Demo-ray is most often assoiated with voting but it atually requires a balane of among many soial fatorssuh as freedom of expression (8.1.1) and stable soial institutions. Beause of this, eah itizen needsto have rih information and the ability to analyze it. The possession of information is, of ourse, onlypart of the battle | itizens must also be eduated to think ritially about the information they have.Soial media and oordinated soial ation. Personal demoray. One of the values of demoray isthat it gets itizens to partiipate in the government.Demoray also has many hallenges. For instane, the votes of a simple majority and not protetingminority rights. A republi or representative demoray (in whih the power of the itizenry is delegatedto eleted representatives), an be seen as a way to avoid the \rule of the mob"; the seasoned andinformed temperaments of politiians an put the brakes on the wild swings of publi zeal. Beauseitizens are not fully informed on many issues, and beause some issues are extremely ompliated (taxlaws, trade negotiations and tari�s, et.), diret itizen voting may not produe wise results in manyinstanes. People an be swayed by short-term emotional reations. This an be aggravated by thetime-honored tehnique for introduing onfusion among deision makers by providing misinformation.There an also be a \tyranny of the majority" in whih the right of small, but none-the-less signi�antgroups are entirely dominated by the majority.Publi disussions about omplex issues often lose the subtleties. Some partiipants gloss the issues tosore points. This requires knowledge and information, mainly about whether the views and opinionsof the proposed representative are similar to those of the person voting for them. An uninformed,or misinformed, itizenry is, thus, less able to selet representatives who reet their intentions [60].Pundits and predition auray.What do people aept as fatual? How do they judge reliable soures.News versus advoay (8.13.7).Soial media and demoray movements.
Civil Debate in Adversarial Discourse To provide onsidered disussion of positions, disussions shouldbe arefully onsidered. Suh disussions are haraterized by fous on the issue and ollegial, non-threatening disussions.Avoid diret personal attaks on opponents in a disussion, that is ad hominem omments and insults.These introdue emotional responses whih may loud the reations of the partiipants and the audiene.Protest and dissent.
Public Discourse and Civic MediaNewspapers and other mass media an failitate the free ow of ideas (8.13.7). Though, they may alsodo this while expressing strong politial opinions. This is even more true of interative media suh astalk radio and blogs (10.11.2). Blogs and itizen journalism (8.13.7). Disourse (6.3.2). E�etive demoraydepends an eduated, thoughtful, and informed itizenry. Deliberative demoray. Soial deisionsour most e�etively with transpareny, and informed, open debate [7]. Politial ativism (5.1.4).Ideally, politial disourse would be respetful and restrained. This is often di�erent from rowdypolitial onventions and gamesmanship of blogs. Freedom of expression and speeh (8.1.0) are essentialfor an informed itizenry. Suh a variety of hannels of information enourages individuals to formtheir own opinions and make their own deisions. Freedom of information also helps expose politialorruption and reate a more solid government. For this reason, it is neessary in a demoray to havea large amount of government and institutional transpareny. That is larity of proessed, publi aessto relevant information, and reording deisions.



8.4. Government and Social Decisions 323Managing publi opinion. Attitude hange (4.5.2). Buzz analytis (10.11.2). By framing a publi thedebate the ategories and issues are outlined. Biasing soial disourse by reating a narrative andfousing on only one aspet. Indeed, there may be intentional obfusation and sewing onfusion.Ideally, itizens would be ritial thinkers and immune to attempts to bias their opinions. Collaborativeanalysis tools an help support deliberative demoray. Disussion of poliy issues [49]. Argumentationsystems (6.3.5). Soial Deision Support Systems [77] (Fig. 8.26). Debate graphs. Blogging as soialdebate. Blogging as atharsis.

Figure 8.26: Social Decision Support System[77] can be systematic and similar to legislative deliberation. Potentially,
these incorporate argumentation systems with decision support systems. (redraw) (check permission)Con�dential disussions in running government or any organization versus the need for transpareny.Claiming the legitimay of sienti� researh for a politial agenda.

Political ProtestsPolitial protests.Soial media and politial hange. Politial danger of synhronized groups.
PollingAssessing publi opinion for polling and surveys. Polling as a type of data analysis and analytis.Attitudes and opinions (4.5.2). Traking publi opinion with sentiment analysis (10.11.2). However, polls,an be greatly a�eted by the way questions are asked.Big data analytis.
Public OpinionAwareness and issues. Journalism (8.13.7)and blogs. Buzz analysis (10.11.2). Personal opinions (4.5.2).Seeking logial arguments with whih you disagree And then developing a basis for the di�erenes ofopinion.In a predition market, people an buy options for preditions about future events. Predition market(Fig. 8.28). but these an, sometimes be manipulated. Predition market as a matter of publi opinion.There is a onsiderable inentive for politiias to manipulating publi opinion and there are many waysin whih this is done (5.3.3). Framing the debate. Creating an impression of risis. Flooding media
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Figure 8.27: Incorrect polling in the 1948 U.S. presidential election predicted that Dewey would beat Truman. This
belief was so strong that one newspaper printed the incorrect result. (check permission)

Figure 8.28: In a prediction market people can buy options predicting future events.hannels (e.g., searh engines) so that ontrarian opinions an't get through. Demagoguery Distortinginformation. Spin. Providing alternative explanations. Fous on only one aspet of a omplex syste
Making Social DecisionsMany soial deisions are omplex speialized. Representative government has the e�et of slowingdown the proesses of government and legislation with debate and plaing deision-making power inthe hands of people with experiene in the proess. The use of a representative form of demoray isbelieved to be a bu�er against the emotions of the people and the rule of the mob.Distributed deision making. Transpareny and how those deisions are made and in the responses tothem. Of ourse, there are many fores opposed to transpareny. Corruption and the distortion of publiopinion. Transpareny for institutional deisions onsists of itizens being aware of the the proessesby whih deisions are made and also be having the deliberations about spei� deisions be open.News provides information about government poliies and events and it an be a wathdog examiningthe ations of government and publi �gures for hyporisy, orruption, and wrongdoing. The Internetengages itizens in ways that traditional media annot, by allowing them to atually partiipate in Webdisussions on ivi issues, for example. This grassroots power an lead to an emergent groundswell ofpubli opinion through online ommunities (5.8.2) and popular websites. However, that same grassrootspower an also be overrun. There an be a value in reputation of news organizations for a balanedpresentation of the news though even that is inreasingly rare.Politial ampaigns. Part information, part persuasion.
VotingVoting is a formal mehanism for reahing soial deisions. The most obvious, and important, formof ivi partiipation is voting. Diret demoray ould maximize voter on�dene in eletions andissues, whih as we have noted, often serves to inrease itizen partiipation and interest in the politialissues. We disuss more about voting in ( A.9.5); for instane, the problems of using a plurality rule whenthere are more than two andidates. Seret ballots help to minimize the possibility of retaliation forvoters. Colleting eletroni votes is related to eletroni reords management. Seret ballot relatedto privay.As noted above, information is vital to e�etive soial deisions. An informed eletorate.



8.5. Policy, Law, and Regulation 325Transpareny in the eletion proess.Eletroni voting systems have been proposed. These have many advantages but they may have manypossible problems. The anonymity of voters must be maintained while also preventing voting fraudadding votes. Information systems, with their support for rapid ommuniation ould allow for amore diret demoray. whih allows itizens to vote diretly on issues. Seurity (7.10.3) and trustworthyresults. Open soure software for eletroni voting mahines an be reviewed to ensure that there is avery small possibility for fraud.
Multi-Party DemocracyVoters tend to align into politial parties. Computation and argumentative nature of the proeedings.In ombination with freedom of speeh, adversarial politial opinions tend to illuminate aspets of soialissues. Potentially, these an highlight issues.Politial parties usually provide a relatively stable oalition whih form around lusters of signi�antissues.Downside of multi-party demoray.Politial parties are often non-deliberative and often rely on brash advertising. Persuasive mehanismsof all sorts. Soial media use for informing, persuading the voters.This arries over into the mehanism of heks-and-balanes in government. E�ets of Internet fundraising in politial ampaigns. Miro-targeting of politial messages like other targeted advertisements.

8.4.4. Polling, Campaign Marketing, and Voting AnalyticsBig data for demoray.Modeling the eletorate.Computational politial siene.
8.5. Policy, Law, and RegulationWe have seen the norms and rules are fundamental to soial interation. One of the main funtions ofgovernment is to develop rules for soiety to funtion. Law is the result of implementation. Poliies arestatements of priniple; laws are rules reated to implement poliies, and regulations exeute the laws(Fig. 8.29). Law has is enfored with onsequenes. All of these piees need to work together.Poliy analysis and development. Developing a model of how di�erent omponents a�et the topis towhih the poliy applies.

Level Example(s)

Policy Copyright should be established in order encourage people to be creative.

Law Give an author copyright for a certain number of years.

Regulation Details of forms which need to be completed. Develop appeal procedures.

Figure 8.29: Policy sets broad principles, law establishes rules, and regulations describe implementation procedures.Network ontinuity.Ethis and poliy.
8.5.1. From Policy to Law

PolicyA poliy is a statement of priniple it emphasizes a desired ondition. Poliy is built on values andgoals. We have also onsidered organizational poliy (8.11.1). Some soial poliy is implements in laws.It outlines the strategy or tat that a government or organization is going to take about a partiular



326 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13matter. A good poliy has several basi elements: it should be spei�, it should be unambiguous, and itshould be tehnology-neutral (beause tehnology is normally an implementation detail). Also, poliiesshould be well oneived; that is, they should have their intended impat [?℄, and not negative e�etsthat areful analysis ould have foreseen. Few polies are so arefully oneived and many idealistipoliies are impratial to implement.Think tanks. Epistemi ommunities. Multi-disiplinary perspetives whih often deal with poliyissues.
Legal FrameworksIn onstitutional systems, suh as the U.S., the onstitution sets out the basi framework of soiety.Parliamentary system suh as in the Commonwealth, do not have suh a strit framework. A Constitu-tion sets out the rules for the alloation of politial power. It desribes the struture of the governmentand provides heks and balanes among the parts to keep any one power soure from dominating theothers. It is a sort of meta-law. Within that framework, laws and regulations are formal rules forreating a struture for reating a ivil soiety. They are the tools by whih poliy is implemented.Parliamentary systems generally have a similar interpretation of onstitutional onits. However, theParliament is the �nal authority. Either way the meta-legal system must support the basi needs ofa omplex soiety. For instane, the rights of minorities should be proteted.A law, on the other hand, is a statement reated and rati�ed by eleted oÆials or legislators, and whihoutlines a ode of ondut or a prohibited behavior. Laws should enourage a stable soial onsensusfor how soiety ould be run. It is possible to make a lot of rules to handle many di�erent situations.Good laws should be easy to understand, easy to follow, and diÆult to irumvent. Reasonable persontest.While laws are abstrat and often imperfet there's a great soial value in having people follow laws.People must be willing to follow laws and people who want to follow laws failities a stable environment.Laws and norms provide a struture for soiety. Transpareny of laws often omes from simpliity.Ideally, laws should be lear and e�etive. That is, they should be lear, easy to follow, not overlybroad, and minimize side e�ets. There is a ost to laws and regulations. Formalization of norms (5.3.1).
Common Law and Case LawIn the U.S. and English systems, there is a distintion between ase law, or ommon law, and ivil law.Statues are the laws as passed by the legislature. Some other laws are so integral to the working ofsoiety that they are aepted as \ommon law". Common law is generally based on preedent whihis the aumulation of e�etive ation from ourt deisions. Laws do not exist in isolation. Rather, it'shelpful to think about the entire legal framework. Consider the ombination and interation of manylaws. Case law reasons from previous ases by analogy. Case law itations form a network whih issimilar to Networks of sholarly itations (??)(Fig. 8.31). Similarly, this would be true of interonnetedpatents.

Figure 8.30: Case law precedents as a citation network (from [?]). Legal informatics. (redraw)Statues leave out many details. These details are then often spei�ed in regulations. Though sometimesthe laws themselves also implements regulations. The details of the proedures for applying for opyright
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Figure 8.31: Case law precedents as a citation network (from [?]). (redraw)in the U.S. are spei�ed by regulations from the Copyright OÆe.Food labeling. Banks have extensive regulations.Some regulations promote transpareny and dislosure of information are often desirable but even thoseneed to be well rafted. On one hand, regulations an provide orderly management of ativities, butthey may also be overly restritive. Regulations require ompliane by the entity being regulated.Regulation as very preise rules but these sometimes have unantiipated onsequenes. Regulationsdo not arry the full weight of the law, and may be a lari�ation of the law, or guidelines for a law'sappliation.Build losed, ontrolled systems. However, people often go outside the law. Laws should disouragepeople from doing that.
8.5.2. Developing Effective Policy, Laws, and RegulationsThere are a number of hazards for poliies, laws, and regulations. Laws and regulations are oftenaimed at one problem but have unintended onsequenes a�eting an entirely di�erent area. Thus, alaw should be based on an analysis of a wide variety of senarios where it may have an impat. A lawor regulation may be unenforeable simply beause it is too broadly drawn. Or, it may be ambiguousand lead to misunderstanding. Jurisprudene is the theory of the law; there are two main threadsnatural and normative priniples. We saw this distintion earlier with respet to opyright (8.2.2). Lawsas behavioral requirements. Law as instrutions.Laws often reet ultural and soial norms but they may also be the result of politial and eonomipressures. Laws often, but don't always, reet poliy. Law should be internally onsistent.Laws must hange as soiety hanges; of ourse, this is the role of legislature. Eletroni distributionallows more people to view government douments, and provide them with more information withwhih to make informed deisions. A reord of the legislation before Congress, for example, wouldallow itizens to hold their representatives to aount and petition them to reet the will of theironstitueny [58] (Fig. 8.32). The legislative history is the reord of the debates about the law inthe legislature. That may be helpful to understand the intent of the legislature in reating the law.Hansard.

Figure 8.32: The Thomas system is a repository of legislation pending in the U.S. Congress.Creating poliy and laws requires reasoning about intended e�ets, enforeability, and likely judi-ial opinions. Information systems an provide greater transpareny and publi aess to the reords
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(7.4.1) and the rationales that are being used in poliy reation, and help to provide more detailed anal-ysis. Version management tools ( A.5.8) applied to laws. However, the existing approah is not amenableto that.E�etive regulations, while aimed at eliminating some undesirable behavior, need to be able to befollowed. That is, the regulations annot be so restritive as to inhibit growth and innovation within anindustry. This is partiularly apparent for information sienes. Regulation needs to preserve individualrights and privay, but annot throttle the development and marketing of new tehnology Poliy, laws,and regulations need to be easy to understand and to be enfored. Too many laws or regulations maymake people ignore them and may be diÆult to enfore. Furthermore, almost from the time they arereated, poliies, laws, and regulations are likely to be o-opted, modi�ed, and hallenged.
8.5.3. Compliance and Enforcement of Laws and RegulationsEnforing laws with penalties suh as soial santions suh as �nes and jail. Furthermore, the enfore-ment of laws and regulations is neessarily done by human beings, that is by the polie and regulatoryagenies. Thus, there are limitations to what we an expet from them. Expanded regulation andampen industry, and wind up destroying the thing that the laws were reated to protet.Punishment and santions. The wording of a law is not important if it is not enfored. Compliane andenforement are the main fators that ontribute to a poliy's eÆay, partiularly for regulations aimedat information and information systems. The muh-lauded bene�t of modern information systems isthat they open up the world to anyone with a omputer. This, however, has the orollary e�et ofdeentralizing and depersonalizing illegal ativity, whih makes enforement of any legislation diÆult.Developments in information tehnology will be needed to establish a balane between neessary ontroland desired freedom. A law or rule is only as good as its ompliane | it does little good to reate apoliy with whih people annot omply, or whih annot be enfored. Moral ageny.
8.5.4. Legal System and InformaticsEology of legal onepts. We would hope that the law is lear, and logial. Indeed, the law is a formalsystem, perhaps in some ases, it an be modeled with exat de�nitions. However, there is enoughambiguity that it is diÆult to do that. Purely, legal onstruts suh as ownership. While this is anideal, it an be diÆult to model onstruts suh as the \reasonable person" test (i.e., what would a\reasonable person") do in a given situation. Ambiguity of laws (example). From legal informatis tolaw enforement. Preservation of ourt reords and trial transripts.

Example

Figure 8.33: Ambiguity of law.

Trials and HearingsMost trials are about establishing the fats of a ase { what really happened; however, a few requireinterpretation of the law. Court hearings and other proeedings should maximize the hane the truthin a ase will be found. This an aomplished, in part, by following standard proedures. That is bydue proess. The proeedings of a trial need to be orderly. This an be threatened by too muh publispeulation. In some ases, a judge may prevent publi dislosure with gag orders. This inludes a fairjudge and suitable treatment of evidene. Independent judiiary.Due proess means that previously spei�ed proedures are followed.
Figure 8.34: Trial.
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Legal EvidenceWe haveenountereed the notion of evidene several times. There are spei� rules for what onstitutesappropriate evidene in a trial. Physial evidene in hearings needs to follow a hain of ustody so thatit an be erti�ed not to have been tampered with, muh like the preautions we have disussed foreletroni reords. \Rules of evidene" Cirumstantial evidene. Testimony. Hearsay evidene is notallowed. Criminal forensis. Reords and evidene (7.4.2). Wiretaps.A trial begins with disovery whih is the sharing evidene between both parties. In very large ases, thismay amount to several million douments and doument management systems are required. Sometimesinternal organizational information is well organized but in many other ases it poorly organized.
((se:internalorginfo)). For eletroni materials, this beomes eletroni disovery or eDisovery. Thisis a type of text data mining. This is a hallenge beause a great deal of ontent must be reonstruted.Digital forensis (7.5.5).

Legal Argumentation and SearchingMany aspets of legal proeedings whih are information intensive. First, the law needs to spei�ed.Seond, in ase law, the laws depends heavily on ontext. and related ases must be identi�ed. Under-stand the impliations of previous ases. Many laws are abstrat. That is, the apply general priniplesrather than over spei� ases. However, they have to be applied to spei� ases. DiÆulty ofsearhing legal digests. Often, it is not lear what the law requires. Furthermore, it is important forlawyers to identify as many of the relevant ases as possible. High-reall searh. Fat similarity. Legalsearhing[29][37]. Adapting the legal system to managing large amounts of information. Legal argumentan involve lassi�ation.De�ne the law. Apply the law. Legal reasoning suh as determining whether a given ase is overedby a given statute. Laws are generally ategorial, but many arguments are quantitative. This oftenleads to the slippery slope. Laws are highly strutured. An argumentation system (Fig. 8.36) (6.3.5).an also be used for students to understand how legal arguments are onstruted. Legal argumentation
[65] (Fig. 8.35).

Whoever ...
2) intentionally accesses a computer without authorization or exceeds authorized access, and thereby obtains
A. information contained in a financial record of a financial institution,
or of a card issuer as defined in section 1602 (n) of title 15,
or contained in a file of a consumer reporting agency on a consumer,
as such terms are defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. 1681 et seq.);

B. information from any department or agency of the United States; or
C. information from any protected computer if the conduct involved an interstate or foreign communication;

Figure 8.35: Fragment of TITLE 18, PART I, CHAPTER 47, US Code. Fraud and related activity in connection with
computers.Styles of written argument versus oral argument. Dynami argument (e.g., analogy) versus absolutestandards.Attorney-lient privilege.

8.6. Goverment Structure and ServicesPrevious setion desribed government as rules. This setion desribed government as workow andservies.
8.6.1. Civic DataMany data sets for ivi funtions. Colletively, these are termed ivi data. Thses inlude polling andvoting, eonomi data, land use, ensus data. Community infrastruture is a omplex maze. Some ofthese are managed by the government while others suh as utilities may be managed by utilities.
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Figure 8.36: Argumentation graphing tool for students to analyze the discourse elements for Supreme Court
arguments[28]. (check permission)Just as interoperability of business reords has proven important (7.4.4), interoperability of data sets isinreasingly important.Smart ities. Sensors ( A.19.0). Ative environments (11.9.5).

8.6.2. Disaster Planning, Crisis Management,
and Emergency ResponseInformation is partiularly important in a risis suh as ours after earthquakes, hurrianes, andterrorist attaks. Using information under pressure with high stakes.Highly adversarial situations (7.11.0). Crisis management (8.6.4). The ability to quikly ollet andanalyze information an be partiularly helpful for reating in a risis. Moreover, that informationoften needs to be rapidly disseminated to the publi. Inreasingly, that it one of the roles of soialmedia.
8.6.3. Disaster Planning and PreparednessRisk management. Vital reords. Communiation. Disaster planning.
8.6.4. Crisis Management and Emergency ResponseInformation systems that are integrated aross agenies ould allow for a oordinated response to anemergeny that would far surpass in speed and eÆieny the proedures that are urrently in plae.Emergeny personnel ould be dispathed to the most appropriate areas, available resoures ouldbe tabulated and dispersed, and evauation plans ould be oordinated between agenies muh moreuidly using information systems. These types of disaster relief and risis management informationsystems ould provide lear information using simpli�ed interfaes and syntax to emergeny personnel toompensate for the distration of the risis itself as it redues a responder's ability to retrieve informationdue to an inreased ognitive load (4.3.3). Emergeny preparedness and response. Adversarial situations
(7.11.0). DiÆulty of ommuniation in a risis an be diÆult due to network ongestion.Evauation. Hurrianes, oods, subways, stadia, and �res. What evauation routes will people pik ina risis. Figure 8.37. Appliation of soial modeling (9.5.1)with agents simulations. Crowd dynamis
(5.4.3).Soial media for individuals to ommuniate with eah other and get loal updates. Collaboration inrisis management. Collaboration in risis situations suh triage. Collaboration during emergenies onspae station. Team shema.
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Figure 8.37: Agent-based models for evacuation of Venice (from [?]).

Figure 8.38: Crisis management and emergency response; especially in real time. (check permission)

8.6.5. Citizen Information in a Crisis
Keeping Citizens InformedAd ho ommunities of those a�eted.Informing itizens what's going on.Disaster health information. Dissemination of information from government and oÆials.
Citizen Information Behavior during a CrisisTweets during a risis [?℄. Re-tweets as information di�usion.Crisis information needs.\Situational Small-World" [?℄. Traditional ommunity boundaries shift. Ad ho online ommunitiesspring up.Person �nder following earthquake.

Figure 8.39: Google people finder site following the 2011 Japanese earthquake and tsunami. (check permission)
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8.7. EconomicsWe have look at soial struture, now let us onsider eonomi ativity. Eonomis deals with theprodution, exhange, and alloation of resoures among members of that soiety. The eonomy resultsfrom aggregate deisions made by millions of individuals. The prodution and exhange of goods is afundamental human ativity. The number of resoures is limited.Information is essential for eonomi ativities beause it helps people value what they are buying.Eonomis and minimizing unertainty.Ongoing interation of politis with eonomis. Laws related to eonomis to struture the eonomy.At the soietal level, we are developing a \knowledge eonomy". In suh a framework, servies applyknowledge to provide a bene�t.
8.7.1. Economic SystemsThere are many possible eonomi systems. Relative separation of politial system and eonomisystem. Most modern soieties are based on some ombination of eonomi onstruts suh as property,markets, and apital. Yet, modern soiety also interats with other types of exhange between peopleand groups and those interations need to be better understood.Wealth. Cumulative wealth.Eonomis is not gambling, but analysis of risks and opportunities whih people �nd useful. Ane�etive eonomy an improve living standards for its itizens. Ideally they should failitate the eÆientdistribution of sare resoures. That is, in terms of game theory (3.4.1) it an produe win-win solutions.One of the goals of eonomi poliies an be to �nd suh win-win senarios. For instane, inentivesan be strutured to get people to eÆiently provide good and servies whih other people �nd useful.Eonomi systems an be largely self-organizing but they are also omplex systems and an easily beperturbed. Eonomi ativity an be explained based on psyhologial priniples. We have alreadydisussed ognition and hoie (4.3.4). deision making proesses (3.4.1). While people will pik analternative that provides the ost-bene�t tradeo�. Ideally, transations would be win-win interationsfor both side and the umulation of many suh transations would bene�t all partiipants in a market.
8.7.2. Exchange Systems and Markets

MarketsThe study of eonomis examines the e�ets of di�erent ways of organizing eonomi ativity. One ofthe key onepts is that of a market. People and ompanies often produe goods and servies beyondwhat they need for their own use. They an then exhange those to other people for other neessarygoods. A market brings buyers and sellers together to enable the exhange of goods and servies.It should failitate mathing of supply and demand while using resoures eÆiently. By omparison,eonomis within a family. How ompanies �ll market nihes { industrial organization.A market is eÆient to the extent that it allows both the buyer and seller to optimize goals as muhas possible. Market-based eonomies may be distinguished from \ommand eonomies," in whih thealloation of goods and resoures is at the diretion of the government.An eÆient markets generally make goods available at lower osts. Markets provide ways to optimizethe distribution of resoures. They are based on people being able to projet their resoures (supply)and needs (demand). Thus, information is essential for eÆient markets.Proedures whih maintain the integrity of the markets. Market makers. Orderly market. Regulationsan failitate an orderly market but some types of regulations an impede it. Competition (anti-trustlaws)laws attempt to establish a fair market. For instane, they blok ollusion by partiipants in themarket.Industrial poliy of governments.
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Prices, Supply, and DemandIn eonomi theory, prie is equilibrium point of supply and demand. Prie is the metri around whihthe eonomi system organizes itself. On average, pries will tend to be determined by supply anddemand. In the autumn when a big rop of apples is harvested. the prie of apples normally drops. Ifsmall utuations in a good's prie produe relatively large utuations in the demand for that good,the demand for that good is said to be \elasti"; if hanges in prie do not a�et demand, a good is saidto be inelasti. Similarly, the supply of a good an also be ategorized as elasti or inelasti, dependingon the market's ability to inrease the supply of a good within a �xed period of time. Elasti suppliesan be inreased to meet inreased demand (suh as might be the ase with auto assembly), whileinelasti supplies annot. Managing risk of prie hanges with futures ontrats.Fig. 8.40 shows supply and demand urves. As suggested by these urves, when the prie is high, thesupply will tend to inrease over time. As the prie drops, demand inreases. The prie should be thepoint at whih the two urves ross. However, pries are atually determined by expetations of futuresupply and demand. Beause the future is always diÆult to predit, the pries may not math theatual supply and demand. That an lead to distortions and bubbles.Beause some goods are not onsumed immediately after purhase, the prie for them is set by theexpetation of future value. If we expet that pries will be rising we might purhase early. If we expetthat pries will be falling, we might delay a purhase. Either way, information and predition modelsare helpful.The law of supply and demand is not absolute, For instane, sellers may take advantage of unwarybuyers. But in the long run, the pries will tend to math the supply. Information systems an setpries adaptively. Moreover, eCommere sites may use user history to set pries for eah individual.Furthermore, pries may be adjusted based on knowledge of harateristis of the individual buyer.Dynami priing.Competition keeps pries down by allowing onsumers to diretly ompare pries and produts. Thisalso fores supplies to be eÆient and to develop new features. Transparent information about priesallows onsumers to make better omparisons and prie omparison web sites oupled with soial mediareviews highlight omparisons.
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Figure 8.40: In an efficient market, the price will be the point where the supply matches the demand. (redraw)Inreasingly pries are personalized.
Economic Factors Beyond the MarketGoods may have bene�ts or osts beyond those diretly reeted in the prie. These often have im-pliations for the broader soiety and are alled externalities. Externalities are fators outside of themarket whih may a�et it. One type of externality whih is relevant to networking the number ofpeople onneted by that network. If there were just two telephones in the world, or two omputers ona network, eah of these mahines would be virtually useless. The greater the number of partiipants ina network, the greater the value of that network (Fig. 8.43). This has ome to be known as Metalfe's
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Figure 8.41: If there is a fundamental change in the supply (e.g., a new process is invented to make it easier to
produce more of the product), the whole supply curve will shift (left). Similarly, a change in the demand, say as the
result of marketing, will shift the price up (right). (smaller font)

Figure 8.42: Pricing data for airline seats on a flight from Dallas to Atlanta from the 1990s[50]. More recent techniques
are even more adaptive. (check permission)Law. This is an example of a \network e�et," or a network \positive externality,". This is a kind ofpositive feedbak ( A.10.2) but external to the produt itself but it leads users to fous inreasingly onone brand (Fig. 8.44).
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Figure 8.43: The number of two-way connections in a communications network is (Nsqaured−N)/2 of the number
of participant (N ). When there are two people in the network (left) then there on possible connection. When there
are four people in the network (right) there are 6 possible connections.

Attributes of Goods and ServicesEonomi goods ome in several varieties and these di�erenes a�et the way they an be used and, thus,their value. These attributes help to de�ne how the supply is determined. The value of \perishablegoods" derease with the passage of time. Seats on an airplane annot be sold one the airplanetakes o� (Fig. 8.42). Likewise, information goods suh as news are perishable. There are two generalategories of goods: publi goods and private goods. Private goods have the following harateristis:\exludability," meaning that they an be denied to anyone not willing to pay for them; \rivalry,"meaning that an individual's use redues the overall supply; and \rejetability," meaning that anindividual an rejet the good, if they please. Publi goods, on the other hand, are \non-exludable"and \non-rival," meaning that people annot be prevented from using the goods despite not paying for
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Figure 8.44: A simple causal loop diagram shows positive network effects such that the more people who use a
service, the more valuable it becomes for all of them. Then even more people want to adopt that service. (redraw)them, and that individual usage does not meaningfully redue the overall supply of the good (Fig. 8.45).Information goods (8.13.3). Goods often inorporate a great deal of speialized knowledge.

Excludable Non-excludable

Rival car, Walkman unmanaged fishing rights

Non-Rival movie in a movie theater,
concert in a large hall

lighthouses, national de-
fense, mosquito control

Figure 8.45: Rival and excludable goods: Two dimensions for characterizing how goods may be used[16].Servies produe value without produing physial goods. For instane, eduation is a servie ratherthan a good.
Virtual Economies Virtual worlds (11.10.2). Digital assets. Fig. 8.46. Interation of virtual world andthe physial world. The value of virtual assets in the \real" eonomy. Virtual justie.

Figure 8.46: Virtual economies: Land sales from Second Life. (check permission)

Market Design and Computer-Mediated ExchangesMarkets are frameworks for the exhange of goods. They failitate oordination but require infrastru-ture. They must provide a preditable struture | partiipants must ful�ll their agreements. This anbe designed this requires fostering trust.An ideal market maximizes the transpareny of trades and minimizes the "frition" (i.e., osts andineÆienies) of transations. [33]. A fritionless market would allow the pries more losely reetthe ideal illustrated in the Figure above. However, the notion of a truly fritionless market is animpossible idealization. Indeed, in pratie, there may be major distortions. Potentially, eletronimarkets redued transation osts. Some sort of legal framework is needed. Some regulation seems tobe needed but that needs to be balaned. Natural monopolies. Duoplogy. Market.
Auctions Autions are one way to determine (how high bidder is willing to go). They are similar tobut more more formal mehanism than haggling. Autions an also have an emotional omponent. Asshown in the table below, there are several types of autions. The most ommonly portrayed type ofaution is a \ry-out" English aution. O�ers are typially shouted out and aepted by a fast-speakingautioneer, and the pries are raised until there is only one bidder remaining. This form of autioningreveals information about bidders | what they look like, what was the highest amount they were



336 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13willing to pay, or sometimes even whether they were bidding more out of a sense of ompetition withother bidders than out of a real desire for the autioned item. In these irumstanes, the winner ofan aution sometimes has trouble knowing whether they bid too muh; this is known as the \winner'surse". Some autions do not reveal buyer information and the bidding is done silently.
Type Description or Example

English - Cry Out Buyers call out bids above previous bids. Examples are art auctions and cattle
auctions.

Sealed bid Bids are placed in envelopes. When the envelopes are opened, the highest bid
wins.

Dutch When multiple goods are available, bids specify both a price and quantity. Bids
are filled in descending order until the supply is exhausted.

Reverse Seller drops prices until a buyer agrees to it.

Double Both sellers and buyers adjust prices (e.g., the stock market)Reverse autions and name-your-own-prie. a�etive omponents of ry-out autions.Online aution sites introdue a number of hallenges. They may inlude gamesmanship suh as badmouthing and ballot stuÆng. These may reveal fraud. Automati detetion in fraud may be appliedto aution sites (5.3.4). The pattern of purhases and endorsements may show unusual patterns.Mathing market. Internet arhives.Market signaling is a type of information transmission. One lever appliation of this was the intro-dution of a limited number of roses by the dating web site upid.om. Eah lient is given a limitednumber of roses so sending a rose signals partiular interest.A free rider is somebody who gets advantage from a publi good without having ontributed to it.
Problems with MarketsWhile there is a soial value in prodution and ompetition among businesses. There are, of ourse,problems of markets. The ompetition keeps pries low. However, unontrolled ompetition sometimesleads to the end of ompetition and to orruption of the market. This an rapidly lead to soial damage.Thus, the right inentives must be reated to produe soial bene�ts. This inludes, managing thestability of the system. Transpareny in business �nanes. Exeptions and not following transparentproedures, in other words orruption, hurts the overall eonomy. Avoiding insider trading.Costs need to be aligned with the ativities whih generate them. Costs should be presented transpar-ently to onsumers in order for the onsumer to know how what to prioritize.Competition poliy. Market manipulation. Perverse inentives. Corruption.Markets may degenerate into ollusion and private deals whih an be minimized by eÆient marketregulation. Markets require a stable legal and soial environment. Markets thrive from the free ow ofinformation. Market eÆieny is generally optimized by allowing diret omparison between a numberof alternative goods; this is an eÆient means of setting pries. A farmer with vegetables to sell willgo to the loal market and set prie aording to the quality of the produe, the season, the popularityof what is being sold, and ompetitor's pries for similar vegetables | this is, in e�et, allowing themarket (supply of vegetables, demand, prodution osts, and ompetition) to determine the prie ofgoods. Sometimes, instead of allowing the market to determine the prie of a good, vendors and buyersrely on bargain and negotiation. In many ways, haggling mimis market fores (ompetition, value,need), but invests them diretly in the buyer and seller. Collusion. Markets.
Financial MarketsCapital and stoks. Eletroni markets. Trading based on news analysis (8.13.7).
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Agents, Brokers, and IntermediariesInformation systems failitate the ow of information in markets and, thus, inrease eÆieny. Tradi-tionally, many supply hains have \middlemen" who oordinate the exhange of goods and paymentbetween the produer and the onsumer. These inlude servies suh as travel agents, real estate agents,and stok brokers. Disintermediation. This extra level of ommuniation provides and extra layer ofmarket eÆieny. Travel agents traditionally mathed a ustomer's travel interests with the availableplane, train, and bus shedules. Muh of that is now being done by the onsumers themselves over theinternet. Beause it does not inlude any middlemen, this e�et of information systems is known as\disintermediation".Making eletroni markets. Cyber-intermediaries. Remote retail (8.12.5). Aution sites. GLG. Sellingapps. Customer aggregators.The Internet allows appliation of human e�ort to tasks that are otherwise diÆult. Human mediatedinternet tasks (Fig. 8.47). Another example of soial omputing and rowd-souring. Mehanial Turkfor question answering by billing. Geographially distributed problems like the Red Balloon hallenge.Reursive motivation mediated through soial media. Coordinate individuals to ontribute.
Figure 8.47: The Mechanical Turk was actually manipulated by a human being hidden in the case. There is an
analogous service which support a human-mediated Internet task completion. (check permission)Clikworker. Brokers and agents.

8.7.3. MoneyOriginally, people exhanged goods by bartering | one farmer might exhange a pig for anotherfarmer's orn. Eventually, people began to exhange \money" rather than goods. Money is generalizedrepresentation of work and resoures. Originally, money had a tangible value: A gold oin was worth aertain amount based on the amount of gold that it ontained. An intermediary step in the evolutionof money ame about when the money itself no longer possessed any intrinsi value, but was worth a�xed amount if exhanged; U.S. paper dollars used to be exhangeable for a dollar's worth of gold orsilver, and the U.S. Treasury was theoretially unable to print more money than was baked up by goldin its o�ers. Now, however, money is not valuable in itself, it is merely a representation. People aeptmoney beause they have on�dene in being able to exhange it for goods or servies. Money is moreexible barter, and thus is better for failitating exhange. Today, money has beome eletroni. As itbeomes more virtual, it inreasingly { though still imperfetly { represents work in soiety that othersare willing to pay for. Pries set in a ommon urreny establishes an equivalene of value for manytypes of goods and ultimately, the money must be baked by goods and servies. In short, money is arepresentation system.Converting reognition and other resoures into money is termed monetization.
Electronic MoneyThe management of eletroni money provides a distint set of tradeo�s for information system designompared to other types of ontent. Any eletroni system for managing money must maintain stritontrol over the seurity of that money. Just as banks used safes and steel bars to protet ash, soto must eletroni �nanial and information systems use seurity measures to protet \digital money".



338 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13People's trust in eletroni money servies is important beause the adoption of information systemsby the �nanial industry has driven down their osts onsiderably. Soial onventions assoiated withmoney. Seurity (7.10.3) and attaks on the �nane system.Inreasingly, even ash transations are being implemented with digital implementations suh as Digi-Cash (Fig. 8.48).
Alternative Currency and Virtual Currency Bitoin.Moreover, we inreasingly have alternates to ash suh as frequent ier miles, as ompetition forgovernment-issued urreny.
Addressable Money Addressable money.
Micro-banking and Micro-payments Miro-banking.Miro-payments ould be an alternative to advertising or subsriptions for funding low-ost internetservies. Moving funds from a heking aount. Mobile payments.
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1. Customer requests a token from the bank.

2. Bank transmits bound token to the customer.
3. Remove binding to obtain signed token.
4. Customer requests merchandise and sends token.

5. Merchant verifies token with bank.
6. Merchant deposits token.
7. Bank confirms deposit of token.
8. Merchant transmits item and receipt to customer.

Figure 8.48: A collaboration diagram for the DigiCash model. A token, which has been approved for a fixed value,
is obtained by the customer from a bank. It is then passed to the merchant who can “deposit” it back to the bank
[41]. (check permission)How PayPal works.FiveCredit Card TransationsBitcoin

Accounting, Financial Records, and Financial InstitutionsDetailed reords for apital. Double-entry book-keeping. Cost aounting. Return on investment(ROI). Finanial reords (5.3.4). Aounting praties as a soial ativity. Transation proessing.The monetary system allows the ebb and ow of money aross the eonomy. Finanial institutions.
8.7.4. MacroeconomicsIt is ommon to distinguish between miroeonomis and maroeonomis. Maroeonomis onernsthe behavior of the entire eonomy while miroeonomis (8.8.3) onsiders the way individuals makeeonomi deisions. The eonomy is intertwined with other parts of soiety. This is an example ofa highly non-linear omplex system. Some omplex non-linear systems are stable within a range ofonditions but most suh systems, suh as the eonomy, beome unstable as onditions hange. Thesesystems often beome unstable and haoti ( A.10.2).While many fators need to be balaned, many fators a�et the essentials of a healthy eonomy suhas the rate of savings and investment in new business.Interplay of large �nanial institutions suh as banks and large ompanies.The eonomy undergoes utuations, periods of growth followed by periods of stagnation and reessionwhih are olletively referred to as the business yle (Fig. 8.50). Complex systems often develop
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Figure 8.49: The macro-economy is a particularly complex adaptive system. A small example of an equilibriummodel
for components of the economy. The entire economy is more complex and includes many non-linear components.
Even in this relatively simple example there are many possible complex interactions. For instance, creating a new
agency or new law may change the flow. (check permission)osillations when something hanges in their environment. During the growth phase solid investmentsare inreasingly diÆult to �nd and eventually they ollapse. This is typial of omplex systems. Anexample of downswing the business yle is the dot-om boom of the nineteen-nineties and the reessionthat followed it. In the extreme, these are bubbles. Knowledge eonomy (8.13.2).

Figure 8.50: This chart shows This type of oscillation is typical, indeed it probably inevitable, for complex non-linear
systems.

Monetary SystemMany large e�ets in the eonomy are easy to predit. However, the details are often ompliated andattempts to manage the eonomy often has unintended onsequenes. Nonetheless, to attempts aremade to model eonomy. Input-output models desribe the interation of many omponents in theeonomy. On one hand, models are very helpful to even begin to understand the interplay of omplexeonomi fators (Fig. 8.49). On the other hand, these models are rarely entirely aurate and an beseriously wrong beause there are so many non-linear interations. Changes in the prie of gasolinea�et many aspets of the eonomy in unexpeted ways. A model of how the omponents of theeonomy �t together an be helpful to prediting the e�ets of hanges in the prie of gasoline.
8.8. Economic ActivityRestruturing the eonomy.
8.8.1. ProductivitySuppose a raftsperson builds a hair by hand and that normally takes four weeks. If the arpentergets a new set of eletri tools they may be able to build the hair in one week. Assuming the qualitydoesn't hange, the eletri tools improve produtivity. If people work more eÆiently and their output



340 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13inreases, then produtivity should rise. If we give workers aross the workfore improved tools, thenmore goods an be produed for people to use and the entire eonomy is more eÆient. Information analso improve produtivity by making workers more eÆient. Corporate produtivity. The relationshipbetween IT and produtivity is omplex. it seems that IT inreases output but not ROI. Inreasingprodutivity an also have an e�et on unemployment.
8.8.2. Technology and EconomicsThe laws of supply and demand are pervasive in a market-driven soiety, extending to and drivingtehnologial innovation (9.4.4, 9.4.0). Moore's Law, whih states that the data density of a omputerhip doubles every 18 months (1.5.2), demonstrates how publi demand for ever more omputing powere�etively drives innovators to ome up with ways to supply it. This innovation has maintained aninreasing supply of omputing power (keeping supply elasti), thereby allowing its osts to drop (keep-ing its prie elasti), but there may be limits to this trend if physial onstraints prevent the reationof omputer hips with greater data density. Disruptive tehnologies.An organization needs both soial and tehnial omponents. The relationship between soiety andtehnology within an organization is like that same relationship within soiety as a whole. Thesesystems whih inlude ontributions of both soial and tehnial aspets are known as \soio-tehnial".
[19] (8.8.2).

Productivity and TechnologyIn itself tehnology-based produtivity seems like a good thing. The result is that there are more goodsto go around. Eq. 8.1 shows the standard method for alulating produtivity aross the entire eonomy;it is the ratio of the Gross Domesti Produt (GDP) divided by the number of hours worked. Thisis generally reasonable, but there are several diÆulties with this de�nition. Many servie ativities,suh as teahing and housework, are not well reeted as ontributing to produtivity. Indeed, muhknowledge work is diÆult to measure and may not be reeted very well. Personal produtivity.
Productivity =

Gross Domestic Product (GDP )

Total Hours Worked
(8.1)Tehnology allows workers to produe more for the same amount of labor. Industrialization and teh-nologial advanement had a profound e�et on produtivity throughout the 19th and 20th enturies.This enrihes soiety sine there is more overall wealth. Failitating prodution and tehnologialdevelopment. How muh of the surge of produtivity was due to the Web?

Figure 8.51: Productivity rates in the U.S economy from 1870 to the present.

Productivity and EmploymentMixed results.Eduation level of workfore.E�ets of robotis on employment.Tehnology and white ollar employment.
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8.8.3. Microeconomics, Incentives, and Behavioral Econom icsMiroeonomis onerns how individuals make eonomi deisions. Muh of this is based on theeonomi deisions of individuals. We have already disussed many aspets of miroeonomis suh asproesses for hoie (4.3.4) and general priniples of human ognition (4.3.0). Organizational behaviorand supply-demand urves. Determining value and utility. Ultimately, some values are based onfundamental biologial needs suh as health, food, and family (4.6.3). Inentives. Inentives need to bemathed to objetives.Behavioral eonomis. Eonomi deisions in everyday life.A further dimension of tasks is the inentive. We do some things to diretly satisfy biologial needs.Some other things people do seem to aomplish these goals indiretly. Managing inentives e�etively.Inentive-entered design an inlude the eÆient use of information. Dissonane and large inentives.Eonomi mehanism design theory extends game theory analysis.Eonomis and everyday deisions. To a surprising extent, understanding the true ontingenies ina situation seems to a�et the many everyday deisions people make. Thus, these deisions reeteonomi hoies [4]. Everyday information seeking. Designing inentives.
The economics of drug dealing, includes the surprisingly low earnings and abject working conditions of
crack cocaine dealers.

Figure 8.52: Even illegal activity seems to follow economic principles[4]. (validate quote)

The Notion of Economic RationalityIf it's old outside, we would think it is rational to wear a sweater or jaket. If you had an abnormalmedial test, you wold say it is rational to get a follow up hek-up. Or, if someone hasn't eaten allday, it would be rational for them to look for food. Suppose you ould earn either $10 or $20 for thesame task. Presumably, you would take the $20. Indeed, we would say that's the rational thing todo. Similarly, we all tend to prefer hoies whih take less physial or ognitive e�ort and whih givegreater rewards.In eonomis, a rational deision is one whih meets your needs. However, this de�nition depends on aperson's understanding of what their needs are. While people mostly fous on meing their own needs,some ations are learly altruisti. Moreover, a person many not learly understand what is in his/herself interest. Sometimes emotion may loud hoies, but the model would suggest that rational hoieare made without a�et.Thus, eonomis does not laim that people are always rational. Rather, it attempts to desribe thenature of interation when they do behave rationally.Indeed, a person might think hard about how to aomplish a goal with less work. That is, they mightbe provide you with reasons for their ations to aomplish their goal. This is not to say that everydeision is optimal or fully rational [70]. Rather, the eonomis would laim that deisions will tend tobe rational.People an't know everything about the impliations of hoies they make, that is their rationality isbounded by their knowledge[71]. The wide availability of information broadens the information on whihdeisions an be made. Another possible explanation for seemingly irrational behavior is that a personmay not have suÆient ognitive resoures to determine the optimal response (4.3.3). Psyhologialproesses and rationality (4.3.4).There are examples of altruism and there is an evolutionary advantage for altruism ( A.12.2). Thatis people may sometimes forego narrow self-interest for the soial good, but this is fairly unusual.Similarly, people at seemingly irrationally. They show emotion or simply do not know all the relevantinformation about a given problem. Nonetheless, people tend to be risk averse. Expeted utility.



342 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Prospet Theory [15] addresses the problem that people are not able to make good estimates of payo�and utility.Law of unintended onsequenes.Rationalization. To provide reasons for an ation whih would explain why it is rational. In some ases,these explanations an beome ausal stories and may or many atually be rational.Rational hoie theory. vs. \Pratie" (Bourdieu) [?℄.
8.8.4. Economics and Information PolicyIntelletual property (8.2.0). E�ets of Teleommuniations At of 1934 [?℄. Open aess publiations.Net neutrality. Businesses and IP (8.13.3). Most soial poliy questions have an eonomi omponent:patents, opyright, information management.
8.8.5. Controlling and Managing Complex SystemsInfrastruture studies. Information intrastruture (1.5.3). Soial infrastruture. Government.Supply hain (8.12.1). Operations researh. Epidemiology. Climate.

Instabilities and DisruptionsMany interesting phenomena are omplex adaptive systems. Complex systems are suseptible to dis-ontinuties (1.3.2). E�ets of trying to manipulate the eonomy. Changing one thing exessively oftenhas broader onsequenes. Finanial rash.
8.9. Information, Globalization, and DevelopmentFreedom of information. Politial reform. Arab Spring. Alternatives to low information environments.While many parts of the world are now highly interonneted by ommuniations, many others are not.
8.9.1. Information and Communication Technology for Devel opment (ICTD)There are many appliations ranging from health and agriulture. For instane, farmers in remote areasan �nd more about pries in regional market enters. Using GIS data for development. Collaborativesupport for low resoure environments. Often simple solutions work well.Wireless Hypothesis. Priority in ommuniation infrastruture. How important is tehnology omparedto other human needs. (Fig. 8.53.) One-laptop per hild.

Figure 8.53: The Wireless hypothesis proposes that development can be spurred by simply jumping to wireless
systems. (ICTD) Here a set of rural health clinics in a developing country are connected by a wireless network
because the landlines are unreliable. Here is a clinic in which some of the medical diagnosis is done remotely.
(check permission)Ultimately, the greatest gain may be in harnessing tehology for eÆient prodution.
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8.9.2. A Flat World?Information systems and hanges in transportation are reating a \at" world for interation betweennations.. The role of the nation state in a globalized world is minimized. As ommuniation tehnologybeomes improves, ompanies are seeking to maximize their pro�t by loating various elements of theirbusiness in di�erent loations around the world, whih may o�er lower wage standards, fewer orporatetaxes, and looser environmental regulations. This trend is ommonly referred to as outsouring.The at world also has many impliations: English as a ommon language and globalization of Worldmusi. The expansion of the market-state to inreased terrorist organizations [38] ((se:netwar))and theglobalization of riminal ativity.As noted earlier, information tehnology has reated outsouring [14]. In the global eonomy, this hasbeome o�shoring. Outsouring an have positive e�ets for both in the ountry from where the jobswere shipped, and in the reeiving ountry. Lower ompany operating osts generally translate intolower onsumer osts for the people who buy the ompany's produts, whih means that people havemore money to spend in other eonomi setors, leading to inreased growth, and an inrease in thenumber of jobs. Also, if a ompany is able to lower their prodution osts and their produt priesand thereby inrease their sales, they will experiene growth that will neessitate the reation of more(and often better jobs), whih are often sta�ed in the original ountry. The ountry that reeives thesejobs will often �nd that the wages o�ered are higher than those of loal industry, reating demandfor more jobs of this type. This, in turn, often enourages politial stability, leading to more higherpaying jobs being loated there, and raising the standard of living. Near-shoring. While there areertainly eonomi advantages to outsouring | no ompanies would be doing it, otherwise | thereare sometimes oordination diÆulties and hidden osts. These an range from the mundane (di�erentountries use di�erent units of measure) to the extreme (some ountries are not politially stable,. anda ompany an �nd itself in a ountry with a ollapsed government).Innovation (8.14.0).
8.10. Managing InfrastructureCities.
8.11. Management and Business Procedures
8.11.1. ManagementManagement is optimizing the optimal use of resoures. How should the organization be run to a-omplish its goals. Management should makes the e�etive alloation of resoures to goals.Management keeps an organization aligned with its goals. There are many fators to juggle. Bothpeople and proesses. Failitating proesses with management. Task and projet direted.Managers make deisions regarding strategy and diretion, strive to implement an organization's orephilosophies, and organize and fous workers. Management is di�erent than administration; adminis-tration simply arries out an organization's regulations, while management determines them. Within alarge and omplex organization, many elements at di�erent levels need managing (Fig. 8.54). Routinemanagement and exibility. Learning and adaptation. Management and bureauray. Managers dealwith sheduling, planning, and broken plans. E�etive management an mean the di�erene betweena growing ompany and a failing one. Ideally, management would be lear, diret, and informed. Inthis regard, information systems are integral to all areas of management, from strategi planning today-to-day oversight. Organizational leaders should work to spread a ommon or shared understand-ing among members of the organization, and work to build a onsensus on the deisions to be made.Dealing with poliy and planning.Management as oordination. Managers are intensive users of information. Management informa-tion systems (MIS) (7.3.2). Management an try to a�et outputs, behavior, and ulture. Senariodevelopment as part of management. Management teams and building onsensus. Coordination (3.5.3).
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Strategic Management Aligning activities with long-range plans and policies.
Planning Determining long-range directions.
Front-line Management Aligning daily activities with specific plans. A particular issue is project management.
Administration Implementing routine procedures.

Figure 8.54: Some types of management activities.Businesses, organizations, and the tehnologies that are used to manage them have hanged onsider-ably over the past deade. Nihe oriented knowledge-intensive industries have enlarged their presenein the market. Not surprisingly, there has been a proliferation of small �rms to ondut business. Infor-mation systems have failitated this shift beause they allow people to work more eÆiently. Membersof an organization or business an ome together on a partiular task and work more eÆiently bypooling or alloating resoures and knowledge. Information systems that failitate interation amongdi�erent omponents of an organization allow the formation of projet-spei� dynami work groupswithin organizations. However, these ad ho allianes are exible enough to allow resoures and re-sponsibilities to be alloated to individuals very quikly. This adaptability and organizational learninghelps organizations to operate in dynami environments (7.3.4). This an be failitated by Web Servieswhih allow organizations to obtain just the information servies they need.
Managing People

Management StyleThe management style an organization adopts should be appropriate to the task(s) it needs to a-omplish. The lassial hierarhial struture (5.7.0) is still the most ommon management style. It isstable, is quite suited to many industries, and it allows for lear and diret ontrol. Some industriesor tasks, however, are dynami and hanging, their requirements do not �t neatly into a department,and are time sensitive. Organizational struture (5.7.1). These types of tasks ould bene�t from anothermanagement approah known as \matrix management" (Fig. 8.55). There are, e�etively, two linesof management. This allows people to move in and out of a projet aording to stage and demand,and enourages the sharing of information aross typial task boundaries. This style is most e�etivewhen there are several di�erent types, ategories, or stages of deisions to be made or tasks to beaomplished. In most ases, setting a positive and onstrutive tone is most e�etive but in a fewases intimidation many work.
Location

Asia N.America Africa Europe S.America

Design
Function Marketing

Engineering
Production

Figure 8.55: Matrix management controls organizational activities from two dimensions. In this case, management
is by function and location.Management is not just a set of individual deisions, but should support a onsistent set of strategies.The strategies themselves are often determined by \upper management" to maximize the opportunitiesof an organization. Management, overall, attempts to build an organizational struture. This strutureshould represent the ativities of the organization as a ommunity of pratie. That is, the organizationis omposed of individuals who are pratied at aomplishing partiular types of tasks using partiulartools, knowledge, and tehniques that are inherent to this ommunity. Management strutures andtehniques should seek to utilize this latent knowledge to the organization's bene�t, and not subvertthe knowledge of its members. Knowledge suh as this is generally hidden in the minds of the membersof a professional ommunity, but an be made visible by involving them in all stages of task ompletion.This is partiularly true when utilizing deision support systems (3.4.2), whih are more useful with more
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Business Rules and ProceduresBusiness rules are poliies and proedures for running a business or organization. They an be found inoperational information systems as formalized rule on�gurations. Fig. 8.56 shows some examples; theyan determine, for instane, how data is entered into a database whih helps to ensure the integrity ofthe database (3.9.2). Rules for the alloation of business travel allowanes are an example of businesspoliies. These are the also types of proedures whih should be aptured by reords managementsystems (7.4.1). Finanial reords. Business proess engineering (8.11.2).

Each ordered item line corresponds to one inventory type, and each inventory type can be referenced by
one or many order item lines.

An item may be placed into use upon its arrival or it may be stored. An item may not be stored at all.
Some items such as printer cartridges, are part of a generic grouping and may be stored in more than
one location. Therefore, some items may be stored in zero, one, or more locations. Each location may
store zero, one, or many items.

Figure 8.56: Business rules may define policies for inclusion of entries in a database. (check permission)Business ativities.
8.11.2. Organizational Structure and ProcessesInformation and organizations are intertwined. Even organizations not typially onsidered to beinformation-based are, in fat. heavily dependent on it; for instane, the expertise neessary to run asteel mill and the data to tune eÆient prodution are as integral to the mill and the materials used.Why do we form organizations? Theory of the �rm. Proess and resoure based models of the �rm.Industrial organization in relation to markets. Objet-oriented design (3.9.3). Preservation of workows
(8.11.2, 7.4.1).Information systems may have a profound e�et on organizational struture. Traditional business isalso feeling the pressure to evolve, and many businesses and even individual positions may have to\re-engineer" themselves to stay ompetitive [51].The eonomi onsequenes of the development and improvement of information systems is hard toignore. These systems have allowed organizations to streamline prodution proesses, ull knowledgeand information from various soures faster and with almost no overhead, and redued almost tozero many of the osts that were long thought to be unavoidable, suh as oÆe rent. Indeed, manyorganizations have beome virtual, with no entralized business headquarters and employees who haveminimal, if any, physial interation with eah other. Organizational struture determines not justinformation ow, but also deision making and ontrol. There may be formal struture or informalstrutures.Arranging inentives within a business.Enterprise ontent management (7.3.6). Organizing business information [80].Information eology and ommuniation genres for business ommuniation.Business are information intensive.Operations: sales forwastControl: Budget ontrolPlanning: shop-oor sheduling.Struturing a business around a database and data that an be olleted.
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Figure 8.57: Corporate communication and intranets.

Core Competencies of a BusinessTo re-engineer organizations, there has been an inrease in funtional speialization in ompanies, withone result being the tendeny of organizations to fous on \ore ompetenies". \Core ompetenies"are the primary, or fundamental servies that the organization exists to provide. This often meansthe elimination of superuous operating elements; many non-primary or supporting funtions are out-soured to independent ompanies that speialize in providing partiular servies. Fig. 8.58 shows howthe basi struture of an organization might be divided into ompetenies. If the organization is restru-tured, it an then fous on its \ore" ompetenies. Beause information systems allow organizationsto be deentralized, these virtual organizations an have a minimal struture. The detailed struturemay be determined with objet-oriented design (3.9.3). But, there is also more external information.These are soio-tehnial systems beause they depend on both tehnology and soial information.Management of virtual organizations. This often means management of projet teams. Use of onlineresoures and use of open soure produts to avoid lok-in with spei� vendors. Flexibility in the faeof disruptive tehnologies.Resoure maximization '
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Figure 8.58: Information systems contribute to the fragmentation of monolithic organizations. The core business
activities (inside the box) might be kept and the remainder outsourced.When two organizations need to work together these issues and onsiderations an be diÆult. Theintrodution of tehnology is not solely a tehnologial endeavor; it is groups of people who will be usingit, and every group is unique in the way that it will approah and adopt tehnologial hange. Thisphenomenon is best explained by \adaptive struturation theory," whih is an extension of basi stru-turation theory and illustrates the idea that tehnology and the groups that utilize it are onstantlyand systematially hanging due to their reiproal interations [45]. There are often oordination diÆ-ulties between the established proesses of the individual organizations. Through adversity, however,innovation is often born; a merger an be seen as an opportunity to re-engineer two organizations atone, and introdue a new information system tehnology on a relatively blank slate. These fators are



8.11. Management and Business Procedures 347summarized with the Tehnology Aeptane Model (7.9.6).
Organizational Process Engineering and Re-EngineeringRather than fousing on organizational struture, it's often helpful to emphasize proesses. For instane,this an be helpful in developing and re-designing organizations. This may inlude the following steps:(a) Analyzing existing proesses. (b) Determining what ould be improved and () propose and im-plement how to do that. Requirements spei�ation (7.9.1). Requirements models whih inlude goals.Objet-orented design (3.9.3). Dependeny graph (Fig 8.59). Optimize quality by managing proesses.From re-engineering proesses to re-engineering the orporation.

Figure 8.59: Dependency graph (from[46]). Diagramming the flows can facilitate organizationalengineering. (redraw)
(check permission)Introduing an updated information system into an existing organization may require re-engineer pro-esses to optimize workow. This is often assoiated with the introdution of information systems.They may bene�t from system analysis (8.11.0) and spei�ation of ativities. At the \front end" ofthis re-design, information an be targeted to the individuals who are responsible for it without havingto be assigned down the line through management. As the traditional management ontrol struturesbeome unwieldy, knowledge management systems beome more inuential in aiding deisions suh asthese (7.3.1). Tehnology, suh as knowledge management systems, an also help with the doumentationand enforement of business poliies. Capturing tait organizational knowledge (7.3.4). Group thinkingby managers in determining business proess engineering an failitate aeptane of those models.Eah ompany must �nd the way to operate within the various strutures that are made possible byinformation systems. An organization's partiular business strategy must be onsidered when attempt-ing to integrate an information system. Introduing a omplex automated phone tree does not makesense if a ompany's strategy is to maximize its relationships with ustomers. Workow. Coordina-tion Theory (3.5.3). There are often inonsistenies of organizational proesses. Business environmentshange rapidly. Business proess mapping. This may use UML ativity diagrams (3.10.2).

Management for QualityPoor quality produts an be very ostly. It is generally better to prevent bugs and failures than to �xthem later. These fators are aknowledged to result in more eÆient and apable workows. Capabil-ity Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), rates organizations on their ability to manage and ompletelarge software development projets. The rating system utilizes a sale of one-to-�ve, indiating thelevel of an organization's proedural development. The CMMI indiates that the ideal organization isadaptable to unique and varying situations and requirements. As suh, ertain prodution and qualityontrol approahes, suh as TQM (Total Quality Management), an be overly rigid. Information sys-tem utilization and management of post-prodution information an greatly enhane an organization'sability to not only antiipate and adapt to new situations, but also to do so in a way that ensures ahigh level of produt quality.
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8.11.3. Projects, Project Teams, and Project ManagementManagement of spei� ativities towards a spei� goal. Coordination theory (3.5.3). Flexible organiza-tions are often strutured around projets. Beyond simple meetings there is a spetrum of inreasinglystrutured oordinated group ativity [8]. In the extreme, the organization an be refoused aroundprojets. Projets are time limited and goal oriented and often ross organizational boundaries. Hav-ing a set of people dediated to seeing the projet through from start to �nish ensures that they do notbeome mired between groups or departments. Projets are diÆult to manage beause eah projet isrelatively unique, although many of the same skills are utilized. Projet management an be failitatedby objet-oriented design (3.9.3) beause the expeted tasks are learly spei�ed. Organizing workloadsinto projets allows an organization to be adaptive, and to plan, shedule, and ontrol organizationalativities to reah a goal. Quikly and aurately assess a situation as well as the risks and opportu-nities it presents. Fitting onstraints and a budget. That said, a projet plan should often be exibleand adaptive. Projet management as managing dependenies. Coordination (3.5.3) in management.Projet libraries.Composing the team with individuals of di�erent skills. Every individual on the team has roles,responsibilities, and tasks that need to be aomplished for the team as a whole to sueed. There maybe more than one team and projet going on at the same time; oordination and ommuniation arossprojets and projet teams an ensure that all available knowledge is being utilized, and no e�orts arewasted.Centralized ontrol of all projets happening at one time an be useful when there are a lot of omplexativities that need to be oordinated. Multiple projet managers, eah responsible for their own team,will all report to one projet leader. This is often the ase for large, omplex projets, where multipleteams may work on small portions of a large projet whose stages need to be ompleted at the sametime. Coordinated information is essential to the eÆieny of these tasks, and information systemsplay a large role in the management of these types of projets. Indeed, information systems themselvesare generally developed in this way.Centralized deision making and entralized information proessing depends reahing one orret re-sponse. Di�erent perspetives and approahes may allow alternate solutions.Judging the risk of various alternatives. These evaluations bene�t from good information and there isa substantial risk the result of not having aurate information.Projet managers are responsible for maintaining ontinuous parallel streams of ativity at all timesto ensure maximum eÆieny. A projet manager may have to manage multiple, often onitingshedules, balane and determine osts, and set and push for the ompletion of goals[12]. Even modelingthese ativities an be diÆult. Proesses and methods for doing this do exist, however, and should bein plae before a projet begins. Proess doumentation.Collaboration in large-sale projets (Fig. 8.60). Collaborative projet management tools.
Figure 8.60: Large scale project management is needed in complex projects such as the construction of the Oresund
bridge [?].



8.11. Management and Business Procedures 349For managing spei� ativities that need to be aomplished. Another method involves Pert harts,whih are a ommon tool for task sheduling (Fig. 8.61). Pert harts are useful for modeling proessesthat have a de�nite order of operations, suh as when one stage annot be started until previous stageshave been ompleted.

Figure 8.61: PERT chart for cooking dinner. These are they same tasks as shown in the Gantt chart above.Individuals often have disretion about their work environments and develop strategies for organizingtheir work. Learning about the organization or work through apprentieships.From task models to workow[78]. Workow shows tasks to be ompleted. The Gantt hart (Fig. 8.62),shows parallel timelines or proesses. This atually implements a simple workow system ((se:workow1)).
Figure 8.62: Gantt chart with a simplified set of steps required to cook dinner.Operations researh supporting logistis (8.12.1).The ritial path [2] is path through the tasks that will take the longest time. Thus it is partiularlyimportant for the projet manager to keep those ativities on shedule. For eah stage of the ritialpath, a ompletion-time range for eah task and sub-task an be determined. Given at least some prob-able dates within a projet's shedule, the \slak" (Eq. 8.2) an be used to extrapolate the remainingtimes. The shedule an be further enhaned by onsidering the probability of ompleting eah stageaording to the shedule. Given that information, the shedule an be modi�ed to onsider the ostsof di�erent sheduling options.

slack = (earliest start time) − (latest start time) (8.2)When sheduling a projet, plans should be as adaptive and exible as possible. It may rain, themail ould be lost, the boss ould get sik; despite detailed planning the unexpeted will our, andshedules need to be revised. Chane and the unexpeted are the perpetual thorns in the side of strategiplanning [63]. Contingeny proedures and plans should be developed and put in plae. Obviously, not



350 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13all irumstanes an be foreseen, but with pre-developed fall-bak plans, knowledge redundany, andadaptive management systems, proedures and shedules adapt to almost any situation. Assessmentof risks (7.10.3) for the ompletion of a projet and management of those risks is a ritial skill for theprojet manager. Workows and management.
StandardsStandards set uniform pratie. Standards allow oordination between ompanies and organizations.Information systems are full of standards ranging from formats suh as HTML, to protools suh asTCP/IP, to hardware suh as standard plugs.These standards are so pervasive that they are barely notied but they do have pros and ons. Theyallow omplex ativities to be ompleted eÆiently and safely and they support interoperability.Standards are often set be the organizations whih are likely to employ them. In many ases, this workswell. However, it is also possible there they may be developed to limit ompetition from membersoutside the group.Areditation. Model urriula.

8.11.4. Business ModelsEÆieny of prodution. Businesses are ommerial organizations whih emphasize prodution. Earlier,we foused on information in organizations. Here, we onsider management, prodution, and ommere,and how information interats with them. Eah of them has distint needs for information management.One of the major diÆulties is simultaneously handling omplexity eÆiently and being adaptive tonew onditions. Produe things whih people want. Free as a business model.Any organization needs to determine its strategy for managing it resoures. This strategy is known asa \business model". A business model should not be onfused with an organization's miro-strategiesrelating to spei� produts or servies | a business model is a grand plan, outlining broad oneptsand methods. There is no \one size �ts all" business model; various models are appropriate for di�erentproduts, markets, regulations, and eonomi limates. Every sound strategy takes into onsiderationthe nature of the entity at hand, its strengths and weaknesses, and the ompetition that faes it (andtheir strengths and weaknesses). The business model inludes the way in whih the proeeds from theompany an sustain the proess.
Type Description

Advertising Draw attention and deliver messages about other products.
Brokerage Facilitate transactions for a fee.
Infomediary Collect and organize information of value to others.
Manufacturer (Direct) Make products.
Merchant Provide products in a convenient environment for the consumer.
Subscription Pay for regularly delivered materials.
Utility Provide services at a fixed cost.

Figure 8.63: Some broad categories of business models[3]. (check permission)Companies are a spei� type of legal entity. Generally, they are organized with by-laws.Business models help in determining an organization's growth and revenue potentials. These twofators are related, and hanges in one will have an e�et on the other. Growth potentials indiate howlarge a ompany an expet to grow given its produt or servie and the market in whih it operates.Growth potentials an hange, however, and the initial projetion an be inuened by fators suh aseonomi or tehnologial developments and the utuating ost of the produt itself. Revenue is thegross amount of money that an organization takes in, without onsidering operating osts. Revenuepotential is the projeted amount of money that an organization will take in, based on its growthpotential, the ost of its produts or servies, and other fators. An organization's atual growth and



8.12. Functional Units of Businesses and their Use of Information 351revenue an be muh di�erent than its projeted growth and revenue | hanges in management, theeonomy, and tehnology an all a�et the numbers. It is typially the atual growth and revenue thatinvestors look at when deiding whether or not an organization is sound (Fig. 8.64).
Revenues

Low High

High Question Marks Star
Growth Low Dog Cash Cow

Figure 8.64: Given revenue and growth prospects a company will usually prefer a business with high revenue and
high growth[31].Mission statement to artiulate the goals of the organization.Senior management team. CIO, CTO, COO, CEO.Handling rises.The business model is implemented by the alloation of orporate resoures. Thus, there needs to bea �nanial model. Finanial models help to predit the future. IT investment in businesses.

8.11.5. Social Infrastructure of BusinessesE�etive business depends on a stable monetary system, legal system, eduation system, and trainedprofessionals. Eonomis (8.7.0). Trained workfore. Stability. System of reord keeping.
Legal System: Enforceable ContractsA ontrat is a binding ommitment to ation based on o�er and aeptane between two or moreparties. Contrats require a mutual exhange. Simple example of a ontrat. Suh as \If you bring mea sandwih for lunh for a month, I will pay you $100."Software agents may be designed to enter into ontrats.Promises. Deonti logi. Ontologial design for ommitments.Disputes may arise when one party honor the details of the ontrat before the other party must honortheirs; after the �rst party reeives what they want, what prevents them from reneging on their portionof the deal? In situations suh as this, when a transation requires the exhange of funds but theparties do not trust eah other, a third party may be required to transfer the funds i.e., in \esrow"(Fig. 8.65). While esrow aounts have existed for a long time in traditional business models, therewas no system apable of handling these types of demands over the internet. It was neessary for thegrowth of eommere and the ontinued viability of the Web to develop a system whereby individualsould seurely enter into un-trusting transations. Contats and ommitment. Contratual drafting.Contrat should speify expliit ations required of both sides. it should fous on those ations.Legal aspets of orporations.�
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1. Buyer requests information about products.
2. Seller provides information.
3. Buyer deposits funds with a third part (escrow agent).
4. Seller transfers product to buyer.
5. Third party moves funds to seller.

Figure 8.65: Escrow facilitates trust in online transactions where either the buyer or seller may not have enough of
a reputation to be trusted.
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8.12. Functional Units of Businesses and their Use of Inform ationKnowledge management (7.3.1). Struturing organizations and roles. Danger of silos (7.3.6). Althoughthere are many types and strutures of businesses, they an be deomposed into funtional units suhas manufaturing, retail, and engineering. Administration. Finanial reords. Personnel.Business ativities. Business servies. Capturing those. Reords management (7.4.1). Organizationsuse information in oordinating the interation of all these omponents. Traditional omponents ofbusiness: Finane, Tehnology, Marketing.
Figure 8.66: Business activity model[61]. (check permission) (redraw)Struturing businesses to take advantage of information. Redesigning the business to take advantageof reord keeping apabilities, ustomer interation, automated inventory and ful�llment, and metrisfor performane.

Business Classification SystemsSystems of taxonomies, suh as the North Amerian Industry Classi�ation System (NAICS).
8.12.1. Manufacturing, Production, and ServicesCompare to business based on servies. There are several possible on�gurations for prodution a-tivities. Manufaturing vs knowledge organizations. Henry Ford developed sequential prodution in1913. This manufaturing design proess uses sequential steps to rapidly onstrut a produt, and for75 years it has been the industry standard. However, due to hanges in the marketplae, onsumerdemands, and prodution times, a suessful ompany an typially no longer support sequential pro-dution tehniques. Reently, there has been a push to develop more eÆient and exible proesses.Integrated prodution, or onurrent engineering, has emerged as that eÆient model. The model anbe a uni�ed vision inorporating onept, design, prodution, marketing, sales and maintenane, amongothers. Manufaturing learning urves redue osts along with eonomies of sale. Business modelsfor knowledge and information based organizations (8.13.8). PLM: produt lifestyle management.EÆenies in fators from information systems. Automated naufaturing with robotis.New models of manufaturing with distributed printers. Distributed manufaturing. This an be basedon personalized designs for mass individualization suh as with 3-D printers (8.12.1).

Managing the Flow of Material: The Supply ChainIn manufaturing, the parts needed have to arrive at the same time. A supply hain is the path fromsoure to destination that goods, materials, and produts follow (Fig. 8.68). In its entirety, a supplyhain desribe from where, and how, an organization gets the materials that it needs to reate itsproduts, and how those materials are utilized. Optimization of a supply hain improves produtivity,and lowers osts (8.8.1). Delivery and shipping time is inreasingly important. The more general problemof managing inventory and supplies in many loations. This may inlude warehouses and transportationtime. This is a type of oordination or artiulation. Plan, soure, supply, deliver.Information is ruial to managing a supply hain. Keeping trak of inventory suh as who owns it and
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Figure 8.67: Consider all the items that must be stocked and available at a moment’s notice in a hospital emergency
room. (check permission)who has it. Management of physial produts an be traked and failitated by loation tehnologies.Moreover, supply hains an be integrated with inventory, shipping, and retail management. A tightlyoptimized supply hain, just-in-time manufaturing, ould almost entirely eliminate inventory. Whenonditions are stable, it is fairly easy to manage the ow. But, unertainty and hanging onditionsan reate uneven ow. To maintain maximum eÆieny, it is important to prevent any interruption ofoutput, whih means preventing any interruption to the input of neessary materials. Beause supplyhains are so integrated, and hanges in one environment an have unforeseen hanges in anotherenvironment, the supply and demand of materials and produts is dynami, and it is often neessary toalter the parameters of a supply hain fairly quikly. Artiulation work (5.6.2). Modeling supply hainswith Petri Nets.

Graphite for “lead” Cut and Paint Wood

Wood Paint

Eraser Metal clip for eraser

Manufacturer makes pencils

Shipper takes pencils to store

Customer buys the pencils

Figure 8.68: Schematic of a supply chain for producing wooden pencils. Without any one of these pieces, the pencil
would not be complete. The delivery system will be much more complex if there are cross-links.Timely information and aurate foreasting (3.4.2) suh as these systems provide make a business muhmore eÆient. When the demand for a produt or servie is onstant, preditions are relatively simple| the average historial demand adjusted for demographi hanges is an e�etive model. Moreover,inventory ties up resoures and, indeed, often requires onsiderable handling and spae. Many produ-tion environments, however, are dynami, with sometimes unpreditable demands. Prodution systemsmust be designed to be muh more exible, and foreasting programs must be able to predit demandusing inomplete information. Programs utilizing system dynamis modeling tehniques often used inthe design of prodution systems, many are already formalized ( A.10.2).Related to B2B. Demand-pull eonomies.One of the variables used by foreasting systems are urrent orders. These are the de�ning element ofurrent demand. By utilizing systems that automatially upload eletroni orders into foreasting soft-ware, on-the-spot alulations an be made. However, purhase order and invoie automation systemsare essential [43] in and of themselves. Very long supply hains may minimize pereived responsibility.



354 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Highly preditable environments are required for long supply hains to be e�etive. In the extreme,the issues beome related to managing outsouring (8.9.2).
ManufacturingBeause they operate in real-time, when linked with other advaned produtions tehniques they allow\mass ustomization" of produts. Blue jeans an be produed to perfetly �t a ustomer's measure-ments.Information systems are also useful for maintaining logistial and transportation models. Whereasthe supply hain illustrates what materials ome from where and where they go, logistis desribeexatly how they get where they are going. In most prodution settings, this involves transportationshedules, supplier operating times, load values, osts, and shipping times. Information systems anhelp to oordinate and plan shedules using all of this disparate information. This allows more preiseanalysis of material arrival times, and hene, eventual prodution time. Using all of this informationalong with values, suh as organization operating hours and average prodution quantities, and averagedaily prodution amounts an be alulated.In a fatory, ustom jobs must be sheduled. Operations researh. Sheduling algorithms ((se:shedulingalgor)).Managing ativities so similar proesses are ompleted together.

Figure 8.69: Factory floor scheduling optimizes the use of resources (including worker’s time) in manufacturing.
(check permission)After failitating the ow of pre-prodution information systems an failitate proess ontrol. Dif-ferent models of prodution have been designed over the years, often reeting the requirements andonstraints of the environment in whih they were developed. That basi proess was improved andmade more eÆient with Just-in-Time manufaturing, whih used more advaned information andplanning systems. When a ustomer plaes an order, the neessary supplies for that spei� order arerequested and injeted into the prodution line almost immediately. Logistis { prodution shedulesand times, and replaement supply orders are re-alulated | and the supply lines in and out of theorganization are never broken, but no exess produt is produed. Obviously, highly integrated infor-mation and ontrol systems are required to oordinated these variables with any auray. This proesshas been ombined with mass ustomization to maximize eÆieny on the supply side while ensuringend-user satisfation on the demand side. However, even preservation of the design for the produt notbe enough. For omplex systems the entire manufaturing sequene is designed.Objet metadata. Design rationale (3.8.7). CAD and design representation.Semantis of proesses. Basi mahines (levers, inline plane, et.) Controlled voabularies and de-sribing proesses. Filter and ow [13].Reords of manufaturing proesses.
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Desktop Prototypes and Manufacturing CAD. Design libraries. 3D printers. Diret manufaturing.One-o�s and low-volume reprodution. Rapid prototyping for R&D. Fig. 8.70. Personal fabriation.

Figure 8.70: Desktop manufacturing can be personalized and just-in-time. Rapid prototyping. For instance, a
prosthetic leg can be produced in different styles. (check permission)

8.12.2. DistributionLogistis. The ip side of supply-hain (8.12.2).
8.12.3. Research and Development (R&D)

ResearchInnovation of novel produts and proesses. A researh environment needs to enourage innovation.However, managing a researh organization is a hallenge beause e�etive researh is not easily plannedor strutured. Researh and Development (R&D) have inherently non-routine ativities. (8.12.3) oftenhave speial hallenges moving ideas into operations and prodution[25]. Physial proximity and researhprodutivity. Role of information resoures in researh and innovation. Universities (8.13.2).This \tehnology transfer" is a partiular hallenge for organizational ulture. It is also one omponentof organizational knowledge reation. Indeed, researh in some organizations is not attempted and theorganization evolves by aquisition (8.14.2). Innovation (8.14.0).In many ases, a learning organization (7.3.4) simply shifts it emphasis to take advantage of opportunities.But, in other situations the organization evolve to disruptive environments. Indeed, some organizationsattempt to institutionalize the development of new produts. Organizational R&D is a ornerstone ofthose organizations whih are oriented to hange. The produts and proesses need to adapt to thosehanges [25]. R&D beyond the organization enouraging sta� to partiipate in professional soieties
((se:professions)). However, there may be deep onits between a researh organization and otherparts of an organization [6]. Also, oordination with universities. Soietal support of tehnology andresearh (9.4.0).

Product Design and DevelopmentDesign (3.8.0). Prodution. Projet management (8.11.3) and engineering informatis. Design automa-tion.
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Figure 8.71: Product design development flow in a traditional engineering organization. Note that very little physical
product moves across the organization; rather, only product descriptions move. (redraw) (check permission)Reusable designs. A library of fabriated shapes [68]. There are several aspets of objets that need to



356 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13be de�ned (Fig. 3.50) [74]. Issues for desribing behavior: very ontext dependent. This is useful foridentifying replaement parts. It is analogous to desribing the behavior of software objets. InterativeComputer-Aided Design (CAD) is often part of very large engineering projets. Ways to desribeshapes. Index of shapes. Searhing shape properties. Shape similarity[36] (Fig. 8.72). Shape repository
[18]. Representation of shapes: Funtions versus data sets. Preservation for engineering reords. Legalneed for arhives of airline engineering drawings.

Figure 8.72: Samples for determining the similarity of machine parts[36]. (different picture) (check permission)Coordination among design teams. Exhanging artifats suh as CAD aross design teams. As di�erentexperts partiipate in di�erent projets, libraries of CAD objets, situations, and designs an be built.All of this expertise an be harnessed to produe interative representations and simulations that anbe used to try out di�erent designs or styles to see how they reat to the environment for whih theyare intended. This represents the fusion of analysis and design, whih signi�antly ontributes to aninrease in the speed and quality of design, and a derease to its ost. After that, there needs to beprodut lifeyle management.
8.12.4. Business-to-Business (B2B) ServicesEologies of business. Business have a \mutually symbioti" relationship; eah prefers the other to bedoing well eonomially, as this means more business. Similarly, it is in the interest of all businessesto develop ways to allow them to interat with the most eÆieny and least ost. Business-to-business(B2B) servies allow businesses to interat. they all redue marketing osts and allow buyers and sellersto easily view what the other has to o�er. This not only inreases sales, but also helps to optimizesupply hains. The Internet greatly failitates B2B interation. Frameworks for online markets, suh asautions (8.7.2), have further optimized the bene�ts that businesses an have for one another. However,despite almost every organization and business having at least some web presene, there is a need forboth a standard language for desribing ontent and even more learly de�ned marketing frameworks.This mainly involves two areas: lassi�ation and reord keeping. Reord keeping is important in thisregard beause it allows other ompanies to learly see not only what it is that another organizationdoes, but also how they do it. Business reords an illumine an organization's apabilities and history
(7.4.3). Reords, however, are only useful if a searher an �nd what they are looking for. BusinessAeptable Communiations (BAC) seeks to permanently link ertain business reords and transationswith metadata that desribe those transations [32]. This makes reord searhing possible. B2B in themedia industry may inlude supplying ontent to distributors.Perhaps more importantly, failitating business interation is the development of a ommon interationlanguage. This allows organizations to ommuniate with one another, to desribe their produts, forexample, in a onsistent fashion. The most obvious method would be to develop web-servies (7.8.1).One suh system has been termed the business reporting language, or XBRL. This is an XML-basedlanguage developed to failitate �nanial reporting between organizations. It is a web-based �nanialreord exhange servie, and an be used by organizations to distribute �nanial information aboutthemselves to lients, ompetitors, or market regulators. Another useful language is ebXML (eletronibusiness XML).
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8.12.5. Commerce and Retail
Information Systems for Commerce and RetailCommere is the exhange of goods and servies. Information systems a�ets many aspets of ommereinluding atalogs, funds transfers, aounting, and even the transfer of the goods themselves in thease of digital ontent. Wal-Mart uses a sophistiated inventory traking system that automatiallysynhronizes a global inventory database. When a Wal-Mart ustomer in Columbus, Ohio buys atoaster, that purhase order is logged into a entral database that not only monitors how well alltoasters are selling in Ohio and how well that brand of toaster is selling aross the ountry, but alsoautomatially orders a new toaster from the nearest distribution enter, and a new toaster is orderedfrom the manufaturer. It maintains virtually no inventory and eah of its omputers are built to order.Reliable measurement (9.3.0)for selling goods.Aumulated data about the purhases of an individual an be used in many ways.Trusted eCommere sites.Retail reords. Managing retail inventory. Bar odes environmental tags. Weights and measures.Loyalty ards and personalization. Managing large data sets or ustomer reords (9.6.3).Order ful�llment. Warehouse distribution.Market basket analysis.

Figure 8.73: Loyalty cards give discounts to customers but they also collect data about the customer’s preferences.In eommere, Internet sales with searh engines allow greater awareness and easier aess of low-frequeny items. Lots of used books are now available. This is also known as the \long tail" [27](Fig.  A.87). The Internet makes a more eÆient market therefore not as muh of the tail is trunated.
Figure 8.74: Demand for products generally follows a power law. The most popular product a very popular but there
is a “long tail” of demand for a great many products. Traditional (bricks-and-mortar) businesses are limited in the
physical inventory they can stock (dark area) but the Internet allows a virtual inventory. (redraw) (check permission)Sponsored searh (10.8.0). SEO (8.12.5). Log �les ( A.14.2). Data management (9.6.3). Prediting preferenesbased on personal information. Privay preserving data mining (9.6.5).Point of sale system.

Figure 8.75: eCommerce distribution network.
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MarketingMarketing is presenting a produt to a market. Although marketing is sometimes thought to onsistonly advertising, there are many aspets to presentation, suh as priing, demographis, positioning,and advertising. Indeed, marketing is information intensive and may even inlude developing models ofthe markets. Marketing intelligene is the information required to make e�etive marketing deisions.Marketing an also be seen as a soial networking ativity.Segmentation of the market is a basi strategy, for optimizing interest. That is, to �nd users withdi�erent needs and tailor versions of the produt to them. Business are onstantly seeking to betterspeify and di�erentiate their produts. Information systems help in this proess by dividing ustomersinto groups and di�erentiating pries. Airlines have found they an divide the business traveler (upperline in Fig. 8.42) from the rereational traveler (lower line) by requiring a Saturday night layover.Without information tehnology, this was not possible.A well-marketed produt reates a brand, whih omes to be an inseparable identi�er of that produt.That brand must then be managed, always preserving its image while repositioning it to apture moreusers (5.2.2). Ad buys on tradiional media but, inreasingly, soial viral marketing by word of mouthfrom person-to-person assoiation in a soial network (5.1.0). Soial media (5.1.4). Online produt reviewsand reommendations.Futhermore, the soial media platform with likely return data to the advertiser about the users. Tieinto data analytis. Persuadability.
Customers

Customer relationship management (CRM) Customer relationships are often one of the most expensiveparts of retail. It an, however, be partially automated and supported with information systems.Servie management theory: identi�ation, ommitment, bonding, ustomer relationships, retention.Customer relationship management (CRM) software and programs are used by businesses to helpmaintain a sense of onnetion between ustomer and business while inreasing eÆieny as muh aspossible. These systems may perform servies ranging from auto-ompleting a returning ustomer'sorder form to making reommendations about what movies they would like. Furthermore, ustomerservie an be failitated with several information system tehnologies suh as voie interation andsearhing. Call enters. Produt ommunity. Managing olletions of ustomer omplaints (tikets) togive satisfying interation.
Figure 8.76: Mining discussion groups for customer reactions about a product.Daily deal sites and orrelated ativity with other information servies. Deals servies.Customer relationship often one of the most expensive parts of retail. It an, however, be partiallyautomated and supported with information systems. Servie management theory: identi�ation, om-mitment, bonding, ustomer relationships, retention. Customer relationship management (CRM) soft-ware and programs are used by businesses to help maintain a sense of onnetion between ustomerand business while inreasing eÆieny as muh as possible. These systems may perform serviesranging from auto-ompleting a returning ustomer's order form to making reommendations aboutwhat movies they would like. Furthermore, ustomer servie an be failitated with several information



8.12. Functional Units of Businesses and their Use of Information 359system tehnologies suh as voie interation and searhing. Call enters. Produt ommunity. CRMand soial media. Managing olletions of ustomer omplaints (tikets) to give satisfying interation.
Figure 8.77: Mining discussion groups for customer reactions about a product.

Online RetailAugmented reality viewing of produts to minimize returns.
Product Information and Product ReviewsA business has to provide information about its produts to the onsumer. This an be done in manyways: websites, ustomer servie representatives, onventions, and advertising. Many onsumers doresearh | often using the internet | before making major purhases, and if they do not, or annot,�nd information about a produt they may skip buying from that ompany. This trend ats as aninentive for businesses to not only advertise their produts, but also to provide information aboutthem. The most detailed information will often be found on the ompany's website, as this is the mostost-e�etive way of presenting it. Further information an generally be obtained by alling a ustomerservie representative.Some systems publish subsriber reviews of produts or servies. In addition, quality ratings of thereviewers themselves are also published, whih are based on omments from other subsribers regardingthe typial usefulness or auray of the published produt review. If several \highly reviewed" peopleseem to think another person's reviews are generally sound, the odds are that they are a good soureof information. The more links or assoiations to your virtual identity there are, the better or worseyour ranking, and the more trustworthy you appear to be. Example shown in the disussion of opinionmining (10.5.3).
AdvertisingAdvertising typially serves two purposes; it disseminates business or produt information, and it seeksto onvine. Advertising for eommere businesses is di�erent from traditional advertising, partiularlybeause of the way that it an be targeted to small groups of people, and in a sense, even to individuals

(4.10.2). An ageny advertising a partiular produt on television must predit, broadly, what type ofpeople are going to be most interested in their produt, and on what station at what time those typesof people will most likely be wathing TV. Although advertisers have beome quite adept at doingthis, internet advertising an be muh more spei�. Commerial searh engines may math partiularadvertisements to partiular searh queries, guaranteeing that the individual onduting the searh isat least mildly interested in what the ad is selling. Eommere user pro�les allow for more personalizedshopping, inluding personalized priing, whih an limit advertised produts to a �nite prie range.This user pro�ling allows businesses to target individuals for advertising. Many agenies speializingin online advertising guarantee a minimum number of transations or views (lik-throughs) by plaingtheir ads in areas of high traÆ, or oordinating their advertising with multiple targeted ad servies
(8.12.5).Advertising and attention (4.2.2). Traking eye movements of people viewing a sreen.Advertising rhetoris. Soial media and advertising. For instane, by building online ommunities. Thee�ets of advertising an be monitored with searhes. Searhes reet people's awareness of topis. In-deed, searhes on spei� produts rise following even non-Internet based advertising ampaigns. Searhengine marketing (SEM). Advertising ampaign. Impressions and presentations of advertisements on



360 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13searh return pages. Cost per impression (CPI). Clik-throughs. Autions for position.Searh engine optimization. Beause many users are led to Web pages by searh engines, some Website designers who want their sites ranked by those searh engines add spurious text to Web pages thatwill be piked up in Web indexing proesses. This is known as \keyword spamming". A variety oftehniques have been developed. Suh as link farms and ontent farms. Adversarial IR.

Figure 8.78: Google Adwords interface for managing a targeted advertising campaign.Miro-targeting advertising.Keyword aution for setting pries.Commerial data brokers.Data pro�le even without fats. Working with probabilities.Searh engines have rapidly moved from researh to a major ommerial fore. The searh is generallysupported by advertising. Business models (8.11.4). Searh engine business model (10.8.0). Presentingadvertisements assoiated with searhes. Personalized advertising (4.10.3). Autioning advertising spaeon the searh engine results page (8.7.2). Clik-throughs. Clik fraud, Separating ads from ontent. Tomaintain the on�dene of users, the searh engine ompany needs to be neutral in seleting sites tobe returned by the searh. Seond prie aution.Giving people what they want in searh results versus giving them an overview of the available literature.
Measuring the Quality of a Web Page or Web SiteQuality sore.
Business Strategies for B2CIn general, many of the same business strategies that have been used for deades in traditional businessenvironments an be applied to eommere businesses. Many businesses employ a hybrid strategy, whihinlude physial loations as well as virtual businesses (i.e., \liks-and-mortar"). This business modeldoes not alienate any group of potential ustomers. Even physial purhases are a�eted by ustomerresearh online. In a well-integrated system, the online system an extend the physial displays bymaking unusual, low volume produts available.
Shopping and Consumer TransactionsProess of shopping. Finding and evaluating produts. Pay-as-you go, subsriptions, shareware.Commere and the transations that onstitute it are proesses. They may be more or less ompliated,depending on the spei� type of transation. While there are many faets to a ommerial transation,most an be broken down into stages or templates, whih are useful in modeling automated forms ofthose transations. low-hart of the various transations that make up a partiular ativity. Haggling.
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Decision to PurchaseConsumers make deisions when purhasing a produt. Produt information as interpreted by theindividual's awareness of the produt and analysis of its bene�ts. The deision to buy, or not, maydepend on how the purhasing transations are managed[22]. If the proess is ompliated and there aremany di�erent steps, people may be disinlined to make a purhase. Or, perhaps, a partiular wordingmay inrease or derease a ustomer's desire to buy. Produt and servie reputation (5.2.2).Businesses attempt to highlight all those fators that have a positive impat on purhasing probability,and eliminate those that have a negative impat. To understand and analyze what e�ets the purhasingproess has on ustomers, dynami data models are gathered from a ustomer's interation with a Website. Fig. 8.79 shows a lik data analysis from an online store that registers four million aesses perday. The various levels represent di�ering degrees, or spei�ities of information; this is reeted bythe inrease in the amount of data. An analysis suh as this an be used to determine, for example,at what point in the transation proess the majority of people deided not to purhase a produt.By analyzing the \lik level," a business an determine what most of their potential ustomers areinterested in and what partiular information they are seeking. This is related to data warehousing
(7.4.4) and data uration (9.6.5).

Level Description

Customer Level General information about customers.
Session Level What purchases were made in the session.
Click Level Details of all user clicks.
Presentation Level What is presented on each screen for each customer.

Figure 8.79: Levels of data about user behavior in a large online retailer. The amount of data increases by about an
order of magnitude at each step. (check permission)Habit analysis. Prediting onsumer behavior.

8.13. Information Economics, Information Goods, and Knowl edge
MarketsWe have already onsidered basi eonomi priniples (8.7.0). Eonomi deisions are greatly a�etedby information. We have already disussed the e�ets of information on eonomi deisions (3.4.1); inthis setion, we onsider the eonomi aspets of information and information resoures themselves.This de�nition of information as the redution of unertainty is partiularly appliable for eonomis.Legal and soial frameworks for information distribution: publisher, broadaster, distributor, ommonarrier.
8.13.1. Value of InformationValue of information in use versus value of information in exhange. There is a diret value for someinformation. Information has value either in itself (suh as musi or software) or beause of its valuefor failitating preditions. It an also have an exhange value.Systematially determine valuation by: Auray, ompleteness, availability.Organizations whih manage personal information.Three ways to value information: Market value, Inome value. Replaement valueMeasuring the value with \valuation". Eah of these omponents an be extended. Management ofpersonal private information.Management of the asset of information.DiÆulty of extrating information from people. This is the problem of tait knowledge that we haveonsidered earlier (7.3.4).
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8.13.2. Knowledge InstitutionsMedia, publishing, and now searh engines (8.12.5), are part of the knowledge eonomy. Manufaturingis less of a fator for the post-industrial soiety. There is a shift from manufaturing to a servieand knowledge eonomy. Creating values for enouraging innovation suh as enouraging researh andhigher eduation [79]. Universities and libraries overlap with and often funtion as ultural institutions
(5.9.3). Intelletual property plays a key role in a knowledge eonomy. Creating virtual organizations
(5.7.3). Entrepreneurship versus detahment in sholarship. Eonomi impat of universities and otherknowledge institutions [44]. The use of knowledge in soiety [52]. Subverting information institutions.Aademi integrity and reputation.Knowledge businesses and pro�ts.

Figure 8.80: Andrew Carnegie donated library buildings to towns across the world. Here is a Carnegie library
building which is part of the New York Public Library system. (check permission)Earlier, we onsidered memory institutions and ultural institutions suh as museums (5.9.3). Herewe onsider institutions whih failitate knowledge reation and dissemination suh as universities,museums, and libraries.Information poliies for knowledge institutions. Determining the value of libraries (7.2.1). Researhuniversities.

UniversitiesInformation reation and transmission. Sholarship (9.0.0). Sholarly ommunities (9.1.1).Supporting systemati and neutral disourse. Universities are known as highly politial environments,some origanizational strutures may redue the politis and enourage sholarship and teahing.Universities generally realize that sholars need to be able to explore ideas that may be unpopularso they allow latitude to explore ideas under the heading of aademi freedom. Debates about theappropriate sope of aademi freedom.Sholarship should be grounded in the world but also separate from the pressures of politial agendas.Politial issues inside and outside the university.While sholarship is onsidered integral with teahing at high level, some universities fous espeiallyon researh. Universities as researh and development enters. It is often felt that university-levelteahing should be oupled with researh. In some ases, universities have beome primarily researhinstitutions whih inlude some teahing. Traditionally universities are institutions whih promote andprotet sholarly values (9.0.0).Quality ontrol and poliies whih lead to strong universities. Avoiding inbreeding by avoiding hiringtheir own graduates.
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Figure 8.81: The University of Bolgona was one of the world’s first universities. (check permission)

Academic LibrariesAs enters of information use and reation information management is entral to universities. Tradi-tionally, that role in the university has been arried by the university library. Typially, these providespeialized information resoures. Management of sholarly literature. Liaison librarian.While information management is still essential for universities, the role of libraries is hanging.Aademi libraries and institutional repositories.The institutional poliies might de�ne requirements for data storage.
Academic DisciplinesUniversities are typially organized around disiplines. Suh disipline a partiular viewpoint of per-spetive literally a disipline for analyzing the omplexity of the world. Disiplines maybe based ondi�erenes of models (e.g., hemistry versus physis) or di�erenes of methods (soiology versus so-ial psyhology). This way of organizing aademi knowledge is also related to the organization ofthe Dewey Deimal Classi�ation system. It is generally, believed to be based on emergent oneptsthough it is also possible to argue that the ategories are arbitrary. Some other disiplines suh as om-puter siene are based on evolving tehnologies and business whih serves a partiular onstitueny.Professions (5.8.2). Disiplines and levels of emergent properties (1.3.2).Pratitioners of a disipline form a disourse ommunity (5.8.2). They are slow to hange and havedeveloped an institutional momentum. Multidisiplinary and interdisiplinary work. Emergene of newdisiplines. Universities provide a home to representatives of di�erent sholarly ommunities (9.1.1).

8.13.3. Businesses Based on Intellectual PropertyOne of the justi�ations for intelletual property rights is that they enourage innovators. Here weonsider two examples. Balane of fators.The distribution musi has dramatially hanged from CDs to downloads over the past few years.Despite the opyright laws, it was too easy to opy musi �les from the CD. Now, most musi sales arefrom downloads of individual songs whih are low ost and relatively easy to manipulate.Cloud musi.Sentiment analysis. Fan metris by blog analysis (10.11.2).A patent protets the ommerial use of an idea for a limited time (8.2.2) in return for making thatpubli. This is an example of siene poliy (9.4.0). It is possible to build an entire business aroundone or a few key patents. Typially, businesses that are formed around patents have a high investmentin researh and development, but relatively low prodution osts. Pharmaeutials may ost severalhundreds of millions of dollars to develop and test, but one they are approved they an be produedrelatively heaply (Fig. 8.82). Although it might seem logial for a patent holder to implement theiridea, The patents are not always used diretly. Sometimes they an simply be used to blok ompetitors
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Idea -
?

Research -
?

Patent filing -
?

Clinical trials -
?

Government approval -
?

Production, Marketing, Distribution -
?

Consumer reaction -? Reject

Figure 8.82: Simplified path for approval of a new drug. Even with a very careful research effort, each step is costly
and has a high rejection rate.By omparison to the pharmaeutrial industry, information tehnology and information systems om-panies often have interloking patents portfolios.Information resoures are powering muh of the world's eonomy. This trend is likely to ontinue.Traditional business models must evolve to inorporate the new tehnologial realities that they fae.Failure to do so will most likely mean they will beome outmoded and be replaed. The managementand review of patents an be omplex; indeed, spei� information systems have been developed formanaging patent portfolios. Moreover, beause of the value of patents, there has beome a great dealof gamesmanship in their proessing. Reverse engineering. Patent trolls.Information goods have supply, demand, and prodution osts. Not only do information systems, whihmanage this ommodity, a�et traditional businesses, the information industry itself is growing rapidly.Typially, these are non-rival goods (8.7.2) and in many ases, they are perishable goods.The value of information, like other goods, is dependent on the demand. An algorithm that an preditstok market hanges would have a huge demand, and hene, would be extremely valuable. The samean be said for a hit song. Typially, however, information goods have a high ost of development and alow ost of dupliation. This alters their value, in the eonomi sense. Information goods are di�erentfrom many physial goods, suh as a food or an automobile, in that they an be repliated. It is diÆultto sell a good if that same good an be had for free | dupliation limits the amount of money thatan be made from information goods. In terms of information systems, In terms of the dimensions ofgoods we disussed earlier; information goods an be \exludable"(8.7.2). It is often possible, though inmany ases diÆult, to ontrol aess to them.Information goods an be exhanged in \knowledge markets". That is, knowledge an be traded betweenpeople. Given the fat that anyone seeking out an information resoure for a partiular subjet is notgoing to be an expert in that �eld (else, why seek it out) or have the time to beome one, a ertainamount of trust is required. Information providers suh as newspapers, universities, and Web sitesmay try to reate a reputation for quality information (5.2.2). Sholarly publishing and the exhange ofinformation (9.1.1).Markets work best when when both sides have full information about the produts and servies. A buyerof a used ar rarely knows as muh about it as the seller. That is they have asymmetri information.One result of this is that the prie of used ars may be less that their true value beause the buyersare autious. It's also the ase that buyers are sometimes fooled and buy a ar with many problems.When only one organization ontrols information, there is an information monopoly, it an be provokedby an individual or an organization within a knowledge market. If it is more pro�table to retain



8.13. Information Economics, Information Goods, and Knowledge Markets 365information than it is to share it | for example, in the ase of asymmetri information for negotiation
(3.4.1) |- then the information may remain hidden [9]. Knowledge markets are also aompaniedby knowledge gamesmanship whih may, of ourse, inlude deeption (5.3.3). Signaling provides anindiation of on�dene for ontrats, suh as an indiation of eduational redentials Limited useontent suh as musi and book downloads. Fits with genres. Linked to prodution of informationresoures ((se:informationprodution)).

Figure 8.83: Ecosystem of information resources.Value of general knowledge versus fatual knowledge. There are often several ways of learning somethingso some of the advantage is onveniene. Related question of the value of an eduation.
8.13.4. Publishing and Distributing Information GoodsContent is valuable. There are several ways an information good may be disseminated but the mosttypial traditional business is through publiation. For many media types. Media industry. Bookindustry.Publishing is literally making a work publi | in the information world, to share is to publish. Thereare many models for the pro�table publiation of information, and more are devised every day. Wewill disuss several of them. Publishing is a soial institution that goes beyond simple distribution. Italso implies quality beause the publisher puts its reputation behind it. Some publishers will publishanything for whih they are paid. Beause individual of use this type of publisher when their materialdoesn't reah the quality standards of other publishers, these are alled vanity presses.Publishing is hanging, dramatially. The ost of distributing digital information is small omparedto traditional methods of distribution. As a result, the distintion between formal and informal pub-liations is breaking down. It is now, in a sense, possible for everybody to be a publisher | thethreshold, eonomially at least, is muh lower. The role of traditional publishers is delining; however,traditional information resoures an also reap the rewards of lower osts. Digital onvergene enour-ages multi-hannel distribution of ontent the ombining of traditional text publishing and new media.The information industry has spurred the growth of large media ompanies, suh as able TV andnewspaper businesses, that an take advantage of this digital onvergene. There are many businessmodels that an be utilized to o�er high-quality publiations that are researhed, reated, reviewed,and designed by professionals, all for a ompetitive prie. Managing intelletual property. Produtionasset management. Digital supply hain servies. Magazines. Constraints and impliations of mediabusiness models.

Publishing PlatformsBeyond libraries, data linking has been proposed aross the broader Web. Open data (9.6.4). Wikipediaand related projets suh as Wikimedia and Wikidata.
Semantic Publishing Semanti desriptions of ontent an be useful for organizing the material in webpubliations.One of the keys is the desription of distint entities. URI FOAF an be used for a personal URI.Miro-formats. RDFa.Struturing layouts.



366 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Example vCard and hCard formats. Rih snippets. Advertising.Web-based publishing platforms. Workows for web publishing.Reusing ontent works better than re-use of ode.Standards for annotations aross platforms.Appliable to sholarly ommuniation ((se:sholarlyommuniation)).
8.13.5. Business Models for PublishingDissemination of information, but also a business.One ommon method of seuring payment for an information resoure is the subsription-based pub-liation model. Simply put, a person orders a subsription and issues start to be delivered after thebill is paid. There is a �nite term length involved in the subsription-based model; by paying a pre-determined fee, a ustomer is entitled to utilize the servie for a predetermined amount of time. Thismethod an be applied to digital ontent as well by providing the user with a password that is liensedfor a spei�ed period. Paywall.Another method that publishers of all sorts are using apitalizes on the fat that authors and reatorswant their materials to be seen by the publi. In this model, the author and publisher share many ofthe osts of publiation. An author may pay page harges for things suh as olor, exessive omplexity,or open-aess. An author may also pay for the entire publiation proess in exhange for aess tothe publisher's already established marketing infrastruture and experiene. The author would then bereimbursed on a per-view basis, with the publisher reeiving a portion of the pro�t. This requires theformulation of a \ost per aess" rate for the publiation in question. The demand for publiations,however, is often elasti; that is, setting the per-view ost too high will disourage people from aessingit (8.7.2) [64].The reording industry has also been oping with similar hanges in distribution. It is easy to makeperfet opies of digital objets suh as MP3 songs and videos on DVDs. Consumers are being on-fronted with the hoie of paying money for material that they an obtain for free by �le swapping.This is transforming the musi industry muh like eletroni publishing is transforming the publishingbusiness.One response has been to try to strengthen digital rights management (8.2.4) and proseute those whoviolate the established law. Other responses inlude limited lienses, or the voluntary relinquishing ofertain rights normally assoiated with opyright. This allows artists to hoose the level of opyrightthat they deem desirable. The opyright to some material is owned by larger organizations suh asmovie studios or reord labels. It remains to be seen in what diretion these entities will move to adjustto the development of new tehnologies. In general, there appear to be two general options available tothese industries: the �rst is to attempt to enfore the existing interpretation of opyright law, and tomonitor and ontrol the development of new tehnologies. The seond way is to revise the opyrightlaw and artist ontrats to reet new business models.Sometimes free distribution of ontent an stimulate interest by heightening awareness. Bands suhas the Grateful Dead and Phish typially did not fous on proteting the intelletual property of theirsongs, instead allowing free opying and distribution of their material in order to widely disperse theirmusi and build a loyal base of fans. Most of the revenue for these bands ame from onert tiketsales and other merhandising endeavors. Musi linked to advertising.Other information resoures revolve around information brokering, or the olletion (not the reation)of existing information and its distribution. Aggregators are information distributors that ollet in-formation from many di�erent soures and provide aess to it through a single portal. Searh enginesare information brokers. Others might develop a \shopping model," whih makes a diret onnetion



8.13. Information Economics, Information Goods, and Knowledge Markets 367between the produer of the produt and the onsumer. Beause so many of these servies are o�eredfor free, it is diÆult to harge for their use. Most information resoures of this type obtain moneyin two ways: sponsorship and advertising. Some free servies may be o�ered, or partially sponsored,through a larger organization. This gives the larger organization publiity, and assoiates their namewith a ommonly used servie. The other way that servies is through advertising. Companies willpay the servie to run advertisements on their website. These may be based on a at rate or ountedper-lik. Copyright is inter-twined with traditional publishing but, perhaps, fundamental hanges areneeded.Foused advertising.Sholarly publishing (9.1.1). Open ontent initiative. Open aess is one part of that. Value to researhfrom availability of open-aess materials.
8.13.6. Books, Printing, and Print Culture

PrintingMedium of information presentation. Earlier revolution in information transmission infrastruture.Bibliometris (9.1.3).
Figure 8.84: Scroll to codex to eReader. (check permission)Many oordination widgets (2.5.5) have been developed to support aess to the ontents of books. Pagenumbers, tables of ontents, indexes. Using table of ontents and indies.Communiation and di�usion among printers and intelletuals through letters and books. This is atype of soial network.These hanges are somewhat analogous to the extend of hanges we are experiening today with theintrodution of digital tehnologies. The hanges in printing tehnology also had a number of lessobvious impats suh as hanges is the signi�ane of authorship.Generations of print tehnology. Publishing (8.13.4). (Fig. 8.85).

2400 BC Earliest surviving papyrus scrolls.
295 Alexandria Library founded.
c. 370 Rome estimated to have 28 libraries.
1041-48 Movable type from an amalgam of clay and glue developed in China.
1373 Bibliotheque Nationale founded in Lyons.
1456 Gutenberg prints Bible with metal type.
1702 First daily English newspaper, Daily Courant. Survives 30 years.
1709 Copyright Act limits terms of copyright protection in England.
1812 Koenig perfects first steam-powered, flat-bed-and cylinder press.
1959 Xerox markets first xerographic photocopier.
1975 IBM introduces first laser printer.

Figure 8.85: Timeline of some significant events in printing and publishing. (check permission)



368 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Printing hanged ulture. Originally, printing was primarily used for the Bible, to novels, to paperbaks.Reading aids added to books. [1]. Books and the rise of siene. Laws surrounding the distribution ofboooks and newspapers also hanged.Non-�tion. Reording and sharing ideas [47]Indeed, there was an extended series of hanges. Page turning in books.eReaders and Strutured Formats. Combine ontent and systems. Soial reading and reading on mobiledevies. Arhiteture of the WWW. Links, Anhors, Mappings. DiÆulty of adding annotations to aneReader. Coordination widgets (2.5.5).E-book standards. EPUB. Content lienses and library business models. Interating with eBooks.Coordination widgets.
Print CultureFan bases for other types of media suh as games (11.7.3). Culture assoiated with the printed word.Although rare books appear almost entirely in library, their preservation is related to arhives.Doument ommunities (5.8.2) suh as booklubs. Soial impliations of printing. Media onservation.Book lubs. Film groups. Comion.Reading experiene reords. Bibliophiles are people who love books. Typially, this inludes not onlythe ontent but also the raftsmanship of the book. Type fae. Preservation of books and of Web pages

(7.5.5). Online reading ommunities.
8.13.7. News

Figure 8.86: Generations of news media: A) Town crier, B) Newspaper, C) Television, and D) Twitter. (check
permission)News gives people a view of what goes on in the rest of the world. It helps individual relate to theirworld. Publishing news is a speial publishing business. Dissemination of news via the partiularadvertising model. online newspapers and news searhing (10.11.2) and news publishing. In a omplexsoiety, there is a need to disseminate urrent events. News funtionality versus news distribution. Textproessing of news (10.11.2). News as entertainment. News as empathy (5.5.3). News and newspapers.Eosystem of systemati information prodution.Word-of-mouth from friends. Perhaps from soial media.Struture and organization of news. Broadast news versus interative news. Diversity of opinions.News fouses the publi's attention on issues. However, this fous an also reate a bias.News versus newspapers. Newspapers are rih reetions of their ommunity.News frames and the impat of news on publi disourse (8.4.3).Novelty sores for news. Personalization and reommender systems. What new over what you did notknow before.
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Policies for JournalismPriniples: Journalisti style. Citing soures.News reporting. Investigative journalism.Neutrality versus advoay.Silening journalists for politial advantage. News olletion and dissemination has hanged dramati-ally.Greater emphasis on taking a politial stand in ontemporary. There is a suggestion that this may bedue to newspapers shifting plae in the news eosystem. By line and opinion piees.Yellow journalism emphasizes sensationalism.Soial struture whih supports the news.News organizations and responsible behavior. Presumably, the details need to be spei�ed better.Role of the editor.
Journalistic Practices Covering a range of perspetives.Anonymous soures.DiÆulty of providing objet reporting (1.6.2).Credibility is important for most publishers. Reputation (5.2.2). Reputation for providing unbiasedinformation. Trusting the redibility of a publisher.An honest broker has no stake either way in the outome of a transation. Honest broker of information.Some of this is due to professionalism of the journalist. Reports should have multiple independentsoures of news for on�rmation. There is a need for independent observations. For instane, thishelps to unover orruption and abuse by government and organizational oÆials. Less investigativejournalism beause it is expensive and traditional news is being hallenged by Internet publishing.Nonetheless, news is subjetive and news media have a great deal of inuene over publi disourse

(8.4.3). Newspapers also serve a ommunity information role beyond news reporting.Poliies and praties are helpful for e�etive freedom of the press [?℄. Shield laws protet journalistsfrom having to reveal their soures.Journalisti ethis. Report onit of interest.Reporters may be told about an event but they generally an't be on�dent without additional evidene.Usually two soures are required. As an additional step in quality ontrol, even simple assertions aredouble heked before are artile goes to press.
Figure 8.87: There is some feedback about the accuracy of political commentary such as these indicators from
politifact.com. Such fact checking itself is subjective. (check permission)\Errata" also serve to establish good praties by showing allegiane to auray rather than image,and a desire to aknowledge mistakes in an e�ort to avoid them in the future.
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Errata example.Authority of soures. Reporters notes.Politial operatives posing as journalists.
Citizen JournalismCitizens rather than professional journalists. Citizen journalism. Levels of integration of itizen jour-nalism with traditional newspapers. Investigative rowd-souring. Hyper-loal news blogs. Funtionof news. Providing information to itizens in soiety in a heap way.Blogs are ommentary. Soial media journalists.Hyper-loal news blog. Networks of loal news blogs. Revenue sharing of blogs.Bottom-up news stories. News and other ontent, generated by searh.People often turn to miro-blogs for updates about fast-breaking news stories.
Processing and Searching News TextNews is distint from other types of ontent. Charateristis of a news searh engine. News searh

(10.11.2). The ontent to be searhed may hange rapidly. Indeed, the reader's expetations about whatshould be returned by a searh may be hanging as the story develops. Very di�erent fromPersonalization of newspapers.
Figure 8.88: Media-space map for news. (check permission)

Production and Distribution of News Newsroom workow.E�et of information tehnology on news. Twenty-four hour news yle. The allows for a di�erent typeof aess by viewers. Rather than aessing a newspaper one a day, the users an sample the newsstream when they an.News business models. News, many other mass information servies has been supported by advertising.However, Internet distribution of news has hanged the parameters of that model.Broadast news often does not handle omplex issues very well. Video news release.Writing stories to be highly ranked by news searh engines.Paper prodution versus eletroni distribution. News provides information that an be of both personaland ommunity interest. News servies usually deliver data as soon as possible after the events theyreport our; some ontent, suh as daily artoon strips, is of lower priority. News also has a soialontext. We depend on news outlets to maintain at least some objetivity in their reporting, based onthe standards of journalism that have been established (1.4.3).News agenies.Streaming and morphing into ontent.



8.13. Information Economics, Information Goods, and Knowledge Markets 371News as an example of dynami ontent. Importane of news media that is independent from thegovernment.Preservation of news.Business models for news. Paywall. Aggregators and searh engines. Many-to-many distribution model.
8.13.8. Software Publishing and DistributionSoftware is similar in many ways to other information resoures. Like other information goods, itgenerally has a high �xed ost of development, low inremental osts (updates), and is easy to dupliate.Apps as software distribution.

Software Licensing and ContractsSoftware is a type of intelletual property and ommerial software generally liensed. Beyond sales,software vendors have developed a strategy of selling a base system that needs ustomization. Thus,they get ongoing inome from that ustomization and from are likely to improve lifeyle management.Software may be proteted by opyright and this is often used as the basis of software liensing agree-ments. Software ompanies use patents to protet their intelletual property (8.2.2).Most ommerial software is also proteted by ontrats when it is sold. A ontrat may allow one userat a time to aess the software, or it may be a site liense, whih permits use by an entire faility.Digital rights management (DRM) (8.2.4). A variety of new mehanisms for aessing software are beingdeveloped. In a networked environment, software may be downloaded from the network as needed andmay even be harged for on a per-use basis. This is determined with an End user liensing agreement(EULA).Software development is tehniques are desribed in (6.5.2). Loked down development platforms versusopen development environments.
Open-Source SoftwareOpen-soure software goes beyond freeware in providing aess to the soure ode. This makes it easilyustomizable. Beause the software was distributed free in the �rst plae, its reators (and all thosewho have modi�ed it) wish to prohibit any one person from making a pro�t from it, To guarantee itremains open soure, most open-soure software has a liense (Fig. 8.89) and this is similar to othertypes of ommons movements (8.2.2, 10.3.2). Libre software and the four freedoms Fig. 8.90.

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program’s
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appro-
priate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of
any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a
copy of this License along with the Program. You may charge
a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may
at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

Figure 8.89: The first part of the GNU open-source software license and Gnu project open-source project logo.
(check permission)Free and open soure software (FOSS). Open soure software an be less vulnerable to bugs or embeddedmaliious software beause eah omponent of it an be inspeted and disussed but it may have a slowand unpreditable development of new features. Non-monetary inentives. While this is an appealing
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1. The freedom to run the program for any purpose.
2. The freedom to study how the program works, and change it to make it do what you wish.
3. The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor.
4. The freedom to improve the program, and release your improvements (and modified ver-

sions in general) to the public, so that the whole community benefits.

Figure 8.90: Four senses in which software may be free [?].model in many ways, it is impratial for omplex large sale or time-ritial projets. Some ompaniesontribute their employees time to develop open soure software. There is often some mix of openand losed software is projets. Ultimately open soure may drive out losed-soure software for someappliations.
Indexing SoftwareDiÆulty of �nding ode in a repository. Software libraries (7.9.3). Indexing software [54]. Reuse.Software preservation (7.5.5).

8.14. Innovation
8.14.1. How Startups Work
8.14.2. Innovation Networks and EcosystemsInnovation eosystem. Silion Valley as a ulture of entrepreneurship. Silion Valley. Based on en-trepreneurship.Entrepreneurial ommons. Sharing ideas and resoures in innovation. It has several aspets that makeit unique. Aumulated know-how, infrastruture, and resoures. This is also related to a industrialommons whih is based on manufaturing. Conentration of parts in in a supply hain region.Researh and development (8.12.3).Innovation is often motivated by ompetition. User-entered innovation groups. Role of a stable legalframework suh as intelletual property. Business to develop ideas. Inubators and knowledge sharing.E�ets of fators suh eduation and government support on innovation.Role of information for enouraging innovation.Synergies, speialization, and patents. Role of information resoures. Bibliometris on patents fortelling us about innovations.Open innovation. Management of innovation. Organized researh laboratories. Supporting hunhes.

Cities as Innovation HubsThe world is not entirely at (8.9.2)in terms of innovation. Some areas still have a distint advantage.Speialization provides distintive expertise and that allows for produtive ollaborations. People tendto be more ollaborative in ities. The soial networks are tighter. Can networked ollaborationsubstitute for proximity. Critial mass.Siene parks, Communities of pratie (5.8.2).Innovation in emerging markets.
Entrepreneurship: Building a BusinessMany businesses are built primarily with an idea whih identi�es a market nihe and then hard work.Growing businesses, or businesses with grander ambitions often start with a business plan. Many



8.15. Media 373information-based businesses are supported with venture apital. Building a business is a di�erenthallenge from running an ongoing business. Colleting resoures. Return on Investment (ROI) Analysisof osts and return.Fast fail.Competitive advantage. Information systems have allowed the development of many new businesses.Being the �rst to develop a new produt an give a \�rst mover advantage". For instane, there an bebrand-spei� training. However, being a �rst-moved is not always a great advantage beause it oftenexpends a lot of resoures. Eonomy of sale. Protetion of intelletual property (8.13.3). Introduingnew produts. Installed base.Small business. Evolution of the business. Ageny theory. Stewardship and suession.Information entrepreneurs.
8.14.3. CreativityPeople in innovation environments.Serendipity (3.2.3).
8.15. MediaWe have enountered aspets of media throughout this text. Like many other terms we have enoun-tered, the term \media" is ambiguous. We will explore the transmission of information by di�erentmedia in later hapters but here we onsider general priniples whih apply aross media. Informationresoures and entertainment. This is ertainly not intended as an exhaustive overview of the topi.Media poliy.Media disseminates ulture (5.8.2). Media spreads ohesion. We have already enountered many aspetsof media suh as the disussion of media and violene, (5.9.4) and media and imitation [67], and mediabusiness models. Media in this sense often refers to ommerial media. Analyze the media industry
(8.13.4).Media fouses attention and ampli�es individual messages. Persuasive power of the media. In part,this simply by the physial properties of the delivery medium. The relationship between the \mediumand the message" [62]. Hot media. Sur�ng. Global village.Media systems and the relationship between news media and the politial systems in whih they exist[?℄.Why are people entertained by media. Infotainment. Media entertainment theory [10]. Coordinatingand ontrolling publiity. The role of media in shaping publi disourse (8.4.3).Demassi�ation of Media. The development of new information tehnology, partiularly that of theWorld Wide Web, has inreased itizen partiipation in media. It is now possible for a single individual,through their webpage or Blog, to reah an audiene of literally millions of people every day. Conversely,it is also possible for a single person to aess virtually any type of information soure, from any loationin the world. The \mass media," as it is ommonly known, is a referene to the big media outlets.Traditionally, these organizations have ompeted with one another to be the main soure of informationfor the ountry. This ompetition led to a partiular type of demographi targeting | that of the\average" person.The ompetition o�ered by the internet's ability to aess a virtually in�nite number of disparate newssoures has led some to speulate about the deline of the mass media. While this deline may wellhave begun the mass media is still the primary soure of news and information for most people. Thisis an aspet of \mass personalization". There are many ways of ommuniating to an audiene, ratheraudiene members an interat. Customization.
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8.15.1. Media in People’s LivesInformation Storm. Obsession with apparently trivial news items.Television. Synergy of Internet and television Time shifted TV. Interative TV servies.Syndiation of TV shows.Engagement with ontent.
8.15.2. Creativity and Content OwnershipMusi. South Park.Diret internet delivery.
Exercises
Short Definitions:

1st Amendment, U.S. Constitution

4th Amendment, U.S. Constitution

Academic freedom

Administration

Affordance

Aggregators

Auction

Business cycle

Business model

Business-to-business (B2B)

Case law

Cease and desist

Censorship

Clicks-and-mortar (retail)

Collusion (business)

Common carrier

Contract

Core competency

Copy identification

Critical path

Customer relationship management

Derivative work

Digital Encryption Standard(DES)

Digital rights management

Disintermediation

Due process

Economies of scale

Elastic price

EULA

Externalities

Fair use

First sale

FOIA

Fraud

Freeware

Intellectual property

Information disaster

Infringement (copyright)

Just-in-time manufacturing

Knowledge economy

Knowledge market

Libel

Logistics

Macroeconomics

Market

Matrix management

Micro-payment

Moral right

Network effect

Open-Source Software

Orphan works

Parody

Piracy

Privacy

Productivity

Public domain

Public good

Public-key encryption

Public sector information systems

Rationality

Regulatory creep

Return on Investment

Reverse engineering

Royalty (copyright)

Slander

Social protocol

Steganography

Supply chain

Transaction cost

Watermark

Work-breakdown structure

Review Questions:
1. Do current U.S. intellectual property laws allow people to own facts? Explain. (8.2.0)

2. What are the four legally protected types of intellectual property in the U.S.? (8.2.0)

3. If you invented a new type of computer hardware, what type of intellectual property protection would be most appropriate
for protecting it? (8.2.0)

4. What parts of a movie based on a traditional fairy tale can be copyrighted? (8.2.0)

5. Distinguish between plagiarism and copyright violation. Is every case of plagiarism a copyright violation? (5.12.3, 8.2.2)

6. How are intellectual property rights related to “terms and conditions” of use. (8.2.4)

7. Distinguish between “privacy” and “anonymity”. (8.3.1)

8. Distinguish between “identification” and “authentication”. (8.3.4,  A.13.1)

9. Describe some of the potential problems in electronic voting systems. (8.4.3)

10. What are some of the pros and cons of direct democracy? (8.4.3)

11. Describe your school’s policy on the Internet access for students. (8.5.1)

12. Explain how “policy” is different from “law”. (8.5.1)
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13. What are some of the ways that information affects economics? (8.7.0)

14. How many combinations or pair-wise communication links are possible for a set of 10 people? (8.7.2)

15. Give additional examples for each of the cells of Table 8.45. (8.7.2)

16. Explain what we mean by different “types of money”. What would happen if you couldn’t trust any banks? (8.7.3)

17. (a) How do Web-based map and route finding services help to increase productivity. (b) Can you estimate how much
they improved productivity? (8.8.1)

18. What is the productivity of a country for which the GDP is $10B and 100M hours are worked per year? (8.8.1)

19. What are some ways information systems might improve productivity? What are some of the obstacles to getting
potential productivity benefits from information systems? (8.8.1)

20. Are emotional responses rational? (4.6.0, 8.8.3)

21. Is everything a person does rational? After all, anything that person does can be taken to show subjective utility? (8.8.3)

22. Is rationality an ideal to be achieved or a description of what people actually do? (8.8.3)

23. Read a standards statement and discuss those pros and cons. (8.11.3)

24. What management strategies (8.11.1) might you adopt when
a) you are developing a piece of software. b) merging two companies with different organizational cultures.

25. Would it make sense to run an automobile manufacturing plant with project management techniques? (8.11.3)

26. Calculate the slack time for the project shown in the following PERT chart: (8.11.3)

27. Distinguish between “management” and “administration”, and “governance”. (7.10.0, 8.11.4)

28. Describe some of the ways that information systems can streamline business processes. (8.12.5)

29. How is “marketing” different from “advertising”? (8.12.5)

30. Why is it important for a newspaper to clearly distinguish between news and paid advertisements? (8.13.7)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Some countries seem to believe that economic development can occur without democracy. What do you think? (8.1.0)

2. To what extent would the following be protected by freedom of speech in the First Amendment? (8.1.0):
a) Disrupting a speech by shouting down the speaker.
b) Handing out leaflets inside a shopping mall without approval of the owner of the shopping mall.

3. Give an example of harm done from too tight control of information. Give an example of harm done from too lax control
of information. (8.1.0)

4. Can a new dress design be protected by our current intellectual property laws? (8.2.0)

5. How are notions of intellectual property similar to or different from our notion of physical property? (8.2.0).

6. Describe what might happen if ideas, rather than the expression of those ideas, were allowed to be copyrighted.(8.2.2)

7. Take a position pro or con on the following statement: The duration of U.S. copyright protection should be extended
from 100 years to 150 years. (8.2.2)

8. What are the difficulties in using copyright to protect novel computer chip designs? (8.2.2)

9. Find an example of an apparent copyright violation and judge it by the criterion of “fair use”. (8.2.2)

10. In a recent case, a trademark was claimed for the phrase “fair and balanced” with respect to a news program. The claim
was withdrawn. Why might that have happened? (8.2.2).

11. What are the pros and cons of compulsory licenses for copyrighted materials? (8.2.2).

12. How do privacy policies affect the information management in your organization? (7.3.1, 8.3.1)

13. What are the policies of your university or company regarding the privacy of your electronic communications and Web
site access? (8.3.1)

14. List as many different databases as you can find in which your name included. (8.3.1)

15. Contrast the definition of privacy as “any unwanted intrusion” with the legal protection given by the Forth Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution. (8.3.1)
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16. What are some of the privacy concerns in the protection of medical records? Specifically, what privacy requirements
would you want for patient data on a doctor’s PDA? (8.3.1)

17. If you worked for a large company where you ran a server and you had no ethical or legal concerns, what data would
you want to collect about a person’s Internet usage to help you sell products to them? If you did have ethical concerns,
what data would you collect? (8.3.1)

18. Because it is so easy to collect electronic information, it has been proposed that all information should be made public.
Do you agree? (8.3.1)

19. How will you conduct a security audit of an electronic voting system? (7.10.3, 8.4.3)

20. What are some steps that you might take to enhance the chance for the acceptance of a policy? (8.5.1)

21. Describe how you would go about developing a policy managing the following information resource (8.5.1):
Confidential plans for a new product to be developed by your company.

22. List four reasons in support and four reasons opposed to the following policy statements (8.5.1):
a) There will always be inequality among people so the digital divide is inevitable.
b) Information systems are a foundation for a modern society, therefore it should be a priority to introduce them in
developing societies.

23. Are the following effective policy statements? Why or why not? (8.5.1):
a) Automobiles should pay per mile for highway use. This should be accomplished with GIS-based location technologies.
b)

24. Describe a Web page (or Web site) which would provide legal information for ordinary consumers. (8.5.4)

25. Is demand artificially distorted by advertising? (4.3.4, 8.7.2)

26. What are some of the ways freedom of information facilitates the elimination of political and economic corruption? (8.1.0,
8.4.1, 8.7.2)

27. Give an example of how supply and demand affect the value of information. (8.7.2)

28. Compare credit cards payments with micro-payments. (8.7.3)

29. If you were the manager of a corporation, what procedure would you adopt to determine the optimal level of spending
on information systems? (8.8.1)

30. What are the difficulties of analysis of system as the sum of its components rather than as whole? (8.11.0)

31. How is “leadership” different from “management”? (8.11.0)

32. What are some of the advantages and limitations of matrix management? (8.11.1)

33. What documentation would be most useful for project management? (8.11.3)

34. What kind of organizational structure would be most appropriate for the following projects (5.7.1, 8.11.3):
a) Research and Development.
b) Manufacturing.

35. What types of information are conveyed by product branding? (5.2.2, 8.11.4)

36. What techniques would you employ to protect and develop a brand name? (5.2.2, 8.11.4)

37. What is the business model for a private university versus a public university? (8.11.4)

38. Why can supply chain management be difficult to implement effectively? (8.12.1)

39. Develop supply chain diagrams for (a) a light bulb and (b) a newspaper. (8.12.1)

40. Analyze B2B XML tools as socio-technical artifacts. (8.8.2, 8.12.4)

41. A project management effort requires a project team. If you worked for a bank, who would be logical members of a team
to develop a lessons-learned database about problems with customer service requests? (8.11.3, 8.12.5)

42. Describe the considerations for a customer relationship management tool. What are some of the tradeoffs required?
(8.12.5).

43. Suppose your job was to provide information resources for your workgroup. Investigate and report the licensing costs and
conditions (8.13.3) for: (a) an online encyclopedia, (b) financial data that would be useful for competitive intelligence,
(c) a digital library.

44. Public libraries in the U.S. are traditionally paid for by taxes. How could you measure whether there is a fair return on
the taxes? What other strategies might there be for funding libraries? (7.9.0, 8.13.5)

45. A library fine for a traditional lending library serves to discourage patrons from keeping books out too long but too high
a fine can eventually discourage a patron from returning the book at all. What would you argue is the level for a library
fine in your town public library? (8.13.5)

46. Compare the way three different newspapers report a news story. What accounts for the difference? (8.13.7)

47. Why is metadata even more useful for software libraries than for text libraries? (2.4.0, 7.9.3, 8.13.8)

48. Why are “networking effects” important in software publishing. Give an example. (8.7.2, 8.13.8)

49. What policies are needed for a software company to manage different releases of its software. (8.13.8)

Practicum:
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1. Establish business plan.

2. Describe the information flows and services in your own organization.

3. Pick a standards document. (a) Describe the standard it proposes. (b) Describe the possible pros and cons of the
standard.

Going Beyond:
1. How would you measure the level of “freedom of information” in a society? (8.1.0)

2. Compare two countries in how they control information. (8.1.0)

3. Does freedom of information in markets necessarily lead to freedom of information in political systems? (8.1.0)

4. Although it allows some anti-social statements to be made, freedom of speech seems to lead to a stable society. Why is
that? (8.1.0)

5. Should the concept of “first sale” apply to digital copies such as downloads of songs? (8.2.2)

6. What is optimal duration for copyright? (8.2.2).

7. How does the notion of copyright serving as an incentive to creativity fit with the number of years granted for that
copyright? (8.2.2).

8. The concept of “fair use” is complicated when applied to electronic materials. Separate publications could apply fair use
for distinct parts of the original work. These could then be re-synthesized back to the original document. Should the
fair use provision be modified? (8.2.2)

9. Is a dress designer protected by intellectual property laws if somebody else makes a “knock-off” of a dress design?(8.2.2)

10. What would the implications be for consumers in the uncontrolled use of trademarks? (8.2.2)

11. It has been proposed that the principle of first sale should be abandon because it is so easy to make copies that the
owners are likely to copy and resell a resource – effectively short-changing the creator of the resource. Do you agree this
problem needs to be fixed? (8.2.2)

12. Explain how fair use could be managed by a digital rights management server. (8.2.2, 8.2.4)

13. Conduct a patent search. (8.2.2, 8.13.3)

14. Describe a digital watermark scheme. Implement it. Describe what sort of attacks it would prevent. (8.2.5)

15. Give an example of the need to balance between privacy and security concerns. (8.3.1)

16. How would society adapt if “privacy is dead”? (8.3.1).

17. How are principles of privacy affected by cultural traditions? (8.3.1)

18. In the United States, private companies can intercept the email of the employees but cannot tap the employee’s telephone.
What do you think the right balance should be? (8.3.1)

19. Given a budget of $50, determine how much personal information about yourself you could find on the Internet. (8.3.1)

20. Are video surveillance cameras effective at deterring crime? (8.3.3)

21. What is social justice? What is economic justice? (Give a definition, not an example.) (8.4.1)

22. Until about 1985, the U.S. Government tried to control encryption technologies. Why did it do that? Why did it stop?
(8.4.1,  A.13.1)

23. In electronic voting the identity of the person who casts a ballot needs to be hidden. How can the be reconciled with
the need to track and audit the system’s performance? (8.4.3)

24. Write a statement for the use of the Web by your children. (8.5.1)

25. How can the regulatory process be corrupted? How can that corruption be minimized? (8.5.1).

26. Compare the efficiency in distributed computation and distributed control in economic systems? (7.7.1, 8.7.0)

27. How is speculation different from investment? (8.7.0)

28. Is economics a science? Do you agree with the economic principle that people act primarily in their self interest? (8.7.0,
9.2.1)

29. Relate the discussion of information system management to the application of externalities. (1.5.2, 8.7.2)

30. Does the stock market accurately reflect the value of companies list on it? (8.7.2)

31. Do markets encourage honesty in companies to encourage the trust of investors? (8.7.2)

32. If markets are facilitated by freedom of information, what are the economic consequences of authoritarian governments
which control information. (8.7.2)

33. The government is generally not as efficient as commercial businesses. Why is that? (8.7.2)

34. Should all tickets for entertainment events be sold by auction (8.7.2)

35. What has the effect of the Web been for travel agents? Has there been a similar impact on real-estate agents? Why is
there a difference? (8.7.2)

36. Should money reflect social value? How could it be made better at doing this? (8.7.3)

37. Identify and explain a digital payment system not described in this book. (8.7.3)

38. How important in a stable economic system for individuals? What factors make the system stable? (8.7.4)
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39. Find the productivity rates for three other countries than the U.S. Propose why you think there are differences. (8.8.1)

40. Is it rational to be altruistic? (8.8.3)

41. How is the management of for profit businesses different from the management of not-for-profit organizations? (8.11.0)

42. Explain how procedures for managing complexity apply to organization design and re-engineering. (7.7.1, 8.11.2)

43. Compare the procedures and strategies of BPM and TQM. (8.11.2)

44. Develop a business model for an information service or Website. (8.13.5)

45. Print, read, and comment on an end-user software license. (8.13.8)

46. A popular business model for software companies around 1990 was to stimulate demand by giving away one component
(e.g., a web browser) and then charge for the server. Compare the success of Adobe and its distribution of Acrobat and
Netscape with its Web browser. (8.13.8)

47. What are the pros and cons of the open-source software model? (8.13.8)

48. Open source software appears to violate profit-oriented business practices. Why is that? (8.13.8)

49. If the knowledge economy is robust? How concerned should we be about to decline of manufacturing jobs? (8.13.8)

50. Should universities ever block content on the Web from students and staff? (8.1.3, 8.13.2)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: The chapter introduces social and policy issues that relate to information systems. These include
a discussion of business models and intellectual property.
Instructor Strategies: This long chapter could be split into two sections: social policy and issues (Sections 8.1 to 8.4)
and economics (Sections 8.5 to 8.9)
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Chapter 9.
Scholarship, Science, Simulation,
Scholarly Data Sets,
and Domain Informatics

Figure 9.1: Walt Whitman Digital Archive (just upper portion) (check permission).Sholarship is generally based on thoughtful, systemati investigations. Suh reetion an appearoverly dry but it has a role in ensuring arefully evaluation of omplex issues. It uses a umulativebody of knowledge to develop new interpretations. Content-spei� issues dominate. Siene is oneapproah to sholarship whih we examine in the next setion. Formal information seeking everydayor itizen information seeking. Personal sientists. Data management as a type of library. This is howsoiety aptures knowledge. Institutions for olleting and organizing knowledge. Domain informatis.
9.1. ScholarshipSholarship and siene help get the right answer to diÆult problems. Potentially, it an detet andunderstand broad trends. Both depend on systemati development and management of information.This an be thought of as ritial thinking (5.12.0). Knowledge institutions espeially universities (8.13.2).Although sholarship is often desribed as an ivory tower, it generally does aim to have an impaton soietal issues. STS (9.4.0) and the soial ontext of sholarship. Sholarship often omes withpartiularly high standards for identifying hallenging problems and for evidene that addresses them.
9.1.1. Scholarly Communities and CommunicationSholarship an be solitary but the results of even individual sholarship eventually need to be dis-seminated to the broader ommunity. Indeed, solutions to many omplex issues are probably possibleonly by an ongoing sholarly disourse. Sholarly ommunities are ommunities of pratie (5.8.2). In-deed, beause sholarship emphasizes the value of ideas many sholarly ommunities have a norm ofminimizing other marks of soial status.They are also partiularly information intensive and fous on doumenting their work through sholarlyliterature. The nature of sholarship, that of an empirially based presentation of intelletual work,requires a rigorous presentation and also a relatively free exhange of ideas. The publiation of this work,by institutions both publi and private, is at the same time the ulmination of individual sholarshipand the motor that drives it. Sholarship, be it in siene or the humanities, is a highly ollaborativeendeavor. It is rare (and perhaps impossible) for sholarship to be ompletely new, and to not useassumptions or fats based on the work of past or present olleagues in the �eld. No doument standson its own | it is only by referening the work of others that any validity is onferred. Publishedsholarly work ontains footnotes and itations that link to previous relevant �ndings. Publish orperish.Although the reation of sholarly material may be done alone, when it is ompleted, it is shared with



380 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13a ommunity. In that ommunity, sholarship is a ultural value. Assoiations of sholars are knownas \learned soieties". Sholarly ommunities an uphold ethial and quality standards. They mayenourage data sharing but this must be balaned by onstraints suh as intelletual property rightsand seurity. Sholarly organizations support the values of the profession (5.8.2).Speialized desriptive systems and atalogs.Aademi honesty. One example is plagiarism (5.12.3). Sholars have ethis. These may range fromiting previous researh to not stealing other researher's �ndings.Universities' role as a knowledge institution (8.13.2). Sienti� disiplines have di�erent ultures.
Characteristics of Scholarly PublishingSholarly literature seeks to promote the sholarship of a given �eld. Thus, it needs to be lear andto reet the standards of the sholarly ommunity. Sholarship is umulative; it builds on reordingand sharing previous work. Sholarly publishing is the traditional approah way for sharing knowledge.Thus, there is a yle of prodution and distribution of knowledge. Value proposition in terms ofhow literature supports future researh. One of the main goals of sholarly ativity is to disseminateadvanes in the �eld. Thus, sholarly onferenes and publiations are an integral aspet of sholarship.Reuse of sienti� results.Sholarly artiles are summaries of the major points about researh.Range of types of ommuniation: From lasses to presentations to dissertations to books to researhreports. Aademi libraries (7.2.1).Style: Maximize larity. Avoid philosophy.Even sientists are often less that forthright about admitting the limitations for their researh.These publiations are often distributed as \proeedings" or \ommuniations". to the work of \epis-temi ommunities" [26]. Digital resoures in sholarship. Aademi libraries (7.2.1).Contributions to sholarship should be original work whih make a new ontribution. The data speakfor themselves, the paper should use a neutral tone. For instane, avoid honorary titles. That workwould be published is published in the primary literature.Who owns the opyright and publiation in multiple venues suh as arXiv.orgSholarship and publiation is onfounded with impliations for tenure and job seurity.Standards of authorship. Inlusion as an author implies that the person has made a substantial on-tribution to the work.Expetations for sholarly work to be published. Substantial ontribution, original, novel. Nonetheless,there an be inorret information but repliation of the proedure an detet that.Sienti� ommons. Sienti� soial media. Sholarly annotations. Systemati poliies.Controlling the ommunity of editors to an extent. Published but not peer reviewed. Supportingsholarship with sholarly ommons. Alternatives to peer review suh as ommunity reviews.To a surprising extent, there are di�erenes in the onventions in sholarly ommunities. Physiistsuse online publishing but hemists use journals. There are distint norms within the di�erent sholarlyommunities.Beyond the traditional researh report, there are many other types of sienti� writing. SeondarySholarly Literature magazines, textbooks, enylopedias. As with journalism, for this material, thereputation of the publisher is in seleting quality material even its tehnial ontent is not reviewed
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Figure 9.2: SSRN and arXiv are two well-known pre-print repositories.There are also, unpublished works suh as grant proposals. If publiations are are written for a non-oÆial purpose or destination and not peer reviewed, they are onsidered \gray literature," and arenot aorded as muh trust as peer-reviewed literature.Material whih has not been formally reviewed is known as gray literature although that distintion isbeoming less distint as more publiation options are beoming available.
Scholarly Publishing and Scholarly Digital LibrariesAeptane for publiation onfers status on a publiation as being an important ontribution. Contentseletion is based purely on merit. There should be no �nanial onsideration. If advertising appearsat all, it should be learly separated from the text. These are derived from the ore values of sholarlyommunities. Eletroni resoures may have more impat beause they are more widely available.Prior to publiation most formal sholarly literature is reviewed Or refereed by independent readers.Reviews hek that a sholarly ontribution is made. Fig. 9.3. The most ommon approah is blindreviewing in whih the author is known to the reviewers but the reviewers are not know to the author.In some ases, double-blind reviewing is used. In this tehnique, neither the authors nor the reviewersare supposed to know eah other's identities. However, it is often easy to guess authorship of tehnialwork even if the authors' names are not inluded. Systems to support reviews.
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Figure 9.3: Schematic of a typical peer-review process for a scholarly publication.Trust in a publisher's brand is often a fator in aquisition and use of an information resoure. In abrader sense, the review proess is a system for erti�ation by the sienti� ommunity. It is oftendiÆult to �nd expert reviewers for highly tehnial work beause there are only a few experts. As aresult, the only ompetent reviews are other researhers | the peers of the sholar | so we say thatthe work is be peer reviewed. While there is sometimes ritiism of peer review beause it appearsthat a small lub is rewarding itself, there seems to be no better way to make these deisions. Grouponsensus and gaming detetion mehanisms.HIVE projet [37].
Business Models for Scholarly Publishing and Digital Libraries The business models for sholarly pub-liations are hanging rapidly. Information systems have dramatially hanged the prodution and



382 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13distribution of books. Beause of the osts of prodution have been redued so dramatially that priesare redued. On one hand, sholarly researh is generally reated in response to the expetation thatsholars will ommuniate their researh. On the other hand, its distribution may be restrited byopyright. Open Aess Publishing. Make sholarly, espeially sienti�, reports freely available to thepubli. One example is the Publi Library of Siene (PLOS) whih employs an \author-pays" businessmodel (Fig. 9.4). Earlier, we disussed business models for publishing (8.13.5). Feedbak to publishers forthe design of publiation. DiÆult to evaluate the value of sholarly researh. Information eonomis
(8.13.3). Alternative soures of value from one's knowledge work.
Figure 9.4: The Public Library of Science (PLOS) is an open access collection of medical and biological articles.Evidene for long-term viability of open-aess publiations. Beause sholarly literature supportssholarly ommunities, it an be thought of as a type of knowledge ommons.However, some publishers also require transfer of the opyright from the authors. And, inreasingly,artiles are only available online as part of publisher's digital library. The osts for aess to thoseartiles an be very expensive.Sholarly ommunities and ommunity-run journals. This ollaboration serves to reate an extensiveommunity of pratie, as sholars share ideas, give ommentary, and suggest possibilities for moreresearh. They are also useful for eduation. Publishing authors begin to develop a nihe for themselveswithin their larger �eld. Sometimes that nihe beomes polarized by two vying epistemi ommunitieswith ompeting theories. Other times there is a sort of ommunity onsensus about what lies withinthe norm of urrent thought, with eah publiation building from those that have gone before it. Thisubiquitous and extensive interonnetion of artiles and ideas an provide intriguing insight into a givendisipline or topi.Sholars Workbenh. Query management system.Sholarly ommunities and publiations exist in the ontext of institutions suh as universities andlibraries.Is there a itation advantage for materials whih are published in open aess, online repositories?

9.1.2. Citations and Citation AnalysisSholarship is umulative. Sholarship requires providing evidene for laims. That evidene is providedby itations to prior work.There are many reasons for itations but at some reet the author's deisions about the orientationand emphasis of the researh. Taken olletively, itations aross the works in a �eld an haraterizethe values, inuenes and diretions of that �eld. Analysis of the sholarly literature. It providesontext and ontinuity for new ontributions. It also provides us with a view of ommunity.There is a strong similarity between itations links and Web links (2.6.3).A \itation index" an be partiularly e�etive for researhing a omplex topi | the report ouldlist all studies published in the past two years that ontain a partiular referene. The importane orimpat of an individual work an also be determined by analyzing the number of times it has beenreferened, similar to the ranking of Web pages on the Internet (2.6.3). [80] [18]Citations support literature searhing whih we disussed earlier (3.3.1).



9.1. Scholarship 383Citations are used by authors to indiate the intelletual foundations for sholarship. Citations linksholarly artiles to previously published artiles on related topis. However, the judgment about whatitations to inlude is somewhat subjetive; thus they may reveal something about the proess andlogi of siene. They an show who is publishing in what �elds and reveal ommunities of sholarswho are doing related work. The existene of these ommunities of pratie notable in peer-review.Sholarship is umulative and itations in artiles provide links to douments published in the past.Citations an be an indiation of similarity of douments. A better strategy for analyzing itationsompares works whih are ited together. This provides muh riher data than simple itation analysis[?, ?℄. Another strategy also inludes links among authors. This leads to author o-itation analysis asompared to doument o-itation.
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Figure 9.5: It is helpful to have a measure for how similar two articles are to each other. One way is by analyzing
citation links. One measure is similarity is bibliographic coupling. Article 1 is cited by 3 and 4 so we say that 3 and
4 and similar. Articles 1 and 2 show a co-citation relationship with Article 3 It turns out that the co-citation measure
is better than bibliographic coupling. (under construction)Citation roles and types.Citation analysis looks at the referene lists of published aademi artiles to determine if there areinherent patterns to what is ited, in what subjet area, and with what other referenes. Analysis of thisvariety unovers relationships between whole aademi �elds as well as spei� subjet areas. Citationanalysis is related to bibliometris in that it seeks to quantitatively study a vast bulk of information.Citations and soial networks[81]. Citations may also be used as an indiator of the rih soial networkin siene. Co-authorship as an indiation of ollaboration. Small-world networks for o-authorship.Citation ontext an suggest relevant loal information [66]. Author-topi models.Citations aross disiplines (8.13.2).

Finding Undiscovered Public KnowledgePresumably, there are many important �ndings remaining to be found by ombining knowledge whihis reoded in books and journals. Typially, a researher reates a hypothesis by being familiar with theurrent state of researh in a given area of study. This requires familiarity with the literature. whih inno way exludes the other, is by being familiar with that area's researh literature. The developmentof automated data-mining tehniques has revealed important, but previously unnotied, relationshipsamong onepts. An unsuspeted relationship between magnesium and migraine headahes[76] was de-termined entirely from itation analysis in the literature. This onnetion was on�rmed by subsequentmedial researh. These are bibliographially disonneted literatures.The �rst step ould be identifying important onepts (10.5.3). Without full knowledge extration, wemay still be able to make some useful inferenes from fators suh as patterns of itations. As anexample: Fish oil. Undisovered publi knowledge (Fig. 9.6). If we �nd evidene in the literature whihsuggests that there is an assoiation suh that A auses B and B auses C then we may believe it isworth investigating whether A auses C.
9.1.3. BibliometricsBibliometris is, literally, ounting things about books and other information resoures. It often dealswith harateristis of the authors or publishers. It an inlude ounts suh as irulation for printedmaterials or hits on web pages. Simetirs ((se:simetris)).
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Figure 9.6: There may be “undiscovered public knowledge” can we actually merge facts from one domain into
another. In a classic example, research about the effects of calcium on headaches can be applied to the hypotheses
about the effects of magnesium (which is chemically related to calcium) on headaches. (Magnesium as a calcium
blocker) (check)h-measure.

Figure 9.7: Google Scholar.Measures derived from olletions of itations may have several impliations. For instane they areoften used as indiators of sholarly produtivity and impat. Zipf's Law.Bibliometris is often used to analyze trends within a disipline, or even the emergene of a new �eld.Mining itations.
Impact FactorsImpat fator. Who are the most ommonly ited authors? Bibliometris an also provide measures ofthe ohesion of sholarly ommunities (f.,  A.3.5).Measuring impat of researh with the number of papers whih ite it. Counting itations. Whileitations are generally a positive indiator of quality, they are not satisfatory as a primary indiator.Citation ounts are not very e�etive at prediting Nobel Prize winners among sientists [68]. Indeed,some papers whih turn out to be highly inuential are often not widely ited when they �rst appear.Citation ounts have been proposed as a measure of quality of linking but they are not lear preditors.This raises the broader question of what are valid metris of sholarly ativity.Earlier, we disussed the rate of hange of individual douments. Bibliometris an provide an indiationof the evolution of a sholarly �eld. We may see hanges in itation frequeny. Note the pivot points(Fig. 9.8). Transition points between networks sub-graphs of the network. Rapid development in a�eld and the stability of o-itations [2]. Time-series visualization. Network Visualization. Path�ndernetworks. Citation analysis and topi traking (10.11.2). Burstiness as a sign of the rate of hangein a �eld. Cumulatively, itations should be able to tell us about the intelletual underpinnings of a�eld. Interative visualization tools. Citations an beome symbols for onepts. Visualizations tosupport literature-related disovery.Sholarly journals are the main path for distributing sholarly work. Some sholarly journals on-sistently have more impat than others. With a limited budget, we would prefer to aess thosepubliations with a high impat. We would like indiators of these publiations' impat (Eq. 9.1).While we would hope that journal impat is related to broader soietal impat, that is often not thease.

Journal Impact =
number of citations to the journal from all sources

number of articles published by the journal
(9.1)
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Figure 9.8: Citations networks can provide maps of a scholarly field. Networks of citations can suggest the evolution
of a scholarly field[27]. Here we see clusters of research and transitions to new areas of research. (check permission)Furthermore, there is a dereasing value of journals for a given researher. Bradford's law. It is similarto the PageRank alulations for determining the importane of Web sites (10.10.2).

9.1.4. Research SpaceManaging digital sholarship. Commons.RDF triples for explantions.
9.2. ScienceSiene as a outome or as a proess. Siene is a spei� type of sholarship. Siene developsstatements about entities in the world and relationships among the entities. Furthermore, it appliesspei� riteria to those statements. Statements should be as general as possible but also as simpleas possible. They should also be onsistent with other sienti� statements and falsi�able. Finally,they may be supported by interferene but ultimately by experimental evidene. These propertiesgive siene distintive harateristis. For instane, history also tries to make ausal statements butthere is no way to repliate the phenomena it studies. In addition, the ativity of siene should bedistinguished from the informal use of the tern siene as the theories that have been developed ratherthan about the proess of disovering and modifying them.Values of siene ativity[50]. Enouraging ommuniation of results. Conit of interest. Inreasingly,politiians seem to be manipulating but the publi's pereption of siene and even the reported siene.Siene as pratial art. Siene allows us to manipulate the world.
9.2.1. The Scope of Science

Natural ScienceIn natural siene, it's ommon to assume that the most valid observations are based on our senses.Models are built based on those sensory experienes and ideally, the models are tested by furtherobservation. Thus siene is distinguished from faith whih is not on�rmed by observation. Integralto the \Age of Reason".
Behavioral, and Social Science and HumanitiesNatural siene has been partiularly e�etive in developing models and abstrations for the physialworld. Behavioral siene is based on onsistenies in behavior. It has been less e�etive for desribinghuman soial behavior. As we have disussed, soial phenomena are muh more omplex and adaptive



386 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13than natural systems. Indeed, soial phenomena an be onsidered as an emergent and not readilyderivable from the underlying natural proesses.The value of soial siene in relationship to natural siene is has been the subjet of so-alled \sienewars"[57]. One possibility for soial siene is to develop grounded theories[35] rather than trying to dohypothesis testing. Separation by levels of omplexity. Soial siene has many epiphenomenon. Soialsiene hypotheses sometimes do not allow falsi�ation. Soial siene as understanding the nature andpatterns of omplex soial systems. Nature of soial siene onstruts. Inreasingly, siene inludesunderstanding and modeling omplex systems.Thus, it is muh more diÆult to apture regularities for soial systems. For instane, eonomis issometimes alled a \dismal siene." Certainly, soial ativity appears to be very di�erent from naturalphenomena beause human beings are highly adaptable and often unpreditable. As we have seen,many aspets of soial systems are mutable. There is a debate about whether soial siene shouldattempt to identify isolated ausal fators as ompared to fators whih are part of a broader milieu.Is the notion of ausation in soial siene soially onstruted?Is an empirial soial siene possible? Causation in soial siene[64]. Moreover, its very diÆult to doexperiments in the same ways they are done in natural siene. Soial siene addresses the variability inhuman behavior by trying to fous on those situations in whih human behavior is relatively onsistentand even then by statistial analyses[23]. Thus, explanations of human soial organization need di�erentsorts of models. Typially, soial siene is based on statistial testing.Soial siene desribed with ativity theory. Qualitative researh. Subjetive vs. intersubjetiveevidene.Unlike areas of humanities suh as history (5.13.0), siene depends on the repliability of its e�ets.
9.2.2. Scientific Knowledge: Properties, Laws, and ModelsThere are many ways we know things, suh as listening to others but siene supports a more systematiinvestigation. Perhaps we also develop models of the world (4.4.4). Siene generally tries to developoneptual models of the phenomenon under investigation. A wide variety of phenomena are understudy. For instane, medial siene models omplex proesses and systems. On the other hand,systemati siene-like analysis is applied by detetives. A paradigm is a body of sienti� knowledge,not just one model. Standard theory for siene. Siene as developing new frames.Data - DataAnalysis - HypothesisInstruments6 ConeptualSystem��������9
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Figure 9.9: Many factors contribute to effective scientific inference (adapted from[79]). (check permission)

Scientific Laws and ModelsSiene as developing desriptions about entity lasses. This often means developing models. Modelsare not reality. Sienti� explanations. Disrete or ontinuous models. Entities/Systems and Intera-tions/Proesses.Laws are regularities with a broad appliation pro�le.Aepted sienti� explanations may hange. Isaa Newton's models of gravity were replaed by Ein-stein's (Fig. 9.11) as desribed below.
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Figure 9.10: Two conceptual models of atoms: The Bohr model (left) and the quantum model (right) which is derived
from quantum equations (redraw) (check permission)
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Figure 9.11: Explanatory coherence for Newton’s Laws (from[78]). The set of Laws neatly covers commonly observed
phenomena. (check permission)Models may provide oneptual frameworks and siene depends on developing oneptual models.These are often ausal models. Models are also be useful for formulate new hypotheses (Fig. ??).Desribe the entity lasses and the relationships among them. Theories, Laws, and Models. Conjeture,Hypothesis, Theory, Law, Constants. Not all researh is hypothesis testing. Beause they are at thehighest level, sienti� laws (onstants) do not have an explanation; rather, they are assumed to betrue. Pre-ausal models.Equations and logi as models. For instane, Newton's F=MAProess Models for Siene The development of new sienti� models is a reative ativity. Cognitionand the development of models suh as reasoning by analogy (4.3.4). There has to be a base of knowledgeand experiene in a �eld. In other ases, models develop from a systemati searh for evidene.Redutionism proposes that omplex phenomena an be desribed by appeal to low-level underlyingproesses. A redutionist would explain biology entirely in terms underlying hemial and physialproesses. Redutionism avoids appeals to emergent phenomena. Minimize the number of assumptions.Siene attempts to develop more detailed and also more general models. Siene as sense-making.Inreasingly, rih and inter-related models are preferred over separate, equally adequate models. Thisis a priniple known as Oam's Razor. However, there may be disagreement about what is superuous.Indeed, sienti� paradigms are often omposed of omplex interloking assumptions and there may bean ongoing debate about them.

Scientific ExplanationsExplanation versus modeling versus ausation. Explanation (6.3.4).Abstrations and generalization. Role of ausality in exaplanations. Causation versus mehanisms.Siene explanations as building models for abstrations. Di�erent from explanations of history (11.3.3).Explanations based on laws.Funtional explanations.How do we deide what is pseudosiene?.



388 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Is ausation needed for sienti� explanation? Problem of explanation and quantum theory.Semanti tehnologies are also relevant. Importane of how entities are de�ned and how they relate tomodels. This is seen diretly in taxonomy. Analogial models an be helpful (4.3.4).Hypothesis generation. Undisovered publi knowledge (9.1.2). Mining sholarly literature text anditation linkages.
Causation in Science

9.2.3. Evidence for ScienceWhat is adequate evidene to aept a theory?Examples of aidental disoveries. Even more subtly, we might try to develop metris for the qualityof siene.Experimentation. Antropology. Astronomy,Researh designs versus researh methods. Sienti� researh methods are often aligned with givendisiplines (8.13.2).Sienti� researh reports as reating a researh spae and staking a laim [75]. Siene as dedutionvs as argumentation (6.3.5). There are aspets of both. Operational de�nition. Testable hypotheses.Siene is based on evidene and potentially every sienti� generalization is dison�rmable[58]. Negativeresults. Fasi�ability. How muh evidene is needed to dison�rm espeially if a �nding does not matha popular model. Aeptane requires repliability.Thought experiment. However, ounterfatuals an get onvoluted. For the purposes of developingmodels. Reasoning about expetations. Retrodition.What is a plausible relationship between data and a hypothesis. Depends on the paradigm. Handlinganomalies. Fig. 9.12 X-Y
X
6
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Figure 9.12: Causal model with observations. The observations do not perfectly reflect the actual concepts.Sienti� method. Sienti� indution. Indution and abdution ( A.7.1)/ Abdution, for instane aboutthe fossil reord. Statistial tests of hypotheses.Baon and experiments. Fisher and randomized ontrol.Volunteers olleting observations and networking the results of those observations. Citizen yber-siene.Siene is a human ativity, as suh it is suseptible to human frailty. Sienti� fraud. Systematiattaks siene by publishing and promoting dubious researh.Sienti� explanations. Could something happen versus does it explain a given situation. Amount ofvariane aounted for by an e�etSiene is never settled. What does it mean that a model is aepted. How muh proof is required.Aeptane of some sienti� theories is often a matter of onsensus, sometimes by sienti� reviewpanels, but in other ases it simply the judgment of individuals. Indeed, the norms of siene enouragethe minimization of soial gamesmanship in the interest of letting data stand on its own (9.2.0). Forinstane, the use of honorary titles may be disouraged.
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Using the Scientific LiteratureThis is an aspet of sientist information behavior. Siene and information systems. Tait knowledgein siene (7.3.4). Collaboration among sientists (9.2.3). Sientist's use of journals (9.2.3). Sholars andsientists are demanding users of information resoures. As we have noted, sholarship and sieneare interative ativities. Many sientists spend hours reading [77]. Keeping up with �eld. Examplesof information use (1.4.3). Siene-related information tasks [?℄. Current awareness (2.5.5). There aremarked di�erenes aross disiplines in the patterns of using information.More broadly, supporting disover.Benh siene. Laboratory life[44]. Collaboration in sienti� groups as a ommunity of pratie (5.8.2).Workow in siene. Sienti� proess automation. Virtual laboratories typially provide platforms foraess to data sets and tools often assoiated with those the domain whih the data represent.d
9.2.4. Scientific Collaboration and CommunitiesSiene is a soial ativity in several senses. This is reeted in multi-author and often, multi-institution,publiations. Joint authorship in itations. Co-itation networks may show shools of thought (9.1.2).Sienti� ommunities are a type of sholarly ommunity (9.1.1). Soial struture of siene researh.Distributed researh teams. Aspets of siene ommuniation [45]. Sientists from various �elds di�eronsiderably in their willingness to share data with olleagues.

Scientific CommunitiesDisiplines. Interdisiplinary interfaes.Coneptual revolutions are generally hanges of oneptual frameworks. There often seems to be atipping point where many sientists hange the oneptual models they apply. Suh tipping pointshave been termed paradigm shifts. However, it remain unlear whether suh paradigm shifts are theresult of a rational onsensus, or generational hanges. Indeed, are many ases in whih paradigm shiftsare led by older sientists.Sholarship evolves as new ideas are introdued. In some ases, that evolution seems to be the resultof a paradigm shift [41]. We an see the transitions in the visualization of itation networks. One wayto analyze the patterns is to analyze how sholarship is done. Sienti� thinking evolves. Sometimesrather than gradual hanges, there are dramati paradigm shifts[41]. The shift in physis from the Bohratom to the quantum model. Or the shift of psyhology from �eld theory to omputation models ofognition (4.5.2). Bernoulli priniple and airplane ight. Thinking in physis hanged dramatially fromNewtonian determinism with the aeptane of quantum mehanis whih is probabilisti. Causes ofulers.Sienti� models follow trends in information proessing [25].
Scientific Communication and PublishingThe primary goal of sienti� publishing is the dissemination of �ndings. Siene writing should presenta lear desription of the laims persuasion but maybe this should be viewed as persuasion by logi.All sholarly publiations have standardized disourse strutures, but these are espeially pronounedfor sienti� publiations. Disourse in siene artiles (6.3.2). The most ommon Genre Template isIntrodution, Methods, Results, Disussion (IMRD)[75]. Sienti� argumentation versus dedution andhypothesis testing. Disourse in aademi letures. Researh genres.Funtional units of language and tasks CARS model for introdution to sienti� artiles [?℄. Appliedby the author to persuade the reader. Linking to entities and to models. Module reuse in sienti�publishing. Model-oriented sienti� researh reports [20].



390 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Coordinating voabularies aross disiplines.Sientist's workbenhes. Tools to understand researh fronts. Exploratory searh.
CollaboratoriesResearh groups an be tightly interwoven ollaborative teams. Indeed, the tait knowledge of proe-dures in often diÆult to transplant. It is often most eÆient for a member of the team to move fromto a new laboratory. Exhange of samples, methods, and data among researhers. However, there isalso ompetition.Teams may ollaborate on omplex sienti� problems. Failities whih support ollaboration aresometimes alled ollaboratories (Fig. 9.13).

Figure 9.13: Astrophysics Simulation Collaboratory Portal.

Citizen ScienceCitizen data olletion. Crowdsouring siene. Conern with data quality.sInreased publi information and omputational resoures means that signi�ant data analysis anbe done by itizens. Moreover, individuals may also have strong motivation to ondut researh (forinstane a parent may have a hild with a disease). This gets to the question of who is quali�ed to dosiene. There are issues of the reliability of data and sophistiation of the analyses.
9.3. Measurements and InstrumentationReall that in siene, it's ommon to assume that most valid observations are based on our senses.This is not to say that our senses an't be fooledFor siene and ommere. Testing laboratories. Certi�ation of testing laboratories.
9.3.1. Measuring Things (Metrology)Metrology is the study of making measurements. Aurate measurement is important in areas suh asbusiness and siene. When you buy gasoline or meat at a buther you rely on the sales.Saling ( A.11.2). Auray and preision.Sensors ( A.19.0). Data olletion from instruments and alibration of those instruments to ensure au-ray. Measurements are inherently inexat.Standard weights and measures.Traability.Measurement theory and saling for soial siene.
9.3.2. InstrumentsTehnology has a great e�et on the advanement of siene. Instruments for basi measurements.Should be onsistent aross environments. easy to use. Thermometer. Reord keeping for alibrationsand settings. Soial siene instruments suh as surveys.Role of networking in oordinating data from di�erent instruments.



9.4. Science, Technology, and Society 391The availability of instruments to olletn data in spei� ways helps to shape the fous of researh and,thus, the nature of knowledge. Highly distributed sensors as a new type of measurment instrument.
Figure 9.14: Thermometer (left) and beam balance (right). (check permission)Siene often requires measuring unusual properties in unusual onditions So, speial instruments needto be developed.

Figure 9.15: Advances in instrumentation often lead to advances in science: Mars rover (left) and supercollider
(right). (check permission)Automating exploration of a large spae of parameters.Sensors as instruments.

9.3.3. Laboratory Notebooks and Integrated Research Data M anagementLaboratory notebooks. Notebooks and open notebooks. Tools to help sientists manage their data
(9.6.0). Reords, audits, and preservation. Ensuring patent right. Laboratory notebooks as part of aneology of information genres for sientists.Sienti� workow provenane.Open siene. Open notebook siene Fig. ??. Laboratory notebooks as blogs.
9.4. Science, Technology, and SocietySiene and tehnology interat with soiety. Among other things, siene often studies things whihare soially important. Development of soially important knowledge.
9.4.1. Science and SocietySiene generally serves soial needs. Siene is a soial ativity [28] [45]. Siene and tehnology havetransformed soiety. Boundary between politis and siene. Siene eduation (5.11.5). More than asoio-tehnial system.Soial onstrution of sienti� knowledge.Within sienti� disiplines ad ho groups may emerge to address more spei� issues. These aree�etively ommunities of pratie (5.8.2). they emerge, develop struture, assign roles, and use languagethrough stages [?℄. Mediine.



392 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13What soial strutures lead to the a siene-oriented soiety. The Age of Reason. The Enlightenment.Broader soial value of siene and of the other hand, the problem of not having data available. Howsoial values may determine sienti� frameworks [?℄Soiety and soial siene.Using unsettled siene not only for poliy but also to sway publi opinion.Beause siene an be highly e�etive it an be persuasive. Indeed, we have many alls for \evidene-based" However, the results of siene may take a while to be settled and soial siene results areoften partiularly ontentious. Moreover, individual sienti� results may be grabbed by the media asthough the were settled and widely aepted.
9.4.2. Science and Technology PolicySiene and tehnology are so integral to soiety that siene poliy is developed. Enouraging om-merialization. Ideally, patents (8.2.2) enourage development of ommerially valuable tehnologies.Inubators. Innovation.Images of omputing tehnology. Tehnology and humanity.

Funding for scienceFunding agenies.Report possible onit of interest whih might bais researh outomes. There are a variety of meha-nisms for siene funding and feedbak into soietal needs.There are large di�erenes in funding for di�erent areas of siene. Presumably the funding is prioritizedto soial needs suh as eliminating disease. The funding model should require that the results shouldbe independent of the results obtained. Otherwise, there is a bias and siene loses its value. Somefunding models present hallenges to aademi freedom.Sienti� debates often go on for years without resolution. However, funders would like evidene thattheir money is being spent on areas where progress is being made and where it is able to be made.Siene metris (simetris) attempts to determine the interation of siene and soiety. Measures suhas bibliometri impat fators (9.1.3) and the number of patents to determine the quality of a researhprogram and thus to set overall funding.ICTD (8.9.1). Disruptive tehnologies.On one hand. siene is useful when it helps to resolve poliy debates. On the other hand, it an ofteneasily be distorted when aught in the middle of a politial disussion.Politial and sienti� ontroversies and what researh gets done. Lysenko. There are also manyexamples of sientists who ignore soial pressure.Siene is a soial ativity [46]. Sientists ommuniate sienti� ideas to the publi. Many sienti�areas overlap with poliy. Inreasingly, sientists are being expeted to make omplex assessments ofrisk [54].While many early sientists worked alone with modest funding, some areas of siene require substantialfunding. There are still many areas in whih individuals new ideas and lear thinking an have abig e�et, but there are also areas where large infrastruture is required. Ideally, siene would beindependent of soial pressure but that often does not happen. Big siene. Large projets with manypeople involved. IRB.Soial needs for researh often implies support by publi. Government funding of siene both diretly



9.4. Science, Technology, and Society 393and indiretly. DiÆulty of government funding researh. However, beause government is a funda-mentally politial, there an be diÆulties in government funding siene. Siene funding by industry.For instane, drug ompanies may fund evaluation of the drugs they produe.Researh institutions (8.12.3). Pure researh versus applied researh (Fig. 9.16) [73].Evidene-based initiatives.
Useful

Understanding No Yes

No - Edison

Yes Bohr Pasteur

Figure 9.16: Types of scientific research with examples of practitioners of each. “Pasteur’s quadrant” is applied
research[73].

9.4.3. Public Understanding of SciencePubli understanding of siene (PUS) [15]. Dissemination of sienti� results. Soiety has beomeinreasingly dependent on siene but the publi is poor at evaluating sienti� ontroversies.By the traditional values of siene, a sientist should shun publiity beause it might orrupt theneutral stane toward data. Inreasingly, however, sientists are engaging on poliy issues and someare atively seeking publiity.Popularized soial blogs. Siene is the press. Siene journalism. Publi outreah by siene.As with other literaies (5.12.2), we would like itizens to know the basis of siene and be able to applybasi siene models in everyday ontexts.There are many ompliations in trying to base poliy on sienti� researh that is not settled.Many ontroversies are played out in the press. People often believe results presented in the form ofsiene although the quality ontrols suh as peer review may not be followed. Pseudo-Siene. Thetendeny to believe ausal hains (4.5.0). Belief in UFOs [62].Siene Controversies and the Publi. The sienti� ommunity usually eventually reahes onsensusabout whether to aept evidene. However, there are many sienti� ontroversies whih are beingevaluated in the ourt of publi opinion. These range from evolution, to the auses of global warming.Examples of manipulation of siene on both sides of the global warming debate.
9.4.4. Engineering, Technology, and SocietyTehnology is the appliation of sienti� knowledge to pratial problems. Tehnology made dramatihanges in the living onditions in the Industrial Revolution and that rate of hange ontinues with thedevelopments in information tehnology.

EngineeringEngineering is the appliation of tehnologies for soling problems. Tehnology and engineering are verydi�erent from the sienti� knowledge generation. Engineering as problem solving. Engineering is,typially, very pragmati and outome oriented with an emphasis on ost-minimization. Tehnologyis the appliation of knowledge to pratial needs. Applied siene is often ombined with engineering
(8.12.3). Engineering and design. R&D. Conurrent engineering. Information engineering.DiÆulty of engineering very omplex systems.Large-sale engineering projets suh as the design and development of a new appliane or a newbuilding.
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Figure 9.17: The Imperial Hotel in Tokyo survived a major earthquake because it incorporated adequate knowledge.

Figure 9.18: While Interstate highways have brought many benefits to society, they have also created new problems.
In some places the highways divided neighborhoods. The “BigDig” tried to undo the effects of a major highway
dividing the center of Boston.

TechnologyInfrastruture as tehnology. Developing partial prodution methods based on sienti� �ndings. Teh-nology has provided soiety with a remarkable string of aomplishments. Tehnology is the appliationof sienti� knowledge. Tehnology management. Tehnology and design (3.8.0). Tehnology transfer.Tehnology and soial poliies. Institutions and proedures as tehnologies. Soio-tehnial systems.Tehnology shapes soiety. It is both agent and reipient of pratial ation.Disourse around tehnologies. \Progress is our most important produt".The relationship between tehnology and ulture. From the perspetive of ulture, tehnology is thatwhih disrupts ulture and tradition. There are ertainly soial hanges related to tehnology and, ofourse, tehnology does not always improve people lives.Pasteur's quadrant.Tehnology has sometimes been portrayed as leading to an unalloyed bene�t notion of progress. Whilesiene and tehnology have learly allowed the human population to inrease and for substantialadvanes in human welfare suh as improved health, it not improved living standards for all people.Tehnology as a double-edged sword.Tehnology transfer to business.Polygraph [14]. How muh soial shaping of tehnology is there?
History and Economics of Technology Tehnology and eonomis (8.8.2). Tehnologial developed isgreatly a�eted by the eonomi infrastruture. Clearly a system of intelletual property protetionand enouraging entrepreneurship failitates the development of tehnology. Patents are intended asinentives for tehnologial innovation (8.2.2).Tehnology development. Innovation (8.14.0).
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9.5. SimulationsLarge sale omputer-driven simulations are inreasingly ommon. They are found in sienes suh asastronomy but also in poliy arenas suh eonomis and limate modeling. Indeed, we have enounteredmodels throughout this text (e.g., (1.1.2). Models have representations. Coneptual models (4.4.1).Simulations as information resoures. Simulation doumentation rather than metadata.Here, we fous on the proess of omplex modeling with omputer programs. A model of land usemay foreast the extent of urban sprawl over a ertain period given ertain variables, suh as growthrates, predited eonomi hanges, et. An individual in the speulative real estate business may �ndsuh information useful, should they believe the model to be aurate. Therein lies the diÆulty ofpreditive modeling: we tend to not need preditive models to foreast simple, or easily preditableevents; they are most useful for omplex situations that, by their very nature, are diÆult or impossibleto predit, whether or not we have a modeling program designed to do just that. A simulation then,is the output of the runs with one of the models. Business proess models (8.11.2). Simulation for thepurpose of eduation (serious games) versus entertainment. Models are diÆult to validate aross abroad range of onditions. UML (3.10.2).
Figure 9.19: An adaptive dynamic model. Imagine a system that re-produces a regular pattern (dark line) (repeat
figure)Simulation is generative reprodution. It ats on a model to generate output.Simulation as a thought experiment suggesting what is possible.Simulated interative environments as related to games.

9.5.1. Types of Modeling and SimulationDi�erent types of simulations are used for di�erent purposes. Some types that di�erentiate simulationsare shown in Fig. 9.20. Models are partiularly useful as a representation for information systems (1.1.2).Modeling attempts to develop an aurate desription of omplex plans. That model is often used insimulation.This sort of modeling enables a designer to see the overall piture of a projet, and whether or not itsatis�es its set of requirements before embarking on the time-onsuming task of atually implementingthe design. Mathematial models are more abstrat examples of regular models, in whih mathematialformulas are onstruted to represent what sort of outomes a partiular set of input variables willprodue ( A.10.0). Modeling for deision support servies are partiularly omplex, as they typiallyinvolve many variables in a omplex, or probabilisti senario (3.4.2).System dynamis ( A.10.2).Representations. Mathematial models ( A.10.0).
Dimension Description

interactive / non-interactive Is there user interaction beyond setting the initial conditions?
deterministic / stochastic events Does the simulation follow a set course or is it probabilistic?
discrete-event / continuous systems Does the simulation run from beginning to end or does it pause for input

following each event?

Figure 9.20: Some dimensions of simulations.Finite-element analysis for simulation. Deterministi models. Models that show learning.



396 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Simulations languages and tools. Domain spei�.Non-interative animations ould be implemented as simulations. Fig. 9.21 shows a frame from aomputer generated animation in whih the uid motion of the lothing on a daner is simulated.
Figure 9.21: An animation showing a simulation of clothing and hair moving while the character is dancing[4]. (check
permission)Some stohasti models, suh as limate hange models, prediting earthquakes, and turbulent oware reognized to be extremely diÆult to simulate (9.5.4). In part, this depends on the resolution ofthe alulations, and the probabilisti nature of the system being simulated. These systems annot be\solved," and therefore a simulation is evaluated by how losely it onforms to the analogous proessin the real world. These are said to be model-based simulations; that is, they are based on an existingmodel, though the details and e�ets of simulations run on that model may be unlear. The modelbeomes a metaphor for the simulated system.Simulation-rendering - Alie.Neural networks ( A.11.4).

Procedural Modeling

Agent-Based SimulationsComputer simulations an be onstruted with independent agents. Understanding that many systemsto be modeled involve various disrete elements that interat to reate an overall e�et, agent-basedsimulations attempt to re-reate this senario by onstruting multiple \agents" that at aording topre-de�ned instrutions in response to various stimuli; the net e�et of all individual agents produesthe desired simulation. These are autonomous agents, and their ations are not oordinated by a entralontrol.Multiple-agent, aggregate e�et simulation an be applied to individual agents as well. (7.7.8).
9.5.2. Practicalities of Simulations

Composable and Multiscale SimulationsIdeally, simulations would be salable. As for systems biology. Systems dynamis for supportingmultisale simulation. Many diÆulties of omposable simulations. Creating modular simulations thatwork together. Beause the formatting and language is the same, \omposable simulations" allowmodules to be reused [?℄ and save designers time CAD (8.12.3).Divisible modularity. At di�erent levels, di�erent proesses dominate.Re-use has been emphasized throughout. When models need to be re-used they need to be assembled.Reuse and interoperability. Interoperability of simulations at di�erent levels of details. Composablesimulations an onsist of hierarhial omponents. It is diÆult to develop ross funtionality between



9.5. Simulations 397simulations if the simulations or events to be modeled are of a very di�erent variety.The evaluation of interative simulations is more omplex.Parameters and disruptive events outside the model.
Interactive SimulationsSimulations are often a part of interative virtual environments (11.10.2), and an greatly enhane theirplausibility. Simulations, to be e�etive, often need to be salable, in the sense of added information.New information | whether it be user ations, updated environmental data, or ompletely new variablesor limits | have an e�et on the simulation, and if agents are partiipating, will have an e�et on thatoutome. Interativity adds an external fator { the ations of the user | to simulations.This interativity an be added to simulations in two ways: through feedbak from environmentalsensors, and through user interation.Simulations an be produe information artifats. Another simulation support tool allows the additionof annotations to existing simulations.

9.5.3. Example: Weather and Climate Models
9.5.4. Evaluating SimulationsIt is often helpful to have model for omplex proesses. These produe preditions of omplex behavior.Malthus (Fig. 9.22).

Figure 9.22: Models have been used to make predictions about complex systems such as the use of resources.
Malthus predicted that a population of animals would grow geometrically in the presence of adequate food. However,
a limited food supply may be exhausted and the population will crash. (redraw)However, minute hanges in data and only minor misalulations an lead to massive irregularitiesand inauray when their e�ets are spread aross and entire system. These models predited thedepletion of resoures. Many of these preditions have proven to be unreliable. Complex systems suhas the eonomy and the limate are notoriously diÆult to predit. One notable example is the Clubof Rome report on the e�ets of over-population [49]. They do not inlude the full omplexity of thesevery omplex systems.Indeed, a nearly in�nite number of models an be developed by adding parameters. Thus, we prefermodels with fewer parameters. Free parameters. ( A.10.0). However, we also need to onsider the gener-ality of simulations. One strategy to improve auray in domain-spei� modeling. Over-simpli�ationby inompletely modeling the omplexity of the system. Failure to onsider ritial but hidden fators.There is an ongoing debate about whether limate models inorretly estimate feedbak proesses inthe same way.Climate models are often evaluated by testing seeing how well they predit historial limate hanges.It is often helpful to ouple limate models. That is, to run two di�erent models simultaneously and toombine their preditions. While one model may be getting of trak, it an be stabilized by the othermodel.



398 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Some types of phenomena are famously diÆult to model. The Buttery E�et (9.5.4). illustrates howunpreditable weather an be. Cellular automata. Weather predition. Time-step preditions.

Figure 9.23: Butterfly Effect. (with permission)Some models are so omplex, that it's diÆult to analyze these diretly. Sensitivity analysis for empiri-ally determining the impat of various parameters. How the output of the model is a�ets by di�erentvalues in the inputs to that model. Fig. 9.24. Sensitivity analysis and risk analysis.
Figure 9.24: Sensitivity analysis.

9.6. Scholarly and Scientific Data SetsA lot of data is generated by siene, but there are also massive data sets from many other soures suhas the government, orporations (7.4.1, 7.4.4), and from data suh as personal medial reords (9.9.0). Bigdata sets and mass personalization (4.10.3). Beyond data sets reated spei�ally for sholarship, manyother data sets are used in sholarship.This surge in data is generated by a inreasing array of sensors whih measure attributes suh as light,sound, temperature, and even magneti �elds. These are oupled with the development of data entersand networking for proessing and ommuniating the data. A data set is a olletion of related data.Just as we desribe APIs as a standard interfae for one program to interat with another, we an saythere is an API for data bases. If this is one the Web we might all it a Web Servie. An API an beonsidered a type of representation for the omponent.
Figure 9.25: Visualization and annotation of scientific data sets (from[40]). (check permission)Primary data. Is it reproduible or not.



9.6. Scholarly and Scientific Data Sets 399Big data. Could also inlude big metadata.Standardized metadata systems. Communities whih de�ne their metadata standards. Earthube.Data data model: olletion, deliverable unit, manifestation, �le. For data, preservation an be de�nedas the ability to be reuse.Moreover, data sets may be linked into larger sale data-sets. Tools to support data analysis. Visualanalytis.High-performane information proessing. Solving ertain large sale problems.
9.6.1. Collections of DataA data set in set of observations. It is similar to a work (2.4.3). Not only do they have a onsistentstruture but they are managed muh like library ontent. Should we trust the data in the dataset?Interoperability among di�erent data sets. DiÆulty of interoperability also has poliy and soialorigins.Live data sets may keep hanging. DiÆulties of dynami reords. Do we have to keep all hanges andbe able to reprodue the exat data set on whih a given alulation was ompleted.Data management institutions: FBI and �ngerprints [6].

Figure 9.26: Fingerprint data set.Data grid (7.7.2). Infrastruture for grid.
Figure 9.27: UN data.

Figure 9.28: Sloan Sky Survey.Gigaword orpus, Google Books. Soial media data sets.Data sets for deision making versus data sets for siene.eSiene has an emphasis on large olletions of data. Linking data sets to literature. We onsideredthe oneptual foundations of siene earlier in the hapter. Here, we examine data sets whih areolleted for siene. Separation from hypothesis testing.Standard data sets. Data for future referene - just in ase it's interesting or beause it shows an e�etwe know to be of interest. Referene works (3.3.2). New aess for data sets suh as the Library of Life
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[8]. Data sets whih are high quality may be ited by sientists to help validate a laim based on them.Coordination and preservation of omplex data sets.Many sienes are beoming highly data driven. Collet a lot of data and then analyze it. Reordkeeping (7.4.1).44000 terabytes of NOAA data.Materiality.Referene olletions (7.6.2). Data authors as a type of information professional (5.12.4).Sientists annotation of their own data sets.Sienti� publishing and data sets. Ative publishing. For example, highly fragmented least-publishableunits. Versioning.Observing sientists and their use of metadata. It is not lear who will be doing this work.Mashups for oordinating data from di�erent data sets. This an be viewed as a type of data fusion.Entity authority �le for names of objets in a database.Data sets in the real world are often messy.Data leaning. Data releases. FRBR and data sets.Requires data speialists and extensive domain knowledge.Annotation of data sets. Annotation with SWAN.
Figure 9.29: SWAN annotation ontology. (check permission)

Scientific Data SetsColleting some data without an immediate reason. Extensive Data sets have been fundamental todisoveries suh as Darwin's theory of evolution. Instrumentation whih obtains a lot of data needs tobe followed my systems for the management of that data. Tyo Brahe was able to develop preditiveequations for planetary motion by using the data tables developed by Kepler (Fig. 9.30).Management of sienti� data. Reord keeping is essential for siene.Sensors and the ability to ollet massive data sets makes systemati hypothesis testing less importantand it fundamentally hanges the nature of siene. Still, the key is the interpretation of data ratherthan the olletion of data.Data retrieval from large datasets an be available on the grid. Mining data for researh. Sieneand information systems are beoming more inter-twined. Open notebook siene for on�rming theproedure used to ollet the data sets. Shared data whih an be useful to everyone. History of howa data set has been proessed. Are two data sets related?FRBR for data sets.
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Figure 9.30: Kepler (left) collected extensive data tables about the motion of the planets in the sky which Tyco Brahe
(right) used to formulate equations. (check permission)

Figure 9.31: Research data lifecycle. (redraw) (check permission)
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Figure 9.32: Research data lifecycle. (vs OAIS) Increasingly, also need to support publishing and reuse. (check
permission)Baseline olletions suh as large sets of shells whih in siene museums against whih to gaugeeologial hanges.Interoperability of data sets.Automated �ltering of data sets for low probability events.

Figure 9.33: O-Ring failures. Challenger accident.

9.6.2. Applied Data SetsEarth monitoring. Medial data sets.
9.6.3. Frameworks for Managing Data Sets and Data CurationThere are many similarities between the management of text libraries and data libraries. Data librariesare related to data warehouses (7.4.4). Data arhiving. Linking to publiations, DRYAD. Analogous to



402 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13the approahes for arhives. Data management planning. Coordinating and reoniling metadata and�eld names.Just as poliy was ritial for libraries and arhives, poliy is also entral for frameworks for datamanagement.The olletion and management of data sets suh as ensus, eonomi statistis, labor statistis, geo-graphi data, and sometimes sienti� data is a signi�ant government funtion.At the least, the data should be mahine proessable. This often means it is strutured with XML.
Data SetsData set as a work.What makes a dataset itable. Corpus linguistis.
Errors in Data Sets Outliers. Missing ells. Limits to resolution in measurement auray. Dataleaning.Human-to-human ommuniation around data. Storytelling about data. Data ommunities analogousto doument ommunities (5.8.2).
Data CurationSienti� data use often doesn't math the relational model.Data reuse.Trusted data. Data provenane [65].The intermediate data produts may be aptured.DiÆulties of data analyses aross di�erent levels of a model. Suh multilevel models are ommon inomplex systems.Many information systems need to manage large amounts of numerial data. There's a wide range ofdata sets. Data sets need to be managed as though they are libraries. Data uration is still fundamental.Coordination aross data sets.Data ustodians and data managers.Similar to many of the issues for libraries and arhives (7.5.1). Trusted repositories. Risk analysis forontent. Provides a ost-bene�t advantage.Data uration and data management[53]. Colletion management issues are like those for digital libraries.Quality of the data. Identify new data used in an analysis. Should partial results be kept. In laboratoryresearh, there is a lot of ontrol over the quality of the data.Curating data sets is similar in some ways to olletion management (7.2.2). This inludes onsistentorganizational ommitment and ontinuity. Audit proedures (7.10.2). Seurity, information assurane,history of aess and updates. Audit trails for determining the provenane and quality of data. trakingany hanges that are made.Narrative journalism.Some of this is spei� to siene datasets but other aspets apply to all large datasets. Messy naturaldata sets. (3.9.2). In the sense used here, the urator is like a steward.Semanti Web and ontologies are widely used for desription of data sets. (2.2.2).Representation information
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Data Management Systems and ServicesManaging petabytes (7.7.3) and sale. Some datasets are so large the the annot be run aross distributednetworks. urrent data networks annot handle them. Large sale data ows [21] (Fig. 9.34). We needsystems for aessing large data sets aross the network. The Data Grid ombines features of libraries,arhives, and knowledge management systems. As we saw for those appliations, they an be desribedby the servies they o�er. (7.0.0). Federated data. XML format sports data. Many of the issues wedisussed for ultural arhives (7.5.1). also apply for preservation of data sets. Sneaker net. Movingdata vs. moving omputation to the data. Siene DMZ.Data management plans.

Figure 9.34: Here is a data management map for CLEO which is a high-energy physics project based at Cornell. It
includes hundreds of people and instruments. One of the problems of distributed data management is maintaining
consistency when doing updates [21]. A workflow management system can be used to keep track of complex
processes.Derived data produts.Representing and reasoning about provenane. Grid transations. Events in the user interfae. Proessdoumentation. p-query.Federation of data grids. Coordination of poliies for data grids. Data grid haining.DiÆulty of moving large amounts of data around the data gird. Colleting data from instruments inremote loations. Data enters for sienti� data.Merging results from very di�erent �elds requires both oordination of data sets and also ultimately,oordination of the organizations whih produe the data and analyses. Cyberinfrastruture for siene.Implementing poliies for siene repositories. For instane, this might inlude IRB approval [51].Data synhronization.

Describing Data SetsMetadata and Semanti Web for desribing the ontent of sienti� data sets.Metadata for statistial data. Standard desriptors for similar onepts aross implementations.Interoperability.Classi�ation of statistial data sets.Common information model.Gene ontology, (2.2.2). In some ases, some or all metadata about a digital objet may be lost.



404 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Interonneting data sets with workows.This is partiularly important sine we need to know exatly what is in the data sets.Mahine-proessable metadata.Self-desribing datasets.Data format de�nition language.Metadata for data libraries. Potentially a very large amount of metadata. E�ets of sienti� data setson the way siene gets done. Sienti� metadata evolves.Linking datasets and publiations.
Data PreservationLarge olletions of data may be maintained as data libraries. S.O.A.P. (Seletion, Organization, AessPersistene) priniples should also apply here. Eah domain will have its own spei� data struturesbut the bakground priniples should be the same.Loss of data sets an be very expensive and an set bak researh. It is expensive and sometimesimpossible to rereate sienti� data sets. Colleting and preservation data whih might be usefulsometime in the future. It is espeially worth preserving sienti� data when that data is unique orwhen it is diÆult to reonstrut. Sienti� datasets allow the user to go bak to old data to see whathas been reorded and what it shows. As with other types of digital preservation, formats and metadataare major issues (7.5.5). Preservation institutions and infrastruture. Importane of keeping data in theoriginal format (Fig. 9.33).Some data sets about phenomena suh as reords of earthquakes and volanoes are not reproduible.Partiular preservation of at risk data or data whih would be partiularly diÆult to replae.Trusted data. Data provenane [30].Eonomi models for data olletion and storage.

Figure 9.35: Frame from a reconstructed NASA video of the first step on the moon. The original was lost. (repeat)Preservation data requires that the protools used to generate the data are desribed. Importane ofguaranteeing data quality.Importane of information needs for data libraries. For instane, the astronomers need to be able toompare observations aross time.Federated data. Repositories of government data.Strutured browsing of the ontent of data libraries. For instane, a olletion of data about ship wreksould inlude data sets organized by the omponents of a ship.



9.6. Scholarly and Scientific Data Sets 405. Data doumentation initiative. Reent versions inlude details about the lifeyle and workow.Lifeyle management for datasets. Arhiving data sets. Data preservation. Sets of related materialsfor a ertain objetive. Text douments, images, data. Unlike some arhives, only the values in thedata set are important, the original appearane and format are generally not important. Data liefyleissues in DDI-3.Some data sets suh as those generated for relational databases (3.9.0). Data leaning.
Preserving Workflows and Contexts

9.6.4. Data Rights and Policies
PoliciesAs with other olletions of information resoures, there need to be both legal and institutional poliiesgoverning their use. One laim is that data from researh whih is funded by government grants shouldgenerally be made publily available. Indeed, inreasingly this is part of the terms of awarding a grant.Embargo for use of data olleted by one researher. We have onsidered the basis of reords forommere (7.4.1) but that is often foused on satisfying legal obligations. Here we onsider sienti�and sholarly reords where there would be di�erent types of issues. For instane, sharing data arossa researh ommunity is often a major onsideration.Reognition for the reators of data sets. Issues around open data sets. Con�dentiality in some soialsiene data. Open data sets.` Open-soure Projet for a Network Data Aess Protool standardinterfaes for visualization software. There's a ost to not having open data. Civi data.Data annot be opyrighted; it desribes fats. Rights and responsibilities for data management.Language for speifying onstraints on the use of data.Beyond retaining data from individual experiments. Siene is an aumulation interloking results.Data progresses from olletions of measurements, to edited databases and handbooks, to derivedphysial onstants. The periodi table e�etively summarizes a large amount of data from manyobservations. It is a very e�etive representation.Aggregation of reords from many soures. Re-identi�ation of reords in supposedly anonymized datasets.Data Privay. Corporate reords. Seurity for managing privay. Anonymize data to failitate privay.Substantial privay issues for some data sets.
Data Sharing and Open DataShared raw data sets (9.6.3) an supply more information about publiations, espeially when linkingis provided between data sets and journal literature. Norms aross disiplines for data sharing. Costand business models for data sharing. Time-embargoed on data. Failitating interation amongresearhers. Open mirosopy environment[12]. Tool sets and desktops (3.5.4). Data sharing and sienti�ollaboration (5.3.3). This is similar to the unwillingness of sharing data in organizations whih leadsto silos (7.3.6). Perhaps even mandatory posting of data. Colleting and managing the olletion. Whoontrols data? Open data.Poliies to enourage aess espeially of government data. There ould be onsiderable value in makingdata available. Data praties are human routines organized around data. Sometimes there is rapidsharing or data and in other ases, the data is hoarded. However, there are substantial di�erenes indisiplines about this. Not just open data but follow the open data by open analysis.
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9.6.5. Data Mining, Data Visualization, and Visual Analyti csThe ativity of siene onsists of a set of systemati workows. Siene data ow models. Designof laboratory notebooks should be based on sientists use. The model beomes an artifat showingthe dataow used in a given analysis and an be managed like other information resoures. Indeed,the reliability of laboratory notes needs to be omparable to other trusted arhival materials. Flow ofthe routine data analysis. Workow. Providing an index of ontent, a friendly interfae, and seurity.Workow for the analysis of data. For instane, Kepler workow (Fig. 9.36).

Figure 9.36: The Kepler data management system has a GUI dataflow for science and can provide provenance for
derived data. (Workflow only. check permission)Fig. 9.37 [16].

Figure 9.37: Many-Eyes community data analysis. (blogging based around visualization tools)Complex deision support (3.4.2).Exploratory data analysis.Large data sets an be extremely rih soures of information. Thus, their exploration and extrationof information from them is atively pursued.Determining semanti struture of data sets. For instane, \data detetors".Information visualization (11.2.5) emphasizes quantitative relationships in data. However, we an alsoonsider displays of quantitative, numerial relationships. Beause this is often assoiated with sienti�researh, this is often alled \sienti� visualization". This often allows for ontrolling perspetive andoordinates. Data may also be presented with animated visualization. For instane, partile urriesidentify on a sample of exemplary partiles. The motion of typial partiles an illustrate omplexbehavior suh as ow through a blood vessel (Fig. 9.38). Data analysis environments versus workows.These ould, for instane, support deision making with DSSs (3.4.2).Data analysis from seured data sets. For instane, maintain privay.Data analysis environments and workow. Limitations of visualization.Data behaviors as a type of information behavior. Query previews (3.9.2).
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Figure 9.38: The flow of red and white blood cells can be illustrated with animations of particle flurries[13]. (check
permission)There are many possible appliations: Visualization and statistial analyses. Clustering. Data ware-housing. Information fusion (9.6.5). Visual analytis uses visualization to support analyses. Visualizationdata in a shemati of the environment from whih the data was drawn.Collaborative visualization. A visualization an serve as a onversational artifat. Virtual observatories.However, there is mixed evidene about whether visualization is atually superior to other interfaesfor information presentation.Information fusion is ombining evidene from many soures. For instane, from sensors, reports byhumans, and historial knowledge.Data mining. Privay preserving data mining.Data narratives.Sensors in the name of siene. Changes the way people do siene and greater value in the analysisthan in the olletion of data. Need to reward olletion.

9.7. Mathematics, Statisitics, and LogicAlthough mathematis is generally paired with siene, it is quite di�erent. It an be quite abstratand in that sense, it seems far removed from typial information systems. The riterion for aeptaneof a mathematial priniple is onsisteny with the rest of the system of expressions. Mathematis isuseful for siene beause mathematis failitates the abstration of some types of proesses. Mathan be thought of as a olletion of languages. Mathematial knowledge and axioms[42]. Working withmath [43]. Godel [36]. Teahing math (5.11.5).Numeray. Cognition and numbers [31]. Reasoning about probability (4.3.4). Clearly, math needs to bebroadly de�ned to inlude statistis and probabilities.Logi ( A.7.0)

9.7.1. Mathematics and Logic as Frameworks for Representat ionsMathematis has been desribed as exploring the \relationship of relationships" [55]. Abstrat proe-dures. State models and disrete math. The nature of mathematial proof.Math as abstration. Branhes of mathematis: Topology, Graph Theory, Algebras.Library of mathematis [29]. Cohereny of mathematis. Proof development systems. Mathematialproof and ertainty of knowledge.Geometri objets as ideal forms.
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9.7.2. Structure of Mathematical Expressions and Mathemat ics MarkupLanguages of mathematis. Geometry as a visual language. Equations in text suh as (a + b)2 an bepresented with an extension of XML known as MathML [10]. As shown in Fig. 9.39, the format an beseparated from semantis. Parsing equations.

<msup> <apply>
<mfenced> <power/>

<mi>a</mi> <apply>
<mo>+</mo> <plus/>
<mi>b</mi> <ci>a</ci>

</mfenced> <ci>b</ci>
<mn>2</mn> </apply>

</msup> <cn>2</cn>
</apply>

Figure 9.39: MathML presentation format specification (left) and content format (right) for (a + b)2.

9.7.3. Mathematical Argumentation
9.7.4. Automated Theorem ProvingLogial operations.Proof veri�ation.

Figure 9.40: Automated theorem proving.

9.7.5. Other Math Processing TasksStrutured math douments suh as math pratie sheets.Math searhing [11]. Can I get the derivative of 1
ex Math desriptive metadata.

9.7.6. StatisticsExploratory Data Analysis.
9.8. Science and Informatics
9.8.1. Biology as an Information Science

“...modern biology has evolved into a science of information,” – David BaltimoreThere are several senses in whih biology is an information siene. Taxonomi lassi�ation has beenan important theme for many years. Taxonomy based on evolution rather than, say, on struture.There is a greater awareness of DNA as a representation. Biologial systems have representationswhih model they world. Their representations are biologial proesses. While DNA represents theinformation neessary for making life is lear, the proesses by whih that representation gets expressedare also integral. Information polymers: DNA, RNA, proteins, and arbohydrates.Biologially inspired systems. Geneti algorithms ( A.11.6).



9.8. Science and Informatics 409Issues of representation are essential for biology. Bioinformatis. How do organisms grow and reproduethemselves. Partly the DNA but the entire ontext. Data management of biologial data. Enylopediaof life. iPlant. Brain siene ( A.12.2). Spore is a game whih simulates biologial proesses (Fig. 9.41).Intelletual property issues for geneti modi�ations (8.2.2).
Figure 9.41: Natural computing. (check permission)

Naming and Classifying Living ThingsSine the time of the great Swedish taxonomist, Linnaeus, taxonomies and lassi�ation have beenfundamental to biologial [70]. Categorization and lassi�ation (2.1.2). As with other lassi�ationsystems, there are problems with the de�nition of the attributes on whih the lassi�ation is based.In the ase of biologial lassi�ation one question is what exatly is a speies [82].Biologial taxonomies. Versus, say, agriultural taxonomies.Originally based on physial strutures and now similarity of DNA and, for that, models of likelyevolution.SuperTrees [9] (Fig. 9.42).
Figure 9.42: SuperTrees are cluster diagrams which try to link a very large number species[9].

Genomics and ProteomicsDNA arries the information essential for life. In e�et, DNA is the representation of the organismthough omplex proesses are required for expression of that representation.Genome sequening. Human DNA is 99.9% similar; 0.1% di�erene.Diseases determined by mutations. Analyzing the funtion of gene sequenes. HMMs for gene se-quenes.Gene ontology. Dimensions of gene ativity. Funtion, Gene annotation and entities [47]. This is anexample of a ollaborative information resoure. Evidene odes. Re-sequening.Interestingly, the sequene of odes in DNA hains and proteins an be examined with some of thesame tehniques that we use for text retrieval. For instane, we may want to math a fragment of DNA
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Figure 9.43: Gene ontology. (repeat figure)to �nd the sequene where it belongs. Also, uses for proteins analysis. From DNA sequenes to the3-D struture of a protein is diÆult. Protein folding.
Figure 9.44: Fold-it is a crowd-sourced puzzle for solving the complexitiies of protein folding (from [?]) (check
permission)Searhing Sequenes with BLAST (Basi Loal Alignment Searh Tool) searh aligns sequenes. Thismakes DNA sequening possible. Mathing amino aid sequenes in proteins.

MKLLQRGVALALLTTFTKASETALA

Figure 9.45: Fragment of an amino acid sequence in a protein.Protein shape searhing in drug development.Translational mediine - from siene to linial impat.Patents may be given, for genetially, modi�ed rops.Control of Gene Expression Design ontrol in biologial systems.Personalized medial treatment by understanding individual gene sequenes.Geneti testing and personal genomis. Personal DNA sreening. Geneti testing is a preditor of a



9.9. Medical, Clinical, and Health-Care Informatics 411person's health. It an lead to personalized mediines, health insurane, Personal knowledge aboutgeneti onditions. There an be diÆult deisions about having hildren with knowledge of genetionditions. These tests raise ethial and privay issues[5] Large data sets of personal geneti informationare needed for researh but are prone to privay problems. (8.3.1).
Models of Biological Processes and Learning in Biological SystemsSystems biology explores how the omponents work together. Organisms an be onsidered as theomplex ombination of many interating omponents. We an onsider them as systems. Thus, some ofthe same tools we use for modeling information systems may be applied to modeling biologial systems.For instane, biologial systems may be modeled with UML (3.10.2)[33] (Fig. 9.46). Furthermore, we anuse visualization to explore these models. This model ould then be used to do the drug personalization.Semanti systems biology.

Figure 9.46: UML for systems biology. The transitions between molecules in a chemical pathway (left) can be
modeled as states in a statechart (right). Specifically, the pathways of cyclin-dependent Cdk2 kinase are shown [?].
(check permission)Evolutionary game theory.Simulations and systems biology. In some ases, UML (3.10.2) is used for these simulations.Learning is an aspet of information systems and we see learning in biologial systems. The primaryrepresentation is DNA. Survival of the �ttest. The speies is an adaptive unit. Evolution of altruism.Evolution and game theory [56]. Cost-bene�t ratio times the number of links.

B/C ∗ K (9.2)Geneti algorithms ( A.11.6) are a type of mahine learning. Natural Computing. Evolutionary systems.
9.8.2. CheminformaticsJust as lassi�ation has been a ornerstone of biology, it has also been entral to hemistry. Thedevelopment of the periodial table of the elements was a major advane. Inreasingly oordinatedwith biologial informatis.
9.8.3. Other SciencesGeology. Astronomy. Eonomis. Arhaeology as a spatial sienti� and ultural siene.
9.9. Medical, Clinical, and Health-Care InformaticsMediine and health-are are information and inferene intensive. These issues range from priniples ofmediine, to the management of the entire health system, to the linial treatment of individuals andpatient involvement in deision making and Mediine employs many of the information managementtehniques we have explored. Many of these points eho disussions we have had elsewhere. Healthare is information intensive. Thus, there are issues related to deision support, semantis, and datamanagement.



412 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Mediine would seem to be an area where progress is hard to argue with. Life spans have beeninreasing steadily. Translational mediine attempts tehnology transfer for medial disoveries. Thatis, it attempts to failitate moving good ideas from the laboratory to pratie.
9.9.1. Medical Concepts, Research, Scholarship, and Teach ingSholarly publishing (9.1.1) for mediine. Medial sholarship. PubMed. Disease database. Low reallfor physiian information seeking [24].Automati monitoring of patients with semi-intelligent devies.Open-Soure Medial Researh.Over the years, many di�erent medial desription languages have been developed. Reently, many ofthe omponents of those languages have been uni�ed into a single system, the Uni�ed Medial LanguageSystem (UMLS). UMLS has attempted to reate a umbrella whih enompasses the di�erent domainsof mediine but it is unlear if it aomplishes that. Ontologies (2.2.2). UMLS is omposed of three mainparts: a semanti network, a lexion, and a thesaurus, whih ombine knowledge representation withsubjet lassi�ation systems. From these omponents, UMLS has developed a framework desribingthe medial literature based on the onepts it ontains. While medial publiations are relativelyformal, as with any natural-language desriptions, the onepts may be desribed with several di�erentwords. Indeed, eah of those lexial units uses di�erent string units. Fig. 9.47 illustrates the relationshipof some of these onepts. UMLS has many appliations; for instane, it is a type of query reformulation
(10.7.2) with di�erent terms. This is a relatively well-de�ned ontology but as we have noted for otherattempts to exatly speify onepts (1.1.4) and to develop ontrolled voabularies (2.5.3), here are stillmany vague terms.

Medical SearchingUse of medial literature (9.9.2). Medial question answering. The patients other have a lot of anxietyabout their medial problems. Medial searhing searh engine as a speialized searh. Evidene-basedmediine (9.9.2). Clinial outomes researh. Charateristis of di�erent searhes.Semanti types in UMLS. Text proessing of medial ontent.DiÆulties of onsisteny in UMLS [?℄.
String (SUI) Lexical (LUI) Concept (CUI)

S0016668 L0004238 C0004238
Atrial fibrillation Atrial fibrillation Atrial fibrillation
S0016669 Artrial fibrillations Artrial fibrillations
Artrial fibrillations
S0016899 L0004327 Auricular fibrillation
Auricular fibrillations Auricular fibrillation Auricular fibrillation
S0016900 Auricular fibrillations
Auricular fibrillations

Figure 9.47: There are different levels of description. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) defines
String variants (SUI), Lexical variants (LUI), and Conceptual Units (CUI). One concept, (C0004238), is expressed
with several terms (L0004238 and L0004237) and each of those terms has several strings (S0016668, S0016669,
S0016899, S0016900)[39]. (check permission)Visualizations suh as partile urries (11.2.5). Augmented realities.X-ray image proessing. Indexing ell lines. Organizing information to protet meat supplies.Medial training and medial simulation. Fig. 9.48 Humanoid robots may also be used for medialsimulations.
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Figure 9.48: An example of simulation for medical education. (check permission)

9.9.2. Clinical Health-Care InformaticsInformation systems are being applied in mediine in many ways.Deompose the omplex ativities into workows. Many types of information are needed to makee�etive medial deisions. Information about the patients' ondition and prior medial interventions.However, this is often not available.Small searh tasks in everyday ativities. Selet from many alternatives. Many reports.Hospital. Dotors rarely have all of the information they need about patients when interviewing them.Major information management onstraints. Siloed information organization. Supporting diagnosisand deision making. Supporting ollaboration in medial settings.Surgial workows.Safety and error prevention.Care assistant.
Medical Diagnosis and Decision MakingDiagnosis is part lassi�ation and part ausal modeling (4.4.5). Dotors [7]. Medial diagnosis an bepartiularly hallenging to beause of the omplexity of the human body. There many di�erent waysthat medial symptoms an manifest themselves and there is the possibility that there an be multiplediseases.Making deisions about individual ases. Medial inferene systems. Diagnosis and treatment deisionsabout individuals.Evaluation with positive preditive value whih is similar to the notion of preision for evaluating searhperformane. Fig. 9.49

Actual Condition
Yes No Total

Diagnosis Yes 10 10 20
No 20 60 80

Total 30 70 100

Figure 9.49: The positive predictive value is the value of a diagnostic test.Nosology is the lassi�ation of diseases. Espeially ontentious with respet to onepts related tomental health.LOOK-DECIDE-DO There are many devies for information delivery suh as PDAs. Consider the



414 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13information needs of health professionals in an emergeny room. Complex data and a stressful envi-ronment.Medial deision support systems for making medial deisions. Clinial deision support systems. Aswith other deision support systems, the data presentation should be easy to understand. Computer-supported diagnosis helps to minimize errors from ognitive load. Medial diagnosis as ultural phe-nomenon. Low ost wide-spready medial testing. Diagnosis for all. Networked ommuniation tosupport simple medial diagnostis. ICTD. Best praties for health are in a risis.Managing treatment. However, devies may a�et physiian workow and this beomes an obstale totheir aeptane. Current versions often fail to take ontextual fators into onsideration.
Evidence in Medicine and Evidence-Based MedicineThere is often a substantial gap between researh �ndings and appliations of medial treatments.Medial treatments should be based on the latest �nding but that often doesn't happen; that is, weshould have Evidene-Based Mediine (EBM). There are several reasons for this gap. Dotors don'tknow all the latest researh in every �eld and even if they do researh on those �nding, the researhresults are not readily aessible. Speed the time from literature to pratie, a type of tehnologytransfer. Making the literature learer with narrative and systemati reviews. Also with struturedabstrats whih highlight dimensions whih are partiularly relevant to medial treatments. Rely lesson human judgment whih is often fallible.Stepping further bak, we an ask what is evidene in mediine. There is a lot of medial researh butthere also seem to be a lot of ontraditory results. It is relatively easy to obtain orrelational databut it is harder to do experiments. Randomized linial trials (RCTs) provide stronger evidene thanorrelational studies. Generates large data sets.
Designing Medical Work EnvironmentsCollaboration of a medial team in the trauma enter. Soial struture and ommuniation of medialdelivery teams.
Information in Health-Care DeliveryInformation is essential in the health-are delivery environment. Hospitals are at one highly omplex,highly traditional, and data-rih. Hospitals are among information institutions invented. Physiian-order entry systems { for managing treatment. Management of osts. E�etive outomes. RFID.Sensor monitoring of health-are proedures and treatments. Information for preventative mediine.Health gaming.Medial images (e.g., Fig. 9.50) are very di�erent from pitures of your vaation. Radiologial imagesare often diÆult to deipher And may require pattern reognition approahes suh neural networkshave been used for detetion of tumors. Medial image modeling. Computational anatomy [3].Teleradiology. Colletions of digital images will have high spae and network requirements.
Patient Information BehaviorSelf-diagnosis. Hyperondira. Cyber-ondria. Consumer health voabularies.Mobile mediine with apps. Patients olleting their data.Issues for deision making. It is often diÆult for a patient to understand all the impliations of varioustreatment options. In some ases, it may be easier to have a physiian or soial worker talk throughthe hoies and provide advie. Shared deision making (SDM) between patient and physiian. Likeother deisions, this will inlude information olletion. Patient deision making.Problem of patient onlusions. Quakery. Laetrile.
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Figure 9.50: CT scan image.Online patient support group.Inreasingly, patients are aessing online information resoures to try understand their own medialonditions. Consumer health information. How itizens aquire medial information [22].
Information for PatientsDotor-patient interation (6.4.3). Patients will use olloquial language and may attend to unimportantdetails about their medial ondition. Patient's desriptions of their symptoms and omplaints. Tellingthe story of your medial history.One way of struturing information about a patient is with \PICO" questions. These are: PatientProblem, Intervention, Comparison, Outome.So alled, information presriptions ask the patient to explore the impliations of a ondition or rangeof treatment options. Making health materials easy for patients to understand. Personalized healthare bene�ts from extensive personal health reords.Tools to support dotor's ommuniating of information to patients. Information for hospital patients(Fig. 9.51).

Figure 9.51: Prototype display of patient notices[52]. (check permission)

Decisions about TreatmentsLike other types of medial deision making there must be estimates of risks and risk management
(7.10.3). Patient deisions about treatment options, about lifestyle hoies.Soial networks and the di�usion of medial information (5.1.3). Soial links seem to a�et mediallysigni�ant behavior.
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Supporting Physican ActivitiesCoordination in hospital team work. Compliations of a ontinually hanging situation. Support forpatient health are management. Management of hroni diseases.
9.9.3. Medical RecordsHospitals have a very omplex organizational struture. There are many formalized roles. Enourag-ing transpareny about health-are osts. We have already seen a wide range of information systeminteration in institutional dialogs (6.4.3). These are soio-tehnial system. Related to other eletronireords (7.4.1).

Personal and Patient Health RecordsThe potentially exibility and auray of medial reords. Improving health-are with informationtehnology. Potentially, there would be a great deal of bene�t from being able to aess ompletereords about a patient. This is a speial ase of the management of eletroni reords (7.4.1). Keepingpatient reords have the potential to improve the quality of health-are delivery. However, the massiveonversion osts are substantial. The requirements are diÆult suh as handling insurane laims.Universal eletroni patient reords. Many solutions have been proposed. Perhaps simple reords arebetter than overly omplex reords. A more limited version is the reords we �nd in an organization.Patient reords in a hospital. Health insurane forms. Google healthVault. Personal reording ofinformation. Paper hart for traditional medial reords. Conversion of paper-based linial medialreords.Eletroni health reords (EHR) and personal health reords (PHR). Health Level 7 is an XML-basedstandard for exhange of health information. There are many di�erent layers of reords whih ouldbe inorporated suh as lab reports, presriptions, treatment reords. Conversion of paper reords toeletroni reords. Medial data odes involve lassi�ation of medial onditions (2.1.2)whih an beuseful for publi health.Beyond patients: Sta� and stu�. Logistis (8.12.1). Equipment, business end, insurane/billing. Ele-troni Medial Reords (EMR). Usability of health reords. Adoption of health information systemsby hospitals. EMR data enters and hospital information systems.There are many diÆulties in implementing them. It is important for people to have reords of theirmedial ondition. Dotors information needs are relatively well served by existing approahes. Medialprivay issues are often an extreme onern (8.3.1). However, there are many di�erent types of infor-mation and strong requirements for privay that developing a standard has proven extremely diÆult.Broader ethial questions suh as releasing information about people's geneti dispositions. There arealso, many ompliations to allowing medial reords to be disseminated. This inludes establishingpoliies and workows for managing the data. Medial information poliy. Suh as HIPAA privaypoliy. Implementing HIPAA poliies. These reords have severe privay issues. DiÆulties of datamining the results given the privay onstraints. Legal issues for reords, not just privay. Liabilityand medial reords. Seurity breahes. Ease of aess.Mining the data has the potential to greatly improve health. What's more, ombing reords of familymembers, or by ensus data has the potential to detet important health trends. Soial determinantsof health. Soial networks and risky health ativities.Standardized indexing and organizing information are ruial to the e�etive reords. Controlled vo-abularies for spei�ation of patient information. Use of UMLS and patient health reords (PHR).While medial onepts an be relatively leanly de�ned in the researh literature, it is far more diÆultto do that in the everyday diagnosis.Letting people view and orret their own health reords.
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Figure 9.52: HL7 health information environment which is centered around the Electronic Health Record (EHR)[1].
(check permission) (simplify) (redraw)

9.9.4. Public Health Information and Public Awareness of He alth InformationAnalysis of population trends and preautions. How do people adjust to hanging reommendationsabout treatments. Promoting health. Enouraging health literay. Health are information aess bythe publi. Developing a system that would be useful in deteting inuenza outbreaks based on searhharateristis.Publi health data sets.Data olletions from linial soures. Disease informatis. Epidemiology suh as for SARS and birdu. Data analysis. Models of infetious disease spread.Flu Trends. Prediting u epidemis from searh engine trend data. Privay issues (8.3.1).
Deployment of Health-Care Information SystemsThere are many promises of information systems in mediine but there are also many diÆulties forthat. Given the omplexity of hospitals and other health-are situations it shouldn't be surprising thatthey have many of the problems we desribed earlier for other types of organizations.Several distint users. Physiians, Nurses, Patients, Administrators. Use ases and the diÆultiesof the distint user groups. For instane, physiians generally do not like to enter information intostrutured forms.Cost of health-are information systems.Failures of health-are information systems. [63].

9.10. Spatio-Temporal Information SystemsRepresentations and data models for time and spae. Spatial information systems desribe the prop-erties of objets in spae suh as geospatial relationships representing 3-D spaes, 3-D objets andenvironments (11.8.1). In these systems, one an interat with physial objets and their representationin spae. The primary role of the representations is to refer to the loation of objets in the physialworld. One an observe the relative loations of parts of the body.



418 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Spatial analysis. Optimization for spatial data. For instane, where are best plaes to position �restations. Coverage models.Loative media. Inorporating loation information into other servies.
9.10.1. Varieties of Spatial Information SystemsThe most typial spatial information systems are geographi (or geo-spatial) information systems (GIS),whih show spatial relationships of the earth. However, there are other types of spatial informationand these are often available from information systems. It is possible to explore virtual environmentsfor arhiteture. This allows arhitets and their lients to understand what a building will look likebefore it is built. Urban modeling suh as knowing the layout of buildings.There are many di�erent appliations beyond traditional geographi information, inluding astronom-ial star harts. And there are other systems in whih geo-referened data may be inluded; oeano-graphi and atmospheri systems are data libraries (9.6.3). Systems also di�er in how they presentspae and in the level of interativity they allow. Models may have metri versus non-metri spatialrelationships and they may assume 2D GIS models or 3-D GIS models. Spatial environmental models(Fig. 9.53). Standardized metadata systems.

Figure 9.53: Maps as data sets[60]. Here, we see Lewis and Clark’s route overlaid on a historical map. (check
permission)Geooding. Map projetions and onsistent frameworks for mathing points.Overlaying GIS data sets with maps[60]. Data sets (9.6.0). Maps as representations, indeed visualizations,of shematis. Spatial humanities.Inferring 3-D from photos. PhotoCity.Panorami views of streets.GIS and epidemiology and riminal justie.Loation tehnologies and loation analytis. Eah map searh tells a great deal about that personabout the person Who does the searh. Similarly, knowing the oordinates of a user's mobile devie tellsa lot. Landsape modeling. Stories and memories assoiated with land and the physial environment.Coordinating GIS searh with general knowledge about a user's interest.3-D reonstrutions from historial videos of plaes ould be useful as a omponent of history eduation.Stories (6.3.6)related to loations.Loation models. Roles of maps in games. Mirror worlds and the metaverse.
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Figure 9.54: Policy map.

9.10.2. Geospatial DataData management issues (9.6.3). Histori real estate maps. The ambiguity of geo-spatial objets. Geo-graphi data siene.Inorporating other models into the GIS. For instane, hydrologial modeling of water ow ombinedwith landuse.Geography data sets an serve as a struture around whih other data an be organized; GIS data anbe used for visualization (11.2.5). There are many examples of suh geo-referened data sets. Otherdatabases are intertwined with geographi information; for instane, the ensus is broken down bystate.Environmental information an also be geo-referened, as an video [69]. Many aspets, legal issues.Closely onneted to mapping. These maps an be used to biodiversity (Fig. ??) [61].
Describing Geographic ObjectsInformation model for GIS objets. This is another example of a Knowledge Organizing System (2.2.0).\Metadata" desriptions of spatial objets (Fig. 9.55). [38]. FGDC. There are many diÆulties inrepresenting politial debates if an administrative unit is hallenged. OGIS.

Relationship Example

Administrative part of Mumbai :: India
Administrative seat of Mexico City :: Mexico
Sub-feature of Hudson Bay :: Arctic Ocean
Physical Containment Lake Victoria :: Africa

Figure 9.55: Some relationships among geographic entities.Desribing geospatial objets and the problem of desribing physial objets in general. Point objetsand vetor objets. Spatial synonymy. There is a diÆulty identifying plae | and plae may havetwo separate names. For instane, a plae may be identi�ed by administrative boundaries and oneidenti�ed by geospatial features. Proper names of geographi objets are also often very ambiguous;for one thing, the names of geographi areas may hange over time. Gazetteers list plae names andlarify exat loations [38]. Gazetteer details help distinguish Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania from Pittsburg,Kansas or Pittsburg, California (Fig. 9.56). As with most other ategories, geographi ategories, aresoial onstruts and generally reet the orientation of the speakers. From a European perspetive,Europe is onsidered a separate ontinent although it is ontinuous with Asia. whereas North andSouth Amerian are onsidered one ontinent although they are onneted by only a narrow strip ofland.
Location Description

Pittsburg 1 city W. Calif. NE of Oakland on San Joaquin River, pop. 19,062

2 city SE Kans., pop. 18,678

Pittsburgh city SW Pa., pop. 604,332

Figure 9.56: Geographic gazetteer entries for Pittsburg and Pittsburgh[17].



420 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Geographi meta-models.North Korea eonomy wath. Satellite images and determining soial struture (Fig. 9.57). Surveillane
(8.3.3).

Figure 9.57: Detail of a region in North Korea which has been identified by Web-based observers as a compound
for the elite Party members (North Korean Economy Watch). (check permission)

GIS Queries and InterfacesSpatial relationships imply di�erent types of queries than we saw for text queries. Many spatial queryrelationships are relative to other objets: left, right, above, near, faing, and among/between are someof the terms used to desribe them. Relationships like \between" are sometimes ambiguous beausethe positions of the objets are sometimes omplex (Fig. 9.58). Range queries ask \Is a spatial objetwithin a given area".
Figure 9.58: This illustration shows one of the difficulties of range queries. A query might ask whether city B in
region A.Queries to GISs an be omplex and require onsiderable inferene about geographi relationships. Forinstane, the query \what towns are in ood plains in the Pittsburgh area?" would require knowledgeof both towns and ood plains. GIS queries and interfaes support tasks and deision-making. As withtext queries, the \query semantis" should math the data model.

9.10.3. Searching Geospatial InformationCoordinating searh with loations. For instane, �nding pizza lose to your urrent loation. Alter-native to yellow pages. GPS. Geospatial objets inlude natural objets suh as mountains and rivers,human onstrutions suh as highways, and abstrat onepts suh as boundaries and property lines.In ordinary use, the de�nitions of geospatial objets an be ambiguous; for instane, a \street" may beonfused with a \road" or a \highway". However, it is possible to give a more exat de�nition.Some spatial objets are \point" spatial objets suh as a ity enter, others are \vetor" spatial objets,suh as a road. Still others are best desribed with a bounding box or perhaps more irregular polygonalfootprints. Sometimes a system must deal with disjoint entities, suh as the loations of all branhesof a bank.



9.10. Spatio-Temporal Information Systems 421Spatial indexing organizes objets by loations. Data strutures for spatial indexing suh as bin-treesand R*-trees. The familiar longitude and latitude lines an be the basis of indexing loations ingeographi spae; other systems of oordinates suh as the Universal Transverse Merator (UTM), arealso used. Geo-referening is one example of oordinating data sets. The most ommon representationof spae in artography but other representations are possible.
9.10.4. Spatial Cognition, Orientation, and Navigation

Spatial CognitionPeople learn about spae by moving, rawling, and walking. How do people understand, remember, anduse onepts of spae? The representation and inferenes people make about spatial relationships areknown as \spatial ognition". There are probably multiple, interloking ognitive representations forspae. As with other inferenes (4.3.4), people may make inorret inferenes about spatial relationshipsSome people are onfused about whether San Franiso or Los Angeles is loser to Hawaii. As you ansee in Fig. 9.59, San Franiso is loser although it is farther north. Presumably, people reason thatLA is south of SF and Hawaii is even further south. They don't also realize that San Franiso is muhfurther west than Los Angeles.

Figure 9.59: Without seeing a map, most people believe that Hawaii is closer to Los Angeles than to San Francisco.
(check permission)

Figure 9.60: Mental rotation task. Are these two shapes congruent? (check permission)

9.10.5. MapsMaps are shematis that support orientation and navigation; they are a graphial symboli represen-tation of spae. Maps typially go beyond pitorial presentation of symboli information. Maps an beused to �nd loations orresponding to physial reality, and to ompare various properties of physialobjets. Fig. 9.61 is a well-known drawing that blends pitorial and map-like information. Maps employa speialized visual language (11.2.4) that represents spae. When orrelated with the world, they havea \referential semantis" (6.2.3). Plae is emergent. Maps help people laim territory. Cartographirepresentation.Spatial history. Cultural mapping.Migration and ultural hanges. Eonomi ativity, trade, and ommodities.Plae is emergent often related to ultural stories. Re-naming of plae is often related to ulturaltransitions.
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Figure 9.61: A drawing which suggests the typical mental map a New York City resident has of the western part of
the United States. The focus is the area around 9th Avenue. Beyond that, the view is not linear but distorted like a
“fisheye” and only a few salient locations in the distance are included[72]. (redraw-K) (check permission)A map is a doument that identi�es objets and shows their spatial relationships. As with any dou-ment, it reets the author's sense of what will be most useful and most e�etively understood by theviewer. Maps in the tradition of the Western ulture often show things that an be enumerated, suhas distane and population. Although we think of maps as primarily visual, geospatial information analso be onveyed in other ways. For instane, poems and songs may provide a ultural memory forspatial relationships. Plaes in digital environments. Spatial brain ells ( A.12.2).

Figure 9.62: Map.Usability of maps. Orienting oneself with a map. First-person perspetive. Similar onerns arisein virtual reality. Tethered perspetive. Absolute perspetive. This may also inlude fous+ontextvisualization as we saw earlier (11.2.5).
Metadata and Cataloging MapsAs with other omplex information resoures, there are atalogs of map olletions. Even seeminglystraightforward attributes, suh as the date, an be ruial, sine geography is dynami. Severalmetadata standards for maps are built on Dublin Core (2.4.4).Spatial narrative. Spatial history. Spatial animations. Personal testimony.
Interactive Maps and Spatial PresentationsInterativity allows users to explore details. We have already seen lenses to allow users to exploremaps (11.2.5). Maps an be used to display responses to GIS queries, and as query interfaes for geo-referened systems (9.10.2). Maps may also be used to orient people to other types of proesses. orinstane, SimCity uses spatial representation as the basis for games.Maps may be elements in virtual or augmented reality. Indeed, they are an aspet of many games.
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Spatial Modeling3-D modeling.
9.10.6. GIS-Based Services and NeogeographyMany servies have a GIS omponent. Loation as a ontext. It an be useful in, for example, serviesto do with risis management (8.6.4), law enforement, the ensus, or the environment, GIS libraries.Map servies.KML �les.Mirror world. Metaverse (11.10.1).Politial disputes about boundaries reeted in the map. Layer of ommentary and opinions over thespatial desriptions. This is sometimes termed \neogeography". sNorth Map-based mashups with GIS.

Spatial Orientation and NavigationPeople use their knowledge of spae to determine their loation and to move from one plae to another.Orientation is loating oneself within an established framework { espeially in spae. To use a map,a person must understand how the map relates to the physial spae. Maps may be egoentri orexoentri navigation { that is they may be based on an absolute position or they may be relative toan individual's position. How do you �gure out where you are in a virtual landsape? Context is vitalto orientation, whih is partly a reognition problem. Spatial navigation is alled \way�nding".Signage should be based on senarios of use.
Figure 9.63: Signage is often essential for wayfinding. Each path a person may take through the physical environment
and their spatial information needs should be considered. (check permission)\Landmarks" are points that are easily reognized. Identi�ation of the landmark allows orientation.Landmarks are important aids to knowing where you are and guiding navigation. They generally arefamiliar and highly visible, and have distintive features. Longitude and latitude indexing an provideorientation as an be an alternative to using landmarks for navigation. Still other methods suh asWestern and Polynesian methods for navigation.

Figure 9.64: Polynesia navigation stickchart. (check permission)



424 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Sensations suh as smell, sounds, warmth, and wind often provide orienting ues. But, these arefrequently not available in omputer-generated virtual worlds (11.10.2). Pop-up navigation in 3D-spaesand virtual worlds (11.10.2).Navigation is movement through a series of stages toward a goal (2.6.3). Polynesian navigation. Whilewe may navigate an interfae but navigation is regarded as moving through spae. Landmarks and signposts are among the lues that an be used to support navigation.The explanation of diretions illustrates some of the ways in whih groups develop a shared under-standing. The proess of negotiating meaning during onversation (6.4.0) is partiularly apparent whengiving diretions [74]. Skething an add a visual omponent to the diretionsSome people do navigation by a grid suh as following a spatial grid suh as ity bloks.
9.10.7. Events and TimeTimelines and temporal histories. Temporal information retrieval. History (5.13.0).Relevane hanges over time. Episodi retrieval.Proesses.Temporal landmarks.
Exercises
Short Definitions:

Academic freedom

Bibliometrics

Collaboratory

Occam’s razor

Primary literature

Scholarship

Scientific methods

Review Questions:
1. Scholarship. (9.0.0)

2. How is science different from technology? (9.4.4)

3. Give an example of workflow in science. (9.3.3)

4. What Web site lists the format used for US Census data? (9.6.3)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Calculate linkages in the citation lists of several related articles. (9.1.2)

2. What are the difficulties of using bibliometrics as quality indicators for scholarship? (9.1.3).

3. What is the impact of a scholarly journal that publishes 32 articles per year and each of them receive a total of 200
citations. How does that compare with a journal that publishes 110 articles per year that receives a total of 330 citations?
(9.1.3)

4. Sometimes the number of citations to a scholarly paper is taken as an indication of quality. What are some of the
problems with that? (9.1.3)

5. Contrast the goals of “text retrieval” from “knowledge discovery”. (9.2.2, 10.9.0).

6. What type of metadata might be appropriate for a data set collected for a space probe sent to Mars? (9.6.3)

7. Genomics. (9.8.1)

8. We have defined information as that which reduces uncertainty. Do biological representations reduce uncertainty?
((sec:infodefinition), 9.8.1,  A.1.0)

9. GIS. (9.10.0)

10. Explain the differences between first-person and third-person perception from maps. (9.10.4)

11. It is said that people from older cities in the U.S. (e.g., Boston) navigate by landmarks while people from the newer
cities (e.g., Phoenix) navigate by compass directions. Why might this be true? (9.10.4)

12. Describe the characteristics that make a map effective. (9.10.5)

13. Observe how people use maps. How could their use be better supported by interactive maps? (9.10.5)

14. Ask someone to give you directions. Note what they say. Record the questions the ask and describe the assumptions
they are making. (9.10.6)
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Practicum:
1. Data libraries,

Going Beyond:
1. Is scholarship a largely academic, ivory tower exercise or is it relevant to social issues and problems? (9.0.0)

2. Should a scholarly paper that has been found to plagiarize a previous work be deleted from a library? (5.12.3, 9.1.1)

3. Describe the pros and cons of peer reviewing and an evaluation for the value of ideas. (9.1.1)

4. Create a citation map of a field. (9.1.2)

5. Are citations good measures of quality for scholarly research? (9.1.2)

6. Are scientific laws created or discovered? (9.2.2)

7. What is the proper role of the government in science? (9.4.0)

8. How does the notion of a “collection” apply to a data library? Is a database a data library? (7.2.2, 9.6.3)

9. Specify data management procedures for a database of clinical trials. (9.6.3)

10. Describe a task for which the particle flurries would be a distinct advantage over other visualization techniques. (9.6.5)

11. Develop a MathML specification for 1
1
2

2 (9.7.2)

12. If Biology is an information science rather than a physical science, what sort of generalizations can we make about it?
(9.8.1)

13. Should personal genetic information affect insurance rates? (9.8.1)

14. Is there a net cost savings from implementing health-care information systems? (9.9.2)

15. Describe technologies what would be needed to match pictures with text documents. (9.10.5)

16. Describe how OCR techniques might be applied to automatic map analysis. (9.10.5, 10.1.5)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills:
Instructor Strategies:
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Chapter 10.
Human Language Technologies

Figure 10.1: Illuminated manuscript (from Leige).Here, we onsider a variety of language proessing appliations. This inludes text and speeh proessingand it looks at several spei� appliations suh as text proessing for searh and question answering.Some ways of struturing multimedia may also be onsidered as language-like; these are examined inthe next hapter.
10.1. TextText is an extremely exible mehanism for transmitting knowledge. It is a �xed visual form thatan appear in an almost in�nite variety of loations, from books and magazines to road signs andT-shirts. Text, as a means of ommuniation, is woven together muh like a fabri is woven, withmultiple individual threads joined tightly together to form a uni�ed �nal whole; in fat, the word\text" is derived from the same root as the word \textile". Text is the visual form of a representationallanguage. In addition to the shape of the text itself, the visual fators of how text is presented anindiate struture and onvey meaning. Text is a ommon, �xed, relatively permanent and easilyproessed. While European-based languages use alphabets, other languages use syllable-based systems.Disrete versus statistial representations.
10.1.1. Alphabets and Character SetsHistorially, the letters in a alphabet represented the distint sounds { the phonemes { of a language.Beyond the alphabet, other symbols assoiated with a language suh as digits and puntuation areknown as graphemes. Symbols.

The Latin Alphabet and the ACSII CodeThere are many writing systems and many ways in whih text symbols may represent onepts. Englishis written using the Latin alphabet, whih is familiar to Westerners. Alphabets are sets of disrete sym-bols that are ombined to form words, but individual letters (generally) have no meaning in themselves;it is only through their ombination with other letters that meaning emerges. The 8-bit ASCII odesmaps to the Latin alphabet allowing it to be rereated. While there are only 26 letters in the Englishalphabet, separate odes must be given to apital letters as well as the many puntuation marks andspeial haraters used in writing.
Syllable Languages and Ideogram LanguagesThe written form of several East Asian languages, suh as Chinese, Japanese Kanji, and Korean, usespitorial ideograms to represent words (Fig. 10.2). Ideogram-based languages are not easily automatedusing urrent tehnology. Keyboard entry of ideograms is diÆult beause there is a suh a largenumber of di�erent haraters. Compositionality of Chinese haraters.
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Figure 10.2: Part of the label on a package of Chinese herbal tea. Translated literally from top to bottom the
Traditional characters say: (1) 10,000, (2) applications, (3) tasty, (4) harmony, (5) tea. (check permission)Beause of these diÆulties and beause of the need to assimilate foreign words, many Eastern ountrieshave adopted phoneti alphabets. The Japanese use a mixture of traditional ideograms, a phonetialphabet known as Katakana and some of the Latin alphabet.

Figure 10.3: Example of a Katakana phrase [?]. (to be typeset)There aren't enough bits in the eight-bit ASCII ode to represent the symbols used in all languages.The limitations of ASCII are most serious for international harater sets. Even some ommon symbolsfrom European languages, suh as German umlauts (e.g., �u) and Frenh edillas (e.g., �), annot berepresented. Many proposals have been made for representing other non-Latin harater sets. TheUniode standard was developed to extend the number of haraters that an be represented and tofailitate interoperability aross information systems. Uniode for sign language.
Ordering and Categorization of CharactersWhen we learn to reite the alphabet, in addition to learning the letters we also learn a standard orderfor them. This ordering is essential for looking up words in a strutured list suh as a ditionary, ardatalog, or index (2.5.3). Traditional Chinese haraters are ategorized by \radials". The haratersfor \ower" (Fig. 10.4) and \grass" share symbols to indiate that both are related to plants. This isthe root form of the word and it is the basis of ditionary ordering. One the radial has been identi�ed,ordering is determined by the number of additional brush strokes required to draw the harater.indexradial, Chinese haraters

Figure 10.4: The Chinese characters for “grass” (left) and “flower” (right) both share the “radical” at the top indicating
that they are related to plants. Indeed, the radical resembles a plant growing out of the ground.

OrthographyThe rules and ustoms for written text are known as \orthography". Orthography enhanes readabilitybut may also add aesthetis. Calligraphy.Graphi design inludes both text and image. Motion graphis animates graphi design. The style,or look, of a set of haraters is its font. Most of this book is prepared with two main font stylesThe main text is in Roman font, in whih the haraters have \serifs" (short lines extending fromthe letters), while the aptions and headings are in Helvetia, a sans-serif (without serifs) font. Fontsprovide a regularity that makes the text pleasing to the eye. The spaing of the haraters may also bemanipulated to improve readability. Adjaent haraters may be fused or split by a tehnique alled\kerning" (Fig. 10.6). Font design and humanisit fonts (Fig. 10.7).Just as the inetion of spoken words an highlight the intended meaning written text ontains luesabout the meaning. The onvention of apitalizing proper names allows the reader to identify them
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Figure 10.5: An example of Arabic calligraphy. Calligraphy was said to be one of the inspirations for Steve Jobs’
emphasis on design.

RAVEN RAVEN
Figure 10.6: Spacing can greatly improve readability with typeset characters. Note the gap between the “A” and “V”
on the left; no kerning has been applied. On the right, the letters “AV” have been kerned, in other words they have
been moved closer together.

Figure 10.7: Fonts can improve readability. Clearfont font (dark “a”) has recently been developed to improve the
readability of highway signs compared to the older font (light “a”).more easily. Some other examples of orthography are the spaing between words, indentation betweenlines in an outline to show struture, and the ubiquitous smiley fae :) emotion.

10.1.2. Text Document LayoutFrom text to text douments. Equation layout (9.7.2).
10.1.3. Information ArchitectureWeb sites need to be managed. Consisteny in design and navigation aross the pages of a web site.Labels. Generalize priniples of authority ontrol aross sites. Failitate semanti publishing. Contentmanagement systems.
10.1.4. DigitizationSanning. Digital photography. Color and image proessing. Eliminating distortion from sannedimage with post proessing by de-warping. Large amounts of paper and text. Mass digitization (10.1.6).

Figure 10.8: This book scanner is designed so the page images can be captured without breaking the spine of the
book. (check permission)
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10.1.5. Recognition of Printed Text and HandwritingThere are many advantages in onverting paper text to eletroni text. Beause this is essentiallyvisual proessing, we need an image to work from. In some ases, only bitmap images of douments areavailable, rather than the full text. The eletroni version of a doument has been lost, or may neverhave existed. Those lost versions may be reovered by sanning ( A.18.2).
Optical Character Recognition (OCR)OCR an be a step in itation extration and indexing of digitized text. [26]. Optial Charater Reog-nition (OCR) proesses the visual properties of text in a sanned image of a page. It an also be usedin deteting text in images or video whih is a type of image-reognition problem. The quality of theoriginal prodution a�ets the quality of the haraters; in poor-quality printing the haraters areoften irregular (Fig. 10.9).

Figure 10.9: A scanned historical text. Note the uneven quality of some of the text. This adds to the difficulty of
OCR.The quality of the digitized image a�ets the OCR system's ability to reognize haraters. As withother reognition proesses, we may onsider template-based and feature-based approahes. As abottom-up model, OCR seems straightforward; individual printed haraters are identi�ed and om-bined into words. Individual letters may be identi�ed by shape and attempt to determine words fromthem. Some of the errors that arise an be handled with spelling hekers (10.4.1). Unfortunately, thisis far too simple a model. At the word level, some inorretly identi�ed haraters may produe legalwords while at the harater level, the total number of haraters may not even be orretly ounted.In omplex reognition proesses, some reognition ours \bottom up". Bottom-up proessing onsistsof gathering information from many soures and making an inferene based on it (left side of Fig. 10.10).In speeh reognition systems, an optial harater-reognition (OCR) system might work bottom-upby identifying letters and onstruting words and sentenes from them. Other reognition systemswork \top-down". Top-down proessing starts with expetations about what is likely to be found;subsequent observations are used to on�rm or rejet those expetations (right side of Fig. 10.10).Charaters might be more aurately identi�ed by onsidering the possible words in whih they mayour. The ombination of bottom-up and top-down proessing is known as \up-down" proessing.In the previous example, the likely words would depend on the range of sentenes appearing in thedoument in whih they our, e�etively merging the two proessing strategies. OCR performanean be improved by onsidering the lexion and other linguisti onstraints.Proessing OCR an be an example of parallel up-down proessing (Fig. 10.11) (Fig. 10.12).Muh of the automated OCR for historial douments is poor beause the print quality of the originaldouments is uneven. Crowdsouring an be applied to OCR orretion. Fig. 10.13 and Fig. 10.14. [6].There are some additional diÆulties in text reognition, suh as segmentation of haraters in Thai
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Figure 10.10: Two approaches for visual recognizing of the letter “A”. In the “bottom-up” approach (left), the model
is confirmed if a sufficient number of features are matched. In a “top-down” approach (right) the context provides
expectations that can be confirmed by looking for specific features. (redraw)Word identi�ation

6Charater identi�ation
6Segment haraters

Figure 10.11: A bottom-up approach for OCR.

1 2 3 4bhkdPPP. . . . . . . . . jig .. . . . . . . nr���. . . . . . . . . dljt
Figure 10.12: Characters may not be identified exactly. Thus, they may be ranked by probability and then the word
from a word list with the highest net probability could be found. The word “bird” is preferred over “dirt”. (redraw)
(under construction)

Figure 10.13: Text-correctors Hall of Fame from the Australian National Library[9]. (check permission)(Fig. 10.15). Optial proessing an go beyond reognition of text to the identi�ation of other symbols,inluding non-traditional haraters, musial notation, and mathematial formulas.
Visual Document Segmentation and RecognitionUses of doument the doument are reeted in its struture (2.3.3).A omplex doument, suh as a magazine, has several di�erent page styles; for example, there aretitle pages, tables-of-ontents pages, and text pages (Fig. 10.16). Moreover, the text pages may haveadditional struture suh as setion headings and �gures. A �rst step ould be the identi�ation of thedoument. This is a type of visual language. Determining visual struture an be useful for information
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Figure 10.14: reCAPTCHA. (check permission)

Figure 10.15: Segmentation of a syllable for Thai.extration.

Figure 10.16: Despite the apparent visual similarity; a document detection system should be able to determine that
the first two of these pages are title pages, while the third is not. (check permission)The reognition of the ontent from sanned douments is a speial ase of image segmentation andimage proessing, whih we will examine in more detail later ( A.2.3). Visual doument proessing mightbegin by determining the layout, suh as whether the text was printed in one olumn or two and thepositions of the �gures and their aptions. Fig. 10.17 shows a newspaper whih has been proessed toidentify text zones. Visual prototypes and deformable models an be used for page layout. Just as theshape of individual objets an be reognized, the layout of a whole page might be parsed as a type ofvisual language (11.2.4).

Handwriting RecognitionHandwriting has muh more variability than does printing. To begin with, handwritten letters aresometimes blok and sometimes onneted, or ursive. Stati Handwriting. Reognize ontent inmanusripts. Fig. shows a sample of handwriting. Some features suh as the loops (l), asenders (t),and desenders (y) stand out learly. Thus, the �rst step would often be the segmentation of individualletters.Dynami Handwriting. The sequene of pen strokes in produing printing and handwriting an beused to improve reognition. These tehniques ould also be useful for signature veri�ation. Fig. 10.18shows an example of how this ould help to distinguish between a \U" and a \V". For ideogramsharater reognition, stroke order is partiularly helpful. The reognition of the pattern of strokesis like other sequene-reognition problems suh as the reognition of 2-D gestures (11.4.1) and HMMs.Pen-based interfae.Symbol reognition. Many more symbols than but more onstrained patterns. This an employ dynami
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Figure 10.17: Zone segmentation for an OCR program for a historical newspaper image. This segmentation is
based on the spaces around the blocks of text[32].

Figure 10.18: Although the printed letter U looks similar to the printed letter V, they can be easily distinguished by
the strokes used to write them, as shown by the dotted lines. (to be rendered)OCR (10.1.5). Operations on math (Fig. 10.19).

Figure 10.19: Pen-based input is effective for mathematics [?]. (generate own version) (check permission)

10.1.6. Digitized Collections of Books and DocumentsUntil reently information resoures were ommitted to traditional media. Supporting olletions thistraditional material. This ontent an be digitized and an be organized into olletions oordinatingpaper libraries. Digitization an failitate preservation, distribution, and aess of fragile material.



434 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Beause there is so muh paper. Building the olletion. NDNP. Millions of digitized pages of newspapertext will be available online soon. Million Book Projet[54]. Multimedia. Google book sanning projet.Digitization for aess. Digitization workow proessing.Consistent with the theme of interativity Digitization for aess rather than for preservation. Spatialrelationships an ontribute to meaningfulness. Visual languages (11.2.4) and image segmentation.Muh historially important material is found in manusripts [17] and other personal papers | thesewritings often reveal the innermost thoughts of their authors. They are often kept in arhives (7.5.1).Manusripts and other original douments are \primary soures" and are often used teahing history.However, primary soures have limitations, In personal letters and memories people may pu� up orsimply lie about their ontributions. Issue of authentiity of primary soures. Their interpretation anbe diÆult without the ontext.In some ases, texts are digitized beause they are deteriorating. Moreover, the resulting image an beproessed. That is, eletroni restored.Printing has been used to produe books for hundreds of years, but historially, it was employedprimarily to prepare only publiations that were meant for a wide irulation. This means that over theenturies a vast arhive of handwritten douments has aumulated. Until about 1900, typewriters werenot often used for business orrespondene and until about 1950, almost all personal orrespondenewas handwritten.Colletions of manusripts are thus rih soures of historial material. Many of the original manusriptsof Mark Twain's books are kept in the Library of Congress, as are a number of original musi sores.These early versions may inlude author or omposer notes, whih provide a fasinating insight intothe work and/or reator, but whih do not appear in the �nal publiation.Colletions of \e-text" often ombine traditional and digital approahes to olletion management.The sanned images may be OCR'd and metadata may be extrated via the doument proessing andreognition tehniques desribed above (10.1.6).Semi-strutured text. For instane, email has strutured �elds and free text.The levels of abstration are appliable beyond de�ning metadata. Instanes of douments may appearin several di�erent media and in di�erent formats, suh as the derivative works mentioned above, oreven audio reordings of printed works suh as books-on-tape[68]. A doument viewer that allows severalversions to be presented simultaneously (Fig. 10.20). An original text might be presented along withthe output of optial harater reognition (10.1.5). Doument browsing. Multi-layer douments. Imagebased-eletroni editions.

Figure 10.20: Multiple versions of documents can be compared through a single interface[33]. (check permission)



10.2. Reading 435Inreasingly, versions of a work proliferate. Levels of ontext to inlude. Metadata.Superworks and families of works. Equivalent, derivative, and desriptive.Eolosystems of related douments. Annotations, Reviews.
Extracting Metadata from Text DocumentsThe next step would be to extrat the ontent of the doument. This an be done by proessing thestruture of douments. Fig. 10.21 shows an example of image extration. The middle image showsparts of the page whih have been on�dently identi�ed as not being text regions. Beause so manyof those regions are lustered together, it seems likely that the whole region is a piture. There is asimilar hallenge in extration of values in a table an help one understand the struture and semantisof the table. Styles of tables.

Figure 10.21: Stages in image extraction from a magazine page[20]. (new version) (check permission)One the title page has been identi�ed, metadata from that page an be extrated to populate a atalogfor an e-text database. That metadata an failitate doument lassi�ation, whih ould be useful forautomatially reating a style-sheet for the doument or metadata for a olletion of douments.
Massive Digital CollectionsMass digitization.Digital humanities (9.1.1). Libraries and arhives (7.5.1). In the past, information systems have fousedon business and natural siene. Inreasingly, information systems are begin used in the humanities.Mining digital humanities materials.Literary ritiism. Bakground of the author as reeted in the work.History, literature, art, arhaeology.Google Book Projet. Copyright issues (8.2.2).

Figure 10.22: The Hathi Trust (logo shown here) manages a very large collection of digitized books. (check
permission)Digitization of non-text. 3-D digitization ((se:3Ddigitization)). Cultural informatis.
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10.2. ReadingUltimately, the purpose of a text is to onvey information to the people who read it. At the simplestlevel reading is just the proess of extrating meaning from writing. The tehnologial developmentsof reent deades have had a signi�ant impat on the ats of reading and writing. For the user,writing with a word proessor is di�erent from writing with paper and penil. Writing and reading areomplex human ativities whih have both ognitive (4.3.0) and soial foundations. Eduation (5.11.0),and libraries (7.2.1). Written language is often more formal than spoken language (11.3.3). Disourse
(6.3.2). Reading as onstruting meaning. This is related to playing games (11.7.0).The experiene of reading produes a number of ognitive psyhologial e�ets on the reader [?, ?℄.While the subtlety of an argument annot be evaluated automatially, readability is a�eted by theomplexity of the words and syntax in a text. Reading requires human language understanding. Be-ause language is redundant, it is possible for somebody with a weak voabulary to augment theirunderstanding by deeper analysis of the strutural relationships among the terms.From reading to storytelling (6.3.6) and orality (11.3.3). Reading tehnologies (5.11.5).
10.2.1. Reading Documents, Books, and HypertextsWhile we think of reading a sitting quietly with a book, in fat reading is a highly varied ativity.Books (8.13.6).

Figure 10.23: Types of reading: A) boy reading, B) nutrition label, C) poetry reading, D) Social reading. (check
permissions)Reading is a omplex ognitive ativity. Sholarly reading environments. Reading aids. Long formpresentation of arguments in books.Hypertext inreases usability of online material and allows the user many hoies, but this an po-tentially lead to disontinuity as the reader moves from one topi to another. Often media are onlyloosely oupled. and there is a lak of ontinuity { some hypertext ontents are fragmented, others arestrutured. It is helpful if hints are inluded about where links will take you. On one hand, there is adistration from liking and jumping to di�erent topis but there is also an advantage of being ableto move quikly to topi of primary interest.Jumping into the middle of a doument without a oherent introdution an be disorienting. Part ofreading is understanding the struture of books. Readability and doument layout struture suh aspage numbers. News headlines, lead with the main news.

10.2.2. (Reading) LiteracyReading has long been regarded as important for ative partiipation in soiety | so reading skillsimpat not only the individual who aquires them, but also soiety itself. Reading allows individualsto learn about their soiety's onventions, laws, ulture, et. Reading as integral to sholarship andritial thinking.Assessing literay in hildren. Tehnology and learning to read (5.11.5). Inreasingly, the various litera-ies are onverging. Pratie in reading diretly a�ets literay.Soial fators a�et the ability to aess written information. Reading is often assoiated with ritialthinking. Beause the new information tehnology has vastly inreased the ease with whih images and



10.2. Reading 437audio an be disseminated, literay may beome less ommon, with speeh ommuniation beomingas general as written ommuniation. We may move from the symboli reasoning that results fromreading text to thinking more pitorially and orally.
10.2.3. Reading ComprehensionReading is more than proessing individual words and sentenes; it involves making inferenes aboutthe material being read. Fig. 10.24 shows a sample reading omprehension test. This task an also beused to evaluate the performane of automati question-answering systems (10.12.0).Disourse omprehension. Disourse elements and text ohesion (6.3.2). In many ases, reading ompre-hension is related to sensemaking.

Up to 40% of heating and cooling needs in the home are due to air exchange. In the winter, heat losses
occur when heated air leaks out of the house. Energy must then be spent warming the cool air that
replaces it. In the summer, heat gains occur when warm air leaks into the house; thus, more money is
then spent on cooling costs.

One area of the house that may allow up to 17% of this unwanted air infiltration is around windows and
doors. Energy waste can be cut by the proper installation of windows and doors.

Which of the following can be inferred from the above description?
1. Air infiltration around windows and doors adds about $40 to each month’s utility bill.
2. Homeowners can save on their utility bills by reducing infiltration around windows and doors.
3. Additional air infiltration occurs around chimneys, electrical outlets, and light switches.
4. Infiltration is a problem in both the summer and the winter.

Figure 10.24: Sample reading comprehension task (adapted from[3]).As a person reads, there is an interplay between low-level pereptual proesses and higher-level og-nition. For instane, exessive eye �xation on a partiular passage suggests that it is diÆult tounderstand.Reading omprehension and expetations based on semantis, syntax and genre, and norms. Bartlett
(4.4.3). Themati organization. Exposition (6.3.3).Importane of reader's bakground on understanding narrative (6.3.6).Certain disourse strutures an ease omprehension [16].Maro-rules for reading and summarization (2.5.5, 10.6.2) [34]. Coneptual synthesis and inferenes madewhile reading.
10.2.4. Skills Needed for ReadingReading is not a uni�ed, simple ativity. Rather, people interat with douments in many ways.However, reading is not a simple or easily de�ned behavior. Let us onsider how people interat withtext douments. Reading for partiipation in a text-oriented soiety. We regularly use reading toaquire information [10]; it is also a soure of great pleasure. Reading is a foundation for aessinginformation. Understanding onventions suh as hapters and page numbers.Information tehnology is hanging the use of text. We have already disussed hypertexts and anno-tations. It is even possible to imagine the deline of reading and the inreased use of verbal languagebeause of multimedia systems and speeh-reognition tehnology. Reading and linking. Can we im-prove on paper books.Reading is probably best thought of as a set of skills whih must be mastered[49]. We learn, for example,the diretion of the text. We also beome able to assoiate printed words with their orresponding



438 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13sounds; phonemes and phonis are two tools used to aquire this skill. Phonis. DiÆulty of theEnglish alphabet ode [44].Eye �xations are shown for a simple text passage in Fig. 10.25. In addition to the words themselves,many fators suh as orthography (10.1.1) and layout struture a�et reading.0 2 1 3 4 5 6 8 7
position. Ultimately, they will pick one of the candidates.9 10 11 12 13 14 1615
The candidate chosen by the committee will have to be notified.

Figure 10.25: Sequence of eye fixations while reading. Note the fixations on the most important words in the text.
Also note that the order is not perfectly sequential[1]. (check permission)

Cognitive Availability of TextOrthography (10.1.1) an improve the readability on a display. Fonts. Layout to emphasize meaning.Pull-outs. Fonts. Computer displays are often poor devies for reading. The fat that they are bak-litis one problem; another is the diÆulty of drawing truly straight lines on a typial omputer display.Online reading also involves srolling, whih some may �nd tedious.Eletroni presentations may have fewer external lues to provide referene points as memory aidsompared to paper.Well-written text should math the reading ability of the students for whom it is meant, for example,in the omplexity of its voabulary and struture.
10.2.5. Close Reading and Active ReadingThere are many forms of reading ranging from quik sanning to \lose reading". Pre-reading. Closereading is trying to understand in detail what the author intended and how the author aomplishedthose goals. Transliteray. Disputed texts.Textuality versus reader-response theory and onversational analysis. A poem is \what the reader livesthrough under the guidane of the text" [57]. Intertextuality ompares texts and onsiders how theyrelate to eah other.Reader Response Theory. Literary reeption theory. How muh of the meaning of a work is in the workitself.Ative reading is a way to interat with douments. Reading hypertext and \meta-reading" [50].[??]Potentially, hypertext allows people to navigate to the parts of the text that t meet their informationneeds.People often like to interat with the material they are reading [10], [51]. For instane, students mayunderline or highlight sentenes and make notes in their texts. They are \ative readers". Fig. 10.26shows highlighting added to an e-text (10.1.6).

Figure 10.26: Highlighting is one way to personalize an information resource[27]. (re-create) (check permission)Reading requires ontinual integration of new information with a user's existing knowledge; this in-



10.3. Writing and Text Communication 439tegration an be failitated by reading aids that enourage assimilation of and reetion about thematerial. Titles, marginal notes, and struture markers may serve as \ognitive organizers" for readers[?℄. Ultimately, this is a type of sensemaking. Cognitive organizers an also be graphial.
10.3. Writing and Text Communication
10.3.1. Writing and Authoring TextWriting involves many types of ognitive ativities, from motor responses to language generation.Indeed, writing may failitate the assimilation of knowledge, as note-taking fores deeper proessingof the material (4.3.3). The full proess of omposition involves language generation suh as planningand revision. Writing is often done without fully knowing the audiene. Writing as an ongoing ontentdevelopment proess. Language generation (10.4.3). Information extration (10.5.0).Rhetori in persuasive writing. Authoring multimedia (e.g., �lm). Argumentation (6.3.5). Construtingtexts with omplex argumentation [63] Argumentation zoning.

Mechanics of Writing and EditingWriting ombines omplex motor responses with omplex ognitive proesses in omposition. We dis-ussed handwriting reognition (10.1.5). Handwriting and keystroke prodution are omplex examplesof motor behavior (4.2.4). Errors in typing may be due to motor or ognitive diÆulties. Many of theerrors are ross-hand transpositions suh as typing \whih" instead of \whih". Word proessing hashanged the way writing is done.Text entry on mobile phones.Many alternative keyboards have been proposed as well as other text input modes suh as pen-basedentry and editing.
Authoring TextComposing text is one type of language generation. Just as graphi design emphasizes using visualmedia to onvey a message e�etively, design an be applied to natural language to onvey meaningand emotions, and to enhane larity. This design allows for statements to be strutured e�etively,and for the onstrution of topis sentenes. Language generation (10.4.3). Disourse types (6.3.2).

Figure 10.27: Schematic of writing and editing process (from[28]). The process shown here may be repeated through
many iterations. (redraw)(check permission)Writing and new media. More versions and the management and olletion of those versions. Digitallives of authors. Cultural preservation.
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Figure 10.28: Here are edits to a draft of the Declaration of Independence. Saving the digital versions of an author
or artist. (different example) (check permission)

Assessing Readability and the Quality of Student EssaysStudent essays teahing reading. Perhaps surprisingly, statistis an help in assessing good writing.Good writing should be easily readable, and there are two easily measured fators that ontribute tothe readability of a text: the number of words/sentene and the number of syllables/word [61]. Theseare ombined as shown in Eq. 10.1 to determine a Reading Ease sore. Text oherene.
Reading Ease = 1000 − (5 ×

words

sentence
) − (400 ×

syllables

word
) (10.1)Reading Ease is one omponent of essay-grading sores ( A.6.4). The redution of readability to suh asimple formula as this is frequently ritiized. Style, layout, and font also have an e�et on readability.Student writing is highly variable, and it is often diÆult for teahers to assess it fairly. In some asessuh as writing samples on a large standardized test, tens of thousands of essays may need to be soredwith as high a degree of reliability as possible. Some standardized tests are graded by one humanreader and one automated reader. One strategy for automati grading employs information extrationwould look for high ounts of words suh as \beause" that suggest the author is giving evidene forhis or her arguments; this is seen as a sign of good writing. Fig. 10.29 shows two paragraphs rated bya tehnique disussed in (10.3.1). ( A.6.4) [22].

The human heart is divided into two parts: left and right. In infants this division of the heart is not so
clear as it is in adults; although by the age of one the division becomes clearer. The heart receives blood,
and pumps it to the other organs in the body, so they can perform their functions. Most important the
heart pumps blood to the brain so it can dictate to the other parts their daily functions...

The heart is the main pump in the body that supplies the rest of the body with oxygenated blood by
way of the arteries. There is a reaction that takes place at the ends of the arteries where the oxygen is
taken out of the blood and replaced with CO2. This reaction takes place in the capillaries. The arteries
branch to become smaller and more numerous, these are then called arterioles...

Figure 10.29: Excerpts from two essays about the circulatory system which were graded by Latent Semantic
Analysis. The first excerpt was given a low score (1 out of 5) while the second excerpt was given a high score (4
out of 5)[37]. (check permission)

10.3.2. Text Communication and Collaboration by TextText messages are widely used for ommuniation between people. Beause of bandwidth limitationsand omputer apabilities, interation via text is still very ommon and e�etive. Beause transmissionof text is heap, it is widely used, and supports a wide variety of ollaborative servies suh as onlinehat, emails, newsgroups, online hat is an interative, live, text disussion.Communiation modalities (5.6.5).Soial interation mediated via text. Creating online ommunities (5.8.2). Collaborative tasks andfailitating oordination. Conversation (6.4.0).Telephony and onnetivity (5.1.5).
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Emaily Unlike hat or live telephone alls, email is asynhronous. That is, one an email message is sent, itan be stored until the reipient is ready to aess it. Email readers also reeive metadata suh as theemail address of the sender and the date it was sent. Email introdues new features suh as replying tomessages while appending previous messages; thus, a thread is reated that provides a ontext for themessage. Beause of its exibility, email is more e�etive at failitating soial interation than manytools whih have been developed spei�ally for that purpose.Email is an asynhronous medium. Unlike synhronous interation, the synhronous interation inemail inludes reetion about the dynamis of the interation.Texting. Mobile servie.IR for non-standard ontent (10.11.1). For instane, email �les an beome arhives and an be searhed.Fig. 10.31 shows a fragment of the email protool. This involves aspets suh as linking of email �les,�nding onversation threads, and determining soial networks (5.1.0). Using roles and honori�s indetermining group struture from email arhives.
> Correcting HTML seems a pretty hard problem. Tidy makes a
> valiant effort and gives us a good start on the job in many
> instances. Doing everything might be more than can be hoped for.
> Try making a long outline in MSWord, save it as HTML, and then
> try to clean that up.
I succeeded in being able to infer a noframes element and in
moving the trailing body inside the noframes, and in placing
the new noframes within the outer frameset. The fix is part of
the April 15th release.

Figure 10.30: Sample email exchange (from TREC). (check permission)Emails and soial norms.Email spoo�ng. Email mining. Privay reords.Gmail and advertising. Inreasingly, spam leads to seurity attaks.
Filtering Out Spam Filtering an also be used to blok the presentation of unwanted material suh asspam. It is diÆult beause the topi of the spam is not known. However, the auray of these �ltersis often low; for instane, �lters may be tuned only for English. One of the most suessful tehniquesis �ltering based on linking (10.10.2); for instane, sites ontaining pornographi ontent are often linkedtogether. This may be used to �lter spam. Among the spei� methods whih have been proposedare ommuniations proedures, Bayesian �ltering ( A.8.2), and ollaborative �ltering. It's harder todetermine what the user will onsider junk.Two methods. User authentiation. Sender bond whih is something like a stamp. Essentially, this isthe reputation of the sender (5.2.2).

1ow cost 1nsuranCe
personal Medic@ti0n

Figure 10.31: Examples of mis-spellings which are indications of spam.About 90% of email traÆ is spam [7]. Beause it is a free good, it is abused. A spam �lter ould bebased on text proessing priniples. Filtering out (10.3.2). Another alternative would be to hange thenature of the email servie. A servie ould require a \stamp". Another alternative would require avalid return address for a message to be valid. Blaklist.
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Newsgroups and Threaded DiscussionsExtended and ongoing disussions may help to form a ommunity (5.8.2), as a disussion might evolvefrom threads to onepts to topi-oriented threads. Disussion groups often branh o� into very di�erenttopis and it would be helpful to have tools for keeping the \threads" of these disussions straight.This may be seen as an evolving hypertext, although threading gives it topial ontinuity. Struturedonversation.Roles for a group disussion; a moderator may manage, fous, and re-oneptualize topis to failitatedisussion. A \lurker" will observe a disussion without ontributing to it. Newsgroups are a favoritehaunt of lurkers. A \newbie" is somebody who is new to a group. Soial networks (5.1.0).Netnews as a ontent arhive, DejaNews.Indexing threaded disussions.
Supporting Collaborative Interaction with InformationWe have seen many forms of ollaboration, Collaborative organization (5.7.0) and ommunities (5.8.2).This is one type of ollaborative task and groupware environment (5.6.2). An ativity assoiated withorganizational sense making (5.7.3).Tools to support ollaborative searh. Shared retrieval versus ollaborative understanding. Informationommons.Collaborative reation of knowledge. Collet information from a range of people [66]. This is an aspetof Web 2.0.We have onsidered question answering in many plaes in this text. Get people to answer questionslike referene servie (3.3.2). Yahoo answers. DiÆult of spam in responses and piking best one.Charateristis of users.Enylopedia. Wikis have proven e�etive as a platform for ommunities to organize and disuss issues.Wikipedia as a organizing system. Very good for some topis. Probably less aurate where somebodyhas a vested interest in ertain pereptions. Possibility of a onerted attak on Wikipedia. Contrastthis to traditional sholarly ommuniation (9.1.1). Partiular emphasis on popular ulture.Wikipedia is the ommunity-edited enylopedia. Wikipedia failitates a neutral viewpoint by allowingopen ommentary. It is disputed how well that works in pratie. It has evolved a number of governanemehanisms for ensuring quality [23]. Among the priniples are that ontributions are veri�able andthat no original researh is published. On the other hand, issues of the reliability of information

((se:informationqulaity)). Criteria for artiles: notability. Veri�ability. Responsibility of a individualfor the redibility of the information. Soial transpareny.Wikipedia and as an online volunteer ommunity (5.8.2).
10.4. Natural Language ProcessingLanguage proessing has many appliations. Given the ubiquity of natural language we may onsiderhow to proess it automatially. Text retrieval and many other tasks may be onsidered as naturallanguage proessing. In text and natural language proessing, shallow methods may be distinguishedfrom deep methods. Shallow methods may inlude rules of thumb; deeper methods inlude full parsing.Speeh proessing and linguistis (11.3.3).To what extent an the text be proessed in a way that preserves meaning. The traditional model oflanguage suggests it an be deomposed into several levels: words, phrases, sentenes. There are manylevels of language proessing. Here, we onsider proessing for basi omponents suh as words andthen onsider tasks that involve proessing entire douments. We fous on methods appropriate to thisbreakdown; later, we onsider statistial approahes to text-proessing.
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Figure 10.32: A portion of the log of editorial discussion on the Wikipedia article on the Boxer Rebellion (accessed
on Sept 1, 2007). Note the editorial comments inserted into the head of the article. (check permission)Lexial resoure. Corpus linguistis.

10.4.1. Word-Level Processing
Spell Checking and CorrectionA simple spell heker looks through all the words in a doument and mathes them against wordsin a ditionary. If a mismath is found, the program may generate a word that may be what wasintended. Several algorithms have been developed for determining the similarity of two words. Supposea misspelled word were found in a doument; andidates in the ditionary for the orret word areproposed to replae the misspelled one. The misspelling might ome from a missing letter, an extraletter, or transposed letters. Suggestions for the orret word ould be obtained from a alulationsimilar to the edit-distane alulation below. Suppose a person had typed \INFORVATION" into aword proessor. The spell hek program might ompare that word to its ditionary. The easiest wayto make this omparison is with \approximate string mathing". If the ditionary ontained the terms\INFORMATION" and \INNOVATION," the steps for �nding edit distane are shown in Fig. 10.33.Several onstraints an be added to these simple word-distane measures. For instane, we might weightpossible spelling errors by the likelihood of their ourrene.

Steps Change Cost Current Guess

0 original INFORVATION

1 V->M 2 INFORMATION

0 original INFORVATION

1 F->N 2 INNORVATION

2 drop R 1 INNOVATION

Figure 10.33: Finding edit distances between an incorrectly spelled word and two candidates from the dictionary.
The term “information” would be selected as the match because fewer steps are required to match it with the
incorrectly spelled word.The seond phase is spelling orretion suh as for queries submitted to a searh engine. Speializedsituations. Learning spelling from previous example. Spell orretion by learning from web queries.Examples of the mistakes some people make and how they are orreted. Based on expetations. Spellorretion based on examples.

Word-Sense DisambiguationWord-sense disambiguation determines whih sense of a word is meant in a given ontext. People an
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Word SegmentationEarlier we disussed segmentation in OCR (10.1.5). For some languages, words run together whenthey are printed and this requires segmentation. An example from German would be weltanschaung orworld-view | this is the perspetive a person brings to their interpretation of events | where \welt"means \world" and \anshang" means \view" Dynami programming an also be used for e�etivesegmentation.
Part-of-Speech (POS) TaggersAs we noted earlier, parts of speeh de�ne highly strutured language. Part-of-speeh tagging is oftenused for language hekers suh as those found in word proessors; they are also useful for determiningphrases (6.2.2). A simple, but ineÆient, approah heks all words in a ditionary for all possible partsof speeh that they an assume. Ad ho rules ould then be applied to improve on the original guesses

[15].
10.4.2. Syntax and Parsing Natural LanguageWe have desribed the importane of syntax in (6.2.2) and we have already disussed parsing of formalgrammars (6.5.1). If we fous on the syntax of a statement to understand it. In the sentene: \Theotton sails on the wind". it is essential to know that \sails" is a verb rather than a noun. This anbe determined beause there is no other word in the sentene that is likely to be a verb. Generativemodels.Grammars an be also implemented with augmented transition networks (ATNs) (6.5.1) though thenotation is not as ompat.

Rule-Based ModelsEarlier, we examined parsing formal grammars (6.5.2). Determining grammatial struture is one of themost obvious strategies for language. Grammars are often assumed to be the representation for naturallanguage. Parsing attempts to identify the omponents that underlay a sentene. Fig.  A.40 showsan example of re-write rules and a lexion for a highly simpli�ed sub-sample of English. A number ofparsing algorithms have been developed some of them are summarized in ( A.5.4). There is a partiularproblem of parsing ambiguous example sentene the \man on the hill".State mahines (3.10.1). Garden path sentenes. ?The man who hunts duks out on weekends?. Uner-tainty and NLP state models. Toward HMMs.
Statistical ModelsState mahines make transitions from one state to another. by the ful�llment of ertain onditions.These mahines an also be probabilisti; \weighted automata" have probabilisti transitions betweenstates. Similarity rather than ategorization.

10.4.3. Text GenerationHow an a omputer make appropriate statements about the world? Many tasks are losely relatedto language generation suh as the generation of explanations, translations and summaries. Humanlanguage generation may be modeled on several of the same strategies used for planning (3.7.2) suh asgenerating and testing means-ends analysis.The problem of language generation may be broken into two parts. The �rst is generating a naturallanguage desription from a symboli representation. For instane, we might generate the desriptionof a omputer program. Fig. 10.34 shows several stages for suh a desription [46]. The basi oneptswith an ontology (2.2.2). the desription is organized (disourse planner, Setion 6.3.2), words are hosen(lexializer), and �nally a surfae generation is produed. Text generation to aomplish pragmatis,not just semantis.
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Stage Description

Plan Generator Determine goal

Ontologizer Decide what concepts need to be included.

Discourse Planner Decide how the concepts should be assembled.

Lexicalizer Select words.

Surface Generator Develop coherent surface text from the selected words.

Figure 10.34: Stages in language generation when starting with a formal specification (adapted from[46]).Often, relatively simple rules an support generation. One suh rule would be to give a full desriptionof a named-entity the �rst time it is introdued. In other ases, sentenes an be ombined; for instane,in Fig. 10.35, the two sentenes in the �rst line an be ombined as shown in the seond line to eliminateredundany. This is an example of the rule that reates a modi�er at the beginning of a noun phrase
[46]; in other words it reates \ellipsis".

Camilla Jones visited 31 patients. She is a doctor.
Doctor Camilla Jones visited 31 patients.

Figure 10.35: The surface generator might combine two sentences (top) into one (bottom).One of the maxims of ommuniation is that material be adapted to a situation and reipient or user.User models (4.10.2) an be applied; from some of these, base-rate expetations are established abouthow to respond to a user (e.g., an automati system for selling train tikets) with appropriate level,word hoie, and sentene omplexity. Sometimes high-level organization is required. One needs toknow not only about the reipient's knowledge but also about the environment in whih that person isworking; for example, whether tools are available and what they are.Complex text generation shares some similarities to onversation beause it takes into aount the goalsof the reader. Thus, it needs to onsider both user models and task models. However, the audiene isoften less well-de�ned; traditionally text is more formal.Unrestrited onversation development is still diÆult. Suessful language generation appliationsoften build from well de�ned spei�ations. Ultimately, language generation should inlude speehgeneration (11.3.3) and even extend to the oordination of expressive modalities suh as gestures, glanes,or hesitations in speeh.
10.5. Information Extraction from TextA lot of information is stored in text douments; these an be douments that were originally reated astext douments, or sanned images of older hard-opy �les. While this information may tehnially beavailable for the gathering, it an be diÆult to extrat it in a systemati way. Information extrationmethods attempt to �nd from within a omplex doument its most essential information, suh as dates,numbers, names, et. These few fats ould be suÆient for simple question answering (10.12.0).Extration from semi-strutured data sets. For instane, �nd a name or a date on a web page.Simple text-proessing methods [29]. This is useful for question answering (10.12.0), automati metadataand semanti annotation assignment, summarization (10.6.2), and mining blogs.Beause many onepts are omplex, with multiple elements ontributing to an overall idea, it isdiÆult (urrently impossible) to reate a system that understands omplete onepts. It is easier,however, to �nd onepts assoiated with spei� terms. Knowledge-based extration, though animprovement on tehniques based on key words or numbers, is a still shallow method for extrating someinformation from text. It looks for spei� patterns, either of individual words, or more omplex, butregular, arrangements. These regular arrangements ould be numbered instrution lists, for example,or diretions | both of these things tend to take the same format, and ould be searhed for usingknowledge extration tehniques.



446 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Language has a lot of struture beyond syntax. For one thing, strutured information allows a program(and those reating it) to form �xed expetations about what information and attributes a doumentwill ontain, where it will be ontained, and how it will be presented. Many of these methods are\lightweight"; that is they do not attempt to analyze the meaning but use only surfae lues (10.4.0).Using templates.Disovering new fats from a olletion.
10.5.1. Named-Entity Extraction and Entity ResolutionNames provide generally distint identi�ers (2.2.1). They are helpful in understanding text suh asa news story. Names in text have a variety of distintive lues [47] that identify them. They areusually apitalized, and, grammatially speaking, are treated as nouns. A variety of tehniques anbe employed by a system when attempting to distinguish people's names from plae names or otherpossible onfusions, suh as the use of \Mr." or \Mrs." or the proximity and semantis of ertain wordombinations. Multi-tiered and ross-referened sreening proesses an provide strong evidene ofthe use and type of proper name (10.4.0). There are, however, diÆulties in named-entity extrationtehniques; Fig. 10.36 illustrates the fat that even names an be ambiguous.

1. Washington gave his Farewell Address.
2. I drove to Washington.
3. The boat was near Washington.

Figure 10.36: Is Washington a place or a person in these examples?Finding all referenes to a given individual an be very diÆult. Washington might also be referred toas: The "father of his ountry", the �rst President of the United States. Many names are in ommon:\James" and \Jane". Same-person with di�erent names, di�erent people with the same name. Named-entities and name authority (2.2.1). Soial networks. Named-entity disambiguation.Further, the spei� type of named-entity an sometimes be identi�ed from the surrounding ontext.Semanti annotation is adding semanti desriptions to objets. These desriptions are often drawnfrom ontologies.Beause it is relatively robust, POS tagging (10.4.1), is a good plae to start for named-entity extration.Named entity extration as feature extration.Using a name authority for named entity extration.Lists of known names are useful for disambiguation.Entity o-referene problem. Co-referene resolution.Types of named entities. This is useful in question answering.Creating an index of named entities. Using the Web to extrat named entities beause the Web is solarge that there is a lot of redundany.
10.5.2. Extracting Conceptual Relationships using Verbal TemplatesFrames are strutures for information. Some information an be extrated into a frame [8]. Framesand templates lead to doument segmentation (10.1.5). This segmentation an be helpful for metadataextration, but it an also ause onepts and information to be presented too simplistially, or eveninorretly Fig. 10.37 shows some examples of templates.Struture may provide useful lues. A lassi�ed advertisement often has a preditable struture. Simi-larly, modeling the struture of a table is essential for extration of ontent from those tables.
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IF you go to the store THEN please buy some bread.

WWW STANDS FOR World Wide Web.

a car IS A KIND OF vehicle.

ON ONE HAND Jane was happy ON THE OTHER HAND Jill was sad

Figure 10.37: Linguistic templates can be mined to extract useful information. Here are some template markers
highlighted with bold font.For omplex information, establishing what ategory is assoiated with eah word and dealing with o-referenes between information ategories is hard to do with omplete auray. Muh of a template'sfuntionality is determined by its onstrution; there must be both exibility and spei�ity to makeinformation extration possible or e�etive.One way of aomplishing this information ategorization is to apply statistial analysis to informationto establish the parameters, or rules, by whih the observable ontent is de�ned. While there aredi�erent methods, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are partiularly apt in that they work bakward,deriving the underlying parameters from an aggregate of data that display visible patterns. These�ndings an then be �ne-tuned for further auray.

10.5.3. Applications of Information Extraction from TextFatoid extration for question answering (10.12.0). Consider the statement \Marie Antoinette was thelast Queen of Frane". This may seem obvious enough but onsider the wide range of knowledge itimplies and the additional fats that are needed to make sense of it and put it into ontext.Information extration for semi-strutured texts. Fat Book for question answering.Wiki extration. [2]Using lustering and onurrene lustering.More omplex is extrating evidene from many Web pages. Combining evidene from many soures.Assoiation rules. Market-basket analysis attempts to �nd interesting relationships among onepts.
Attribute Extraction and Ontology ExtractionIt is diÆult to build an ontology (2.2.2). Perhaps that ould be automated. This would be useful forquestion answering.More ambitions is use the templates into a olletion of fats so we ould all the entire proess \fatextration". This an be useful, for instane, in automated question answering (10.12.0).Attribute extration. But, of ourse, attributes are not always learly de�ned for ategories (2.1.3).Ontologies are very ostly and time-onsuming to develop. It would be helpful to extrat them auto-matially. Find loal ontext suh as related words in a sentene.
Argument Extraction and Discourse ProcessingUse templates to identify disourse strutures (6.3.2). OPV. Disourse markers are often subtle anddiÆult to extrat automatially.

Examples

Figure 10.38: Difficulty of extracting opinions. Irony

Detecting Opinions and Differentiating Conflicting ViewpointsBased on disourse analysis (6.3.2). Attitudes (4.5.2) and a�et (4.6.2).Deteting buzz (8.4.3). Sentiment analysis. Movie reviews. Restaurant reviews.



448 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13The basi level is fairly easy: Mining opinion words and valene words. Using templates and heuristis.This an be used for proessing phrases suh as\The food is good".Extrating opinions versus extrating fats. Opinion summarization. Feature-by-feature omparison.Determining the spetrum of opinions.Considerably more hallenging is the extration of satire, sarasm, and irony.
Review 1.
We stayed here for a weekend trip. We checked in around 1pm but they didn’t
have any rooms ready so we had to wait about 20 mins.
When we did get our room, it was worth the wait. Very spacious and modern
design. Clean and comfortable.
The fridge and microwave were very handy for us.

Review 2.
This is the second time I have stayed at this hotel. I was in room 204. I thought
it was average the first time. I was less than
impressed this time around. The room looked dirty. Then I start tearing the
beds apart
to look for bed bugs (thankfully I found none) but I saw a long strand of hair.

Figure 10.39: Reviews example.

10.5.4. Content AnalysisQualitative and quantitative ontent analysis. Often a numeri analysis of properties. Sentimentanalysis (10.11.2). Disourse analysis (6.3.2).
Word Bursts in Text Streams

[35] Query streams. Communiation models.
Resolving Disputed AuthorshipAuthors impart very distintive harateristis to their writings. The Federalist Papers are essays pub-lished in the 1780's enouraging the adoption of the U. S. Constitution. They were written by AlexanderHamilton, John Jay, and James Madison. Most of them were published under their author's name.However, the authorship of some of the papers is a matter of debate; some historians attribute a givenwork to Hamilton and others to Madison. By analyzing the word frequeny, we might identify the au-thor's harateristi pattern. An analysis of word frequeny applied Bayes Rule ( A.8.2) to haraterizethe words seleted by the two authors [48]. This Bayesian model was then applied to the essays whoseauthorship was unertain and the author was identi�ed with a high level of on�dene. [38] This is atype of behavioral signature.

A fifth desideratum illustrating the utility of a Senate is the want of a due sense of national character.
Without a select and stable member of the government, the esteem of foreign powers will not only be
forfeited by an unenlightened and variable policy, proceeding from the causes already mentioned, but
the national councils will not possess that sensibility to the opinion of the world, which is perhaps not
less necessary in order to merit than it is to obtain, its respect and confidence.

Figure 10.40: The beginning of Federalist Paper #63 whose authorship was originally disputed. The Bayesian
statistical analysis assigned this essay to James Madison.

10.5.5. Literary AnalysisStylometry.How do authors a�et eah other's writing.
10.6. Text Categorization and SummarizationWe desribed indexing earlier (2.5.3). Automated indexing an be onsidered a language tehnology.
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10.6.1. Text Categorization and ClassificationThere are many aspets of language whih need to be ategorized: POS, topis. speeh ats (6.3.1). Thedetetion of spam (10.3.2) is a text ategorization problem | text �ltering tehniques are not whollysuessful at identifying the subjet or type ategories of email (3.2.3).There are two ways in whih text ategorization an be aomplished: through a priori ategories andthrough ad ho ategories. A priori ategories are predetermined ategories; using them, a doumentis plaed into the ategory that best �ts its subjet matter. This is a general lassi�ation system
(2.5.1) or subjet hierarhy, suh as the Dewey Deimal Classi�ation system. Relevany signatures [56]may be inluded to illustrate how strong is the themati link between a doument and the ategorythat ontains it.[??]Adaptive ategories are reated in response to the subjet matter of di�erent douments. This methodmay give a more desriptive aount of douments ontent, but it is also diÆult to loate suh adaptiveategorizations into a larger system.Statistial models for lassi�ation. ( A.11.2). Feature extration. When a set of examples is available,they may be used for training ( A.11.0), to ategorize texts without human input. Word distribution,frequeny statistis, and overlapping word strings an be ombined with information �ltering (3.2.3) tofailitate the reation of doument hierarhies. Other methods inlude Bayesian learning algorithms
( A.8.2) and linear regression models [69].
10.6.2. Text SummarizationSummarization has many uses: meeting arhives ould be summarized for fast omprehension, in-strutional and how-to books ould be summarized to identify partiularly apt setions, stories an besummarized to identify interest, et. It is often helpful to get a quik impression to understand a longtext in a short time. Supporting a variety of inter-related information needs. Relationship to abstrats
(2.5.5) and tutoring (5.11.3).Summarization, though seemingly simple, is a very omplex proess that speaks to the ore of languageunderstanding diÆulties. Summarizations generally need to be based on semanti relationships andlogial order. It is helpful to start by identifying the struture of a text, and likely its summarization.Multimedia summaries. Problems of inluding di�erent information.

Extractive SummarizationExtrative summarization plus smoothing. Abstrative summarization and text generation. Problemof pronouns.The simplest approah to reating summaries simply extrats passages. One statistial method forthis uses tf ·idf 's, whih are term-weighting measures used for text retrieval (10.9.2), and stand for termfrequeny and inverse doument frequeny, respetively. Sentenes within a text that have the highest
tf ·idf are onsidered pertinent, and an be used to reate a summary.Query-term methods.To a limited extent, this an be ahieved using onept maps and disourse. Other methods, suh asstatistial and rule-based systems an also be used. Statistial analysis, using semanti understandingand word harts, an be performed on a text and an, to a limited degree, determine the most usefulsetions to keep in a summary [59].A partiularly e�etive tehnique is to take intermediate frequeny words [42] and �nd sentenes withthose words (10.9.2). Templates an be helpful in summarization.Extration followed by fusion. Among the problems is minimizing redundany.Abstrative summarization. Use a semanti grammar (6.2.3).
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Task-Specific SummarizationA summary might be onstruted as a response to a user's query. These an range from urrentawareness abstrats (2.5.5) to responding to spei� user's query [4] and explanations (6.3.4). This latteris similar to question answering; though, the ontent is based on a single doument. This entails notonly the diÆulties of automated summarization, but also those of question answering. In a sense,this would funtion as both a simple searh engine, pulling up douments that �t a user's query, butit would advane a step further and summarize the most important information that those doumentsontained.A summary ould then be made interative. That is, a user ould highlight information within asummary that was either very useful or not useful, and the system would re-generate the summarybased on that feedbak. As a partiular individual or ategory of individuals (based on job type, forexample) use a system more, that system ould generate a model of their information needs and retrieveand generate information aording to those parameters. This e�etively beomes a tutoring systemwhih tends to put answers in a ontext that a user an understand. Indeed, this type of summarizationan be seen as similar to query-oriented question answering (10.12.0).
Summarizing Multiple Text DocumentsBeyond oordination of douments to oordination between olletions. Certain elements of query-based summarization require that an information system be able to glean information from multiplesoures and synthesize it. This ould also be termed \doument ompilation". Multiple doumentsummarization[45] provides a summarization of the information ontained in a olletion of douments.This is not only helpful for query-based summarization, in whih information pertaining to the querymay not be ontained in a single doument, but it also proves helpful to give an indiation of thedi�erenes among related douments [43].News summarization often gives extra weight to the ordering of information sine in news stories themost important information is often presented early. Topi themes in multi-doument summarization.Disourse proessing.Comparing artiles.

10.7. Search Engine Interfaces and InteractionSearh and information needs (3.2.1). Searh engines typially support simple queries. Doument stru-ture (2.3.1). Taxonomi organization (2.2.2). In the past few years, searh engines have gone from beinga relatively obsure aademi speialty to the transformation of soiety. Cognition and usability (4.8.0).HCIR. Combining soial searh with searh engines.Searh results presented via an app.Coneptual models for interation with searh engines [?℄.
10.7.1. Using Search to Interact with Collections of Text Do cumentsSearhing is one way for a user to interat with a olletion of douments. Indeed, the Web wouldbarely be useful without searh engines. In these setions, we are primarily onerned with how thisan be enhaned. Indeed, this interation might be seen as a onversation; a user asks a question of aolletion in the form of a query, and the olletion respond based both on its ontent and the mannerin whih the question was phrased. A searhing interfae should be designed to support all aspets ofthis onversation. Beause information needs are often omplex searh interation an be very omplex.Beyond the desktop metaphor.Anhoring a query with one term and then making revisions to it.Understanding how a person searhes by following eye movements (Fig. 10.41).The full range of interation involves a ombination of the user, the task, the orpus, the interfae,
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Figure 10.41: Eye movements during examination of a search engine results page. (from Cornell). Note that the
user is focused almost exclusively on the first two returned results. (check permission)and the retrieval algorithms; having aess to this omplete range of aspets allows the user to addresslarger tasks and to build information environments, and not simply to searh (3.5.4). The ease of a user'sinteration with any of these aspets is largely determined by interfae design.Privay and browsing history.

Search Engine Query LogsCan be used for targeted advertising or for improving servies.
10.7.2. Using, Forming, and Modifying Search Engine Querie sEarlier, we onsidered strategies a trained referene librarian might use to improve queries. Based oninformation needs (3.2.1). Here, we an onsider query management in terms of ranked retrieval. Alarge number of queries onsist of only one word [14]. This an be diÆult if my query were \Russia"or \Beatles" what would you infer as my information need? What would be the results to return. Apartiularly wide range on issues for Web queries (10.10.2).Earlier, we onsidered systemati searh strategies (3.3.1).Query harateristis. One or two words.Interfae tools an help a user develop e�etive queries. The diÆulty users have when onstrutingBoolean queries an often be alleviated by utilizing graphial interfaes. These ould be designed in away to �rst support the reation of a query and then aid in its reformulation for more pertinent results.

Query Categorization and AnalysisQuery signals: \Swiss Baker Alpena" For instane, names are most often entered in natural order.Query term order.Like question ategorization (2.1.1), it is also helpful to ategorize queries. Automati proessing of thequery. Does this query inlude a proper name? This is analogous to the disussion of question types
(3.2.3).

Query ExpansionIf we have a query with the term \ar" it is probably reasonable to expand that query with the term\automobile" so that both terms an be presented to the searh engine. There are often diÆultieswith exat-term tehniques beause alternate semanti forms of the words are not inluded in thesearh. Or, there are other plausible searh terms. One approah is to use thesauri (2.2.2) to expand thequery. The query term \boat" might be expanded with \yaht," \barge," \freighter," and \ship". Thiswould inrease the number of douments returned, while at the same time preserving their pertinene.Unfortunately, it is also possible that the wrong word sense of the query term will be seleted, and thequery expansion will generate irrelevant words. This often ours with homographs, suh as wind (towrap around) and wind (breeze).
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Query expansion.

Figure 10.42: Examples of query expansion.

Relevance FeedbackRelevane feedbak employs terms from douments whih the user has indited as the most relevantone retrieval. Frequent terms from those douments ould be added to the original query. after one setof responses has been reeived from the searh engine, the user an selet what items have the mostrelevane, and the system will use these rankings to help the user onstrut a more aurate query. Auser asks the system to return \more douments like this" (Fig. 10.43).
- Query -?
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-

Modify query
�

User reviews

results

6
�

-

Figure 10.43: Relevance feedback example.In addition to positive relevane, negative relevane feedbak must also be inluded when using relevanefeedbak to modify a query; the harateristis of douments seleted as \not relevant" an be used torestrit the type of douments returned on subsequent retrievals.
Query Development and Re-formulationMany routine queries are reformulated. Query assistane.As we noted when �rst disussing searh, users will frequently revise their queries. Fig. 10.44 illustrateshow a manual doument query reformulation might our. Other diÆulties with queries an be moreeasily solved; spelling errors in queries an be �xed by the inlusion of a ditionary program into thetext searh �eld.Query development and ontrolled voabularies.

Interfaces,
Stages of reformulating a query.

Figure 10.44: Examples of reformulating a query.

Supporting Complex QueriesComplex queries (3.2.3). Using searh histories.
10.7.3. Examining Search ResultsFollowing a searh, the user browses. Searh followed by browsing. Combine aspets of the two proesseswith a graphial interfae. These are tools whih ould be attahed to an information workspae or adoument management system.Terms in ontext. Identifying results and telling us more about them.This gets us into the more omplex task of retrieval of highly omplex searhes (3.2.2).

Document SurrogatesWhen the douments are returned, they need to be desribed by surrogates so the searher an judgewhether the douments with whih they are assoiated are relevant to the information need (3.3.3).Typially surrogates inlude metadata and brief metadata desriptions or summaries (2.5.5).
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Visualization Search Retrieval InterfacesAlthough ranked retrieval is simpler, some sophistiated users prefer Boolean retrieval proedures,beause it is easier to understand how to modify the searh, as this is part of the users' models for howthe searh engine works. We will see general visualization interfaes (11.2.5).Dupliate detetion for web page searh engine output.These interfaes do more than simply showing surrogates, they an provide interativity for rapidexploration of the result sets. In partiular for omparing di�erent attributes.The Vibe [52] interfae for browsing the return doument sets (Fig. ??). There are referene or anhorpoints among whih retrieved douments are positioned. In this example, a set of eleven douments ispositioned aross a spae generated by three terms.May perform set operations on query returns.Viewing the distribution of terms within a doument.
Categorizing Search ResultsCategorizing searh results is essentially developing a table of ontents for the results. Automatilassi�ation. Part of ategorization involves lustering doument return sets [12] (Fig. ??).Similarity within ategories.It helps to have an established metadata set.Sometimes there is a fous on individual aspets of searhing, sometimes on entire tasks. Coordinationaross windows. As noted earlier, managing the searh may be ontrasted with managing the taskompletion (3.0.0). The fous of interfae design an move from supporting word searh to full tasksupport. Desktops an be maintained with queries in progress.

10.7.4. User Issues and Interfaces for Web SearchingSearh engines have proven to be very powerful but they do not support omplex searh very e�etively
[30]. Beause the Web is so varied, pereived e�etiveness is often important for ommerial searhengines, whih depend on their ustomers believing they have done a good job. Searh behavior (3.2.3).Re-visitation.Appliations of searhing in a heterogeneous knowledge soures suh as the Web. Web site designEarlier we desribed the Web as a ommon-use hypertext, (2.6.3).Web Page Filtering. Some Web pages, may be dropped from searh engine results. This is similar tospam �ltering (10.3.2).

Interfaces for Web SearchingUnlike olletions of separate douments, Web douments are rihly linked together and it should beuseful to maintain that linking in aess. Just as we onsidered interfaes for browsing the results set ofa text retrieval interfae, we an onsider interfaes for browsing Web searhes. These are not simplyhierarhial onnetions.Providing ontext for searh hits.Visualization tools for showing searh results.Related Web pages whih are retrieved may be grouped together even beyond ranked retrieval [18]. Itpresents a hierarhial view of pages that reet the internal struture of Web sites that have pagesthat math query terms.
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10.7.5. Web-Based CollectionsUsing a searh engine to �nd hild-friendly materials.
10.7.6. Personalizing SearchPeople often repeat searhes. Problem with personal relevane.

Desktop SearchingDesktop searhing. Suh as Gmail. Personal information management (4.11.0).
10.8. Web Search Engine Business Models and PoliciesBeause searhes often reet a searher's needs, a searh engine is a good plae to advertise. This anbe done by autioning searh terms. The searh engine ompany needs to guarantee neutral rankings
(8.12.5).Searh result ordering as free speeh.Sponsored searh. Advertising ampaign. (8.12.5). SEO (8.12.5). Beause many users are led to Webpages by searh engines, some Web site designers who want their sites ranked by those searh enginesadd spurious text to Web pages that will be piked up in Web indexing proesses. This is known as\keyword spamming". A variety of tehniques have been developed. These inlude link farms.Searh results as free speeh or as a utility. Neutrality in searh engine results. Avoiding bias. Trans-parent searh ranking poliies.Searh engines presenting servie diretly rather than searh results.
10.9. Search Algorithms
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Figure 10.45: Recall that during search the user’s needs have to be coordinated with the indexing system.Represent a doument in the ontext of a olletion.Term and vetor indexing. Soial media. Linked data.Standard searh methods tend to employ exat mathing, whih returns sets of douments based onexat keyword mathes. Statistial methods, on the other hand, use various formulas to math dou-ments to a query based on statistial similarity. Perhaps surprisingly, the tehniques of natural languageunderstanding and proessing generally (10.4.2) are not as e�etive as purely statistial tehniques. Thedeision to implement a text retrieval system is not based only on e�etiveness. Many fators, suh ase�ort and ost (3.3.3) an guide system seletion.Normalization and indexing.
10.9.1. Content-Based Models: Text Retrieval via Term-Mat chingThe simplest tehniques approahes treat text retrieval as a data retrieval problem. Signi�ant wordsfrom a text are stored in a database, and douments ontaining those words are returned in response



10.9. Search Algorithms 455to a query. To return all the news stories about \California," exat term-mathing would �nd all newsstories that ontained the word \California".The inlusion of metadata searhing an inrease a searher's e�etiveness. A searh that is limitedto the words that appear in the text often have diÆulties returning pertinent results. One diÆultyis the return of spurious mathes. Using the example above, spurious returns might inlude storiesthat referened California Avenue in Washington D.C., or California University, whih, uriously, is inPennsylvania. Alternatively, when multiple terms are in the query as keywords, we say the query is\over-spei�ed". While there may be a hane that all of the seleted terms will be present in a singledoument, it is muh more likely that nothing will math the terms exatly, and no douments will beretrieved. This approah is similar to database retrieval although it may be made more eÆient withdata strutures suh as an inverted indies.The basi term-math model an be extended in several ways, suh as utilizing Boolean (3.9.2) om-binations of terms. Other ways of applying the term-math model inlude adjaeny and proximityoperators: \immediately adjaent to," \within the same sentene as," \within three words of," et.An illustration of the usefulness of these types of searhes is that a searh for the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation is quite di�erent from, and will return very di�erent results, than a searh for a \bureauof federal investigation" or the \investigation of a federal bureau". This an be a phrase searh.Simple term-mathing an be extended in several ways. These may searh various �elds of a database ora olletion's metadata and allow users to speify searh riteria for eah one. The more searh riteriathat are seleted, however, the greater are the hanes of over speifying the searh and retrieving nodouments; these are known as �elded searhes.Proximity searh.
10.9.2. Ranked Retrieval and Term Weighting with the Vector Space ModelBoth simple Term Mathing and Boolean tehniques return an unordered set of douments | anydoument that ontains a term that orresponds to the searh riteria will be retrieved, and a doumentthat ontains one instane of the term will be given the same weight as a doument that ontains �veinstanes of the term. Ranked retrieval methods attempt to rank douments aording to how wellthe system believes they would answer the user's question. Generally, these ratings are based on astatistial measure of similarity.

Representing the Corpus with a Term-by-Document MatrixAs we have seen elsewhere, the representation is the key for information systems. For the task ofsearhing douments, the representation must apture the rihness of a omplex doument in a waythat allows mathing relatively unpreditable queries. Essentially, these are distributed representationsfor the ontents of a doument or book. Problem with orthogonality assumption.Zone indexing.The Vetor Spae Model is the t-known proedure for ranked retrieval[60]. With it, both the query anddouments are represented as vetors. This is also known as a \bag of words," sine the order of thewords is disarded. This algorithm does not preserve our intuitions about natural language very well,but it is the most robust tehnique.Taken together, the set of vetors from the douments in a olletion form a \term-by-doument matrix"Fig. 10.46 shows a hypothetial term-by-doument matrix for a doument olletion | suh matriesfor atual olletions may inlude thousands of douments and terms. This is a representation of theolletion (1.1.2).
Matching Queries to DocumentsThe details of the alulations for the Vetor Spae Model are given in ( A.6.3). Suppose that we wantedto �nd douments that mathed a query \automobile tires". When there are several terms in the query
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Document Query

Term D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 Q1

boat 1 2 0 0 1 0 0
boats 3 0 7 0 0 0 0
sailing 4 1 1 0 1 0 0
water 2 5 3 0 0 0 0
car 0 1 0 0 6 2 0
automobile 0 0 0 4 0 5 0
truck 1 0 0 1 3 0 1
tires 0 0 0 4 0 2 1

Figure 10.46: The term-by-document matrix is one way of representing the documents in a collection. Each
document is a vector and the query “automobile tires" is also represented as a vector. The query vector is compared
to each of the documents for the match. The match would be D4.and di�erent frequenies for eah of those terms in the doument, it is neessary to determine how toweight the terms in the doument to best math the terms in the query. Two partiularly e�etiveweight-determining equations are the term-frequeny (tf) and the inverse doument frequeny (df).Eq. 10.2 shows tf and is illustrated in Fig. 10.47. Fig. 10.48 shows df . Eq. 10.3. These atually arealulated as tf

df
the inverse of doument frequeny, 1

df
= idf is usually written as tf ·idf . A ompletealulation of tf ·idf is given in  A.6.3.

tfsimple =
number of times the term appears in the document

total number of terms in the document
=

td
Td

(10.2)

Figure 10.47: A document should be more likely to be returned in response to query terms if contains several
occurrences of a query term (right) than if it contains only one (left).

dfsimple =
number of documents with the term

number of documents in the collection
=

Dt

D
(10.3)

Figure 10.48: A document should be more likely to be retrieved in response to a query term if that query term
(indicated by a short dash) occurs in only a small number of documents (left) than if it appears in many documents
(right).There are many extensions and variations of the Vetor Spae Model ((se:additionaltextretrieval)). Inaddition, tehniques related to the Vetor Spae Model are useful for retrieval of other types of ontentsuh as olor mathing in images. mathing notes in musi ((se:audiovetors)), and for olletionseletion. Preision and reall (3.3.3) an also be used as metris for the e�etiveness of an indexingalgorithm { suh as the vetor spae model { to math a user's queries



10.9. Search Algorithms 457These measures an also evaluate the performane of a similarity-based ranked retrieval engine. Theyare usually inversely related: as more douments are retrieved, fewer of them are likely to be relevant(Fig. 10.49). People are not very good judges of the number of relevant douments in a olletion andthe performane of a related system in retrieving them [13].
Total documents in collection 100 100 100

Number relevant in collection 20 20 20

Number retrieved 10 30 60

Number relevant and retrieved 5 10 15

Precision 0.50 0.33 0.25

Recall 0.25 0.50 0.75

Figure 10.49: Example calculations for precision and recall when retrieving 10, 30, and 60 documents. Usually as
more documents are retrieved, the precision decreases and the recall increases.

10.9.3. Statistical Representations Beyond the Vector Spa ce Model
Retrieval Based on Probability rather than SimilarityProbability rather than similarity. The most e�etive models for searh engines are statistial. Beausemodels suh as the Vetor Spae Model are based on the statistis of words in douments, it is worthonsidering the properties of language. As might be expeted, the word \the" is the most ommonword in the English language. Conduting a searh for that word mathes too many douments.The idf value is another way to desribe the frequenies of terms in a set of douments. While we'veshown that the most ommon words in a language an be useful for text retrieval, the idf value uses theleast ommon words for the same purpose. People generally express themselves using only relativelysmall set of words, and these words tend to be similar from person to person. Therefore, these wordsare used in the ontext of a wide range of di�erent types of douments, and are thus not very spei�.The idf value uses the least ommon words to identify relevant douments under the idea that the lessommon they are, the more spei� they will be.Zipf's Law ( A.10.2). For instane, this an optimize index ompression. Derived from least e�ort [?℄.Ideally, retrieval systems would be based upon a model of the properties of natural language. Mostof these models, however, would depend on the struture of the training orpus. Di�erent disiplinesuse di�erent writing and ommuniation styles and, to an extent, a di�erent voabulary. Auratedoument retrieval is thus based on language models of the type being used in retrieval that auratelyestablished the frequenies of word ourrenes and o-ourrenes. This requires a large and spei�training orpus for the results. The text-proessing priniples used for most systems are derived fromstatistial measures of the language of these orpora.Distributional semantis.Various analyses have shown that words in the middle frequenies are the most preditive and useful fortext retrieval. Furthermore, within these useful words, two di�erent kinds of words may be identi�ed:\funtion words" and \ontent words" (Fig. ??). These roughly trak to the di�erent funtions thatverbs and nouns play in a sentene. Poisson-distribution.Another method for utilizing statistial information for text retrieval generates statistial oneptspaes. These de�ne the semanti relationships between onepts for a given orpus. Then, theserelationships are used in onjuntion with standard statistial analyses to produe more aurate re-trieval results.
Language Models
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Topic ModelsLDA.
10.9.4. Search Based on Machine LearningMany queries are regularly repeated. Searh engines from massive data sets and mahine learningrather than from the traditional analysis of text. So many searhes are repeated and it's possible toollet large numbers of searhes. How many people are asking the same question.Algorithms for learning. Mahine learning ( A.11.0). Spell orretions (10.4.1).Rank position.SVM and learning similarity.Humans in the loop for high-frequeny searhes.
10.9.5. Indexing and Searching the WebThe Web is a partiularly haoti environment ompared with organized doument olletions. Themost ommon appliation of text retrieval is Web searh engines. The Web seems to enourage keepingmultiple versions of a doument on di�erent servers. Here we fous on text searh engines, but manyof the priniples also apply to multimedia Web searh engines. Manage several omponents: index,retrieval. The Web is a ommon-use hypertext environment (2.6.3).Semanti information added expliitly to web pages. Shema.org and mirodata elements for indexingthe web.
10.10. Characterizing and Indexing the Web
10.10.1. Dynamic Content on the WebSome Web pages are frequently updated. Some pages hange a lot but others do not. Simil Staying ona page. Words on a page that are unique to a page. Curated Web pages and analogous issues addressedin the arhival literature (??). Changes within pages. Indeed, some types of pages are expeted tohange. Fig. 10.50. Expeted hanges versus unexpeted hanges. For instane, breaking news (8.13.7).Preservation of hanging web sites.

Figure 10.50: Two examples of term-longevity graphs (from[21]). (check permission)

10.10.2. Crawling and Indexing the WebBeause the Web has no systemati overall organization, searh engines often are the most pratialway to �nd pages. The mahine index of Web pages used by a searh engine is usually reated by aWeb \robot" or \rawler," whih follows engine links to visit as many pages as possible. Pik a pageand explore all links from there. Dynami web (10.10.1).Web haraterization (2.6.3).The Web is frequently updated. \Link rot" ours when a Web page hanges its loation so it no longerlinks to it are no longer aurate.



10.10. Characterizing and Indexing the Web 459A seond problem is that some ontent is frequently repeated on many Web sites. Redundany.Targeted Web searh. Fous on those pages whih are most promising.The software that generates these pages is known as a \robot" and the proess is sometimes alled\spidering" ar ?rawling?. Many pages are not indexed | the robots annot get by passwords or imagemaps. Furthermore, Web pages an also be marked \robot exlusion" meta tags to request that thepages not be indexed.
<META NAME=“ROBOTS” CONTENT=“NOINDEX, NOFOLLOW”>Crawling poliy. There are many databases whose ontents annot be searhed by Web robots. Thismay be beause of seurity or simply beause the Web pages are generated dynamially. This ontentis alled the \deep Web". In some ases, appropriate responses to the database query an be inferredfrom the page.Dupliate detetion.

Measuring Web TrafficMost visited sites. This is an issue for searh advertising.
Characteristics of Web QueriesBeause the Web is so broad, and it has so many di�erent resoures, Web queries are very broad. (3.2.3).e to explain why a speialized database wouldSearh tools when there are ambiguous query terms.One strategy for proessing queries would be to ategorize them. For instane, whether a user issearhing for a doument or an Internet servie. Web queries are often quite broad. 1) apple, peah,kiwi 2) Mosow. How might you ategorize eah of these queries? What would be the optimal responseby an information system? A user may be trying to �nd not just a doument, but a servie as well.Perhaps not surprisingly, the most frequent searhes deal with entertainment and sex.Types of Web searhes [24][58] with di�erent information needs.
Using Web Page Links as an Indication of SimilarityWeb ommunities are powerful preditors of assoiation (2.6.3). The Web has aspets of both olletionsand hypertext. With most searh algorithms, only the text of the doument itself ontributes tothe likelihood of a doument being retrieved. We identify many types of links between Web pages anindiate the similarity among them. E�etively, this is a priniple of soial retrieval. This is omparableto itation analysis (9.1.2). If the entral node has links from other important nodes, it should aquire ahigh value (Fig. 10.51). The PageRank algorithm [?℄ provides a mathematial solution for this problem

( A.6.5). This type of analysis is also useful for building \family-friendly" indexes sine adult-only sitesoften link to eah other and these an be �ltered out.Relationship of journal impat (9.1.3) to PageRank.In the ontext of a doument struture. Path queries.Using soial networks to �nd assoiations (5.1.0).
Indexing Large CollectionsBeause the Web has so many douments and beause there are so many hits on searh engines, searhproedures must be very eÆient. Indeed, several shortuts may be taken. The retrieval algorithms arenot neessarily used. Web arhives (7.5.5). Distributed data enters ((se:dataenters)).Web pages hange frequently whih if di�erent from typial douments.
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Figure 10.51: The PageRank algorithm includes the link structure in determining search hits. The Major-League
Baseball site might be a good match for a query on “baseball” because it is centrally located among many other
sites such as the names of individual teams (Pirates, Brewers, Angels). (redraw)Furthermore, the results should be mathed with the needs of real users. Many queries on Web serversare repetitive. The same user may simply repeat a query, or several users may be interested in thesame thing. For ommon queries, the results may be saved in a ahe so they an be retrieved later;these responses an even be hand-tuned ( A.14.2).Dupliate detetion.EÆieny of building an index for very large olletions. Often aross several mahines.

Real-Time IndexingIndexing Tweets.
Tweet examples.

Figure 10.52: TweetsUpdating searh engine results. Global data enters (7.7.3).
10.11. Beyond Basic Search AlgorithmsText retrieval has proven so useful that we an extend it in a broad range of ontent types. Soialnetworks (5.1.0). Reommendation systems (5.5.5). Knowing more about searher's ontext. Semantisearh.

User Context and SearchUsing loation and ontext to determine searher intent.
10.11.1. Social SearchMerging searhes, and soial media.Use of ontext based on friend's interests. (5.1.4).For what items do you value your friend's opinions. This shares some aspets of a reommendationsystem ((se:reommendation)).

Finding People and Extracting InformationRepresentations of people. Soial pereption (5.5.2). Finding people with similar interests. Blogs,Twitter, Faebook. Dating. This is a slightly di�erene sense of soial searh than we enounter before
(3.3.2).

Finding People with ExpertiseSometimes when we annot �nd the answer to a question, we an �nd a person who might be able toanswer that question. People are very helpful at providing information. People �nders help to loatepeople with spei� attributes (5.1.3). Knowledge management and organization harts. One simple



10.11. Beyond Basic Search Algorithms 461approah ould be to enumerate all the attributes and attempt to desribe these simple databaselistings with a ontrolled voabulary. True expertise versus laims of expertise.Representing expertise. Expertise for di�erent topis (3.7.1). Multiple dimensions of expertise. You mayneed to �nd somebody who speaks Urdu or somebody who knows how to build a house. Expertisenetwork as a soial network ( A.3.5) or ommunity of pratie (5.8.2).You ould searh for your human expert in muh the same way you would searh for a doument[36]. Aswith other information searh tasks, representation is an issue here. The expert needs to be identi�ablein the same way a doument might be; that is, the expert's redentials would be represented in textand retrieved by a searh.Privay issues in people searh.Information \logistis". Getting ritial information to an analyst.
Organization Roles and StructureAs we have observed earlier. Consider all the information artifats that an organization generates.Could we sift this to for a view of the organization. This is an aspet of enterprise ontent management

(7.3.6) and text mining.Intranet searhing.Personal information servies (4.11.2). Soial �ltering (5.5.5). Email tasks (10.3.2). Email an be verymessy.Beyond simple douments to heterogeneous sets of materials.Finding people's home pages.Privay onerns.Summarizing email.Fig. 10.53 shows empirially derived soial network with a path�nder network.

Figure 10.53: Social network derived from a set of email messages[71].Argumentation pro and on.Getting away from the traditional view of douments.Interation in virtual and loosely strutured organizations (5.7.3).Using evidene about what kind of searhes other people are doing and what sort of seletions theymaking from those searhes.
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10.11.2. Processing News and Other Content StreamsA lot of ontent evolves aross time. Text streams. real time.News, enterprise searh, a�etive materials.How should time be weighted as a fator in interative information systems?Lipstik on a pig (5.1.3).Soial uration and media aggregators whih selet ontent from media streams suh as blogs.
Processing NewsNews (8.13.7). Provides a hallenge for text proessing. Newsblaster and summarization (10.6.2). Tem-poral summaries.Change detetion.Citation analysis whih we disussed earlier (9.1.2) an also be thought of as looking at streaming ontent.News is an almost ontinuous stream of information. Imagine trying to trak a news story from dayto day in a newspaper. There are often new wrinkles and even stories that split o� to form other newsstories. Some question whether a \topi" is a distint entity. We would like to group events to identifythe story. It is basially a luster analysis to show whether a doument falls into an old luster or anew one.Content streams are partiularly hallenging beause the ontent hanges frequently. This makes itdiÆult to alulate the tf ∗ idf formula. News may develop on unpreditable topis from many soures,so topi detetion is important for broadast news servies (10.11.2).Judging relevane of news stories adds the dimension of reeny to the user's interest.News versus newspapers. Newspapers have more than formal news. In fat, a newspaper has a omplexolletion of ontent suh as lassi�ed advertising, sports sores, and weather reports.Video news.Ranking these might inlude weighting the artiles by reeny. Artiles for newspaper will be lustered.
Sentiment and Buzz AnalysisPubli opinion (8.4.3). Beause the Web is now so interative, news items and trends are widely disussedonline. Chek soial media sites.Information sharing in virtual environments.Blogs.

Blog QuoteText analysis of blogs. Determining what makes a positive review of negative review �nding a�etivetone { instane in musi reviews. Epidemis and the spread of information. This is a type of informationdi�usion.Many domains: from produt reviews.Counting polarity. Polarity lassi�ation. DiÆulty of using single words. \I think that is a spetaularidea..."



10.11. Beyond Basic Search Algorithms 463Many blogs are full of grandstanding and gamesmanship and this has to be unwound before anyvalid analysis an be onduted. True identify is often unknown (5.5.1). As a ommunity norm, blogontributors an be anonymous exept when then have a vested interest in the laims made in the blog.The latter are known as sok-puppets. Blogs anonymous authors. Blogs and information overload.Cultural and population e�ets. (Fig. 10.54) [70]. Google Trends. Correlated with news.Using searh terms to make preditions. Even to the point of basing stok market trades on sentiment
[41].

Figure 10.54: Searches on google.com from the “World Trade Center” during September 11, 2001[70]. Note that the
attack there was just after 9AM ET (6AM PT). (check permission)Buzz analytis. Opinion words (10.5.3). Sentiment ow. Sentiment ombined with disussion of aspets.

Figure 10.55: Web ratings.Monitoring the e�ets of advertising with searh engines.Deteting agreement in onversational. (6.4.0).
Detecting Misinformation and Deception in LanguageDeeption (5.3.3). Deeption in voie.

10.11.3. RDF SearchSearhing XML triples and RDF. Mixing RDF and semanti web, Inorporating struture into searh.
10.11.4. Personalized and Social SearchPersonalized searh is a speial ase of soial searh. Representation of personal interests. Personalizedseletion of news artiles. Many under-spei�ed searh terms.Combine reommender systems and soial searh with page rank to make preditions for every indi-vidual on the web about their searh topis.
10.11.5. Specialized SearchSearh for spei� ategories of items suh as searh for personal names. We expet the order to beimportant.



464 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Searh semi-strutured douments. Patent searh. Family searh.
Figure 10.56: Family search.Searh engines whih return responses �tting a ertain religious or ultural sensibility.

10.12. Automated Question AnsweringQuestions are the natural way we use language in soial interation to get information. Questionsare di�erent from queries, in that a query is proessed by seleting the words in it, and a question isanswered based on the totality of the question's meaning. Doument management. Information needsare often formulated as questions (3.2.1). Question answering is a step toward more omplex interation,suh as verbal dialog systems (11.10.4) and tutoring systems (5.11.3). Answering omplex questions oftenleads to explanations (6.3.4).Question answering by referene servies (3.3.2). Determining what the user really wants (3.2.1). Whatmakes a good answer [39].Question Categorization. As we disussed for referene interviews, ategorizing questions is a useful�rst step in answering them. Earlier, we had desribed a ategory system used for referene interviews
(3.3.0).For fatual questions, the most obvious ategory sheme is the familiar journalisti questions. Simple\who," \what," \where," \when," and \how" questions are fairly stylized and an, sometimes, beproessed automatially.This generally ours by generating a query from a question. The question \Who is the Queen ofSweden?" might generate the key words \who," \queen," and \Sweden". From that, the system wouldhave a formalized, yet aurate, aounting of what the question sought. Another simple approah,only funtional in partiular information areas, is to pre-store answers to ommon questions.Using Information Extration for Generating Answers. Creating an index with information extration.Extrat responses from fat networks (2.2.2, 10.5.0). A quality information resoure is needed.Closed domain versus open domain. Domain-spei� question answering questions. Easier for spei�questions.Fat-based questions are the only pratial type whih an be answered.Soure of the data with whih to answer the questions. Mining information from the Web.A question answering system an use parsing to determine question omponents whih ould then beproessed with by deomposing the struture of the query (3.3.1). Suh a system's �rst step wouldbe to analyze the question and identify the type of query with simple natural language proessing,whih involves grammar parsing and ontologies (2.2.2). The system would then need to searh forthe appropriate information in existing douments or other soures and pull that information fromthe soures using information extration and data mining; Mathing questions to questions that havealready been answered by human beings.These tehniques are disussed in the following setion. Then the information would need to be pre-sented bak to the questioner in an understandable manner. Information presentation is a ompliatedtask; a system must be able to determine what information is pertinent to the questions, how to
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Figure 10.57: Watson is a system from IBM [?] which plays the game of Jeopardy. It is good at handling the
ambiguities of natural language but is still does not approach human beings for unconstrained natural language
interaction. (recapture)(check permission)

“Married President Washington”.

Figure 10.58: Finding answers with approximate queries followed by information extraction.paraphrase ompliated information, and how to normalize onepts so that they are not repeatedthroughout the presentation. Eah of these requirements presents unique hallenges.Automated answering systems should eventually move beyond simply retrieving douments to synthe-sizing atual answers to questions. This is diÆult, as it requires more natural language proessing. Aswe noted earlier, a question answering system may involve the presentation of bakground information;indeed, it an begin to approximate a tutoring system (5.11.3) and it an organize that information in away that is omprehensible for the end-user.Query splitting [5]. Transforming questions to delarative form and then submit to a searh engine.Result aggregation.Information fusion from several douments. The job of the QA system is to generatea foused natural language response and not a doument.
10.13. Translation and Cross-Language ProcessingLanguage barriers are some of the greatest diÆulties in human ommuniation. Translation ombinesaspets of language reognition and generation. There are lots of di�erenes between languages. Pro-essing di�erent alphabets possess some hallenges but that is only the beginning. Transliteration isexpressing one language using the alphabet of another.Voie translation followed by synthesis in your voie in a seond language.Foreign language reading and writing aid.Language segmentation suh as Chinese. Culture di�erenes (5.9.1) are not always readily explainableso it is more diÆult to handle and ross-ultural proessing.
10.13.1. TranslationAs with other text proessing tasks, there is a gradation from light-weight methods to rih-text proess-ing (4.3.4). This simplest strategy would be to translate one word at a time. However, this word-by-wordtranslation would be very poor quality. The diÆulty of word-by-word translation. More diÆult thanthe translation of terms of linguisti struture is the translation of ultural sensibilities (5.8.2). Forexample \Step up to the plate". Cultural interpretation. Crowdsouring translation.Translating idiomati phrases an ause a great deal of onfusion. The English phrase \art theft"translates into Frenh as the idiomati phrase \xx"; when re-translated into English, it beomes \ight
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Figure 10.59: The Rosetta Stone provided the key for decoding the meaning of Egyptian hieroglyphics because it
used three different scripts (hieroglyphic, demotic, and Greek) to display the same text in two different languages
(Egyptian and Greek), thus providing a reference point between the tongues. (check permission)

Korean - Interlingua -

-French

-Arabic

-Urdu

-Tagalog

Figure 10.60: An interlingua is a common semantic representation that is independent of languages. It could be
useful for translation between languages.

Figure 10.61: Meedan Arabic-English (human) translation blog. (check permission)of art".Translation from one language to another strethes the apabilities of language proessing. Domain-spei� translation is easier than general purpose translation. Domain ustomization. Tailoring tomany languages.Translation of poetry. DiÆulty of �nding rhyming. Even aside from poetry, a lot of language ismetaphor and metaphor is partiularly diÆult to translate.Multilingual hat servie.
InterlinguaAs with other types of language proessing simple methods are often adequate for translation. Thesimplest approah is surfae translation. A lexion an be helpful in onneting onepts. We do notwant to just translate a word, we want to get at the orret sense of that word. A word many translateinto a phrase or vie versa; one should aim at an alignment between texts in di�erent languages. An



10.13. Translation and Cross-Language Processing 467\interlingua" is a ommon underlying semanti representation whih an then be used to generate textin other languages (6.2.3).There are di�erent qualities of translations. A translation may simply provide the gist of a passageor the details of a weather foreast, while the translation of a poem may itself attempt to be poeti.Several dimensions for measuring the quality of a translation are shown in Fig. 10.62. This an be usedas a riterion for improving the performane of an automati translation system.
Factor Description/Example

Adequacy Are the semantics conveyed?

Grammar Is it grammatical?

Idioms Are idioms used correctly?

Fluency Is it easy to read (speak)?

Style Is it elegant?

Figure 10.62: Criteria for effective translation[53].Text-to-text. Speeh-to-text. Speeh-to-speeh.Multilingual blogging. Multilingual hat.
Machine Learning for TranslationParallel orpora. Mahine learning ( A.11.0).Wh-questions (i.e., what, where, when, why, how). Fat extration (10.5.3). Word alignment. Probabil-ities of word senses.Get some referene translations and use them to alulate simple statistis. We ould use prei-sion/reall (3.3.3) as overlap measure. Long, ontinuous word strings are good.Use probabilities of di�erent word-sense translations.Alignment of parallel orpora.

10.13.2. Cross-Language Text Document RetrievalSometimes, we may want to searh a set of douments in a language with whih we are not familiar.This is another variation of information retrieval. Sometimes the term is not available. Some tasks aremulti-lingual; searhers may want to know of the existene of relevant douments in foreign languages.Thus, searhes may ross languages (Fig. 10.63).
Query

Language1

? -
Query

Language2
Documents
Language2

Query

Language1
- Documents

Language1

6

Documents
Language2

Figure 10.63: Two models for cross-language document retrieval. Translating the query or the document. It may be
better to do both and combine the results from the two approaches.Suppose an Arabi-speaking searher wanted to pose a query to an arhive of English-language dou-ments. There are two general strategies: the query an be translated from Arabi to English, or theorpus an be translated from English to Frenh. Clearly, it is easier to translate the query than totranslate the entire orpus, but beause the queries are generally short, a poor translation ould havea serious negative e�et on retrieval. A uni�ed representation of the orpus (e.g., LSI) is needed, as isnormalization of language. It may be most diret to translate between languages and then do retrieval.



468 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13As we have noted earlier suh ategorization in integral to a ulture's identity. Traditional monolingualretrieval provides a benhmark against whih ross-language retrieval an be measured. It is worthnoting, that in some ases, the onepts themselves are di�erent in di�erent languages (5.8.2). A ross-language thesaurus link attempts to link onepts aross languages (Fig. 10.64). As with other thesauri
(2.2.2), this an be useful for term expansion. Apply query expansion (10.7.2) for both queries anddouments. In addition to simple ross-language issues, ross-ultural fators must be taken intoaount. Thesauri an be useful for omparing similarity or oneptual strutures aross languages.Apply ross language frame semantis. Cross-language FrameNet (6.2.3).

English German

simian Affe
monkey -
ape Menschenaffe

timepiece Uhr
clock -
wall clock Wanduhr
standing clock Standuhr
tower clock Turmuhr

watch -
pocket watch Taschenuhr
wrist watch Armbanduhr

Figure 10.64: Some examples from a German-English cross-language thesaurus. For some English terms such as
“monkey” there is no analogous term in German. In other cases (e.g., “clock” and “watch”) there are no single-word
translations from English to German; rather, adjective phrases are needed to translate them (adapted from[64]).
(check permission)

Exercises
Short Definitions:

Adjacency operator

Alerting service

Click-through

Cognitive organizer

Copy-detection

Deep Web

Dialog

Document surrogate

Emoticon

Fielded search

Grapheme

Hubs and authorities

Ideogram

Image extraction

Intranet

Information extraction

Lexicon

MathML

Meta-search

Orthography

Parsing

Path queries

People finders

Plagiarism

Primary source

Proximity operator (search)

Question answering

Ranked retrieval

Relevance feedback

Streaming content

Term-by-document matrix

Vector space model

Word sense disambiguation

Review Questions:
1. Describe the writing system for (a) Arabic, (b) Farsi, and (c) Vietnamese. (10.1.1)

2. Is this sentence written in a serif or a sans-serif font? (10.1.1)

3. Give the ASCII and Unicode values for the word “media”. (10.1.1)

4. List some skills required to be a proficient reader. (10.2.0)

5. Give some examples of “shallow” and “deep” methods for natural language processing. (10.4.0)

6. Calculate the edit distance between DIMENSION and DINEMSION. (10.4.1)

7. Describe the usefulness of ranked text document retrieval methods. (10.9.0)

8. Explain the steps by which a Web is created and then used. (10.7.4)

9. How would you mine an email archive to identify and find people with interests similar to your own. (10.11.1)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
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1. a) Research and describe in a paragraph how Arabic writing is presented in Unicode.
b) Create page of Arabic characters from Unicode on your laser printer. (10.1.1)

2. Some people have bemoaned the fact that reading will be less important as interactive multimedia systems become more
common. Handwriting letters is much less common now that people can communicate by telephone and email Do you
think there is a connection between literacy and intelligence? Justify your answer. (10.2.2)

3. Why is linear presentation of text often easier to understand than a hypertext like presentation? (2.6.0, 10.2.4)

4. Get the cooperation of a friend and watch his/her eyes as they read a page of text. About how many times do their eyes
stop? Describe a cognitive model of readability based on these observations. How is this related to the number of lines
on the page? (10.2.4)

5. One simple measure of readability might be based the average length of words. Describe some other simple measures.
How could you validate these measures? (10.3.1)

6. Calculate reading ease score for the sentence “The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog”. (10.3.1)

7. Estimate how many words are written by the world’s population in a day. Justify your estimate. (10.3.1)

8. Give an example of how people adapt their communication to the capabilities of the communication channels. (10.3.2)

9. Calculate the edit distance between “apple” and “able”. (10.4.1)

10. Sketch parse trees for the following sentences (10.4.2,  A.5.4)

a. The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.
b. Surely sweet Susan sells sea shells by the sea shore.
c. Buffalo buffalo buffalo Buffalo buffalo. (Hint: Buffalo is a city, a verb, and an animal.)

11. Develop rules for text categorization of news stories dealing with the wheat crop harvest. (10.6.1)

12. Choose two Web search engines and compare their search results for several terms. How do you explain the differences?
(10.7.4)

13. Are databases search engines? (3.9.0, 10.7.4)

14. How is Web searching similar to or different from a conversation with another person? (6.4.0, 10.7.4)

15. Describe some ways that document structure could support retrieval? ((sec:structure), 10.9.0)

16. When is a controlled vocabulary (such as a thesaurus) better than full text descriptions for retrieving information
resources? (2.2.2, 10.9.0)

17. Distinguish between text retrieval and text data mining. (10.5.0, 10.9.0)

18. Explain the advantages and limitations of “proximity search”. (10.9.1)

19. What is the ordering for a set of relevant documents? (10.9.2):

Total in collection 100 100 100

Relevant in collection 20 20 20

Number Retrieved 10 30 60

Relevant and Retrieved 4 7 9

Precision

Recall

20. Identify and describe the differences between two representations for text retrieval systems. (10.9.2)

21. Evaluate a Web search engine on several dimensions such as the interface and the accuracy. (10.9.5)

22. Explain the relationship between hubs, authorities, and the PageRank algorithm. (10.10.2)

23. When searching an index for a set of query terms that appear in a document set, why is it helpful to make the least
frequent term in the set, the fist one to be searched? (10.10.2)

24. Classify the following questions according to the taxonomy in Fig. 3.8 (10.12.0)

a.
b.

25. In what way might the widespread use of English on the Web represent a network effect? (8.7.2, 10.13.0)

26. Give some examples of shallow methods for text processing (10.13.1)

27. Explain the distinction between shallow and deep linguistic processing methods for machine translation.(10.4.0,10.13.1)

28. Describe examples of algorithmic processing and statistical methods for text processing. Contrast the advantages and
disadvantages these two approaches. (10.13.1)

Practicum:
1. Text processing.

Going Beyond:
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1. Use a scanner to create a bmp file from a text document. Write programs to (a) distinguish lines of text from images
and (b) Identify the title page. (10.1.5)

2. Develop a program to do table extraction from a bmp file. (10.1.6)

3. For people, what is the connection between ability in reading and ability in conversation. (6.4.0, 10.2.0)

4. Develop models for (a) reading and (b) writing that are consistent with limitations of cognitive processes we have
discussed. ((sec:cognitiveprocessing), 10.2.0)

5. Build a filter for blocking articles having to do with automobiles from being displayed on a Web browser. (10.3.2)

6. Should we rely on Wikipedia for accurate information? (10.3.2)

7. Develop parse trees for the following sentences (10.4.2,  A.5.4)

a.
b.
c.

8. Write a program to categorize news articles. (10.6.1)

9. Evaluate the usability of a legal search service. (7.10.2, 10.9.0)

10. Obtain a freeware search engine from the Web. Install it. Test it. (10.9.5)

11. If you were developing a Web robot to create an index on a specific topic, what would do to focus the search? (10.9.5)

12. If we ever develop effective question-answering systems; would people still use search engines? (10.9.5, 10.12.0)

13. Are there some types questions that a question-answering system should leave to a human being? Give some examples.
Could this automatically determined? (10.12.0)

14. How are text similarity matching algorithms similar to copy detection algorithms? (8.2.5, 10.13.1)

15. Develop a system that determines the language in which a Web page is written. (10.13.1)

16. Given the variation of concepts across languages, is it ever possible to get an exact translation from one language to
another? (10.13.1)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: The student will understand the basic components of a search engine as well as basic techniques
for processing natural language.

Instructor Strategies: Some sections such as 10.6.1 are fairly specialized and may be dropped for some students.

Related Books
- Basbanes, N.A. A Splendor of Letters: The Permanence of Books in an Impermanent World. Harper-Collins, New York,

2004.

- Coulmus, F. Writing Systems of the World. Blackwell Press, Oxford UK, 1991.

- National Center for Reading Report of the National Reading Panel: Teaching Children to Read. National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda MD, 2001

- Manning, C.D., Raghavan, P., and Schutze. H. Introduction to Information Retrieval. U. Cambridge Press, New
York, 2008.

- Sunstein, C. Infotopia: How many Minds Produce Knowledge. Oxford University Press, New York, 2006

- Tancer, W. Click: What Millions of People Are Doing Online and Why it Matters. Hyperion, New York, 2008.
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Chapter 11.
Multimedia, Hypermedia,
and Entertainment Technology

Figure 11.1: What is the meaning of an image? Pictograph (from www.library.wisc.edu/etext/) that represents a
peace party of Native Americans represented by their totem animals. Their unity of purpose is shown with lines
connecting their heads and hearts. Understanding such an image requires considerable cultural knowledge. (check
permission)

11.1. OverviewMultimedia is ontent beyond text. It often emphasizes a�et (4.6.0)[2]. Its sope has spread far beyond afew images and sound �les by the rise of onsumer eletronis. Digital onvergene. We an distinguishbetween multimedia and hypermedia.On one hand, these tehnologies are rather di�erent. On the other hand, they share many issues.Proessing, metadata, libraries.We go beyond traditional multimedia to onsider related issues suh as 3-D opying. Mashups.Multimedia surrounds us muh more than it did in the past. Television programs have gotten muhmore omplex. Television viewing habits. Soial viewing. Video in appliations ranging from meetingarhives (5.6.4) to media spaes (5.6.6).Representation for multimedia at several levels. Storyboard. Semanti annotation with identi�ationand reognition.The fous of the experiene of multimedia is often di�erent than for text resoures. In partiular,it is less often appliable for sholarship. Types of information needs for multimedia. Inluding forentertainment.The Media Experiene. Multimedia is a way of telling stories. Media only partially aptures reality.Entertainment tehnology.Comparative media studies.
11.1.1. ArtArt evokes an a�etive response (4.6.2). Art is often representational. Visual Art and Representation.



472 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Soial dimensions of art. Art museums (7.6.1).Many levels of desription and indexing for art. Images and ulture. DOIs for art objets.Paintings that emphasize linear perspetive do not neessarily our subjetive impressions of the vi-sual world. Impressionist painting attempts to apture that (Fig. 11.2). Literal perspetive. Fromrepresentational art to abstrat art.
Figure 11.2: Impressionist (left) and abstract art (right). (check permissions)Suh representations apture aspets of the world, or perhaps just patterns. There may be a ulturalmeaning assoiated with images [31]. How should that a�et indexing.

Multimedia and CultureWe have already seen print ulture (8.13.6). Fan groups.Partiipatory ulture.
11.1.2. Multimedia LibrariesLSCOM (Large-sale Conept Ontology for Multimedia)YouTube hannels.

Figure 11.3: Museum of TV and Radio collection.

11.1.3. Processing MultimediaTypes of indexing for multimedia.Segmentation of multimedia objets.Fixity of multimedia objets hanges their nature.Common issues for proessing aross multimedia types, segmentation, frequeny.Interativity and hypermedia.Annotations for the internal struture of omplex media.
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11.1.4. Representations for Multimedia
Hypermedia ModelsSynhronization.

11.1.5. Interactive HypermediaInteration design (4.8.1). Need to manage the user's attention.Interative ollages.
Representing Multimedia and HypermediaWe have emphasized representations throughout this text. What expressiveness is required for a om-plete multimedia model? Coordination among the media in a hypermedia presentation.The unique aspet of hypermedia is interativity. There are also issues of sequene and oordinationin hypermedia struture. We would like to have devie-independent multimedia.
State and Language-Based Hypermedia Models State mahines (3.10.1). Disrete state hypermedia.be desribed in sequenes of states. Features that might be needed inlude looping, onurreny,synhronization points, and alternate or optional paths. The real trik is to determine how the modelis strutured. ATNs (6.5.1) are a better representation for multimedia.Ultimately, we might use the models we have desribed earlier. From semanti graphs to multimediapresentations [23].Temporal Sripting Languages manage events in time. Sometimes sripting languages are reated forthe interation of media. These are di�erent from languages for the interation of objets in the media.For instane, they may support looping. Animation languages.
Multimedia and Hypermedia AuthoringThe de�nition of the word \authoring" has hanged over time. While it one meant simply to write,it is now used muh more freely to desribe the at of reating a multi- or hyper-media informationobjet. Authored objets of this sort typially inluded many forms of media, suh as text, video,audio, hypertext, and animation. As was noted earlier, authoring is a design ativity (3.5.4); there ispurpose and rationale behind the struture of the information objet, or the way in whih the variousmedia modes interat and work together. The ultimate purpose of most multimedia authoring projetsis to reate strutured ontent, be it for logial, aestheti, or eduational ends.Multimedia authoring is a omplex ativity. It an be oneived of as ombining the diÆulties ofwriting, drawing, sound engineering, and video editing. Perhaps the greatest diÆulty is speifying thesynhronization of these various mediums. One tool for aiding in this synhronization is storyboarding.Storyboarding has been used for a long time in movie making and advertising, to name only twoexamples, to visually organize the interation and transitions between di�erent oneptual elementsor narratives. In the same way, storyboarding is used to synhronize or organize the di�erent mediaappliations in a multimedia objet. While it is similar to a navigation map, a multimedia storyboardmay not ontain all the eventual detail, suh as hyperlinks, of the authored objet, but it will ontainskethes of the layout of the di�erent pages. In many ways, a storyboard for a multimedia objet isfar more omplex than one for a movie or other linear formats beause of the interativity between thedi�erent mediums.Movement through a multimedia objet does not progress only in one diretion, but skips and jumpsfrom plae to plae; this makes its organization, visual or otherwise, diÆult. Just as multimedia omesin many versions, so too are there many types of storyboards. The main harateristi of generalizedmultimedia storyboards, however, is the ability to speify interation between media; for instane, howlinks should be spei�ed and organized (2.6.3). Many storyboarding tools utilize intuitive, user-friendlyinterfaes, suh as drag-and-drop authoring [11](Fig. 11.4) for organizing material, rather than formal



474 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13or tehnial desriptions for media plaement. Multimedia ontent may be evaluated by a personinterating with the environment via \walkthroughs" [20].Path through a multimedia appliation mathes information aess. Layout and use-ases.

Figure 11.4: Drag-and-drop authoring for multimedia[11]. (check permission)

Multimedia DesktopsWeb-based portals and even personal omputer desktops (3.5.4) an be seen as multimedia environmentsin whih users an interat with various information servies. A workspae an ollet work in progress
(4.11.2) and many omputer appliations, suh as text editors or even the entire desktop interfae, aretypes of disrete-state multimedia objets.These objets exist within a larger environment, and are ontrolled by de�ned multimedia events:\tool was opened," \data was entered," \tool was losed". Although eah of these tools or objets mayoperate independently, they nay be required to interat and to funtion together, and in a larger sensethey all need to obey the laws that govern the operating environment. Multimedia environments andthe tools that populate them an be quite extensive, and when developing environments suh as this itoften beomes neessary to design exatly how the interfae will work.
11.2. Visual Information, Visual Languages, and Visualiza tion2-dimensional visual materials an onvey meaning in several ways. Images approximate our visualpereption and apture spatial relationships and olors inherent to objets in the world. Images aremerely representations of those objets and relationships, and may not ontain all the intelletual oremotional ontext that omes from visualizing �rst-hand. The ontext that a representation onveys istherefore dependent in part on the viewer and in part on its reator; the reator to present the image inthe fashion that they believe onveys the message they want, and the viewer to ontextualize the imageaording to their own experiene. This dihotomy allows images to ommuniate an enormous rangeof information in a purely visual format, from images that simply dupliate an image of the world, tothose visualizations that seek to use a representation of the physial world to onvey more abstratonepts.Human beings primarily use vision to understand the world | this makes the visualization of images anddata strutures a partiularly e�etive means of ommuniating information. Imaging and visualizationsystems an be ombined with desriptive abilities to further enhane this e�etiveness | note howtextbooks always use images and �gures to reinfore eduation. We are only now beginning to tapinto the power of visualization to analyze large amounts of data and data libraries. Other means ofusing imaging and visualization to enhane information siene and systems inlude shematis thatshow visual representations of abstrat relationships and spatial information systems that deal withthe position of objets in spae.



11.2. Visual Information, Visual Languages, and Visualization 475Cognition and images. Brain proessing and images ( A.12.2).
11.2.1. Representations and ImagesPitures reord information. Before the widespread use of the printing press most reorded ommuni-ations were pitorial. This form of ommuniation proved to be very e�etive in large part due to theability of images to onvey ompliated messages. A photographer or painter has many ways to drawthe viewer's attention and onvey meaning, often very subtly | images may be posed or edited topresent a partiular viewpoint or perspetive, and they an be used sequentially to narrate a story. In-deed, many images or sets of images are very language-like. In pitorial presentations, one an pereivemeaningful units (4.2.1) that funtion as a whole. Composition, or the way these units or objets arearranged (or the manner in whih they are viewed or pereived) an amplify the signi�ane that maybe inherent to the objets in the �rst plae. In Fig. 11.5, the repetition of objets and the viewpointfrom whih they are seen reates a rhythm. Other visual information objets, suh as shematis andmaps, an be even more language-like than a single image (11.2.4). How do we understand and representspae in images [32].

Figure 11.5: Note how the convergence of the parallel lines draws the eye.Use of images in engineering, siene, and mediine.Attribution of painter [22].
11.2.2. Image ProcessingMore image proessing ( A.2.3).Edge detetion.AÆne transformation.Objet reognition.Photo sequening.
11.2.3. Image Collections and RetrievalImage metadata. It has proven diÆult to develop useful desriptive systems for images. This may bebeause there are too many diÆult tasks to be satis�ed by any small set of desriptive systems.Photo mathing. Compare ellphone pitures to image database.ARTSTOR. Medial images (9.9.2).Value of metadata for image retrieval. Too many image retrieval tasks to be satis�ed by any onemetadata system.Query by image ontent.
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Searching ImagesDiÆult to extrat semantially meaningful features automatially. Desribed with metatadata. GWAP

(2.5.4).
Figure 11.6: Image search.

11.2.4. Visual LanguagesVisual objets an be highly strutured. A language was de�ned earlier as the output of a lexion anda grammar (6.5.2). Visual presentations an have some properties of a language. We may say there isa visual language, whih inludes a lexion, a syntax, and semantis. This may our within a singleimage but more often is found in omposite images or skethes. We have already disussed the visuallayout of douments (2.3.3). We will see similar strutural impliations for inema (11.6.3) and even thestruture of Chinese Opera. Visual language and visual literay.
Visual Lexicon and StructureAs with any language, a visual language is omposed of a lexion and a struture. Ions are one part ofthe lexion of the visual language (Fig. 11.7). The ions indiate funtions they represent in di�erentways. Some use metaphor; a �le system may be represented by an ion showing a �ling abinet. Somethings are diÆult to represent with ions and some ions are obsure. The seletion of e�etive ionswith arbitrary meanings an be a hallenge for interfae design. Some ion-based systems show textdesribing an ion's purpose when the ursor is plaed over it.

Figure 11.7: Examples of icons associated with computing. (redraw) (check permissions)

Visual Grammar and SyntaxGraphial design.As with natural language, managing the fous of attention is neessary for visual language proessing.Cartoons is designed to highlight the signi�ant points in a narrative.Diagrams employ visual language. Design of visual language presentations. Gestalt priniples (4.2.1).Layout.Visually lustered onepts are viewed as more related. Conepts linked with a line, are believed to bepartiularly losely assoiated.Visual parsing (Fig. 11.8). There is often a syntax-like struture in visual materials. An arrow ona display may indiate the movement; in other words, it funtions as a verb. Lines show onnetionsbetween onepts or to separate one set of onepts from others. These lines form a type of visualpuntuation.Visual similarity.
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Figure 11.8: A complex scene such as this screen dump of a computer desktop can be segmented by visually
parsing its components.

Visual DiscourseVisual disourse. Creating meaning and impressions by assoiations. [?℄
11.2.5. Information Visualization and Interactive Visual ization EnvironmentsVisualization presents representations of the attributes of entities and the relationships among thoseattributes. These are based on information struture but they also add interativity for exploringdata. There are two types of visualization: information visualization and data (or sienti�) visualiza-tion. Data visualization fous on the display of quantitative values. Sienti� visualization and visualanalytis (9.6.5).Information visualization onentrates on qualitative values. They an be thought of interfaes fordatabase attributes. Shematis and diagrams typially show qualitative visual desriptions but infor-mation visualization adds interativity. However, primarily a shemati is a model.

Browsing HierarchiesFous + Context. Visualization of hierarhies. People often lose the ontext of the information theyare aessing. This is one of the reasons that books, suh as this textbook, inlude hapter headingsat the top of eah page. Zooming text and zooming images.Interative visualization tools often allow users to view ontent at a high level and the fous is on detailswhile keeping a ontext of the high-level ontent. For browsing hierarhial strutures.
ZoomingZooming allows the user to ontrol the level of detail when examining objets. With logial zooming,the display simply highlights di�erent aspets of a display in ontinuous or disrete steps. This makesmost sense when there is a spatial relationship among the objets. Spatial hypertext (2.6.2).[??] Manyoneptual systems are best understood at di�erent levels of granularity. Consider, for instane, a userviewing a galaxy and zooming in to look at stars within that galaxy. While it is possible to zoomsmoothly into an image of a physial system suh as a view of outer spae, information spaes havedisrete steps. Powers of 10 [5].Logial or Semanti Zooming: Graphial zooming may be aompanied by riher desription desrip-tions. \Semanti zooming". One might \zoom" into the struture of the information. The relationshipsamong objets an be highlighted with olor and linking. Getting more meaningful detail in regions ofa display.Hierarhies are easy to understand and are widely used. When the relationships between entities arepurely oneptual, only the ategory labels need to be displayed, as in tables of ontents (TOCs) (2.5.5).



478 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Menus display hierarhial ations or onepts without ontext. Menus an be seen as struturedhypertexts (2.6.2). It is possible to generalize the logi of �sheye views to 2-D �sheyes and multi-foveal�sheyes. 3-D depth pereption provides approximations of layered depth. Fig. ?? illustrates navigationin multi-sale spae; this is one way of displaying visual ontext.
Lenses and FilteringA traditional magnifying glass enlarges all parts of an image. By analogy, a visualization lens ouldgive the user enlarged and/or re-foused views of graphis or images. Indeed, di�erent types of physiallenses ould be modeled (Fig. 11.9). Visualization lenses are not limited to enlarging the objets thatare being viewed; di�erent attributes of the objets in the display an be presented when the lens ispositioned over them. One users have found an area of interest in an information display, they maywant to examine other attributes of that area of interest. suh as fousing on Madrid in an interativemap, The same system ould show other properties suh as its population (9.10.5). As we will see later,a lens an also be used to extend the physial analog. 3-D lenses ould show internal strutures muhas an X-ray does (11.10.1).

Figure 11.9: Bi-focal lens (left) and fisheye lens (right) for viewing details on a map of Atlanta[39]. (ACM check
permission)

11.3. Audio
11.3.1. SoundsSpeeh, musi, heart beats, sighs, bird song, water dripping, glass breaking | we live in a world ofsound. It is good then, that human beings are well suited to it. Not only an we hear a vast range ofsounds (from 20 to 20,000 Hz), but our brains also learn to determine what sounds are appropriate fora partiular environment. We use sound to ommuniate with speeh, but also use sounds to representgeneral ideas, suh as the sound of a sweeping broom to indiate that a �le has been thrown in the\reyle bin". Audio is a very exible medium; rarely do we use sound in isolation. Based on the biologyof human beings, there may in fat be attentional and ognitive impliations to modern multimediaappliations. In this hapter, we will explore the many aspets of audio information: its apture, itsstorage, its forms, and its proessing.Aoustis.Audio spetrogram.Simulated audio environments.
11.3.2. Music and Sonic ArtsThere are many types of musial experienes. I may whistle a popular song, listen to a live rokband, or go to the opera. Moreover, eah piee of musi may be performed in many ways. Musi issound with a rih struture. However, unlike speeh the sound is generally not symboli. Instrumentalmusi does not usually onvey information in the sense of helping a person to predit events. Musi is
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Figure 11.10: Ella Fitzgerald. (check permission)highly strutured at many levels, and that struture provides muh of the aestheti pleasure we have inlistening to it. However, overly strutured musi an be tedious and some unpreditability is needed.Musi omes in many genres from jazz to lassial. Musi is soial. Musi genre and mood detetion.Musial prodution is often a soial e�ort. Though, inreasingly \musi is a thing", a �xed reording
[15]. The tehnology dramatially a�et the ontent and the usage. The development of reording mademusi muh more aessible to the masses and led to mass-market ulture. Moreover, inreasingly,musi is integrated with information systems. Musi and speeh analysis use similar methods.

The Structure of MusicMusi an be onsidered strutured sound; some musi is highly stylized, suh as Western lassialmusi, while other musi is more free-formed, suh as some jazz musi. The struture of musi an beompared to a building: the beat and rhythm provides the foundation with other sounds layered on top.Musi an reate listener involvement through theme and variation. A theme or struture is establishedwithin a piee and that theme is then varied to reate a tension between a listener's expetations andtheir sense of novelty (4.6.2).There are many other ways in whih musi is strutured. Often, the struture of the musi determinesits style; it is its struture that de�nes it. In some ases, the struture of musi may beome so rigidthat it may be modeled with a grammar (6.5.1) [12]. Fig. 11.11 shows a repetitive pattern that an bediagrammed like a sentene. Musial struture based on mathematial priniples. While maintainingstruture is important, it ertainly does not have to be slavishly followed; deletion and variation fromstruture are essential aspets of art (4.6.2).

Figure 11.11: Music can highly structured. In some cases, that structure can be represented by regular expressions
and grammars. Structure in music is particularly apparent in classical music. Observe the repeating pattern in the
notes across several levels[12]. (check permission)
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Representation and Markup for MusicMusi an be as simple as a verse of \Happy Birthday" or as omplex as Handel's Messiah with a 100-voie hoir at Christmas. Thus, any representation of musi must be salable to di�erent omplexities.While a representation may inlude eah of the 100 voies separately, this variety would require 100di�erent piees for one single work. A representation suh as that may be useful for a performer, butnot so useful for a ondutor. Similarly, it may not be neessary to represent all 100 voies to store thework and retrieve it later. Musial performane is dynami, and not every detail of a piee of musineeds to be de�ned. Instead, it is often preferable to represent the theme, or baseline of the musi, andallow individual interpreters to sale it as they may.Musi markup and metadata.CSound. Composition. Algorithmi and probabilisti approahes to musi generation.
Musical Instrument InterfacesNovel interfaes. KBow.

Figure 11.12: Musical interface controllers.

Music CommunitiesSoial musi.
Music Indexing and RetrievalMusi libraries.Musi metadata.Query-by-humming.

11.3.3. Speech and Speech ProcessingSpeeh is interwoven with language; speeh ommuniates natural language using sound. There aremany di�erenes between natural language as expressed through text and speeh. When a speaker anbe seen, many fators, suh as the speaker's eye ontat and gestures, onvey meaning and may beanalyzed in onjuntion with speeh (11.4.1). Even purely verbal nuanes, suh as adene, emphasis,and volume ontribute to the meaning of speeh.We will look at elements of human speeh, from the physial aspets, to linguisti theory, and on toertain speeh information servies. People don't always use speeh in auditory ommuniation; rather,we may ommuniate with a grunt or even a Bronx heer.
Phonology and PhonemesPhonology is the study of the generation and pereption of speeh sounds. Similar to language itself,speeh is a system of small, disrete sound units that are ombined to form larger, more omplexstrutures. Phonology studies these basi units in an attempt to better understand not only how weuse language, but how and from what it developed.While many languages use sounds in a way that speakers from other languages are not used to, somelanguages use sounds that are ompletely strange to foreign speakers. The trilled r in Spanish as inthe Spanish word \rojo" has no analog in English. An even more extreme ase is the !kung languagefrom southern Afria (a member of the Khoisan family of languages), whih inludes a series of unique
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Type Code Example

Voiced AA Bob
AE bat
AH bought
AO boat
AW down
AX about
AXR butter
AY buy
EH bet
EL battle
EM bottom
EN button
ER bird
EY bait
IH bit
IX roses
IY beat
L let
M met
N net
NX sing
OW book
OY boy
UH book
UW boot
W wit
Y you
Z zoo
R rent

Type Code Example

Voiced-fricatives DH that
JH judge
V vat
WH which
ZH azure

Unvoiced-fricatives F fat
S sat
HH hat
TH thing
SH shut
CH church

Voiced Stops B bet
D debt
H get
DX batter

Unvoiced Stops K kit
P pet
T ten

Glottal Stop (stop)

Figure 11.13: Phonemes are the distinct sounds which carry the meaning of words in a language. Here are the
phonemes for English as defined by[1].tongue-lik sounds (whih are all represented by the ! symbol); this sound is absent from the regularspeeh patterns of all other known language families on earth.There are several basi ategories of phonemes, suh as vowels, liquids, friatives, plosives, and stops.Eah of these phonemes is assoiated with a partiular means by whih the sound is produed. Vowelsare generally the most distintive; they are produed by air passing largely unimpeded through thevoal hords and the mouth, tongue and jaw forming tubular, or hollow shapes.One of the biggest distintions is between voied and unvoied phonemes. Voied phonemes pass airthrough both the nasal avity and mouth. Unvoied phonemes, on the other hand, pass air onlythrough the mouth. You an test this by holding your hand in front of your mouth and omparingthe air movement produed by voied versus unvoied phonemes. This di�erene is why speeh soundsstrange when a speaker's nose is plugged.When a person is speaking, the phonemes are not onstant and regular. The variants of a phonemeare alled \allophones". In part, this is due to the blending that happens when a speaker transitionsfrom one sound to another; this is termed \oartiulation". Many of these di�erenes are produedby the tongue, whih has its own trajetories and mehanis that produe di�erent sounds. Regionaldi�erenes in pronuniation.Just as morphologial analysis determines the meaning units of written words (6.2.1), \morphemes" arethe meaning units of spoken words. Suh phonologial analysis has its limits. Words suh as \here" and\hear" are homophones; they sound the same, but are spelled di�erently and have di�erent meanings.Even if their phonemes are orretly reognized, the partiular meaning of a word an be identi�edonly by onsidering the surrounding ontext. Lexial semantis was overed in (6.2.3).
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Linguistic Markers in SpeechLinguisti markers a�et the meaning through sound alone. this ould take the form of pronuniation,aents, stress, adene, intonation, tone, or duration. Fluent speeh onveys meaning in what is said,and there how it is said. How something is said is important to its larity. Emphasis also helps inonversation management. Voal ues suh as uptalk an indiate solidarity or even power relationships.Prosody is the intonation, rhythm, and stress of speeh. It is analogous to orthography (10.1.1)in writtentext. Prosody an hange the nature of a statement. One ommon example is that questions tend toend in an upward or higher inetion.
I like you. I like you.

Figure 11.14: Prosody places the emphasis in spoken phrases. On the left, the speaker emphasizes that it is the
listener they like, whereas on the right, the emphasis places the focus on the speaker.Some spoken languages base the meaning of words on inetions whih are known as \tones". Theseare known as \tonal" languages. Although English has some tonal elements (an example is \too" vs.\to") it is primarily a-tonal. In these languages, prosody beomes very important.Inetion and disourse. Deeption detetion in speeh [?℄. Spei�ally, there is often a high-pith fromthe stress.Inetion and a�et.There are a variety of individual di�erenes in speeh. Indeed, a \voie model" an be developed thatrepresents the harateristi speeh sounds of an individual. There are many variables that make upan individual's speeh patterns. As a starting point, women generally have shorter voal hords thanmen; their voies are generally of a higher pith. Another fator may be aent; even within the samelanguage, speakers often develop di�erent \aents" whih are harateristi patterns of speeh. Thise�et is heightened when a person is speaking a seond language. Beause of the widespread use oftelevision and radio, extreme forms of aents are heard muh less frequently than they used to be.Soioeonomi and individual di�erenes may also ontribute to di�erenes in speeh patterns; thesee�ets may be manifested in partiular word hoies and adenes. One example is \up-talk," in whihall statements sound like questions with a rising pith.Dition.Disuenies are hesitations and mistakes in speeh. Many di�erent types. They an be fored withtongue twisters.

Spoken LanguageSpeeh proessing has a wide range of possible appliations, from live audio streaming, to speakeridenti�ation, to administrative and business uses. These tehnologies are only reently beginning tobeome widespread. As omputer proessing power and our understanding of human speeh grows,there is no doubt speeh proessing will play a larger part in our day-to-day lives.The top panel of Fig. 11.15 shows the raw speeh waves for the phrase \Every salt breeze omes fromthe sea". In the lower portion, the amplitudes are onverted to frequenies to show a spetral analysis.The very dark bands of high-energy at the bottom of the display are the \formants" of that phrase.The formants are the most distintive omponents of phonemes so that identifying them will improvespeeh reognition.In partiular, formants indiate phonemes. Phonemes are the building bloks of the sounds from whihwords are onstruted. The sounds of the vowels in the words \bad" and \bed" learly indiate a
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Eve-ry salt breeze comes from the sea.

Figure 11.15: Raw speech amplitudes (top), converted to frequency spectrogram with spurious frequencies removed,
the formants are clearly visible (bottom)[33]. (add text) (check permission)di�erene in meaning. The basi speeh sounds that make up a spoken language are ategorized intophonemes. The ommonly aepted English phonemes are listed in Fig. 11.13. The word \multime-dia" is omposed of the phonemes M-UH-L-T-AY-M-IY-D-IY-AE. Eah language has its own sets ofphonemes that de�ne the way that language is spoken, even though the majority of phonemes areonsistent aross languages. Important distintions among sounds from one language may be ignoredin other languages; thus, there is no absolute set of phonemes.Phonemes in spoken form sequene of states. These an be desribed with Hidden Markov models.

OralityOrality is the use and understanding of spoken language. Spoken language is quite di�erent than writtenlanguage (e.g., [30]). Some of the di�erenes may be due to human ognition that proess written textvisually and spoken text through sound. Other di�erenes are likely due to the environments in whiheah medium is used. Oral material generally uses shorter sentenes and is less well onstruted.Communiation by text-based eletroni media has an oral texture perhaps beause it is informal andtransitory. greater shared ontext between speakers in spoken language and onversation, both beausetheir partiipants may have more of a history (even a very brief one) than in anonymous writtenommuniation, and beause body language and gesture play suh a large role in our understanding ofone another.
Modes of Oral Interaction Story telling. Preservation of stories and traditions.Oratory. Poetry.Oral histories enhaned with annotated touh sreens showing information resoures. Narrative (6.3.6).History (5.13.0). People are not very good at understanding and desribing their own behavior. Self-attribution and delf-reports an be unreliable (5.5.1).Autobiography (5.13.3). Story orps. Great speehes. The advantages of oral information not beingreorded. Oral arguments need to ompensate for that. Oral douments.Oral ultures. Epi poetry as an oral medium. Indeed, it provides ultural memory. Polynesiannavigation. Inuit maps of the oastline.
Cognitive Effects of Language UseWe have already disussed human language learning as well as omputer models for text generation
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Figure 11.16: Homer, who is credited with writing The Odyssey and The Iliad, was an oral poet. Campfire (center).
Polynesian navigation song. (check permission).

(10.4.3). In addition, we have ognitive proesses in reading (10.2.0)and writing (10.3.1). Cognitive e�etsof bilinugualism.
Voice ApplicationsSearhing podasts. Indexing radio programs.Personalized speeh synthesis.
Speech RecognitionAutomati Speeh Reognition (ASR) attempts to identify speeh elements | phonemes | and maththem to words. This is inreasingly e�etive but this an be diÆult; for instane, ompare the soundsof the spoken phrases in Fig. 11.17; the sounds are very similar, but the meanings are quite di�erent.

I scream Ice cream

Wreck a nice speech recognize speech

Figure 11.17: Some passages that are particularly difficult for speech processing systems to distinguish.In addition, people di�er greatly in their speeh patterns and pronuniation. An important element ofspeeh reognition systems is the training that the people using them may require. An individual witha need for ontinued and prolonged use of a speeh reognition program, suh as a person without theability to type, may use what is known as a \speaker-dependent system". These systems are trainedto individuals. With time and training, these systems generally develop a high degree of auray.More general ASR systems are known as \Speaker-independent systems," and apply to all users. Theserequire no training, but are generally not as aurate.Reognition of onversational speeh is also muh more diÆult than reognition of prepared speeh(e.g., news broadasts). Whereas prepared speehes are usually omposed of omplete sentenes, wholewords, and | if delivered properly | lak stutters and misues, onversations are usually ompletelythe opposite. It is diÆult for a speeh reognition program to understand many of the half-words andolloquialisms typially used in onversation.Another dimension of speeh reognition systems is the di�erenes between isolated-word reognitionshemes and ontinuous-word reognition shemes. Isolated-word reognition seeks to simply identifythe word being spoken, usually by �rst identifying its phonemes. Continuous-word reognition, on theother hand, seeks to understand and identify words using not only their phonemes, but also the ontextin whih they are used, partly basing the de�nition of a given word on what has ome before it.
Phoneme RecognitionAs the basi elements of speeh, phonemes also onstitute the most fundamental units that an beproessed by speeh reognition software (11.3.3). A high degree of phoneme reognition is neessary toboth isolated- and ontinuous-word reognition programs. Obviously, this proess begins by identifyinga word's onstituent phonemes, or by segmenting and ategorizing them. As with speeh reognition
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Linguistic Constraints

6
Word Recognition

6
Phoneme Recognition

Figure 11.18: Stages in a simple a bottom-up spoken language processing system.as a whole, phoneme reognition and segmentation proesses an proeed by feature mathing alone orby a ombination of features-mathing and templates (1.4.4), or models. The di�erenes between thesetwo methods are similar the di�erenes between \bottom-up" and \top-down" proessing, as used inother reognition proesses (1.4.4).When the ombined feature mathing and templates are used, Hidden Markov Models an prove parti-ularly useful as they reursively alulate the identi�ation probability as eah new phoneme is reordedby the reognition program ( A.5.5). These predition models an determine the probability that a par-tiular phoneme mathes a partiular template, and revise that probability as new information (moreinput) is added. While there may not usually be an exat �t to the template, Hidden Markov Modelshelp to selet the math. Other methods for larifying and inreasing the auray of word reognitionare through the integrated use of multimedia. In addition to speeh many visual ues an supplementspeeh understanding.Fig. 11.19 shows lip positions for di�erent words. The lip positions are the result of produing phonemes
(11.3.3). Image proessing an be used to identify lip positions and these an augment the proessing ofthe sounds. Other methods that inrease the auray of word-reognition programs inlude gestureannotation (11.4.1) and soial ontext, whih analyzes gaze and pose (5.6.5).

Figure 11.19: Vision can enhance speech processing. Lip positions for the word “one” in the upper row and the
word “three” in the lower row[19]. (check permission)

Word RecognitionAousti models. A spoken word an be haraterized as a sequene of phonemes. How is a program tomove from reognizing a phoneme, or series of phonemes, to reognizing an entire word? From a purelynumeri approah, if every phoneme were reognizable then every word ould be tabulated aordingto its inluded phonemes. Certain elements of spoken language, suh as alliteration, ould onfuse suha system.It an be diÆult, even for human listeners, to di�erentiate between two similar sounding words; thesame is true of word and speeh reognition programs. One method of di�erentiation is to use inetionas a type of puntuation (11.3.3) to ontrast similar sounding syllables.
Developing Word Models with HMMs A spoken word may be modeled as a sequene of phonemes.Word models. Language models and word sequenes. Models of words and mathing them.
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Figure 11.20: Words may be described as strings of phonemes. Word-level Hidden Markov Models for pronunciation
of “need” (left) and “the” (right)[28]. Notice that phonemes may be skipped as with the “d” in need and that several
related phonemes may be substituted.

11.3.4. Audio Search
11.4. Action and Behavior
11.4.1. GesturesMotion is essentially hanging position in spae through time. The thing that extends video beyondthe media we examined in earlier hapters is motion. Desriptions of behavior are useful for animationsand multimodal inputs. Motion reognition is also integral to many types of interativity. Motionranges from simple and regular motions to omplex motions that are semantially meaningful and thatommuniate intentional patterns of ation. From ations to intentions. Beyond hand gestures. Faialexpressions. Behavior monitoring and observation. Motion pattern analysis. Ation as part of tasks.Gesture input (4.2.4).Modeling typial human behavior and ativities from large numbers of photographs on the web.Gestures are behaviors whih onvey meaning diretly or are used in onjuntion with other typesof ommuniation. They are espeially assoiated with speeh, Fig. 11.21 illustrates the use of ametaphori gesture. Fig. 11.22 shows one system of ategories for gestures [29]. Gestures for framing aspae. Gestures as rhetorial devie. Expressing emotion with gestures [3].Gestures as related to visual languages [?℄ indeed, they may be predeessor to spoken language. Gesturehas meaning units analogous to phonemes.Sign language (6.1.2).Gestural interfaes. WII. Kinet. For instane, gestures an be used for musial performane [?℄.Kinemati gesture orpus [4].Generating gestures and faial expressions for onversational agents.Gesture reognition.Gestural play. Wii (4.2.4).
11.4.2. Formal Models for Action
11.4.3. Visual TrackingWe may want to follow an objet or person as it moves through a sene [?℄. Visual traking ombinesaspets of motion analysis and objet reognition. For this we an use tools suh as spatial position,
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Figure 11.21: One example of a gesture is a “conduit metaphor”. The hands indicate space along which a sequence
of objects is located.)[29]. (redraw-K) (check permission)

Type Description or Example

Iconic “OK” sign with fingers resembles the letters “OK”
Metaphoric Abstract metaphor such as using hands to show containment
Beats Rhythmic actions, often synchronized with speech
Deictics Pointing
Cohesives Indicating that ideas are tied together
Emblems Specific actions that have acquired a meaning of their own

Figure 11.22: Categorization of gestures that are coordinated with speech (based on[29]).sound loalization and multimodal traking. Projeting trajetories, understanding physial proesses.Plan reognition (3.7.2).
11.5. PerformanceA performane is an ensemble of ations. Theater. Opera. First person games. as a type of performane.Enatment.
11.5.1. DanceDane, like musi, is highly strutured. Dane shows physial aspets of emotions, soial interation,even ommuniative gestures. It has regularities at several levels: in the movement of an individual, inthe group of individuals on stage, and aross a omposition. Dane an be expressive. Fig. 11.23 showsan example of Labanotation, whih desribe ballet movements; however, this is not a full language.Dane emotion as expressiveness and onveying meaning. Labanotation is like a musial sore. Daningmay be desribed with high-dimensional grammars [41].Creating a dane omposition is horeography. Creating a story with dane.Non-western dane.
11.5.2. TheaterStage diretions. Sene desriptions.
11.5.3. Cyber-DramaDynami story telling. Inreasingly, stroes are interative and immersive. The onept is illustrated bythe holodek from StarTrek (Fig. 11.25). Beyond interative theater and inema. Proedural rhetori.Branhing story graph.Player model.Game generation.
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Figure 11.23: Labanotation is a representation for describing ballet movements (left) and is used to generate the
animated figure on the right[7]. (check permission)

Figure 11.24: Managing theater.

Figure 11.25: The holodeck is a fictional virtual reality environment for creating a personalized story. (check
permission)

11.5.4. Drama and Narrative TheoryAristotle again. Poetis. Poetis versus rhetori (6.3.5). Experiening drama as a kind of rehearsal forreal life. Tragedy as atharsis.Narrative is reounted while drama is enated. (6.3.6). Narratology as a theory of narrative. Artistole'sPoetis and drama. Hypertextual �tion. Does interative �tion �t the Poetis? The interative story,Faade [?℄ allows players to interat with and attempt reonile the relationship between two haratersin a story spae.Drama management (11.7.2). Cyber-drama (11.5.3). Experiene management. Virtual theater (??).Story is a lot of ausal relationships.o
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Figure 11.26: Facade interactive game. (check permission)

11.6. Active Visual Media
11.6.1. From Video to Active Visual MediaAtive Visual Media is distinguished from stati visual media, very simply, by its use of moving pituresor images. For a long time | sine Louis Lumiere invented the �rst widely aessible and pratialmotion piture amera and projetor in 1895 | television and �lm were the only ommon examples ofative visual media. Over the years, however, a wide range of formats have been introdued, rangingfrom digital video reording to omputer simulation.Strutured and unstrutured video.Ative visual media play an inreasingly large role in our lives. The ontinuing development of better,faster, smaller, and more reliable information transmission systems, infrastruture, and devies has hada signi�ant impat on the shape and onsiousness of our soiety. The ever-inreasing number of videoameras in the hands of individual itizens led to a bystander being able to reord polie beating asuspet, thus sparking the Rodney King ase (Fig. 11.27); satellite transmission of video allows newsfootage, and even live war overage, to be beamed into the homes of viewers half a world away |instanes and tehnologies suh as these will ontinue to inuene the development of our soiety. Now,ameras on every ellphone.

Figure 11.27: The arrest of Rodney King, a Los Angeles motorist, was captured on video by a bystander. It became
the basis of a controversial court case. (YouTube example) (check permission)Inreasingly, these ative visual media are being augmented by information proessing to reate hyper-media formats: Media environments omposed of di�erent modes, formats, and tehnologies. Similarto hypertexts, in whih embedded links an take a user to ontent outside the original doument, hy-permedia appliations allow users to do the same thing with ative visual media. Interativity disruptsthe ontinuity of narrative in video and �lm prodution. Eletroni games and suh story-telling mediawill remain distint.

11.6.2. Video Retrieval, Processing, Formats, and Librari esTV Anytime, PBCore.
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Figure 11.28: Home movies. (check permission)Video summaries.MPEG-7 is a standard for desribing multimedia objets. Just as text douments are marked upfollowing the DTDs of the Text Enoding Initiative (2.3.3), video an be marked up. For instane, newsprograms and football games are highly strutured and ould be marked up. Many standards are beingdeveloped for desribing the ontents of videos. MPEG-7 is XML-based. Desriptors and DesriptionShemas an be part of the mark-up; one an have a reord for eah sene and shot (Fig. 11.29). Videodouments.

Figure 11.29: MPEG-7 Description Schema[21]. Note the separate metadata that is kept for frames, shots, scenes,
and sequences. (check permission)Video summarization.

Semantic Annotation of VideoSemanti annotation (7.8.4). For omplex multimedia suh as video, we may have a human observerdesribe the ontent.Inferene for enrihed indexing of the video.
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Video ProcessingCombining motion data from several ameras.
11.6.3. Movie AnimationAnimation languages. Virtual amera (POV).Motion apture. What reates an impression of human-ness. Fig. 11.30 Unanny valley. Quasi-human.Evolutionary hypothesis. Evolutionary aution. (??).

Figure 11.30: Motion capture of Tom Hanks from the movie Polar Express. This unsettled some viewers because
it fell into the uncanny valley. (check permission)Types of human motion: voluntary, involuntary, soial. Human emulation. Avatars (11.10.3). Clothing.Hair (e.g., Fig. 11.31). Hair is diÆult beause eah strand has a omplex interation with all the otherstrands.
Figure 11.31: The Incredibles was particularly noted for its advances in the simulation of human hair. (check
permission)

Digital Cinema

Film EditingMontage: Narrative and High-Level Struture. A movie, obviously, is more than a series of shots andsenes: it tells a story. Eah part of a �lm is intended to work together to reate a uni�ed, �nal whole.Equally obvious, is that some �lms do this better than others. The movies that suessfully reate this�nal, uni�ed whole have usually managed to make a multimedia presentation; it is not simply a singleator or a good story that makes them good, but the way that they integrate these and other elementsto reate a mood, or ohesive overall e�et. Many of these things often go unnotied by viewers at thetime of viewing, like the way varying theme musi may be assoiated with spei� haraters, or theway that distint individual narrative omponents relate to the work as a whole (6.3.6). Through thingssuh as \establishing shots" that provide ontext, paing that mathes the �lm's overall feeling, thediretor's portrayal of spae, arhiteture and geography, and the depition of time passing, a suessful,ohesive �lm will monopolize a viewer's attention and reate an immersion e�et.
11.7. Play and Games
11.7.1. PlaySpei� time and plae. For fun.
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Figure 11.32: The sequence of movie shots for two groups approaching each other is designed to shift attention
from one group and the other and to highlight the tension between them (from[9]). (re-draw-K) (check permissions)

11.7.2. Variety of GamesGames and onstraints. Taxonomy of games. Games are interations with strutured environmentwhih often resemble natural environments but whih have onsequenes less extreme than the naturalworld. As we have observed, there are many types of games (2.1.3). Soial aspets of games. Role-playinggames. Comparing games to sports to play.Beause games mimi aspets of the world, they often reinfore ulture.Soring.Business models for games inlude purhasing good for partiipation in the game rather than subsrip-tion to the game.Retention. SoialVirtual environments like Seond Life. Adding user generated ontent to virtual environments andgames.Many aspets of game design beyond tehnial issues. Partiipatory design for games.Player model for developing adaptive game engines.Games typially have few diret real-world impliations. Indeed, they may be pratie for real-worldtasks. One exeption is the e�ort to develop serious games, Those whih an be seen as models ofomplex interations and are eduational.Games as failitating experiene and enjoyment.E�ets of games on the players. Emotionteering. Narratives (6.3.6).Games also raise many issues we have seem about other types of information systems suh as businessmodels, seurity, and ensorship.As we disussed bak in Setion 2.1.3, there does not seem to be any simple set of attributes whihde�ne a game. Genres (6.3.7).



11.7. Play and Games 493Indeed, the de�nition for games seems to be based on the lak of lear motivation. That is, a game isan ativity whih does not seem to aomplish a task. Presumably, games, like passive entertainment,meet other human needs suh as soiability, exerise, and arousal.Rules are known. The games are winnable.One of the most rapidly evolving and expanding hypermedia appliations is game design. There is ahuge variety in the types of games.Another type of market.Priniples of e�etive game design. Make it lear to what the hoies are. Sa�olding keeps theminvolved in a game.Massively multiplayer games. Organizational skills for developing Guilds.Many games, however, are eduational and teah neessary, or at least useful, life skills; in this sense,games are more than mere entertainment. Whatever their larger de�nition or signi�ane may be,games are human ativities that are strutured in suh a way that any ations taken within the ontextof the game produe only very limited real-world onsequenes. Fig. ?? shows some dimensions ofgames. At what point is a game di�erent from an interative simulation.While omputer, or tehnology-based games are the fous of this hapter, all games | from sportto simulation | have a lot in ommon. All games simulate reality to some degree, though oftenmetaphorially. All games, have rules (9.5.0), though games are typially muh more highly strutured.Games are typially haraterized by interativity and by a lak of task.Why are games absorbing? Physial stimulation. mental hallenge. Cyberdrama is a ombination ofstory and game. Rhetori and proedurality. Immersion, ageny, Transformation [?℄.Games o�er insights into both overall human behavior and loal or regional ulture. Real-world behav-iors and ustoms are often expressed or represented in the rules or struture of games; his similarityhas often been noted [35]. In addition to the expliit rules of games, there are often onstrutive rulesor impliit rules. The various impliit and expliit rules of a game have many purposes, themselvesboth expliit and impliit. These may inlude the enhanement of the entertainment value of a game;abstrat or theoretial intelletual enhanement (5.11.0) as in game theory and strategy (3.4.1); the emo-tional development that omes from ompetition, surprise, hallenge, teamwork, and even violene
(5.9.4); and ultural eduation that results from the history of a partiular game or its narrative (6.3.6).

Puzzles and RiddlesTetris (Fig. 11.33).
Figure 11.33: Tetris. (check permission)

Interactive StoriesCyber-drama (11.5.3). Drama management shares many aspets with intelligent tutoring systems (ITS)
(5.11.3) and adaptive hypertext. Experiene management.



494 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Point of view. First-person and third-person.Team ommuniation in games.Stories and harater development for games [36].Augmented reality games. Overlay games on to the natural world.
Serious and Persuasive GamesMotivating aspets of games. Games an improve training. How e�etive are they for eduation?Management games. Related to eduation (5.11.5).Game spae and game trees ( A.3.2).

Figure 11.34: Guitar Hero. (check permission)

11.7.3. Games as Information ResourcesBoard games often have a set of rules and physial playing environment. Eletroni games have impliitrules and ontrol the playing environment. Either way, games an be seen as information resoures.Thus, they an be indexed and organized. For instane, they an be assigned metadata.Game genres. Designing experienes.Video reording of a person playing the game.What does it mean to preserve MMORGS where the interation with other players is the key.State graph for game states ( A.3.2).Player modeling is related to student models (5.11.3)and other user models (4.10.2),Graphial rendering.
Games as Cultural WorksGames as an art form. Preservation of games as ultural memory (5.9.3). Game ulture evolves reallyfast.Desriptions of how games play. Event apture for games.Eah game instane may be onsidered a distintive work sine it evolves as it is played.Fan blogs. \Who owns the game?" The players or the game ompany? Soialization. Preservation ofgames[27]. Killing haraters in MMPG In some ases, games inlude game mods. That is, players andevelop extensions to them.
Game UsersVideo game violene (5.9.4).
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11.8. 3-D Images and Solid Models
11.8.1. 3-D ImagesThe development of representation tehniques for 3-D objets is an important advanement in informa-tion systems. This allows digital objets to be represented in a way that more losely approximates howwe already see the world, and how our minds understand it. This an lead to a more natural interfaefor humans and omputers. There are many elements just on the human end of developing aurate3-D representations, inluding the physial priniples of vision (4.2.3) and 3-D visual pereption. Depthpereption in partiular is ritial to developing a 3-D experiene. There are many appliations foreven simple 3-D representations, ranging from art to engineering, and many that have yet to be imag-ined; that the omputing power to develop these objets is only reently beoming readily available issomething that has surely limited the sope of the possibilities.Extending CAD models by adding behavior and by inorporating simulations (9.5.0).

Figure 11.35: Supertanker graphic applies a multi-layer model so the viewer can interact with the model at several
levels of granularity[6]. (check permission)Design spei�ation (3.8.4). CAD for design, for Manufaturing, for Use, for Assembly.3-D printer tehnology (8.12.1).

11.8.2. Solid Models3-D Modeling.A voxel is the name given to a 3-D pixel.Perhaps the most widespread and established tehnique for developing a 3-D representation of an objetis Computer Aided Design, or CAD (3.8.0). CAD-designed objets are solid models ((se:solidmodels)),in the sense that they have shape, size, and dimension, and an be viewed from all angles, the same asany solid objet. Engineers, draftsman, designers, and arhitets have been using CAD for more thantwenty years to model 3-dimensional strutures or objets. Over that time, the power and apabilitiesof CAD programs have inreased dramatially. Fig. 11.35 shows a CAD wire-frame model. We havealready onsidered 3-D pereption and representation for people (11.8.2).3-D representation's are fundamental for people interating with the world. Thus, we fous on themhere (Fig. 4.9). One theory suggests that 3D pereptual representations are based on simple volume-�lling shapes whih are proessed at the pre-attentive stage [13]. Fig. 11.36 shows how suh geons andesribe the shape of an airplane.
11.9. Wearables, Tangibles, and Smart Environments
11.9.1. WearablesEmbodiment.Traking personal health.Personalization of fashion seletions.
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Figure 11.36: One approach to representation of complex 3D objects develops a complex representation from
simple shapes called geons. Here, for instance, an airplane is built up from such simple shapes[13]. (redraw with
car) (check permission)Wearable tehnology. Glasses, wathes.Presentation of the self (5.5.1). Virtual �tting room.Condutive fabri.Monitor wearer. Sensors.Augmented reality ((se:AR)).

11.9.2. TangiblesObjets in the world. Toys. Fig. 11.37. Types of tangibles. Remote telepresene with haptis. Marbleanswering mahine with token enoding ations. Touh surfaes.
Figure 11.37: A tool for manipulating the location of a cross-section of the brain[18]. Moving the plastic head changes
the position of the cutting plane and, ultimately, the view of a brain section. (check permission)

11.9.3. Ambient DesignConstruting environments with eletroni displays.
Figure 11.38: Ambient design.

11.9.4. Internet of ThingsLoation management. Inventories. RFID.Supply hain (8.12.1)..
11.9.5. Active EnvironmentsSensors in the environment.
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11.10. Reality and Beyond
11.10.1. Mixed and Augmented RealitiesWhile a virtual reality environment an be entirely fabriated, it is more ommon that virtual realityelements are oordinated with the natural world. We an all these environments \mixed realities".The uses and appliations of mixed realities are pratially unlimited; whole libraries of virtual objetsan be assembled to failitate the reation of augmented realities. This helps to open up many ways toaugment reality. Hidden strutural supports (�gure). View management.Media spae ((se:mediaspae)).Metaverse. Sensors and GIS and lifelogging.Audio augmented reality. Visual augmented reality. Cellphones for supporting augmented realities.DiÆulties of rendering omplex environments for virtual realities with little lag.
11.10.2. Virtual Reality, Virtual Environments, and Virtu al WorldsCVEs (5.6.6).Seond Life. Projet Wonderland.Virtual eonomies (5.2.2). Governane of virtual worlds [16]. Validation of virtual worlds. What aspetsmake them seem real.3-D Navigation (2.6.3).DiÆulty of real-time updates a omplex 3D spae.Experimentation in the virtual spae.Virtual Rome (Fig. 11.39).

Figure 11.39: Virtual reconstruction of ancient Rome. (check permission)Virtual rowds. Crowd dynamis.Interating with virtual worlds.Sripting for virtual worlds.
11.10.3. Animated Characters (Avatars)Avatars are simulations of living organisms, espeially of human beings. The word \avatar" omes fromthe Hindi word for \spirit" or \essene". They build on the natural soial interation that omes easilyfor people. Indeed, they may provide an atual soial presene (5.6.5) that has kept human-omputerinteration relatively simplisti up to this point. Puppets as avatars.Properties of avatar interation. Aura is the region withing whih one avatar will interat with another.Fous is the level of awareness of others within that aura. While nimbus
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11.10.4. Conversational AgentsConversation (6.4.0). Whether textual or verbal. Human animation (11.6.3).Potentially, onversation is an e�etive user interfae. However, full onversational interation is diÆultand suess would mean meeting the Turing Test. Distributed agents (7.7.8)Who initiates a onversation?Natural language workow for mobile telephones where no keyboard is available. Yes/No questioninteration. Question ategorization for question routing. Question routing as a servie for sendingtraÆ to an expert (e.g., a dotor).Large sets of searh results are a ompetitive advantage for searh engine ompanies beause they anbe used to improve the quality of earh results.Inreasingly interation is viewed as a onversation. User initiated, system initiated, mixed initiative.Interation as onversation. System initiative is potentially intrusive. Inreasingly, sensors supportinput devies for interfaes and they are heap and widely deployed. Simulating gestures in onversa-tion.Conversational bots.Ultimately there would be many appliations for e�etive agents who ould understand the nuanes ofonversation. However, there are huge diÆulties in e�etively understanding meanings.Turing test.
11.11. Robots and Cyber-Physical Systems
11.11.1. RoboticsRobots of many forms and appliations. Humanoid robots. Soial robots.Robots and manufaturing. Robots and employment (8.8.2).Cooperation and oordination among teams of robots.These are often inspired by the nature's solution to design hallenges.

Figure 11.40: Robotic companion.Robots who know their limitations. Many types of robots. Delivery. Symbioti robots. Personalrobotis. Laws of robotis [10] (Fig. ??).
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come

to harm.

2. A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would
conflict with the First Law.

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with
the First or Second Laws.
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11.11.2. Cyber-Physical System
Exercises
Short Definitions:

Acoustics

Active environment

Agent-based simulation

Animation

Autonomous agent

Augmented reality

Audio contours

Avatar

CAD

Coarticulation

Color depth

Deterministic model

Disfluency

Digital talking book

Dissolve (video production)

Earcon

Focus+Context

Frame differences

Game

Gazetteer (spatial)

Georeferenced data

Gesture

GIS

Information visualization

Inverse kinematics

Hypermedia

Immersive virtual reality

Kinematics

Linguistic markers

Location-aware service

Mixed reality

Modeling

Monte Carlo simulations

Morpheme (speech)

Morphing

Orality

Periodic motion

Phoneme

Pitch

Pixels

Prosody

Range query

Rendering

Route finding

Schematics

Scenes and shots

Scene graph

Semantic zooming

Solid model

Sonification

Sound rendering

Spatial cognition

Spatialization

Spectrogram

Structured Query Language (SQL)

Telepresence

Visual language

Wayfinding

Wearables

Word spotting

Review Questions:

1. What types of material are better presented in an image and better in text. (11.2.1)

2. What are some difficulties for automatic recognition of objects from photographs? (11.2.2)

3. Image processing. ((sec:simpleimageproc),  A.2.3)

4. Thumbnail images are sometimes used as a surrogate for pages in documents. Describe what properties a thumbnail
should have to be useful as a surrogate. (10.7.3, (sec:thumbnails))

5. In what sense are visual language like natural languages? (11.2.4)

6. Explain the difference between “information visualization” and “data visualization”. (11.2.5)

7. What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of the bifocal and fisheye lens techniques? (11.2.5)

8. Draw the spectrograms for the sound waves shown in these figures (check): (11.3.1)

,

9. What are the characteristics of speech that distinguish it from other types of audio recordings. ((sec:sounds))

10. The optimal sampling rate is twice the highest frequency. CD music is sampled at 44KHz. What is the highest frequency
that can be represented on a CD? (11.3.1, (sec:musicalnotes))

11. Give an example of structure in music. (11.3.2)

12. Aside from the words themselves, how do people convey meaning with spoken language? (11.3.3)

13. Pronunciation. (11.3.3)

14. How does the sound of your speaking change if you make a conscious effort to open your mouth more fully as you talk?
((sec:speechproduction))

15. Speech application. (11.3.3)

16. Motion analysis. ((sec:motionanalysis))
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17. Give an example of each of the gesture categories described in Fig. 11.22. (11.4.1)

18. Video metadata. (11.6.2)

19. How is multimedia markup different from text markup? ((sec:multimediamarkup))

20. Games. (11.7.0)

21. What are some strategies for exploring data in more than three dimensions ((sec:3-Dvis))

22. What is the value of metaphor for the design of virtual environments. (11.10.2)

23. Distinguish between first-person and third -person viewpoint. Give an example. (11.5.0)

24. Virtual environments. (11.10.2)

25. Distinguish between “virtual reality” and “mixed reality”. (11.10.2, 11.10.1)

26. Give some examples of mixed realities. (11.10.1)

27. Avatars. (11.10.3)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Choose a picture that is accompanied by text from a newspaper or magazine and explain whether you believe it is well

composed. How does it relate to the text in which it appears? (11.2.1)

2. If you had to develop a system for matching pictures in the newspaper with the text of the stories with which they were
associated what would you do? ((sec:simpleimageproc),  A.2.3)

3. Describe how computer graphics and digital photography are merging. Hint: Think about object-level descriptions of
images. ((sec:graphics))

4. In what ways are the mechanisms of retrieval from a text collection similar to retrieval from a collection of images?
(Hint: Think about representations and queries.) ((sec:sketchinginterface))

5. What types of tasks would be suitable for a sketching interface for image retrieval? ((sec:sketchinginterface))

6. Do you agree with the statement: “A picture is worth 1000 words”? Explain. (11.2.4)

7. How would you apply the Gricean maxims to visualization systems. (6.4.1, 11.2.5)

8. Why is it more difficult to control acoustics at an outdoor concert than in an indoor concert? (11.3.1)

9. Why do you think people like music? Explain your answer. (4.6.2, 11.3.2)

10. Describe some of the problems of attempting to extract the lyrics from the music of a song. (11.3.2)

11. Describe an interface you might build for helping to teach students how to write a specific type of poetry (e.g., sonnets)
or song lyrics. (11.3.2, 11.3.2)

12. Describe the components you would need for an audio-only query tune-retrieval system. (11.3.2)

13. Describe some of the difficulties in using tune matching for retrieval. (11.3.2)

14. Speech does not include explicit punctuation marks as does text. What are some of the features of speech that function
as punctuation? (11.3.3)

15. Why is the “signal-to-noise-ratio” an important consideration for both music and speech recognition. ((sec:musicrecognition),
11.3.3)

16. Compare template models for visual recognition with template models for phoneme recognition. (11.2.2, 11.3.3)

17. Identify the phonemes in “dog,” “cat,” “apple,” “tree,” “comb,” “bomb”. (11.3.3)

18. What is the phonetic representation of “the Rain in Spain”? (11.3.3)

19. What are the characteristics of radio that make it a popular and economically successful medium. ((sec:radio)).

20. Describe an audio-only interface for accessing Web documents. ((sec:spokencommands))

21. Estimate how many telephone calls are made in the United States each day. Justify your estimate.

22. Estimate how many words are spoken by the world’s population in a day. Justify your estimate.

23. Describe an audio collection you would like to develop. Describe the collection management procedures your would use.
(7.2.2, 11.3.2)

24. Chose a short video and describe its structure. Create a storyboard for it by sketching the main scenes. ((sec:storyboards))

25. Video metadata. (11.6.2)

26. Suppose you wanted to enter graphical queries to a video retrieval system about the ways in which objects moved across
the image itself (some objects might move fast, some slow, some in a smooth motion, and some in an erratic motion,
etc.). Describe (and/or sketch) an interface you might develop for entering those queries. (11.6.2)

27. How might you build an interface to examine scenes to be returned by a video retrieval system? ((sec:videosearching))

28. Animation. ((sec:animation))

29. Affine equations. (11.2.2)

30. What aspects of gestures reveal emotion? (4.6.0, 11.4.1)

31. Is a smile a gesture? Why or why not? (11.4.1)
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32. Hypermedia representations. (11.1.5)

33. Synchronization of multimedia events. ((sec:finesync))

34. Preservation of interactive systems. (7.5.5, 11.1.5)

35. Characterize an online game in terms of the dimensions in Fig. ??. (11.7.0)

36. 3-D object calculations. (11.8.1)

37. 3-D projections. ((sec:3-Denvironments))

38. Is “reality” subjective or objective? (11.10.2)

39. Suppose you were going to make a simulation of foot traffic on your campus. Describe how you could use an agent-based
simulation. (9.5.0)

40. Suggest a critical question you might ask in a Turing Test. Why do you believe it would be effective? (11.10.4)

41. Describe a scenario for an interactive drama. (11.5.3)

42. Chose a character from history and describe an interaction with them. Describe what you would have to do to get a
computer to produce those interactions. ((sec:syntheticinteractions))

43. Are you engaged in “mixed reality” during a telephone call? (11.10.1)

44. Suggest a novel application for wearable computers. (11.9.1)

45. List all computers in your home. Be sure to include those in hand-held games, appliance controls, and communication
devices. How many of these computers are able to be directly controlled by users and how many are “embedded”?
((sec:pervasivecomputing))

46. Virtualized reality. ((sec:virtualizedreality))

47. What cues are most important for developing a convincing virtualized reality? What does it mean for people to “suspend
disbelief”? ((sec:virtualizedreality))

Going Beyond:
1. Visual object recognition. (11.2.2, 11.2.2)

2. How does “compositionality” apply to visual languages? (1.1.3, 11.2.4)

3. How is visualization related to hypertext? To information needs? (11.2.5)

4. Describe a simulated audio environment you would like to develop. Describe some of the difficulties you would have and
how you might overcome them. (11.3.1)

5. (a) Explain the principles of audio beam tracing. Develop a simple implementation of audio beam tracing. ((sec:beamtracing))

6. Music to complement lyrics. (11.3.2)

7. How could a thesaurus improve the recognition rate for a speech processing system? (2.2.2, 11.3.3)

8. Languages which are not written have many fewer words than languages that are written. Why is this? (6.2.1, 11.3.3)

9. What is an appropriate signal-to-noise ratio for preservation of music? ((sec:musicprocessing),  A.9.2)

10. Formants. (11.3.3)

11. Describe how music could be synthesized using a grammar. ((sec:syntheticmusic))

12. Ask two friends to read a paragraph of text into a tape recorder or speech capture system. Examine the samples to
attempt to determine how the speech characteristics of your friends differ. (11.3.3)

13. Describe the similarities and differences between typing errors and speech errors. Develop a cognitive model that explains
these differences. (4.3.3), 10.3.1, 11.3.3

14. Describe how a search engine for speech might be developed that would index and match the phonemes of speech without
text representations. (11.3.3)

15. Propose a cognitive model for comprehension of speech. For instance, are spoken words and textual words simply
converted to a common format and then processed the same way? (11.3.3)

16. Describe a business based on speech recognition technology. (11.3.3)

17. Describe some of the social changes we might expect if speech recognition is realized. (11.3.3)

18. Develop a simple HMM for processing speech. (11.3.3,  A.5.5)

19. How important is it to keep track of whether a group of songs appears together on a phonograph album as distinct from
simply preserving the recording of the individual songs? (7.5.1, 11.3.2).

20. Describe the requirements for an audio editing system. (7.9.1, (sec:audioediting))

21. Describe some design principles for audio hypertext. ((sec:audiohypertext))

22. Voice mail indexing systems might use distinct speech patterns to extract the return telephone number in a voice mail
message. Listen to several voice mail messages and determine some of these phrases. ((sec:voice-mailindexing))

23. Create a storyboard for TV sitcom you have recorded ((sec:storyboards))

24. Describe a language for video events and objects. (11.6.2)

25. Find an online video and develop a multimedia summary of it. (11.6.2)
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26. Develop two simple wire-frame displays. Demonstrate morphing from one of the wire-frames to the other.((sec:wireframes),
(sec:morphing))

27. Motion analysis. Affine equations. (11.2.2)

28. How do the gestures of television actors compare to the gestures made by ordinary speakers? Why do think there is a
difference? (11.4.1)

29. Develop a temporal scripting language. (11.1.5)

30. Hypermedia applications. ((sec:hypermediaapps))

31. Why do relatively few women play video games? (4.9.1, 11.7.0)

32. How could you use hypertext and user models to develop adaptive games? (2.6.1, 4.10.2, 11.7.0)

33. Observe the discussion among the players in a multi-player game. What principles of interaction do you observe? How
would this discussion be different if the game were conducted with audio-only communication? (5.6.5, 11.7.0)

34. If games are artificial environments, is it helpful to use them for education? Recall that we argued that education was
best when it is situated in the environments to which it applies. (5.11.7, 11.7.0)

35. What standards might you apply to evaluate whether a game is fun? (7.10.2, 11.7.0)

36. Describe an online game based on railroad trains. (11.7.0)

37. 3-D objects, (11.8.1)

38. Virtual reality systems generally emphasize graphical interaction. They do not necessarily give a sense of the cultural
assumptions or other contexts associated with an environment. How could these other factors be conveyed? ((sec:3-
Denvironments))

39. The term “virtual reality” seems like an oxymoron. What might be a better term? (11.10.2)

40. Mixed and augmented reality, (11.10.1)

41. What are the attributes of effective shared virtual spaces? (11.10.2)
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Appendix

Figure  A.1: The Analytical Engine developed by Charles Babbage is regarded as the first programmable calculating
machine. (check permission)

 A.1. Information TheoryWe have de�ned information as something whih hanges the behavior of a system whih reeives it.It is diÆult to speify exatly what those ritial fators will be but to the extent that we an speifythem, we may be able to �gure out how to transit them. Information an also be de�ned as seletingone alternative from among several others. Transmission of representations though that isn't alwaystransmission of rih information.If we an �gure out what needs to be transmitted, we an determine the number of bits required totransmit them optimally. Examples of the surprising-ness of information. Being noti�ed that you havewon the lottery is truly surprising sine the hane of that is quite small. There is a wide range ofappliations for Information Theory. Though, it is diÆult to understand how muh information isbeing transmitted without knowing how the information is represented.
Figure  A.2: At least representations can be coded and transmitted in terms of bits. If they can be unpacked as they
were encoded, then there can be perfect information transfer. But, of course, not two people will not have the same
encoding and decoding systems.

 A.1.1. Measuring Information: EntropyFor ommuniation systems, it is desirable to enode as muh information as possible into a narrowhannel. This was the basis of the simple information transfer model of ommuniation. We wantto determine the most ompat representation for a message. This is useful for instane, for dataompression, data storage, and for Hidden-Markov Models (11.3.3,  A.5.5). Given a voabulary, we analulate the fewest number of bits needed to transmit a message [68].In omplex environments, is it really possible to measure information?Suppose we had a group of four people and we had to pik one of them (Fig.  A.3). Assuming they areequally likely to be piked, the probability would be 0.25. We would use Code1 or Code2 and we would
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Distribution1

Person Probability Code1 Code2

Abu 0.25 1000 00
Bob 0.25 0100 01
Cathy 0.25 0010 10
Dwayne 0.25 0001 11

Figure  A.3: Two coding systems for identifying which of four individuals might be selected in a lottery.The self-information of a message is related to probability of that message; that is, how likely orpreditable that message is (Eq.  A.1).
I(m) = −logP (m) ( A.1)\Entropy" is a measure of the disorder of a system o set of messages (Eq.  A.2). For the data inFig.  A.3, the entropy is H = X. Beause eah person is equally likely to be piked, we annot do anybetter than hane in guessing who that person is. However, this also means that the odes we use toidentify the person an be very eÆient. For the probabilities in Distribution2 (Fig.  A.4), the entropyis H = 1.8 and the odes to indiate whih of them has been seleted are not as eÆient as those for

Distribution1.
H(X) = −

k
∑

i=1

P (xi)log2P (xi) ( A.2)

Distribution2

Person Probability

Abu 0.40
Bob 0.15
Cathy 0.10
Dwayne 0.35

Figure  A.4: Unequal probabilities of being selected, as shown here, have lower entropy than equal probabilities
(shown in Fig.  A.3).Perplexity.Another way to think of entropy is as an indiator of the average \surprise" of the hoies. When theprobabilities of all hoies are equal, as in Distribution1, the level of surprise is maximized. Anotherway to look at this is ask what is the additional value ontributed by a given soure of information.Maximum entropy. Knowledge at the reeiver's end an ompress information muh more.

H(X, Y ) = ( A.3)Mutual information.Information valuation. Bayesian models for deiding how muh to value information soures.
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 A.1.2. Communication ChannelsOne we have a measure of information, we an ompare the amount of information able to be trans-mitted on di�erent hannels (Fig.  A.5). Communiation models ((se:ommuniationmdoels)). Wemight ask how muh information an be transmitted with a �xed number of bits in a ommuniationhannel. The bits able to be transmitted per unit of time, is the hannel apaity whih is also knownas the \bandwidth".
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Figure  A.5: Information transfer (adapted from[68]). (check permission)It is possible to alulate bits of information based on assumptions about the reeiver's apabilities.If the ommuniation hannel is imperfet (e.g., noisy), we ould alulate how muh information anbe transmitted. Signal proessing equations an be used to support tasks suh as speeh-proessing
(11.3.3) and evaluating the quality of mahine translation (10.13.1). Spei�ally, we an model translationas a noisy hannel between a soure and a reeiver [9].
 A.1.3. Applications of Information TheoryAppliations Sensor networks.Can we really measure information and meaning in people's heads? Can we even usefully measure howmuh information there is in a omplex information suh as a book or a videotape by measuring thenumber of bits in a digital opy of that resoure?

The Redundancy of Natural LanguageNatural language is highly redundant. Put another way, every letter, phoneme, or word is not totallysurprising. You should be able to make a good guess about the missing word in the sentene: \Youare reading a book about Information ". Redundany in natural language prevents misunder-standing. the amount of redundany in natural language is related to perplexity. Can we estimate theamount of redundany.Language is, e�etively, a oding system. Several approximations to English are shown in Fig.  A.6.These approximations are based on the likelihood of letter and word ombinations. One appliation isto mahine language translation (10.13.1).
Level Example Approximation

First order
Word level

REPRESENTING AND SPEEDILY IS AN GOOD APT OR COME DIFFERENT
NATURAL HERE HE THE A IN CAME THE TO OF TO EXPERT GRAY COME
TO FURNISHES THE LINE MESSAGE HAD BE THESE.

Second order
Word level

THE HEAD AND IN FRONTAL ATTACK ON AN ENGLISH WRITER THAT THE
CHARACTER OF THIS POINT IS THEREFORE ANOTHER METHOD FOR THE
LETTERS THAT THE TIME OF WHO EVER TOLD THE PROBLEM FOR AN UN-
EXPECTED.

Figure  A.6: N-gram approximations to English[67]. (check permission)N-grams are partiularly useful for speeh proessing where the sequenes of phonemes is highly pre-ditive of spei� words.
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 A.2. CompressionThe ontent in almost all information resoures is redundant and an be ompressed. Most often thisis done to redue the amount of material whih has to be transmitted or stored. Compression is a typeof representation, but it is generally not a representation from whih semantis an be easily extrated.Information theory ( A.1.0) an measure the e�etiveness of the ompression.
 A.2.1. Issues for Compression

What Makes a Good Compression Scheme?There are many options in ompression; as with other aspets of information systems, the seletion ofthese options depends on the requirements of the users. There is a lose onnetion between ompressionand the preservation of meaning.
Efficiency Two main types of ompression are termed lossless and lossy. If it is possible to get anexat opy of an image bak after ompression, then the ompression is \lossless". If something is lostso that it is not possible to retrieve an exat opy, then the ompression is \lossy". Most ompressionalgorithms are lossy.Codes and ompression. Fixed ode length versus variable ode length.We an measure ompression by the \ompression ratio," whih is the ratio of the size of the �le beforeompression to its size after ompression.Codebook.Adaptive ompressions. Self-orreting odes.
Content Dependencies Some ompression shemes are good for spei� ontent. GIF ompressionworks partiularly well for line drawings while JPEG ompressions are espeially good for full-olorimages. Compression needs for astronomy or medial images are very di�erent from those for videogames.The amount of variability in ontent will a�et ompression needs.Self-referential odes.To the extent that a ompression sheme aptures semantially meaningful events.some of the semantis an be extrated from the ompressed formats. Therefore, the ompressedrepresentation may also be useful for retrieval.
Delivery, Storage, and Decompression Robust to paket loss.[??]Some storage devies (e.g., CDROM) and some networks (e.g., modems on voie telephone networks)deliver �xed data rates. Other systems deliver variable-bit rates (VBR).A system an provide real-time delivery, or may be real-time interative.Layers of multimedia are prioritized. Compression mathed with priority for transmission.The reipient has to know how to deompress the message.Compression and deompression take up a ertain amount of omputational resoures; the right ap-proah an optimize results.One might opt for software ompression or hardware ompression.



 A.2. Compression 509Tradeo�s are made regarding, for example, the amount of disk spae used versus the speed of searhes.\Transoding" is the transfer from one ompression system to another one. However, there an be asubstantial loss of quality in the proess.
Two Paradigms for CompressionCompression may be thought of as a type of representation (1.1.2). An optimal ompression would bebased on human pereption and information proessing, but algorithmi ompression may not seemto be based on the semantis of the material being ompressed. The ompressed signals neessarilyfollow the harateristis of the ontent. Speeh signals in a telephone are based on the range of speehneessary for speeh omprehension. Beause ompression often auses loss of ontent, the issue is howto minimize that loss in omprehensibility. These di�erenes an be understood in terms of InformationTheory ( A.1.0).

 A.2.2. Text Coding and CompressionCompression of the message. Text ompression tends to emphasize lossless ompression tehniquesbeause there is relatively little data and any loss an be signi�ant. However, there may not be toomuh need for this sine is it heap to transmit text.Many oding systems have been developed. Hu�man Coding and Hu�man Trees. Earlier, we omparedthe entropy of oding two sets of events with a two-bit ode ( A.1.0). Hu�man odes attempt to maththe length of a ode with the frequeny of its ourrene in the family of messages to be transmitted.If we are transmitting letters, given that the letter \e" is the most ommon letter in English, it wouldbe the shortest term (Fig.  A.7).A seond version of this an be seen in Fig. ??. Letter and frequeny (Korfage example).
Distribution3

letter Probability Code1

e 0.675 1
i 0.125 01
o 0.125 10
l 0.125 11

Figure  A.7: An example of a Huffman Code in which high probability items are given short codes. (check values)

 A.2.3. Image Processing and CompressionCoding | ompression - formats. Pitorial material omes in many forms and the optimal oding forthose varying shemes an be very di�erent. A blak-and-white line drawing will have very di�erentompression harateristis from those of a omplex olored photograph. Bitmaps of text as for OCR.
[??] Displays and printing tehnology are desribed in  A.18.2.Edge detetion, shape detetion, textures.In run-length enoding, the sequene B,B,B,B,B,B,A,A,A ould be enoded as 6B3A That is six repe-titions of B followed by three repetitions of A.The tehnology for handling still images is now fairly well established. They are easy to digitize,ompress, transmit, and embed in douments.Visual words.Objet detetion tehniques (11.2.2) are similar to those used for still images.

Digital Encoding of ImagesIn a blak-and-white image, only the brightness of pixels is measured. Gray sale. Color depth(Fig.  A.8).
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Pixels
R G B Visible Color

0 0 0 Black
256 0 0 Red

0 256 0 Green
0 0 256 Blue

256 256 256 White

Figure  A.8: All possible colors can be coded as levels of Red (R), Green (G), and Blue (B). 8 bits is often used for
each coding each of these base colors allowing 256 shades of each one.As noted earlier (4.2.3), human olor pereption is omplex. A variety of systems have been developedfor oding olors. Some are based on the human pereptual system (suh as HSL) and some are basedon tehnologial onveniene (suh as RGB). The most ommon system is RGB (red, green, and blue).The HSL system deals with hue, saturation, and luminane; some laim that it is loser to the humanvisual system as explained in 4.2.3, above. Still another system is YIV; Y stands for luminane, I forthe red-yan dimension, and V for the green-magenta dimension. YUV is used for broadast television;here, Y = luminane, U = blue-Y, V = red-Y.One element in olor oding is the way the olors are distributed on the olor spae; another element,olor depth, refers to the number of bits alloated for the representation of eah olor. One ommonsystem uses one byte (8 bits) assigned to eah of the red, green, and blue hannels. This allows enodingof 2563 (65K) olors.

Image Processing of PixelsThis kind of proessing is not objet-based. The quality of the image an be improved by adaptingpixels. From pixels to image proessing.Some speialized proessing is model-based.Noise suppression.Get a signal.[??]DitheringImage reognition.Content based image retrieval. CBIR.
Image CompressionImage ompression redues the amount of data neessary to reprodue images. This failitates storingdata on a disk or sending it over a network. Ideally, we ould �nd a small set of data and a fewsimple parameters that desribe the omplexity of an image. There is a great deal of redundany inmost images and this redundany an be used in many ways to ompress the image. Adjaent pixelsare often similar in olor. This an be used to take advantage of lossless ompression with run-lengthenoding similar to that desribed for text ( A.2.3). TIFF ompression is lossless.
Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) GIF images use the Lempel-Ziv-Welh (LZW) algorithm whih is based onprobability funtions.
Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) Disrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) onverts the olors ofthe image to frequenies. DCT is like Fourier transformations ( A.2.4). Low frequenies enode thedominant olors and higher frequenies enode the transitions.
Wavelets Wavelets are similar to DCT in haraterizing an image on its frequenies. They are alsosimilar to Fourier ompression ( A.2.4). However, DWT Wavelets are more exible in representing objets
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Fractal Compression Fratal ompression uses repeated appliation of an algorithm to approximatethe original image ( A.10.2), whih is generated by reursive appliation of the program.Transformations: rotation, dilation, reetion
Image FormatsBeyond the ompression algorithm applied to individual frames, a wide range of ompressed imageformats has been developed, a few of whih are in widespread use. JPEG and GIF are the most ommonformats and will be onsidered here. Graphi Interhange Format (GIF) uses the LZW algorithm. TheGIF spei�ation inludes omposite images. These an be used to reate apparent motion in an imageand are known as animated GIFs.The JPEG (Joint Piture Experts Group) format is bloky.Typial ompression ratios for JPEG are on the order of ..[??] A 100KB �le might be redued to 10KB.There are several levels of quality for JPEG images and the quality seleted will a�et the amountof ompression. JPEG is generally better than GIF for olor pitures beause the underlying DCTtransformation allows a wider variety of transitions to be represented.
Transmission Progressive transmission allows displays of varying qualities as they are reeived arossa network. Thus, a partial version of the image an be displayed before the transmission is ompleted.This sometimes works as interlaing.

Example: JPEG-18x8 pixel bloks. Slies,[73] has a detailed disussion of the JPEG standard and a good overview of otherompression tehniques. Disrete Cosine Transform (DCT, as desribed below). Quantized Q-matrix.
Example: JPEG-2Objet-based.[??]

Scene Recognition

 A.2.4. Audio Processing, Compression, and Coding
Audio Coding and Compression AlgorithmsThe hoie of the oding algorithm depends on what is being enoded and the environment in whihthe it has to operate. The two most important appliations for audio are speeh and musi. Thereare large di�erenes in the enoding requirements between musi and speeh. Speeh has a relativelynarrow dynami range while musi may vary to a muh greater extent. Some odes must operate inenvironments where some of the data is lost during transmission.Sound waves are onverted to analog eletrial signals by a mirophone. To reate digital audio, theseanalog signals must be onverted to numeri values. There must be an analog-to-digital onversion(AtoD). AtoD onversion is also known as Pulse Code Modulation (PCM); it involves two steps: sam-pling and quantization. Sampling is the number of times a signal is oded per seond. To get a fulloding of a signal, it must be sampled at twie its frequeny. One the signal is sampled, it must beassigned a numeri value whih an be represented in a omputer word. The ode is usually linear, butan also be logarithmi.Quantized digitized audio on a CD-ROM is not ompressed; the quantized samples are just stored asthey are oded. This simpli�es the eletronis and there is no need to ontrol the rate of playbak.When storage apaity is at a premium or network ongestion is a problem, ompression greatly reduesthe amount of data to be stored. In ontrast to ompression, in whih the number of bits is onstantregardless of what is ontained in the audio �le, Variable Bit-Rate (VBR) oding uses total bits when
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Figure  A.9: An analog sound wave (left) can be digitized (center) and then it can be “quantized” to a limited number
of levels (right).the data are easily ompressed.As noted earlier, speeh ontains phonemes whih appear as formants (11.3.3), relatively regular burstsof sound that are related to the meaning in the words. Linear preditive oding (LPC) estimates thepattern of these formants and odes them eÆiently for transmission (Fig. ??). These odes an beused to determine �lters. A variety of systems have been developed to make LPC oding more eÆient.For instane, DPCM (Di�erential PCM) enodes the di�erenes between pulse ode samples. If thetones are steady, then little additional information needs to be transmitted. DPCM is analogous toframe di�erenes for video ( A.2.5).

Audio Processing
Fourier Analysis The Frenh mathematiian Joseph Fourier had the insight that omplex waves ouldbe desribed as a ombination of regular sine waves. Beause eah sine wave has a known frequeny, aFourier analysis of speeh shows the main frequenies in that speeh. Fig. ?? shows the deompositionof a signal by Fourier analysis.This is the analysis desribed in the spetrogram in Fig. 11.15. The frequeny of speeh hanges rapidlyas the person produes di�erent sounds. Charaterizing these hanges in frequeny is important forspeeh proessing (11.3.3). A partiularly useful funtion for determining the spetrum is the Fast FourierTransform (FFT).
Compressed Audio Formats Beyond the spei� ode used, data may be formatted so that it an bestored and transmitted. A CD has no ompression; the physial design of a CD is desribed in  A.20.1.Some ommon audio formats are U-law, WAV, and AIFF. While MPEG-2 is primarily a video standard,the MPEG-2 audio standard has been adopted for studio quality sound reprodution. It has 64kbits/sper hannel with �ve main hannels (left, enter, right, and 2 for surround sound), and other speializedhannels, suh as one for low frequenies.Seure Digital Musi Initiative (SDMI).[??]Spei�ally, MP3 is audio layer 3 of the MPEG2 standard. The popular MP3 musi standard is partof MPEG2.

 A.2.5. Video Processing, Compression, and CodingVideo requires far more data than audio; therefore, ompression is partiularly important for networkingand storage. Additional disussion of video networking and video displays is found in ( A.18.2).
Frame DifferencesIn a video, one frame is muh like the next. This means that they do not have to be presented separately.Frame di�erenes in video often reet the motion of objets. Beause frame di�erenes are widely usedin ompression algorithms, it is often possible to detet motions from ompressed video. The top panelsof Fig.  A.10 show an objet moving from left to right. The middle right panel shows the overlap ofthe two positions of the objet, and the lower right panel shows the frame di�erenes.
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Figure  A.10: Consider a two-part object that moves as shown in the top two panels T1 and T2. If all Panel T1 is
transmitted by video, then all of T2 does not need to be transmitted; only the differences between the frames need
to be sent. The panel in the middle row shows the two frames superimposed on each other and the bottom panel
shows the differences in the two frames. Panel T2 can be generated from T1 by applying that difference. For this
example, the area in the open trapezoid should be reset to white while the black area needs to filled in (lower panel).
(smaller)

Digital Video Compression AlgorithmsFor digital video, the priniples of olor oding are similar to those for still images ( A.2.3), with the ad-dition of a temporal dimension. Codes for the ompression and deompression of audio were desribedearlier; video is also ompressed and deompressed by odes.The e�etiveness of the ode depends on the ontext in whih it is being used. If there is a lot of ationin a video lip, then fresh frames may be most e�etive, but if the lip is just a head-and-nek-shot ofa person talking, then frame-di�erenes should be suÆient.
Forward DCT Only those pixels that hange from frame to frame need to be updated. This allowsonly the di�erenes to be transmitted rather than all the pixels for every frame. There may be driftfrom the original piture and the image will need to be refreshed by re-sending the entire urrent frame.This fresh frame is alled a \key frame" (in MPEG, they are known as I frames).
DCT DCT is like still-image enoding. Entropy oding ( A.1.1).
3-D Fractal Video Compression Also ombines with bin-trees.
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Adaptive Algorithms As the name suggests, an adaptive algorithm adjusts to the type of ontent whihis being ompressed, and hene involves more ontent-spei� oding. MPEG-4 ((se:mpeg4)).
Digital VideoThis setion onsiders several di�erent formats for digital video.

Version Brief Description Section

MPEG-1 1.5 MB/s video (PC quality) This section

MPEG-2 Studio quality video (45MB/s) This section

MPEG-4 Component descriptions This section

MPEG-7 Video content description 11.6.2

MPEG-21 Framework for services 7.8.4

MPEG-A

MPEG-V

Figure  A.11: Summary of MPEG standards.The MPEG-1 standard is for PC-quality video (less than 1.5MB/s). Fig.  A.13 shows an EG1 streamof frames and frame di�erenes. The standard spei�es I, P, and B frames. The I frames are \keyframes"; they are essentially JPEG images. The B and P frames are obtained from frame di�erenes(Fig.  A.12). Deoding in software is pratial; enoding is omputationally expensive and often is notdone in real-time.
Frame Type Description

I frames They are JPEG ( A.2.3) images and are high-quality
reference frames. Transmission of these requires chan-
nel capacity. On some systems, these are called key
frames.

P frames forward compression

B frames use bi-directional (both forward and backward) com-
pression. These are particularly difficult to do in real
time.

Figure  A.12: Types of MPEG-1 frames as shown in Fig.  A.13.

Figure  A.13: Mix of frames in an MPEG-1 stream. (redraw-K) (check permission)

 A.3. Graph TheoryWe have seen many examples of graphs. Graphs are omposed of two types of objets: nodes andlinks. We have seen appliations of graphs aross many of the topis in this book suh as haraterizinghypertext (2.6.3) and soial networks (5.1.0). Along with state mahines and grammars, graph theory isa part of a �eld alled disrete math.Faebook equation. Tie strength.
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 A.3.1. Types of GraphsThe marosopi struture of the graph an beome important for large graphs. Di�erent types ofgraphs have di�erent properties. When a number of nodes are onneted by links, the pattern of theonnetions may be haraterized. Links in graphs may be direted, that is, they allow onnetions inone diretion but not in the other. The onnetions of pages on the Web form a \direted graph". Ifit is possible to get bak to a node by some route one it has been left, then the graph is said to haveyles. If there are no yles in direted graphs, they are said to be \ayli" and the full graph is saidto be a \direted ayli graph" (DAG) (Fig.  A.15). Citation networks, for instane, are DAGs { timeows in only one diretion.
Graph Any set of connected nodes.
Lattice
Directed graph Edges have a direction.
Tree Trees have only one path connecting any two nodes.

Figure  A.14: Types of graphs.
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Figure  A.15: Directed graphs. On the left, is an acyclic graph, in this case a tree. On the right, a cyclic graph,
specifically it is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).Cliques. Two types of nodes. Bipartate graphs Fig.  A.16

d d d d d
t t t t t

Figure  A.16: Bipartate graph.There are several types of trees suh as ordered trees and minimum spanning trees. Trees may also beused to desribe sequenes of objets (e.g., PAT Trees).
 A.3.2. Graph SearchingMany problems suh as deision spae or a problem spae require searh. Strutured searhing in datastrutures suh as binary trees. If there is no index, the graph must be searhed by following links andexamining nodes. One ommon trade-o� is between breadth-�rst and depth-�rst searhing (Fig.  A.17).Tree-searhing is useful, for example, in parsing.Several strategies for searhing graphs have been proposed. AI as graph searh (3.7.1,  A.7.3).Heuristi. If value an be assigned at eah point, take the one �rst (Fig.  A.19) but there has to besome riterion for what is the t. Min-max pruning.The game of ti-ta-toe has a �nite number of solutions. Fig.  A.20 shows a game tree. This forms atree and positive outomes an be searhed. Symmetrial solutions are not shown. While the spae for
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Figure  A.17: Breadth-first (left) versus depth-first (right) searching. The numbers indicate the order in which the
nodes are searched.

Figure  A.18: If values are assigned to each node, those values can be used to guide the search. More complex
than simple depth-first and breadth-first search described above, branch-and-bound is t-first searching. As the tree
is explored, the likelihood of finding the target under each sub-tree is estimated and the node with the highest value
is opened. (redraw) (check permission)
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Figure  A.19: More complex than simple depth-first and breadth-first search described above, branch-and-bound is
t-first searching. As the tree is explored, the likelihood of finding the target under each sub-tree is estimated and the
node with the highest value is opened. (check permission)
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Figure  A.20: Fragment for moves in for tic-tac-toe forms a “game space”. Here just the first two moves of a game
are shown (other alternatives are symmetrical). We can estimate the value of each move by counting the number of
outcomes which lead to winning.ti-ta-toe is tratable, the game spae for hess is far to large to even be alulated. Heuristis mighthelp estimate the value of possible alternatives.There are many riteria for seleting the value of nodes. Branh-and-bound ( A.3.2). MIN-MAX ( A.9.3).and seletion of responses. Insurane.Searhing knowledge strutures.
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 A.3.3. Graph AlgorithmsThere are many other topis in graph theory that we will onsider briey. General algorithms ( A.5.0).So, for Web haraterization (2.6.3) or for validating the oherene of a Web site. Finding the pathsthrough a hypertext. These problems may be viewed abstratly as the onnetions of nodes amongthem.Graph drawing plans the layout of graphs [20]. For instane, when laying out a data map or a owhart, the graph drawing proedure might attempt to minimize the number of rossings (Fig.  A.21)The goals would be to determine whether two graphs are idential in struture. This inludes \graphmathing," \graph homology," and \graph ongruene".
Figure  A.21: Two ways of connecting five points. The approach on the left minimizes the length of the lines. While
on the right the number of crossings is minimized.Dynami graph layout and interfaes. If a display is resized, what is the way to redraw a graph basedon it. [45], [52].One strategy for pruning would ut o� those links that do not onnet to other links (Fig.  A.22).
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Figure  A.22: The graph on the left can be “pruned” to create the one on the right by eliminating those nodes that
are connected to only one other node. (check permission)Beyond pruning to \graph partitioning" (Fig.  A.23). That is, �nd the plae to ut a large graph intotwo parts. This has been applied to �nding Web ommunities.Finding the way to onnet points in a graph. Spanning trees are trees whih onnet a set of points.A \minimum spanning tree" is the shortest possible spanning tree (Fig.  A.24).Path�nder networks (9.1.3).A more omplex problem is to �nd optimal paths through set of points. Traveling salesman problem.

 A.3.4. Very Large Graphs: From Graphs to NetworksInreasingly, very large sale graphs are being evaluated. Thousands of nodes. A network is a graphin whih we onsider movement of entities between nodes. Networks may be haraterized by somebasi properties [8]. One of the most important properties is the distribution of the probabilities ofonnetions between nodes. The simplest has random onnetion of network nodes. However, somenetworks have lusters of onneted nodes. These are Small-world networks [38] (Fig.  A.25).
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Figure  A.23: A large graph may be broken up into small graphs. The partition breaks only one link and leaves
roughly equal sub-graphs.
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Figure  A.24: A spanning tree connects a set of points (left). A minimum spanning tree (right) is the shortest possible
tree that connects all the points.
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Figure  A.25: Graphs differ in the number of short range connections. The graph on the left has random connections.
The graph on the right has a preference for connections to some nodes this is typical of many applications such as
the Web.Sale-free struture of network onnetivity. Relationship to Zipf's Law.

Graph ComplexityThe management of omplexity has been a reurrent theme in this text. System omplexity (3.8.3).Visual omplexity.Complexity is a hallenge. Complexity metris. Entropy ( A.1.0) as a measure of omplexity.Graph theory ( A.3.0). In Fig.  A.26, the network on the right is learly more omplex than the oneon the left. By one ommon measure, the omplexity is X, Y, Z. Thus, omplex an be a type ofsoftware ode metri ((se:softwaremetris)). Complexity of software (number of branhes and loops).Kolmogorov. Easier to develop and maintain software with less omplexity.
 A.3.5. Social Network AnalysisWe have seen many ases of soial information. Purely loal interation. Soial networks. Can lead toemergent behavior. Takes a mathematial approah. Who talks to whom (5.1.0).

Characteristics of Social Networks Another type of problem is to determine how lose any one itemis to any other item in a graph (Fig.  A.28). Beause of a lassi soial psyhology experiment donein the 1950's, this is known as the \degree of separation" [50]. In that study, Amerians were testedto see how many aquaintanes linked people from di�erent regions. This is a similar to the e�et ofthe distane between Web pages (2.6.3). This depends on the \lumpiness" of the graph spae. Citation
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Figure  A.26: Branching and looping can be used as a measure of the complexity of a graph. Here, the complexity
increases from left to right.

Figure  A.27: Massive center for Web interconnections [?]. (redraw) (check permission)analysis (9.1.2).
PPPPPP

������
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E

Figure  A.28: The degrees of separation count how many steps there are between two points. C is 2 steps from A,
but D is also two steps from A when connected by E.

Characteristics of the Social Network Someone at node D is better onneted than a person at node J.Charateristis of the individual position in the soial network and of the soial network as a unit(Fig.  A.30). Consider the ommuniative patterns of people in the hypothetial ommuniations(\kite") network (Fig.  A.29). In the �gure, node \D" has high entrality and node E has high between-ness.Additional parameters in roles, ease of ow, et. Correlation oeÆient [51].Epidemis. Inoulation.Indeed, a ritial mass is needed or else, the disease will not be transmitted and will die out.People on the web an be disambiguated through soial networks. Pruning between-ness graph (9.1.3).Related to PageRank (10.10.2).
Diffusion of Information and Innovation When a new idea or innovation pops up, it gets spread arossgroups of people. Di�usion of innovations (Fig.  A.32). This is losely related to the soial network of
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Figure  A.29: An idealized communications network — called a “kite” — illustrates the different roles group-members
can play in communications. For instance, Person H is essential for I and J to communicate with the rest of the
group. (redraw)

Factor Description

Properties of Individuals
Centrality How central is it among other nodes in the network.
Between-ness Extent to which a node is between two other nodes.

Characteristics of Social Networks
Density (Coherence) What proportion of all possible links are actually present?
Cliques The extent to which subgroups occur.

Figure  A.30: Some measures of social networks.

Figure  A.31: Epidemic modeling. Normal, infected, and resistant agents are shown. (check permission)(redraw)the interation.Patterns of di�usion. Not simple forwarding. Likelihood of retweeting of politial messages. Stikinessand persistene.In some ases, the forwarding an beome a sort of ontagion. These are also models for infetionand epidemiology inluding the spread of omputer viruses of the spread of human disease. We antalk about ontagion and disease vetors. Moreover, these an be bloked with a type of inulation.Contats between omputers whih spread a virus. Following the notion of an epidemi, we an thinkof a software virus spreading as ontagion and we ould try to ontrol it with inoulation. In the aseof a omputer virus, the inoulation might mean applying software pathes.Implemented as an agent-based simulation (9.5.1).Improvisation as a dynami model of interation. Probability of message being aepted. Number ofontats about message. Networking and �nding jobs [?℄. Probabilisti models. This is too simple amodel as the ommuniation and individual ation and it must be applied with aution.
 A.4. More Models
 A.4.1. More Data Models
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Figure  A.32: Idealized curves for diffusion of innovations shows typical curves [?]. (create agent-based simulation).
(redraw)

The Relational Data Model: Using Relational Tables to Organize and Merge AttributesThe Relational Model organizes sets of related attributes into tables. Fig.  A.33 shows tables withexamples of the entity lasses in Fig. 3.55. This use of tables is eÆient beause it keeps relatedattributes together. The attributes an be joining entries aross tables as needed. Splitting attributesaross several tables failitates eÆient storage by minimizing redundany.To respond to queries, the attributes often have to be re-ombined from di�erent tables. A \key" isan attribute of two or more entities or entity lasses that forms a link between entities. In Fig.  A.33,StudioName is a ommonality between the two tables; it is an attribute for both entities. Thus,StudioName is a \key," and links the entities STUDIO and VIDEO, and onsequently the tablesVIDEO and STUDIO. The key guarantees there will be no ambiguity about whih rows of the tablesto link. The tables are usually optimized with a proesses known as normalization. Moving fromdesriptions of entity lasses to spei� instanes. Attribute value pair: Title="North-by-Northwest"
VIDEO Title Director Year StudioName

North-by-Northwest A. Hitchcock 1959 MGM
Toy Story J. Lasseter 1995 Disney
Crouching-Tiger A. Lee 2002 Columbia

STUDIO StudioName Phone Email

MGM 800-555-1458 orders@mgm.com
Disney 800-555-9783 orders@disney.com
Columbia 800-555-9783 orders@sony.com

Figure  A.33: Relational tables and sample values for the VIDEO and STUDIO entities.

Richer Data Models

RDF Data Model Linked data. Often looser struture than formal data models. This an be usefulwhen there are inonsistent systems of metadata.
Temporal Data Models

Modeling Stream Data

 A.4.2. ModelsSystem Identi�ation.
 A.5. AlgorithmsAlgorithms desribe proedures for aomplishing spei� tasks. Algorithmi thinking should be fun-damental for eduation. Algorithms and data strutures (3.7.1).
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 A.5.1. Types of Algorithms\Algorithms" are proedures for solving problems. Algorithms often need to be oupled with appropri-ate data strutures ((se:datastrutures)). Algorithms have been developed for many of the tehniquesdesribed in this book. Here we turn to the examination of those abstrations. We briey disussedmany algorithms in the early hapters, and in the more detailed disussions of this hapter we havealready onsidered graph-based algorithms ( A.3.2). Fig.  A.34 shows a table of where some algorithmfamilies are disussed.
Algorithm Family Section

Dynamic programming (sec:dynamicprogramming)
Encryption  A.13.0

Graph algorithms  A.3.2

Compression algorithms  A.2.0

Machine Learning  A.11.0

Parsing  A.5.4

Text and Web Processing (sec:moretextretrieval)

Figure  A.34: Guide to the discussions of some major algorithm families.There may be several algorithms for ompleting any given problem, and they may possess di�erentdegrees of eÆieny in terms of omputational ost, memory, or time. Sine most interesting problemsare omplex, it is generally useful to �nd algorithms that are eÆient even when the number of termsgets large. The extra e�ort required to do addition may inrease linearly as the number of terms grows.Global algorithms take all the data as a unit. These are often the more e�etive, but they an bevery expensive omputationally. Other algorithms suh as neural networks are \loal". That is, thealulations are obtained in steps. A similar dimension is whether the solution is found all at one orwhether it is found in iterative steps.
 A.5.2. Data Structures
 A.5.3. Computational ComplexityFor large problems, the omplexity an make a big di�erene in whether a adequate solution an beobtained in the available time. Indeed, we measure the omplexity of algorithms in terms of the amountof time they take to omplete. Some problems, suh as adding a onstant to all the members of listare linear. Other problems, suh as �nding the sum of all pairs of numbers in a list are n2. The mosthallenging problems are said to be \NP hard"; their diÆulty grows as a polynomial funtion of theirsize. Combinatori explosion.

Figure  A.35: Comparing algorithm completion time.

 A.5.4. Parsing GrammarsStrutured objets. Here we explore additional details of the algorithms desribed earlier (10.4.2, 10.4.2) aswell as some other parsing algorithms.
State-Machine ParsingAs noted earlier, natural language an be approximated by a state mahine. Extended state mahines

(3.10.1) an be used for parsing. This works partiularly well for formal and simple languages. Spei�-ally, they need to expanded with reursion and otherwise augmented as ATNs.



 A.5. Algorithms 523Fig.  A.37 shows a fragment of a phrase-struture grammar, while Fig.  A.38 shows a very simplelexion. Spei�ally, it shows rewrite rules for the sentene \The dog bit the boy". Fig.  A.39 showsthe parse tree for this sentene. Colletions of tree-strutured data | in most ases parse trees | arealled a treebank (e.g., [15]).
Rewrite Rules Description

LHS RHS

S NP + VP Sentences (S) are composed of Noun Phrases (NP) and Verb Phrases (VP)

NP N, D + N Noun Phrases (NP) can be composed of a Noun (N) or a Determiner (D) (i.e., ‘the’) and
a Noun (N)

VP V, V + NP Verb Phrases (VP) can be composed of a Verb (V) or a Verb and a Verb Phrase (VP)

Figure  A.36: Fragment of a phrase-structure grammar. LHS= Left hand side. RHS=right-hand side.

Figure  A.37: State machine notation showing that one or more adjectives can be repeated before a noun.

Node LexiconNoun dog, boyDeterminer theVerb bit
Figure  A.38: Lexicon for simple phrase-structure grammar example.

Figure  A.39: Parse tree for “the dog bit the boy”. (redraw) (check permissions)\Garden path" sentenes. These may require baktraking (3.7.1,  A.7.2).
Other Parsing MethodsMany additional algorithms have been developed.Chart parsing. Reursive desent parsers. It helps to keep many versions of a parse ative.

 A.5.5. Hidden Markov ModelsCould we formalize the insight we had in Fig. 10.12? Sequential models. Hidden Markov Modelsprovide a statistial tehnique for modeling sequenes. They are weighted automata (10.4.2). Indeed,HMMs may be thought of as a statistial version of grammars. Reall that we used Hidden Markov
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Type Term

S NP+VP

NP N, ART+N

VP V+NP

Type Term

N rain, umbrella

ART the

V hit

Figure  A.40: Simple re-write rules (left) and lexicon (right) for the example grammar.

Step Description

1. If the current state can be re-written, use-rewrite rules and increment level.

2. If state cannot be re-written (at terminal node), check active word against type
of the terminal node (active) word.

3. If that matches, take new terminal word and pop up level and check to see that
all tests have been performed there.

3a If that matches, take new active word and pop up level and check to see that
all tests have been performed there.

3b If there is no match and the state cannot be re-written, back up to previous
alternative branches until finding one where a match is possible.

4. If all the active words have been matched, then the parse succeeds.

Figure  A.41: Simple transition-network parsing algorithm.

Step Active Word Action/Comments

1 The Start, expand S to (NP[1]+VP[1])

2 The try NP[1] as (N[2]), no match, try next alternative for NP[1]

3 The try NP[1] as (ART[2]+N[2]), match ART[2], next word, try NP[2]

4 rain try N[2], match, next word, pop up to level 1

5 hit try VP[1] as (V[2]+NP[2]), match V[2], next word, check NP[2]

6 the try N[3], no match, try next alternative for NP[2]

7 the try NP[2] as (ART[3]+N[3]), match ART[3], next word

8 umbrella try NP[3], match, no more words, pop up to level 0

9 Done Valid parse!

Figure  A.42: Parse of the sentence “The rain hit the umbrella”.

The bear hug created a stir

Figure  A.43: Parse for “The bear hug created a stir”. Note that a parser first tries to treat bear as a noun but then
has to backtrack and treat it as an adjective.Models an desribe sequenes suh as the phonemes that represent a spoken word. We have seen manyappliations of HMMs. HMMs are a type of supervised learning algorithm ( A.11.3) in the sense that thetraining determines the values of parameters. We have seen appliations for parts of speeh 6.2.2, 10.4.1and speeh itself 11.3.3.

Selecting an HMM Architecture and Fitting Training Data to that ArchitectureThe �rst step is to selet an HMM arhiteture by deiding what onstraints an be plaed on theHMM. For instane, for speeh the models are fed forward. A typial HMM arhiteture is shown inFig.  A.44.The weights for HMMs are usually generated by a supervised learning proedure. Large orpora fortraining examples. Trying to �t the data into the model. We must have a tagged training orpus. Theforward-bakward algorithm or the more general, Entropy Minimization (EM) algorithm,1 is used fortraining an HMM ( A.1.1) (Fig.  A.45). These ombinations may make reognition. These are based
1This is also known as the Baum-Welch Algorithm
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Figure  A.44: Repeat of the HMM example which we saw earlier.on dynami programming. but they are probabilisti. The ontinuous stream of speeh is diÆult tosegment into phonemes.
Figure  A.45: Forward-backward algorithm for training HMMs.

Matching Sequences to the HMMsSeveral HMMs may be developed; then speeh samples an be mathed to them. This is a kind ofmodel-based reognition with HMM as the model. Spei�ally, the Viterbi algorithm uses a type ofdynami programming ((se:dynamiprogramming)) to determine the t-mathing sequene (Fig.  A.46).Soure-hannel model. Information theory ( A.1.0).
Figure  A.46: Viterbi algorithm for matching HMMs.HMMs are based on Markov models whih, generally onsider just one previous time step. AlthoughHMMs have proven very suessful, more than one time step may need to be onsidered.Segment and deal with segments without onsideration of the ontent of those segments. This allowssequential information to be onsidered. While we might want to use phrases, it may be better tosimply use groups of words with a �xed lengths.

 A.5.6. Configuration Rules
 A.5.7. Optimization and Constraint ProcessingSeveral types of problems. 0Z0l0Z0ZZ0Z0Z0l00ZqZ0Z0ZZ0Z0Z0Zq0l0Z0Z0ZZ0Z0l0Z0qZ0Z0Z0ZZ0Z0ZqZ0

Figure  A.47: The 8-queens problem demonstrates the value of algorithms to solve problems that are very difficult
to solver by trial-and-error. The queens need to be lined up so that no two are on the same vertical, horizontal or
diagonal row.
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 A.5.8. Version Tracking and Version ManagementKeeping trak of hanges to a doument. Fig.  A.49. Dynami data. Files with periodi updates.Deteting di�erenes in versions. Merge and split. Move. Keeping trak of version history.

Figure  A.48: Versioning. (under construction) (redraw)
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Figure  A.49: Keeping track of versions.Version management for software.
 A.6. Additional Search Engine Procedures and Algorithms
 A.6.1. NormalizationPreproessing Text. Inverted indexing. Words (6.2.1). Tokenization, stemming, and normalization.Normalization.
 A.6.2. Inverted Indexes
 A.6.3. Calculating Term Weights in the Vector Space ModelAs desribed earlier (10.9.2) a text may be represented as a \bag of words" in whih the order of thewords is not taken into onsideration. Compositionality (1.1.3). Fig.  A.50 shows a term-by-doumentmatrix for a hypothetial doument olletion dealing where eah term is just three items.Here, we use a very simple tf and idf as de�ned bak in (10.9.2). The alulated values are shown inFig.  A.51.

Similarity and Query MatchingSimilarity of douments from word overlaps [75]. There are several ways to measure similarity between
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Document Query
Term D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 df Q1

1 apple 1 3 2 1 3 5 1
2 banana 4 0 3 0 1 3 1
3 computer 1 4 0 2 5 4 0

Figure  A.50: A simplified term-by-document matrix for a hypothetical collection. The number of occurrences of ten
terms is shown for six documents. The total number of terms in the document is shown on the bottom line.

Document

Term D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

1 apple 1.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 3.0

2 banana 6.7 0.0 5.0 0.0 1.7

3 computer 1.3 5.0 0.0 2.5 6.3

Figure  A.51: tf ∗ idf weighting of the documents from Fig.  A.50.two douments or between a doument and a query. Some of these approahes simply ount thenumber of overlapping words. Other tehniques are based on a alulation of the distane between thedouments.For multi-word queries, a more formal de�nition of similarity is needed. The \osine distane" betweenthe query and the douments is alulated separately for eah doument following Eq.  A.42

cosine distance between DocumentD and QueryQ =

n
∑

t=1

((tf ·idf)tD
× (idf)tQ

)

√

√

√

√

n
∑

t=1

(tf ·idf)2tD
×

√

√

√

√

n
∑

t=1

(idf)2tQ

( A.4)The math is Document3 (Fig.  A.52). This is reasonable beause it has a pattern of tf ·idf sores thatbest mathes the query idf . They an be improved with more omplex tf and df .
Document

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

0.79 0.36 0.92 0.26 0.46

Figure  A.52: The “cosine distance” between the document tf ·idf values (Fig. ??) and the query idf values.
Document3 matches the query t.

tf =
log2(number of times the term appears in the document + 1)

total number of terms in the document
=

log2(td + 1)

Td

( A.5)

idf = log2

(number of documents in the collection

number of documents with the term

)

+ 1 = log2

( D

Dt

)

+ 1 ( A.6)The basi tf ·idf formula inludes of the terms in di�erent parts of the doument searh. However, thereare other fators that an also be onsidered suh as query term \prominene". Modern searh enginesemploy other onsiderations suh as term prominene.
2. This is derived from the inner product of the Document vector, D, and the Query vector, Q: cos(θ) = D.Q

|D||Q|
.
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 A.6.4. Dimensionality Reduction: Latent Semantic Indexi ng (LSI)In many problems there are too many features. Dimensionality redution redues the number offeatures by ombining them. The priniple of dimensionality redution has many appliations. Oneuseful example of dimensionality redution is the text retrieval proedure known as \Latent SemantiIndexing" (LSI) whih applied dimensionality redution to the term-by-doument matrix of the VetorSpae Model (10.9.2). The term \boat" and \yaht" are similar enough that they ould be ombined.In e�et, this reates a statistial thesaurus (2.2.2).Like the Vetor Spae Model, LSI usually uses the osine value for mathing. LSI an be used forretrieval [24] and for �ltering [29]. As a simple example, in a term-by-doument matrix (Fig.  A.53), twolusters of terms may be seen.
Document

Term D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

boat 1 2 0 0 1 0

boats 3 0 7 0 0 0

sailing 4 1 1 0 1 0

water 2 5 3 0 0 0

car 0 1 0 0 6 2

automobile 0 0 0 4 0 5

highway 1 0 0 1 3 0

tires 0 0 0 4 0 2

Figure  A.53: In this hypothetical example of a term-by-document matrix, two clusters of documents and terms may
be easily identified. One set deals with boats and a second one deals with automobiles. Although the term “boat”
does not appear in Document2, the folding of the terms into the reduced-dimensionality LSI space will allow it to
be associated with that document.This proedure should eliminate spurious relationships among the words And fous on the most relevantrelationships. As with the Vetor Spae Model, queries are mathed to the douments by taking theosine distanes between the doument terms and the query terms. Beause this model produesa semanti spae, some psyhologial models have been based on LSI, suh as the Latent SemantiAnalysis (LSA) [47] of human semanti memory.Latent semanti indexing uses a linear-algebra tehnique whih is known as \singular-valued deomposi-tion" (SVD). This is related to other statistial tehniques suh as priniple omponents analysis (PCA)and typially, a high-dimensional spae is employed. SVD is also used for eigenfaes ((se:eigenfaes)).

 A.6.5. PageRank AlgorithmThe links from one Web page to another provide evidene about similarity of the ontents of thosepages. Several algorithms have been proposed to demonstrate this (e.g. [?, ?℄). However, PageRankfouses only on \authorities".Here we will onsider the details of an algorithm for alulating this. Reall that in Fig. 10.51, we ratedpages A and C highly if many other pages point to them. Moreover, if A and C are rated more highly,then B will also be rated highly.The PageRank algorithm adjusts the rating of pages (nodes) based on the rating of their neighborswith a type of spreading ativation ( A.10.3). This is alulated as shown in Eq.  A.7[54]. The Rank of adoument, R(Di), is related to the Rank of all thedouments that are onneted to it, C(Nj), where d is a damping fator between 0 and 1. Spei�ally,the PageRank of P0 is R(P0):
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R(P0) = (1 − d) + d(
R(P1)

LP1

) + ... + d(
R(Pn)

LPn

) ( A.7)Where:
P0: The target page
P1,...,Pn are pages linked to P0

L: outward links from P0

d: Dampening fatorWe an see how this operates for the very simple network in Fig.  A.54 using the values in Fig.  A.55.The overall e�et is that ativation ows from weakly onneted nodes to more highly onneted ones.
Figure  A.54: PageRank calculated for a small network. (use example from MRS)

Node Initial Ending
Value Value

A 0.4 x
B 3.1 x
C 1.1 x
D 3.3 x

Figure  A.55: PageRank calculations. As would be expected, the activation in the small network accumulates on
node A.

 A.7. LogicIf we know that \All People Are Mortal" and we know that \Pat is a Person" then it is logial that\Pat is Mortal". Logi is a formal method that supports qualitative reasoning and inferene. Logiis used to determine the \truth value" of statements given ertain assumptions and inferene rules.Like math, logi uses a formal notation and rules. Logi assumes a quantitative (often ategorial)proessing. Formal logi use ontologies for knowledge representation (2.2.2).Fig. ?? lists some ommonly-used logial symbols.Types of logi: Desription logi. We have seen several examples Knowledge representation. Deontilogi.Logi is most appliable to disrete ategories.As we will see in ( A.8.1), probability an be used for quantitative inferene. Logi versus argumentation
(6.3.5).
 A.7.1. Symbolic LogicThere are two fundamental types of inferene: Dedution and indution. We are generally onernedwith dedutive inferene. This type of logi was originally studied by Aristotle so it is alled \Aris-totelian logi". Propositional alulus inludes dedutive statements suh as, \If X is true then Y istrue".

Categorical SyllogismsSyllogism is a partiular illustration of dedution. For instane, we might attempt to determine thetruth of the inferenes of a syllogism (Fig.  A.56). Rules of propositional inferene.
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Statement Type Example

Claim if students work hard then they are happy
Assertion all the students in the school work hard
Inference therefore all the students are happy

Claim
Assertion
Inference

Figure  A.56: The first inference is valid (on the assumption that the premises are true) but the second is not.

Truth FunctionsWe introdued Booleans (3.9.2). E�etively, these are propositions suh as \doument has term X". Wean view Booleans truth tables using the more formalized notation. The XOR relationship is moresubtle. The output is TRUE if one or the other input is TRUE, but the output is FALSE if both inputsare TRUE or if both inputs are FALSE. The output is TRUE only if there is disrepany between theinputs, otherwise the output is FALSE.
XOR

Input 1 Input 2 Output

FALSE FALSE FALSE

FALSE TRUE TRUE

TRUE FALSE TRUE

TRUE TRUE FALSEBoolean expressions an be strung together as in the �rst line of Fig.  A.57. Sometimes, it helps tosimplify these expressions into a \normal form". The Conjuntive Normal Form (CNF) .... While theDisjuntive Normal Form (DNF)...
(Chicken AND Dessert) OR (Beef AND Dessert) OR (Chicken AND Coffee) OR (Beef AND Coffee)
(Chicken OR Beef) AND (Desert OR Coffee)

Figure  A.57: The expression on these two lines state the same relationship but the second, which is in Conjunctive
Normal Form, is more concise.Sometimes, it is most e�etive to use a tree to show omplex ombinations of Boolean relationships.The deision trees we onsidered earlier were binary OR-trees. They had only OR relationships, butit is also possible to have AND relationships in trees (usually these are indiated with a bar aross thehoies. Fig.  A.58 shows an AND-OR Tree for the CNF example in the previous table.
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Figure  A.58: And-Or trees. The cross-link indicates an AND relationship. (redraw).

Reasoning with Hierarchical RelationshipsInheritane as a model for reasoning (2.1.4).Problems of multiple inheritane.
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Predicate CalculusPrediates desribe the ontent of propositions. For instane, in the statement a > b the > is theprediate. Thus, prediate logi involves making inferenes about statements that inlude attributes.
Statement Description Example

p → q If p then q Apples have seeds.
p assertion There is an apple.
q the conclusion It has seeds.

Figure  A.59: Inference rules.This often inludes the quanti�ers \all" and \some". Fig. ?? shows some of the notation. Fig.  A.60gives an example. If M is a prediate \to be a man," then Mx would be interpreted as x is a man.
all students in the school work hard
∀x(Zx → W )

Figure  A.60: An example of a predicate calculus expression.Earlier, we introdued ontologies (2.2.2). In the more rigorous sense, ontologies provide the lexion ofthe prediate alulus.Assertion links.Frames as a generalization of hierarhies.
FramesFrames are a way of representing entity lasses. However, unlike Entity Classes from the ER model,they usually apply to general world knowledge. Still, the frame-slots are a lot like attributes. Fig.  A.62

Figure  A.61: Frames. (redraw)
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Figure  A.62: Frames. (under construction)Thus far, we desribed logi based on inferenes involving evaluating the validity of statements aboutspei� instanes. This is \�rst-order prediate alulus". Seond-order prediate alulus examinesthe validity of statements about relationships. Representing fats.
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 A.7.2. Complex Logical InferenceImpliations suh as double negative elimination.Inferenes reate new propositions. Given a set of statements, we an try to \hain" them together todraw inferenes. The objetive is generally to �nd a path from the initial state to the �nal goal. Weould start with the premises and build inferenes toward a goal (forward haining).Or, we ould start with the goal and attempt to reason bakward (bakward haining). Forwardhaining expands all propositions in order to �nd all possible impliations. Bakward haining identi�esthe goals and then progressively deomposes those goals into sub-goals Fig. 3.40. This proess is similarto \means-ends analysis" (3.7.1). These an also be viewed as examples of bottom-up proessing andtop-down proessing (10.1.5).

Figure  A.63: Backward chaining. (check permission)

 A.7.3. Knowledge Representation and Logic Programming La nguagesKnowledge representation (2.0.0). Formal languages for knowledge representation and logial inferene.
Declarative Logic Programming LanguagesSeveral logi programming languages have been developed. Fig.  A.64 shows some examples of Prologstatements about kinship. Given these de�nitions and assertions, we ould answer questions suh as\Is there a hild whose parent is Eve?"

Statement Explanation

woman(eve) Declare there is a woman named Eve.
man(adam) Declare there is a man named Adam.
child(abel) Declare there is a child named Abel.
mother(M,C):-woman(M), parent(M,C) Define that a mother is a woman who is a parent.
father(F,C):-man(F), parent(F,C) Define that a father is a man who is a parent.
mother(eve, abel) Declare that Eve is the Mother of Abel.
father(adam, abel) Declare that Adam is the Father of Abel.

Figure  A.64: Prolog is a computer programming language design to perform logic operations.

Procedural Models: Production SystemsApproahes suh as Prolog are \delarative" These may be distinguished from \proedural" models(Fig. ??). Delarative spei�es rules: this inludes logi. Proedural is a spei�ation for what is legalsuh as prodution systems.



 A.7. Logic 533Prodution systems are based on Condition-Ation pairs. That is, if ertain onditions are met, thenthe prodution \�res" and the ation is exeuted. Produtions may also be thought of as sets ofIF-THEN statements. SOAR [46] is another prodution system language ((se:produtionsystem)) thatallows deomposition of goals and seletion of rules. Fig.  A.65 traes the steps of a SOAR program asit is exeuting. Potentially, the priority of SOAR rules an be \learned" by storing those produtionsfor later use that were most e�etive. SOAR allows mahine learning ( A.11.0). by hunking (4.3.5).
0: ==>G: G1
1: P: P1 (farmer)
2: S: S1
3: ==>G: G3 (operator tie)
4: P: P2 (selection)
5: S: S2
6: O: O8 (evaluate-object O1 (move-alone))
7: ==>G: G4 (operator no-change)
8: P: P1 (farmer)
9: S: S3
10: O: C2 (move-alone)

Figure  A.65: SOAR Problem Space Computational Model trace[46]. There are Goals(G), Proposition(P), States(S),
and Objects(O). (check permission)

Expert SystemsExpert systems use inferene and reasoning for pratial appliations. These are often `rule-based,that is they are based on logial inferene. For instane, they may suh as prodution systems toinferene. Unfortunately, expert systems tend to be \brittle". That is, they may work well for thesituation for whih they were developed, but do not generalize well to new situations. These an alsobe deision support systems (3.4.2) deision support systems but there is a danger of inappropriateinferene. Furthermore, they may exeed the appliation domain of the system. For instane, the Aegisattak (Fig.  A.66).Tehnology failures ((se:tehfailures)).
Figure  A.66: Aegis.Fuzzy logi and probability of belonging to a set (Fig.  A.67).
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Figure  A.67: Normal local (left) and fuzzy logic (right).

 A.7.4. Representation and Reasoning with BeliefsEarlier, we disussed beliefs as an aspet of soial psyhology (4.5.0). In one of the senses of formaldesription of beliefs.In a model with several agents, those agents may have models the world, of eah other, and other agentsviews of the world. (Fig.  A.68). A person may believe something that is not true. Or, it may simplybe impossible to verify. If I believe the world is at...I believe in dragons....Belief is di�erent from on�dene.
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Figure  A.68: Beliefs.Con�dene in results.

 A.8. Probabilities and Probabilistic InferenceAlternatives to logial inferene whih was disussed in the previous setion. Toward plausible reason-ing. Indution. Unertain results. Sampling. Hypothesis testing.
 A.8.1. Basic ProbabilitiesWhile logial inferene is based on symboli inferene; it is also possible to make a probabilisti in-ferenes. Let us briey review probability. Eq.  A.9 shows the produt of two probabilities. Thisessentially an AND operation. For instane, this probability of getting a 2♣ AND 3♠ in one draw is1/13 + 1/13. Eq.  A.9 shows the sum of probabilities. This is essentially an AND. For instane, theprobability of getting a K♣ AND Q♣ in suessive draws is 1/13 * 1/13 (assuming you the ards arereplaed after eah draw). Note that the symbol ∩ is the same as and.

P (A and B) = P (A ∩ B) == P (A) ∗ P (B) ( A.8)

P (A or B) = P (A) + P (B) ( A.9)We an also de�ne onditional probability whih is, for instane, the hane of \Event A given EventB" that an be written as P (A|B).
P (A|B) =

probability of both Event A and Event B

probability of Event B
=

P (A ∩ B)

P (B)
( A.10)

 A.8.2. Bayesian PredictionLearning onditional probabilities. This is a ommon tehnique for mahine learning ( A.11.0). It analso be seen as a type of knowledge representation.
Bayes RuleIf we have expetations about how attributes predit membership in a ategory we may also be able todetermine that likelihood that objets in the ategory will show possess those attributes. Speially, ifwe know P(A|B), P(A), and P(B), we an determine P(B|A). This is known as Bayes Rule and itis the basis of learning about the features relevant for doing ategorization.

P (A|B) =
P (A ∩ B)

P (B)
( A.11)

P (B|A) =
P (A ∩ B)

P (A)
( A.12)

P (A ∩ B) = P (A|B)P (A) = P (B|A)P (B) ( A.13)Suppose there is a 0.5 probability douments with the word \training" in them also have the word\eduation" and the probability of the word \eduation" ourring in the douments is 0.8. If we know



 A.9. Formal Models for Decision Making 535the word \eduation" is in a doument, what is the hane that the word \training" is in that samedoument? Eq.  A.14:
P (“training”|”education′′) =

P (“training′′ ∩ “education′′)

P (“education′′)
=

0.5

0.8
= 0.625 ( A.14)

Bayesian ClassificationBayes Rule an also be applied to ategorization. Thus, if we know the frequeny of a set of ategoriesand we know the frequeny with whih terms our in douments belonging to those ategories, thenwe determine the probability of a new doument belonging to a ategory given the terms it inludes.If we know that an objet has a ertain attribute value, we might ask \what is the probability thatobjet or event belongs to a given ategory?" This an be determined with an extension of Bayes Rule(Eq.  A.15). For instane, Eq.  A.15 shows the probability of belonging to Category 1 (C1) given thatAttribute 1 (A1) has Value 1 (V1).
P (C1|A1V1) =

P (C1 ∩ A1V1)

P (A1V1)
( A.15)This may be generalized to multi-attribute ategories [26] (Eq.  A.16).

P (C|A1V1, A2V2, ..., ANVN ) =
P (C1 ∩ A1V1, A2V2, ..., ANVN )

P (A1V1, A2V2, ..., ANVN )
( A.16)

Bayesian NetworksAttribute-based onditional probabilities.Updating ausal networks [57].Used in text retrieval Fig.  A.69
Figure  A.69: Bayes Network visualization.Information gain in Bayesian alulations.

 A.8.3. Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)Case-based reasoning (CBR) attempts to �nd relevant examples to generalize from rather than tryingto develop a omprehensive statistial model [17]. For instane, when modeling the path of hurriane,it may be more useful to examine previous similar hurrianes rather than trying to rely on omplexsimulations. The researher must still �nd e�etive features and representations (Fig.  A.70). Retrieve,re-use, revise, return. Sets of examples may be maintained in ase libraries.
Formal Descriptions of CasesSetting, Ator, Goals, Sequene. Case-based reasoning ( A.8.3).
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Characterize problem to be solved

?
Find similar, problems in the corpus and how they were solved.

?
Adapt the procedure for the previous problem, apply, and evaluate results.

?
If successful, add to corpus.

Figure  A.70: Path of case-based reasoning.

 A.9. Formal Models for Decision MakingChoie and deision making have appeared earlier (3.4.1).Logi, Inferene, Planning, and Learning.The ontents of representations are sometimes presented diretly to the user. In many other ases, theymust be reassembled. Doing things with representations.Algorithms for both reognition and generation.The simplest task is making binary YES/NO deisions. For instane, we ould detet the possibility ofa terror attak from a umulative set of data.
 A.9.1. Signal ProcessingA signal arries information in the information theory sense ( A.1.0). A signal an be lost if there is toomuh noise. As an example, think about trying to listen to radio station when there's stati. You needto onentrate to detet the musi. The simplest approah to determining whether a signal is presentor absent. Fig.  A.71 shows distributions of signal and noise. The signal-to-noise ratio determines theease with whih the signal an be deteted. Consider trying to hear a telephone ring in another roomof your house. It is muh easier to detet the telephone when there is not any bakground noise suhas the radio playing or the shower running.

Figure  A.71: Distribution with overlap and a decision threshold. If the threshold is moved to the left, more signal
events can be detected but more errors are also made. However, it the threshold is moved to the right, fewer errors
are made but more signals are missed. (to be rendered)

 A.9.2. Signal DetectionDetetion is simply a deision whether a signal is present or absent. If the signal and noise are similar,it may be diÆult to tell them apart. Suess in monitoring the ourrene of events (signals).A measure of the suess of deteting signal is developed as follows. Fig.  A.71 also shows signal andnoise distributions. Also shown is a ut-point, whih is the threshold at whih an observer would deidethe signal (i.e., the telephone ring) was present or absent. There are four possible ombinations of signaland user responses (Fig.  A.72). The ut-point is normally seleted to minimize the number of errors,but other strategies for plaing the ut-point ould also be onsidered.
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Actual Signal
Present Absent

Yes Hit False Alarm
Observer’s (False Positive)
Judgment No Miss Correct Rejection
about Signal (False Negative)

Figure  A.72: 2x2 table for signal detection. The observations might not be accurate since they might be due to
noise, as suggested by Fig.  A.71.This is a type of lassi�ation problem.It is harder to understand somebody when they are talking in a noisy environment than in a quiet plae.The level of the signal ompared to the amount of noise is known as the \signal-to-noise ratio". Twofators determine the signal-to-noise ratio: The di�erene between signal and noise and the observer.This statisti is known as d'.{ d' { |- d' |-
Figure  A.73: Sometimes the noise is similar to the signal (left) and sometimes it is clearly different (right). When it is
similar, it takes a very sensitive detection device to accurately separate the noise from the signal. (label distributions)We should keep the ratio of False Positives and False Negatives onstant. We an do haraterizeobservers as to whether they have a bias toward false positives or false negatives. Compare the twodistributions and determine how good is an observer at telling the di�erene. Response operatorharateristi (ROC) urves (Fig.  A.74).
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Figure  A.74: The Response-Operator-Characteristic (ROC) diagram shows how an observer responds given
varying probabilities of Yes and No responses and the signal is varied. The diagonal represents chance performance.
As shown in the ROC diagram on the left, the further the ROC curve is from the diagonal, the better the discrimination.
The diagram on the right shows an analysis of whether the operator has a bias toward responding “present” a bias
toward responding “absent”.E-measure for information retrieval.Generally an issue for reognition proesses. Signal detetion is losely related to ategorization. Itdetermines whether an objet belongs to a given group or not [35]. The properties of signal detetion.

Recognizing Category MembershipAs we have seen, ategories are widely used in information systems (3.9.1, 4.3.0). We briey disussedhoie strategies earlier (3.4.1).
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Decision Networks

 A.9.3. More Game TheoryA well-known olletive ation game is the Prisoner's Dilemma, whih is illustrated by the values inFig.  A.75. Imagine two prisoners A and B, who were partners in the same rime but who are beinginterrogated separately by the polie. If they both onfess, they may get a moderate punishment (-3),but if one prisoner onfesses while the other does not the one who onfesses will get a light punishment(-1), and the one who does not will get a heavy punishment (-5). However if neither talks, there is nodiret evidene and they might both go free (+5).
Prisoner A

A does not talk A talks

Prisoner B B does not talk 5/5 -1/-5
B talks -5/-1 -3/-3

Figure  A.75: In the “prisoner’s dilemma,” the payoffs for each prisoner depend on the behavior of the other prisoner.
The cells of the table shows payoffs to each of the two prisoners.Game theory an also be used to explain long-term interation[65]. During the Cold War, the theory ofMutually Assured Destrution (MAD) developed based on game theory. the laim was that the onlystable equilibrium was the point at whih eah side ould destroy the other. Colletive ation gamesseek to analyze the deisions made by individuals when the outomes of those deisions are a�eted bythe deisions of other individuals. In many ases, one person or the other will have a lear advantage.However, the players and will tend to stabilize at an equilibrium point that has advantages for bothplayers. The Nash equilibrium is the solution for whih the players would not hange their strategieseven knowing the hoie of the opponent.

Country A
No Bomb Use Bomb

Country B No Bomb 0,0 -1000,10
Use Bomb 10,-1000 −∞,−∞

Figure  A.76: Game theory table for Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD). (revise)Strategies in risky situations. The most diretly appliable ompetitive strategy for making deisionsinvolving other individuals and/or imperfet information is one that piks outomes that maximize thebene�ts and minimize the risks. This is known as a \min-max" strategy. A person who has to make ahoie among a number of approahes may analyze the hanes of favorable and unfavorable outomes.This is reasonable sine it assumes that the opponent will also attempt to maximize his/her bene�t.Max-min as a fairness strategy.
Payoff

A B C D

Possible Gain +3 +5 +6 +6
Outcomes Loss -4 -4 -5 -6

Figure  A.77: According to a min-max strategy, the options with the minimum loss are selected and from those, the
options with the maximum gain are selected. Thus, option B would be selected. This has the minimum loss for that
gain and the highest possible gain. However using a max-min strategy, C would be selected. This has the minimum
possible loss and the maximum possible gain.
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 A.9.4. Subjective Multi-Attribute UtilityPeople may have their own utility for di�erent attributes and we should inlude these subjetive utilitiesin our models the hoies those people will make. Getting reliable values of subjetive utility is noteasy [27]. This is an example of \saling" (e.g., [?℄).
value of objecti =

j=N
∑

j=0

(attributeV alueij ∗ utilityj) ( A.17)We would like to estimate utility when multiple attributes are involved. If we know preferenes, wean work bakward and estimate the utility. Multi-attribute deision theory is a mathematial meansof analyzing deisions in whih there are several ompeting variables to onsider. In multi-attributedeision theory (or multi-attribute utility), eah variable is assigned a partiular utility value aordingto its importane and they are all plugged into a mathematial formula to determine what ombinationof variables produes the most desirable outome. For instane, a person might hose between twomodels of ars based on their attributes (see Fig.  A.78).
Type of Car

Dimension Compact Sports Car Sedan

Price 3 1 2

Fun 1 3 1

Safety 2 1 3

Figure  A.78: Several attributes of cars could be assigned values based on their favorability. A score of “1” is low
on that dimension and a score of “3” is high.

Type of Buyer

Dimension Yuppie Family

Price 1 2

Fun 3 1

Safety 2 3

Figure  A.79: Subjective utilities for two types of buyers. Higher numbers mean that the dimension is more important
for that type of buyer.

Yuppie Family

Dimension Compact Sports Car Sedan Compact Sports Car Sedan

Price 1*3 1*1 2*1 3*2 1*2 2*2

Fun 1*3 3*3 1*3 1*1 3*1 1*1

Safety 2*2 1*2 3*2 2*3 1*3 3*3

Overall preference 10 12 11 13 8 14

Figure  A.80: The Yuppie buyer will prefer the sports car while the Family buyer will prefer the sedan.

 A.9.5. Voting Systems and ElectionsVoting involves the alloation of units deision units aross andidates and rules for ombining thoseunits (8.4.3). A voting system needs to aurately reet the voters' preferene. Perhaps surprisingly,that does not always happen with simple majority rules ting. Fig.  A.81 shows one example of aompliations introdued in three-way rae. To solve this problem, a variety of voting riteria havebeen developed (Fig.  A.82). These may allow multiple votes per individual and preferene rankings ofseveral andidates [62]. End-2-End (E2E) eletroni voting seurity. Open soure voting software.
ElectionsSystem of voting and related proedures for determining government oÆials. Non-partisan supervisionof eletions.
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Strength of Preferences
Candidate V oter1 V oter2 V oter3 Mean

A 0.40 0.05 0.35 0.27
B 0.35 0.30 0.30 0.32
C 0.15 0.45 0.25 0.28

Figure  A.81: Majority rule may not result in the most preferred (on average) candidate being elected. If each voter
is allowed to cast only one vote, Candidate A would be elected as the top choice of the majority of the voters.
However if voters cast votes in proportion to their preferences, Candidate B would win.

Type Description or Example

Majority One vote per voter. Winner needs more than 50%
Plurality One vote per voter. Winner is the candidate with the highest number of votes.
Borda Voters rank order the alternatives. Candidate with the highest average rank wins.
Approval Cast one votes for each candidate the voter would accept. The winner is the candidates

with the highest number of votes.
Cumulative Each voter has multiple votes. These can be cast all for one candidate, or spread across

candidates. The winner is the candidates with the highest number of votes.
Instant run-off Successive run-offs narrow the field of candidates.

Figure  A.82: Several types of policies and criteria for elections.

 A.10. Mathematical ModelsWe have disussed many types of models and mentioned mathematial equations. Disrete math versusontinuous models versus ontinuous models. Relationship between mathematial models and sienti�models (9.2.3). Thus, an important distintion is between linear and non-linear models. These di�erin the power of the representation (1.1.2). Mahine learning, lustering and neural networks ( A.11.0).Models in siene (9.2.2). Deterministi versus probabilisti models. To an extent, all models an bethought of as mathematial funtions. Levels of models. Ordinal, Interval, For instane deision treesare qualitative models. These are representations based mathematial funtions. Free parameters.Over-�tting. Fitting data: Model + error.
 A.10.1. Linear ModelsIf we believe that some simple linear proess aounts for an e�et, we might attempt to �t the datafor that to determine the parameters. the linear model from the some data. An e�etive approah isoften to �nd the line that is the least-squares distane (Fig.  A.83). Underlying linear model plus errorin measurement.
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Figure  A.83: A straight line is fitted to a data points. A common approach is fitting with “least squares” which finds
the line that minimizes the sum of the square of the distance from the data points.Even simple models an provide immense analytial help. Fig.  A.84 illustrates how simple algebraimodels an be used to determine what is the ombination of prodution apaities to produe twoseparate produts. The two left panels desribe the prodution apaity of two types of ars (produt1 and produt 2). The right panel then uses linear algebra to resolve the onstraints posed by fatorsof prodution.
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Figure  A.84: Linear models can specify constraints and simple combinations of these constraints can be calculated.
On the right, the two linear constraints are intersected. If the first line shows the maximum level of X and the second
line shows the maximum level of Y, then the combination of the two shows the “feasible region” BELOW the
intersecting lines. In other words, that area within which parametric tradeoffs are possible.

 A.10.2. Non-Linear and Dynamical ModelsIn some ases, the interation between the omponents is often very unpreditable. When two adap-tive systems interat, they form a \dynamial system". These are also alled \o-evolutionary" or\mutually-ausative" systems. The evolution is determined by the diretion the pair of systems take.An example would be a person interating with another person | the ations of eah a�et the other.While some of these systems are haoti, others are stable.Sometimes linear equations are good representations for a proess; sometimes a more omplex, non-linear equation works better. We have already seen non-linear models used for mathematial simulations
(9.5.4). While linear systems are very powerful, many systems are non-linear. The representations aremathematial equations. Linear modeling, whih assumes that all e�ets an be modeled with straightlines, is e�etive only to a point. Equations with exponents. These models are the foundations ofomplex systems.
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Figure  A.85: A straight line can be an effective representation to describe a set of points (left). However, the line
is less satisfactory if the points are scattered (center) or if a curved line may be a better representation (right). A
representation that allows curved lines will also be more complex.

Power LawsThese are a family of ommon non-linear funtions. For instane, the long-tail (8.12.5) follows a powerlaw.
y = xz ( A.18)Some typial power law urves are illustrated in Fig.  A.86

Figure  A.86: Power laws.
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Long-Tail DistributionsPraeto

Figure  A.87: Long tail. (redraw)

Figure  A.88: When we expect data to fit a power law, deviations from the predicted pattern may indicate underlying
problems. Here, a drooping tail in eCommerce data suggests that the may not be enough representation of low-
frequency items. (check permission)

Zipf’s Law Closely related is a simple mathematial funtion known as Zipf's Law (Eq.  A.19) givesaurate desriptions of word frequenies. Zipf's Law states that the frequeny of observations for aword of a given rank number Pr, is equal to a onstant, k, divided by the rank, r:
Pr =

k

r
( A.19)Appliation of Zipf's Law. Example of word frequeny. Fig. ??.

1. the
2.
3.

Figure  A.89: Example data for Zipf’s Law.

Fractals and Self-SimilarityChaoti systems have no stable solutions. However, some do exhibit a property known as \self-similarity". Self-similarity suggests that there is a repetition of a pattern aross several di�erent sales.Fig.  A.90 gives two examples of this property. The self-similarity in some of these patterns generatesomplex patterns. There are appliations of fratals in image generation and ompression.Simulation of non-linear and omplex systems. Simulated annealing.Set point with a omparator.There are systems with the fators are interloking. Simple feedbak with a ontroller. Control theory(Fig. ??). Suh models are too simple. Unlike adaptive models in whih the representation itselfhanges.
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Figure  A.90: Self-similarity is illustrated on the left in the Sierpinski triangle in which equilateral triangles are carved
out of larger equilateral triangles[32]. (check permission) On the right is a fragment of the Mandelbrot Set which
shows a more complex self-similarity. Zooming in shows essentially identical patterns that are repeated at the finer
levels of granularity.

Figure  A.91: Energy surface. Finding an energy minimum. Simulated annealing.Sometimes we need several interating equations to model a system, These form \dynamial systems"Sometimes these equations onverge to a solution and a system with feedbak will maintain homeostasisaround a ontrol point. In other feedbak systems diverge and no solution is possible. Those thatonverge reah a single \�xed-point" equilibrium are said to be attrators (Fig.  A.92). Sometimes theequations do not onverge to a single point but follow a regular pattern aross several solution points.In a few ases, there is no simple pattern to the solution.
Figure  A.92: Trajectories of an attractor (left) and a strange attractor (right)[32]. (check permission)There are sometimes omplex systems. Chaos omes from large di�erenes due to small hanges ininitial onditions. An example is the \buttery e�et" in whih an apparently insigni�ant event inone part of the system an be ampli�ed to have a major impat later in the system's evolution.Critial phenomena. Emergent phenomena.Puntuated equilibrium.Sometimes simulations are used to model these systems but one has to be areful about the aurayof the simulation.Hysteresis.

Dynamical SystemsNon-linear systems with feedbak. These are sometimes alled \o-evolutionary systems". Systemdynamis ( A.10.2). The two omponents interat together and their ombination reahes a unique state.
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Figure  A.93: A pair of interacting adaptive systems can be treated as a single complex system. The output of one
system forms part of the input for the other system. (re-orient horizontally)Some equations model how a system hanges through time. Some of these onsistently onverge to asingle point aross many trials; other systems diverge. It is possible to desribe omplex interationswith sets of equations. These are relatively easy to solve when the funtions are all linear, However,the solutions are more ompliated when the equations are non-linear.

System DynamicsSystem Dynamis inlude feedbak but also \stoks". For instane, in a supply hain analysis (8.12.1) thegoal might be to keep an inventory of parts roughly onstant while they were being used in manufa-turing. Or, as illustrated in Fig.  A.94, the level of population ould be modeled as it is inreased bybirths and dereased by deaths. Moreover, there is a positive feedbak suh that the more people thereare, the more births there will be. On the other hand, the more deaths there are, the fewer deathswould be expeted in the future.The interloking feedbak loops often make hange extremely diÆult.This is like a data ow diagram (3.10.1). Suh models an provide insight into why some proesses areso resistant to hange [66].There is no exat omputational solution for these models. Numerial analysis.

Figure  A.94: Flow in a population-growthdiagram. As the population increases, both births and deaths will increase.
(redraw)Exampless of supply hain appliations (8.12.1).

Causal Models

System Dynamics Models An important lass of models are those whih an represent rates of hange,in other words, for models whih are highly non-linear. For instane, we might like to model howpopulation size hanges as food supply hanges. These have feedbak. These are more diÆult to model.



 A.10. Mathematical Models 545Beause of the interation of fator approximation must be done by numerial analysis. System-dynamimodels ( A.10.2). Simulations (9.5.0). Causal loop diagrams (Fig.  A.95). Complex systems ( A.10.2).

Figure  A.95: Qualitative causal loop model. (redraw)(check permission)Causation is intergral with explanation (6.3.4)espeially explanation in siene ((se:siexplanation)).Impliations for soial siene (4.4.2). Bayes models for ausation.
Structural Equation Models Causation (4.4.2) an be inferred based on a model. For instane, inFig.  A.96 Compare to DAGs and Bayesian Networks.
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Figure  A.96: Structural equation models can help to validate assertions made about causal relationships.Determining latent variables [6].
 A.10.3. Network Flows and Related Problems

Flow in a NetworkOne appliation of graphs ( A.3.0) is to examine ow through the network. Queuing theory. Calulatingosts of routing. TraÆ on ity streets (Fig.  A.97). Prediting ongestion. Volume and ease of ow.Dynami models for optimizing ow. This also has impliations for Soial Network Analysis.

Figure  A.97: Network flow. (redraw by hand)
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Spreading ActivationBeause so many systems are modeled as graphs, we an explore the spread of ativation. The nervoussystem an be thought of a network in whih neurons (nodes) are onneted by links. When a personthinks about one onept, related onepts often seem to ome to mind. For instane, if I think aboutmy dog, I might also think about the park near my house where I walk the dog.This priming e�et ould be modeled with ativation whih spreads aross the graph. Suppose thereare six nodes onneted as in Fig.  A.98. An impulse starting from neuron a would go to both b and c.In turn, the impulse would be transmitted from those two nodes on to nodes d and e and then �nallyto node f . Suppose further that only 70% of the ativation gets through with eah hop so that 0.49 *0.70 = 0.24 and then 0.24 + 0.24 = 0.48. Many additional parameters ould be applied to this modelsuh as only on/o� neurons, a transfer funtion (inluding a maximum ativation), and speed of deayof the ativation.

ba���
@@R bb -

b -

bd���be
@@R b f time step

neuron 1 2 3

a 1.00 1.00 1.00
b 0.00 0.70 0.70
c 0.00 0.70 0.70
d 0.00 0.49 0.49
e 0.00 0.49 0.49
f 0.00 0.00 0.48

Figure  A.98: The spread of activation from neuron a to neuron f across three time steps.

 A.10.4. Agent-based ModelsUsing independent agents with loal rules to obtain a stable solution in a omplex system. This is anatural extension of soial networks (5.1.0).One strategy for this uses ellular automata. Some simulations is best done with onneted \ells".We all simulations with these \ellular automata". Computer models used for weather foreasting areextremely omplex.Agent-based simulations.One example of a ellular automata is the Game of Life [30]. (Fig.  A.99).
1. If a cell is dead and if three of its neighbors are alive then it comes alive.
2. If a cell is alive and are two or three are alive, it stays alive.
3. Otherwise, a cell dies or remains dead.

gg
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ggggg
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Figure  A.99: Rules for the Game of Life (top) and an example of its use. The filled circles are newly born.Arti�ial life models are arti�ial systems that behave in a fashion similar to the organisms. Randommutation and natural seletion are elegant means by whih individual organisms, speies, and eosys-tems interat to produe strutured hange at all levels and, typially, inreasing omplexity. The �eld



 A.11. Learning Mechanisms and Machine Learning 547of arti�ial life uses these same priniples to design \environments" in whih programs interat to pro-due hange in themselves and the environment itself. This is an example of yberneti evolutionarymodeling.Computer viruses as a form of arti�ial life.AxelrodCellular automata an be used to take the modeling of living organisms more literally, \arti�ial life".Analysis of biologial proesses (Fig.  A.100).
Figure  A.100: An example of artificial life. (check permission)Swarm Intelligene.Self-organizing systems.

 A.11. Learning Mechanisms and Machine LearningWe have already explored learning in several plaes. For instane, we have onsidered human learning
(4.3.5) and other adaptive systems. Cognition and learning (4.3.5). By \mahine learning" we meanalgorithmi learning. Simple ategorization is sometimes onsidered learning; however, here the fousis on learning in whih an entirely new representation is developed. In most ases, the mahine learningalgorithm is trained in one phase and its performane is tested in a seond phase. Generally need largedatasets for statistial approahes to linguistis. Generalization. Over-learning.
 A.11.1. Learning MechanismsWe have learning proesses in many plaes. Learning as taking advie. Coahing.We briey desribed human learning earlier (4.3.5); we an look more losely at learning. Aording toa behaviorist de�nition, human learning an only be demonstrated as a hange in behavior sine wean never be sure what representations people use.Types of learning an be based on the onditions in whih they our. \Learning by doing" or \Learningby observation" Another strategy for disussing learning is to fous on hanges in representation.unsupervised and supervised. There are many possible appliations suh as grammar indution orlearning how to reognizing speeh ats. Furthermore, mahine learning an be applied to adaptiveinterfaes.For human learning, we annot know in detail how human learning ours by inspetion develop amodel for it (4.3.5). However, we may program a omputer to do simple learning.Reinforement learning. Some tasks suh as learning language seem to involve feedbak. Learninglanguage from positive examples.Conditioning. Loud noises and bright lights have a diret physiologial impat as an \unonditionedstimulus". Other stimuli may be onditioned by assoiation with the UCS.Reetion and onsolidation seem to be important for human learning (5.11.2).Here, we will fous on unsupervised and supervised learning.In some ases, a short-ut an be learned. Chunking. Learning patterns of hekers [63].
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 A.11.2. Unsupervised Machine LearningThe lassi�ation proesses disussed earlier assumed a prede�ned ategory system. Unsupervisedlearning systems attempt to \disover" the struture of the underlying similarity of a olletion ofobjets. For instane, sets of abstrats for douments might be identi�ed. We might think of this asreating plausible ategories.Agglomerative lustering versus partitioning approahes.Classi�er.Emergent onept learning (1.1.4).

Quantitative and Hierarchical ClusteringHierarhies are partiularly e�etive for organizing information. Cluster analyses tries to �nd a hi-erarhy to �t data. A graphial presentation of the output of a hierarhial luster analysis alled a\dendrogram" (Fig.  A.101).From lustering to lassi�ation.
Vehicles

Bicycles Motorcycles Trucks Tractors Vans Cars

Figure  A.101: Dendrogram that might be obtained from a hierarchical cluster analysis on the distance between six
types of vehicles. Ideally, the clustering will end up with cleanly separated categories.

Qualitative Clustering and Decision TreesWhile the most ommon type of lustering is qualitative, other lustering tehniques have been proposedwhih are based on quantitative attributes. Deision trees were introdued earlier (3.4.1). Simple deisiontrees an be reated by hand, but more ompliated ones are better made with speialized tools. Twoof the better-known approahes for developing deision trees are Classi�ation and Regression TreeMethodology (CART) [22] and ID3 [58]. This proeeds in merging from the bottom up (Fig.  A.102).These methods work well for data sets that are linearly separable but models suh as bak-propagation
( A.11.4) are better for problems where non-linear partitions are possible.
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Figure  A.102: CART decision tree for[21] and a schematic of the partitions it makes for treatment of hospital patients.
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ScalingMeasurement (9.3.0)/ Metri and non-metri measurement.Transformations.Transitivity.Multidimensional Saling (MDS). Multi-Dimensional Saling (MDS) is related to luster analysis.MDS attempts to �nd the �t of data of high dimensionality into a quantitative method whih an beused to form non-hierarhial lusters a lower-dimensional spae.
Self-Organizing Systems and MapsWhen a rystal forms, the atoms or moleules in it align themselves in highly-ordered patterns. Thisis a type of self-organizing system. Typially, these have loal units that organize into larger, moreoherent patterns. Soiety, the Web, and life itself are all generally onsidered to be self-organizingsystems. This is a type of unsupervised learning.FMRI evidene for onepts separate from language [?℄.

 A.11.3. Supervised Machine Learning: Learning Category M embership and Similar-
itySupervised learning algorithms use feedbak about the results of an ation from the environment toimprove performane. Beause lassi�ation is so ubiquitous, we often think of learning as improvingthe quality of lassi�ation. Supervised learning requires a representation to be updated so that thenext time the behavior is emitted, it is done better.This is sometimes alled learning by trial and error. From design to requirements.Ative learning. A proess of improving ategorization. For instane, we might selet the optimaltraining set.Feedbak an be either positive or negative. Instrumental learning is learning whih helps a person toaomplish some goal.The proedures also di�er in their representation. This setion fouses on neural networks, but otherwell-known supervised learning proedures inlude geneti algorithms ( A.11.6), Hidden Markov Models
( A.5.5), and Bayesian learning ( A.8.2).For instane, text ategorization (10.6.1) might use Bayesian tehniques.Issues for Supervised Learning. How muh training? How good is generalization. Transfer (4.3.5).Classi�ers.Supervised algorithms generally require several training yles. By gradually improving the model, thealgorithm may be able to perform better on later tasks. This is a proess known as \hill limbing". Notevery task is amenable to every supervised learning algorithm. For instane, if the proess of graduallyimproving the weights reahes a loal minimum whih the algorithm annot pass to reah the globalminimum.Supervised learning algorithms use feedbak. Some algorithms will not neessarily onverge and showan improvement. Measures of learning inlude generalization to new situations. Another problem isover-generalization, whih is learning about the details of a spei� training set and missing e�etivegeneralization.Training strategies. Training the network. Suessive approximations and learning.When there is a omplex model, This is known as \redit assignment". Sometimes, it may be diÆult
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Figure  A.103: For some types of predictions, it is helpful to categorize the input values but in other cases, using
numerical values without categorization is more effective.

 A.11.4. Learning in Neural NetworksNeural networks may be thought of as a style of omputation. Some approahes to learning are modeledloosely on biologial systems that show learning.Neural networks are omputational models whih an be applied to learning algorithm in whih theomputation and representation are distributed aross interonneted nodes. Neural networks areloosely modeled on neurons in the nervous system. Eah neuron is a very simple proessing unit.Typially, eah neuron is ative and makes a ontribution. Thus, the omputation is parallel andemergent. Neural networks are numeri and do not expliitly model symbols and onepts. Thus, theyprovide an alternative to symboli proessing models. It remains unlear whether these system anlearn to manipulate symbols.Neural nets and pattern reognition. Modeling the responses of onversational agents. Neural networksare used in many ways inluding lassi�ation. This an be used in general data mining (9.6.5).
Figure  A.104: Distributed representations. (redraw)

Learning Different Types of Representations

Overview of Neural NetworksThe basi neural network model is omposed of neurons onneted by ativation pathways. Eahneuron ombines the inputs from the ativation paths and applies a transfer funtion to determine howmuh ativation will be presented. The neural networks an learn representations that haraterize thepatterns of inputs they have reeived.Most retrieval systems employ indiret indexing terms to point to the ontent. An alternative is tohave the ontent serve as its own index. Content-addressable memories.\Neurons that �re together wire together." Typially, information is represented in the neural net-works by the weights and ativation algorithms. The representations developed by neural networks aredistributed and diÆult to examine. They are an exellent example of non-symboli proessing. How-ever, neural networks have been ritiized for not being able to yield explanations for how they reahdeisions. More often, supervised learning algorithms gradually hange the weights. Neural networkssupport assoiative learning (4.3.5). A simple assumption, whih is known as Hebbian neurons, states



 A.11. Learning Mechanisms and Machine Learning 551that when two neurons are both ative at the same time (i.e., assoiated), then the strength of the linkbetween them is inreased [37] (Fig.  A.105).
∆−~ - n ∆−n - ~ ∆+~ - ~

Figure  A.105: According to the Hebbian learning model the weight, or strength of association, between two neurons
should be increased (∆+). when the neurons are reacting the same way. That is, when they are both ON (filled
circles) (left). If they are reacting differently (center and right), the strength of the association between them is
decremented (∆−).

Back-propagation AlgorithmTo demonstrate even simple reasoning, a learning system should be able to at least learn basi Booleanoperations. The Boolean XOR is similar to the Boolean operations desribed earlier (3.9.2). The XORwas originally believed not to be learnable by neural networks. The bak-propagation algorithm [61]beame partiularly well-known when it was demonstrated that it ould learn the XOR logi funtion(Fig. 3.58). This is a type of non-linear regression.There are many ways olletions of neurons may be onneted. This is the foundation for the repre-sentation. Fig.  A.106 shows a simple three-layer neural network. The input values are shown by theweights of the links, whih onnet them to the hidden-layer neurons. This is, essentially, a bottom-upproess (10.1.5). The three-layer model is partiularly e�etive for data redution in whih the numberof hidden units is small ompared to the number of inputs or outputs.The basi idea is that the weights are updated so the network is more likely to produe the desiredresult after the update. Eah training trial has two phases. The forward-propagation follows a typeof spreading ativation network ( A.10.3). However, the basi spreading ativation approah is adaptedwith the inlusion of bias units, negative weights, and synapses with transfer funtions (Fig.  A.106).The level of ativation on the hidden layer is determined by a simple formula whih integrates theativation from the inputs. The same proess is repeated starting with the hidden units to obtain theativation on the output. For a network whih has already been trained, the output values shouldmath the targets.
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Pattern

layer neurons activation activation activation activation

input left 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
right 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0

hidden left (0.1) 0.0 (0.6) 0.8 (-0.4) 0.2 (0.1) 0.0
right (0.1) 0.0 (-0.4) 0.2 (0.6) 0.8 (0.1) 0.0

output (0.4) 0.2 (0.8) 0.9 (0.8) 0.9 (0.4) 0.2

target 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

Figure  A.106: Forward-propagation in three-layer neural network. Note that the weights (shown in parentheses
in the schematic) are preset to value which solve the XOR. The activation spreads from the input layer through
the hidden (middle) layer to the output layer. Activations are collected at synapses, which are shown by horizontal
lines. A transformation is applied to the synapse activation shown in parentheses in the table to produce the neuron
activation.For the neural network to demonstrated learning (i.e., for the weights to be updated) we an use thedi�erene from the target along with the strength of the ativation on eah weight by a small amount.These orretions are made on the weights from the outputs bak to hidden units and then on theweights bak to the input units.
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 A.11.5. Deep LearningFeature extration.
 A.11.6. Genetic AlgorithmsDNA is the representation for adaptive biologial systems. In the biologial systems, learning is a-omplished from mutation followed by natural seletion. Sine we know that biologial speies adaptthrough evolution, it may be possible to imitate them. This proess an be simulated with binarystrings representing a gene pool (Fig.  A.107). Changes are introdued by mutation of the binary string.\Cross-overs" are a type of mutation in whih segments of two strings are swapped (Fig.  A.108). Nat-ural seletion an then be simulated by seleting those mutated segments that provide better responsesto the problem the initial patterns. mutation

?natural seletion
?reprodution of survivors -

6
�

Figure  A.107: Steps in evolution are emulated by genetic algorithms.

Initial Ending
Patterns Patterns

1 1 | 0 0 0 1 1 | 0 1 1
1 0 | 0 1 1 1 0 | 0 0 0

Figure  A.108: In genetic algorithms, new bit patterns may evolve by a process of “mutation” and “natural selection”.
An example of crossover from a genetic algorithm is shown; the last three bits have been flipped.

 A.12. Biological Basis of Human and Social Information Pro cess-
ing
 A.12.1. Biological Bases of Social BehaviorSoial brain. Aggression. Empathy.Animal models for soial behavior. Fig. ??.

Figure  A.109: Chimp grooming. (check permission)

 A.12.2. Brain ScienceWhy brain siene is relevant for information siene.While we have generally foused on the use of information rather than the underlying infrastruture.For human information proessing we have onsidered ognition (4.3.0) but not the brain. Here, weinvestigate that. Neurology. Cognition systems. Hierarhial sensory proessing. Metaboli ost forognition.Senario visualization [?℄.Plastiity. Language learning up to a ertain age. Sensory and brain development.
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Figure  A.110: Basic brain structures.Cognitive metaboli osts. Metaboli osts in multitasking. Motor behavior (4.2.4).Perhaps some overlap of brain inputs helps to give people the distintive apabilities[64]. Fae blindness.
Spatial BrainSpatial brain. Grid ells for loation.
Brain StructureModularity of brain strutures.Left-handedness.synapses > neurons > network > maps > nervous systems
Macro Structure Regions for vision, emotions, motor ontrol.There is some ross-talk among neurons in the brain. Priming. Even apparently ross-talk betweenstrutures. Holding a hot up of o�ee a�ets rating of the warmth of other people.The human brain is vastly di�erent from silion omputers and their programming. The brain is amass of neurons whih are inter-onneted by an even larger number of axons.The physial struture of the brain shows a lot of speialization. Right brain versus left brain [?℄.identifying brain funtion of di�erent brain hemispheres. Left brain tends to be logial and the rightbrain tends to be intuitive.Hippoampus. Spatial neurons.Soial brain. Fae reognition. Empathy.Fear and aggression. Emotion from the amygdale.

Figure  A.111: Hubel and Wisel neurons. (check permission)Mirror neurons and empathy.Motor behavior (4.2.4) and sensation (Fig.  A.112).Miro-strutures. Mirror neurons.Brain siene and language learning. Broa and Wernike's Areas are important in language.
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Figure  A.112: Brain motor behavior.

Neurons Neurons.Synapses are adaptive. Neurotransmitters. Dopamine.The ability of the human brain to develop new representations seems to hange with growth.
Brain FunctionFurthermore, the funtions of many regions of the brain an be learly identi�ed. Right brain versusleft brain [11]. The left hemisphere of the brain is generally assoiated with speeh. One part, Broa'sArea, is involved in speeh and language prodution. While another part, Wernike's Area, is involvedin speeh understanding. Moreover, these may be related to language diÆulties suh as dyslexia (4.9.3).Unreliable omponents (i.e., neurons) produe generally oherent thinking.Visual features and visual searh.Magneti resonane imaging (MRI) fMRI whih measures inreased blood ow for di�erent ognitiveativities.

Figure  A.113: Functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) has proven very useful for determining which parts
of the brain are most involved in high level cognitive processing. (check permission).Some of these studies have revealed speialized strutures of the brain. Regions of the visual ortexspeialized for faes, plaes, bodies [41] (Fig.  A.114).Hippoampus and episodi memory.Expert hess players versus novies show ativity in di�erent regions of the brain when playing hess.Neural plastiity.Mental imagery and vision.Pain.Musi [48].Category-spei� ells. Grandmother ells. Grammar ells. Cells whih respond to stimuli whih havebeen attended to a lot.Consiousness and intentional behavior.
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Figure  A.114: Face detection cells vs frequent item cells.[41]. (check permission)Neural network models ( A.11.4) and broader modeling of neural iruits.Modular system with lots of feedbak [70].Sleep and memory onsolidation [7].Multiple memories. Amnesia diÆulties of forming long-term memories.
 A.12.3. Affect and Emotion

Figure  A.115: Typical time-course for physiological arousal. A loud noise may cause an “fight or flight” reaction”.
(redraw)Oxytoin.

AddictionMultiple ompeting fores. Opponent proess model of addition. Pleasure and stress.
Figure  A.116: Model for addiction.

 A.12.4. LearningAs with the omplexity of neurons themselves, there are many mehanisms for learning. There is bothplastiity and wired-in learning. Some studies show that neural organization of information ontinuesas late as 18 years of age.
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 A.12.5. Brain SimulationMahine learning ( A.11.0). .
Neural Prosthetics Neural prosthetis.Neuro-tehnologies.Moral judgment,

 A.13. Encryption and CryptographyEnryption is a foundation for information seurity and appliations suh as privay (8.3.1) and eom-mere (8.12.5). We briey introdued enryption earlier ( A.13.1); here we extend that. These algorithmsare triggered by a \key" whih is a large number that sets the algorithm. Many of the most robustenryption protools are based on the diÆulty of fatoring ombinations of prime numbers. Amountof omutation is a onsideration for routine use. Brute fore attak to break enryption.
Figure  A.117: Bletchley house: The site of British code breaking work during World War II. (check permission)Hidden Markov models ( A.5.5) an be useful for ode-breaking. Spei�ally, they an help to identifynon-random proesses.

 A.13.1. EncryptionEnryption is a base tehnology whih an failitate seurity. Enryption srambles data, making itdiÆult to interept and read. Enryption supports for information assurane. When important dataan be easily and illegitimately opied, and other information an be as easily forged, it is natural tolook for tehnologial solutions to the problems raised by suh ativities. For all pratial purposes,modern enryption algorithms annot be broken. In a sort of arms rae, sophistiated tehnologies forproteting information often produe sophistiated attaks by people seeking to breah those safeguards.The enryption algorithms may be embedded in a servie to aid in information seurity.
Secret CodesCodes and enryption protet information from being seen by people who do not know the key. Someof the simplest odes are \substitution odes" in whih one letter is replaed by other letters. Theode shown in Fig.  A.118 is formed by shifting eah letter 13 positions in the alphabet. These rotatedletters are substituted for the original letters. We might easily guess that the rotated letters v, b, anda are among the most ommon in the language sine they appear twie in the oded word. In fat, wesee that these letters represent i, o, and n. With suÆient samples of text, suh simple odes are easilybroken.

e t a o i n s r h l d c u m f p g w y b v k x j q z

Figure  A.118: Rank order of the letters in the English (Latin) alphabet based on their frequency.

original i n f o r m a t i o n

ROT13 coded v a s b e z n g v b a

Figure  A.119: The letters of the word in the first line are shifted by 13 letter positions (ROT13) in the second line.
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Single-Key (Symmetric) EncryptionModern enryption shemes are muh more diÆult to break. One family of enryptions is symmetri;that is, the same algorithm key an enrypt and derypt these odes. The Data Enryption Stan-dards (DES) ( A.13.2) is alled \symmetri" beause the enryption and deryption keys are the same(Fig.  A.120). Without knowing the key, the only pratial way to break these odes is by testing allpossible values for the keys. Whether, and how quikly, the algorithm an be broken depends on thesize of the fators and the speed of the omputers trying to break it.
Figure  A.120: Symmetric-key encryption uses the same key for encryption and decryption.

Public-Key (Asymmetric) Encryption and the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)The publi-key algorithm uses two asymmetri keys. One of the keys enrypts messages while theseond derypts them. The details of the algorithm are given in  A.13.3. Most often, the publi keyalgorithm is used to prove that information is from an authenti soure. It ould be a digital signatureor a stamp to validate a Web site. In this type of appliation, the enryption key is kept seret and thederyption key is made freely available. If a Web site is able to be read using the deryption key theywe an be on�dent it was enrypted by the holder of the private key. It is also possible to publishthe enryption key and keep the deryption key seret. In this latter approah, anyone an enrypt amessage and send it to the holder of the deryption key, but only that person an read the message.Signing erti�ates.
Figure  A.121: Public-key encryption is asymmetric with one key to encrypt (write) the file and a second key to read
it.Beyond enryption algorithms, an infrastruture is needed to allow distributed omputers to exhangeinformation seurely. A erti�ation authority guarantees that a publi key atually belongs to a ertainorganization (Fig.  A.122). Spei�ally, the erti�ation authority provides an eletroni erti�atewhih an validate a publi key (Fig.  A.123); it also sets time limits during whih a erti�ate maybe ative. It provides its own enryption and a temporal window in whih it an be used. Messageauthorization ode.

Key Management and Encryption without Transmitting KeysProedures for seure management of keys remains diÆult. The key needs to be delivered to theorret reipient. If the keys are distributed by an inseure hannel, they ould be stolen. Beause ofthe diÆulty of key management, a proedure that reates an enrypted hannel without transmittingkeys an be useful. The DiÆe-Hellman proedure ( A.13.2) an be used to exhange information seurelybeause the keys are never transmitted in the open. This is the priniple behind SSH.
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Sequence Description

0. Certification authority sends private key to HTTP server. This is often
done when server site is set up.

1. User contacts merchant’s HTTP server.
2. HTTP server suggests switching to secure server.
3. User asks for merchant’s public key from certification authority.
4. Certification authority replies with merchant’s public key.
5. User merchant’s contacts secure server.
6. Secure server responds and user can decrypt page with public key.

Figure  A.122: The steps in authentication with a certification authority. (FIG)

Field Description

Version Version
Serial number Unique serial number
Signature Algorithm used to sign certificate
Issuer Trusted entity
Validity Dates for which the certificate is valid
Subject Name of the certificate holder
SubjectPublicKeyInfo Algorithms for which the certificate is valid
IssuerUniqueID ID of trusted entity
SubjectUniqueID ID of certificate holder
Extensions Extensions

Figure  A.123: The main fields of an electronic certificate (adapted from[3]).

Digital Signatures and Digital Time-StampsHashing is a proedure generally produes an index number from omplex number. This unique numberan be used as a digital signature. Time-stamps are an appliation of digital signatures whih desribewhen an information resoure was reated. An inventor might want to be able to verify the date onwhih his or her invention was reated, or a hospital may want to on�rm the time and date when anX-ray of a patient was taken. Seure hashing, whih is similar to enryption, generates a unique hashode for the objet; this an be widely published so that its time annot be disputed. Simply inludinga digitized time in an ordinary enryption is not proof beause that time-stamp ould have been forgedbefore the enryption. This an be a tehnique for authentiation.A time-stamp system is based on publishing a rolling hash ode (Fig.  A.124). Provides trust (5.2.3).Content enrypted with that key must have been in that sequene based on a reonstrution of thesequene of values. The result is published in a newspaper lassi�ed advertisement. Beause thenewspaper is dated and widely distributed, the time stamps must have been generated on that date.
Encryption PoliciesEnryption attempts to sramble messages so thoroughly that they annot be deoded exept by some-one with the key. This tehnology may be abused; it ould enable riminals to ommuniate withoutany possibility of detetion. The U.S. government has attempted to ontrol the distribution of enryp-
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Figure  A.124: Steps in time-stamping digital objects. The documents are hashed and the hashes are stored in a
list. This list is hashed and the resulting hash code is published in a newspaper. As with any public-key system, the
list can be read, but the time-stamp agency can prove that only they could have produced that hash. (FIG)tion tehnology by prohibiting its ommerial export. Critis of this poliy argue that the enryptiontehnology should be freely available. However, that e�ort has not been generally suessful and thedebate has shifted to whether there should be a way for government oÆials to over-ride the enryp-tion in some ases. Privay advoates disagree with the inlusion of an over-ride apability. Currentenryption tehnology is so good that for all pratial purposes it annot be broken. The most seriousproblems with redit ard authorization on the Web have not been with the algorithms, but with theontrol of derypted ard numbers that were stored in a database.

 A.13.2. Digital Encryption Standard (DES)DES is the basi proedure for symmetri key enryption. It proeeds through a series of permutation,rotation, using the Boolean XOR operator (3.9.2). This is fairly fast and is reversible, but an be diÆultto rak depending on the number of bits in the XOR. A shemati of the steps is shown in Fig.  A.117.
1 10111000 00101110
2 - -
3 - -

Figure  A.125: Simplified version of DES using eight bits, rotation, and XOR.

 A.13.3. Public-Key Encryption AlgorithmAppliations of publi-key enryption were desribed earlier ( A.13.1). Here we explain the RSA publi-key enryption algorithm following[69]. This is sometimes alled a \trapdoor" or \knapsak" algorithmbeause it is easy to go in one diretion but diÆult to go in the other diretion. This is espeially truefor very large values. Begin by seleting two prime numbers, p and q and an enryption key, e. Thosevalues an be used to derive the deryption key, d (Eq.  A.20).
(d ∗ e) mod ((p − 1)(q − 1)) = 1 ( A.20)A message, M , an be enrypted to a ipher, C, with Eq.  A.21. When we want private enryption ofmessages, e and p ∗ q together an be used as a \private key".

C = M e mod (p ∗ q) ( A.21)
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M = Cd mod (p ∗ q) ( A.22)As an example, if we took two prime numbers, p = 11 and q = 3 and we selet e = 13. d an bealulated from Eq.  A.20.3

(d ∗ 13) mod((11 − 1)(3 − 1)) = (d ∗ 13) mod (20) = 1 ( A.23)

d = 17 ( A.24)For instane, this might be the ASCII ode a text message. Now, imagine that we want to transmitthe number \9" as a message, M . The ipher an be alulated with Eq.  A.21 along with the valuesof e. 4

C = 913mod(33) ( A.26)

C = 15 ( A.27)The reeiver an then deode the ipher using the deryption key, d and the value of p∗ q and Eq.  A.22to reover the value of the message, M .
M = 1517mod(33) ( A.28)

M = 9 ( A.29)Beause the publi-key alulations are omputationally expensive, an entire message is typially notenrypted with this tehnique. Rather, the DES algorithm may be used to enrypt the message andonly the DES key is enrypted with the publi key algorithm.
 A.13.4. Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI)
Certification Authorities and Electronic Certificates Fig.  A.123 shows the steps required by a erti�ationauthority.

- - -

Figure  A.126: Stream cipher.

 A.13.5. Cryptographic ProtocolsEnryption an be the foundation of low-level protools. For instane, employing middleware to provideanonymity.The enryption proedures just desribed an be applied in many ways, Cryptographi that managesdi�erent types of interation. Determining the highest salary among a group of people without beingable to identify who has it.Enryption is possible solution to seurity rather than a system solution.\Pseudonym" systems.
3For large values, this calculation can be simplified with Euclid’s theorem.
4Note that even for small values these exponents will overflow most computers. The computation can be made more tractable

by decomposing the exponents. For instance:

913mod(33) = [96mod(33) ∗ 95mod(33) ∗ 92mod(33)] mod(33) ( A.25)



 A.14. Servers and Networks 561Compared to redit ards, ash provides anonymity beause there is no eletroni trail.Seure multiparty ommuniations. Proteting privay (8.3.1) and data mining. A bank an guaranteea payment without the soure of the funds being diretly identi�ed. This provides about the same levelof anonymity as ash (Fig.  A.127) [23].
Figure  A.127: An example of a cryptographic protocol for ecommerce. In the top panel the user requests a
certificate from the bank for a fixed amount. In the bottom panel, the certificate is given to a merchant. (adapted
from[23]). (redraw)

 A.14. Servers and NetworksWe have seen range servers from databases, to Web sites, to repository servers. In middleware (7.7.1). Aserver is a networked omputer that speializes in delivering data and information. Network seurity.Peer-to-peer.This does not inlude the human or organizational issues.We have touhed on servers in many setions.
 A.14.1. Database SystemsDatabase management systems (DBMS) ((se:dbmsbasi)). Indeed, these may be federated systems inwhih ase they would are distributed databasemanagement systems (DDBMS).While we emphasized databases for retrieving information, many databases also need to store informa-tion reeived from users.Unitary transations. ACID: Atomi, Consisteny, Isolation, DurabilityCRUD: Create, Read, Update, Delete.

Transaction ManagementNested and distributed transations.Database transations. Lok to make sure the annot be hanged by another proess. Prevent onitsof two disk ativities at the same time.Several transations may our simultaneously. Conurreny ontrol. Suppose you are online andbrowsing for an airplane tiket. You would be very annoyed if you have piked a ight and seat butbefore you omplete the purhase somebody else slips in and purhases that seat. This problem anbe helped by reating a lok on the seat one you request it. While the lok in e�et nobody else anselet that seat.Avoid onits and deadloks.Rollbak points.Chek-in and hek-out to make sure the do not overlap.Two-phase loking (Fig.  A.128). Growing phase and shrinking phase. Loking phase and release phase.
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Figure  A.128: Two-phase locking. (redraw)

Network DatabasesThe Web is highly distributed and there are no guarantees as to information being available.A variety of systems have been developed for managing the oordination of the network infrastruture.
Placement in the Network There is often a tradeo� between disk storage and network usage. Frequentlyaessed ontent an be made available. Mirroring.[??]

 A.14.2. Web ServersFrom Web servers to repository servers and ontent management systems (CMS) (7.8.0).
Web Server LogsServers reord a great deal of information about eah transation (Fig. ??).Tools for analysis and improved advertising. Able to �nd IP addresses.

208.219.77.29 - - [17/Aug/1999:11:57:58 -0400] “GET /robots.txt HTTP/1.1” 404 207
208.219.77.29 - - [17/Aug/1999:12:01:38 -0400] “GET /snews/ HTTP/1.1” 200 822
208.219.77.29 - - [17/Aug/1999:13:59:46 -0400] “GET /snews/ HTTP/1.1” 200 822
208.219.77.29 - - [17/Aug/1999:14:24:38 -0400] “GET /snews/browse.html HTTP/1.1” 200 665
208.219.77.29 - - [17/Aug/1999:14:36:24 -0400] “GET /snews/form.html HTTP/1.1” 200 1080
208.219.77.29 - - [17/Aug/1999:16:16:51 -0400] “GET /snews/form.html HTTP/1.1” 200 1080
208.219.77.29 - - [17/Aug/1999:16:24:29 -0400] “GET /snews/MDUD/pageImages.html HTTP/1.1” 200 856
208.219.77.29 - - [17/Aug/1999:19:26:07 -0400] “HEAD /snews/MDUD/pageImages.html HTTP/1.1” 200 856
208.219.77.29 - - [17/Aug/1999:19:28:10 -0400] “HEAD /snews/NYBE/pageImages.html HTTP/1.1” 200 425

Figure  A.129: Web Server log files. Each of part of the Web page to be retrieval such as individual figures is
recorded separately.Anonymizer.omCahing of Web pages depends on Web usage patterns. It an be on the browser or in the networks;for example at a proxy server.

 A.14.3. Link Resolution for Digital LibrariesSome links may be ontext sensitive. For instane, links for an appropriate opy may depend onontrats. Links in the loal ontext.One strategy for organizing virtual or distributed olletions employs \Digital Objet Identi�ers"(DOIs). These unique odes are omposed of a pre�x that desribe the diretory and publisher, and asuÆx that assigns the objet a ode of the publisher's hoosing.Manage aess rights. Digital objet identi�ers (DOIs) ( A.14.3).



 A.15. Transmission and Networking 563The \appropriate opy" linking servie [55] uses the Handles protool [40] ( A.14.3). It is an \appropriateopy" in the sense that a ontrast or liense exists for aessing that ontent. This is also termed\ontext-sensitive linking" (Fig.  A.130). From DOIs ( A.14.3).

Figure  A.130: Context-sensitive linking[12]. (check permission)

 A.15. Transmission and NetworkingIt is not the intention of this text to provide a general ourse on transmission; rather, we fous ondata transmission. Ideally, transmission should be fast, exible, and real-time. This an greatly a�etmultimedia presentations.

Figure  A.131: Telephone lines in rural Virginia (from LC)Distributed protools.
 A.15.1. Data TransmissionData has to get from one plae to another. Transmission osts are falling rapidly and inreasing inportability.Digital versus analog. Asymmetri links. The bak hannel does not neessarily have to be as highbandwidth. Symmetri network, have soures equal to sinks.

Broadcast and WirelessThere are many tehnologies and many ways of delivering ontent. In a broadast transmission, anantenna sends signals into the air; broadast is widely used by traditional analog radio and videostations. Broadast normally sends signals to anyone with an appropriate reeiver.
Spectrum The eletromagneti spetrum inludes radio frequenies used for ommuniation servie.Di�erent parts of the spetrum are useful for di�erent appliations. These are liensed to avoid onitsin ommuniation. This liensing regulates, for instane, the number of broadast television stations



564 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13in a region. In the U.S. permission in alloated by the Federal Communiations Commission (FCC).In some ases, the spetrum is quite valuable and it is generally autioned to the highest as a publiresoure. Di�erent parts of the spetrum are suitable for di�erent appliations. Fig.  A.132 shows howthe spetrum is divided for ommuniations.

Figure  A.132: Chart showing the allocation of electromagnetic spectrum for communication in the U.S. (left) and a
detail of the chart (right)[53].

Wireless Wireless transmission allows for portable, and hene nearly ubiquitous, dissemination ofinformation. When broadast is used for personal ommuniations. Analog versus digital radio versusIR transmission mirowave.Who owns wireless spetrum. Is it a publi resoure. Commons wireless networks. Sharing bandwidth.For instane, garage door openers share a spetrum with �ghter airraft.Wireless and mobility of servies.This has the potential to make highly portable servies.Cellular { what is a ell. Miroells. Fig. ?? shows how ells work in a ellular telephony system.Coordination between ells.
Figure  A.133: Cellular telephony.Multimedia over wireless poses substantial bandwidth diÆulties.

Spread Spectrum With traditional radio, the broadast is on a single frequeny. However, it is alsopossible to spread information aross di�erent wavelengths of the spetrum (Fig.  A.134) [?℄.
Satellite Relay Satellites provide ommuniation overage in remote loations. Several generations ofsatellites have been deployed. One important di�erene between them is their orbits. \Remote sensing"satellites. There are two fundamental types of ommuniations satellites, those in GeosynhronousEarth Orbits (GEOs) and in Low Earth Orbit (LEOs). The GEOs stay in one position above theearth. GEOs at X KM (24K miles). footprints. LEOs are not geosynhronous. Several sets of LEOssuh as Teledesi and Iridium are being deployed. Delay in satellite ommuniations makes two-wayvoie links diÆult.
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Figure  A.134: In spread-spectrum communications, parts of a message are communicated on different wave-
lengths. Because different wavelengths are used, the message can be robust and difficult to intercept.

Location TechnologiesFor games and for mobile servies. Coupon alert during shopping,Providing better bus servies. How to optimize bus servies for times. Autioning spaes (perhaps bybetter pries.Managing loation with trado� of bandwidth and energy use.Loation-related searh. Walking routes by mining previous trajetories. Finding a stationary objet.
Global Positioning System (GPS) Fig.  A.135 illustrates how a GPS an alulate the position of anobjet on earth based on the di�erene in the timing of signals reeived from the two satellites. Betterresolution, inluding 3-D position, an be obtained by using the signals from three or four satellites.

Figure  A.135: Global Positioning System (GPS) position is obtained from satellite positions.

Indoor Location Properties of waves. Wave propogation method of loation.Signal strength-maps. Know harateristis of of the signals in a building. Problem of people walkingaround buildings. Very ostly and time-onsuming. Privay problems in all this monitoring.
Navigation Based Position Accuracy Navigation through spae. Inertial navigation systems (INS) Canuse navigation for Compass, Aelerometer, Gyrosope.Coordinating loations with amera or image proessing.Understanding the meaningfulness of behavior. Judging a person's intentionality for their motion.
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 A.15.2. Digital NetworkingDigital networking makes distributed information systems possible. The information revolution dependson getting the information there. Internet versus the Web.[??]Error ontrol in networks.
Packets and RoutingA distributed network is designed an be robust to failure. In a entralized network onsider whathappens to a failure at the entral node.Pakets are really sets of eletrial pulses.SniÆng.
Local Area Networks (LANs) The on�guration of the network reets the Robust networks (Fig.  A.136).This is analogous to soial interation (1.2.1). How best to get from one plae to another.
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Figure  A.136: Three local area networks are illustrated. In a ring (right) the packets will be sure to reach all nodes.
The other networks require routing. The distributed network should be more robust to failure than the “star” network.Ring network.

Circuits and NetworksIn traditional telephony, there is an eletrial iruit between the mouthpiee of one telephone and thereeiver of the other telephone. This disussion fouses on paket networks. A paket is a olletion ofeletrial signals that arries both header information and data. The header information desribe thedestination of the paket and the type of protool it follows.Ethernet is the most ommon paket network but many others have been proposed. Ethernet is theprimary example of CMDA (ollision networks) but inreasingly it is being adopted by wireless systems.This provides robustness, but not if saturated. Ethernet on a single network. Gigabit Ethernet,[??] VBR(Variable Bit-rate Transmission), ATM layers | physial layer, ATM layer, adaptation layer.Non-CDMA networks.
Addresses and PortsIn a iruit where several mahines are onneted, the mahines must be given addresses to distinguishthem from eah other.
Addresses and Domains Typially, networks are interonneted. To go beyond a loal network requiresgateways for routing to other networks. IP and Class B, C, D address,There are many poliy issues surrounding internet naming [?℄.
Packet ProtocolsA protool is a standard for ommuniation to ensure that a transmission goes to the right plae. Thereare the IP-level protools.[??] Servie protools, suh as http, are disussed above ((se:http)).The Internet is a harsh environment for pakets ( A.15.2). If key data is in only a few pakets andthose are lost due to ongestion, serious problems an ensue. Often an adaptation is made to network



 A.15. Transmission and Networking 567environments by dropping frames. In urrent implementation, all pakets are given equal priority.
 A.15.3. Multimedia and Hypermedia and NetworkingMultimedia networking has speial requirements. Even small delays an make a di�erene in transmis-sions, so salability is important.

Networking and Special EffectsWhere in network are speial e�ets ompleted? Reonstrut fades later loally [?℄. Real-time intera-tion.
Network-Scalable Multimedia ServicesA traditional video stream has �xed-rate bit streams. However, interative multimedia servies areoften \bursty" (Fig. ??).

 A.15.4. Audio DeliveryBeause it has lower bandwidth requirements, audio servies are easier to develop in the short termthan are video servies.Internet telephony. This an mean many things to many people. ITU H.323. The problem of ongestionalong routes an be a signi�ant fator. However, many internet telephony servies run P2P protools.The telephone is a real-time multimedia servie. Indeed, the real-time restritions are striter here thanfor delivery of audio or video; very little delay an be tolerated.Repair of audio, In many ases, audio is fairly preditable. Thus, if a paket and its data are lost agood guess an be made about how to replae it.Communiation servies suh as live telephony have very stringent network requirements. VOIP, voieover IP.
Figure  A.137: VOIP.

 A.15.5. Video DeliveryS-Video, Composite video.[??]
Video Broadcast and NetworkingVideo is not one tehnology but many. There is a fundamental distintion between analog and digitaltransmission. You are probably most familiar with analog video, whih is broadast or delivered byable to your television. Most new video tehnologies are digital. Digital video allows pitures to beomputer-proessed. Speial e�ets an be generated and frame rates and ompression an be easilyontrolled. Digital video generally requires very large amounts of data ompared to images and evenaudio. Low-level networking issues and video hardware are disussed in  A.18.0.Digital video also allows for delivery of video by paket networks. In the near future, broadast qualityvideo is not likely to be arried on the Internet beause of the large amounts of data involved. Asgigabit networks and satellite delivery are more widely deployed, this may beome ommon.
Analog Broadcast VideoBroadast television started as blak-and-white.As olor television was developed, it was neessary to allow the large number of existing blak-and-whitetelevision sets to be able to reeived programs transmitted in olor and to allow olor television sets



568 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13to reeive blak-and-white programs. Thus, the olor signal was superimposed on the blak-and-whitesignal. SMPTE (Soiety of Motion Piture and Television Engineers) standards were established to dothis, and to handle the speial ases of olor superimposedon an analog broadast signal.There are two widely used broadast formats: NTSC and CECAM-PAL. NTSC is used in NorthAmeria while CECAM-PAL is used in most of the rest of the world.High-de�nition television (HDTV) is a widely disussed standard.
Digital VideoThere are many ways of transmitting data by wire. In addition, digital video an be proessed in otherways. Video on demand is one servie that an be provided with this tehnology.Digital video is delivered over the network or by wireless. Digital Video Broadast (DVB) an be ofhigher quality than analog. The ATSC (Advaned Television Standards Committee) establishes riteriafor DVB.In streaming video, frames are sent and viewed onseutively as they arrive. Streaming may be moreeÆient; viewing of a video an start sooner beause one does not have to wait for an entire �le todownload. One limitation with streaming is that there may be ongestion in the network and someframes may arrive late or not at all. A seond limitation is that streaming video is usually uniast,that is, only one lient is onneted to the server at one time. Multiasting allows many people to beserved by a single a video soure while minimizing network load.Combining video with many other servies.Multiasting may also be used for other servies suh as distribution of audio and games.

 A.16. The InternetThe Internet is the international olletion of paket networks whih implements the Internet Protool(IP). It was designed as a distributed network to promote robustness and survivability. During the1980's private networks grew but many of these used proprietary protools and were interonneted.
The Physical Internet While we have foused on protools, but, of ourse, the Internet is made up ofommuniation lines and routers. Avoiding ongestion ( A.16.0). Map of the InternetWhile it is relatively easy to provide high speed network onnetivity on major trunks. Feeding thatonnetivity out to individual loations. Last-mile problem.
Layers of Service Layering is a good strategy for managing omplexity (7.7.1). Fig.  A.138 showsthe ISO Open System Interonnet (OSI) layers for servies. Layering for separating the omplexity

(7.7.1). This spei�ation is foused on the network and not on the servies. Ideally, the layers shouldbe independent of eah other. Referene model for how a network should be built.
Layer Description Example

1 Application

2 Presentation

3 Session Circuit connection

4 Transport TCP

5 Network IP

6 Data Link binary data

7 Physical cables

Figure  A.138: The ISO OSI 7-layer model. Each layer is designed to operate separately from the others.



 A.16. The Internet 569Sreendump of router se up.
 A.16.1. Internet Economics and PoliciesInformation networks are embedded into the soial fabri.Eonomis (8.7.0). Network eonomis.Moving omputing or moving data.Pakets and network eonomis [76]. Impratiality of harging per paket. Peering.

Figure  A.139: Internet peering. (redraw) (check permission)Boundary gateway protool (BGP).Internet struture is desribed in ( A.16.0). The at-rate business model was instrumental in generatingbusiness. Business models for the Internet. Measuring traÆ. Priing. Net neutrality. Dark networks.
 A.16.2. Regulating the InternetControlling Internet ativities by national laws [33].Government regulation. Cross-border regulation.

Real-Time Services on the InternetThe Internet transmits pakets but they may be delayed or destroyed. For instane, if too many paketsarrive at a swith at a given time, the bu�er may overow and some of the pakets might be disarded.Even if they are not disarded, they may be delayed.For email, these delays are not signi�ant but for real-time interation, only minimal delays an betolerated. While the Web is mostly text and images, as we have seen throughout this book, multimediais onstantly inreasing.A variety of new Internet servies have been proposed, inluding IPv6. Charging and wireless.Bu�ering of transmitted information.[??]
Real-Time Protocols A variety of protools for real-time IP servies have been proposed. UDP paketsare sometimes preferred for multimedia beause of the speed.Robust IP Multiast.
Quality of Service Guarantees The Internet is highly distributed and has many bottleneks.Quality of Servie (QoS) guarantees and multimedia (bloking and lateny). Requires ooperation fromrouters.
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 A.17. Computing Architectures and Operations
 A.17.1. Theory of ComputationWhat is the way to organize omponents suh as swithes and memory to do omplex omputation.Turing [74].Interative omputing [5].The basi units of a Von Neuman omputer [77]. 1. Arithmeti unit, 2. Memory 3. Control 4.Input/Output (Fig.  A.140).

Instruction space: Memory space:
x=x+1; x
z=x+y; y

z

Figure  A.140: Stored programs need both instruction-memory space and a data-memory space.

 A.17.2. Computer Programming LanguagesE�etiveness.
Machine LanguageInstrution spae and data spae.
Formal Properties of Programming LanguagesOne attribute of a programming language is the ability to express omplex material. The ability to doany type of omputation is known as being \Turing omplete".Useful for applying algorithms for ompleting ertain tasks.Formal languages (6.5.2). Parsing and ompiling,

 A.17.3. CPU ArchitecturesThe omplexity of the algorithms wired diretly into a CPU hip a�ets its size, speed, and the heat itgenerates. Thus, hip designers have two approahes.Booleans are the basis of the gates used in digital logi (Fig.  A.141). (3.9.2,  A.7.1).
Figure  A.141: Logic circuits. The OR gates and the AND gates. (redraw)A omputer may be alled on to do a wide range of alulations. When designing CPUs, there wasa tendeny introdue instrutions for and many of those omputations as possible. This resulted inso-alled Complex Instrution Set (CISC) hips.However, the CISC hips were more diÆult to manufature, were more speialized, and onsumedmore heat when operating. Thus, the hip makers deided it was better to simplify the number of



 A.17. Computing Architectures and Operations 571instrutions. This resulted in Redued Instrution Set (RISC) hips.Reon�gurable omputing.Graphis omputing. Cell proessor.
 A.17.4. Distributed Problem Solving
 A.17.5. Parallel ComputingA distributed system has several omputer proessors onneted by a network while the network on-netions are fairly fast, they are not nearly as fast interonneted systems with a shared bus. Theseentrally onneted omputers are all \parallel". There are many ways they an be inter-onneted.Fig.  A.142 shows multiple streams with rossovers. In this on�guration, the results for eah stage arepassed to all proessors ative in the seond stage. \pipeline" model.Mesh networks.Cell omputing.Coordination and omputation.Parallel algorithms.For some other problems, arbitrary exhanges between proessors (Fig.  A.143). There are severaldi�erent arhitetures.
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Figure  A.142: A parallel computer has multiple connected CPUs.
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Figure  A.143: A cube architecture allows the shortest path for communication among the nodes. We can easily
visualize a 3-D cube but it is also easy to wire nodes into higher-dimensional cube, “hypercube,” architectures.Spei� algorithms an math these arhitetures.Multiore proessors.

 A.17.6. Grid ComputingWe briey onsidered grid omputing (7.8.1).Networking, storage, and onurreny.
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Large Scale Distributed StorageDelay aross storage.BigTable.Storage resoure broker [13]. Rule spei�ation. iRODS.Peer to peer system for storage. LOCKSS Preventing groups from. Grid omputing, the storageresoure broker [14].\The SDSC Storage Resoure Broker (SRB) is lient-server middleware that provides a uniform interfaefor onneting to heterogeneous data resoures over a network and aessing repliated data sets. SRB,in onjuntion with the Metadata Catalog (MCAT), provides a way to aess data sets and resouresbased on their attributes and/or logial names rather than their names or physial loations". QUOTEMove data around the net based on luster analysis of how it is used. Importane of keeping a singlemaster opy. Data storage (Fig. ??). DiÆulty of updates.
Figure  A.144: BigTable.

 A.17.7. Models of ComputationBlakboards.Neural networks ( A.11.4).
Autonomic ComputingGet the system to optimize itself. Self-aware, self-healing [2].

 A.18. Input/Output DevicesAlthough digital proessing is inreasingly important, it is often neessary to understand the e�ets ofphysial proesses. Input/output devies.
 A.18.1. Audio DevicesTransduer for audio.[??]

MicrophonesA mirophone onverts sound in air to eletri signals. Diretional mirophones. Cone of sensitivity.
Figure  A.145: Microphone. (re-draw-K)
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SpeakersSpeakers reate pressure waves from eletrial signals; a speaker's sound box an provide resonane.Di�erent speakers are used for di�erent pithes.
Specialized Audio Processing A-to-D, Digital Signal Proessing (DSP) hips.[??]

 A.18.2. Visual and Video DevicesHow to apture and present an array of signals. Here, we briey survey several tehnologies. Digitalinema.
Printing TechnologyPaper and ink. E-Ink �gure. (Fig.  A.146).

Figure  A.146: Black-and-white balls with different electrostatic charges are placed in a clear larger ball. Applying
an external charge causes the balls to separate[4]. (check permission)

Cameras and ScanningCharge oupled devies (CCDs) | solid state ameras. Sanning is the usual approah for digitizing apaper doument or piture. It may be done at di�erent resolutions; after sanning, the bitmap an beompressed. One sanned, images an be arhived, distributed, or proessed.Sanners or digital ameras digitize and analyze small areas of a piture and measure the brightness orolors in that small area.E�etiveness for reproduing readable text. The quality of the sanning for the resolution is shownwith the \quality index" (Eq.  A.30). [42]

Quality Index = h ∗ dpi; ( A.30)For fragile materials, it is neessary to employ non-destrutive sanning.
Video DisplaysRefresh rate. Number of pixels on a standard television display.[??] The \aspet ratio" of a video displayis that of length to width. Larger over smaller. Fig.  A.147 ontrasts the aspet ratio of television (A,B) with the aspet ratio for inema (C).

A B C
Figure  A.147: The aspect ratio is the ratio of the width of a display to its height. The ratio remains constant although
the absolute size may change. The ratio 4-to-3, as shown in Panels A and B is the standard for video. While the
ratio 16-to-9, as shown in C is used for cinema.



574 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13LCD displays, plasma displays, interlaing. The piture is presented on the sreen with rasters. Vetorgraphis. Raster.Broadast video. Vertial blanking interval. Di�erene in frame rates, olor depth, et.Readability of displays (10.3.1) [34].Rather than reating a sharp boundary at the edge of a harater, whih often appears as jaggies,anti-aliasing makes the boundary with a gradual fade to gray. Fig.  A.148 shows anti-aliasing.
Figure  A.148: Rather, than a sharp edge, pixels in a display create a jagged edge (left). To create the appearance
of a smoother edge, the edge pixels are grayed out.Pen tiling of display olors.

BitMap Displays(Fig.  A.149)
Figure  A.149: Memory management for bit-map displays.Overlapping Windows.

Other Types of Displays
Stereoscopic 3-D A variety of tehnologies have been developed to make stereosopi 3-D presenta-tions.
Head-Mounted Displays and Head Tracking Head traking.
Technologies for Personalized Displays Retinal painting.[??]
Immersive Display TechnologiesDisplays annot have the same degree of �delity as reality. In one study of a virtual reality system[56],the display was 0x120, 93-degrees by 61-degrees.
Volumetric DisplayVolumetri displays [16]. Painting into plasma.
Printing TechnologyResolution, DPI (dots per inh).[??]CMYK olor, a variation of RGB ( A.2.3), is used for printing.
3-D Hard Copy [1]
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 A.19. Sensor TechnologySensors are, typially, simple devies whih detet attributes of a system's environment. Attributessuh as motion, sound, temperature, air quality, and light are all easy to monitor. Bio sensors. Likeyou own eyes or ears, typially, sensors have relatively little omplex proessing apability of their own.
 A.19.1. Sensor DevicesSensor detet properties of the physial world. There are many types of sensors suh as body sensors.Transduers.

Bar CodesLow ost way to detet portable objets. Laser sanning and reetion. Bar odes (Fig.  A.150). Thespaing of the lines. A spae an represent a binary ode. There are di�erent oding systems. Oneommon system is The Universal Produt Code (UPC) was developed to identify prodution. QRodes. Near-�eld ommuniation (NFC).
Figure  A.150: Bar codes represent numbers with a binary code.

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)Passive hip sensor whih responds to an external �eld with oded information (Fig.  A.151).Near-�eld ommuniation. A�eted by interferene.EPC - eletroni produt odes.RFIDs have many appliations. Use of RFIDs in hospitals in order to loate patients. Threats toprivay.

Figure  A.151: How an RFID sensor works[10]. (check permission)

 A.19.2. Sensor Networks and Sensor FusionSensors an be onneted in networks.Typially they have simple proessors, limited memory apaity, and limited power.



576 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13Here we onsider two spei� systems. The signals from these sensors are proessed by sensor fusion
( A.19.2). Hierarhial fusion versus mesh or grid fusion. Fusion of similar data versus fusion of dissimilardata.This often means that low-level information is proessed within the network. Sensor fusion ombinesinformation from many soures (Fig.  A.152). There is a hallenge about how to weight the informationappropriately.Hierarhial sensor networks and ommuniation in sensor networks.Many appliations: Sensor fusion for emergeny room data. RFID ( A.19.1).Generating too muh data. We need to automatially �lter the data. We attend to (4.2.2) to signi�antinformation.This is often noisy information with ambiguity. During the Cold War, the U.S. Navy maintained anarray of sensors in the North Pai�. These sensors had to be able to distinguish submarines fromwhales swimming in the oean.Distributed deision making.Sienti� instruments and data storage.Privay issues from potentially invasive sensor networks.One approah is hierarhial summarization Fig.  A.152.There an be loal interations among the units suh as exitation or inhibition of neighbors. Sensorsand feedbak. Parallel omputing ( A.17.5).

Figure  A.152: Data from many sources needs to be combined. Hierarchical organization of sensors.

Figure  A.153: A “sensor grid” is composed of sensors arranged on a grid. The first level of processing can be
communicating and combining evidence with neighbors.

 A.20. Storage Technology
 A.20.1. Storage Media

Magnetic StorageHelial san video. Many formats.[??]Iron-oxide. heads.There are many media for storing digital information; here, we onsider magneti tapes, magneti
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Figure  A.154: Ecological sensor network in Duck Island Maine. (check permission)disks and optial storage. Storage systems must be reliable. Although many tehnologies have beendeveloped, magneti disks are so widely deployed that they are hard to beat.The oxide on reording tapes has a lifetime of about 10 years, after whih it beomes unstable. Oldtapes may be baked before being played whih auses the oxide to adhere.Many television programs are mastered on �lm to better preserve them.
Optical StorageLasers allow �ne resolutions of data to be made on a metalli surfae, as, for example, on a CD.There is about 650 MB of spae on a CDROM. This is about 68 minutes of sound reordings at onstantbit rate. 16-bit enoding on a spiral trak.[??]

Figure  A.155: Reading from a DVD. (check permission)The digital video disk (DVD) an store 4.4 GB per disk. It has a double layer of reetive materialand is double sided. It also improves the density of storage by using a blue laser for reading the diskrather than the red lasers used by the CDROM.
 A.20.2. Low-Level Data Storage

Parity and Check SumChek that the data has not be orrupted when it is transmitted on a network or stored on a disk.Cheksum for redit ard veri�ation. Fig.  A.156. If any of the bits in the data have been orrupteda realulation of the parity bit may ag the problem.Error-orreting odes.
Parity

Data bit

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1

Figure  A.156: A parity bit is calculated as a count of the number of even or odd bits.

Placement of Content on Disk DrivesThere are physial restritions on how data an be plaed on a disk. The data must be plaed on



578 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 9/13traks, and the heads must be positioned above those traks in order to read the ontent.When multimedia ontent are stored on a disk.Striping, Speed of streaming.Disk ahing. Random positions are better than standard plaement.
Archival StorageAll physial storage media are unreliable. We want to be sure that one reliable opy of a doument ispreserved. Digital preservation earlier (7.5.1). How to be sure that the originals are not able to be easilyorrupted. LOCKSS protool (Fig.  A.157). When numerous sites are polled, they an essentially takea vote to determine whether any of the opies has been orrupted. If a orrupted �le is found, the goodversion an replae it.

Figure  A.157: In the LOCKSS protocol, a target version of a document can request that a comparison be made
with other stored versions of the same document[59]. If a discrepancy is found a voting procedure determine which
copy has, most likely been corrupted. (redraw)(check permission)
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3-D hard copy, 574

3-D-Objects, 495

abduction, 122, 388

abstract (document), 54, 449

abstract category, 31

abstraction, 1, 4, 385

abstraction, legal, 329

abstraction, programming, 241

abstraction, science, 387

abstractive summarization, 449

academic freedom, 362

academic library, 363

accent (speech), 482

acceptable use, 309, 313

acceptance, technology system, 290

access genre, 69

access point, 45

accession, archive, 266

accountability, 258

accountable talk, 193

accounting, 338

accuracy (metrology), 390

ACID principles (databases), 561

acoustic model, 485

acoustics, 478

active environment, 496

active learning (categorization), 549

active reading, 438

active visual media, 489

activity diagram, UML, 107

activity management, 90

activity theory, 67, 84, 183

activity theory (social), 153

actor, 170

acyclic graph, 515

ad hominem attack, 322

adaptive category, 449

adaptive hypertext, 57, 145, 493

adaptive system, complex, 10

adaptive testing, 194

addiction, 555

adjacency operator (search), 455

adjacency pairs (conversation), 233

administration, 352

administration, organizational, 343

administrative metadata, 44

advance-fee scam, 168

advanced persistent threat (APT), 293

adversarial planning, 94, 299

adversarial situation (information availability), 295

adversarial situation (risk), 295

advertising, 131, 359, 463

advocacy, 322, 368

aesthetics, 134

affect, 134

affect (conversation), 235

affect (narrative), 231

affect (speech), 482

affect (text), 462

affect model, 194

affect, games, 493

affective computing, 133, 134

affiliation network, 158

affine, 475

affinity diagram, 82

Age of Reason, 392

agency, 87, 157

agency (causation), 125

agency, user control of systems, 138

agent (commerce), 336

agent communication languages, 241

agent provocateur, 204

agent, autonomous, 278

agent-based modeling, 396, 546

aggregation (document), 279

aggregation (part-of relationships), 32

aggregation, collection, 280

aggregation, data, 316

aggregator (news), 370

aggregator (publishing), 366

aggression, 552

agile development, 285

agriculture, 342

alerting service, 70, 147

algorithm, 91, 521
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algorithm, compression, 511

algorithm, encryption, 556

algorithm, parsing, 522

algorithmic thinking, 196

allegory, 134

alphabet, 427

altruism, 136, 341

ambient design, 496

amusement park, 90

amygdale, 553

analogy, 123

analogy (problem solving), 92

analysis, data, 406

analysis, decision, 81

analysis, system, 10, 283

analysis-by-synthesis, 92

analytic grammar, parsing, 240

analytics, 17

analytics, living, 190

analytics, social media, 162

analytics, visual, 406

anaphora, 222

anatomy (medical), 414

anchor (hypertext), 54

anchoring (query), 450

and-or tree, 530

animation, 491

annotation, 438

annotation, data set, 400

annotation, gene, 409

annotation, semantic, 282

annotation, semantic (video), 490

anonymity, 318

anonymized data, 405

antagonist (narrative), 231

anthropomorphism, 172

anti-aliasing, 574

anti-circumvention, 311

anti-plagiarism software, 315

anti-trust (business), 335

aphasia, 143

API, data set, 398

application profile (metadata), 47

application profile (requirements), 284

applied perception, 117

appraisal, archive, 265

apprenticeship, 186, 199

appropriate copy, 562

apps, 337, 371

apps, mobile, 142

archaeology, 411

archetype, 231

architecture (buildings), 98

architecture, cognitive, 121

architecture, computer, 570

architecture, enterprise, 255

architecture, information, 58

architectures, 96

archival storage, 578

archive, 261

archive, community, 185

archive, data, 402

archive, enterprise, 461

archive, personal, 146, 147

archive, team and meeting, 179

archive, Web, 271

archiving, data, 402

argument extraction, 447

argumentation (discourse), 227

argumentation system, 228

argumentation system (hypertext), 56, 329

argumentation, mathematical, 408

argumentation, science, 388

Aristotelian logic, 529

arousal, physiological, 132

art, 471

art, visual, 472

articulation (work), 84, 86, 177, 352

artificial life (alife), 546

artificial psychology, 137

aspect (verb), 218

aspect ratio (display), 573

aspect-oriented design, 104

ASR, automatic speech recognition, 484

assessment, 194

assessment (individual differences), 141

assistive technologies, 142

assistive technology, 142

association rule, 447

associative learning, 123

associative memory, 124

assurance, information, 21, 293

asymmetric information, 364

asynchronous interaction, 441

asynchronous learning, 200

ATN parsing, 522

attention, 115

attention management, 222, 223

attention, visual, 117

attitude, 23, 130

attraction, interpersonal, 157

attractor (dynamical system), 542

attribute extraction, 447

attribute, category, 30
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attribute, metadata, 43

attribute, visualization, 477

attribute-value pair, 33

attribution (copyright), 311

attribution (social), 170

auction, 335

auction (search engines advertising), 359

auction, keyword, 360

audit trail, 291

audit, archival, 263

audit, information, 88

audit, information system, 290

augmented reality, 497

augmented transition networks (ATNs), 238

aura (avatar), 497

authentication, 557

authentication, two factor, 295

authenticity, 262

author, data, 400

authoring text, 439

authoring, hypermedia, 473

authoritative source, 76

authority, 16

authority (metadata), 52

authority (Web), 59

authority file, 45

authority, journalistic, 24

authority, name, 33

authority, publishing, 203

authority, reference works, 76

authority, scholarly, 203

autobiographical memory, 121

autobiography, 208

automata, 238

automata, weighted, 444

automated discovery, 389

autonomic computing, 572

autonomous agent, 278, 396

availability and accessibility (attention), 122

avatar, 497

awareness (collaboration), 180

awareness, (remote collaboration), 178

awareness, situational, 67

B2B, business-to-business, 356

B2C, business-to-consumer, 358

back-channel, conversation, 236

back-propagation, 550, 551

background check, 163

backward chaining, 532

bag of words (text retrieval), 455, 526

balance, social, 155

ballistic motor behavior, 119

bandwidth, 507

bar code, 575

BATNA, Best alternative to a negotiated agreement, 84

Bayes Rule, 448, 534

Bayesian classification, 535

BDI, beliefs, desire, intention, 95, 131, 241

behavior graph, 73, 194

behavior modification, 173

behavioral economics, 190, 341

behavioral extrapolation, 316

behavioral science, 385

behavioral signature, 448

belief revision, 132

beliefs, 24, 128, 533

believability (narrative), 231

best first (tree searching), 516

best practices (preservation), 263

best practices (security), 295

beta release, 285

between-ness (graph), 519

bias, confirmation, 131

bias, representational, 2

bibliographic control, 45

bibliographic coupling, 383

bibliography, 14

bibliometrics, 383

bibliophile, 368

Big Brother, 316

big data, 17, 317, 399, 403

big science, 392

bilingualism, 215, 483

biography, 208

bioinformatics, 408

biological foundations, 135

biology, 408

biometrics, 320

bipartate graph, 515

bit torrent, 275

bit, binary information unit, 506

bit, parity, 577

bitcoin, 338

bitmap display, 574

black-hat hacker, 293

blackboard systems, 92

blacklist (spam), 441

BLAST search (genomics), 410

blended education, 200

blind reviewing, 381

blog, 462

blog, news, 370

blogs, 290
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body (human), 132

book, 232, 367

book industry, 365

boolean operators, 529

Booleans, 102

botanical collections and classification, 274, 409

botnet, 296, 299

bots, conversational, 498

bottom-up processing, 430

boundary object, 38

boundary object (classification system), 33

boundary objects (UML), 107

bounded rationality, 341

Bradford’s Law, 385

brain science, 115, 552

brainstorming, collaborative, 82

brainwashing, 130

branch-and-bound, 516

brand management, 358

branding, 163

breadth-first tree searching, 515

bricolage, 95, 349

bridging (conversation), 234

brittle representation, 36

brittleness, 532

Broca’s area (brain science), 554

broken plan, 95

broker, 336

broker, data, 360

browsing, 70

browsing, collaborative, 181

brute force (computation), 92

brute force attach on encryption, 556

bubble, economic, 339

bug (software), 288

bug tracking (software development), 287

building blocks strategy, 72

built environments, 12

bureaucracy, 252, 321, 343

business activity, 345

business classification, 352

business cycle, 338

business intelligence, 253

business model, 20, 253, 350

business model, games, 492

business model, publishing, 366

business model, search engine, 360, 454

business processes, 255, 346

business rule, 260, 344

business-to-business (B2B), 356

business-to-consumer (B2C), 358

Butterfly Effect, 398

butterfly effect, 543

buzz analysis, 462

by line (news), 369

by-laws, 350

caching, 562

CAD preservation, 267

CAD, computer-aided design, 495

call center, 358

calligraphy, 428

capital, social, 163

capitalism, 332

care assistant (health care), 413

care-giver language, 237

cartography, 421

cartoon, 476

cascade, information, 159

case (linguistics), 222

case law, 326

CASE tool, 286

case-based reasoning, 122, 535

cash, digital, 338, 560

casual games, 89

catalog, 45

cataloging cultural objects (CCO), 274

categorical perception, 481

categorization, 536

categorization, question, 464

categorization, social, 170

categorization, text, 449

categorizing search results, 453

category, 29

category (cognition), 120

category (grammar), 217

catharsis, 189

causation, 125, 544

causation (explanation), 227

causation, inferring, 229

causation, mutual, 541

causation, perception, 126

causation, social, 171

CDMA (networks), 566

cease and desist (copyright), 309

cell processor, 571

cellphone, 160

cellular automata, 546

censorship, 306

centrality, 519

centralized versus distributed decisions, 348

certification authority, 560

chain of custody, 266

chain of trust, 165
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change detection, 462

change, cultural, 188

channel capacity, 507

chaotic system, 543

character (story), 230

chat, 170

chat, multilingual, 466

check sum, 577

checkers (machine learning), 547

checks and balances (government), 326

cheminformatics, 411

Chief Information Officer (CIO), 251

children’s literature, 197

choice and decision, cognitive, 122

choice strategy, 79

choice theory, 79

choreography, 487

chunking (cognition and learning), 532

chunking (cognition), 124

cinema, digital, 491, 573

circumstantial evidence, 171, 329

CISC, 570

citation (data sets), 398

citation (scholarly communication), 382

citation network, case law, 326

citations, data, 400

citizen, 202

citizen archives, 146

citizen engagement, 324

citizen information needs, 68

citizen journalism, 370

citizen science, 388, 390

city, 372

civic data, 306, 329

civic engagement, 324

civic media, 322

civil discourse, 322

civil law, 326

civility, 322

claim (argumentation), 228

claims analysis (design), 139

clan, 156

clarification dialog, 75

class diagram, 105

class hierarchy, 104

classification, 16, 30

classification (signal-detection), 536

classification and decision tree (CART), 548

classification system, enterprise, 257

classification, Bayesian, 535

classification, biological, 409

classification, disease, 413

classification, ethno-classification, 188

classification, genre, 233

classification, medical, 412

classification, text, 449

classified document (security), 306

classifier, 29, 449, 547

classifier (machine learning), 549

classroom, 199

cleaning, data, 405

clicks and mortar (retail), 360

climate model, 397

clinical decision support system, 414

clinical health care informatics, 413

clinical trial (medicine), 414

clique (social network), 519

close reading, 438

cloud computing, 276

clustering (affinity diagrams), 82

clustering (group discussions), 82

clustering (statistical), 548

clusters, 29

CMMI, 347

co-authorship, 383

co-browsing, 181

co-citation, 383

co-design, 99

co-evolution, 541

co-located collaboration, 178

co-occurrence (phrases), 217

coarticulation, 481

cocktail-party effect, 116

code (message), 509

code metadata, 286

code review, 287

codebook, 508

codec, 512

codex, 367

cognition, 120

cognition, spatial, 421

cognitive load, 121

cognitive organizer, 438

cognitive system, 113

cognitive walkthrough, 141

coherence, explanations, 227

cohesion, group, 86

cohesion, semantic, 222

collaboration, 9, 181

collaborative information retrieval, 75, 442

collaborative learning, 199

collaborative visualization, 407

collaboratory (science), 181, 390

collection management, 248
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collection metadata, 52

collection, data, 399

collection, distributed, 279

collection, personal, 146

collection, reference, 246

collective history, 149

collective memory, 8

collective reasoning, 182

collocation (phrases), 217

collusion (business), 335

combinatoric explosion, 522

commemoration, 135

commerce, 356

commercial speech, 306

commitment, 165

commodity, 421

common carrier, 361

common information model (enterprise information), 255

common information model (science), 403

common law, 326

common sense, 24, 65

common-use hypertext, 58, 458

commons, creative, 311

commons, entrepreneurial, 372

commons, industrial), 372

commons, information, 245

commons, knowledge, 382

commons, scholarly, 380

communication modality, 179

communication mode (social), 160

communication, corporate, 345

communicative intent, 7

communicative practice, 223

community, 184

community behavior modeling, 169

community infrastructure, 329

community of practice, 186

community of practice (science), 389

community standards, 249

community, learning, 199

community, scholarly, 379

community, speech, 237

company, 350

compelled speech, 306

competition, 79

competition (economic), 333

competitive advantage, 254, 372

competitive intelligence, 254

compiler, 570

complex adaptive system, 10

complex decision support (CDS), 82

complex system, 93, 542

complexity, 23

complexity, algorithm, 522

complexity, conceptual, 124

complexity, graph, 518

complexity, psychological, 134

complexity, social, 7, 305

complexity, software, 287

complexity, system, 97

compliance (regulatory), 328

composable simulation, 396

composite hypertext, 55

composition (music), 480

composition (writing), 439

compositionality, 4, 215, 218, 219

compositionality (object-oriented model), 104

compositionality (thesauri), 35

comprehension, discourse, 226

comprehension, reading, 437

compression, audio, 511

compression, image, 510

compression, text, 509

compression, video, 512

compromise, 83

computation, 16

computation, theory of, 570

computational behavioral science, 143

computer assisted language learning (CALL), 197

computer-aided design, 355

computer-aided software engineering (CASE), 286

computer-mediated exchanges, 335

computer-mediated family communication, 156

computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL), 201

computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW), 177

computing, 23

concept, 124

concept bank, 37

concept hierarchy, 35

concept map (cognitive), 124

conceptual framework, 34

conceptual model, 5, 395

conceptual model (database), 101

conceptual model (education), 289

conceptual model (science), 389

conceptual model, search engine, 450

conceptual systems, 5

concurrency, 105

concurrent engineering, 393

condition-action pair, 532

confidence (beliefs), 130

confidence man, 167

confidentiality of information, 293

configuration management, 288
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configuration rules, 525

confirmation bias, 131

conflict of interest (journalism), 369

conflict of interest (science), 385

conflict resolution, 84

conformity, 131

congestion (network), 544, 568

congruence, graph, 517

conjecture, 387

conjunctive normal form (CNF), 530

connectivity, 162

connotation, 220

consciousness, 115, 554

conservation (information resource), 264

consistency, interface, 124

conspectus, 249

conspiracy theory, 130

constituent grammar, 217

constituent planning, 93

constitutional system, 326

constraint processing, 525

constraint processing and propagation, 94

constraints, 7

constructed languages, 215

constructivist learning theory, 191

constructivist mental models, 127

consumer education, 203

consumer electronics, 97, 471

consumer health information, 415

consumer transaction, 360

contagion, 520

content analysis, 448

content farm, 359

content guideline, 52

content management, 4, 21, 250

content management systems (CMS), 279, 562

content stream, 70

content wrapper, 282

content-addressable memory, 550

context, 4, 7, 213, 223, 265

context (conversation), 234

context (social), 171

context sensitive linking, 562

context, archives and records, 267

context, hypertext, 56

contingency, 136

contingency planning, 94

continuous category, 31

continuous design, 99

contract, 313, 351

contract (legal), 351

contract, social, 155

contract, software, 371

control and information, 183

control of information, 305

control theory, 542

control, organizational, 9

controlled vocabulary, 51, 354

conversation, 234

conversation agreement, 463

conversation, structured, 442

conversational agents, 498

conversational anchor, 180

cookie (Web), 319

cooperation, 79

cooperative cataloging, 52

coordination, 352

coordination (agents), 86

coordination (language), 218

coordination (multimedia), 473

coordination (social), 169, 235

coordination theory (social interaction), 87, 347

coordination, agent, 278

copy-detection, 315

copyleft, 311

copyright, 308

core competency, 255, 346

corporation, 351

corpus linguistics, 402

corpus lingustics, 240

correlation coefficient, 519

corruption, 168, 321, 336

cosine distance (text retrieval), 527

cost (economics), 78

cost function, 94

cost, coordination, 87

cost, transaction, 335

cost-benefit analysis (archives), 273

cost-benefit analysis (security), 295

counter insurgency, 298

counter-terrorism, 296, 298

counterfactual, 388

counterfactual, history, 206

coupon alert, 564

crawler, copyright, 313

crawling, Web, 458

creativity, 82, 92, 96, 373

credibility (information), 16

credibility, information, 68

credit assignment, 171, 253, 549

credit card fraud, 168

credit score, 317

criminal activity, 162, 167

crisis management, 330
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critic (design), 96

critical path, 349

critical systems engineering, 283

critical thinking, 192, 202, 379

cronyism, 168

cross-cultural communication, 188

cross-language blogging, 465

cross-language text retrieval, 467

crosswalk (thesauri), 49

crowd dynamics, 169, 497

crowd sourcing, Wikipedia, 442

crowd-sourcing, 337, 410

crowdsourced game (metadata), 53

crowdsourcing, 162

crowdsourcing, science, 390

crowdsouring, 430

CRUD principles (databases), 561

cryptology, 556

CSCW (computer-supported collaborative work), 177

culling (collections), 249

cultural heritage, 8

cultural mapping, 421

cultural memory, 261

cultural object, 274

culture, 154, 187, 214, 237

culture, information, 259

culture, material, 273

culture, organizational, 251, 258

culture, video game, 494

culturnomics, 8

curated web page, 458

curation (data), 402

curation (museum), 201

curation, social, 462

currency, 338

curriculum, 194

cursing, 238

custodian, data, 402

customer aggregators, 337

customer relationship management (CRM), 358

customizable, 145

customization, 373

cyber-bullying, 161

cyber-condria, 414

cyber-crime, 168

cyber-drama, 487, 493

cyber-exploitation, 296

cyber-hate, 318

cyber-infrastructure, 380, 398, 403

cyber-intermediary, 337, 373

cyber-physical system, 499

cyber-security, 298

cyber-war, 298

cybernetics, 10

cyclic graph, 514

d-prime, 537

dance, 487

dark archive, 272

dark network, 569

data aggregation (privacy), 316

data breach, 293

data broker, 316, 360

data center, 277

data cleaning, 104, 402

data codes, medical, 416

data collection organization, 401

data detectors, 406

data documentation initiative (DDI), 404

data exchange for advertising, 319

data flow diagram, 105

data governance, 258

data library, 402

data management plan, 403

data management planning, 402

data mining, 168, 407

data mining (customer data), 361

data mining, surveillance, 319

data mining, text, 445

data mobility, 403

data model (hypertext), 55

data model, data management, 399

data model, dimensional, 261

data model, entity-relationship (ER), 101

data model, geographic, 419

data model, object-oriented, 104

data model, relational, 103

data narrative, 407

data preservation, 404

data privacy, 317

data provenance, 266, 402

data schema, 103

data set, 17

data storage, 277

data structure, 522

data synchronization, 403

data warehouse, 261

data, social, 169

database management system (DBMS), 561

database transaction, 561

dating, 157, 336

de-anonymizing data sets, 405

deadlock, 86

deals, retail offerings, 358
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debate, civil, 322

debugging, 128, 286

deception, 166, 235, 441, 463, 482

decision aids and analysis, 81

decision making, organizational, 183

decision processes, 122

decision strategy, 344

decision support system (DSS), 81

decision support, medical, 414

decision support, security analysis, 296

decision to purchase, 360

decision tree, 78, 548

decision, social, 321

declarative memory, 121

declarative programming language, 532

deductive, logic, 529

deep learning, 551

deep Web, 459

defamation, 306

defining attribute, 30

definition (linguistic), 219

degree of separation, 59, 519

delay of gratification, 136

deliberation, 175

deliberative democracy, 322

Delphi method, 83

demagoguery, 323

demand forecasting, 354

democracy, 322

denial of service attacks, 294

denotation, 220

dependency, 86

dependency graph, 347

dependency graph (process modeling), 288

depth of processing (cognition), 121

depth-first tree search, 515

derivative work, 45

description, 43, 226

description logic, 529

description, design, 98

descriptor, subject, 52

desiccated format (preservation), 267

design, 9, 95

design (graphical), 476

design artifact, 100

design pattern, 97

design rationale, 99

design, affective, 134

design, collaborative, 180

design, discussion, 233

design, incentive centered, 341

design, instructional, 194

design, market, 335

design, object-oriented, 104

design, ontological, 351

design, participatory, 99

design, tool, 89

design, user interface, 138

design, Web site, 58

desktop interface, 88, 474

desktop manufacturing, 354

desktop searching, 454

detection, signal, 536

determinism, 125

deterministic model, 395

development (economic), 342

development, collection, 248

deviance (social), 166

diagnosis, 143

diagnosis (medicine), 413

diagnosis (psychology), 128

diagnosis, medical self, 414

dialect, 237

dialog, 193

dialog management, 236

diary, 146

diction, 482

dictionary definition (language), 219

dictionary order, 428

dictionary, data, 101

Diffie-Hellman encryption, 557

diffusion of information, 331, 520

diffusion of innovation, 159

digital asset management system, 245

digital convergence, 21, 471

digital encryption standard (DES), 559

digital footprint, 317

digital forensics (archives), 271

digital forensics (security), 293

digital ink, 199

digital lives, 146, 439

digital logic, 570

digital object identifier (DOI), 562

digital preservation, 269

digital rights management (DRM), 313

digital signal processing (DSP), 572

digital signature, 557

digitization, 429

dimensional data model, 261

dimensionality reduction, 174, 527

directed graph, 515

disability, 142

disambiguation, word sense, 443

disaster archive, 264
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disaster planning, 330

discipline, academic, 363, 380

disclosure, 24, 321

disclosure of information, 171

discourse, 7, 224

discourse community, 186

discourse processing, 447

discourse, classroom, 199

discourse, public, 322

discourse, task-oriented, 233

discourse, tutoring, 193

discourse, verbal, 224

discourse, visual, 477

discovery (legal informatics), 329

discovery, information, 24

discrete cosine transformation (DCT), 510

discrete math, 514, 539

discrete-event simulation, 395

discussion, collaborative, 82

discussion, task-oriented, 233

disease informatics, 417

disease vector, 520

disease, patient management, 416

disfluency (speech), 482

disinformation, 166, 296

disintermediation, 337

disjunctive normal form (DNF), 530

display, video, 573

disruptive technology, 89, 340, 392

dissent, 322

dissonance, 171

dissonance, cognitive, 132

distance education, 200

distributed cognition, 175

distributed design, 99

distributed development environments, 287

distributed learning, 200

distributed manufacturing, 352

distributed representation, 29

distributed systems, 275

distributional semantics, 457

dithering, 510

division of labor, 85, 155, 182

DNA, 318, 408, 409

docent, 201

docudrama, 206

document, 37

document communities, 186

document compilation, 450

document frequency, 527

document identification, 434

document layout, 429

document management systems, 256

document recognition, visual, 431

document structure, 38

document type definition (DTD), 38

document, government, 321

document, requirements, 284

documentary context (archives), 268

documentation, 38

documentation strategy (archives), 265

documentation, interface, 289

domain informatics, 408

domain ontology, 36

domain structure, 223

domain-specific modeling, 397

dominance, social, 154

dopamine, 133, 554

drama, 170, 493

drama management, 145

dramatic arc, 229

drift, semantic, 214

DRM, digital rights management, 313

drone (privacy), 318

drooping tail (power law), 541

DSS, decision support system, 81

dualism, mind-body, 135

Dublin Core, 45

Dublin Core, education, 198

Dublin Core, video, 490

due diligence, 163, 255

due process, 328

duplicate detection, 315

duplicate record, 104

dynamic content, 384

dynamic planning, 93

dynamic pricing, 333

dynamical system, 395, 542

dyslexia, 143

E2E voting security, 539

EAD, encoded archival description, 269

ebXML, electronic business XML, 356

echo chamber (opinion), 77

ecology, genre, 232

ecology, information, 88

ecology, network, 518

ecology, repository, 21

ecommerce, 356

economics, 332

economy of scale, 21, 354, 373

economy, gift, 287

economy, knowledge, 361

economy, virtual, 335
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eCopy (library), 246

ecosystem, information, 245

edge detection, 475

Edge Rank, 162

edit distance, 443

editing, film, 491

edition (collections), 44

editor, scientific publication, 380

education, 190

educational institution, 362

educational system, 362

effector, 118

efficiency (production), 343

efficiency, computational, 92

eGovernment, 321

eigenvector, 528

elastic price, 333

elasticity, 333

election, 324, 539

electronic commerce, 356

electronic health record (EHR), 416

electronic record, 258

electronic voting, 325

elicitation, requirements, 283

email, 440

email preservation, 269, 441

embargo, data, 405

embedded assessment, 194

embodiment, 137

emergence (complex systems), 10

emergency preparedness and response, 330

emergency response, 330

emergent computation, 549

emergent concept, 387

emergent perception, 115

emergent phenomena, 543

emergent property, 11

emergent social action, 159

emergent system, 12

emoticon, 429

emotion, 132, 133

empathy, 157, 171, 172, 553

employees, 85

emulation, 270

emulation, system, 270

encapsulation (object-oriented), 104

encapsulation, knowledge representation, 221

encapsulation, preservation, 270

encoded archival description, (EAD), 269

encoding, 114, 430

encryption, 556

encyclopedia, 76, 380, 442

end-user programming, 146

endangered language, 214

engagement, aesthetics, 134

engagement, student, 200

engagement, user (content), 373

engagement, user (entertainment), 89

engagement, user (games), 134

engegement, student, 195

engine, story, 229

engineering, 393

engineering, business processes, 346

engineering, interface, 139

engineering, software, 282

enlightened self-interest, 341

Enlightenment, 392

entailment (logic), 226

enterprise content management, 256

enterprise resource planning (ERP), 93, 250, 261

entertainment, 89, 471, 492

entity, 9

entity (databases), 101

entity resolution, 446

entity-relationship (ER) data model, 102

entrepreneurial commons, 372

entrepreneurship, 372

entropy (information), 505

entropy minimization (EM), 524

enumeration (indexing), 52

environment, collaboration, 177

environmental scanning (organizational), 253

epic poetry, 483

epidemic (disease), 417

epidemic (information), 160, 462, 520

epidemic (network flow), 519

epidemiology, 417

episode (story), 229

episodic memory, 121

epistemic community, 326

epistemological potential, 52

epistemology, 24, 33

equilibrium, 10

equilibrium (dynamical systems), 543

equilibrium (game theory), 538

eReaders, 367

ergonomics, 138

errands (family), 65

errata (newspaper), 369

errors (human behavior), 121

eScholarship, 379

escience, 400

escrow (archival), 272

escrow (contract), 351
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escrow (encryption key), 557

espionage, 296

essay grading (automated), 439

eternity server, 270

ethics (journalistic), 369

ethics (scholarship), 380

ethics and law, 325

ethics, information, 204

ethics, normative, 225

ethno-classification, 188

EULA, 371

evacuation, models, 330

evaluation, educational technology, 195

evaluation, information statistics, 291

evaluation, modeling and simulation, 397

evaluation, retrieval, 77

evaluation, software, 287

evaluation, usability, 141

event, 125, 424

event (history), 226

event ontology, 36

event processing, 107

events, 2, 118

everyday economic decision making, 341

everyday inference, 122

everyday information seeking, 65

everyday information skills, 202

everyday social inference, 171

everyday social structures, 154

evidence, 558

evidence (archives and records), 258

evidence (argumentation), 227

evidence (attribution), 170

evidence (history), 206

evidence (medicine), 414

evidence, circumstantial, 171

evidence, document, 271

evidence, legal, 329

evidence, science, 388

evidence-based decisions, 78

evidence-based medicine, 414

evocative object, 170

evolution game theory, 411

evolutionary system, 269

evolutionary system (games), 494

evoting, 325

exaggeration, 166

exception handling, 95, 183

exchange system (economics), 332

exchange, social, 153, 161

exclusion, robot, 459

exhaustivity (description), 35

exhibit (museum), 201

exhibits, museum, 273

expectation, 127

expectation, social, 165

experience management, 134, 493

experiential information systems, 19

experiential technologies, 24

expert referral, 461

expert system, 532

expertise, 78, 93, 123, 124, 460

explanation, 99, 226

explanation, science, 387

explicit user model, 145

exploratory data analysis, 406, 408

exploratory search, 71

expository content, 226

expression recognition, 171

expressiveness, computer language, 240

extended Dublin Core, 45

eXtensible Markup Language (XML), 38

external memory, 146

externality (economics), 334

extraction, attributes and ontologies, 447

extractive summarization, 449

extrinsic reward, 136

eye movements, images, 116

eye movements, reading, 437

eyewitness testimony, 208

fabrication, personal, 354

fabula, 230

face recognition, 320

face-to-face interaction, 178, 179, 214

facet (classification), 51

facet analysis, 52

facial display, 133

facial expression, 234

facial expression, avatar, 134

facial expressions, 486

fact, 24

fact checking, 369

factoid extraction, 447

factory-floor scheduling, 354

fad, 154, 172

failure analysis, 253

fair use, 310

fairness rule, 538

faith, 385

false alarm, 537

falsifability, 388

familiarity and preference, 134

family, 155, 258
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family records, 146

family resemblance categories, 31

family search, 464

fandom, 187

FAQs, frequently asked questions, 75

fashion, 495

fast fail (entrepreneurship), 372

fast Fourier transformation (FFTs), 512

fear (attitude change), 132

feasible region, 540

feature analysis (scaling), 78

feature extraction, 29, 449

feature selection, 3

Federalist Papers, 448

federated search, 276

feedback, 253, 542, 549

feedback (design), 292

feedback (education), 193, 198

feedback, conversational, 233

feedback, in reinforcement learning, 547

feedback, relevance, 452

fiction, 488

fiction, interactive, 231

field theory, 130

fielded search, 455

fight or flight (emotion), 132

file sharing, 275

film archive, 263

film editing, 491

film noir, 232

filter bubble, 174

filtering (text), 70

filtering out, 441

filtering, visualization, 478

filtering, Web, 453

financial model, 351

financial records, 345

finding aid, 268, 269

finding people, 460

fingerprint (biometric), 394

fingerprint (copy detection), 314

finite state machine, 105

First Amendment (U.S.), 305

first mover advantage, 373

first sale (copyright), 310

first-person game, 487

first-person point of view (games), 493

fixed point (dynamical systems), 543

fixity, 258

flocking, 12, 174

floor control, 236

flow (system dynamics), 544

flow chart, 107

fMRI, functional MRI, 552

FOAF, friend-of-a-friend-network, 158

focus and context (visualization), 477

focus, discourse, 223

fog of war, 297

FOIA, Freedom of Information Act, 306

folk psychology, 113

folksonomy, 53

font, 428

food labeling, 327

foraging, information, 73

force (science), 387

force feedback, 119

forecasting, 81, 354

foreign language reading and writing aid, 465

forensics, 558

forensics, digital (archives), 271

forensics, digital (security), 293

forensics, network, 275

forgetting (cognition), 121

forgetting (personal information), 318

form factor, 140

formal language, 240

formal language, knowledge representation, 532

formant, 482

format registry, 267

format validation, 267

formative design, 98

formative development, 285

fortune cookie, 130

forward chaining, 532

forward-backward algorithm, 524

FOSS, 371

Fourth Amendment (U.S.), 315

fractal, 542

fractal compression, 510

frame, 124

frame difference (video), 512

frame, knowledge representation, 29, 446

frame, lexical, 222

frames, 531

framing (problem analysis), 91

framing (problem solving), 91

fraud, 163

fraud detection, 168

fraud, credit card, 168

fraud, science, 388

FRBR, 46

FRBR, data sets, 400

free parameters (mathematical models), 540

free rider (economics), 336
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free will, 125

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 306

freedom of speech, 305

freedom of the press, 369

frequently asked question (FAQ), 75

friend-of-a-friend-network, (FOAF), 158

full-text indexing, 454

function word, 457

functional appraisal, 265

functional category, 31

functional explanation, 387

functional grammar, 222

functional programming, 146

functional requirements, 283

Functional Requirements for Bibliographical Records (FRBR),

44

functionality preservation, 270

functionality, language, 223

funding (science), 392

fusion, information, 407

fusion, sensor, 575

futures market, 333, 335

fuzzy logic, 533

gag order, 328

gambling, 332

game (dialog management), 236

game of life, 546

game theory, 80, 332, 537

game theory, biology, 411

game tree, 516

game, digital, 491

game, health, 414

game, language, 220

game, social, 161

game, violence, 189

Games With a Purpose, 53

gamesnamship, information, 166

gamification, 136, 173, 193

gamification (user interaction), 134

gap analysis, 85

garden path (parsing), 444, 523

gate keeper, 184

gaze, 180, 234

gazetteer, geographic, 419

GDSS, group decision support systems, 82

genealogy, 258

generalization, 547, 549

generate and test (problem solving), 92

generation, language, 444

generative model, 9, 444

generative model (language), 218

genetic algorithm, 551

genetic privacy, 318

genetics, 410

genomics, 409

genre theory, 232

genre, access, 69, 70

genre, media, 232

genre, music, 479

geographic (geospatial) information system (GIS), 420

geon, 495

georeferencing, 421

gestalt perception, 115

gesture, 234, 486

gesture input, 119

gift economy, 287

given-new (discourse), 225

global positioning system (GPS), 565

globalization, 342

GNU software license, 371

goal hierarchy, 85

goal, organizational, 182, 347

gossip, 235, 238

governance (information system), 290

governance (metadata), 52

governance, information infrastructure, 278

governance, information system, 291

government, 320

grammar, 522

grammar, discourse, 226

grammar, formal, 239

grammar, semantic, 221

grammar, sign language, 215

grammar, transformational, 218

grammatical category, 217

grandmother cell, 554

graph (Web), 59

graph drawing, 516

graph, quantitative, 406

grapheme, 427

graphic design, 428

gray literature, 380

Great Firewall, 307

grid cell, 553

grid computing, 279, 571

grounded language, 223

group decision support systems (GDSS), 82

group formation, 202

group, small, 174

groupthink, 174, 178

groupware, 177

guided tour (hypertext), 56

guild, 186
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guilt (attitude change), 132

habit, 195

habit analysis, 361

haggling, 360

handle, resource identification, 562

handwriting, 430, 432

Hansard, 327

haptics, 119

hardware, 572

hashing, 558

head-mounted display, 574

health care, 413

health information, disaster, 331

hearsay evidence, 329

hedging (discourse), 225, 227

help desk, 235

help system, 290

heuristic, 17, 123

heuristic (interaction design), 138

Hidden Markov Model (HMM), algorithms, 523

Hidden Markov Model (HMM), speech, 485

Hidden-Markov Model (HMM), code-breaking, 556

hierarchy (categories in cognition), 120

hierarchy (graph theory), 515

hierarchy (semantic relationships), 32

hierarchy, browsing, 70

hierarchy, classification, 34

hierarchy, concept, 35

hierarchy, document, 38

hierarchy, goal, 85

hierarchy, organizational, 183, 344

high-performance information processing, 399

hill climbing, 549

hippocampus, 554

historical narrative, 422

historical society, 263

history, 205, 434

history (user interaction), 148

history of printing, 233, 367

history of technology, 394

history, query, 451

history, version, 525

history-enriched object, 149

hoarding, information, 167

home, 156, 170

homeostasis, 10, 542

homology, graph, 517

homophone, 481

honest broker, 369

honeypot, 295

honorific, 238

horoscope, 130

hospital, 414

hub (Web), 59

human emulation, 491

human factors, 138

human information processing, 113

human language technology (HLT), 427

human-computer interface (HCI), 137

human-machine system, 116

human-mediated Internet task, 337

humanities, 380, 385

humanities, digital, 435

humanities, spatial, 418

humanoid robots, 498

humor, 133

hyper-local news, 370

hypermedia, 473

hypertext map, 56

hypothesis generation, 388

hypothesis space, 92

hysteresis, 543

hysteria, 172

icon (desktop), 476

iconic gesture, 486

iconography (image), 471

ideation, 82

identification, person, 320

identity, 33, 170

identity (objects), 33

identity theft, 168, 317

identity, virtual, 170

ideology, 129

illocutionary act, 224

image compression, 510

image extraction, 435

image memory, 121

image processing, 475, 509

image representation, 475

image, medical, 414

imitation, 172

imitation (language learning), 216

impact factor (journal), 384

impact, scholarship, 384

implicit user model, 145

imposter, 203

impression (search engine advertising), 359

impression management, 155, 169

impressionism, 472

improvisation (organizational), 86, 95

incentive, 136, 184, 195, 332, 336, 341

inclusion, digital, 185
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incubator, 372

index, back-of-the-book, 54

index, citation, 382

indexing, Web, 458

indicative abstract, 54

indigenous control of cultural, 189

indirection (computer programs), 97

individual differences, 141

indoor location, 565

induction (influence), 534

induction, scientific, 388

industrial commons, 372

industrial espionage, 297

industrial organization, 345

industrial policy, 321

inertial navigation system (INS), 565

inference, 17, 122

inference, logic, 36, 529

inference, probabilities, 535

inflection (speech), 482

influence diagram, 226

infometric, 383, 451

informatics, 17, 18, 379

Information and communication technology for develop-

ment (ICTD), 342

information architecture, 4, 429

information assurance, 272, 293

information behavior, culture, 187

information culture, 189

information design, 40, 58

information diffusion, 159

information discovery, 383

information economics, 361

information environment, 88

information ethics, 204

information exchange, 238

information extraction, 445

information filtering, 70

information flow, 250

information fusion, 407

information gain, 535

information good, 364

information literacy, 202

information model, 44

information model (GIS), 419

information model, archival, 262

information needs (document), 68

information needs, organizational, 257

information network, 59

information offering, 236

information operations (warfare), 297

information prescription, 415

information quality, 16

information security, 556

information service, 245

information structure, 4, 477

information valuation, 506

information value chain, 23, 257

information warfare, 298

informative abstract, 54

infrastructure, 20

infringement, copyright, 309

inheritance, 32, 34, 530

inheritance, multiple, 50

inheritance, object-oriented, 104

innovation, 355, 372

innovation network, 372

innovation, organizational, 252

inoculation (epidemics), 519

inoculation, attitude change, 132

inquiry-based learning, 192, 198

installed base, 373

instance, 33

instance (collections), 44

instance (object-oriented model), 104

instant messaging, IM, 442

institution, 184

institution (information), 245

institution, cultural and memory, 188

institution, democratic, 322

institution, financial, 338

institution, information, 22, 245

institution, knowledge, 362

institutional dialog, 237

institutional repositories, 363

institutional repository (library), 363

instruction, 84

instruction management system (IMS), 201

instructional system design (ISD), 191

instrument, scientific, 390

instrumental learning, 549

insult, 238, 322

insurance, medical, 416

insurgency, 298

integrated library system, ILS, 247

integrative bargaining, 84

integrity (records), 206

integrity constraint, 36

intellectual property, 307, 363

intelligence, 24

intelligence analysis, 296

intelligent tutoring systems (ITS), 193

intention, 7, 131

intention, attribution, 170
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inter-disciplinarity, 363

interaction artifact, 180

interaction design, 100, 177

interaction history, 148

interactive fiction, 488

interactive story, 493

interactivity, museums, 274

interactor model, 6

interlingua, 221, 466

intermediary, search, 74

Internet literacy, 203

internet of things, 496, 575

Internet protocol, 568

interoperability, 97, 353, 401

interpretation (history), 205

interpretation (museums), 201

interpretation, cultural, 238, 465

interruption (task), 88

intertextuality, 232, 438

interview, reference, 74

interview, requirements, 283

intimacy, mediated, 135

intranet, 257

intrinsic motivation, 135

intrinsic reward, 136

inventory, 353, 355, 544

inverse document frequency (idf), 527

inverted index, 526

investigative reporting, 368, 369

is-a relationship, 32

issue tracking, 82

issue-based analysis, 182, 227

item-response testing, 194

iterative algorithm, 522

ivory tower, 362

jargon, 186, 237

jazz, 479

job analysis, 85, 140

job design, 183

jobs, 340

joe job (online reputation), 163

joint application development, JAD, 284

joint review and testing (JRT), 288

journalism, 24, 368

journalism, science, 393

judiciary, 328

jurisprudence, 327

jursiprudence, 307

jury, 175

just-in-time manufacturing, 354

justice, virtual worlds, 335

kerning (typesetting), 428

key management (encryption), 557

key, database, 521

kinship, 155

kite (social networks), 519

knowledge economy, 361

knowledge extraction, 252

knowledge management, 250

knowledge market, 364

knowledge organization system (KOS), 33, 40, 419

knowledge representation, 2, 33, 35, 221

knowledge skill, 195

knowledge strategy, 69

knowledge work, 362

knowledge, institution, 362

knowledgebase, 34, 35

known-item search, 71

Labanotation, 487

laboratory notebook, 391

landmark (personal), 147

landmark (spatial orientation), 423

landmarks, temporal, 424

landscape modeling, 418

landuse, 419

language model (speech recognition), 485

language, computer programming, 240

language, formal, 240, 532

language, natural, 213

language, visual, 476

Large-scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia (LSCOM),

472

last-mile problem, 568

latent semantic indexing, 527

latent variable (structural equations), 544

Latin alphabet, 427

lattice (graph theory), 515

law (government), 327

law (science), 387

law (society), 326

law enforcement, 296, 328

law of unintended consequences, 341

law, intellectual property, 312

law, software failure, 288

layering (complexity), 97

layout, document, 429

layout, page, 58

leadership, 175

lean manufacturing, 352

learned society, 186, 379, 380

learning, 23

learning and cognition, 123
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learning and education, 190

learning and motivation, 136

learning by doing, 191

learning curve, manufacturing, 352

learning environment, 199

learning management system (LMS), 198

learning object, 198

learning organization, 253

learning sciences, 190

learning, human language, 215

learning, machine, 547

learning, organization, 344

learning, organizational, 253

learning, social, 171

learning, spell correction, 443

least effort, principle of, 214

least-squares, 540

lecture (academic), 389

legacy software, 282

legal informatics, 329

legislative history, 327

legitimacy (community), 185

lending (library), 247

lens (visualization), 478

lesson plan (teaching), 199

lessons learned, 253

lexical frame, 222

lexical semantics, 219

lexicography, 219

lexicon, formal, 240

lexicon, natural language, 216

liability, medical, 416

libel, 306

library exception (copyright), 309

library, case-based reasoning, 535

library, data, 402

library, design, 98

library, music, 480

library, project, 348

library, traditional, 246

libre software, 371

license, copyright, 309

license, software, 371

licensing and contracts, content, 366

lifecycle (content), 13, 14, 266

lifecycle (product), 352

lifecycle (system and software), 20, 285

lifelogging, 147

linear model, 81, 540

linear predictive coding (LPC), 512

lingua franca, 215

linguistic marker, 481

linguistic relativity, 215

linguistics, 213

link analysis (Web), 59

link farm, 359, 454

link resolution, 562

link rot, 458

linked data, 36, 45, 158, 365, 398

linking, hypertext, 54

lip reading, 143

list (knowledge structure), 34

literacy (reading), 436

literacy, health, 417

literacy, information, 202

literacy, science, 393

literacy, visual, 476

literary analysis, 448

literary criticism, 435

literary form, 232

literature linking, 383

literature, children’s, 197

literature-related discovery (science), 384

load balancing, 278

load, cognitive, 121

local area network, 566

local history, 205

location analytics, 418

location data, 316

location privacy, 316

location-based services, 320

location-specific search, 420

locative media, 418

locking, two-phase, 561

LOCKSS (preservation), 578

log file, Web server, 562

log, query (search engine), 451

logic, 36, 529

logic, Boolean, 102, 529

logical relevance, 76

logistics, 352

long tail, 357, 541

Look→Decide→Do, 15, 67, 157

lossy and lossless compression, 508

loyalty card, 357

loyalty, brand, 164

LPC, linear predictive coding, 512

lurker (chat group), 442

machine language, 570

machine learning, 123, 547

machine learning (adaptive production systems), 532

machine learning, search engine, 458

machine readable cataloging (MARC) records, 44
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machine translation, 465

machine-processable data sets, 402, 404

macro-appraisal, 265

macroeconomics, 338

maintenance, software, 288

making markets, 332

Malthus, 397

malware, 296

management information system (MIS), 250, 343

management, collection, 248

management, crisis, 330

management, data, 402

management, enterprise content, 256

management, information system, 291

management, organizational, 183, 343

management, project, 347

management, reputation, 163

manager, data, 402

mania, 154

manipulative, virtual, 196

manufacturing, 352

manuscript (book), 434

manuscript (letters), 434

map, 421

map, hypertext, 56

MARC, machine readable cataloging records, 44

market (economics), 332

market, electronic, 337

market, knowledge, 364

market-basket analysis, 357

marketing, 357

markets, financial, 336

Markov model, 444

markup, math, 408

markup, music, 479

markup, XML, 38

mashup, 309, 471

mass customization, 354

mass digitization, 435

mass media, 373

mass personalization, 145

mass preservation, 271

massively multiplayer game, 493

massively multiplayer games (MMOG), 186

master class (education), 199

matching market, 336

matchmaking (dating), 157

material culture, 273

materiality, 400

mathematical model, 539

mathematics, 407

mathematics, teaching, 196

MathML, 408

maxims (norms) for conversation, 235

maximum entropy, 506

meaning, 4, 218

means-ends analysis, 92

measurement (metrology), 390

media, 373

media aggregators, 462

media genre, 232

media literacy, 204

media richness theory, 179

media space, 181, 471

media, social, 160

mediation, 84

medical discourse, 237

medical informatics, 411

medical record, 260, 416

medical summaries, 415

meeting (small group), 178

meeting talk, 237

meetings, 178

member-mediated community, 186

meme, 8

memorial site, 135

memory bias, 120

memory institution, 245

memory practice, 262

memory studies, 205, 261

memory, community, 186

memory, expectation, 127

memory, human, 120, 122

memory, organizational, 252

memory, social, 208, 483

mental model, 127

mental model, group, 178

menu, visual, 56

merger (organizational), 258

mesh network, 571

message passing, 104

meta-cognition, 195

meta-cognition (information needs), 69

meta-design, 145

metabolic cost, cognition, 552

metabolism, brain, 553

metadata, 43, 51

metadata extraction, 435

metadata harvesting, 279

metadata quality, 292

metadata, archival, 267

metadata, collection, 249

metadata, data, 398

metadata, educational, 198
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metadata, map, 422

metadata, rights, 313

metadata, simulation, 395

metadata, software, 286

metadata, video, 489

metadex, 54

metaphor, 220, 476

metaphor (design), 88

metaphor (language), 221

metaphor, language, 213

metaverse, 19, 418, 497

Metcalfe’s Law, 334

method patent, 312

method, object-oriented model, 104

metrics, 291

metrics, reputation, 164

metrics, scholarship, 384

metrics, science, 392

metrology, 390

METS, Multimedia Encoding and Transmission Stan-

dard, 282

micro-banking, 338

micro-blog, 160, 370

micro-blogging, 160

micro-data, 43

micro-format, 365

micro-payment, 338

micro-service, 279

micro-targeting advertising, 360

microdata, 458

microeconomics, 340

microphone, 572

migration, preservation, 270

military intelligence, 297

min-max, 538

min-max pruning, 516

mind map, 125

mind-body dualism, 135

mining ecommerce data, 361

mining financial records, 168

mining sentiment, 462

mining, data, 407

mirror neuron, 553

mirror world, 418, 423

MIS, management information system, 250

misinformation, 166, 463

mission statement, 350

mixed reality, 497

mixed-initiative systems, 498

mobile device, 89

mobile devices, 88

mobile service, 441

mobility, data, 403

modality, communication, 179

modality, disability, 142

modality, linguistic, 214

modality, sensory, 115

model theory, 240

model, community, 186

model, conceptual interface, 289

model, data, 101

model, designer’s, 98

model, dynamic, 2

model, economic, 339

model, information, 44

model, mathematical, 539

model, multimedia, 473

model, object-oriented, 104

model, scientific, 389

model-based simulation, 396

modeling, 395

modeling behavior, 172

modeling, community behavior, 169

modeling, requirements, 284

modeling, spatial, 423

models, science, 387

moderator, 442

mods, game, 494

modular testing (software), 288

monetary system, 332, 339

monetization, 337

money, 337

money laundering, 168

monitization, social media, 161

monopoly, information, 364

montage (film), 491

MOOC, 201

mood, 134

mood management, 134

Moore’s Law, 21

moral (narrative), 231

moral judgment (brain science), 555

moral right, 312

morpheme (speech), 481

morpheme (text), 216

motherese, 237

motif (story), 230

motion capture, 491

motion graphics, 428

motion pattern analysis, 486

motion planning, 486

motivation, 132, 135, 341

motivation, social, 171

motor behavior, 119
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move, discourse, 225

MP3 audio, 512

MPEG- 1 and MPEG-2, 513

MPEG- 7, 490

MPEG-21, 282

MPEG-A, 282

MPEG-V, 48

multi-agent semantic web, 158, 278

multi-agent system, 278

multi-attribute choice, 538

multi-attribute utility (MAUT), 538

multi-document summarization, 450

multi-loop feedback, 11

multi-tasking, 121

multicore processor, 571

multidimensional scaling (MDS), 548

multimedia model, 473

multimodal interaction, 119

multiple inheritance, 50, 530

multiscale simulation, 396

multiscale view, 477

multivalent document, 435

museum, 201, 273

music, 478

music industry, 363

musical information retrieval, 480

mutation (genetic algorithm), 551

mutual causation, 541

myth, 231

name normalization, 104

named-entity extraction, 446

names and naming, 33

namespace (XML), 44

narrative, 229

narrative (belief systems), 130

narrative reasoning, 123

narrative, hypermedia, 491

narratology, 488

natural computing, 411

natural language, 213

natural language parsing, 444

navigation, 59, 565

navigation, Polynesian, 423

navigation, social, 172

navigation, spatial, 424

near-field communication (NFC), 575

nearshoring, 343

necessary and sufficient conditions, 126

needs, affective, 89

needs, user, 284

negative results, science, 388

negotiation, 83, 360

negotiation, query, 75

neogeography, 423

neologism, 221

nervous system, 119

net neutrality, 569

netwar, 298

network data, 276

network ecology, 518

network economy, 568

network effect, 334

network flow, 544

network visualization, 384

network, conceptual, 125

network, sensor, 575

network, signed, 155

network, social, 158

neural network, 549, 554

neural plasticity, 552

neural prosthetics, 555

neurotechnology, 555

neurotransmitter, 554

neutral viewpoint, 24

neutral viewpoint (Wikipedia), 442

new media preservation, 269

newbie (chat group), 442

news, 370

news group, 441

news searching, 462

news summarization, 450

newspaper, 365

noise cancellation, 484

noisy channel (information theory), 507

non-disclosure agreement, 312

non-functional requirements, 283

non-linear model, 543

non-verbal interaction, 236

norm, conversational, 235

norm, social, 165, 187

normal form (Booleans), 530

normalization (database), 521

normalization (text retrieval), 526

normalization, name, 104

normative ethics, 225

nosology, 413

notability, 442

notary, 205

note taking, 438

notebook, laboratory, 391

notification system, 147

novel (literature), 232

novelty, 135
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numeracy, 407

obfuscation, 16, 166

object-oriented design, 4, 104

object-recognition, 475

objectivity, 24

obligation, 155

oblivion, right to, 318

obscurity, practical, 318

observatory, virtual, 407

Occam’s Razor, 387

OCR (optical character recognition), 430

office procedures, 255

office work, 183

onion routing, 318

online communities, 186

ontological design, 351

ontology, 35, 267, 530

ontology (semantic web), 402

ontology extraction, 447

ontology, design, 100

ontology, gene, 409

ontology, medical, 412

ontology, personal, 146

open access (scholarly publishing), 381

open bug reports, 288

open content, 367

open data, 405

open data, government, 259, 306

open government, 321

open innovation, 372

open metadata, 53

open notebook science, 391

open society, 7

open source software, 372

open-archives initiative, protocol for metadata harvest-

ing (OAI-PHM), 279

open-source, 346

open-source medical research, 412

opera, 479

operational definition, 388

operations research, 349

opinion, 166

opinion extraction, 447

opinion, public, 323

opinions, 129

opportunity cost, 78

opt-in and opt-out (copyright), 308

opt-in and opt-out (privacy), 317

optical character recognition (OCR), 430

optimism bias, 129

optimization, 94

optimization, factory floor, 354

optimization, GIS, 418

optimization, search engine, 359

oral history, 483

orality, 483

oratory, 227, 483

order fulfillment, 357

order relationship, 32

organization (information resources), 15

organization (social), 182, 257

organization, virtual, 343

organizational memory, 252

organizer, cognitive, 438

orientation (attention), 115

original order, 268

orthography, 428

outcome based metrics, 291

outcome-based assessment, 194

outcomes, educational, 195

outsourcing, 346

over-constrained task, 94

over-fitting (models), 540

over-generalization, 549

over-learning, 547

OWL, Web Ontology Language, 42

ownership, 266

P2P, peer-to-peer systems, 275

packet (network), 566

page layout, 59

PageRank algorithm, 528

pain, 554

pan-opticon, 319

paradigm (science), 389

parallel computer, 571

parameter learning, 547

paraphrase, 219

parental surveillance, 319

parity bit, 577

parliamentary system, 326

parody, 310

parser, spatial, 432

parsing (algorithms), 522

parsing events, 118

parsing mathematics, 408

parsing, natural language, 444

parsing, visual, 476

partial order planning, 94

participatory culture, 472

participatory design, 99

participatory problem solving, 82

participiatory culture, 188
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particle flurry (visualization), 406

partitioning, graph, 517

partonomies, 33

parts of speech (POS), 217, 444

patent, 312, 363

patent search, 464

path query, 459

pathfinder network, 517

patient information, 415

patient record, 416

pattern recognition, neural networks, 550

pattern-based surveillance, 317

paywall, 366

pearl growing, 72

pedagogy, 191

peer review, scholarly, 381

peer review, student, 193

peer-to-peer system, P2P, 275

peering, Internet, 569

pen tile, 574

pen-based interface, 432

people finder, 460

perceived relevance, 77

perception, image, 475

perception, remote, 181

perception, social, 170

performance (human action), 487

performance rights, 309

performance support, 290

performative (linguistics), 224

period room, 273

perishable good, 334

perlocutionary act, 224

permanence level (metadata), 267

persona-based design, 107, 139

personal collection, 146

personal fabrication and manufacturing, 354

personal genomics, 410

personal health record (PHR), 416

personal information management, 146, 208

personal narrative, 170

personal relevance, 76

personal robot, 498

personal search, 147

personality rights, 312

personalization, 145

personalized health care, 415

personalized hypertext, 57

personalized search, 463

personnel, 352

persuadability (advertising), 358

persuasion, 132, 175

persuasive games, 494

persuasive technology, 132

PERT chart, 348

perverse incentive, 336

Petri net, 107, 353

phishing, 163, 203, 296

phoneme, 480

phoneme segmentation, 485

phonetic alphabet, 427

phonics, 437

phonology, 480

photo forensics, 271

photo journalism, 204

photo-sequencing, 475

photography, 475

phrase (natural language), 217

phrase search, 455

phrase-structure grammar, 217

pidgin, 215

pipeline (computation), 571

piracy (copyright), 309

pixel, 509

PKI, public-key infrastructure, 560

plagiarism, 205, 315

plan recognition, 95

plan, discourse, 225

planning, 93

planning (narrative), 231

planning motion, 119

planning, conversation, 236

planning, preservation, 272

planning, story, 229

platform, publishing, 365

platform, service, 279

platform, social media, 161

plausibility, 78

play (entertainment), 491

play (games), 491

player model, 487

player modeling, 494

plot, narrative, 231

podcast indexing, 484

poetics, 488

poetry, 134, 483

point of sale system, 357

point of view (games), 493

point of view (narrative), 229

point of view (summarization), 450

point of view, neutral, 24, 442

pointification (gaming), 196

points economy, 164

polarity classification, 462
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polarity, verbal, 447

policy, acceptable use, 313

policy, document retention, 266

policy, information privacy, 315

policy, media, 373

policy, organizational, 343

policy, privacy, 316

policy, publishing, 366

policy, science, 392

policy, security, 295

policy, social, 325

politeness, 238

political activism, 162

political party, 325

political science, 321

politicial science, 325

politics (organizations), 184

polling, 323, 325

poly-representation, 121

polygraph, 394

polyhierarchy, 50

polymers, information, 408

Polynesian navigation, 423, 483

polysemy, 221

popular memory archive, 264

popularity (social network), 158

popup navigation, 424

portal, 88

positioning (discussion), 236

positive predictive value, 413

poverty, information, 87, 88

power (organizations), 184

power (social), 164

power law, 541

power, soft, 296

practical action, 84, 183

practice, community of, 186

practice, organizational, 183

practice-based design, 9

pragmatics, 223

pre-attentive processing, 115

precedent (law), 326

precision (metrology), 390

precision and recall, 77, 456

predicate, 35

predicate (natural language), 217

predicate logic, 530

prediction, 11, 81, 354, 397

prediction market, 323

preference (choice), 79

preference, modality, 180

PREMIS, 281

prescriptive learning, 191

presence, social, 179

presence, teaching, 200

preservation metadata, 267

preservation planning, 272

preservation, games, 494

preservation, video, 577

prestige (social network), 158

preventative medicine, 414

price (economics), 333

price comparison, 333

pricing, 333

primary data, 398

primary source, 206, 434

prime number (encryption), 556

prime number (teaching), 196

priming (language), 122

priming, neurons, 553

print, culture, 368

printing and print culture, 367

privacy, 315

privacy (sensor network), 576

privacy literacy, 203

privacy preserving data mining, 357, 407

privacy, browsing history, 451

privacy, ecommerce, 357

privacy, genomic, 410

pro, 128

probability, 534

problem solving, 90

problem solving (diagnosis), 128

problem solving, distributed, 571

problem structuring methods (PSM), 92

problem-based learning, 192

problem-behavior graph, 73

procedural knowledge, 84, 127

procedural memory, 121

procedural models, 532

procedural programming language, 532

procedural rhetoric, 227

procedurality (games), 493

procedure, 2, 84

procedure, abstract, 4

procedure, cognition, 121

process, 2

process coordination, 86

process documentation (provenance), 403

process model, 346, 387

process support system, 94

processes (organizational), 182, 345

procurement, 352

product catalog, 358
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product lifecycle, 352

product reputation, 163

product review, 359

production (commerce), 352

production system (logic programming), 532

productivity (economic), 340

productivity, work, 183

profession, 186

professional association, 186

professional ethics, 204

professional practice, 186

professional, information, 205

program correctness, 287

programming language, 196, 240

programming, computer, 570

programming, end-user, 146

programming, multimedia content, 491

progress, 394

project archive, 179

project management, 347

project management, archives, 272

project-based learning, 191, 192

prolog (programming language), 532

prominence, query term, 527

promise, 165, 351

pronoun reference, 222

pronunciation, 481

proof verification, 408

property rights, 259, 332

proposition, 35

proposition (linguistics), 217

proposition, knowledge representation, 221

propositional logic, 529

proprioception, 115

prosody, 481

protagonist, 231

proteomics, 409

protests, political, 323

protocol, 140

protocol for metadata-harvesting protocol (OAI-MHP),

279

protocol, agent communication, 241

protocol, cryptographic, 560

protocol, ecommerce, 356

prototype (category), 31, 120

prototype (user interface), 137

prototyping (design), 99

provenance, 165, 266

provenance (archival), 267

provenance (data set), 402

provenance (legal evidence), 329

provenance (physical objects), 274

provenance (vocabulary), 36

provenance, scientific workflow, 391

proximity search, 455

proximity, social, 155

pruning, graph, 517

pseudo code, 285

pseudo-science, 387, 393

pseudonym system, 560

psychological model, 120

psychology, 136

psyops, 298

public administration, 321

public choice theory, 321

public discourse, 322

public domain (copyright), 309

public good (economics), 333

public health information, 417

public history, 206

public humanities, 245

public library, 249

public recommendation, 172

public understanding of science, 393

public-key encryption, 557, 559

publishing, 365

pulse code modulation (PCM), 511

pulsing attacks, 298

punctuated equilibrium, 543

punctuation, visual, 476

pundit, 322

punishment, 328

puzzle, 493

quackery (medicine), 414

qualified Dublin Core, 45

qualitative models and reasoning, 113

quality (information), 203, 204

quality (software), 287, 288

quality control, 347

quality of service (networking), 569

quality score, 360

quality, information, 292

quantification, 530

quantization, 511

quantum theory, 388

query by image content, 475

query categorization, 451

query clarification, 76

query correction and modification, 451

query expansion, 451

query history, 451

query language, SQL, 103

query preview, 103
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query refinement, 452

query splitting, 465

query, database, 103

query, range (spatial), 420

query, text, 450

query-based summarization, 450

question answering, 71, 464

question referral, 76

question types, 71

queuing theory, 544, 545

radial category, 31

randomized clinical trial (RCT), 414

range query, 420

ranked retrieval, 455

ranking bias (search engine), 454

rap music, 134

rapid application development (RAD), 285

rapid prototyping, 99

rare books (library), 368

rationale, design, 99

rationality (economics), 341

rationality (science), 392

rationalize, 342

RDF data model, 521

RDF search, 463

RDF, resource description framework, 46

RDFa, 365

RDFS, 42

re-appraisal, 249

re-enactment, 270

re-identification, data sets, 405

re-targeting (advertising), 319

re-visitation, 453

re-write rule, 239

reader-response theory, 438

reading, 196, 436

reading privacy, 316

real-time indexing, 460

reasonable person (legal), 326

reasoning (inference), 122

reasoning, analogical, 123

reasoning, case-based, 535

recall and precision, 77

recall, human cognition, 120

reCAPTCHA, 430

recipe, 84

reciprocity, 164

recognition, 16

recognition, face, 320

recognition, handwriting, 432

recognition, human cognition, 120

recognition, optical character (OCR), 430

recognition, plan, 95

recognition, speech, 484

recommender system, 173

reconnaissance, 297

record group (archives), 267

records management, 258, 352

records, family, 146

records, financial, 168

records, health-care, 416

records, scienece, 400

recurrent transition network, RTN, 238

recursion, 238, 522

redaction, 306, 314

reductionism, 12, 387

refactoring, code, 285

refereeing (scholarly publishing), 381

reference (linguistics), 223

reference collection, 246

reference data set, 399

reference service, 74, 464

reference work, 76

referendum, 325

referential integrity, 55, 516

referential semantics, 223

referral, information, 172

refinding, 147

reflection (cognition), 88, 191, 192

reflection (education), 191

reflective practitioner, 96

registry, format, 267

registry, metadata, 282

regression testing (software), 288

regulation (government), 326

regulation, market, 336

reinforcement learning, 136, 547

relational data model, 520

relationship of entities, 31

relativism, 24

relevance (linguistics), 235

relevance feedback, text, 452

relevance judgment factor, 78

relevance, education, 192

relevance, information retrieval, 76

relevance, personal, 69

reliable source, 76, 203

remote procedure call, RPC, 279

rendering, 16

rendering (complex environment), 497

rendering, digital artifacts, 270

repair (conversation), 235

repair (planning), 95
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repair (troubleshooting), 128

replanning, 95

reporter (news), 368

reporting, news, 368

repository service, 279

repository, archival, 272

repository, design, 355

repository, software, 286

representation, 106

representation (human vision), 117

representation information (archives), 267

representation information (eScience), 402

representation, cognitive, 118, 120

representation, distributed, 550

representation, document, 44

representation, image, 475

representation, maps, 421

representation, social, 155

representation, story, 226

representation, visual, 471

representational art, 472

representational bias, 2

representational framework, 1

republic, 322

reputation, 163

requirements specification, 283

requirements, business process, 346

research and development (R&D), 355, 393

research front (science), 390

research institution, 362

research museums, 273

research university, 362

research, scholarship, 379

research, university, 362

reservation price (negotiation), 84

resolver, link, 562

resource allocation (task completion), 84

resource description framework (RDF), 40, 46

resource map, 282

resource map (OAI-ORE), 280

resource-based learning, 198

resource-based models of cognition, 121

resource-limited processing (cognition), 88

response operator characteristic (ROC), 537

responsibility, 155, 171

result aggregation (question answering), 465

retail, 358

retention (web business model), 162

retention policy, 266

retrieval failure, 17, 69, 121

retrieval, image, 475

retrieval, music, 480

return on investment, 372

return on investment (ROI), 338

retweets, 172

reuse (educational object), 198

reuse (learning object), 198

reuse (metadata), 282

reuse, data, 399, 402

reuse, software, 286

reuse, workflow, 107

reverse engineering, 311, 364, 372

reviewing (scholarly publishing), 381

revolution, 298

reward, 136

RFID, radio frequency ID, 575

rhetoric, 227, 439

rhetoric (game), 493

rhetoric, advertising, 359

rights definition language, 313

rights management, 313

RISC (computer chips), 570

risk, 79

risk analysis, 295

risk analysis, archives, 266

risk aversion, 117, 341

risky shift, 176

ritual, 187

rival good, 333

road movie, 229

robot, 498

robot (medical simulation), 412

robot (Web), 458, 459

robotics, manufacturing, 352

ROC curve, 537

role (self), 169

role, discourse, 237

role, organizational, 67, 182

role, small group, 175

role, social, 155

role, Xlink, 55

role-playing, 170

role-playing game, 186, 492

rollback point (database), 561

romantic relationship, 157

root cause, 194

routing, onion, 318

routing, packet, 566

royalty (copyright), 309

RPC, remote procedure call, 279

RSS, really simple syndication, 70

rule of law, 326

rule-based filtering, 70

rule-based system, 532
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rules (organizational), 155

rules (social), 166

rules of evidence, 329

rules, games, 492

rumor, 160, 163

run-length compression, 509

safe harbor (copyright), 309

safety and error prevention (medicine), 413

sales (business), 252

saliency, 122

sampling frequency, audio, 511

sanctions (social), 166

satellite (space), 564

save everything (archives), 269

saving face, 84

scaffolding, 192

scalability, system, 97

scale-free graphs, 518

scaling, 409, 540, 548

scaling (utility), 79

scam, 163, 168

scanning, 430, 573

scanning (digitization), 429

scanning, bar code, 575

scanning, environmental, 253

scenario visualization, 93, 552

scenario-based design, 107, 139

scene recognition, 511

scheduling (project management), 349

scheduling, task, 94

schema (data), 103

schema, semantic, 227

schema.org, 43

scholarly communication, 381

scholarly literature, 464

school, 199

science, 385

science DMZ (networking), 403

science museum, 201

science, service, 279

science, technology, and society, 391

scientific knowledge, 386

scientific visualization, 406

scimetrics, 392

scope note, 282

screen reader, 142

scrum (software development), 287

seal program (privacy), 318

search engine, 450

search engine optimization (SEO), 359

search history, 149, 452

search trail, 73

search, audio, 486

search, design space, 96

search, exploratory, 390

search, game tree, 516

search, image, 476

search, social, 76, 162

searching mathematics, 408

searching versus browsing, 70

searching, distributed indexed, 280

searching, graph, 515

secondary design, 9

secondary scholarly literature, 380

secret ballot, 324

secret code, 556

secure container, 314

security, data, 402

security, information, 291

security, trusted repositories, 272

segmentation, document, 431

segmentation, market, 357

segmentation, phoneme, 485

segmentation, word, 431, 444

segmentation, zone, 434

selection, archival, 265

selection, archive, 265

selective exposure, 131

self archiving, 146

self attribution, 171

self, identity, 169

self-archiving document, 267

self-aware and self-healing systems, 12

self-awareness, 115

self-describing digital object, 267

self-efficacy, 136

self-healing archive, 270

self-healing computation, 572

self-management, 136

self-monitoring, 146

self-organizing system, 12, 546, 549

self-presentation, 157

self-regulation, 172

self-replicating technologies, 12

self-report, 169

semantic annotation, 282, 446

semantic annotation (video), 490

semantic factoring, 50

semantic field, 219

semantic memory, 120

semantic network, 33, 220

semantic publishing, 365

semantic relationship, 31, 222
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semantic search, 460

semantic tools, 45

semantic type (UMLS), 412

Semantic Web, 36, 48, 398, 402, 463

semantic zooming, 477

semantics, 4, 213

semantics, formal, 240

semantics, lexical, 219

semantics, link, 59

semantics, query, 103, 420

semantics, referential, 223

semi-structured document, 434, 463

semiotics, 5, 219

sense-making, 65, 66, 437

sensemaking, 250

sensemaking, organizational, 184

sensitivity analysis, 398

sensor, 21, 296

sensor fusion, 575

sensor network, 575

sensor, body, 575

sensor, motion capture, 491

sensor, science, 407

sensorimotor control, 119

sensors, 391

sensory modalities, 117

sentence (language), 216, 217

sentiment analysis, 462

sequence diagram, UML, 107

serendipity, 70, 77, 174

series, archives, 268

serif (font), 428

serious game, 196, 494

serious games, 193

server, Web, 562

server-side application, 572

service (economics), 335

service management theory, 358

service models, 279

service population (library), 247

service, composition, 279

service, information, 245, 248

service, reference, 74

service-level agreement, 276

service-level agreement (SLA), 277

service-oriented enterprise (SOE), 255

service-oriented-architectures (SOA), 279

set point (feedback), 542

shadow function, 183

shape indexing, 355

shared decision making (medicine), 414

shared knowledge, 176

shared resources, 174

shared work space, 181

sharing information, 171

sharing, data, 405

shield law (news), 369

shopping, 360

side channel, 182

sign (semiotics), 5

sign language, 214

signage, 423

signal (semiotics), 5

signal detection and processing, 537

signal-to-noise ratio, 536

signaling (economics), 336

signals intelligence, 296

signature, digital, 557

signed network, 155

signifier (semiotics), 33

signing certificate, 557

signs (semiotics), 223

Silicon Valley, 372

silo (organizational), 255

similarity, 31, 410, 443, 459

similarity (search engine), 457

similarity, cosine, 527

similarity, visual, 476

Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS), 40

simulated annealing, 542

simulation, 3, 11, 81, 395

simulation (science), 411

simulation in education, 192

simulation social, 169

simulation, collaborative, 177

simulation, interactive, 397

simulation, medical, 412

simulator, training, 192

site license, 371

situated planning, 94

situatedness, 7

situational awareness, 67

skill, 123

skills, social, 154, 163

SKOS, Simple Knowledge Organization System, 40

slack (planning), 349

slander, 306

slang, 238

slippery slope, 329

small groups, 174

small world (graph theory), 518

smart city, 330

SME, subject-matter expert, 284

smell, 118
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smile, 133

sneaker net, 403

sniffing, packet, 566

snippet, 54

sociability, 90, 157

social actor, information system as, 172

social brain, 132, 553

social capital, 163

social contract, 155

social control, 305

social curation, 462

social decision, 321

social facilitation, 179

social learning, 172

social media, 160, 161, 177

social media analytics, 162

social media supported search, 76

social media, public opinion, 323

social memory, 127, 146, 208, 483

social modeling, 169

social network, 154, 519

social presence, 179, 200

social question answering, 75

social robots, 498

social science, 385

social search, 162, 460

social simulation, 169

social skill, 236

social viewing, 471

socialization, 154

socialization, community, 185

society, 169, 305

socio-technical interaction network, 184

socio-technical model, 340

socio-technical system, 392

sociolinguistics, 237

sociology, 153, 206

sociology, computational, 169

sociometry, 154

sock-puppet, 463

Socratic method, 193

soft power, 296

software architecture, 274

software engineering, 282, 285

software publishing, 371

software reuse, 286

software, attacks on, 294

solid model, 495

sonic arts, 478

source credibility, 132

source selection, 52, 69, 72

source-channel model, 525

sources, journalism, 368

sourcing, games, 492

spam (email), 441

spamming, keyword, 359, 454

spanning tree, 517

spatial ability, 141

spatial analysis, 418

spatial brain, 553

spatial cognition, 421

spatial hypertext, 56

spatial modeling, 423

speaking, cognition, 483

spear-phishing, 293

special libraries, 247

specialization, 372

spectrogram, 478

spectrogram, speech, 482

spectrum (radio), 563

speech act, 224

speech processing, 480

speech recognition, automatic, 484

speech, freedom of, 305

spell checking and correction, 443

spin, 324

sponsored search, 360, 454

spoofing, 441

sports, 492

spread spectrum, 564

spreading activation, 545

spying, 297

spyware, 318

SQL, structured query language, 103

stability (complex system), 12

standard operating procedure, 272

standard theory (science), 386

standards, 350

standards (metadata), 44

star diagram (data warehouse), 261

start-up (business), 372

state machine, 105, 238

state-secrets doctrine, 307

statechart, UML, 105

statistical analysis, 406

statistical representation, 457

statistics, 408

statute, 326

stereoscopic display, 574

stereotypes, 170

stochastic finite state machine, 485

stochastic model, 395

stocks (system dynamics), 544

storage (disk), 577
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storage, data, 277

storage, distributed, 571

stories, 7

story (games), 494

story (narrative), 230

story telling, 483

storyboard (interface), 139

storytelling, data, 402

stovepipe, organizational, 255

strategic knowledge, 255

strategy, decision, 343

strategy, design, 97

strategy, search, 72

stream, text, 462, 463

streaming content, 70, 160, 448, 462, 568

street panoramas, 418

stress test, 276

stress, task, 116

string grammar, 217, 239

string matching, 443

structural equation model, 544

structural linguistics, 216

structuration, 155, 157

structure and function, 25

structure, document, 38

structure, group, 175

structure, hypertext, 55

structure, information, 4

structure, music, 479

structure, organizational, 182

structured abstract, 54

structured analysis system, 182

structured conversation, 442

structured data, 101

student model, 194

studio learning, 199

stylometry, 448

sub-culture, 187

sub-language, 214, 237

subject classification and analysis, 52

subject heading, 52

subject-matter expert (SME), 284

subjective probability, 122

subjective utility, 342

substitution code, 556

subsystem, 9

successive fractions (retrieval), 72

summarization (text), 449

summarization (video), 490

summarization, opinion, 448

summary (current awareness), 54

summary, temporal, 462

summary, video, 490

summative design, 98

supervised learning, 549

superwork (bibliography), 45

supply chain, 352, 544

supply-demand curves (economics), 333

support group, patient, 415

surrogate, document, 54, 77, 452

surveillance, 318

sustainability (archive), 264

sustainability (archives), 273

sustainability (data), 399

SVD, singular-valued decomposition, 528

swarm intelligence, 12

swimlane, 107

SWOT, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats,

252

syllogism, 529

symbiotic robot, 498

symbol, 4, 427

symbol (concept), 5

symbolic logic, 529

symbolic representation, 29, 221

synapse, 554

synchronization, 86, 473

syndication, TV, 373

syntax, 4, 216, 522

syntax, visual, 476

system analysis, 10, 107, 283, 343

system dynamics, 544

system failure, 291

system metrics, 291

system theory, 25

system, belief, 130

system, conceptual, 5

system, social, 154

systems biology, 411

systems thinking, 93

syujhet, 230

table (relational data model), 520

table of contents, 53

tacit knowledge (organizational), 183, 252

tacit knowledge (preservation), 267

tactical intelligence, 297

tactile input, 118

tagger, part-of-speech, 444

tangibles, 496

task, 84

task analysis, 88, 140

task analysis, cognitive, 141

task analysis, collaborative, 178
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task group, 175

task ontology, 36

task specification, 67

task, information seeking, 66

taste, 118

taxonomies, enterprise, 256

taxonomy, 34

taxonomy (science), 388

taxonomy, biological, 408

taxonomy, games, 492

teaching, 199

team (games), 86

team, project, 347

teams, 181, 286

teams, distributed, 181

technical protection measures, 311

technology, 9, 393

technology acceptance model (TAM), 290

technology and economics, 340

technology development, 342

technology transfer, 355, 394

technology, disruptive, 338

technology, economy, 340

telephony, Internet, 567

television, 373

telework, 177

template extraction, 446

temporal data model, 521

temporal information retrieval, 424

temporal scripting language, 473

tense (verb), 218

tenure (academic), 380

term frequency (tf), 455, 527

term weighting, 455

term-by-document matrix, 455, 526

terms and conditions (contracts), 313

terms in context (text retrieval), 452

terrorism, 298, 316

testimony, 329

testimony, eyewitness, 208

testing (diagnosis), 128

testing, software, 288

text categorization, 449

text compression, 509

text data mining, 445

text retrieval, 454

text stream, 160, 448, 462, 463

text summarization, 449

textbook, 380

texting, 441

tf·idf (text retrieval), 455, 526

theater, 487

thematic organization, 437

thematic role, 222

theme (story), 230

theme-rheme (discourse), 225

theorem proving (automated), 408

theory of computation, 570

theory of mind, 113, 171

theory of reasoned action (TRA), 131

theory of the firm, 345

thesaurus, 35, 48

thesaurus (enterprise content), 257

thesaurus, cross-language, 468

thesaurus, faceted, 50

think tank, 326

third-person point of view (games), 493

thought experiment, 388

threaded discussion, 441

tic-tac-toe, 516

tie strength (social media), 514

time, 424

time series, 384

time-stamp, 558

tipping point, 10, 543

tone (speech), 482

tool (task), 88

top-down processing, 430

topic classification, 48

topic detection and tracking, TDT, 462

topic map, 124

topic model, 458

topic models, geographic, 185

topic-comment (discourse), 225

topical coherence, 223

Total Quality Management (TQM), 252, 347

touch screen, 119

tour, guided, 56

tracability (metrology), 390

tracking, visual, 486

trade association, 186

trade secret, 311

trademark, 311

tradeoff, design, 97

tradition, 157, 171, 187

traffic, Web, 459

tragedy, 488

trail (browsing), 149

trail, search, 73

training and documentation (user), 288

training simulator, 192

traits, 141

trajectories (planning activities, 94

trans-media, 89
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transaction cost, 335

transaction locking, 561

transaction processing, 338

transaction, economic, 334

transactive memory, 121

transcoding, 270, 508

transducer, 575

transfer of training, 124, 549

transformational grammar, 218, 444

transition network, 238

transitivity (choice), 79

translation, machine, 465

translational medicine, 412

transliteration, 465

transmission, data, 563

transparency, 305, 324, 336

transparency, governmental decision making, 328

travel agent, 336

tree, decision, 78, 548

tree, game, 516

treebank corpus, 523

triadic closure (graphs), 155

triage, information, 69

trial (law), 328

trial and error (learning), 549

trial, clinical, 363

trial, legal, 328

tribe, 156

troll, patent, 312, 364

trope, 134, 232

troubleshooting, 128

trust, 164, 338, 357

trusted repository, 272

truth value (logic), 102, 529

Turing complete (programming language), 570

Turing test, 498

turn, discourse, 225

tutoring system, 194

Twitter, 160

two-phase locking, 561

type-token, 33

typed link (hypertext), 55

typicality (categories), 31

UML, activity diagram, 107

UML, sequence diagram, 107

UML, statechart, 105

UML, use-case diagram, 284

uncanny valley, 491

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), 412, 416

Unified Modeling Language (UML), 107

unintended consequences, 11, 341

union catalog, 45

unit task, 66

universal product code, 575

universal usability, 142

university, 362

up-down processing, 430

URI, 158

usability, 292

use case (content), 45

use-case diagram, UML, 107, 284

user control, 138

user model, 70, 144, 172, 445

user needs, 284

user-centered indexing, 54

user-enriched web resource, 161

utility (information resources), 77

utility scaling, 79

utility, multi-attribute, 538

utterance, 480

validating requirements, 284

validation, assessment tool, 194

value (database), 30

value of information, 361

value of information (decision analysis), 73

value, information, 77

values, 129

vanity press, 365

vector graphics, 573

vector object (GIS), 419

vector space model, 455, 526

Venn diagram, 529

venture capital, 372

verb (parts of speech), 220

verifiability, 442

version management, legislation, 328

version management, software, 286

versioning, 525

vestibular sense, 118

vicarious learning, 172, 199

video, 489

video compression, 512

violence and media, 189

viral dissemination, 160

viral marketing, 358

virtual camera, 491

virtual collection, 279

virtual economy, 335

virtual identity, 170

virtual laboratory, 389

virtual machine, 270, 277, 278

virtual meeting place, 177
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virtual observatory, 407

virtual organization, 344

virtual reality, 497

virtual reference, 76

virtual team, 182

virtual world, 497

virtual worlds, 497

virtualization, 97

viruses and worms, 294

vision, human, 117

visual language and discourse, 476

visual tracking, 486

visual words, 509

visualization (information), 477

visualization retrieval interface, 453

visualization, link, 59

visualization, scientific, 406

Viterbi algorithm (HMMs), 525

vocabulary registry and repository, 36

vocal cue, 482

voice applications, 484

voice over IP, VOIP, 567

volumetric display, 574

voting, 324, 539

voting analytics, 325

voxel, 495

walkthrough, cognitive, 141

wallet, digital, 338

WAN, 276

war, 298

warehouse, data, 261

warrant (argumentation), 228

warrant, search, 316

warrant, semantic, 49

watermark (copy detection), 314

wayfinding, 423

wearable, 496

weather prediction, 398

Web 2.0, 157

Web archive, 271

Web characterization, 59

Web filtering, 453

Web Ontology Language: OWL, 40

Web query, 459

Web server, 562

Web service, 279, 398

weeding (collections), 249

weighted automata, 444

Wernicke’s area (brain science), 554

whisper campaign, 160

white-hat hacker, 293

wicked problem, 93

widget, coordination, 53

Wikileaks, 369

Wikipedia, 442

win-win game (economics), 80

wireframe (information architecture), 4

wireless, 564

wireless hypothesis, 342

wiretap, 316

word (language), 216

word bursts (content streams), 160, 448

word segmentation, 431, 444

word sense and meaning, 219

word space, 219

word-of-mouth, 368

word-sense disambiguation, 443

work (activity), 87

work (bibliographic), 44

work (copyright), 308

work (practice), 66

work breakdown structure, 85

work practice, 177

workflow, 66, 86, 107, 183, 340, 347, 349

workflow editor, 107

workflow, archives, 266

workflow, newsroom, 370

workflow, science, 391

workflow, scientific, 405

world view, 129

wrapper, content, 282

writing, 439

XBRL, 356

XLink, 55

XML, 38

XML-Schema, 38

XOR, 550

XSL and XSLT, 40

yellow journalism, 369

youth services, 247

zero-sum game (economics), 80

Zipf’s Law (language), 542

zombie, 168

zone indexing, 455

zoning, argumentation, 439

zoological collections (zoos), 274

zooming, 477


